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PREFACE.

"Y

THREE years have passed away since the publication of the

Fourth Volume of this Work.

A Fifth is now presented to the public, bringing down the

history of the Papacy to an epoch at which it may properly be

said to have attained to its greatest development both in respect

of territorial expansion and political influence. The present

Volume closes with the death of Innocent III., a pontiff whose

name stands foremost in the annals of the sacerdotal empire of

Rome.

The original plan ofthis Work has therefore been carried out,

and the writer might lay down the pen with that kind of tran

quil satisfaction which the fulfilment of a self-imposed task,

from which he expected neither profit nor renown, might bring

with it.

It may be repeated here that the Work was begun under the

impression that no profitable knowledge of the character and

modus operandi of the great pontifical scheme of Rome had found

its way to the mind of his countrymen. The earlier views of

the writer were in several respects favourable to the claims of

the Latin scheme. The progress'of his inquiries, however, im

parted their present shape to his labours. The change—such

as it was—was gradual and involuntary; a condition of mind

which, at all events, affords some security for the writer’s in

tegrity, though it may not be deemed creditable to his discrimi—

nation or consistency. The error—if any there be—may, how

ever, be imputed to the conviction, at no period of his labours
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absent from his mind, that civil liberty is incompatible with mental

or religious servitude. But, prior to the investigation, it did not

follow that the Latin scheme required such a state ofmental pros

tration as would unfit its subjects for independent volition or spon

taneous action. It was therefore not his fault if, in the course

of the inquiry, he could not shake off the impression that the

system‘of the Latin church, as matured in the minds of its

most eminent legislators, and carried into practice by its most

successful ministers and advocates, was calculated upon an ab

solute surrender of private judgment in all matters in which the

priest or the church might claim an interest. Its history, how

ever, plainly showed this to be its normal character and opera

tion; and no doubt can be entertained that, at the epoch of the

reign of Innocent 111., it had achieved astonishing success in

modifying political institutions, controlling the will of princes

and governments, and utilising the passions of mankind to an

extent that left to the lay community scarcely an opening for

the free exercise of the faculties upon the subjects mostim

portant to the welfare of society and the progress of social

improvement. The further inference, therefore, lay close at

hand, that if ever that scheme should recover from its present

state of comparative depression, the battle of civil and religious

liberty would have to be fought over again.

If there be any chance of such a revival, it would behove

our political leaders to look more closely into the inherent pe

culiarities of a system which denies the right of the subject to

freedom of thought and action upon matters most material to

his civil and religious welfare. There is no mode of ascertain

ing the spirit and tendency of great institutions but in a careful

study of their history. The Writer is profoundly impressed with

the conviction that our political instructors have wholly neg—

lected this important duty; or—which is perhaps worse—left it

in the hands of a class of persons whose zeal has outrun their

discretion, and who have sought rather to engage the prejudices

than the judgment of their hearers in the cause they have, no

doubt sincerely, at heart. It is of the last importance that the
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judgment to be passed upon the papal scheme should be the

result of a careful, if not a minute, analysis; that it should be

founded upon a deliberate opinion respecting the principles on

which it was built, and an accurate observation of the practical

operation of those principles from their birth to their maturity.

To this object all the leisure hours of the writer, for a period

of thirty years, have been devoted; Without the assistance of

literary friends-—excepting an occasional opinion they may have

been kind enough to express, and for which he returns them his

sincere thanks—and without consulting any controversial works,

ancient or modern, excepting such as have the character of his

torical documents, he has brought his work down to a period at

which the sacerdotal scheme of Rome was, both in theory and

practice, fully unfolded. All its principles of action were legis

latively established, and its modus operandi illustrated by a Vast

and consistent series of acts done under them. But since the

death of Innocent III., a period of three centuries of almost

fruitless struggle against the political inconveniences of the

Latin system had elapsed before any combined movement on

behalf of civil and religious liberty could be hazarded. The

question therefore arises whether, between the death of that

great pontiff and the reformation of the sixteenth century, any

such changes in the theory or practice of the Roman theocracy

had taken place as to divest it of those inconveniences, and to ob-‘

viate the dangers to civil and religious liberty, which no rational

observer will be bold enough to affirm did not threaten those

vital interests of society at the concluding period of the Volume

now submitted to the reader.

The first subjects of inquiry, before we can be sure that such

change—if apy—is of a nature to dispel our apprehensions, must

be, whether the change is in principle, or only in the modus

operandi—whether it has or has not been effected with a reser—

vation of the underlying principle in all its integrity—whether

it is real, or a mere subterfuge to keep the principle out of

sight until that kind of practical pressure could be brought to

bear upon the outer world which should familiarise men’s minds
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with any further steps for the redintegration of the whole

scheme, and thus to obviate the danger of a premature disclo

sure of its intrinsic character and its practical tendencies.

The writer therefore proposes—if life and health be granted

—to consider these questions in what he takes leave to call a

Supplemental Volume. It is intended to adhere as closely as

possible to the chronological order of the events and incidents

bearing upon the subject. It is not disguised that the ultimate

issue must be whether the combination of spiritual and temporal

government in the same hands is reconcilable with the welfare of

society in the mass; whether, in fact, it be not a political ano—

maly, a combination of discordant elements, a ferment of mis

chief, and a perpetual shock to the religious and political aspira

tions of the world of thought and action. That parties—either

in religion or politics—should cease to persecute one another, is

a consummation rather to be wished than hoped for. All that

the statesman or the political philosopher can do is to take from

them the power to do mischief to each other, or to disturb the

existing order of society with impunity.
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POPE CALIXTUS II. died on the 12th or 13th December

Honorius 11, 1124. Within five months he was followed to

P°P°- the grave by his late opponent, Henry-V. of

Germany.‘ At the death of Calixtus the powerful party

ofthe Frangipani carried the election of Lambert, bishop

of Ostia, and enthroned him by the name of Honorius

II. A few hours later, the popular party, under the

influence of cardinal Peter Leonis, son of a rich Jew

banker,” elected Theobald, cardinal priest of St. Anas

tasius, and saluted him pope by the name of Coelestine

Adverse 91% II. The sequel of this double election is un

tion ofCoeles- explained. It appears that both candidates

‘me entertained doubts of the validity of their re

spective elections. Coelestine voluntarily laid aside the

insignia of his new dignity; Honorius proclaimed his

scru les more ostentatiously, and after having exhi

bite himself as pontiff for the space of seven days,

divested himself, article by article, of the Pontifical vest

ments, and modestly withdrew from the presence of the

astonished electors. The effect of this self-humiliation

was instantaneous; the silent (probably the

sincere) abdication of Coelestine was accepted;

and Honorius was recalled by the unanimous sufli'ages

of both parties, and enthroned with all the formalities of

a canonical election.6

In the first days of the new reign the attention of

Halon-u, the Pope was drawn to the state of the great

claimsthe abbey of Monte Casino. Honorius claimed

i’fil‘g’g‘fié; tribute from the communit in acknowledg

lstrontemsino-ment of the superiority of t e Roman church.

He abdicates.

I He died at the age of forty-four,

on the 23d May 1125. Raumer, Gesch.

der Hohenstaufl'en, i. p. 322.

‘' Leo IX. had employed him as a

sort ofcourt banker, and persuaded him

to accept baptism. On that occasion

he took the name of his pontifical god

father, and proved himself a very use

ful a cut of the court.

'= and. Pisun. in Vit. Honor. II. ap.

Murat. Sc. Rr. Ital. Baron. an. 1124,

§ 8," p. 373. Cont‘. Fleury, H. E. t. xiv.

p. 343. '
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Abbot Oderisius repelled the demand, and was excom

municated. The monks availed themselves of the oppor

tunity for ridding themselves of an unpopular superior,

and elected a successor more to their mind. Imputing

the deposition of Oderisius to the effect of his censures,

Honorius, of his own authority, nominated a superior, on

the ground that Monte Casino was a papal foundation.d

The choice of the community turned out unfor

tunate. The new abbot, Nicolas, with the aid of

the Norman prince Robert of Capua, carried off the trea

sure of the convent, under colour of placing it in security

against the deposed Oderisius. The monks discovered

their error too late to save their wealth, and now placed the

election unreservedly in the hands of the Pope. Despair

ing of his restoration, Oderisius threw himself at the feet

of Honorius and obtained absolution; the papal nominee

was accordingly accepted and installed by the commu

nity, and was consecrated on the spot by the Pope.e

A year or two later (A.D. 1127), the Pope became

involved in a critical dispute with Roger II. Roger H of

king of Sicily. Roger was the grandson of Sicily claims

Trancred de Hauteville, the founder of the “If; 2:5,?“

Norman dynasty in Southern Italy. His against the

father, Roger I., had conquered Sicily from Pope‘

the Saracens, and assumed the title of king of that island;

the continental dominion of Calabria and A ulia de—

scending in the elder line to duke William, t e great

grandson of Tancred, through Robert Guiscard, the elder

His success.

brother of Roger I. of Sicily. Upon the death of Wil-.

liam, in 1127, without male heirs, Roger II., in the

4 The monastery dated from the ear

lier years of the sixth century; but

after its capture by the Lombards in

580, it had fallen into ruins, and so

remained for a period of 140 years.

About the year 718, pope Gregory II.

partially restored the monastery, and

in a short time it was enriched by

many splendid donations and endow

ments. Karlmann son of Charles

Martel, Rachis king of the Lombards,

with his wife and daughters, subse

quently other persons of rank and

wealth, retired thither from the world.

The grounds upon which the see of

Rome claimed the patronage of the

abbey were the following: that Bene

diet, the founder of the abbey, was an

emissary of the Holy See; that the re

storers and endowers had been either

deputed by the popes for the time

being, or had been Roman citizens;

and that the abbots Petronax, Maurus,

and Placidus had derived their com—

missions from the same source.

' Pet. Diac. Chron. Mont. Cas. lib.

iv. 0. 88-95, ap. Murat. iv. 550-554.
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natural course of feudal representation, became the heir

of his cousin, and asserted his right without delay. The

Pope, on the other hand, claimed the entire inheritance

of duke \Villiam as an escheat to the Holy See. Roger,

however, entered promptly and peaceably into possession

of the duchies; and the indignant pontiff resorted to the

ordinary weapons of pontifical Warfare for the restoration

of his rights.f Upon the first intelligence of the invasion

of the duchies by Roger II. , Honorius hurried to Bene

ventum to reduce his refractory vassal to reason; and

to that end threatened the severest visitation of spiritual

censure. Willin to avoid extremities, Roger professed

the most devote attachment to his pontifical suzerain,

and offered a large sum of money, if perchance he might,

by the chink ofhis gold, soften the heart of his indignant

superior. But both negotiations and bribes proved un

andisexcom- availing; the king was excommunicated with

municaied' all the usual formalities; and Roger retaliated

by letting loose his lawless bands upon the territory of the

c urch of Beneventum. That city was no longer a place

for the Pope to dwell in, and Honorius betook himself to

the protection of Robert prince of Capua, with a view to

prepare the more effectual appeal to the arm offlesh in

support of the right of the apostle Peter to the sove

reignty of the duchies of Calabria and A ulia.g

Under the protection of Robert of apua, the Pope

The papal assembled the independent barons of Northern

“12:23:?” Apulia and Campania, to prepare them for the

Roger. struggle. These potentates were hardly less

alarmed at the threatening advances of the formidable

king of Sicily, than the Pope himself. Prince Robert,

count Rainulph of Avellino, and a crowd of nobles,

bishops, abbots, and feudal tenants of the Holy See,

' It was pretended that though Roger

might claim as heir of duke William,

yet that the latter had left a will be

queathing all he possessed to the Holy

See, and that he had on his deathbed

made a declaration to the same effect.

Pagi, Crit. ad Baron. an. 1127, § 1-3,

pp. 401, 402. The pretence is, in fact,

inconsistent with the allegation of an

escheat. The will itself was never pro

duced, even if, consistently with the

rights of his kinsman, such a will could

have had any legal operation.

8 Falco, Benevent. Chron. ap. Murat.

v. p. 10 et seq. Bar. an. 1127, § 1 ex

Chron. Romualdi, Ep. Salem. 1
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re lied with acclamations to the war-note of the pon

ti , promising loudly to stand by him and the sacred

cause of the apostle Peter to the death.h But the per

formance was not so 1prompt as the promise. Delays

were interposed; and t e disappointed pontiffreturned to

Rome, to await the pleasure of his capricious vassals.

Meanwhile Roger heaped up the measure of his iniquities

by possessing himself of the territories of the Norman

princes Boemund and Tancred, which, at their departure

for the holy war, they had left under the special protec—

tion of the Holy See. The danger was now at the door,

and the sacred trumpet was sounded with more telling

effect. The princes of Capua and Avellino, the barons,

bishops, abbots, and feudatories of St. Peter flocked tu

multuously to the papal banner, and the jubilant host

hastened to encounter and punish the sacrilegious in

truder.

Roger, however, had taken up a position so difiicult

of access, and had so richly supplied his com

missariat, as to leave him at liberty either to

await the assault without apprehension, or to wear out his

opponents by want of provisions and the deadl effects of

a midsummer campaign in the torrid regions 0 the south.

An assault in front was not to be hazarded; and want and

disease soon began to produce their ordinary effects upon

the tumultuary host. Silently one and another of the

chiefs slipped away from the army; and the Pope, find

ing that little reliance could be placed upon his friends,

determined to make a friend of his enemy. The negoti

ation was soon concluded, and Roger was acknowledged

as duke of Calabria and Apulia, upon the like tenure as

that of the late duke William. A tumultuous break-up

of the papal army followed the publication of the treaty,

and the allies returned home, loudly denouncing the

treachery of the pontiff for deserting his devoted vassals

Pacification.

'1 By way of stimulating their zeal,

the Pope is said to have promised a.

plenary absolution of all their sins to

those who should fall in the holy war,

and to the survivors a remission of an

undivided moiety of all their transgres~

sions. In consideration of these ines

timable benefits, they were to “ gird up

their loins,” t0 “ unsheathe the sword,”

to “ execute terrible vengeance upon

the nefarious robber,” 8m. 8w.

IIONORIUS II AGAINST ROGER OF SICILY. 5L.
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without regard to their present interests or their future

security.‘ King Roger scriipulously performed his en

Roger does gagements to the 01y See. He did respect

homage to ful homage to the Pope for all his late acquisi

the P°P°' tions; be guaranteed the city and territory of

Beneventum to the Pope for ever, and loyally romised

to respect the territory of the prince of Capua. ighteen

months of comparative tranquillit rewarded the policy

Death of or the moderation of onorius; and in the

Hmmiusn- month of February 1130, he sunk peaceably

into the tomb, after a pontificate of five years, one month,

and twenty-five days.J

But a few hours after the decease of Honorius, the

Double elw party of the nobles, represented by the Fran

tion. Inno- gipani and the Corsi families, collected sixteen

X‘jl‘gtcllelt'uzlfil cardinal clergy of their faction in some un

' named locality, and elected Gregory, cardinal

deacon of St. Angelo, by the designation of Innocent II.

On the same da , and but an hour or two afterwards, the

party of Peter fieonis, himself at that moment the idol of

the popular affections, assembled at the church of St.

Mar , in the most public part of the city, and there, by

the sufl'rages of a majority of the cardinal clergy, and

with the unanimous assent of the magistracy and people

of Rome, elected the highly popular Peter, cardinal

priest of St. Maria trans Tiberim, to be their bisho , by

the title of Anacletus II. The new pontiff was fdrth

with enthroned and consecrated in the great basilica of

St. Peter with all possible publicity, and without disturb

ance or protest on the part of his opponents.k In point

of form, therefore, the only question that could be raised

on behalf of Innocent was, whether the priority of time

* Thus abbot Alexander of Celesino

states the issue of this disastrous expe

dition. Pagi, ad Bar. an. 1128, § 4, p.

Pope’s ill success to the ifaithless de

sertion of the Prince of Ca ua and the

vassal barons of the Holy ee.

414. See also Falco, Benev. Chron. ap.

Mur. iv. p. 105; Pand. Pis. ap. Mur.

iii. p. 421; and the lives ofHonorius II.

by Barnard Guido and card. Arago—

riius, ibid. p. 422; also a fourth bio

graphy by Amalric, vol. iii. pt. ii. p. 365:

most of whom, however, ascribe the

J Pagi, ad an., and Art de Vér. érc.

1‘ The facts of the election, as here

stated, we believe to have been undis

uted by the Innocentians. See Paml.

Pisen. in Vit. Inn. II. ap. Mur. iii. pt.

ii. p. 367 ; Falco,Benev. Chron. ibid. v.

p. 106.
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should override the majority in respect of the numbers

and legal qualification of his electors.

There is no question in the history of the Roman

church involved in greater and more perplex- Bernard of

ing obscurity than that which relates to the ‘13:53:21];

special forms that determined the canonical electioh of

validity of a pa al election. Bernard of Clair- Inmemn'

vaux, the orac e of his a c, has taken u on himself the

justification of that of nnocent II.l dmitting that

the proceeding was “somewhat less regular in oint of

form than might be wished,” he alle es that nnocent

enjoyed the threefold advantage, 1, of t e suffrages ofthe

better part of the sacred college; 2, of the approval of the

majority of the churches of the Latin communion; and,

3, of the more important testimony of life and conversa

tion. Tacitly admitting the minority in Ipoint of numbers

against his client, he insisted loudly t at the priority

in point of time was, whatever might be the merits of

the first election, conclusive against a second proceeding

of the same nature in favour of another person without

appeal and judicial decision; not, however, naming the

tribunal, or showing how the decision might he arrived at.

Quietly passing over the rights of the Roman clergy and

people in the election of their bishop, he boldly assumes

the higher moral and religious character of the minority

as evidence of the superior merits of their candidate, and

finally rests the whole question upon an argument which,

if admitted, would vest the election of a pope in the col

lective church, instead of the hitherto acknowledged can

onical source of Pontifical authority,—-the sufl'rages of a

majority of the cardinal clergy and people of H, b,

Rome. Obviously, if Bernard’s canon were .ioii‘jtgiie

admitted to govern the papal elections, the If:

church might despair of ever seeing a legiti- '

mate pope. It is indeed scarcely possible to suppose that

a man of his intellectual capacity should have intended

more than to try the effect of his powerful rhetoric in

favour of his client; nor can we avoid the suspicion that

the Jewish descent- of Anacletus II. was the secret motive

I 8'. Bernard. Ep. ap. Baron. an. 1130, § 4-7.
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of the bitter and apparently groundless aspersions in

which he indulged against him.

As usual in Rome, the popular opinion expressed it

Inmcent self in isolated acts of personal outrage against

migrates to its 0 ponents. Innocent was soon convinced

PM‘ that ome could, in the actual temper of the

people, be no safe abodem for him. In the first instance

he sought an asylum against popular violence in the eas

tellated mansions of his friends the Frangipani and Corsi,

and was enabled, by their assistance, to procure two fast

galleys, in which he and the whole section of the sacred

college which adhered to his fortunes embarked; and

after successfully eluding the pursuit of his adversaries,

landed safely at the friendly port of Pisa.“ '

It is admitted on all hands that the personal character

Reputation of of Innocent II. contrasted favourably against

Innocent and that of his rival. The cardinal of St. Angelo

Anaclems' was a gentleman of familv° and education.

Initiated at an early age in public business under Urban

II. and his successors, he had become well known to the

churches of France and Germany, and had acquired the

reputation of a man of intelligence, prudence, and inte

grity; more especially for the part he had borne in the

negotiation of the treaty of Worms under Calixtus II.p

On the other hand, pope Anacletus was almost unknown

to the outer world, and was regarded with that dislike

or aversion which attached to all the descendants of a

hated and despised race. The creature of wealth,-—ori

ginally acquired, probably, by means condemned by the

church,-—and proscribed by the prejudices of society,“ he

could hardly stand in general estimation on a level with

a man of illustrious birth, unsullied descent, and acquired

“I The imputed pillage of all the reschi.

churches of Rome by Anaclctus II. in

person is no doubt one of those out

rageous slanders in which it was the

fashion of that a e to indulge against

all opponents. or the details of the

libel see Ms. Cod. Vatican. ap. Baron.

an. 1130, § 3,1). 429.
I Baron. ubi sup. . 429.

0 He was descende from the ancient

and noble family of the Papa: or Papa

P Ciacone, Vit. Pontifl'. i. p. 971.

'I In that age no distinction was

taken between usury, and interest for '

the use of money. Those who had it

to lend were, therefore, driven to ask

more in the shape of interest than it

was worth, byway of assurance against

the chances of seeing it altogether sa

crificed to the general prejudice.
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political influence. His only chance lay in the liberal,

perhaps questionable, use of that wealth upon which his

social influence was built. The disadvantages of his po

sition were eagerly imputed to him by his adversaries as

crimes. Covetousness and rapacity, they said, were his

inheritance ; and the produce of his plundering-s were pro

fusely lavished to satisfy the cravings of the venal mob

by which he was sup orted in his detestable rebellion

against the legitimate end of the church.r

From Pisa Innocent repaired into France, and was

received with open arms by the communities of Innocent

_ Clugny and Olairvaux. Letters and messages goes“)

on his behalf circulated with almost incredi- Franc"

ble rapidity from the two monasteries. Spain at once

adopted his cause; and Louis VII. of France was not far

behind in casting himself at the feet of the new pontiff.

Anacletus met the storm of reprobation that was gather

ing around him with dignity and courage. He Defence of

addressed letters of remonstrance to the courts Anaclems'

of France and Germany, rehearsing all the irregularities

of his opponent’s election, explicitly denying the slanders

circulated by him and his partisans, and challenging his

adversaries to the proof.‘ This remonstrance was se

conded by a memorial addressed to Lothar, the recently

elected king of the Germans, and signed by no fewer

than twenty-seven cardinals, repelling the charges of

bribery and rapine, and insisting upon the clandestine

character and the manifold irregularities of the election

of Innocent, most of which were, in fact, tacitly admit

ted by their opponents. The election of Anacletus, they

aflirmed, was the spontaneous unbought result of the

suffrages of the entire constituency of church and re

public, united in the exfpression of one solemn opinion,

and the performance 0 one lawful act, upon the spot

consecrated by immemorial usage to the performance of

the sacred rite. In all these particulars, they protested,

the election of Gregory of St. Angelo was wholly defi

I’ See the letter of Peter of Clugny, ' Not a syllable of all these enormi

ap. Bar. an. 1130, p. 443. Ep. Bern. ap. ties, he said, was known at Rome.

eund. § 4 and 5.

--m
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cient, and therefore irregular and uncanonical. The me

morial of the cardinals was supported by a petition from

the magistracy, the nobles and the plebs of Rome, aflirm

ing in all points the purity of Anacletus’ cause, and insist

ing upon the wrong done to the emperor-elect himself,

and the insult to the people of his capital city, by such

wanton repudiation of every known law of the church.t

A remonstrance in like terms had been addressed to

Protest“ Louis VII. of France, and even to the monks

canon Rgim- of Clugny and Clairvaux. The latter of these

balddmge' documents was repelled with contemptuous in

solence“ by Bernard and the associated communities.

But the clamour of the monks had not yet succeeded in

stifling the voice of truth and candour. Reimbald, a

canon of the church of Liége, protested aloud against

the ignorant partiality displayed in the adjudication of

the rival claims to the pontificate: “ Innocent might,

for all that had been urged for or against his pretensions,

be a true pope: but as yet no evidence had been taken,

no advocates had been heard, no appeal proposed, no

tribunal assigned: all that had been said and done had

proceeded upon a brutish and irrational ignorance of the

facts of the case“: a narrative had been published on

the art of the rival candidate, containing statements

whic , if true, were of the last importance to the issue of

the case: this writing had been wilfully suppressed, or,

worse than that, it had been encountered by worthless

invective and malignant slander: thus the world had

been kept in ignorance: Innocent had been acknow

ledged by most men, they knew not why; and a gross

injustice had been done to one Who had called for and

courted inquiry, and himself furnished the means of ar
riving at an equitable solution of the difliculty.”v

' See the letters and memorial ap.

D. Bouq. tom. xv. pp. 360-365. Ba

ronius (an. 1130, § 12-14) inserts the

greater number of these documents as

specimens of the infamous falsehoods

and prevarications imputable to here

tics and schismatics in general.

" “Rome,” said Peter of Clugny, “is

where the Pope is; nor was Peter in

his dungeon, Clement in his place of

exile, Marcellus in the slavery of the

stables, the less the monarchs of the

universal church than when they dwelt

in the palace of the Lateran.” The

fables here alluded to were the pabu

lum of ecclesiastical pretension in that

and several succeeding ages. See Bar.

an. 1130, § 37, p. 445.

v D. Bouq. tom. xv. p. 366. Bar.

an. 1130, § 38, p. 445; and Pagi, ad 100.
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The greater number of the bishops of England had,

it appears, already acknowledged Anacletus as Bern rd

their pope. But now Lothar of Germany hesi- gains 2m

tated ; and even Louis of France halted betweentwo opinions. Bernard meanwhile stoutly in- ’

sisted upon the universality ofthe recognition ofInnocent’s

title, but without immediate efl'ect; and he consented to

dissipate the scruples of Louis at a synodal meeting to

be ‘held at Etampes. Here the personal ascendency of

that extraordinary man shone out in the fullest light.

King Louis surrendered all his scruples into the hands of

the “ man of God ;” and adopted his view of the case as

the immediate suggestion of the Holy Spirit. Hurrying

from the presence of his temporal sovereign, Bernard

presented himself at the court of Henry I. and Henryl

in Normandy, and poured into the ear of the “England

English prince and his courtiers those passionate and

Ejisthetic appeals to which, in a far higher degree than to

' intellectual powers, he owed the wonderfu ascendency

he had achieved over the spirit of the age. The simple

Norman became the willing captive ofthe eloquent church

man, and consented without loss of time to abandon all his

prepossessions at the feet of Innocent, who had taken up

his abode at Chartres on the confines of Normandy. Two

months after Henry’s submission, the letters and emissa

ries ofInnocent and his patron Bernard had accomplished

the no less important conversion of the emperor-elect,

Lothar of Germany. A great diet of the empire Lothar of

held at Wiirzbur unanimously declared in his Germany

favour. France, 1%ng1and, Spain, and Germany glg‘gjgrgy

were by this time ranged under his banner; '

further proof of legitimacy was deemed superfluous;w and

the voice of Reimbald of Liége died awa in the distance,
or was drowned in the acclamations oiywestern Christ

endom.

_ "' Lappenberg, Gesch. v. Engl. i. 280. “ testimonium vitae,” by which the

Hartzheim, Cone. Ger. iii. 334. Raumer, title of Innocent was held together,

Geschichte der Hohenst. i. 346. Bern. two strands had failed him ; the third,

Epp. n. 125. Of the “triplex funicu- the “ approbatio plurium,” held on.

his ” of Bernard, the “ electio melio- This was enough for him.

rum,” the “ approbatio plurium,” and
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The conversion of the emperor Lothar of Saxony may

Comptelw have been hastened by a hope of relieving him

tion ofLo- self from the irksome osition in which his com

flm' pact of election had plhced him. He had, with

the assistance of Suger, abbot of St. Denys, and two

papal legates, succeeded in setting aside the superior

claims of Conrad of Hohenstaufien, the brother of the

patriotic duke Frederic of Swabia, but at the price of a

corrupt bargain with the papal arty, then under the

direction of Albert, archbishop of aintz, the implacable

enemy of the late dynasty. To secure the suffrages of

the archbishop and the powerful papal minority in the

empire, he had agreed to renounce for himself and his

successors every material advantage of the late treaty of

\Vorms, more especially the right of being present at the

election of the prelates ofthe em ire, and of giving inves

titure prior to consecration.‘ his act of folly, he now

found, had gone far to transfer the ecclesiastical patron

age of the crown to the papal or clerical party, and to

reduce him to a state of vassalage mortifying to his

pride, and prejudicial to the ublic interests. Like other

feeble natures, when brought Into contact with a stronger

will and more determinate purpose, Lothar strove to

obtain by solicitation and intrigue that which vigour and

firmness might have commanded.y In the year 1131 he

invited pope Innocent II. to meet him in solemn synod

5 0d of at Liége. Under the management of Bernard

iése- the assembly presented an extraordinar ap

pearance of splendour both as to numbers and display.‘

On the day of the opening, as soon as the approach

Homage of of the Pope was announced, the Emperor and

1mm"- the great men of his court rode forth to meet

him. The Emperor dismounted, humbly took in hand the

bridle of the white palfrey of the Pope, and conducted

K Cont‘. Book xi. c. 7, p. 672 et sqq. tional rights of the crown might, as

Prior to consecration; so that conse soon as the pernicious consequences be

oration, preceding investiture, should

not impart a vested right to the tem

poralities.

Y Nowada s few political easuists

would scrup e to hold that so treason

able a renunciation of the constitu

come apparent, be treated as a nullity.

1 Thirty-two archbishops and bish

ops, fifty-three abbots and priors, in

numerable clergy, and many laymen

of the highest distinction, attended the

synod.
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him to the quarters prepared for him. On the following

day Innocent placed the crown of empire upon the head

of the obedient son of the church, and completed the day's

work by a solemn republication of the curse upon the

head of his rival and his adherents. This agreeable state

of things was, however, soon disturbed by the unseason

able request of Lothar to be relieved from the HisimPm.

inconvenient renunciations he had submitted to dentrequesh

at his election, and to be reinstated in the privileges war

ranted to the crown by the treaty of Worms. The thing,

however, was not to be thought of. The pontiff, the

clergy, and, above them all, abbot Bernard, turned a

deaf ear to the pathetic pleadings of the Emperor and his

advocates. The request was peremptorily rejected, and

the feeble rince was doomed to see the only really intel

ligible an operative stipulations of the treaty set aside

by a side-wind of sacerdotal craft, within the short period

of nine years from the date of its enactment.a

The character ofthe age in which he lived is reflected,

as in a mirror, in the career of Bernard, abbot Bernard

of Clairvaux; while, on the other hand, the abbotof

brightness of the reflection gave life and colour 01a""“’‘'

to the objects it shone upon. Born of a noble family,

educated by a pious mother, and devoted from his in

fancy to the profession to which she had destined him,

he became the bri htest representative of the Christian

theosophy which the World had brought forth since the

last of the four great doctors, Jerome, Au ustine, Am

brose, and Gregory, whom the Latin churc es have re

garded as inspired teachers.b Fervour, piety, and elo

quence frequently of the noblest character; dog- Character of

matism and superstition in their most ordinary Bernard

form; persecution and intolerance in their essential though

not with those odious features which his principles directly

encouraged ;—all these qualities, softened down and ad

* See Raumer, Hohenst. i. p. 347, and his works rise above them all in some

the authorities there quoted. of the brightest, if not the broadest,

" St. Bernard closes the canon of the views of Christian perfection.

patristic writers; and it is curious that
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orned by substantial urity of urpose, and an unmistak

able hungering and tiiirsting aiter righteousness, brought

him into harmony with, while their brilliancy raised him

high above, the spiritual, if not the intellectual level ofthe

age in which he lived. Nature had endowed him with

a fervid imagination, and a power of speech of which he

did not believe himself possessed, until its marvellous ef

fects upon the world around him appeared even to himself

to denote a higher influence operating in him than could be

ascribed to mere human eloquence. Without reference to

ulterior views or objects, he had framed for himselfan idea

of Christian perfection consisting mainly in an absolute

renunciation of every pleasure, comfort, or convenience of

life, even ofthose essential to health and personal cleanli

ness, and an unreasoning devotion of all the faculties of

body and mind to the service of that church out of which

he could see no home for himself in this world, and no hope

of happiness thereafter. With a mind too candid to be ab

solutely blind to the distinction between form andsubstance

in religion, be adhered to the traditional formularies of

doctrinal discipline as an unerring rule of life, and the

unvarying themes of his public and private instruction.

Retiring with thirt companions or converts to a

deserted and dilapidate building at Clairvaux,b he and

his friends devoted themselves to poverty, silence, and

religious exercises, himself setting the most forcible ex

ample of ascetic practice. He took little sleep, lived upon

the poorest and the most insipid food, wore a coarse and

patched kirtle, with the secret discomfort ofa rough hair

shirt next his skin. Proud of so distinguished an acces

sion to his order, Stephen, the general of the Cistercian

communities in France, raised Bernard to the dignity of

abbot (A.D. 1115), thou h then only in his twenty-fifth

year. Up to this time Ins reputation as a preacher had

Labour, and spread over half the Christian world; but al

mimcles of ready his health had suffered from ascetic prac

Bemmd‘ tices, and incessant exertion in the chair and

with his pen. He could no longer labour in the field

'1 Given to the Cistercian brother- Bernard and his companions. Fleury,

hood by Hugh, count of Troyes, for H.E. xiv. p. 203.
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with his brethren for their daily subsistence; but his voice

in the chair was strong and sweet as ever, his delivery

retained all its impressive solemnity and persuasive elo

quence. He preached and wrote on great public occasions

so clearly and so directly to the point, that his addresses

and letters were looked for and hailed by princes and

churches as the echo of inspiration. The world soon be

gan to ascribe the impression he produced to a divine

power, and to endow him with the gift of miracle. His

disciples vied with each other in noting down and pub

lishing abroad the Wonders wrought by his hand or his

prayers. He himself believed that this wonderful success

was a direct manifestation of a superhuman blessin

vouchsafed to his labours 5° certainly he did nothing to

discourage or correct, if he did not actually countenance,

the thaumaturgic narratives of his enthusiastic disciples.d

It can, however, excite no surprise in the minds of those

at all acquainted with the spirit and temper of Causes and

the age, that the career of Bernard should have effects of his

been regarded as apostolic. In him they be- POPulamy'

held a poor, powerless, infirm monk dictating to kings and

popes: no external majesty, no mere physical advantage

contributed to his success ; in him the victory of the inner

man, the impress of the spiritual idea, the holy intent, the

power ofthe Word, was made manifest to great and small,

by turns agitatingor tranquillising the princes and nations

of the world. A halo of unborrowed rays encircled his

pale brow; and whenever a point of difliculty or doubt

floated in the mind of prince or pontiff, Bernard was the

chosen referee. And in fact, within a wide but still strictly

defined circle of doctrine and discipline, Christendom

could not produce a more upright and intelligent coun

sellor or judge. He "_was, within that circle, no stickler

c D. Bouq. tom. xv. p. 598. His bio

grapher, Gaufrid, complained that in

their progress for the promotion of the

crusade of l 148 his pen was worn to the

stump and his hand weary with writ

ing down all the miracles wrought by

his master in proof of his hol mission.

Persons born blind received t eir sight,

the lame walked, the deaf heard, the

dumb spoke. Twenty instances of si

milar miracles, he afiirmed, occurred

every day during the continuance of

the mission. See Vit. S. Bernard, ap.

Baron. an. 1146,§ v. p. 659. See also

the Eulog. S. Bern. ap. Mascou. lib. iv.

p. 189; and conf. Sism. Hist. de Fr. iv.

p. 313 ; Raumer, Hohenst. i. p. 523.

d His biographer and secretary, Gau

frid, wrote under his own eye a sort of

daily journal of his progress.
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for forms; he avoided all outward display in the services

of his own church; he indulged in no harsh judgments on

opinions or practices different from those he thought best,

and conceded the utmost latitude of Christian liberty to all

who did not overstep the rule and order of ecclesiastical

doctrine and discipline as stereotyped in his own mind;

but beyond that limit there was no extent of resistance

from which his Christian charity would have shrunk.

In the creed of Bernard of Clairvaux there was no

Bernard on article more clearly defined or more inexorably

the Papal maintained, than the official supremacy of the

Premgame' Roman pontiff. No opportunity was neglected

to sustain and extend the pontifical prerogative.e “ There

is,” said he, “no limit to the obedience due to the Holy

See; for unto her is given, by a singular dispensation

of divine Providence, a plenitude of power over all the

churches of the universe. He that resists that power,

therefore, resists the ordinance of God.” Gregory VII.

had not proclaimed the absolutism of the ontifical go

vernment more clearly or dogmatically. he only dis

tinction between the two theories consisted in the assimi

lation, more familiar to the age of Bernard than his pre

decessor, of the ecclesiastical to the feudal constitution.

As the feudal sovereign created princes and barons of

his empire; exalted, degraded, transferred, or deposed

them; so the spiritual sovereign made patriarchs, metro

politans, bishops, and dignitaries, raised or degraded them

as might best suit the requirements of the church or the

policy of his government. As the secular prince was en

titled on all occasions to summon his barons and lieges

to his court, his councils, and his wars, so also the s i

ritual monarch might summon the office-bearers of iiis

realm at all times, without delay or excuse, to attend

his councils, and to receive his commands for their war

fare with the powers of darkness; though with the dif

ference that, in the latter case, the powers claimed were

limited by no law, and were coextensive with the habit

° See his panegyrical description of ad Mediolanos, ap. Baron. an. 1134,§ 9,

the powers of the Holy See in his Epist. p. 504.
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able globe. ‘In-the works of Bernard there are few traces

of a spirit of historical research: he was consequently as

much the slave of decretal formulae and fable as the most

mcurious and ignorant of his predecessors.

Such were the dispositions and qualifications of the

champion who now placed himself at the head C _

of the ontifical host, in the great contest be- 8x32355321.

tween t e rival popes, Anacletus and Innocent. this???“

The emperor Lothar, though crowned by a. a '

pope, was still only emperor-elect. Consistently with

ancient usage and national prepossession, the crown of

empire could not be legally conferred any where but

in the capital city of the empire. And thither Lothar

hastened to complete his inchoate title, and, if possible,

to make good his claims upon his nominal kingdom of

Italy. At this point of time, pope Anacletus was sup

ported b the forces of Roger of Sicily, upon whom he

had confiirred the title of king. The weaker Norman

principalities of Capua and Avellino were sacrificed to

this powerful ally; the lesser barons of Campania and

Apulia submitted to the new king; the citizens of Bene

ventum surrendered to the conqueror, and the last terri

torial hold of the Innocentians in Southern Italy was lost.

The state of Germany was so little settled, that Lothar

and his patron could muster no greater force than two

thousand men-at-arms to cover the advance to Rome.

Innocent had taken up his residence at Pisa, and some

time was lost in the joint efl'orts of the emperor and pope

to compose the differences between the rival republics of

Pisa and Genoa. The pontiff, however, so far succeeded

as to obtain the assistance of a powerful squadron of ships

from the Pisans to cover his maritime flank, and to convey

the needful supplies for the army. By the treasonable

connivance of Theobald, the prefect of the city, the em

peror and pontiff were admitted within the walls of Rome:

the former taking u a strong position on the Aventine

hill, covered by the I’isan fleet; the latter set- Irregularifies

tling himself and his scanty followers in the of the_coro

church and palace of the Lateran;f the rest of “mm

' 30th March 1133.

voL. V. o
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the city, including the castle of St. Angelo, the church of

St. Peter, and the remaining quarters, continuing in the

undisturbed possession of Anaeletus and his sup orters.

Thus the holy precinct—the holy of holies of the oman

church—was inaccessible, and Lothar was reduced to

the mortifying necessity of receiving the imperial crown

out of the presence and beyond the warranty of the

sacred body of Peter, and without those ceremonies

which had been hitherto regarded as essential forms.

The coronation was hastily performed in the church of

the Lateran, and was, it seems, treated by the Pope as

an act of his own mere volition; the Emperor acknow

ledging himself the vassal of the Pope, and doing homage

to him as his liege lord.g Whether offended by the in

sulting inscription in which Innocent thought proper to

record the act, or thinking a compromise between the

rival pontiffs was on the cards, the mperor incautiously

ave ear to a proposal to that effect from ope Anacletus.

ut inasmuch as it had been one of the rst acts of In

nocent, after he was out of the reach of his adversary, to

consign him to perdition with all the forms ofthe greater

excommunication, no terms but unconditional surrender

could now be listened to,h and the Innocentians soothed

their disappointment by fastening a charge of perfidy

upon ‘their opponents, on grounds not wholly intelligible

to us.‘

The feeble Emperor, however, adopted their views;

subserviency he proclaimed himself the official patron and

Oflmhar- protector of the Holy See; he took to himself

the credit of having acted as an impartial judge in the

cause, and foiled the faithless cunning of the schismatics.j

I An inscription, in conspicuous cha

racters, is said to have been carved on

the walls of the Lateran, in the follow

ing terms:

“ Rex venit ante fores, jurans prius

urbis honores:

Post homo fit Papae, sumit quo

dante corouam.”

Ciacone, in Vit. Inn. II. i. 974. Bar.

an. 1133, § 1, p. 485. Couf. Raumer,

Hohenst. i. p. 350.

h Amalric. Vit. Inn. II. ap. Murat. v.

p. 367. Card. Aragon. Vit. Inn. 11. ibid.

vol. iii. p. 435. Falco, Benev. Chron.

ibid. v. p. 115. Annal. Hildesh. an. 1133,

ap. Pertz. iii. p. 115. Anselm. Contin.

Chron. Sigebert. an. 1133, ibid. vi. p.

384. Raumer, quotingD’Achery, Spicil.

iii. p. 485.

' Probably with a view to throw back

upon their adversaries the obloquy of

rejecting an apparent] sincere attempt

to restore the peace 0 the church.

J Pagi, ad Bar. an. 1133, p. 488, from

D’Achery, Spicilegium.
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Though himself unassailable in his position on the

Aventine, Lothar found that of his adversaries Retreat of

equally inaccessible to his small force. Provi- Eg’sféo'fid

sions began to fail; and every chance of settling Rome.

pope Innocent in Rome, or rendering assistance to the

suppliant Beneventines, having vanished, he reémbarked

his troops on board the Pisan galleys, and, in company

with the Pope, returned to Pisa in safety.k Here the

depressed spirits of emperor and pontiff were Abbot

cheered by the presence of abbot Bernard. He Bernard in

congratulated the citizens of Pisa upon their PM‘

devoted loyalty to the cause of the Pope, and consoled

them for the failure of the late expedition to Rome by

pointing out to them the manifest hand of Providence in

enabling them to accomplish so much with such incon

siderable means.1 The clergy and laity of Pisa repaid

the compliment by the display of unbounded devotion to

the “ man of God :” they besieged the gates of his con

vent; they brought their beds and laid them down at his

door to snatch a moment ofrepose, so they might catch a

glimpse of the emaciated countenance of the saint as he

went forth to church or council.“ A great synod was held,

and the anathema againt Anacletus and his adherents

republished. The Milanese, carried away by the Synod, and

universal fascination, sent for Bernard to recon- My???

cile their church with the pontiff; the refractory August...

archbishop Anselm was driven out of the city, “

and the po ulace without further hesitation acknowled ed

Innocent I. as the true ope, and transferred their a legiance from king Conradl of Hohenstauffen to the em

peror Lothar.“

Notwithstanding Bernard’s successes in Northern

Italy, it was obvious to all men that the expedition to

k Falco, Benev. Chron. an. 1133. loose upon the highwaysby the frequent

I Bern. Epp. 139 and 130, up. Baron. civil broils of the Lombard cities. Strip

an. I133, pp. 492, 485. ped of all their valuables, wounded, ill

I" Baron. an. 1134, § 1, p. 496. treated, or put toransom, they returned

I Unfortunately forthem theprelates home in sorry plight, to warn their

and abbots who attended the council at countrymen ofthe dangers of a. spiritual

Pisa were kidna ped on their return campaign in Italy.

home by the ban s ofmarauders turned
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Rome was a failure. As long as Roger of Sicily con

Bemrd tinued to support Anacletus, the reinstatement

“"demkes of Innocent was hopeless. The whole soul of ~

the restora

tion of pope the holy abbot was therefore bent upon accom

Inment- plishing the downfall or the humiliation of the

Sicilian prince; and for that purpose he strove by every

resource of his eloquent pen to engage the conscience and

the passions of the Emperor and his subjects for the reco

very of the invaded provinces. Christian charity was his

theme, battle and bloodshed his object. “ It was not for

him,” he said, “ to stimulate human passions, but to arouse

men to a sense of duty; was it not then,” he asked, “ the

. plain duty of the Emperor, the sworn advocate and pro

tector of the church, to arrest the inroads of heretics and

schismatics, and by the same act to vindicate the rights

of his crown against the Sicilian usurper? Was it not a

dis race and an insult to the church that the brood of
a Jgew should occupy the chair of Peter? Or was it less

a derogation of the imperial difgnity that an unlicensed

intruder should. proclaim himsel king within the circle of

the imperial dominion?” Upon the ambitious and piratical

Pisans be spared no amount of flatteryto keep them faith

ful to the cause; a task of no great difliculty as long as

the coasts of Southern Italy were open to spoliation and

plunder.° Meanwhile the as ect of affairs in that quarter

ooked darker than ever. a-ples was strictly blockaded

by Roger; famine was ra 'ng within the walls ofthe city;

duke Robert of Capua c amoured loudly for aid to save

the faithful republic from ruin. But for all this there was

no one to help but the emperor Lothar. Tardily, though

not as yet too late, the voice of the prophet prevailed.

Towards the close of the year 1136 the Emperor was

enabled to take the field with a force to which it was

believed neither the king of Sicily nor his client could

oppose effectual resistance. After some detention in Lom

bardy, the army advanced, in two columns, by the several

routes of Ravenna and Florence; the first column, under

the command of the Emperor, towards the frontier of

0 Baron. an. 1135, Ep. Bern. no. 140, 129, § 15 and 16.
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Apulia; the second, under Henry the Proud, duke of

Bavaria, directly towards Rome.

At Grassato the duke ofBavaria was joined by pope

Innocent and his patron Bernard. Viterbo and L h ,

Sutri were put to ransom, and the column, m§,fld“§;,e_

wheeling to the left, formed a 'unction with diam; i'm

that of the Emperor, ostponing t us the attack a y‘

upon Rome to the humiliation of the more formidable

adversary. The latter, wisely renouucing opposition in the

field, contented himself with throwing garrisons into his

pgincipal places, and retreating before the imperial host.

obert of Capua was speedily restored to his dominions,

and with him went Bernard to preach re entance to the

obdurate schismatics ofthe principality. Eount Rainulph

of Avellino was in like manner reinstated; Beneventum

was recovered, and the whole of the Apulian territory, as

far south as Bari and Tarentum, reduced to submission.P

Nothing now remained to complete the conquest but‘ the

reduction ofAmalfi and Salerno, the strongest of the for

tresses still garrisoned by the troops of Roger. The former

place surrendered after a short siege; Salerno held out

till the citizens, reduced by famine and disease, and block

aded at sea by the Pisan fleet, sent secret emissaries to

the Pope to treat for a surrender to him, with a view to

escape falling into the hands of the piratical Pisans, to

whom the plunder ofthe city was at least of equal import

ance with the triumph of the papal cause. The city was

accordingly taken possession of by the pontifical troo s,

and the lives and property of the citizens saved. he

indignant allies were with difficulty, and it is supposed

not without some equivalent in money, persuaded to re

linquish their resolution of deserting the land army and

returning home. For the moment, however, their indis

pensable services were secured, and Pope and Emperor

turned their attention to arrangements of importance

which the state of affairs now imperatively called for.q

The reduction of the revolted provinces opened the

P Falco, Benev. ap. Mur. v. p. 120. p.517. Conf. Raumer,Hohenst. i. p.380.

Pet. Diac. Chron. M. Cas. lib. iv. cc. "1 Falco, Benev. ubi sup. p. 121 et sqq.

104, 105, ibid. iv. p. 560, et sqq. Lan- Pet. Dias. Chron. M. Cas. an. 1136, ubi

dulph jun. Hist. Mediolan. c. 43, ibid. v. sup. pp. 556-560.
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Dimming question in whom the ri ht of nominating the

between Pope new duke was vested. t was not denied that

and Emperor. .

those provinces were part and parcel of the

holy Roman empire. On the other hand, it was e ually

clear that they had never been permanently reduced into

possession by the emperors, and that the pontiifs ofRome

ad for some time past acted as the su eriors, and treated

them as feudal dependencies of the 01y See. At this

moment it was not convenient to raise the question, and

Rainul h of Avellino was enfeofi‘ed and installed as duke

ofApu 'a by the joint act of the Emperor and the Pope.Ir

The campaign in Southern Italy closed with a visit of

Emperor and Pope in company to the abbey of Monte

Casino. Here the causes of secret dissatisfaction which

had been for some time ast fermenting in the mind of

Lothar came to a head. e had no mind that the whole

profit of the expensive and arduous cam aign should be

appropriated by his spiritual ally; while the latter, in

accordance with the traditional policy of the Holy See,

admitted none but a spiritual reciprocity of advantage.

Monte The wealthy and powerful abbey of Monte

Cashm- Casino had become vacant, and a contested

election among the brotherhood afforded Lothar an op

portunity of stealing a march upon the Pope. After

caring the parties on both sides with an appearance

of impartiality, he decided against the candidate elected

by the ma'ority ; he nominated his a ed friend, Guibert,

abbot of tavelo,s to be the new ab 0t, and gave him

The Em investiture of the temporalities of that splendid
peror . . . ‘ . . .

appoints a prlncipallty. 'lhls proceeding involved the two

M'l‘s‘gh‘zbff" questions, of the general right of investiture,

ope . . . .

yields the and of the validity of the renunclatlon by the

Pmm- Emperor of the benefit of the treaty of Worms.

Innocent protested loudly, and upon ‘the grounds of

ancient practice and possession, against this arbitrary

act of imperial authority; he annulled the election, and

threatened the contumacious monks with the privation

of their elective rights. The Emperor, however, had felt

" Falro,Benev.ubi sup. Conf. Gian- " An abbey in Luxemberg, diocese

none, Stor. di Napoli, book xi. of Liége.
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his ground, and, for the first time in his life, ventured to

appear and speak as master of the osition. Hg signi

fied to the Pope, without reserve, t at unless he acqui

esced in the election, he must from that time forward

make up his mind to an absolute and permanent seces

sion of the empire from the pontificate.t This incon

venient intimation convinced the papal party that further

opposition would have the effect of abandoning them to

their enemies; and Guibert was accordingly confirmed

in the abbacy, and consecrated by the Pope.

This ostentatious campaign was thus brought to a

close. Innocent established himself in those Re d

parts of the city of Rome which had hitherto “3131111111..

been held for him by his partisans; and theEmperor retreated, as the summer advanced, '

with a view to escape the malignant influence of the

southern climate upon his followers. But, before he

reached the plains of Bavaria, his career was cut short

by fever.‘1 _

After the departure of the Germans, kin Roger met

with little difficulty in recovering Salerno, a- Bernard de_

ples, Capua, and a great portion of the duchy fendsthetitle

of Apulia; but in his turn suffered a serious gjnggéblggg;

defeat ‘from the arms of duke Rainulph, and Roger lfing

the associated cities and barons of Apulia and ° Sm‘ly'

Calabria. Bernard was at this moment at the elbow of

pope Innocent, and, robably at his suggestion, it was

proposed to the humb ed prince to discuss in his presence

the title and the merits of the rival pontifi‘s. The propo

sition was adopted. Bernard stepped forth as the cham

pion of the Pope, wisely restricting himself to the single

argument to be drawn from the universal recognition of

his client. Throwing overboard privilege, election laws,

and canons, the fervid advocate dwelt exclusively on the

notorious unanimity of Christendom; “ and so,” he said,

“it must ever be; for there can be but one faith, one ark

' Pet. Diac. Chron. M. Cas. lib. iv. Breitenwang in theTyrol, in the month

0. 117-125, ap. Murat. iv. pp. 591-597. of November 1167, at the age of sixty

“ Imperium ab illo die et deinceps scis- two years. Raumer, Hohenst. vol. i. p.

sum is pontificio omnimodis sciret.” ‘ 384, and note (3).

“ His retreat was slow. He died at
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of the covenant: yet here behold two faiths, two arks!

One must perish: if that of Peter the son of Leo float

trium hant, the ark of Peter the apostle, in which the

churc es of the East and West—in which France and

Germany, Spain and England—are embarked, must be

drawn into the whirlpool of perdition: all the men of

God who serve him night and day in the monasteries,

with the whole company of bishops, abbots, and princes

of the church, must sink into the pit of hell, in order

that, of all the princes ofthe world, Roger of Sicily might

alone escape the universal wrec .”'

The discussion on both sides continued for the space of

Adjournment eight days ; at the close Roger requested time

_ofth§: to examlne more at his leisure the ar uments

d‘scussm' on both sides, many of which, he humily con—

fcssed, were not altogether intelligible to his limited

understanding. This modest request—intended probably

to meet the chapter of accidents—was acceded to,~and

the discussion was adjourned to Sicily, to afford the king

the benefit of the advice and assistance of his native

Death 0mm, bishops and clergy. Meanwhile pope Anacle

Cletus 11- tus II. had died in peace at Rome, in the en

joyment of all the prerogatives and powers of the papacy

as far as his influence extended." His friends, among

whom we may reckon Falco the annalist of Beneven

tum, and Peter the deacon of Monte Casino, afford us but

few glimpses of his personal character, or that of his

administration; while his enemies—and among these

principally abbot Bernard—furnish him with a passport

to the realms of Satan in the am lest terms of sacerdotal

diplomacy. The holy man of lairvaux celebrated the

certain damnation of his adversary with boundless exulta

tion. “ The rotten branch,” he exclaimed, “ is cut away;

the putrid limb is severed; the evil one that caused Is

rael to sin is swallowed up in death, and hath fulfilled

his compact with hell !”‘ Yet the qualities, whatever

they were, which called forth these bitter invectives,

' Vit. S. Bern. ap. Baron. an. 1137, sup. . 125.

§ 30. 1 em. Ep. 147, ad Petr-um Clunia

"' Falco, Benev. Chron. an. 1137, ubi censem.
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were probably those which commanded the respect and

attachment of the nobility and people of Rome for a

period of nearly eight years, and sufficed, on two critical

occlalisions, to scare away the imperial eagle from their

wa s.

The death of Anacletus materially changed the posi

tion of king Roger. The Anacletian party in Election of

Rome had, it is true, lost ‘110 time in filing the “cm” IV‘

chair, by electing the cardinal-priest Gregory, and install

ing him by the name of Victor IV.,y with the ostensible

assent of the king of Sicily. But circumstances no longer

enabled the latter to lend that assistance to his friends

in Rome which was requisite to keep up their flagging

spirits, while on the other hand he had good reason to

doubt whether any active, and of course costly, assist

ance might not be thrown away against the ever-increas

ing influence of the Innocentians in the city. Bernard

availed himself of this suspension of political activity

with extraordinary dexterity. A bargain was Abdicafion

speedily struck with the opposition; Victor IV. of Victor,’

quietly disrobed himselfan retired into privatelife; the schismatic cardinals and clergy were Innocent

received back into the bosom of the church without dimi

nution of estate, honours, or dignities, and swore the

usual oaths of fidelit to the successful pontiff. A mali

cious suggestion, it is true, got abroad that this perfect

impunity for the past was not the only consideration that

passed: large sums ofmoney are said to have found their ~

way from the papal coffers into the hands of the Anacle

tian party. And, in truth, the absence of all inquiry,

and the profound silence with which this revolution was

effected, are ominously symptomatic of the opiate which

experience had proved to be most efficacious in soothing

the sensitive nerves of the Romans.‘ '

Bernard, to whom the principal merit in this trans

action must be conceded, tarried in Rome no Great Council

longer than was necessary to complete the “themtem

7 Ciacone, i. p. 1010. and the defence of‘ Muratori in his

1 Pet. Dias. Chron. M. Cas. lib. iv. note upon the offensive passage in the

c. 30, p. 602. Cont’. Baron. an. 1137; Chronicle of Monte Casino.
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reconciliation of the schismatics. Exulting in the work

of his hands, the saint returned to his retirement, carry

ing with him a choice collection of relics from the bodies

of the apostles and martyrs entombed in the several

shrines of the holy city.‘ Innocent applied himself dili

gently to the settlement of the terms of communion with

the reunited church. At a general council held in the

Lateran church on the 20th of April 1139, he autho

ritatively pronounced that, “inasmuch as Rome is the

metropolis of the world, from which all earthly power

flows, so likewise the pontifical throne is the source of

all ecclesiastical authority and dignity; so that ever such

oflice or dignity is to be received at the hands ofthe Igoman

pontiifas afeqfi‘ ofthe Holy See ,' without which ergfeqf

ment no such office can be lawfully exercised or en'oyed.”

Th When, notwithstanding the prudent am iguity
e temporal - . . .

and spiritual of the wording, we connect this ordinance with

“2,2133%? the solemn reenactment of the prohibition of

claredto he lay investiture, there can be no doubt that, it

figs “.‘he was intended to embrace the whole status of
y bee. . .

the clergy, both spiritual and temporal, and

to operate as a revocation of the privileges secured to

the imperial crown by the treaty of Worms. It in fact

amounted to a transfer of the temporalities together

with the spiritual powers of the clergy into the hands

of the Pope, in the same sense and to the same extent

as the right enjoyed by the sovereign in dealing with

offices of the state. After this the council denounced

the wived clergy, enjoined the observance of the truce of

God, and reiterated the condemnation of lay investiture.

The proceedings closed with a formal anathema upon

the “ political heresy” of Arnold of Brescia, the leader

of that memorable, but remature, struggle for religious

liberty which streaked t e close of the twelfth and the

I Among the rest, a tooth of St. Cae

sarius, upon which the holy man had

set his heart. But every attempt by

force to extract it from the jawbone

had failed; the tooth would not budge,

and it was obvious the holy martyr

would not part with his tooth. “ Well,”

said Bernard, “let us ask him for it

civilly, and see what he will say.” No

sooner said than done,——the request of

the living saint prevailed with the de

ceased, and lo 1 two of the teeth jumped

out of their sockets into the lap ofBer

nard. Baron. an. 1138, § 7, p. 569.
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earlier years of the thirteenth century with the bloody

hand of persecution and murder.b

While the council was sitting, or shortly after the

close, duke Rainulph ofApulia died ;° and Inno- _

cent found himself bereft of his best friend and 5,2532,

protector. R0 er was not slow to avail him- *Zld‘fipnqgers

self of the deat of his most formidable oppo- p a’ 6'

nent. He landed with a powerful army at Salerno on

the 7th May in the same year; and nearly the whole of

Apulia and Campania submitted quietly to his govern

ment. Beneventum alone remained to the Pope. In

his anxiety to arrest the progress of the Nor- Innocennhe

man, he loitered in that city till his retreat Prisoner of

was cut off, and he himself fell a helpless cap- R0ge"

tive into the hands of his enemy. He was, however,

treated by his captor with all outward courtesy. Roger

humbly performed all the duties of a vassal to his suze

rain, and demanded, in return, to be admitted to do

homage for, and be confirmed in possession of the con

quered principalities. Innocent had no alter- Accommo.

native but to comply with the king’s demands. dam“

Roger accordin ly was solemnly invested with the dig

nity of kin of gicily, with all royal powers, office, and

' dignity. T e duchy of Apulia was in like form conferred

upon his eldest son William, and a second son invested

with the principality of Capua. Every ally was aban

doned, and evepy connexion sacrificed that stood in the

way of a thorough understanding and alliance between

the Pope and the King. Beneventum was, however,

saved; and Roger strove to establish himself in the

favour of the Pope by all those obsequious attentions

which might tend to obliterate the recollection of past

enmity, and mitigate the mortification he had inflicted

upon his haughty superior.d

" Cone. Hard. tom. vi. pp. 1207-1216. on the 24th of the same month. _Otto

See particularly canons vii. xii. xvii. Freising. Chron. lib. vii. p. 24, ad fin.

and xviii. Conf. Baron. an. 1139, § 8, Falco, Benev. ubi sup. p. 127. The

p. 533; Art de Vér. 50. p. 189. deed of infeudation is set out by Ba

‘ Some time in April 1169. ronius, an. 1139, § 13, p_. 58‘7. It is in

d The Pope became a prisoner on the the same form as the prior mfeudations

10th of Jnly. The peace was concluded of Robert Guiscard, Roger L, and Ro~
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The unfortunate issue of the late campaign excited

great indignation in Rome. The Pope was

urged on all hands to repudiate the treaty of

Beneventum, on the ound that it had been extorted by

force. But on this point Innocent was immovable. A civil

war, which had for some time past disturbed the ublic

peace, however, appears for the moment to have re ieved

the Pope from these importunities. The ancient feud

between the Romans and the Tiburtines had broken out

afresh; the former had suffered a shameful defeat in the

field, and at their solicitation Innocent placed himself at

the head of a strong body of the city militia, and block

aded Tibur (Tivoli) so closely that the citizens were

compelled to treat for a surrender. The vindictive Ro

mans insisted that no terms short of the demolition of

the town and the expatriat-ion of the inhabitants should

be accepted. Innocent humanely resisted the demand;

The pupal and in the result found himself, by one of

government those sudden revolutions so common in Rome,

overthmwn' deprived of all political power, his government

overthrown, and the ancient republican forms tumultu

State ofRome.

ously reestablished. The causes of this revolution, how—.

ever, are connected with circumstances to be hereafter

adverted to.e

The closing years of the pontificate of Innocent II.

Pontifical throw considerable light upon the policy of the

‘hie/13$?“ court of Rome, as it hadbeen elaborated sub

ofchurch and sequently to the reign of Gregory VII. lVith

“me- each successive pontificate, the real drift of

the war against investitures had become more and more

apparent. The temporalities of the ecclesiastical state,

which up to that period had been regarded as equally

contributory to, and chargeable with, all the duties at

tached to landed estate, and therefore transferable by the

hand of the lay prince, were no longer to retain their pri

ger II. (by pope Honorius II.). The annual payment of 600 sequins.

grant purports to be made “ad deco- a Bar. an. 1141, § 1. p. 610, and ex

rem et utilitatem S Dei ecclesim,” and tract from Otto of Freisingen, Chron.

upon the service of homage and the lib. vii. c. 27. .
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mitive character. Repudiating, even in theor , the sever~

ance of the “ outward body of the church” om its spi

ritual substance,f both were to be devoted to the single

duty of defending and promoting the power and grandeur

ofthe sacerdotal empire and its sovereign. Adopting the

analogy of the relation subsisting between the temporal

monarch and his vassals, it was now contended that all

ecclesiastical estates should be regarded as feoffs of the

Holy See, and become transferable solely by the hand of

the Pope, as monarch ofthe church. How far the views

of Bernard, as it regarded the absolute severance ofchurch

and state, may have fallen in with the pontifical theory,

may perhaps be best judged of by events which occurred

in France in 1139 and the following years.

The archbishop of Bordeaux had, with the assent, and

probably by the advice, of Bernard, appointed Illustrative

and consecrated a bishop to the vacant see of transactions

Chartres, without waiting for the royal license.This appointment was soon afterwards adopted see of

and confirmed by the Pope. Again, in the year B‘mrges'

1139, in conselguence of a disputed election to the metro

ourges, one(party in the chapter appealed

to the King to decide their itferences, while their oppon

ents referred their cause to the Pope. The King appointed

and inducted a certain Caducius to the see, in conformity

with the custom of the realm in like cases. The P0 e,

however, without notice either to King or chapter, w1th

his own hand consecrated Peter de la Chatres to the

archbishopric of Bourges, and sent him into France to

be inducted as the pontifical feoffee of the see and its

temporalities. B the same instrument pope Innocent

cancelled the electlon of Caducius, and deprived him of all

ecclesiastical oflice or emolument. Louis VII., enraged

by this presumed infraction of the rights of his crown,

drove Peter out of Bourges, and compelled him to take

refuge at the court of Theobald earl of Champagne, the

patron and friend of the abbot of Clairvaux.‘

It appears that Ralph earl of Vermandois had mar

' As it were, the separation of body 8 Chron. Mauriacens. ap. Pagi, ad

and soul. - Bar. an. 1139, p. 611.
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Afi-air of ried a sister of this Theobald, but that, at the

Theobald of instance of Louis VII., he had divorced his

Champagm‘ wife, upon the ordinary plea of consanguinity,

in order to marry Petronilla, sister of Louis’s queen Eleo

nora. Bernard denounced this proceeding as a flagrant

offence against the church, and an intolerable insult to his

friend. The P0 e, for this and preceding delinquencies,

visited the king cm with an interdict, and specially ex

communicated Ralph ofVermandois and the three bishops

of Laon, Noyon, and Senlis, who had helped him to his

divorce. Louis thereupon swore a great oath that Peter

de la Chatres should never be archbishop of Bourges, and

avenged the share taken by Theobald of Champagne in

these insults to his crown and invasion of his prerogative

by carrying fire and sword into the territories of the earl,

in the course of which the town of Vitry-sur-Marne was

taken by storm, and more than 1300 of the inhabitants,

men, women, and children, who had taken refuge in the

great church, perished in the flames of the building.h

Struck with remorse for this dreadful sacrifice of

Pm, of human life to his unbridled passion, the KingIclusny 0115116 applied to Theobald to procure from the Pope

1 . .
3.26111 a dlspensation from the oath he had sworn never

“ms- to admit Peter to the see of Bourges, and to

absolve Ralph of Vermandois from the s iritual censures

he had incurred. At the suggestion 0 Bernard, Theo

bald readily undertook to procure from the Pope the

required release; and Bernard, the zealous promoter of

peace and goodwill when reconcilable with the interests

of the church, wrote a moving letter of supplication and

apology to the Pope on behalf of Louis of France. In

the same spirit, and with the like intent, abbot Peter of

Clugny addressed Innocent, covering the real weakness

of his case by the lar est acknowledgments of the pon

tifical prerogative. “ t was true,” he said, “ that kings

reigned in virtue of the divine right of the pontiff; that

their right to their crowns is derived from the church;

that they are bound to give a strict account to the Pope

of their private and personal, as much as of their public

'' Sigeb. Chron. contin. an. 1142. Chron. Mauriacena. ubi sup.
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conduct; it was not, therefore, to defend, but simply to

suggest excuses for the late acts of the King, that he in

terceded ;——-that he begged for mercy rather than justice;

and that not so much because he was king, as that he

was the creature of his (the pope’s) hand ; for had he not

in person raised him to that high eminence by adminis

termg the holy unction, which qualified and consecrated

him thereunto? by which act he had seated him on the

throne, and assigned him to the people of France as their

king.” Notwithstandin these considerations, he con

cluded his address by a Iiint that the affair, as it stood,

was of a delicate nature, and unless dealt with in a con—

ciliatory spirit, might lead to serious consequences to the

peace of the church.i

The Pope, however, turned a deaf ear to both his reve

rend supphants; and Theobald, to his great Bernard’s

consternation, found himself unable to fulfil his .wt'ggr‘gfisef

compact with the King. In this dilemma, it m Raipch (fro

was proposed by Bernard that the Pope should vemmndm'

be a phed to for a grant of an ad intem'm absolution,

which it might afterwards be an easy matter for him to

revoke upon a proper occasion; so that thus Theobald

might be enabled to redeem his engagement, and Ralph of

Vermandois might not escape the punishment due to his

crime. “For,” said this singular saint, “he is the real

author of all the mischief that has ha pened; count Theo

bald is the innocent victim; he acted)under the orders of

holy men” (doubtless of Bernard himself; perhaps like

wise of Peter of Clugny); “ for,” said they, “at will be,

after all, an easy matterfor the Pope to remove, and after

wards to revive, the sentence, as he may seefit ; thus craft

may be encountered by craft, and he that glorieth in his

malice, and is mighty in his iniquity, may still take no

advantage by his cunning.”j

This treacherous proposal was, it seems, embraced by

the Pope. But information of the plot had, by PM

some means, reached the ear of the King; and to enmp

the contrivers were informed that Theobald of the Kmg'

*Ep. Pet. Cluniac. ap. Baron. an. 1 Ep. Bern. ad Inn. II. no. 217, up.

1142, § 5, p. 616. D. Bouq. xv. p. 584.
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Champagne must take the terrible consequences of the re

vival of the excommunication. Bernard protested lomIl—iy _

eagainst this commonplace view of the transaction.

told the King, that by the removal ofthe excommunication

Theobald would have fulfilled his promise; that he had

nothing to do with a proceeding necessary to the ends of

justice: Theobald had taken no part in that proceeding,

nor could he by any means prevent the infliction of a

penalty, righteously incurred by the very violence by

which the promise was extorted.‘ The King, however,

declined to be a party to the ju gle attempted to be

ractised upon his friend and brot er-in-law, the earl of

Termandois, and the war in Champagne was renewed

with vigour and success. There were now no fewer than

four vacancies in the church of France. Besides the

metropolitan see of Bourges, that of Rheims and the

sees of Chalon and Paris had become vacant. Meanwhile

the revenues of these important prelacies flowed into the

royal cofi'ers, or were administered by the grantees of

the crown for their own profit. In vain Bernard lifted

up his voice a ainst these abominations.

The life 0 pope Innocent II. was ebbing away amid

Death Of the turmoil of popular revolution, and on the

Immcemn- 24th of Sept. 1143 this able pontiff breathed

his last. The day after his decease, Guido di Castello,

Cwlestinen cardinal-priest, by the title of St. Mark, was

P°Pe- chosen pope, under the name of Coelestine II.1

The position of the new pope was critical. The city of

Rome was in a state of revolution ; the temporal power

of the pontiff was disowned; consuls, praetors, and other

ofiicers of state, in imitation of the forms of the ancient

commonwealth, were elected; no help was at hand from

any quarter, and Coelestine lost no time in meeting the

conciliatory overtures of Bernard and the friends of peace

Accommm in France. The interdict was promptly dis

dation with solved by the Pope; and Bernard, to whom, it

- France‘ is but just to say, the cause of peace was worthv

‘‘ Ep. Bern. no. 220, ubi sup. St. Anastasius, the rival of Honorius

1 A revival of the pontifica appella- II. See p. 2 of this chapter.

tive assumed for a day by Theobald of
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almost any sacrifice to obtain it, strove by word and

deed to bring about a reconciliation between the King and

his friend earl Theobald. Burying all animosities and

delinquencies in oblivion, he claimed the sup ort of the

bishops and clergy for the accomplishment of) the good

work.m A few months afterwards, the terms of peace

were settled at a synod held at the abbey of St. Denys,

in the presence of the king and the great vassals of the

crown.11 Without attempting to strike a balance be

tween the moral debits and credits of abbot Bernard in

these complicated and perplexing transactions, it may be

assumed, without danger of error, that his motives were

conscientious, his acts generally upright, and his abilities

as a man of business superior to those of any statesman

or churchman of his age. Though willing to descend

to deceit for the accomplishment of a holy purpose, the

motive which operated upon his mind was unexception

able. The sophistical principle, that a little evil might be

done for effecting a greater good, lay too much in the

spirit of his age and profession to suggest any deterring

scruples to his ardent mind.

“I More especially those ofthe vener- p. 593. Chron. Turon. ibid. p. 473.

able Suger of St. Denys. Ep. 225, ap. Rob. di Monte, in app. ad Chron. Sige

Pagi, ubi sup. berti, ibid. xiii. 331.

'' Bern. Ep. 358, ap. D. Bouq. xv.

VOL. V. D



CHAPTER II.

BERNARD AGAINST THE SCHISMATICS.

Church and clergy of the twelfth century—Fermentation in the religious mind

of the twelfth century—Dissent in France—“ Followers of the Apostles "—

Heresy of bishop Gilbert of Poitiers~Errors of Peter Abaelard—Bernard

against Abzelard and Arnold ofBrescia—Citation of Abzelard—Condemnation

of his writings by the Pope—Arnold of Brescia—Bernard against Arnold——

Arnold at Ziirich, assailed by Bernard—Arnold in Rome—Cmlestine II. and

Lucius II. popes—Death of Lucius II.—Eugenius III. pope—he is driven

out of Rome—Revolution and outrages in Rome—Restoration and second

expulsion ofEugenius—Revival of the crusading mania—Bernard the prophet

of the crusade—Disastrous issue, &c.—Bernard assailed as an impostor, 8w.

—his retort—Apology for Bernard—his conduct, how far censurable—his

justification—Bernard against the Romans—his summons to the emperor

Conrad—Pope Eugenius in France—Bernard in disgrace with the curia—

Commission to Bernard to make inquisition into the heresy of the Henricians

—-Bernard an inquisitor and persecutor—he attempts to reform the curia

—Inveterate corruption of the curia—The legatine commission—Bernard on

the irregularities of the legates—Bernard “De Consideratione”—Death of

Eugenius III—Death of Bernard of Clairvaux—Death of Sugar of St. Denys

—Shifting of the scene.

THERE are few periods in the history of the Latin church

Church and in which the voice of reform has not been heard.

clergy of the The protests of the malcontents had, however,

tweltfffiien‘ been generally directed against the vices of the

' clergy, the avarice and impurity of the monastic

orders, and certain articles of discipline which out most

deeply into the living flesh of societ , and called forth a

cry for mercy rather than a deman for reform. The tri

umph of the decretal scheme had drawn a sharp line of

demarcation between the clergy and the laity. It had shut

up the former within a hedgerow of forms, out of which

they had no place in the world; and which left them no

alternative but to drag all mankind within its limits, or

to see them intruded upon and broken down by the un

initiated. Within the sacred precinct which they called

the church lay the “kingdom of God ;” beyond it, as far

as the sacerdotal vision reached, all was included within
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the “ realm of Satan.” The priests of God and the princes

of the earth were respectively the representatives of the

two kingdoms. Their natural position towards each other

was that of open or covert warfare, interrupted only by

precarious or as treacherous truces, the results rather of

weariness, apprehension, superstitious fear, or vulgar in

trigue, than of genuine sympathy or mutual trust. The

literal character of a “ church militant” was adopted by

the priesthood of the Latin church; their success was

now to depend upon strict subordination and unity of

action—oneness of doctrine, discipline, and ritual, under

one supreme head on earth. The most trivial departure

from the formularies by which this unity was fenced

around was watched with a feverish jealousy, and re

pressed or punished with-unrelenting severity. Yet even

within the enchanted circle there was still left a dangerous

liberty of rebuke. No one exercised this liberty with

greater freedom than he to whom the Latin church has

assigned the honour of closing the sacred canon of apos

tolic tradition. Yet even he, the holy Bernard, trembled

when he approached the limit oforthodox reform. Haunted

at every step by the spectral form of schism, he anxiously

retreated within the circle of rigid churchmanship, and

in the utmost fervour of his denunciations of the vices of

the clergy, would have started back with horror at the

thought of exposing them to the correction of the outer

world.

Yet a system of this exclusive character could not be

so carefully watched that there should not be Fermentation

found some within the enclosure in whom the ‘12332- f
liberty of private judgment could not be extin- gthe twelftho

guished by formalism though of the severest century

kind. These men had probed the wounds of the ecclesiasti

cal body to the core, and had found at bottom the canker

of vulgar ambition, love of power, wealth, and station,

and had traced these evils to the absence of the check of

public opinion and control. Towards the middle decade

of the twelfth century a strange uneasiness, an ominous

ground-swell of the reli ious mind, appeared simultane

ously in several parts of Christendom. About the year
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1116 a violent assault on the bulwarks of the church had

been attempted by two obscure agitators. Peter de Bruys

and his disci le Henri had preached with extraordinary

success doctrines which struck at the root of traditional

orthodoxy. They rejected infant baptism, repudiated the

worship of the cross, denied the sacrifice of the mass,

together with the whole eucharistic theoryr of the Latin

church, and denounced prayers for the dead as superc

rogatory or useless. But that which struck deepest was

the absolute denial of the existence of any outward and

visible church, as separable and distinct from the invisible

and spiritual kingdom of the Redeemer. The tenets of

the enthusiasts spread far and wide throughout the king

dom of France. But the vigilance of the clergy pursued

them from city to city, from town to town, and from village

to village, with a ferocity which added fuel to the flame,

while it contributed to produce many of those extrava

gancies which were afterwards imputed to them as crimes.

The new heresy was familiarly ascribed to a revival of the

Manichaean impieties, which were reported to be still lin

gering in Italy, and probably also in France.‘ The bold

rejection of sacerdotal tradition drew upon them the

boundless indignation of Bernard. Peter de Bruys fell

a victim to his useless and im rudent outrages upon the

objects of popular adoration. e was burnt at the stake

at St. Gilles, in the Provence. Henri escaped into Lan

guedoc, and spread the infection of his heresies in Tou

louse and the neighbouring region. Thither, however, he

was pursued with vigour by the letters and monitions of

Bernard and Peter of Clugny. Yet here the new view of

Christian truth and fellowship took root and flourished ;

but only time enough to give to its professors occasion,

in the succeeding age, to bear testimony in blood and

flame to the sincerity of their protest, no less than to

their bitter hatred of their inhuman persecutors.b

moral impurities ob'ected to them run

in the usual channe of sectarian slan

der. They may, or they may not, be

I Manichaeism, in the popular opi

nion, was an undefined congeries of

errors of the most various kinds. The

onl charge against Peter and his dis

cip e Henri, which bears any resem

blance to Manichieism, was the imputed

rejection of the Old Testament. The

true; but they cannot be taken on

trust.

'’ Conf. Vaisette, Hist. de Languedoe,

lib. xvii. pp. 443, 444.
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About the same time a numerous sect, calling them

selves “ Followers of the A ostles,” s rung up Dissentin

in the central provinces of rance. hese per- ‘2:111:32;

sons aflirmed of their community that it was the of theA os

“ body of Christ,” and maintained that by par- fies"

taking of the eucharist as part of their daily meals the

kept up a perpetual communion, and became one wit
Christ.c They professed inviolable chastity, and conformed

outwardly to the ordinances of the church: in private

they were accused of indulging in the most flagitious im

purities. They are said to have rejected the Old, and

to have received only the New Testament; they derided

infant baptism and prayers for the dead; they renounced

the invocation of saints, and ridiculed purgatorial purifi

cation, impiously affirming that as soon as the soul was

released from the body, it went directly either to heaven

or hell.d ‘

Bishop Gilbert of Poitiers was accused of a departure

from the letter of established formularies, in

respect of certain bold speculations upon the £33535.

doctrine of the Trinity, which had presented

themselves to his mind in the course of his

studies as a professor of rhetoric and philosophy. Rather

before his time the schools of divinity in France had pro

duced a still more daring class of theorists, the most dis

tinguished among whom was Peter Abaelard, a native of

Brittany. This person had achieved a European

reputation as a teacher oflogical formulae in their

application to the most important articles ofthe

ology. He had attracted disciples from every country,

rather by the mystical and speculative character than by

the profundity of his views.6 The novelty of his exposi

tion, the clearness and suavity of his delivery, and the

earnestness of his address, drew around him a crowd of

Errors of

Peter

Abaelard.

‘ Bar. an. 1147, p. 12, ex Bern. Epp.

‘' This was, again, in the clerical view

another offset of the reat Manichaean

family. The probabi it is, that these

enthusiasts took upon 1; emselves indi

vidually, as Christians, the sacerdotal

oflice; and, in imitation of the prac

tice of the primitive church, consecrated

and partook of the eucharist at some

stage of their daily meals ; a usurpation

which could not fail to draw down upon

them the deadly resentment of the es

tablished priesthood.

e Otto bishop of Freisingen says of

him, that he was “ de acuto acutior, de

literato literatior efl'ectus.”
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scholars ofboth sexes. Encouraged by success, he boldly

approached the doubtful boundary between traditional

divinity and human reason. Bernard, the vigilant sen

Bemrd tinel of the ecclesiastical frontier, sprung upon

agzlllqatggw-the truant with his accustomed alacrity. He

Amom of detected errors in the lectures and writings of

Brescia- the incautious philosopher, and brought him

without delay under the animadversions of the oflicial

warders. “ His books,” said he to pope Innocent IL,

“fly about the world; cities and towns are overshadowed

with them; darkness is put for light; instead ofhoney—

I should rather say mixed with honey—the poison-cup is

administered to all comers: the mists of night spread

from nation to nation; from this kin dom the gloom

spreads itself over the neighbouring lan s: a new gos el

is preached; a new faith is announced; another foun a

tion is laid than that which is preached: men dispute

about morals without morality; about the solemn doc

trines of the faith without the spirit of faith: even the

arcana of the Holy Trinity are discussed without sim

plicity or sobriety: all things, in short, go awry, out of

the accustomed tract, differing from that which is handed

down: thus this Goliath, armed in full panoply, with giant

step stalketh abroad, and before him his trusty squire

Arnold of Brescia: scale overlappeth scale, till not a spi—

racle is left to breathe through: the wasp in France hath

buzzed responsively to the hornet in Italy; and the insects

now form a chorus against the Lord and his Anointed.’"

The saint, however,declined the bold challenge ofAbse—

Citation of lard to meet and discuss the controverted points

Abaelard- in public. “ He was,” he declared, “a child

in the subtleties of human reason: the faith was founded

not on reason, but upon the immutable ground of estab

lished doctrine : to the bishops of the church, and not to

him, it belonged to judge between him and his opponent.”

A synod was accordingly held at Sens in the presence

of the King, and the several propositions objected to by

I No doubt, the Pope.——Bern.Ep. ap. 1140, § 3, p. 595, and Concil. Hard.

D. Bouq. xv. p. 578, where the epistle tom. vi. p. 1219.

is given in extenso. Conf. Baron. an.
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Bernard in the writings of Abaelard were condemned;

but the latter declined all discussion of particular points:

“for,” said he, in his report to the Pope, “ I told the

fathers that the simple inspection of this man’s writings

must without more convict him of heresy; and now

that he has appealed to the Holy See, I must submit to

your holiness whether the successor of Peter is not

bound to withhold the rotection of the see of Peter

from the enemy of the falth of Peter.”8

Abselard’s inability to force an inquiry into the errors

imputed to him, or to obtain a hearing 1n France, condemn,’

had, as we gather from his adversary, induced tiqnpfthe

him to put in an appeal to the Pope. Meanwhile $33,153 is,

Bernard had taken care to furnish the pontiff the Pope

with a list of extracts from his works, and had been at

great pains to forearm all his friends at Rome against the

apprehended subtleties of his enemy, by an elaborate com

ment on the dangerous nature of the errors propounded

or suggested in his works.h And, indeed, a proceeding

tending in any respect to submit established creeds to re

examination was by the stricter theologians of the age re

garded as in itself a substantial heresy. No inquiry was

permitted beyond the simple question, “ \Vhat saith the

church 1'” i The attempt, therefore,’ to examine the bearing

of the Word of God upon the creeds and traditions of the

church was at best a daring innovation, and a presumptu

ous intrusion on the sole prerogative of the church and her

chief; and in this light the question was viewed by pope

Innocent. An unqualified condemnation of the certified

articles passed the pontifical seal, with a recommendation

to his rosecutors t at Abaelard, and his “ faithful squire”

Arnol of Brescia, should, when caught, be safely be

I The opinion of a contemporar dom; and thus it ha pened that he

respecting Bernard’s treatment of his 5)was apt to lend too rea y an ear to any

adversaries is not without its weight:

“The abbot of Clairvaux,” says bishop

Otto of Freisingen, “ was 'ealous not

only from the fervour of re igious con

viction, but from his habitual humility,

whereby he became suspicious of mis

chief, and started back in afi'right when

he found the teachers of religion trust

ing to human reason or secular wis

sinister reports that might reach him

concerning such teachers.” Otto Freis.

De Gest. Fred. I. lib. i. c. 47, ap. Mur.

vi. p. 678.

h Bern. Epp. 187, 189, 326, 330,353,

ap. D.Bouq. xv. pp. 576-580. See also

Ep.191,ap. Baron. an. 1140,§ 7, p. 597.

' Ep. Archiep. Rhemens. &c. ad Inn.

II. ap. Hard. Cone. vi. p. 1222.
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stowed in some convenient retreat, where they could no

longer be mischievous, and that their writings be com

mitted to the flames wherever a copy might be found.j

Abaelard bent to the storm, and placed himself in the

Arnold of custody of his friends, the monks of Clugny, by

Brescia- whom he was received and protected with kindly

hospitality; and there he died, about two years after his

condemnation. Not so his disciple, Arnold of Brescia.

Up to a short time before the retirement of Abeelard, he

had been a devoted hearer and a personal friend of the

persecuted professor. Retreating to his native city, he

found the rising spirit of liberty there, as in other cities

of Lombardy, favourable to emancipation from the fetters

of traditional theology; but neither he nor his disciples

thought maturely, or wisely, how their novel views might

be adapted to the existing state of the world’s affairs.

After his return from France, robably about the year

1139, he found the citizens of rescia involved in a dis

pute with their bishop. Arnold seized the opportunity

to assail the whole fabric of ecclesiastical authority. He

insisted upon the necessity of reducing the clergy to a

state of primitive poverty and simplicity; he denied their

right to possess any property beyond a decent mainte

nance: their proper condition was, he contended, that

of poverty, humility, purity of life and conversation,

superiority in moral and religious attainments, and inde

fatigable devotion to their sacred duties. He described

the actual state of clerical life and morals as irredeem

ably corrupt; their ministrations as destitute of grace or

edification; their motives as purely selfish; their conduct

ambitious, greedy, and tyrannical.k

But no one in that age had stood up more boldly in

Bernard condemnation of clerical and monastic corrup

against tion than Bernard of Clairvaux. Thus far,

Arm’ld' therefore, the censures of Arnold might have

been borne with. But when he traced all the evils they

had jointly denounced to the whole scheme of ecclesias

tical government, to the proud assumption of temporal

J Inn. II. Ep. ap. Hard. Cone. vi. p. ‘‘ Otto Freising De Gest. Fred. 1.

I223- lib. ii. 0. 20.
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power, and, above all, to the intolerable arrogance and

ambition of the Roman ontiff and his curia, he at

once overstepped the limits of sacerdotal forbearance.

But a difficulty in dealing with the daring reformer arose

out of his personal character and demeanour. He was

on all hands, even those of his bitterest opponents, ad

mitted to have exhibited a model of piety, disinterested

ness, and purity of life. “ What,” said the holy Bernard,

“would I not give to luck the son of Abraham from

the horns of the altar! gm him, what a noble 'ft should

I present to our holy mother the church ! ‘Kg-‘at a pre

cious vessel of honour would be hers, which she has so

long beheld in dishonour l’" The admitted truth of the

imputations struck with double force from the lips of one

universally acquitted of the like impurity. It remained,

therefore, for his adversaries to set off his doctrinal errors

against his moral merits.‘n

Bernard had long since discovered in Arnold of

Brescia a more formidable antagonist than his Arnold at

master, Abaelard. At Bernard’s suggestion, a Zurich

special sentence of anathema had been passed upon him

at the great council of 1139 ;“ and now it became his

task to ursue him to a more distant retreat. The fears

of the rescians, and the persevering efforts of their

exiled bishop, compelled the reformer to take refuge

among the mountains of Switzerland. At Ziirich he con

tinued for some time, with all freedom, to advocate the

cause of religious liberty, and to inveigh against the vices

of the Pope and his clergy. His success there was as

great as elsewhere. The people flocked to his chair, and

istened with avidity to his eloquent denuncia- Assaned by

tions. But the vi ilant eye of Bernard was Bernard‘

upon him; and a sfiarp rebuke was forthwith adminis

1 As the friend and companion of

Abaelard. S. Bern. Ep. 195. “Arnol

dum loquor de Brixia, qui utinam tam

sanae esset doctrines quam districtae est

vitae.”

m Thus Giintlzer, in his “ Ligurinus,”

a do gerel panegyric upon the emperor

Fredierick IL:

“ Veraque multa uidem,nisi tempora

nostra fi eles

Rcspuerunt monitus, falsis admixta

monebat.

Et fateor, pulchram fallendi novel-at

artem ;

Veris falsa probans ; quia tantum falso

loquendo

Fallere nemo potest : veri sub imagine

falsum [res.”

Influit, et furtim deceptas occupat au

" See chap. i, p. 26 of this vol.
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tered to Herman of Constance, the diocesan bishop of

the city of Ziirich. “ Why,” he wrote, “ have you not

long since driven him (Arnold) away? How could I at

this distance know, or how could you be ignorant whom

you had ot among you? If ou ask me, ‘ Who is this

Arnold?’ now that he is one t at cometh neither eating

nor drinking ,' but, like his father the devil, hungering and

thirsting only after the blood of immortal souls . . . hav

ing on him theform ofgodliness, but denying the ower

thereof. . . one of those who were to come in s eep’s

clothing, but are only ravening wolves. For this cause

he was hounded out of France; for that, being cursed by

Peter the apostle, he had attached himself to Peter Abac

lard . . . For the same reason he was hunted out of his

native city; yet, though a Vagabond upon earth, he still

goeth about among strangers, seeking whom he may

devour . . . . . still, b dint of bland speeches and the

simulation of virtues e doth not possess, he hath found

out the trick of enticing men, even the men of wealth

and quality, into his nets; and when he has thus caught

them, he 1etteth them loose upon the clergy . . . in

veigheth against the bishops, and raveth indiscriminately

against every order of the priesthood . . . Now, therefore,

that you know your man, drive him from among you;

or, better still, chain him down, that he may do no

further mischief. This ought to have been done here in

France; but no one was found to do the good deed,

no not one ! Scripture counselleth to take the little

foxes, that spoil the vineyard: how much rather, then,

that old fox, lest he break into the Lord’s fold, and worry

his lambs P“

It seems certain that while he lived at Ziirich Arnold

Arnold in had found protectors powerful enough to arrest

Rune‘ the hand of the bishop of Constance, if it was

ever lifted against him. For the next five or six years we

hear little of him. Throughout the short pontificate of

Coelestine II., and probably that ofLucius II., he appears

to have lived in safety among his friends in Switzer

land; but at the close of the year 1144 we find his repu

° Bern. Ep. ad Herm. Constant. Episc. Ep. 197, ap. D. Bouq. xv. p 575.
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tation as a political and religious reformer had penetrated

to Rome; and certainly in that year, if not at an earlier

period, we trace him thither, taking an active part in the

popular commotions which had not ceased to agitate the

republic both before and after the death of Innocent II.

According to an ancient Swiss tradition, he collected

in that country a band of two thousand of those gallant

mountaineers, and forced hisway to Rome, with a view

to strengthen the citizens in their efforts to overthrow the

temporal power of the Pope.p What is known of the latter

years of his life down to his tragical end, connects itself

with the domestic histor. of the three succeeding popes,

C(elestine II., Lucius III, and Eugenius III.

The first of these three pontiffs died on March 9th,

1144, after a brief ontificate of five months Cmlesfine IL

and thirteen days. He was succeeded by Ger- Lucius IL. '
ard Camerarius, chancellor of the Holy See, by ‘Wes’

the name of Lucius II. The Romans, at the suggestion,

it is said, of Arnold, insisted that the new pope should

surrender all the temporalities of his see into the hands

of the chief magistrate or patrician of the republic, for the

benefit of the public treasury, and live, after the example

of the rimitive bishops, upon the tithes and oblations

of the aithful.q Lucius, however, took up his cross, and

bravely confronted the rebels at the foot of the Capitol,

in the hope of quelling the seditious spirit by the ma—

jesty of‘his presence and address. But the only reply

to his summons was a shower of stones, some Death of

of which inflicted such severe contusions as not LuciusIL

many days afterwards to cause his death. The cardinals

hastened to fill the vacant throne. They retired to the

obscure church of St. Caasarius, to be out of the way of

the Roman mob, and there, no less to the astonishment

of the world than of himself, chose Bernard of St. Anas

tasius, a monk of Clairvaux, and the emissary of the

saintly abbot of that monastery in Rome, by the name of

9 Barn. Ep. ubi su . Gfinther, Ligu- that some time previously his follow

rinus, lib. iii. Joh. filler, Geschic te ers there were known by the name of

der Schweitz, vol. i. p. 409, note 218. Arnoldists.

It is probable that Arnold had been in . . . ..
Rome before this’ because it appears 'I Otto Fremng. Chron. hb. vn. 0.31.
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Eugenius m, Eugenius III.q Bernard hastened to disclaim

POPe- all partici ation in the transaction. “The new

pope,” he said, “ mig t be a very ood monk, but was not

at all the man to place at the hea of the church in such a

crisis.” The prospect of reconciliation with the Romans

was more remote than ever; and the curia, with the pope

elect, retired to the monastery of Farfa, about twenty miles

north of Rome, where the ceremony of consecration was

He is driven performed in a hasty and unsatisfactory man

°“t°fR°me- ner. The Romans meanwhile proceeded to re

organise their domestic polity on the basis of the total ex

clusion of the Pope from all share in the civil government.

For—so it was alleged—he was virtute o'fioii the ecclesi

astical judge, and thereby ipsofacto incapacitated to exer

cise any political function. This resolution was practically

confirmed by the plunder and demolition of the pontifical

palaces, those of the fugitive cardinals, the castellated

dwellings of the papal nobili, and the obliteration of every

vestige of pontifical state and government.r

It cannot be doubted that this revolution was accom

Revolution panied by the most odious outrages upon the

an? outrages persons and property of the clergy. The whole

m Rmne' course of their history shows that the Romans

were what Bernard describes them to have been, “ a vain

and foolish people.” The churches were stripped of their

valuable ornaments, the vessels of the altar, the gold and

silver images and utensils were stolen, and the pilgrims

who resorted to the holy places for prayer were com

pelled to pay toll to the mob, robbed, and, if they resisted,

murdered outright. Such a state of things had no ele

ment of durability in it. And accordingly pope Euge

nius, who appears to have managed matters with more

vigour and skill than even his friends gave him credit

for, contrived, with the aid of the Tiburtines, the heredi

tary enemies of the Romans, to drive the latter into such

difficulty as to lead to a compact by which the pontiff

was readmitted to a large share in the political govern

ment, the oflice of patrician abrogated, and the election

‘1 February 27th, 1145. ' Otto Freis. De Reb. gest. &c. lib. i.

c. 27, 28, ubi sup. p. 662.
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of the senate placed in the hands of the Pope. R ,

Now that the sources of license and plunder $3222.23

were exhausted, the zeal for liberal institutions o‘éliPuulgfi"

had cooled apace, and the craving for revenge g “8'

upon their enemies the Tiburtines stepped into its place.

The pontiff, however, steadily resisted their clamours for

the destruction of Tivoli, and the banishment of its inha

bitants; but the threatening aspect of affairs compelled

Eugenius to confine himself to the Leonine city, and

eventually to remove to Viterbo, either to escape further

importunities, or to await the result of certain move

ments in the political world, which promised greater

advantages than could be obtained in Home or Italy.s

While pope Eugenius III. was occupied in this

fruitless struggle with his own disaffected sub- Revival ofthe

jects, disastrous tidings from the Holy Land crusading

filled the hearts of the faithful with horror and mm‘

dismay. Edessa had been taken by the infidel sultan of

Aleppo, and the Christians of the East were threatened

with a general massacre. Men’s spirits were stirred

within them; a new crusade was preached, and was

responded to with unexampled zeal and alacrity. In

France every sword leaped from the scabbard, and Ber

nard straightway took upon himself to lead the great

movement. The chivalrous king Louis VII., together

with the majority of the nobility and clergy of the king

dom, assumed the cross. Councils were held, in which the

most lively enthusiasm for the holy war was displayed.

Myriads of the king’s subjects followed his examp e; and

Bernard appeared on the stage as the special le- Bernard the

gate of the Pope to distribute the sacred pledge, {prophet of
and to deal out to the “ soldiers of Christ ’ those t e crusade‘

inestimable privileges and indulgences which had been

so liberally granted by Urban II. to the heroes of the

first successful expedition.‘ The apostle of the new cru

sade exhausted the waning energies of his wasting body

' Otto Freis. Chron.‘ lib. vii. c. 81 Bouq. xv. 431 et sqq. S. Bern.Ep.

and 34. Pagi, ad Bar. an. 1146, § i. 256, ap. __

' Eugen. HI. Epp. no. 8, 9,14, ap. D. Chron. ap. D. Bouq. tom. x11. p. 88.

r. an. 1146. Mauriacens.
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in exhortations to the champions of the cross, encomi

ums on their zeal, and boundless promises of the divine

blessing upon the holy enterprise. The progress and

Disasmu, issue of this disastrous expedition is too re

issue,“ motely connected with our subject to find a

place in these pages. It is sufficient to observe here

that the spirit of the crusade had spread with equal

rapidity in Germany. Seventy thousand of his nobles

and subjects followed the emperor Conrad across the arid

plains of Asia Minor, of whom scarceiy seven thousand

escaped the arrows of the Seljucide urks of Iconium,

and succeeded in joining the hosts of Louis of France at

Nicaea in Bithynia. Conrad himself returned in miser

able plight to Germany, to find his way afterwards by

sea into Palestine. The armies of Louis met with a

fate, if possible, even more disastrous than that of Con

rad. After an abortive attack upon Damascus, he was

fortunate enough to escape into Italy with a remnant of

his mighty host, and thence to find his way, not without

difficulty, to his own dominions. Thus, of one hundred

and eighty thousand soldiers and pilgrims engaged in

these ill-conducted ex editions, scarcely a tenth survived

to revisit the land of t eir birth.

As soon as the outburst of sorrow and anguish

Bernard as_ throughout Europe had somewhat subsided, a

sailed as an storm of public indignation assailed the authors

imPOSm" 8” and contrivers of this miserable failure. Ber

nard of Clairvaux, the most eloquent and zealous of the

Eromoters, the undoubting prophet of success, was the

rst to encounter the tempest of ublic censure. “ He

had,” said his accusers, “deceive the peo le of France

and Germany; he had betrayed them to eath by false

prophecies and deceitful promises.” “ Nay,” replied the

abbot, “ it is through your own sins and

excesses that ye have perished; I was not

your general, but the organ only and the orator of the

pontiff and the kin , to point out to you the way you

should have gone, t e righteous path you should have

followed : had you walked in the ways of rigghteousness,

you could not have failed of the blessing. ut you de

His retort.
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serted that way, and have met the due punishment of

your offences.”

The pious self-reliance of Bernard, and the notorious

truth of the charges he alleged against the re- Apology f0,

creant crusaders, went far to silence the pub- Bernard»

lic clamour. But stronger evidence was appealed to on

his behalf. “ If,” says his oflicial biographer, “ it was

the will of God that the churches of the East should not

be liberated, but rather that the kingdom of heaven

should be peopled by all the pious souls which were libe

rated by the sword of the infidel, then were the angels

of God glad for all the weary and heavy-laden sinners

who thus entered therein. Who then shall say that the

holy Bernard was a false prophet?‘ Nay, but be him

self had been marvellously strengthened against the re

sulting calamity by the gift of new powers of miracle

conferred upon him at the very time the news of the

disaster had arrived,—-a conclusive proof that the occur

rence was the will of God.” Bernard himself, it appears,

adopted this exposition of the divine intention, and took it

as the text of his exculpatory addresses. But though the

failure of the crusade as a military expedition Hisconduct

could not be imputed to him, yet he was not how far can:

wholly irresponsible for the inconsiderate zeal Mable’

with which he had so greatly contributed to close the

eyes of the zealots to the difiiculties and dangers to be

encountered, and to inspire them with a false confidence

in their irregular efforts. He had besides staked his

credit as a prophet for the success of the undertakin ,

and could not now avail himself of the plea of a simpfe

a ency, or shelter his disgrace under the presumed will

of God, whose name he had all along invoked with equal

confidence, and on whose authority he had from the

first rashly resumed to preach and act. It was there

fore not wit out some show ofjustice that he was held

responsible by the afflicted survivors and friends of the

victims for the unspeakable calamity which had befallen '

them; or that the man who had so long ruled public

opinion as a monarch should now be stigmatised by the

sufferers as an impostor and a mountebank. All that
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Hi, 3mm could be urged on his behalf was, that the

cation- crusaders had disobeyed the word of God, as

preached by him; that their impenitence, their vices, their

disobedience, had drawn down the anger of God on their

guilty heads, and that it was a mercy for which they

could not be sufliciently thankful that the gates of Para

dise had been opened to the sinful souls whose bodies

were rotting on the plains of Asia Minor and Syria.

But as a conclusive proof that he had all along acted as

the mouthpiece of the divine will, it was affirmed that the

power of working miracles was not withdrawn from him;

that, in fact, after the terrible result was known, new

powers of miracle had been conferred upon him, thus

plainly imparting a divine sanction to his apologies,

and rebuking the faithless cavils of the fretful sinners.“

In Rome meanwhile the apal government had been

Bernard a second time overthrown. The influence ofAr

against the nold ofBrescia in the city may be most distinctly

Ewan" traced to the year 1 146. In that year Eugenius

was an exile at Viterbo, and Bernard thundered forth a

rebuke which met with little attention from the obdurate

citizens, who had all along evinced a decided preference

for a government consisting of a patrician or president, a

senate, an equestrian order, and a plebs endowed with the

largest elective franchise. Bernard indeed had emphatic

ally reminded them that Rome was not theirs to give away

or govern; that she was the city and see of Peter, the

prince of the apostles. One pontiff, he said, had perished

by their sacrilegious hands, and now they had again vio—

lated the sacred shrines, pillaged the houses of cardinals,

priests, and bishops, and razed to the ground the very

dwelling of their lord and master. “But,” he exclaimed,

“ now ask yourselves, what are you but a trunk without

a head, a scull with eyeless sockets! After all that you

have gained by your sacrileges, how much remains in your

purses? True it is, the beauty ofGod’s house hath erished,

but what have you gained? what better hope ave you

‘1 See, generally, the Bio raphy by of Bernard, as heretofore quoted. Cf.

Gaufrid; and the letters antfaddresses Baron ad an. 1146, 1147.
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for the future? For now the princes of the earth shall

rise up against you, to destroy you; now is your hand

against every man, and every man’s hand against you 1”"

With a view to give effect to this menace, he addressed

to the emperor Conrad a letter of burning de

nunciation against the crimes of the Romans, Igjstgggggls

calling him forth to battle in the “cause of rorConrad.

God and his anointed.” “Then,” said the holy

man, “ shall the Lord speedily deliver his Zion out of the

hand ofher enemies: He shall quickly redeem his heavenly

spouse—she whom He hath ransomed with his blood, and

for his own purpose endowed with all earthly power and

wealth. . . . Gird therefore your sword about your loins:

take unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and give

unto God the things that are God’s; for that is your

plain duty, both as the sworn protector of the church

and ruler of the empire.” He concluded by assuring

him that the Romans were braggarts and cowards, and

that it was absurd to suppose that they could resist the

armies of the empire.w

But the prosecution of the holy war effectually sus

pended the execution of this warlike design. Pope Eugg

Pope Eugenius bent to the storm; he had nius in

quitted Rome, for the second time, in March France’

1146, and after residing, first at Sienna, and afterwards

at Pisa, he passed into France in the winter months of

1147, and resided alternately at the abbeys of St. Denys,

Clugny, and Clairvaux.‘ During his visit he sat in

council at Paris upon an inquiry into the doctrinal errors

of Guilbert, bishop ofPoitiers ;y he attended as a humble

brother a general chapter of the Cistercian order at Clair

vaux. He dedicated the new church at Chalons; paid

a visit to Verdun and Treves; and finally presided at a

great national council at Rheims. On all these occasions

' S. Bern. Ep. 242, ap. Bar. an. 1145,

§ 14-18, p. 645 et sqq. We take it for

" S. Bern. Ep. 243, ap. Baron. an.

1145, p. 657.
granted that what was left to the church

after the first revolution was plundered

or destro ed in the second, though the

rebuke 0 Bernard seems to have rela

tion to the first or more violent out

break.

VOL. V.

1‘ Art de Vér. les Dates, in Vit. Eug.

HI. . 286.

Y ard. Conc.vi.p. 1297. OttoFreis.

De Gest. Fred. I. lib. i. c. 46 et sqq. ap.

Mur. vi. p. 677 et sqq.

E
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abbot Bernard was at his elbow. His suggestions were

received by the pontiff with the docility of a pn il; the

jealousy of the sacred college was awakened, and Bernard

Bernard in found all his humility and ingenuity taxed to

dis ace with the utmost to escape the resentment of the curia

t 9 mm’ for presuming to advise the Pope upon a matter

of doctrine in the absence and without the knowledge

of the body of cardinals. At the council of Rheims, it

a pears, Bernard had, at the request of the bishop of

oitiers, and with the concurrence of the Pope, drawn up

a confession of faith for the delinquent prelate to sign in

token of submission to the judgment of the church. This

act was construed as a presumptuous invasion of the pri

vileges of the sacred college; and the cardinals with one

accord called upon the Pope to vindicate the honour and

prerogative ofhis oflicial counsellors. Bernard, however,

with his usual ability, cast from him the imputation ofan

arbitrary attempt to impose laws u on the church. His

apolo ies were grudgingly accepte ; and the Pope con

soled im by a devotional visit to his own spiritual birth

place, the abbey of Clairvaux, where he displayed to the '

edified brotherhood an exam le of monastic humility in

anomalous combination with t e majesty of the universal

pontiff. Such violent contrasts suited the taste of the age,

and added to the halo with which the popular reverence

had already crowned the brows of the holy abbot.z

Since the martyrdom of Peter de Bru 's, his doctrines

_ _ had, as already observed, sprea over the south

of France to an extent which greatl alarmed

bqlpekefn- and incensed the established priest ood. In

.t'g'tfifggffi‘; the year 1147 pope Eugenius issued a com

‘hziiineglri- mission to Bernard, and several of the superior

' clergy, to make inquisition upon the spot into

the nature and extent of the infection, and to take all

needful steps for its suppression. The inquisitors accord

ingly reported, that in their progress through the pro

vinces of Languedoc and Provence they had found the

altars deserted, the ministrations ofthe established clergy

' Otto Freis. ubi sup. lib. i. c. 57, p. 689. Gaufrid, Vit. S. Bern. lib. ii. 0. 8.
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discredited, the churches converted into conventicles and

preaching houses; deathbed confessions rejected as use

ess, and absolutions discontinued as su erstitious and

unavailin'g. “ By the efforts of this sing e man Henri,”

said Bernard, “the people have been seduced into the

rejection of the whole body of ecclesiastical tradition.

All this has been accomplished by an obscure vagrant,

wandering in rags from place to place, and heretofore

chased away like a pestilence wherever he had obtruded

his oisonous presence, selling his gospel for a price, and

the Vord for a meal of food; having indeed theform of

godliness, but denying the power thereof; thence what

he getteth beyond a maintenance is spent in dicing and

low debauchery, in fornication and adultery.”

The tone of this furious invective inspires caution in

giving credit to the grave charges of immo- B d

rality against the apostle of the rising sect. 5.533;“?

Bernard may have believed the scandals re- angultflfse'

ported to him by his emissaries or informants, '

and adopted them upon the credit of the accepted theory

that, as no virtue could dwell in the heart of a heretic,

so no amount of vice was too incredible to command the

belief of the faithful. The demon of persecution had

taken root in the heart, and mastered the candour of

the saint. The outer form of the nascent institution had

not indeed been elaborated in his brain; the familiar

s irit had not yet put on the cowl of Dominic; yet, in

t e language of Bernard, we behold as in a mirror the

deadly aspect of the approaching fiend. It was high

time, he thought, to put in requisition those hallowed

arts and ap liances for subjugating the minds of men to

the yoke o Christ, with which the men of the world so

often work out their own unhallowed purposes. “The

wolves,” he exclaimed, “ who have laid waste the vine

yard of the Lord, have been driven from their thickets;

but they are still abroad; therefore let there be no hesi

tation or delay, let them be persecuted, let them be

seized and taken, until they are utterly rooted out and

destroyed?“ Miracles in abundance were wrought in

' S. Bern. Epp. 240, 241, ap. Baron. ubi sup. § 15,21. Pet. Cluniac. Ep. ap.
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confirmation of his apostolate among the benighted Hen

ricians of the south; wonderful his success; infinite the

number of the converted sinners. The heresiarch him

self was seized, and delivered up in chains to the bishop

of the diocese.b Yet, more wonderful still, his heresy

from this time forward increased and multiplied year

after year, until the apparatus of persecution was ma

tured, and the danger could be drowned out in blood

and slaughter. But ofthis consummation Bernard him

self had no glimpse. There are even passages in his

writings which may lead to a belief that he would have

shrunk from this practical application of his own theory.

Upon the whole, it may be taken for granted that he

re ied more upon the sword of the spirit, when wielded by

his own hand, than upon the sword of the flesh in that

of his lay coadjutors; that, in fact, he would rather have

fallen as a martyr, than have conquered as a cut-throat.

To the latest period of a life now drawing to a close,

Bernard at- this extraordinary man had laboured earnestly

$33131}; to cleanse the church of those external impuri

curia,. ties which must cling to every formal religious

scheme. In that scheme he beheld a full and sufficient

security for the technical as well as the vital godliness

exemplified in his own life and -in that of the community

under his charge. Blind to the obvious truth, that where

no change is admissible, no improvement is possible, he

still trusted to his waning strength to set the watchmen

on their guard against a source of mischief of far greater

magnitude than the host of heretics against whom he

had expended his labour with such indifferent success.

The legatine scheme contrived by pope Gregory VII.c

had placed the most uncontrolled powers in the hands

ofpersons drawn from a class ofmen familiar with scenes

Invetemte of rapacity and plunder from their earliest

corruptionof associations. The Roman curia, recruited in

‘he Mia" a great measure from among the nobili of the

Bar. an. 1147,§ l3. Gaujl Vit. S. Bern. the secular power he invokes.

lib. iii. 0. 5, 6. It is to be observed, in I’ See Vit. S. Bern. ubi sup. c. 6.

justice to Bernard, that he restricts ° Conf. book x. c. 6, pp. 304, 805, of

himself to pointing out the game to be this work.

hunted down, but leaves the means to
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city, and the more able and active adventurers from other

countries, regarded the legatine commission

‘as a source of gain, a matter of business, a

step to the pontitical throne. The encomiums

awarded to the few honest legates are almost of them

selves sufiicient to prove the rarity of the phenomenon.

In general, wherever a legate presented himself, scenes

occurred resemblin those which attended the visits of

a Roman proconsu to his province; the churches con

cealed their wealth, buried their treasures, or purchased

exemption from inquiry by bribes proportioned to the

fears or the means of the delinquents. The cardinal

legate Jordanes dei Ursini was a notorious offender.

During his mission to Germany in 1152, he had tra

versed that country and the northern provinces of

France as far westward as Rouen, carrying on the

traffic in holy things without a check; plundering the

churches, selling preferments to favourites, compelling

others to buy off his visits, or sending forth his emissa

ries where it was inconvenient to attend in person.

Schools, convents, and monasteries complained aloud of

his extortions. Bernard saw, heard, and was Bernard on

not sparing of his censures of this distinguished the irregu

sinner; but, with the true instinct of his caste, laflge‘stef’sfthe

suggested apologies, and recommended the Pope '

to remedy these irregularities proprt'o motu, rather than

that they should remain to disgrace the church in the

eyes of the profane. He would not, he said, have opened

his lips but for the urgency of certain pious men; and

the Pope was clearly to understand that what he had

written was intended for his private ear, and had never

been made the subject of discussion in any other quarter.d

The work of Bernard, entitled “ De Consideratione,”

treats at large upon the cause of these corrup- Bernard

tions, and the means available for their correc- “De C'onsi

tion. The cause he traces mainly to the source de’amne",

from which the pontifical appointments flowed. Of the

Romans he entertained the worst opinion : “ What,” ad

dressing the Pope, “shall I say of these your special flock?

‘1 S. Bern. Ep. 290, ap. Bar. an. 1152, § 5 D. Bouq. xv. p. 624.

The legatine

commission.
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That they are Romans !-more need not be said. What is

more notorious in all ages than the knavery and pride of

the Romans? a people averse from peace, devoted to fac-.

tion, insolent, intractable, and obedient only when resist

ance is impossible . . . But do not despair; you may

mitigate the evil if you cannot cure it . . . I know that

the heart of this people is hardened; but God hath power

from these stones to raise up children unto Abraham.

\Vho knows whether they may not repent, and He may

pardon, convert, and heal them?” But as long as the

source was thus defiled, the streams that flowed from it

could neither fertilise nor cleanse. “ All the ordinances

of the church, all the instructions of their mission, are

perverted by these emissaries into the instruments of a

venal trafiic; nor had it ever been heard that a single

delinquent among the multitude of the sinners had been

brought to justice. Besides this, many of these legations

are not only useless, but are conferred merely to afford

an opportunity for extortion. These persons then run to

and fro in all regions; but what good they do no one ever

heard, though all the world knows that they go about

selling their ministrations for money.”'

A period of five years had elapsed since the return of

Death of Eugenius III. into Italy, during all which

Eugeniusm- time he had visited the capital certainly not

more than twice; and on both occasions under circum

stances which leave no doubt that the government was

in other hands than his. In the first six months of the

year 1153 he was living in exile at Tivoli, under the

protection of the hereditary enemies of the Romans, and

at variance with the formidable Roger of Sicily. And

at Tivoli he breathed his last on the 8th of July in that

year, after a pontificate of eight years four months and

sixteen days, and about six weeks before his great mas

ter and friend, abbot Bernard of Clairvaux. The health

of that eminent man had been on the decline for some

years. A body enfeebled by early austerities and habitual

self-neglect could no longer sustain the pressure of the

' S. Bern. De Consid. lib. iii. and iv. ap. Baron. an. 1152.
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world’s business. Worn out by incessant toil, he expired

within the walls of his monastery on the 20th Death of

of August 1153, with the reputation of sanc- 13mm of

tity, to which he was in many respects justly mm“

entitled. Of all his most eminent contemporaries, none

of them surpassed him in the power of gaining the com

mand over the minds of others. For learning and elo

quence he had no equal; for spotless integrity and purity

ofpurpose it would not be easy to find a parallel. These

great qualities entitled him to the reverence of posterity,

and procured for him the questionable honour of a niche

in the Roman Pantheon; for which indeed, since the days

ofthe Apostles, it might be diflicult to find any one better

qualified. In life his views were strictly bounded by the

ecclesiastical horizon; but his memory was bespattered

with fables, which perhaps contributed more to his post

humous elevation than the real services rendered to his

church. Suger, abbot of St. Denys, preceded Death of

him to the grave on the 13th of January 1152. Sugar of St

His friend and fellow-labourer, Peter the Ven- Denys‘

erable, abbot of Clugny, survived him three years and

four months. With them died out the last ofa succes

sion of divines of the Latin church in whose works the

genuine spirit of Christianity may be seen engaged in

an unavailing struggle against that inexorable formal

ism which toned down the-minds of the writers them

selves to its own pitch, and converted them into the

precursors and prophets ofa tyranny unequalled in the

annals of history for ability in the conception and ruth

less cruelty in the application.f

Thus, within a period of five years, the most interest

ing personages in papal history passed from Shifting of

the stage. With them the stirring power of the scene

genuine religion became for a time extinct. In the place

of these living realities we are suddenly introduced to a

new and more commonplace set of actors: warriors and

‘ In many passages of the writings of invention to grow up into those hideous

these eminent men it is impossible to proportions which they attained to in

overlook the tendency to that intoler- the reigns of Alexander III. and Inno

ance and bigotry which required only cent III.

time and the aid of human passion and
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men of this world; a priesthood building upon the great

names and the least estimable of the principles of their

predecessors; yet without their piety to put to shame, or

their desire to control, the vices of the system they upheld:

on the other hand, we contemplate a young and haughty

monarch, reigning over a people now for the first time,

after ages of internal anarchy, united as one man under

his sceptre, admiring his personal character, and trusting

with unbounded confidence in his wisdom in council and

his talents in the field. But if both the philosophy and

the religion of history suffer by the shifting of the scene,

the incidents become more various, the action more life

like, the scenic effect more striking, and the catastrophe

more distinct and palpable.



CHAPTER III.

FREDERIC I. AND HADRIAN IV.

Death of Conrad III—Election of Frederic I., Redbeard—Accommodation with

Eugenius Ill—State of Italy—Rivalry and ambition of the cities of Italy—

Warfare of the Lombard cities—Conrad of Hohenstaufi'en in Italy—The

emperor Lothar in Italy—Relation of the Italian kingdom to the empire—

Frederic Lin Italy; diet of‘Roneaglia—Hadrian IV. pope—Arnold of Brescia.

and the political heretics—Character of the Roman people—how treated by

Hadrian—Frederic sacrifices Arnold of Brescia to the Pope—Martyrdom of

Arnold—Reception ofFrederic by Hadrian IV.—Neglected ritual—Bombastic

address and complaint of the Romans to the Emperor—Preposterous demands

of the Romans—Reply of the Emperor—Advance to Rome—Coronation of

the Emperor—Insurrection of the Romans, and danger of the Pope and Em

peror—they evacuate Rome—Retreat of the Emperor—War between Hadrian

and William of Sicily—Defeat of William—he recovers his lost territories—

The Pope besieged in Beneventum—Negotiation—Treaty of St. Marcion—

Resulting relations between the empire and the papacy—Claims of the empire

upon the Norman feoffs of Southern Italy—Growing alienation of Emperor

and Pope—Rupture between Emperor and Pope—Affair of the archbishop of

Lund—Insolent message of the Pope—Stormy reception and dismissal of the

papal legates—The Emperor’s vindication of his treatment of the legates—

Frederic prohibits unlicensed visits to Rome—Reply of the German clergy to

the complaint of the Pope—Hadrian’s explanation—The Emperor accepts the

apology. -

THE remarkable change in the aspect of affairs alluded

to at the close of the last chapter was preluded Death of

by the unexpected death of the emperor Conrad gyélcrggnmf

of Hohenstauffen, the leader and victim of the Frederic?

late inauspicious crusade. Conrad died on the Redhead

15th of February 1152, and on the 5th of the ensuing

month the estates of Germany unanimously elected his

nephew, Frederic duke of Swabia, snrnamed the “ Red

beard.” The new emperor duly notified his election to

pope Eugenius III. ; but, from the earliest period of his

reign, he caused it to be well understood that the Treaty

of \Vorms was no longer to remain a dead letter. With—
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in the first months of his accession, the archbishopric of

Magdeburg became vacant, and a schism in the chapter

delayed the nomination of a successor. Frederic, how

ever, put an end to the dispute by nominating his own

candidate, bishop \Vickman of Zeitz, to the see; he was

accordingly accepted, consecrated, and enfeoffed without

awaiting the papal consent.‘

Eugenius indeed resented the insult to the Holy See

Accommodar in a sounding rebuke to the prelates of Ger

tion'with manyb for their participation in this act of cri

Eugem‘“ m‘ minal subserviency to the will of their sovereign;

but the Pope was at this moment in no position to brave

the resentment of the powerful and self-reliant monarch.

The latter, on the other hand, was'solicitous to avoid a

quarrel which might impede his designs in Italy, and

stand in the way of his ex edition to Rome in quest of

the imperial crown. With) these dispositions on both

sides, a treaty was concluded pledging the Emperor and

the Pope to each other for the maintenance of the existing

state of things; and more especially warranting to the

latter the restoration and quiet possession of the territo

rial domains and standing claims of the Holy See.c Of

the practical stipulations of the treaty, the most important

was that by which the Emperor bound himself to make

neither peace nor truce with the rebellious Romans, or

their protector, Roger of Sicily, without the consent of

the Pope. A further advantage was gained by the freer

scope the Emperor found it not inconvenient to afford to

the papal 1e ates in Germany. They were permitted to

set aside bis ops,d and even to sit in judgment upon and

depose the primate Henry of Maintz for divers crimes

and misdemeanors charged against him by his suifragans

and clergy.e The Emperor, in fact, was disinclined to

clip the wings of the legates as long as they did not tres

l Otto Freising. De Gest. Fr. I. lib. ampliss. ex Epp. Wibaldi Abbat. Ep.

85ii. 0. iv. a . Mur. ubi sup. 3 .

'’ Id. u i sup. 0. 6 and 8, ap. Mur. ‘' Those of Eichstiidt and Minden.

vi. p. 702 et sqq. Bar. an. 1152, § 4, 9 See an account ofthis quarrel, ap.

. 59. Otto Freis. De Gest. &c. lib. ii. 0. 9; andP
c Pertz, Mon. Germ. Legum, ii. p. 92. S. Bern. Ep. 302. Conf. Ep. of Conrad,

Bar. an.1152,§ 5,6. Marlene, Collect. Annal. Magunt. ap. Baron. an. 1153,

§ 6, 7; a very suspicious story.
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pass on his peculiar domain in matters ecclesiastical, and

abstained from personal attacks upon his friends and

servants.f '

A short review of the state of Italy and Rome when

Frederic of Hohenstaufi'en ascended the impe- state of

rial throne is essential to the progress of the Italy

narrative.

It has been observed, that this point of time indicates

the commencement of an era of violent fermentation in

the civil and religious elements of society. In the latter

respect some observations have already been offered.g As

to the former, it is necessar to bear in mind that since

the retirement of Henry V. no German emperor had

exercised any permanent governing power in Italy;

consequently that, within the half-century which had

elapsed since that epoch, the ancient prerogatives of the

crown had practically fallen into disuse, if not into ob

livion. In the absence of any central government the

constituency of the kingdom had split into a number of

self-governed bodies or municipalities, all actuated by

those instincts, pursuits, and ambitions which have re

sulted from a similar state of things at other times and

among other nations. Wars and civil conflicts sprung

up between the numerous municipal bodies dotted over

the surface of Lombardy, ZEmilia, Tuscany, and south

ward as far as Naples. Under the discipline of the field

and the popular assembly, the citizens had made credit

able progress in the lessons of self-reliance, freedom of

speech and action, subordination and military duty. Com

merce had thriven, wealth had accumulated, education

advanced; and thus, towards the middle of the twelfth

century, the cities of Lombard might measure them

selves in riches, knowledge, an martial virtues against

the proudest of the Italian chivalry. The latter, scat

tered over the surface of the country, and destitute of

a chief or of any combining power, found themselves

unable to stand up against the fresh and living influence

of the upstart commonwealths ; and therefore, for the

‘ Raumer, ubi sup. i. p. 15. I See 0. ii. p. 35 et sqq. of this Book.
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most part, preferred enrolling themselves as members of

these associations, to the chances of contending with them

as rivals or enemies. The republics themselves gladly

accepted the accession of strength and respectability

which the new-comers brought with them, and cheerfully

admitted them to the full privileges of citizenship. To all

classes of citizens, from the feudal noble to the artisan, a

certain share in the management of public affairs was.

assigned; scope was afforded for the free development of

activity, industry, and talent, and a mass of physical and

mental energy was engaged in the public service, which

set at defiance the antiquated claims of feudalism, and

recoiled from any control but that which~emanated from

their own body.“

This is the fair side of the picture: the reverse is less

Rivalry and attractive. The movement, which had origin

ambition of ated 1n patr10t1c sentiment, soon yielded to the

the “(allies 0f temptations which republican forms are less cal

culated to withstand than any others. Though

sensitively watchful of their own rights, the several com

monwealths paid no great regard to those of their neigh

bours. Their intercommunal policy was distinguished by

a profligate contempt of law and justice, equalled only by

that of the free states of ancient Greece towards their

neighbours and subject-allies. The first years of the

twelfth century gave birth to two antagonist leagues

amongst the cities of Northern Italy. Milan and Pavia

engaged in a passionate rivalry for the hegemony of

Lombardy, and for that purpose cast about for confe

derates among the weaker municipalities; the greater

number of which became, by force or compact, the sub

ject-allies of the more powerful bodies. Thus, in the very

first years of the century, Cremona laid violent hands on

Crema ; Pavia besieged and reduced Tortona (AJ). 1 107);

and Milan soon afterwards seized upon Lodi and Novara.

The citizens of Crema, Tortona, and Brescia invoked the

protection of Milan; while Cremona, Lodi, Novara, and

Asti became the dependents of Pavia. The cities of

h Cont‘. the able description of the singen. De Gest. Fr. I. lib. ii. c. 13, pp.

state of Italy by Bishop Otto qfFrei- 706, 709.
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Parma and Modena attached themselves to Milan; Pia

cenza and Reggio, on the other hand, joined the Pavian

lea ue.
gIn this state of affairs in Northern Italy, civil war

fare became the normal relation of the rival Warfare 0,

confederacies. Mutual inroads, skirmishes, the Lqmbard

plunderings—on one or two occasions pitched mes‘

attles—varied the monotony of domestic faction. In

the year 1111 the Milanese took and razed to the ground

the flourishing little city of Lodi, and distributed the in

habitants in open hamlets close under the walls of Milan,

with a view to prevent any attempt to resettle their

ruined habitations or to recover their independence. On

pretences disgracefully frivolous, they engaged in an in

veterate quarrel with the citizens of Como ; and after a

sanguinary struggle of ten years’ duration, succeeded in

reducing the city to servitude under the dominant repub

lic. Elated by success, they embarked in fresh wars of

aggrandisement, and confronted Pavia and her
Confederates in the field. But at this moment Cg'ofii‘g‘n?‘

the appearance of Conrad of Hohenstauffen, ,stalufiien

claiming the crown of Italy, as successor of m ta y‘

Henry V., opened to the Milanese a larger prospect of

gain. They joyfully accepted him as their king—or

rather as the convenient instrument of their ambitious

policy—and conferred upon him the iron crown of Italy.

On the other side Pavia and her Confederates flew to

arms in the cause of the Pope and the rival emperor

Lothar; and Conrad, after some faint efforts to main

tain himself in Italy, abandoned a country where no

honour was to be gained in arms, and where his efforts

were cramped and controlled by the vigilant jealousy of

his republican patrons.

The retreat of Conrad, as already mentioned, en

abled Lothar to snatch the imperial crown from The empem,

the Roman altar, and to make good his retreat Lothar in

without molestation, and not without credit or Italy‘

olitical advantage. The Milanese were reconciled to the

mperor, and he was saluted king of Italy, with all the

noisy demonstrations of loyalty which but a short time
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before had been bestowed on his rival Conrad. The Pavian

league had meanwhile cooled down in proportion to the

increased fervour of their rival. The ancient grudge,

however, was allowed to slumber for a while; and Lothar

might indulge in the dream of sovereignty as uncontra

dicted as it was unreal. But his death in the year 1138

dispelled the prospects of imperialism in Italy, and ad

journed the claim of the German monarch to the sove

reignty of that country for a period of nearly fourteen

years. Conrad III. (Hohenstaufl'en), who succeeded

Lothar on the im erial throne, was at no period of his

reign in a condition to assume the crown in the cus

tomary form of inauguration.i The latter part of his

reign, dating from t e year 1147, was spent in the

calamitous crusade already adverted to. After his re

turn to his own dominions, the revived feud with Duke

Welf VI. of Bavaria occupied his arms till shortly

before his death, in the year 1152. But the acification

of Germany and the election of his nephew rederic in

that year ultimately changed the channel of Italian

olitics. For two years after his elevation the new

*mperor was detained at home for the settlement of

internal disputes and claims. Meanwhile, as already

observed, Frederic had bound himself to the Pope to

maintain the status quo in all the subsisting relations

between the empire and the papacy; leaving, however,

both parties as much as ever 1n the dark as to what

those relations really amounted to.j The treaty was, in

fact, regarded by both as simply a matter of temporary

‘ The earlier part of his reign was

spent in incessant warfare with the

dukes Henry the Proud and Welf or

Guelph VI. of Bavaria. In the course

of the war the latter prince had been

compelled to throw himself into the

strong fortress of Weinsberg, and was

there besieged by Conrad. In a sortie

from the place his warriors adopted as

their war-cry the name of their chief,

“Welf” or “Guelph” the imperial

ists, either by chance or choice, re

plied by the cry of “Weibelingen,” the

name of the castle or borough from

which the family ofthe Swabian dukes

of the Hohenstaufi'en family originally

proceeded. By a caprice of party

spirit, these names gradually came to

denote respectively the imperial and

the Italian or papal party in both

countries; the talians adapting the

sounds to their own form of speech,

and converting them into “ Guelphi”

and “ Ghibellini.” Mascou, Comment.

de Reb. Imp. sub Conr. HI. lib. iii.

0. 13, p. 141.

1 Otto Freising. De Reb. Gest. Fr. I.

lib. ii. c. 3 to 7, ubi sup. p. 700-703.

Conf. Raumer, Hohenst. 1. p. 562.
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convenience; yet, on the whole, the advantage remained

to the credit of the Emperor.k

It should be borne in mind, that from the age of

Charlemagne Italy had never ceased to be re- Relation of

garded as part and parcel of the holy Roman ale Italian

empire, yet always rather as an appendage to, $125,231,’;

than as an integral portion of the great body '

politic. The emperor was dejure king of Italy, but the es

tates of that kingdom were never practically acknowledged

as constituents of the Germanic state, nor were they ever

admitted to participate in the election of the emperor.

This state of isolation led to a political, in addition to

the natural, estrangement of the two countries. In the

absence of all reciprocity of rights, no cordial sympathy

found room to grow up; even if language, habits, and

climatic influences had not concurred in maintaining an in

eradicable national alienation. There remained, therefore,

no connecting link, but a mere prescriptive annexation

supported by certain general laws and usages capable of

the widest interpretation, limited to certain customary

obligations of the most fluctuating and occasional cha

racter, and unsupported by any properly resident govern

ment or continuous user. Since the retirement of Henry

IV., the visits of the German monarchs to their Italian

dominions had been confined to military expeditions in

quest of the imperial crown; and although sometimes

these visits were prolonged to a year or more, yet it was

under circumstances of so purely military or occasional

a character as to preclude attention to those legislative or

administrative measures which might have connected

their government with the interests, and confirmed it in

the habits and afi'ections, of the people. The rescriptive

right of the Germanic Caesars to the crown 0 Italy had,

it is true, for ages past met with no theoretical or con

stitutional contradiction: the feudatories of the kingdom

held themselves still bound to attend the imperial sum

mons to his military ban, to supply his armies, to open

'' Thus, after the issue of the con- solnm in saecularibus, sed in ecclesias

test respectin the archbishopric of ticis negotiis disponendis, auctoritas

Magdeburg, tto Qf Freisin en (lib. ii. principis plurimum crevit.”

c. 10, p. 705) observes: “ xhinc non
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the gates of cities and castles for his reception, to attend

his high court of justice, and to accept his decision of

existing disputes, and his laws for the remedy of griev

ances wherever a diet of the realm might be convoked

by his precept. On these occasions it was customary

for barons, magistrates, and municipal officers to take

the oath of allegiance for themselves and their consti

tuents; charters and privileges were granted, forfeitures

declared, fiefs and investitures conferred, crimes against

the state and offences of a public nature tried and

punished. But this theoretical connexion had little hold

upon the public mind. A habit of resistance to all law

that might operate as a check upon the practical liberty

they had acquired, was inconsistent with any sentiment

of loyalt to the presumptive sovereign; and the exe

cution 0 his laws depended upon his ability to enforce

them by the military means at his disposal, rather than

upon any principle of legality or regard for constitu

tional practice in the subject.

Such was the state of Italy when, in the year 1154,

F der'c I the emperor Frederic Redbeard erected his ban
f: Rally] ner upon the plams of Roncaglia, where, in

Rgigzolga conformity with ancient custom, the diets of

g ‘the kingdom had been most commonly held.

Frederic was at the head of an army more numerous

and in a higher state of equipment and discipline than

had ever before followed the imperial standards across

the Alps. Summonses had one forth; a term had been

given for the attendance 0 the lieges, the cities, and

boroughs; the imperial shield—the symbol of his high

court of justice—was suspended on high; and all who

were absent without lawful excuse were declared in

contempt. Pleas of the crown were heard; Lodi and

Como preferred their complaints against Milan, and the

latter was commanded to restore those cities to their an

cient liberties. The Pavian league sought refuge under

the wing of the imperial eagle against the tyranny of

Milan, and took the benefit of the arms of their patron to

retrieve the disasters of bygone warfare. For the pre

sent, however, the strength of her fortifications, the gal
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lantry of her citizens, and her military reputation saved

the great offender, Milan, from the imperial visitation;

and Frederic prudently postponed the reduction of the

contumacious city to the immediate objects of the expe

dition' in hand.

Pope Anastasius IV. died on the 2d of December

1154, after a’ reign of only four months and Hadrian 1v_

twenty-four days. He was succeeded by- Ha- P0P"

drian IV., a man of English extraction, of obscure birth

and distinguished ability. Nicolas Breakspear was the

son of a clerk in orders, who, at the time of his son’s

departure from England, was a monk of the monastery

of St. 'Alban’s. Idle and irregular habits, it is said, in

clined the youth to a wandering life. Driven from home

by the severity of his father, he passed over to France, and

migrated from convent to convent till he found a per

manent asylum in the monastery of St. Rufus, near Avig

non. Here he adopted a new path in life, and applied

his great natural capacities to the study of controversial

divinity and canon law, with such ardour and success

as to gain the respect of his brethren, and ultimately to

rise to the dignity of abbot of the community. But the

humble and courteous brother proved a rigid and un

bending superior. His severity created discontent, cabal,

and ultimately complaint to the Pope. But the learned

and eloquent defence of the abbot made so favourable an

impression at Rome, that pope Eugenius, in condescension

to the reluctance of the fraternity to receive him back as

their abbot, resolved to retain him at his court. The exile

was raised to the dignity of cardinal-bishop of Albano,

and in this new capacity continued to exercise that in

fluence in the curia which had very enerally attended

him in every position in which he ad been hitherto

placed, and which, upon the death of Anastasius, lifted

' With this concise description of Comp. also authorities quoted by Rau

the state of Italy in the year 1154 mer (Hohenstaufli), ii. pp. 1-32 ; and

compare Otto Freising. De Gest. Fr. I. Sismondi, Repub. Ital. 8w. ii. c. 7, 8.

lib. 1i., particularly the early chapters.

VOL. V. F
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him, without a dissentient voice, to the pinnacle of eccle

siastical greatness by the name of Hadrian IV.“‘

The reformer Arnold of Brescia had for some years

Arnold of past dwelt in Rome, and exerted all his zeal and

Brescia and eloquence for the overthrow of the pretensions

thfeQliic‘fM of the popes to the political sovereignty. As

' to the imperial supremacy, he held that it must

accommodate itself to the inherited and chartered rights

of the people : it was their duty, he told them, to retrieve

that noble character which, in the days of yore, had made

them the masters of the world, and by the exercise of

those virtues which had raised their ancestors above all

nations, to regain that position which they had lost by

their pusillanimous submission to sacerdotal tyranny.“

But genuine patriotism was not to be found in these

Character of boasted descendants of the ancient Romans.

the Roman Few among them were dis osed to stake life

Pwple' and fortune in the struggle tor political liberty.

\Vith minds paralysed by superstition and enervated

by faction, the evanescent enthusiasm of the citizens for

their new constitution was destitute of that unity of

purpose and energy of volition which can alone prepare

the soil for the growth of liberty. Alternate paroxysms

of criminal passion and faint-hearted misgivings shut out

every chance of good government within, and of effectual

resistance to their pontifical assailant from without. Agi

tated rather by the spirit of rebellion than the love of

Howtreated liberty, Hadrian found it no difficult task to

by Hadrian- practise upon their superstitions. Assailed by

the clamour of the citizens to acknowledge and sanction

their new constitution, he quitted Rome, and issued an

edict ofinterdict against the city, and of anathema against

the heretic Arnold. The blow was well-timed; such a vi

sitation had never yet befallen the holy city: at the very

commencement of the Easter week, a period of devout re

ligious observance, the services of all the churches were

"I Matth. Paris (ed. Smith), in his by Bower, Lives of the Popes, vol. vi.

Lives ofthe Abbots ofSt. Alban’s, gives p. 77.

an account of his expatriation some- 1' Otto Frets. De Gest. &c. lib. ii. 0.

what different from that of William of 21, p. 721.

Newbridge (lib. ii. c. 6), as extracted
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suspended; a panic terror filled the minds of the citizens

of every rank, and the senate was compelled, for the

nonce, to commit Arnold to custody.” Thus propitiated,

Hadrian made his public entry into the city, rescinded

the interdict, but suspended further measures for the

recovery of his power until the arrival of his expected

protector, Frederic of G‘rermany.p

The latter, however, advanced towards Rome with

such ragid strides as seriously to alarm the Frederic

Pope. hough expected, no announcement of Z‘lggftf‘ff

his intentions had preceded him, nor had any Bresciato

time been allowed for those revious arrange- the POP"

ments and stipulations whic , on those occasions, the

pontifi's had thought indispensable to their personal safety

and the protection of the rights of the church. Two

cardinals were hastily despatched to the imperial head

uarters to ascertain the dispositions ofthe emperor-elect.

hey were met by commissioners from the latter to ob

tain information as to the nature and ceremonial of the

reception he might expect. The first point agreed u on

was the sacrifice of Arnold of Brescia to the ponti cal

vengeance. The boon of blood was cheerfully granted;

and a detachment of troops was hastily despatched to

seize the bodies of the heretic and his protectors. These

persons, alarmed by the capture of one of their number,

consented to the betrayal of their guest, and permitted

him to fall without resistance into the hands of the papal

emissaries.q The latter, in the name and behalf Martyrdom

of Christ’s representative on earth, lost no time "f Aml‘i

in embruing their hands in the blood of their victim.

With a view to obviate any popular commotion, the mar

tyr of civil liberty was dra 7 ed, before break of day, to

a stake erected outside the orta del P0 010, where his

mortal body was reduced to ashes, and t e remains cast

into the Tiber, lest the possession of the smallest relic

should keep the people in mind of their martyred friend,

and administer a standing rebuke to his murderer.

“ From which, however, he was Baron. an. 1155, 2, 3, 4, p. 83, 84,

speedily delivered by the aid of two from aVatican c ex.

Campanian nobili of is party. q Cod. Vatican. up. Baron. an. 1155,

P Authorities as before. And see p. 84.

0'!
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Awakened by the blaze of the pile on which their leader

was expiring, they flew to arms; but the disorderly mul

titude was swept back by the soldiery, and Arnold, like

the Master whom he served, perished by the hand of the

scribes and pharisees of his day.r

Thus propitiated, the pontiff for the moment dismissed

Rm mm of his suspicions, and consented to meet the Em

Fre aria by peror upon a general promise to warrant him

Hadrian IV. - - - - - -

and IRS curia against personal injury, to mam

tain the Holy See in possession of all her lawful rights,

immunities, possessions, goods, and chattels, and to restore

all those that had been illegally withdrawn, stolen, or

Neglected alienated. But certain ceremonial arrange

riml- ments, it seems, had been overlooked; Frederic

respectfully advanced to meet the pontiff to the door of

his tent; but, to the inexpressible scandal of Hadrian and

his attendants, be omitted to hold the stirru of the Pope

on descending from his palfrey. On this first symptom

of disrespect and insubordination the whole curia took to

flight, and never drew bridle till they were safely lodged

within the strong castle of Civita Castellana, leaving their

indignant master, if such should be the imperial pleasure,

to the fate which befel his predecessor Pascal II. in the

hands of the recreant Henry V.5 Deserted by his oflicers

and friends, the pontifl'resignedly seated himself on the

throne placed for him at the head of the tent-chamber;

the Emperor, without noticing the flight of the cardinals,

bent down and devoutly kissed the feet of the Pope, rising

again to receive the kiss of peace. Somewhat reassured

by this dutiful demeanour, Hadrian drew back, declaring

that “as the king had declined the honours due to the

apostles Peter and Paul, there could be no peace between

them till he had discharged that duty to the letter.” A

council was called, and a search for precedents ordered:

upon the report of the commissioners it was found that

" Otto Freising. De Gest. Fr. I. lib. ii. Dem Pobel ihr Gefiihl—ihr Schauen

p. 720. ofi'enbarten,-

“Die Wenigen die was davon (des Men- Hat man von je gekreutzigt und ver

schen Gcist und Herz) erkannt, brannt.”

Die thiiricht g’nug ihr volles Herz Goethe, Faust, ed. 1838, p. 39.

nicht wahrten, ' Conf. Book xi. 0. vi. p. 625 et sqq.
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the papal demand was in conformity with ancient custom,

and therefore ought to be complied with. Accordingly,

on the following day, the ceremony of the reception was

rehearsed, and the ancient ritual scrupulously observed.

The Emperor advanced about a stone’s throw to meet

the Pope, took his bridle in hand, and dutifully held his

stirrup when he dismounted.‘ ~

Hand in hand the spiritual father and the obsequious

son continued their advance towards the holy Bombasfic

city. Meanwhile the superstitious fears to which addrelss andf

the citizens had so lately sacrificed the prophet £523‘;

of their new-born political creed, had given way “1 thegfm

to exaggerated indignation at the little regard Per '

their interests had met with at the recent conferences, and

the insulting neglect of the customary assurances to the

holy city in the arra-n ements for the ensuing coronation.

The senate and consu s met in the Capitol, the equestrians

and the plebs in their comitia, and voted a solemn depu

tation of congratulation and complaint to the emperor

elect. The deputies found the advancing imperialists not '

far from Sutri, and were conducted to the presence of

the Emperor and the Pope. “They had to come,” they

said, “ in the name of the mother and mistress of the

cities of the universe, to congratulate the Emperor upon

his approach, as the great patron of their state, and to

assure him of the supreme delight with which they pro

osed to confer upon him the inestimable crown of empire.

ut now,” they continued, “that we have cast off the

degrading dominion of the priests, it is more than ever

incumbent upon us to bail your arrival, and for you to

confirm and strengthen us in the enjoyment of all our

ancient ri hts and privileges: ‘therefore,’ saith the queen

of cities, t rough her senate and people, ‘let the privi

leges of the metropolis of the world stand fast for ever!

Let her ancient glory return unto her! By you, O Caesar,

let the sceptre be restored unto her, that in her majesty

the pride of the earth may be humbled! For hath not

heretofore the wisdom of the senate and people of Rome

‘ Card. Aragon. et aliorum Vitae Baron. an. 1155, § 5, p. 84.

Pontif. ap. Murat. iii. p. 442. Cont‘.
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achieved the conquest of the world? Was it not by the

valour of her knighthood, the courage and discipline of

her plebs, that she extended her empire from sea to sea?

By some malignant influence indeed that empire hath been

ravished from her; let it be your glory to restore it to her

preposterous in revived majesty. Confirm my senate,’ saith

demands of the holy city; ‘establish my equestrians, that

the Rmmms' by and through them you may, after the ex

ample ofyour great predecessors, rebuild the empire in

all its glory: be this your enviable task! Let this be

the object of your fondest ambition: for her privileges

are your privileges—her honours your honours.’ And

now hear, 0 prince, what those privileges are, and what

_ they ever have been. You are now but her guest; she

raiseth you to be her chief. You are as yet but a

stranger from a far country; she maketh you her sove

reign. That which was hers she giveth unto you; for

all this she calleth upon you to warrant to her magis

trates all the good customs and ancient laws conferred

' upon her by your imperial predecessors; to grant to

the great qflicers, who shall proclaim the imperial ma

jesty from the Capitol, when you shall have received the

crown, a largess qfjive thousand pounds of silver; and

to engage, even unto the shedding of blood, to repel

all injury to the republic, and by deed under your sign

manual, confirmed by a solemn oath and covenant, to

maintain and uphold all these and other privileges of

the republic.”

It is creditable to the Emperor that he maintained

Reply ofthe both his countenance and his temper while lis

EmPemr- tening to this fiatulent oration. “ He had,”

said he in reply, “ heard and read much about the wisdom

of the ancient Romans, but assuredly there was little

wisdom in the arro 'ant and insi id effusion to which they

had treated him. Tike all sub unary things, Rome had

undergone her revolutions: her glories had of old taken

flight to Constantinople, and her wisdom to the winds;

since then Rome had been drawn dry by ravenous Greeks

—-the barbarians had emptied her of all her ancient races

and families, and left nothing behind to represent her
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pristine constitution; the glory, the gravity, the wisdom,

the dignity of the senate and people, the valour and train

ing of the equestrian order, the discipline of the arm ,

had all vanished together. Now look around you,” c

continued; “ here, in this resence, you will find all these

things. Here in us hehol your senate, your knighthood,

your army; to us all these things have descended with

the see tre of the empire. Yet you tell me that my call

procee s from you! that you made me your citizen and

prince! that you propose to confer upon me what never

was yours to give! Italy and Rome are mine by the

right of conquest; for by the hand of my great prede

cessors was Italy and Rome brought within the wide cir

cumference of the empire; but, say you, my predecessors,

like myself, were freely called and adopted by you. Yes,

as the fortunate are patronised by the ragged; as the

strong may be presumed to lean upon the weak! By the

arm of my power I made myself your prince, and by that

power I incorporate you into my empire. Let him who

is strong enough to wrest his club from Hercules make

the attempt to take you out of my hand ! Will the Sici

lian, think you, undertake the task? Now, as to your

privileges, know that it is for the prince to give laws to

is subjects, not for the subjects to prescribe them to the

prince. Your possessions, and all that you can properly

call your own, are yours already; your proper customs

and privileges granted to you by my predecessors, I have

no mind to disturb; what need then of oaths to confirm

or preserve them to you? for it is my great duty and pre

rogative to insure to all, even the lowest of my subjects,

their legitimate rights. Why, then, should I be called

upon to reassure them to the citizens of my capital, the

chief city of my empire? But you dare to ask me to

buy your sweet voices with money ! Out upon the base

suggestion ! You Romans demand from your sovereign

what a common drudge would hardly dare to propose to

his master. Why should I buy you? Am I your cap

tive, that I should pay you ransom? Am I not here in

my majesty, surrounded by my invincible hosts? The

king of the Romans is no man’s debtor, though all be his
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creditors for those graces which gladden the hearts of his

faithful subjects; and shall I not pay my debt to the

citizens of Rome, when in peace and festivity I shall

enter their city, as my predecessors have done before me?

But he that demands what is wrongful may rightfully

be denied even his just claim.” “

There was in this speech food for uneasy reflections

Advance of both to the petulant Romans and to the Pope.

the EmperOl' The se uel, however, proved that there was

' ‘° Rmne' more p uck about the former than their vaunt

ing address might have led him to sus ect. After the

reply of the Emperor, it was no longer oubtful that the

Romans would close their gates against him; and he

hastened by a forced march to possess himself of the

Transtiberine city and the church of St. Peter. This

operation was effected before the Romans could collect

a sufficient force to dispute the entrance of the imperial

ists. On the following morning by sunrise the rest of

the army was in motion; the Pope preceding the Em

peror, to be prepared for the ceremony of the coronation.

The bridge over the Tiber was in the mean time strongly

barricaded, with a view to prevent the enraged populace

from interrupting the ceremony. The Pope, in the usual

form, received the Emperor-elect in the vestibule of the

His corona. church, and invested, anointed, and crowned

‘i‘m- him according to the prescriptive ritual, amid

the customary acclamations of the curia, the priesthood,

and the army; after which he rode forth with imperial

robe and crown, and retired to his tent to escape the heat

of the day, and to refresh himself after the long morn

ing’s march and the fatiguing ceremony which followed it.

But by this time the news of the reception the deputa

Insumction tion had met with had circulated through the

of the R0- city. The people thronged to the Capitol, and

3:32;:‘.1? there learnt that at that very moment the coron

thggflre and ation rites were in the course of performance in

pem' their absence and without their consent. In the

first paroxysm of their anger, they beat to arms, forced the

barriers of the bridge, and penetrated to the enclosures

" Otto Freis. ubi sup. lib. ii. 0. xxii. p. 720.
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which surrounded the church. The pontiff‘ and the car

dinals were still tarrying within the sacred building, and

no time was to be lost in rescuing them from the im

minent peril. Taking the command of the nearest bat

talion, the Emperor charged in person into the midst of

the rebel ranks, and throu hout the day found himself

several times in dan er 0% being overpowered by the

number of fresh comliatants issuing from the city and

the Transtiberine region. At length, however, he suc

ceeded in driving the rebels back into the city." But the

bridge was not recovered, and not a combatant of the

imperial army penetrated into the city. The They emu

next morning after their barren victory, the ate Rome

Emperor and the Pope evacuted the Transtevere, and

retired to the Tiburtine hills. By extraordinary activity

the Romans managed to cut of? the supplies of the

imperial army. The heats of the southern summer had

already thinned the ranks and depressed the spirits of

the northern soldiery. The army clamoured for retreat,

and the reluctant Emperor was compelled to turn a deaf

ear to the urgent demand of the Pope for the condign

punishment of his Roman and Norman foes; a duty

which he declared to be paramount to all regard for phy

sical suffering‘, or even for life itself. But as soon as

the intelligence of the distress of the army and Retreat of

its reduced numbers was bruitcd about in the the Empem"

north, a spirit of disatl'ection among the Lombard cities

threatened to bar the passage, and it became necessary

to press the retreat of the army. The several columns

in the end effected their return without further impedi

ment, with the exception of that commanded by the

Emperor in person. By the treachery of the citizens of

Verona he was decoyed into a position from which escape

seemed almost impossible; but by able movements and

extraordinary gallantry he succeeded in extricating him

' This seems to be the amount of ing 200 prisoners, andmany others who

the advantage gained It is impos- were drowned in the Tiber, with a loss

sible to give credit to the account of to the victors, in a, nine or ten hours’

Otto of Freisingen, who would have continuous combat, of only one man

us believe that more than a thousand killed and one missing!

rebels perished on the spot, not count
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self, punishing his enemies, and reaching his Germanic

dominions in honour and safety.‘

But honour was all that had been gained in this abor

War between tive expedition. Such substantial fruits as it

Hadrian and may have produced were all reaped by the Pope.

"f Some rebellious cities had been reduced by the

y' arms of the Germans, and transferred to the

pontiff. Rome was as inaccessible as ever; but the

terror of the imperial arms had enabled Hadrian to

reinstate Robert of Capua and the exiled barons of

Apulia. The advantage, however, was shortlived; Ha

drian became involved in a critical warfare with \Villiam

I. of Sicily, son and successor of Roger II., who had

died in the year 1153. In conformity with the treaty

concluded at Beneventum between his father and pope

Innocent IL," William, at his accession, applied to the

Pope for a confirmation of the treaty, and for his admis

sion to homage and fealty as a feudatory of the Holy See.

Hadrian, however, repudiated the treaty on the ground

of unhallowed duressy upon the sacred person of the

ontiif. Neither menace nor services rendered by Wil

liam to the Holy See against the rebellious Romans

availed to procure his recognition either as king of

Sicily or duke of Apulia, and an open rupture with the

Pope became unavoidable.‘ The pontifical territory was

Defeat of laid waste up to the walls of Beneventum. The

William- gallant resistance of the citizens and garrison,

however, compelled William to raise the siege, with the

loss of a great portion of his army. His government

was unpopular; and Robert of Capua, in conjunction

with the exiled barons of Apulia, were enabled to recover

their possessions. The weakness of the Sicilian afforded

" This account ofthe first campaign

of Frederic I. in Italy is collected from

the copious narrative of Otto of Frei

singen, De Gest. &c. lib. ii. c. 22-26, ap.

Murat. vi. p. 710-727. Conf. Card.

de Aragom'o, Vit. Pont. Ibid. iii. p. 442.

The narrative of Otto must be received

with caution. His partiality for his

hero seduces him into exaggeration,

and gives ground to suspect both sup

pression and misstatement.

‘ See 0. i. p. 27 of this Book.

7 The successors ofInnocent, Coeles

tine II., Lucius IL, and Eugenius 111.,

had uniformly disallowed and repu

diated the treaty.

I Probably the rupture was courted

by Hadrian, who at that time lived in

daily expectation of the advent of

Frederic I., and the anticipated an~

nexation of the rich provinces of the

south to the patrimony of St. Peter.
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the Greek emperor, Manuel Palaeologus, an opportunity

to exact vengeance for the manifold injuries and insults

he had sustained at the hands of the Normans. A fleet

and an army attacked the maritime cities of Apulia.

Brundusium and Bari were taken by the Greeks; the

Pope and the insurgent barons were enabled by a

large subsidy to keep the war alive; and shortly there

remained to William, of all the rich territories of the

south, only the five cities of Naples, Salerno, Amalfi,

Troja, and Melfi, with a few smaller places and fortified

osts.“
p The papal ban and interdict added to the difficulties

of the Sicilian prince. No effort was spared William m

by William to bring the Pope to terms. The covershislost

offer of a bribe to desert his allies, even to a tenuous‘

greater amount than the subsidy of the Greek emperor,

had almost proved too strong a temptation to the cupidity

of Hadrian. But the curia stepped in to the rescue of

his integrity; and all terms short of the absolute relin

quishment of the Apulian provinces were conteinptuously

rejected. But William was not deficient either in activity

or courage. In an unexpectedly short time he collected

a fleet and an army; the Greek armament at Brundu

sium was attacked, dispersed, and almost annihilated;

their generals were taken prisoners, and their treasures

transferred to the royal coffers. Severe retribution was

executed upon the insurgent barons, many of whom per

ished on the gallows or the scaffold; and within a few

weeks the revolted districts had returned to their allegi

ance without a single exception.h

By this sudden turn in the tide of affairs, the posi

tion of the Pope had become almost desperate. The PO 6

Shut out from Rome, his late friends flying for besiege in

their lives, and unsupported by any foreign or Beneventum‘

domestic ally, there remained to him no alternative but

to throw himself into Beneventum, where he was shortly

afterwards closely besieged by king William, with a

I Romuald. Salern. Chron. 8.11.1154, ubi sup. iii. p. 445. Guliel, T r.

ap Murat, vii. p. 191, 196, et sqq. Archiep. Hist. lib. xviii. c. 8, up. is

!’ Romuald. Salern. Chron. ubi sup. toriens des Croisades, i. p. 830, 831.

p. 199. Vit. Pont. a Card. Aragom'o,
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force, against- which there remained no chance of a suc

cessful resistance. Reduced at length to extremities by

famine and desertion, no pros ect even of personal safety

was left but to submit to t e terms of the conqueror.

The curia, it seems, had not wholly lost courage, and

Hadrian found it necessary to proceed with caution. A

secret negotiation was therefore set on foot, and

terms ofaccommodation were speedily arranged,

to be kept in the dark for the moment; while, to save

appearances, two cardinal legates were despatched to the

court of the king with a severe monition to abstain from

further encroachment upon the sacred rights of the H01

See. The sham rebuke was received by William wit

every outward token of profound humility. An interview

with the pontiff was arranged to take lace at the church of

Treaty of St. Marcion outside the wal s: the king appeared

St- Marci”- in the sacred presence with the dejected coun

tenance of a penitent; the absolution and kiss of peace

were given, and the prince, humbly kneeling at the feet

of the pontiff, repeated the customary oath of vassalage.

At this stage of the ceremony the articles of the treaty

were, for the first time, made public: the king was so

lemnly invested with the kingdom of Sicily, the duchy

of Apulia, and the principality of Capua, by the delivery

of three flags or pennons, the cession comprising all the

territories at any time conquered or claimed by the king’s

ancestors as appurtenant to the principalities ceded.c

A tribute of six hundred sequins was reserved for the

duchies of Apulia and Calabria, with an additional five

hundred for the outlying districts or marches. On behalf

of the clergy of the ceded provinces, an offensive article,

limiting the right of appeal to the Pope, was passed sub

silentio. Hadrian breathed more freely. Yet had he,

with hypocritical grimace, and for a hollow and almost

worthless consideration, betrayed his friends, abandoned

his clients, forfeited his most sacred obligations, and re

versed his own most recent and solemn engagements.d

Negotiation.

° See the treaty ap. Baron. an. 1156, Vit. Pant. ap. Mur. iii. p. 445. Guh'el.

§ 4, 9!). Tyr. Archiep. ubi sup. p. 831. Baron.

‘‘ omuald. Chron. Salern. ubi sup. an. 1156, § 1-3, p. 98. The cardinal
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With the exception of the unfortunate prince Robert

ofCapua, all the expatriated gentry and nobility Resulting

of Campania and Apulia found a ready and ahospitable reception at the court of the emperor empire and

Frederic.“ If that prince had ever entertained the Palmy

the expectation that the most profuse expenditure of time,

of blood, or of money would meet with any requital or

indemnity it might suit the Roman pontiff to withhold, he

had seen enough during his intercourse with pope Ha

drian to undeceive him. Both the spiritual and the tem

poral monarchs in their hearts rejected the notion of any

arity of dignity in their respective positions. To the

mperor and his subjects the imperial diadem was the

object of as devout a reverence as the pontifical mitre to

the Pope and his court; and the most trivial ceremony

that might imply a preeminence on either part left a

sting behind it that rankled in the breasts of both. Fre

deric did not fail to regret the hasty impression which

had induced him to veil the imperial majesty before the

Pope at Sutri. Hadrian, at the same time, had arrived at

the conviction that the Emperor was not to be fashioned

into an instrument of pontitical supremacy. He saw and

comprehended that Frederic would insist upon his full

share of all that he might purchase with the sweat of his

brow, the blood of his subjects, and the treasures of his

empire. Hadrian was irritated and disappointed that

the Emperor had declined to risk his last stake in the

desperate attempt to subju ‘ate the Romans, and to con

quer for him the Abruzzi, éampania, and Calabria. The

latter can hardly be supposed not to have noticed with

asks, in exculpation, how was it other

wise possible for Hadrian to save him

self or his friends? But how, if he had

hurled the thunder of the church at

the head of the recreant king, and

awaited his fate in silent resignation?

Bad as he was, William would have

been an idiot to commit any kind of

outrage upon the person of the Pope.

But t e spirit of martyrdom was not

in him; pope and curia bore in this

respect a remarkable resemblance to

their turbulent subjects the Romans.

Self-sacrifice was no part of their bar

gain. The “utilitas ecclesiae,” whether

urged on the part of a pope or of his

church, cannot be admitted as an ex

cuse for knavery, any more than politi

cal expediency can be urged in extenu

ation of the crimes of secular princes.

B Robert of Capua was betrayed to

his enemy William the Bad, by whom

he was conveyed into Sicily, blinded,

and confined in a dungeon for life.

Gulz'el. Tyr. Archiep, ubi sup. Conf.

the pathetic lament of the Archbishop

over the fate of these unfortunate gen

tlemen.
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shame and indignation the meanness, venality, and inso

lence of the pontifical curia at this very point of time, so

ably exposed, in the very face of the church, by our coun

tryman John of Salisbury.r

Meanwhile the Apulian exiles at the court of Ger

Claims of many had laced the late transaction between

the empire Hadrian I . and William of Sicil ' in no favour

Nig‘fggff‘g able light before the Emperor. H)e could hardly

offs ofsouth- be ignorant that the ancient Lombard duchies,

em Italy’ extending latterly to the extremity of the pen

insula,g had been from the age of Charlemagne regarded

as part and parcel of the empire, as fully as the city of

Rome itself and the so-called atrimony of St. Peter.

It was equally notorious that the first Norman settlers

in Apulia had been established upon the imperial soil by

two successive emperors, Henry II. and Conrad II. , as

protectors of that frontier against the piratical Greeks

and Saracens,h and that these adventurers had gradually

enlarged their acquisitions in their wars against the

enemies of the empire, till, in the year 1022, pope Leo

IX. took upon himself arbitrarily to invest Robert Guis

card, the descendant of the first conquerors, with all his

acquisitions, as feofi's of the Holy See. But the public

law of Europe devolved the right of investiture in the

case of acquired, as well as of heritable, territory u on

the superior lord of the fee ; and the election of the 1\or

man chiefs to hold under the See of Rome, rather than

under the Emperor, was, from the beginning, impressed

with a character of illegality. In this view of the matter,

therefore, the pretensions of the popes were a pure usur

pation, and beyond doubt it was so presented to the mind

of the Emperor by the exiles at his court.i

These partisans represented to Frederic, that as the

Sicilian interest was now in the ascendant at the papal

court, William I. would certainly spare no pains to create

a breach between the pontiff and the emperor; they were,

‘ Baron. an. 1156, § 12-16, p. 103. ' Conf. Giannone, Stor. civil. di Na

1 With the exception of the scattered poli, book xi. But Giannone goes fur

districts held for a time by the Greeks. ther, and insists on an original, legal,

h See Book ix. 0. p. 39 of this and natural independence both of pope

work. and emperor on behalf of his country.
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they said, credibly informed that Hadrian in- Gmwin

tended to excommunicate him. In fact, the alienationgof

diplomatic language of the Pope had under- EEPFZOZ

gone a marked change since the divorce of P‘

Frederic from his first wife, Adelaide of Vohburg, and

his marriage with Beatrice ofBurgundy, shortly after his

return from his late campaign in Italy. A rebuke in

harsh and unseemly terms was conveyed to the German

monarch; a treatment he was just then little inclined to

put up with. At the same time the increasing appre

hensions of the power of the Emperor and of his designs

upon Italy and Home! made the Pope more desirous

than ever of drawing closer the alliance with the Norman

wer, and reconciled him to the mortification which the

ate compulsory treaty of Beneventum had inflicted.‘

The curia was, at the same time, under alarm at

the growing influence of the Emperor in the
churches of Germany. Hitherto the successors Ifxgifirggef

of Calixtus II. had laboured with some success Pam and

to set aside the obnoxious concordat ofWorms. ope‘

It was deeply apprehended that, if the elections were

suffered to be taken in hand only in the presence of the

Emperor, and the investiture of the temporalities to pre

cede the consecration, so that the pont-ifical confirmation

were made to depend upon the pleasure of the prince, the

ground would crumble away beneath the papal preten

sions; and the golden harvest to be reaped from appeals,

collations, reservations, and roving commissions would be

withdrawn from the hungry curia.l The popes, since the

cowardly and illegal renunciation of Lothar, had taken

the revocation of the treaty of \Vorms for an accom

plished fact. The Emperor felt the necessity of putting

a practical negative upon this strange presum tion, and

at the same time of checking the practice 0 surrepti
I I D

tious collatlons, vexatious appeals, and predatory excur

Ss. Rr. Germ. i. 677. Dodechin tells

us that the Pope fully intended to

excommunicate the Emperor, but that

1 Not unlikely to have been sug

gested by some assages in his speech

to the Roman de egates at Sutri. See

p 70 of this chapter.

1‘ Otto Freis. lib. ii. 0. 30, nhi sup.

. 733. Dodechin, Cont. Chron. Mariani

oti, an. 1156 and 1159, ap. Pistorium,

he was prevented by death. Cont‘. Ba

ran. an. 1156, § 9, . 102. _

‘ See Otto of reis. lib. ii. 0. 32, 33,

ubi sup. p. 736, 737. Raumer, ii. 73.
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sions upon his churches, which had grown up in the

reign of Lothar, and was to some extent winked at in

the troubled reign of Conrad III. In the exercise of

the prerogative secured to the crown by the treaty of

Worms,m Frederic took upon him to decide disputed

elections, and even to give judgment in an appeal touch

ing the choice of a prelate to fill the great metropolitan

see of Cologne.‘1 Doubtless an act of so decisive a cha

racter gave great offence at Rome. An opportunity for

fastening a quarrel upon the Emperor, which promised

better results, soon resented itself. It happened that

Am, of the the Swedish archbishop of Lund, on his jour

archbishop ney from attending upon the court of Rome,

“fL‘md' had, in the lawless fashion of the age, been

taken prisoner, robbed, and put to ransom by a noble

freebooter of Burgundy. An offence of deeper dye was

hardly to be found in the catalogue of ecclesiastical

crime; and Hadrian, with characteristic intemperance,

resolved, without further inquiry, to pour out the vials of

his wrath on the head of the Emperor; for which duty

two of the boldest disciples of the Gregorian school,

Roland—afterwards pope by the name of Alexander

III.—and Bernard, cardinal of S. Clemente, were se

lected.

The two legates made their appearance at a diet of

Insolem the empire holden at Besancon in the Franche

message of Conté. They were courteously received, and

the P°Pe' respectfully requested to open their message

from the holy father. After the usual salutations, the

letters were found to contain an indignant description of

the sacrilege perpetrated on the person of the archbishop,

and to convey, in a tone of intemperate vituperation, a

broad insinuation that the Emperor—if he had not con

nived at the crime—had at least abstained from redress

ing the injury and punishing the delinquent. Taking

this state of the facts for granted, the Pope proceeded to

"I “That the Emperor be at liberty, should appear to him to have the best

by the advice and consent of the me- claim.” Book xi. 0. 7, p. 672.

tropolitan and comprovincial bishops, " Otto Freis. lib. ii. 0. 32, 33, ubi sup.

in cases of disputed elections, to pro- p. 736, 737.

nounce in favour of the person who
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hold up the mirror to the Emperor, and to call upon him

to say what an image of ingratitude and obduracy he

there saw reflected. “ Pause, most noble son,” he wrote;

“reflect, and bring before our mind’s eye how that but

a twelvemonth ago your holy mother the Roman church

received and adopted you! To what a plem'tuole of

glory and honour she lglfted you up by BESTOWING upon

you the crown of empire . . . Nor think that we repent

us of having thus fulfilled all your desires: yea, had it

been in our power to bestow even richer henefloes (bene

ficia), we, considering how great profit we ourselves and

the church might derive therefrom, would have gladly

conferred them. . . What enemy, then, hath sown the

tares of enmity to us and the holy church in your heart,

that you should allow the suspicion of participation in

such a deed as this to rest upon you? Therefore, without

hesitation or delay, give ear to the message conveyed to

you by the holy men whom we have sent to confer with

you upon this, as upon other matters pertaining to the

honour of God and His church.” ‘

The insinuation that the king and emperor of the

Romans had been collated to the empire by Stormy re

the Pope as patron or suzerain, in the nature Effggs‘a'fz‘}

of a benefice, or as a feotf by the lord of the Pope’s

the fee, was an insolence of presumption call- “gates

ing for instant punishment on the caitiff—be his rank

what it might—who had dared to give utterance to the

blasphemous pretension. The assembly was reminded

that some time ago a picture had been seen upon the

walls of St. Peter, representing an emperor of the R0

mans kneeling at the feet of a Pope, with the defamatory

inscription :

Rex venit ante fores, jurans prius urbis honores:

Post, homo fit Papas; sumit qua dante coronam.°

The mention of this offensive incident led to an alter

° A free translation might run thus:

The king before the sacred gates ap

pears;

To vindicate the city’s rights he swears:

Then to the pontiff humbly bowing

down, [the crown.

Becomes his man, and from him takes

VOL. V.

G

“ Homo fit Papas,” becomes the liege

man of the Pope; “sumit quo dante

coronam,” and takes the crown as a

vassal from the lord of the feoff. Such

was the legal efi'ect of the words.
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cation of extraordinary violence. In the midst of the

tumult one of the legates sarcastically inquired, “From

whom, then, if not from the pontiff, doth your emperor

hold his crown?” Another moment, and the insolent

relate would have dyed the chapel-floor with his blood.

arl palatine Otto of Wittelsbach drew his sword to

slay the blasphemer; and but for the intervention of the

Emperor a political crime not unlike that which, about

fourteen years afterwards, was committed on behalf of

Henry II. of England, might have served the turn of

the Pope more effectually than all the arts and denun

ciations of pontifical diplomacy. At the instant com

mand of the Emperor the sword of the earl was sheathed;

the tumult was stilled ; in profound silence the legates

were removed to their quarters; and on the following

morning at break of day hurried ofi'homewards, with the

strictest orders to their escort not to permit them to

deviate a hair’s-breadth from the beaten road towards

Rome.

Frederic lost no time in publishing to the world a

The Em. vindication of his own conduct, and his treat

dl’cirt‘i’glfo‘gifli's ment of the legates. “ When,” said he, “ you

treatment of call to mind that almighty God, through our

the lega‘es' Lord Jesus Christ his Son, committed to us the

government of church and empire, and imposed upon us

the duty of keeping His peace on earth, it must surprise

you to find that the head of the church to whom He

gave His peace hath made himself a hotbed of mischief

which overspreads the whole area of Christendom like a

noisome pestilence, polluting His church, dividing the

unity of the faith, and creating a schism between the

temporal and the spiritual state. The pontiff informs

us that the insignia of empire n-ere bestowed upon us by

his hand-~-that he was ready and willing to confer upon

us even greater Irene/ices than these, if in his power, in

order that thereby more important profit might accrue

to himself and the church. Such was the indignation

this impudent falsehood excited, that, had we not instan

taneously interposed, the two presumptuous priests who

bore the message to us would have paid for their temerity
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with their lives. Moreover, there was found upon them

many written papers and sealed 'mritin s drawn up with

blanks, to be filled up at pleasure, w ereby they were

empowered to practise their pernicious tricks in every

church of the realm, denuding the altars, carrying off

the sacred vessels, stripping the crosses of their valu

able ornaments.p To prevent further mischief, we have

taken good care to send them back by the way they

came, without permitting them to swerve to the right or

the left. Therefore, let all men take notice that we, by

and through the election of our princes, do hold the crown

of the kingdom and the empire from 'God alone; and

that whosoever shall say that our lord the Pope hath

bestowed upon us the imperial diadem, be he who he

may, lieth in his throat. To this end let all our bishops

with one consent proclaim this principle, and give the

pontiff clearly to understand that we, and all of us,

would rather’ sacrifice our lives than allow such an

opprobrium to pass unreproved—such a leaven of dis

ordernto transfuse itself into the life-blood of church and

state.

An ordinance which accompanied this vigorous de

claration of right gave even a greater shock to F d .
the Pope and his friends than the dismissal Proiiibiiilim

of the egates. By an edict of the Emperor “frag?”

clerks and monks of every degree were strictly '

plrohibited from wandering backwards and forwards to

ome; and pickets were posted in the Alpine passes,

with orders to arrest and turn back all vagrants of that

CRAP. IIL] JUSTIFICATION OF THE EMPEROR.

description, unless furnished with proper certificates from -

their superiors specifying the causes of their 'ourney and

the nature of their business at the court of ome.q In

his reply to the imperial circular, Hadrian IV. selected

this ordinance as the principal subject of complaint and

reprobation. A rescript addressed to the Germanic pre

P These letters and writings were

probably no other than blank com

missions of inquest and visitation, em

powering the itinerant legates and

their emissaries to extort money from

abbe s and ecclesiastical foundations.

‘I The multiplication of appeals to

Rome had by this time become a stand

ing nuisance in every country con

nected with the Latin church. The

vagrancy complained of was a. conse

quence of the itinerant legations, to

which the intri ues of the vagrant

clergy supplied 00d and pretext.
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lacy affected to exonerate the latter from all participation

in this iniquitous edict. “The guilt,” he said, “must

rest entirely on the shoulders of the Emperor: he could

not, therefore, entertain a doubt that they would do their

duty to the church, by compelling a revocation of the

edict, and demanding, on behalf of the insulted legates,

a satisfaction as public as the injury itself.”

The German bishops, however, were too glad to be

R261). ofthe relieved from the vagrancy of_ their clerks,

clergfiznthe and the 1rksome domiciliary visits to which it

papal 00111- exposed them, to see through the mists which

Plain‘ just now obscured the brightness of Roman vir

tue. In reply to the papal monition, the confessed that,

“ for their own part, they had been muc shocked by the

message of the two right reverend legates: nor were

they greatly surprised at the indignation it had called

forth on the part of the Emperor and the laity: for their

own part, they had adopted two rules for their own

government; to wit, the laws of the empire and the good

customs of their predecessors: to the pontiff, as their

spiritual father, they would give all due obedience; but

as to the imperial crown, they must acknowledge it to be

held of God alone, by the election of the princes and the

practice of the constitution: the legates, they protested,

had not been dismissed in contempt of his holiness, but

on account of those suspicious papers and documents

they had brought with them, and for that alone it was

that they were not allowed to wander all abroad in

the kingdom: and as to the prohibition of the kind of

vagrancy so common among their clergy, it was not

intended to impede the regular action of ecclesiastical go

vernment, but simply to protect their churches against

those abuses by which they had been oppressed and im

poverished,r and their claustral discipline had perished:

they regarded church and empire as one body, and could

not therefore believe that the Emperor intended the ruin

of either: the Pope, however, had given reason to sus

pect that be entertained no friendly disposition towards

the Emperor; for had he not set up and maintained a

1’ Legatine commissions, to wit.
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picture and superscription derogatory to the imperial

crown? Could it be expected that so offensive a symbol

should remain unresented? But there were other mat

ters, touching certain compacts with Roger and William

of Sicily, which lay beyond their competency to treat of,

but which must have engaged the attention of their sove

reign. The Emperor indeed had, in their view, conducted

himself throughout with all humility and a sincere love

of peace: be had spared no pains to protect the legates

against the consequences of their own rudeness and inso

lence. They therefore besought his holiness to have com

passion on their infirmities, and, like a good parent and

pastor, by milder language, and by avoiding encroach

ments upon the rights and dignity of the crown, to pre

serve the peace of their church.” 5

The receipt of this document ap ears to have con

vinced Hadrian of the indiscretion o the two The exP1ana_

fiery prelates to whom he had intrusted the tion of the

late commission. Two cardinals, of more mode- P°Pe'

rate opinions and more tractable tempers than Roland of

St. Mark and Bernard of St. Clemente were chosen to

represent the see of Rome at the imperial court. After

an adventure, characteristic of the times, which befell

them at the passage of the Tridentine Alps,t the new

legates were admitted to an audience at Augsburg:

they saluted the Emperor in the name of the pontiff

and court of Rome, as the “right well-beloved son of

St. Peter, the lord paramount and emperor of the city

and the world.” “ The pontiff was grieved that he had

fallen under the Emperor’s displeasure: he had heard

' Radevic. Freising. Contin. Chron.

Ottonis De Gestis, 8w. c. 8-16, ap.

Murat. vi. p. 745-756. Baronius (an.

1156, 1157) comments upon these docu

ments in his ordinary blatant style.

* They were robbed and incarcerated

by the rude marches of the frontier,

but speedily liberated and indemnified

by duke Henry the Lion of Bavaria.

Radevic. ubi sup. 0. 21, p. 754.

‘I “ Dominum et imperatorem urbis et

orbis.” Baronius is violently shocked

at Radevic’s report of the audience:

such words, he thinks, can never have

been uttered; but must be ascribed to

the partiality ofthe writer for his hero.

The poet Gunther, in his ‘ Ligurinus,’ he

says puts more becoming words into

the mouth of the legates: thus,

“ Totaque Romani nunc maxima curia

cleri

Te velut eximium regem dominumque

salutant.”

We prefer the historian’s account to

that of the poet: facts do not slide so

easil into verse as might he wished:

besi es this, Radevic was probably an

eye-witness of the scene he describes.
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with great concern of the bad reception his legates Ro

land and Bernard had met with, but was now given to

understand that it had arisen from the misunderstand

ing of the single word “ bene‘fioium :” yet upon reflection

the Emperor must be sensible that this word ought not

to have created so violent an emotion in his mind: the

etymology of the Word, reduced to its only roper and

original signification—a benefit or good dee conferred

—-could not denote a feoff;' and in this sense surely all

the world would agree that he had conferred a “benefit”

when he placed the imperial crown on the head of the

Emperor: it was therefore not his fault if perverse per

sons distorted the meaning of his words.’ The Pope’s

letters concluded with a gentle remonstrance against the

prohibition of familiar intercourse with Rome, and a

recommendation of his legates to the favour and protec

tion of the Emperor.‘ Ambiguous as it was on several

The Emperor points, the Emperor thou ht fit to accept _the

accepts the explanation as it stood. he legates promised

ap°l°gy' that nothing should be done on the part of the

Pope to detract from the honour and prerogative of the

crown. Frederic professed himself satisfied with the

assurance, and by way of caution called the attention

of the legates to certain other matters, out of which,

unless care was taken, much future trouble might arise.y

What these other matters were, may appear in the next

chapter.

' But it might—which was enough ' Radevic. nbi sup. 0. xxii. p. 760.

for the Pope, and more than enough 7 lb. p. 761. The “other matters”

for the Emperor. not improbably related to the “com

" “Contulimus tibi insignia impe- pacts with William of Sicily.

rialis eoronae.”



CHAPTER IV.

FREDERIC I. AND ALEXANDER III.

State of Lombardy—Milan regains the ascendency—Submission of the Milanese

in 1158—Diet of Roncaglia—Difiiculties of government—Insurrection of the

Milanese—Impediments to good legislation—Siege and capture of Crema—

Preparations of the Milanese—Frederic fills vacant sees—transfers the estates

of the countess Matilda to the duke of Bavaria—Intemperate address of Ha

drian IV. to the Emperor—Frederic retaliates upon the Pope—Extravagant

demands of the Pope—Soothing reply of the Emperor—Character of the papal

demands—The renunciation of the treaty of Worms by Lothar not binding,

Sam—Rejection of the papal demands—Epitome of the controversy—Death of

Hadrian IV.——State of parties in the Sacred College—Election of Roland Ban

dinelli—Alexander IIL—Character of the election—Victor IV.—Policy of

the Rolandists—Policy of the Emperor—Contrariety of views of the connec

tion between church and state—Imperial opinion—Pontifical opinion—Letters

of the Emperor convoking a general council—his invitation to the rival popes

—-Reply of Alexander HI.—Difiiculties of the Emperor—Council of Pavia—

Character of the council; its competency—Tendency of the Ghibelline prin—

ciple of the union of church and state—Qualifications and policy of Alexander

IIL—Advice of the bishop of Lisienx—Excommunication of the Emperor—

Pontifical vituperation—and specious imputation—Efforts of the Rolandist

legates in England and France—their success in England—Dilliculty in

France; council of Toulouse—Ultimate success—Failure in Germany—Let

ters of Alexander to Eberhard of Salzburg, &c.—A single convert gained—

Gains to the cause of Alexander—Difiiculties of the Pope—Siege of Milan—

Surrender of Milan—and flight of Alexander into France—Mediation of

Henry of Troyes—Alarm of Alexander—he refuses to attend the proposed

conference—Interview between the Emperor and the king of France at St.

Jean de Losne—Tergiversation of Louis VII—Flight of Alexander III. into

Aquitaine—Breach of faith and flight of Louis VII.

SOME account of the state of Lombardy at this point of

time is necessary, to impart a clear view of the state of

political position of the emperor Frederic Red- Lmbardy

eard in the fierce struggle he was doomed to maintain

against the spiritual autocrat whom he had so daringly

provoked. The twofold key to that position was, in its

political aspect, the maintenance of the imperial prero

gative as settled by public law and immemorial usage;

and in its ecclesiastical bearing, the upholding of the con

cordat of Worms, as the only remaining barrier against

the persevering efforts of the Roman‘ curia to effect a
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schism between church and state, and to slip through

the breach into the absolute dominion over both. Upon

these points po e Hadrian had, as we have seen, felt the

pulse of the mperor and churches of Germany rather

roughly; and an unfavourable report of the symptoms

had led to a more lenient treatment, with a view to avoid

a premature development of the malady, and to prepare

for those contingencies which might terminate either in

the cure or—which to the court of Rome was pretty

nearly indifferent——the death of the patient.

By a singular combination of courage, discretion, and

Milan w good luck, the Milanese had escaped the fate

gains the of their allies during the first expedition of the

ascendemy' emperor Frederic into Italy. That prince had

scarcely turned his back upon the country, when the citi

. zens of Milan set to work with extraordinary vigour to

recover the hegemony among the Lombard cities, of which

the Emperor had deprived them. They rebuilt Tortona,

and repulsed the attempts of the Pavian league to 0b

struct the o eration: they restored the bridges over the

Adda and tfie Ticino, which gave them access to the ter

ritory ofNovara and the estates of the markgrave ofMon

ferrat.“ The Pavian lea ue were reduced, by successive

defeats, to accept a humi iatin treaty, which, under the

name of alliance, denoted suBjection to the dominant

plebs of Milan. The inhabitants of Lodi were once more

driven out of their city, and turned loose on the grudg

ing hospitality of their neighbours: every friend or ally

of the empire was treated as an enemy; and if reasons

of state had not called the Emperor into the field, the

cry of distress from his oppressed friends and subjects

imposed upon him the duty of protecting them, and

punishing the aggressors.b

In the spring of the year 1158 Frederic assembled

an army of 15,000 men-at-arms and 100,000 infantry,

* The modern Piedmont and Save . not at hand. The story of the treat

!’ On our first reading of Simon i’s ment of Lodi—passed over by him in a

account of these transactions, we felt short paragraph—must have revealed

some misgivings as to the impartiality to him more than he was willing to ad

of the writer. But at that time the mit. Rep. Ital. du Moyen Age, tom. ii.

means of verifying his statements were 0. 9. Conf. Raumer, Hohenst. ii. p. 82.
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and entered Italy by the passes of the Julian Submission

and Carnian Alps. The strictest discipline was oftlge Milan

maintained, and the troops well sup lied with “em “58'

provisions, without resortin to bur ensome quarterings

or (purveyances. The city 0 Milan was at once invested,

an soon reduced to extremity by famine. In the ab

sence of every rospect of relief, the citizens proposed

capitulation, an obtained terms which left their civic

autonomy untouched: a large pecuniary fine was im

posed: they consented to recognise and res ect all the

customary rights and dues of the crown; to uild within

their walls an imperial palace of justice and revenue;

and to deliver numerous hostages for the performance of

these conditions. The delivery of the hostages and the

ayment of the fine was to be the signal for raising the

lockade. After the submission of Milan, the Emperor

rebuilt and fortified the cities of Como and Lodi, and

restored to them their corporate government and privi

lege, as they had enjoyed them previous to their servitude

under the tyranny of Milan. Frederic habitually regarded

all laws as resting on the consent of those whom custom

had invested with the right ofmaking them. He accord

ingly called to ether a general assembly of the estates of

Lombardy, inc uding, as heretofore, the representatives of

the great municipalities. \Vhen collected on the Diet of

plains of Roncaglia, he proposed to them ordin- R‘mcagua

ances requisite to settle fluctuating usages, to put an end

to private or civic warfare, to fix the revenues and services

due to the crown, and to give the sovereign such a par

ticipation in filling the municipal magistracy as to bring

them under some sense of responsibility to the central

government, and afford a security of some kind for the

due administration of law, and the maintenance of the

public peace. The decrees as proposed were put to the

vote, and carried without material opposition.

The Emperor, however, though he might rovide for

the enactment of good laws, could not commamfmfliculties of

the means for their execution. The reinstate- gmmmem

ment of the sovereign in his rights abridged the profits

of all who had hitherto had the management of the public
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income. The administration of the revenue could not be

intrusted to natives, in whose hands abuse and peculation

had become habitual. A new class of executive officers,

mostly Germans or other forei ers, unacquainted with

the manners, habits, and even t e language of the coun

try, was therefore intrusted with this critical duty. In

virtue of the decrees of Roncaglia, the Emperor claimed

the privilege of nominating the podesta—mayor or chief

magistrate—of all the municipia. The members of the

Pavian league readily submitted to the imperial nomi

nation. But when the turn came to the Milanese, they

Insurrection insisted upon the terms of the late capitulation,

qflhe which secured to them the independent appolnt

M‘lmse' ment of their own podesta and consuls, subject

only to the imperial approval. To this it was replied,

that the general law of the land, as established at the late

diet, must supersede any particular and merely tem orary

concession or compact; and that the Milanese were ound,

as members of the state, by an ordinance to which they

themselves had given their assent in full parliament. In

the heat of the altercation arising out of this demand, the

populace flew to arms, and the Emperor’s officers were

glad to save their lives by a hasty flight. Tidings of

these events reached the Emperor while he was cele

brating the Easter festival at Bologna: the insurgents

had suddenly assaulted and taken the castle of Trezzo,

where the state-revenues collected in Lombardy had been

deposited; and every Italian found within the walls of

the fortress had been put to death as a traitor to his coun

try. By this deed the nature of the contest was clearly

determined. Accommodation was no longer to be thought

of on either side; the ban of the empire was decreed

against the rebellious city, with forfeiture of privilege,

property, and personal liberty. Like desperate men, the

Milanese prepared for the conflict with a resolution and

foresight becoming their critical position and the magni

tude of the stake played for.‘

c The incidents above shortly nar- Ligurinus; Otto Morena, ap. Murat.

rated have been collected from Rade- vi. p. 956 et sqq.; and Baron. an. 1159,

vie-us, ubi sup. lib. ii. 0. 21-32; Gunther, cum not. Pagi.
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The emperor Frederic’s idea of constitutional govern

ment was suited rather to the Germanic than Impedjments

the Italian temperament. A variety of im- to 09d

pediments, attributable primarily to the cha- leg“ Mm‘

racter of the Italian people, and in a minor degree to the

rudeness and rigour of the administration, stood in the

way of his scheme for the government of his Cisalpine

dominions. Though founded upon ancient right and

prescriptive custom, the decrees of Roncaglia were, after

all, a substitution of feudal subordination for that self

government which more than one age of wild independ

ence had identified with the hopes, the habits, and the

interests of the people. The feudal relations might still

live in theory, or in the memory of lawyers and men of

letters; but among the people they were already dead

and gone.d The Lombards might for the moment have

permitted themselves to be hoodwinked by the respect

for existing privileges professed by those laws; but the

rigorous—and it may be the vexatious—execution of the

ordinances touching the revival and resumption of ancient

dues, revenues, and services, soon revealed to them the

whole extent of the burdens they were called on to submit

to. They had never thought upon, and did not desire to be

delivered from, the manifold sufferings which had attended

their prior condition. They were perhaps more reluctant

than ever to relinquish those intercommunal animosities

and bloody private wars, on which they founded their pre

tensions to national honour and distinction among their

countrymen. Frederic I. entertained some ideas, however

rude, of constitutional government. His Italian subjects

acted upon no principle but that of taking and holding

fast all that, b fraud or trick, they could grasp and keep.
Thus the Millanese and their confederates of Brescia,

Piacenza, and Crema amused themselves with rava in

the territories of the rival cities of Cremona and 0d],

carrying ofl' cattle and produce to fill their own stores

against the apprehended vengeance of the soverei n.

The militar execution decreed against the ilanese

and their con ederates had been delayed for the arrival

‘1 Radev. lib. ii. 0. 5, p. 787.
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siege and of troo s from Germany, to replace those which,

capture of in con ormity with feudal custom, had been dis

crema' missed to their homes. A sufficient force, how

ever, remained at his disposal to enable the Emperor to

la siege to the strong town of Crema. With the aid of

Milan, the citizens and arrison defended their walls with

admirable gallantry an endurance for a period of nearly

seven months. The defenders ex ected no mercy; but

the despair of twenty thousand evoted beings still re

maining within the walls might, it was thought, cost

their assailants more than the pleasure of vengeance or

the advantage of example was worth. The citizens and

garrison were allowed to depart with their lives and such

portable pro erty as they could carry away on their

backs or in t eir hands ; but their walls were demolished,

and the city consigned to the flames.“ By this time the

imperial armies in Italy had swelled to an amount of

men and stores unprecedented in the campaigns of the

German SOVGI'iiFIIS in that country. In the interim,

Preparations the ilanese had strengthened their walls,

of the collected an immense amount of provisions,

M‘kmese' and adopted the best means of defence their

ingenuity and wealth could command. A body of forty

thousand well-trained militia might sufiice not onl to

secure them against the imperfect siege-tactics 0 the

age, but to harass the flanks and rear of their assailants,

to cut off their supplies, and to depress their spirits.

They had, moreover, by this time, been made fully aware

that the sword of excommunication was suspended over

the head of their enemy, and that its fall—delayed only

by the death of Hadrian IV.-—if it failed to crush him,

could not but add to his difiiculties, and create a diver

sion of important advantage to their cause.f

There is reason to believe that these acrid humours

Frederic fills in Northern Italy had been busily fomefited

mmsees- by the Roman curia. The Emperor’s attention

was meanwhile absorbed by the Herculean task of re-

' Radevic. lib. ii. 0. 62, 63, . 837. cardinals, ap. Radevic. lib. ii. 0. 52,

t See the letter of the G ibelline p. 828.
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ducing into order the relations of his government to

the cities and proprietary tenants of the kingdom. The

rising republic of Venice placed itself with alacrity

under his sovereign protection. The Genoese obtained

equitable exemptions from burdens inconsistent with

their maritime occupations, and the duty of protecting

the coasts from the descents of the piratical hordes which

haunted the seas. Frederic took upon him to supply

the vacant bishoprics of Italy by a process closely re

sembling the modern Anglican congé ol’élire. Thus he

commended Guido de Blandrate, a deacon of the Roman

church, to the chapter of Ravenna as their new arch

bishop; and promoted his chancellor Rainold to - the

metropolitan see of Cologne, in defiance of the remon

strances of Pope and curia. A more sensible affront to

the pretensions of the court of Rome was in- Trmfersthe

flicted by the imperial adjudication of the claim estates ofthe

of duke Welf VI. of Bavaria to the estates of 21%?

the countess Matilda of Tuscany. That prince duke of Ba

demanded to be put into the entire and un- yam‘

divided possession of those territories, as the heir of the

deceased countess. The high court of the empire pro

nounced in favour of the claim; and an inquisition was

taken of all the lands of which the countess had died seized,

the greater part of which were found to have since then

passed into the hands of the adjoining temporal and spiri

tual proprietors. These persons clamoured in vain against

the violence and injustice of the decision. Above them all

was heard the voice of pope Hadrian, claiming, on behalf

of the see of St. Peter, the reversion of the entire inherit

ance, as the testamentary legatee of the late countess, and

protesting loudly against the imperial usurpation.g

The irascible temper of pope Hadrian IV. disposed

him bitterly to resent these repeated contradic- Intempeme

tions to his most cherished claims and preten- Ifgélgiff‘f,

sions. He arraigned the measures of the court to the Em:

and the administration of the Emperor—in some Pem

respects not without reason—in language of indecorous

violence, and at length cast off all diplomatic courtesy in

z Radevic. lib. ii. 0. 10, ubi sup. 1). 792. Conf. book xi. 0. vi. pp. 609, 610.
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his addresses to the sovereign.h These acts of disrespect

were resented in language which, though not unbecom

ing, could not but sting the pontifi'to the quick. The

Emperor, in his replies, reclaimed the accustomed mode

of address; a step which drew from the pontiif a reply

of a disgracefully intemperate and arrogant character.

“You have dared,” he said, “in your letters, to place

our name and title before our name and title; an act of

1nsolence which demands instant redress: you have sworn

obedience to St. Peter and to us ,' but what are we to say

to your fidelity when we behold you exacting both fealty

and homage from the sons of God (the bishops)—taking

their consecrated hands between your profane hands‘—

refusing to our legates a latere the entrance into your

churchesj—and closing the ates of your cities against

them? Repent, therefore— say, repent !—lest, hold

ing your crow-n of our free grant, by graspin at that

which was not conceded, you forfeit that w ich was

conceded.“

A stinging re ly from the Emperor reminded the

The Emperor pontiff, t at all he or his church had ever pos

rewliate, sessed proceeded from the free grant of his pre

“lggpzhe decessors; and that in restoring his name and

' title to its proper osition in is correspond

ence with the Holy See, he ha adhered strict] to ancient

custom and observance: that the fealty and omage ex

acted from the bishops had re ard only to their temporal

possessions; the which, if it s ould please them to relin

quish, there would remain no necessity for the ceremony

complained of: that their Divine Master had commanded

his disciples—among the rest Peter himself—to “ give

unto God the things which were God’s, and unto Caesar

the things which were Caesar’s ;” let them, then, restore

their royalties to the state, or take upon them the duties

h Baronius (an. 1159, § 5, 6, pp. 121,

122) gives the letters in extenso. The

Pope, in violation of diplomatic cour

tesy as hitherto observed, placed his

name before that of the Emperor in

the address: thus-—“ Hadrianus Episc.

&c. Frederico Imperatori,” instead of

“ Frederico Imperatori Hadrianus, &c.”

| To wit, in the act of homage for

the temporalities.

J In allusion to the late measures

taken to repress the plunderings of

the itinerant legates.

‘‘ “ Quia cum a nobis consecrationem

et coronam merueris, dum inconcessa.

captas, ne concessa perdas.”
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due in respect of the “things that are Cwsar’s.” ‘“ You

reproach us,” he continued, “for closing our churches

and our cities against your legates; but why is this, but

because we find them coming, not to preach and pray,

but to cheat and to flay; not to make peace, but to make

money ; not as reformers, but as deformers of the church

and the world. Let them come as the harbingers of

peace, instructing the flocks, administering justice and

equity, and pleading the cause of the humble and meek,

and surely they shall want nothing we can give them;

but is it not as great a disgrace to your charit as to

your prudence, when you thus expose religion itself to

the obloquy of the laity? It is for you to look to it,

that when you complain of indignities, you do not cast a

rock of offence in the way of those thirsting souls who

long for instruction as for the refreshin showers of even

ing: as for ourselves, we dare not ho d our peace when

we see the deformed monster Pride obtruding himself

into the chair of Peter.”

The citizens of Brescia and Bergamo had quarrelled

about the right to certain castles and lands

which it is probable once formed part of the 23%;?“

inheritance of the countess Matilda. The Em

peror interfered, in the ordinary course of_justice, to deter

mine the dispute. Hadrian, in a paroxysm of fury, inter

dicted the imperial jurisdiction, and sent his prohibitory

letters to the Emperor through a ra ged knave, looking

more like a- beggar than a creditab e messenger.l The

well-meant interference of the venerable bishop Eberhard

of Bamberg, and other moderate men, to avert the im

pending ru ture, fell to the ground, and the breach was

recipitate by the intemperate act of the ontiff. Two

lbgates appeared at the imperial court of 010 1a, with

the following peremptory demands: ‘first, that inasmuch

as all the magistraoy, jurisdiction, and royal authority

within the city of Rome belonged to St. Peter, the Empe

- ror should send thither no more ofl‘icers of his own with

out the knowledge and consent of the Pope: secondly,

that he should levy no taxes or supplies (fodm) within

! Radcvic. lib. ii. 0. 19, p. 802. The expression is “ pannoso quodam.”
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the dominions of the Holy See, except on the sin le oc

casion of a coronation: thirdly, that the bishops ogltaly

should henceforth take no other oath than that of fidelity,

but on no account do homage for their temporalities:

fourthly, that no imperial commissioners should reside or

be received into the episco a1 palaces: and fifthly, that
the territories of Massa, Ip'lerrara, Fighierolo, and all

the possessions of the late countess Matilda, comprising

the districts lying between Aqua endente and Rome,

the duchy of Spoleto, and the is ands of Corsica and

Sardinia, with all their rights, revenues, and appurte

nances, be at once transferred to the Holy See in full

sovereignty.m

,i'The Emperor, however, returned a civil reply to these

Sgothin extravagant demands: As to some of the less

r 1y 0ft e important matters in the papal letters, he
mperor‘ might, he said, give an answer offhand; as, for

instance, with regard to homage; let but the bishops

resign their tem oralities as far as they held them as

imperial fiefs, an he should rtzguire no homage : again,

touching the residence of his 0 cers in the episcopal pa

laces; whenever the buildings should be found to stand

upon the freehold endowments or glebe of the church, the

claim to exemption from these visits would be allowed;

it was otherwise, if built upon imperial (feudal) ground.

But as to the other matters submitted to him by the

Pope, they were of so grave a nature that they could not

be determined otherwise than by the advice and consent

of the estates of the em ire.“

The controversy 0 investitures was in fact set on

Character of its legs again, with the additional complica

the papal tions of a claim of direct sovereignty, on the

demands‘ part of the Holy See, not only over the city

of Rome, but over a great fief of the empire, comprising

precisely the most important districts of Central Italy.

A proposal of a reference and arbitration upon the

litigated points was rudely declined, and an intimation

"' The required cessions would have fore the late Italian revolution, except

given to the patrimony of St. Peter ing the islands.

nearly all the districts it possessed be- '1 Radevic. lib. ii. c. 30, pp. 810, 811.
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conveyed that nothing short of a pure and simple re

nunciation of the treaty of Worms, in accordance with

the englagements of the emperor Lothar° to pope In

nocent ., would be listened to. That treaty, it is al—

leged, guaranteed to the papacy the regalia of St. Peter,

and stipulated for the reduction of the rebellious Romans

to their obedience to the Pope. But the term “rega

lia” was susceptible of a double meaning: in the vague

language of the age, it was used either to denote absolute

sovereignty—the “ dominium supremum”—or rights in

herent in the crown, thou h occasionally delegated or en

feofi'ed to its grantees. f construed in the papal sense,

the treaty operated to strip the Emperor of all those

rights and prerogatives o sovereignty over Southern

and Central Italy which public law and practical recog

nition had assigned to him as Emperor of the Romans;

Rome, the capital of the empire, was lost; all the blood

and treasure expended in the maintenance of the imperial

dominion of the south was sacrificed for the benefit of

the Holy See alone, without a shadow of material com

pensation. But this construction would not bear a legal

examination. The common law, both in Italy and in

Germany, assigned the “ dominium supremum” of all the

lands of the realm without distinction to the sovereign.

This dominion was inalienable; though it com rised in

itself a number of alienable attributes, ——suc as the

judicial power, the privilege of coinage, the rights of

taxation and revenue, the military command, and other

administrative faculties, &c. All these were the sub

jects of grant, and—with the reservation of the duties

of allegiance, attendance upon the court and councils of

the empire, and military service—might be enfeoifed to

the nominees of the crown; and when so granted out,

still bore the name of the “ regalia,” as issuing directly

out of the sovereign prerogative. All persons, corpora

tions, or churches, which could show authentic grants or

charters from the crown, conferrin ' any of these regalia,

or exempting them from the ordinary burdens of the

state, became entitled to hold and enjoy such privileges

° See chap. i. p. 12 of this Book.

VOL. V. H
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in the terms and on the conditions of the original grant;

but always without prejudice to the “dominium supre

mum” (fealty, homage, and services%, and revocable on a

breach of the conditions imposed. he pontiff, however,

in the teeth of the public law ofEurope, claimed, by virtue

of the ambiguous term “ regalia,” the “ dominium supre

mum”—the absolute sovereignty—of lands which were,

beyond dispute, part and parcel of the empire. The

article of the papal demand touching the succession to

the estates of the countess Matilda stood upon the same

ground. Supposing it taken for granted that the de

ceased countess had the power to defeat the claims

of her agnates, she could not bequeath a greater estate

than she had; she was powerless to discharge her lands

from the liabilities and duties to which they had been

subject in her hands, as the pontitfs contended she had

done.p

The treaty entered into by the emperor Lothar was

The w in no legal view binding on the emperor Fre

nunciation deric, even if the construction insisted on by

wiggle“ the Pope was the true intent of the compact.

Wormgby Lothar could not alienate any portion of the

12:3?" "83‘ empire without the constitutional assent of
ing, (2. -

the estates of the realm. There is no pre

tence' for saying that any such assent had been asked.

Rejection of Frederic therefore rejected the treaty, and de

the Papal clared it void in a great council, at which the

demands‘ German and Lombard bishops, the barons and

vavasors of Italy, and the envoys of the Roman people

were present.q The severest blow to pope and curia was

the public reception and entertainment of the Roman

deputies. These persons had brought with them pro

fessions of dutiful allegiance from the senate and people

of Rome to “the emperor of the city and the world.”"

Imperial commissioners accompanied them on their re

turn, empowered to treat with the papal court for terms

consistent with their autonomy, the just demands of the

P Upon the subject of the “ re ralia” 58 and 246.

of the Germanic princes, see Eic ham, '1 Radevic. lib. ii. 0. xxx-i. p. 311.

Deutsche Staats- u. Rechts-Geschichtc, " “ Urbis et orbis imperatori.”
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pontiff, and the honour of the empire. The pontifical

court was immovable; and now, with the cloudy pro

spects which the state of the insurrection in Lombardy,

and the alarm of William of Sicily disclosed to the

Pope, he bent all his energies to the holy warfare. He

drew closer his alliance with the king ; he exhorted the

Milanese to persist manfully in their resistance to their

tyrant; and addressed a brief to the German prelacy,

spreadin before their eyes the whole scheme of the

ontifica policy, and declaring open war against the

mperor, in terms which displayed such profound ignor

ance and irrational intemperance, as to lead to a suspicion

of its genuineness, if we had not by this time acquired

some knowledge of the peculiar temper of Hadrian IV.,

and the monstrous fables upon which he had been taught

to ground the pretensions of the Holy See.8 .

\Vith a view to render the position of the parties

clearer to the reader, we epitomise the contro- Epitome

versy as it stood at this point of time. “ You,” of the con

said the Pope, “ have sworn to the Holy See, as “WW5”

your spiritual parent, to guarantee to her all the regalia

of St. Peter in full sovereignty.” “I admit,” said the

Emperor, in reply, “ a treaty of that nature, but deny the

sovereignty you claim under it: confessing my obliga

tions towards the Holy See,~you have broken through all

treaties by evading your own obligations, and by openly

allying yourself wit the enemies of the empire, encour

aging my subjects in their rebellion, and endeavom'ing

to stir up strife in my churches.”—-“ But,” said the pon

' The Emperor is described as “ the

fly ofPharaoh emergingfrom the depths

of hell, and driven about with the whirl

wind, but is turned into dust, instead of

darkening the sun (the Holy See) as he

desireth.” “ He is like unto the dragon

that would i] through the middle of

heaven, and raw the third part of the

stars thereof after him, but was cast

down into hell.” “He is the spawn of

an unrighteous and reprobate genera,

tion, devoid of all gratitude and fear of

God (the Pope).” “ He hath broken

all his covenants with the Holy See

(the treat , namely, with Innocent II.);

he hath red to put his power on a.

level with ours, as if our power, like

his, were confined to a corner like Ger

many—a country whose kings, until

the time that pope Zachary consecrated

Charles (l), were drawn about in carts

by oxen, possessing nothing but what

their house-stewards graciously al

lowed them, and even now have their

abode in a. remote Gallic forest at

Aix.” “ Through us alone and by our

appointment he holdeth the imperial

crown, and this but as a loan, to be

withdrawn if he prove ungrateful.”

This was the great lesson they (the

Germanic prelates) were to learn, and

teach to their flocks, 8m. 8w.
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till, “I am the absolute soverei of Rome, to whom,

therefore, the appointment of al ma 'strates and per

sons in authority, as well as all roya ty within the city

and patrimony of St. Peter, belongs; your emissaries

can, therefore, no longer be tolerated within those pre

cincts.” “ All you possess,” replied the Em eror, “ is of

the free grant of my imperial redecessors, y which in

every case the supremacyr of t e empire was reserved;

nor do your ‘re alia’ differ in their legal import from

those of every ot er church holding lands, jurisdictions,

or other ‘ royalties’ throughout the empire.”—“ It is

sacrilege,” retorted the pontiff, “ to exact homage from

consecrated hands.” “Then,” said the Emperor, “let the

clergy abdicate their royalties, and I will ‘abandon the

offensive practice.”—“ You have barred out our legates

from your realm,” exclaimed Hadrian. “ Granted,”

replied Frederic; “because they came as extortioners

and firebrands, and not as eacemakers or reformers.”

“But,” rejoined the ponti , “ you are emperor in virtue

of our spontaneous creation; you hold your diadem on

sufferance only, and may forfeit it by rebellion and in

gratitude.” “This assertion,” said the prince, “ is false;

hold my crown of God alone, by the right of my pre—

decessors, and of the free election of my princes and

people.” - '

In point of fact, until now no pontiff had categorically

Death of denied the ultimate sovereignty of the empire

Hadm" IV' over the city of Rome and the estate of the

church. Hadrian IV. was the first pope who set up a,

public claim qf an independent and exclusive sovereignty;

investing it at the same time with the sacred and invio

lable attributes of the spiritual power which it was to

support. But this was the last eifort of our pontifical

countrymen Nicolas Breakspear. In pursuit of the dar

ling object of apal ambition, he had consistently dis

charged himself)and his see from all reciprocal obligation,

and declined negotiation on any terms but unconditional

submission. He had chosen a favourable juncture for the

execution of his scheme, bequeathing to his successors

opportunities which, under rigorous traditional manage
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ment, promised to elevate the pontifical throne to an emi

nence of olitical power it had never yet attained to.

Hadrian fV. died at Agnani on the 1st of Se tember

1159, after a reign of four years, ei ht mont s, and

twenty-nine days. He was a man of intelligence un

regulated by prudence; of vigour deformed b infirmityof temper. His virtues suited the age; his dlrefects pro

duced no sensible diminution of the respect in which he

was held by his party, while they contributed to inspire

his enemies with a wholesome dread of the uncompro

mising adversary they had provoked.

During the pontificate of Hadrian IV. the ultra-papal

party, under the influence of Roland Bandi- SH f
nelli, cardinal of St. Mark, had overthrown the tizseifi fill:

imperial interest in the sacred college. This mfeed “1'

. . . . . . ge.

party supported itself upon the Sicilian alhance,

and the insurgent cities of Lombardy. On the other

hand, the imperial commissioners continued to reside in

Rome, supported by a body of troops under earl pala

tine Otto of Wittelsbach, quartered at no great distance

from the city, with the view of watching the movements

of the Sicilian, and, no doubt, of exercising influence

of some kind over the ensuing election of a pope. The

treaty of St. Marcian, at first so vehemently condemned

by the ultra party,‘ had been submitted to from the pres

sure of external events; and the death of Hadrian left

them in close and cordial alliance with the Sicilian. Con

vinced that unless the career of the Emperor could be

arrested, the least calamity that could befall him would

be the loss of his continental acquisitions, William left

no stone unturned to widen the breach between the em

pire and the papacy. Meanwhile an obscure intrigue in

the sacred college afforded the majority an opportunity

of outwitting the moderate minority, and raising Roland

Bandinelli to the pontificate by the name of Alexander '

III.“ An allegation of treachery on the part of the ma

jority drove the minority, in concurrence with the clergy,

! See chap. iii. p. 76 of this Book. c. 53, p. 531) is scarcely intelligible.

I The account of Radevic. (lib. ii.
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E] _ senate, and people of Rome, to elect the imperi
ectlon of . . . . .

Roland Ban- alist cardinal Octavian Monticelli by the name

di‘fi‘lgéfilfl’“ of Victor IV. Applying the election law of

' Nicolas II. to either of these elections, both

must be pronounced equally irre ular. The supporters

Character of of Alexander had fai ed in procuring the

‘he electm- confirmatory vote of the clergy, senate, and

people of Rome; while those of Victor were in a clear

minority in the sacred college. Scarcely had the hasty

election of Alexander been announced in the city when a

popular tumult drove him and his friends to take refuge

in the sacred precinct of St. Peter's. After a detention of

nine days, however, theyr contrived to make their escape

to the convent of Santa Nympha, where they proceeded to

consecrate their candidate. About fifteen days

afterwards, their opponents performed the like

offices to the rival pontifl'; but, it is said, without the

presence of the official consecrators—the cardinal bishops

of Albano and Portus—to whom the performance of that

rite yprescriptively belonged.v

‘he primary duty of the rival pontifi's in support of

Policy ofthe their respective pretensions was performed with

Rdandists- scrupulous regularity. By the sound of the

hell, with inverted torches, and the ceremonies usually

observed on such occasions, the ' simultaneously con

signed each other to the pit of hell; each duly exhorting

his supporters and the Catholic world in general to look

upon is opponent as a caititf too profoundly sunk in im

piety and schism to deserve the smallest credit here below,

or to indulge in the faintest ho e of pardon in the world

to come. But the actual state of the public mind was not

such as to give effect to these frantic denunciations. The

emperor Frederic and the Ghibelline party in Germany

and Italy regarded the quarrel‘ rather in its political than

in its religious bearing. And, in fact, the religious aspect

had by this time so melted into the political, that religion

was scarcely at all regarded as an element in the cont-ro

Victor IV.

" For the election-law of Nicolas II. sq .; Ciacone, Vit. Pont. Alex. 111.;

see Book x. c. l, p. 161, of this work. an Anonym. Cassinens. an. 1159, ap.

Other incidents in this aragraph are Murat. v. p. 68.

collected from Radevic. ib. i1. 0. 53 et
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versy by one party, while the other made use of it on] '

as a decent disguise of their own avowed ambition. t

was notorious that the chancellor Roland had been put

forward as the champion of a merely secular and worldly

olicy, as handed down from the age of Gregory VII.

[be offensive scene enacted by him at Besancon was fresh

in the memory of Frederic.w It was equally well known

that he had held out active encouragement to the Lom

bard insurgents. The treaty of alliance, offensive and

defensive, with William of Sicily, was ascribed to him.

Before the death of Hadrian, his connexion with the

rebels of Milan, Brescia, and Piacenza had been clearly

brought to light, and it was believed that at his instiga

tion a prospective engagement had been entered into by

the members of his party, that when the vacancy of the

Holy See should take place, no one should be elected who

should decline to pledge himself without reserve to the

overthrow of the imperial power in Italy, and, as a pre

liminary step, engage to excommunicate the Emperor.x

The conviction that the election of Alexander threat

ened an irremediable breach between the church Policy of

and the empire, was deeply impressed on the the Em

mind of Frederic; and under this impression peror‘

he resolved to obtain the clearest evidence of the facts

attending the late double election; and, if possible, to

obtain an authoritative determination of the controversy

through the only channel which, according to the known

ractice of the church, appeared to be still open to him.

ith this view, he issued his precept to all archbishops,

bisho s, abbots, and other spiritual persons in Germany

and ftaly, as also to the prelacy of England, France,

and Hungary, to attend a general council to be held at

Pavia on the 5th of February in the year 1160, and

deputed two of the most reverend prelates of the church

to invite the rival pretenders to the papacy to appear in

person at the proposed synod, and defend their respective

causes; offering every security for life and liberty, free

“’ See 0. iii. p. 80 of this Book. bishops of Salzbnrg and others, ap.

1‘ See the letter of Frederic to the Radevic. lib. i c. 69, p. 846.
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dom of speech, and free egress and regress, that might

he demanded of him.

This proposal brought forward, now for the first time,

Commiety a question of great moment both to church and

of views of state; the question, namely, to which of the

two powers it belongs to put in motion the

church and collective powers of the church upon occasions

state. - - . _

involving doctrinal heresy and schlsm, on the

one hand; and on the other, when the public interests

were threatened by moral pravity or violent disturbances

in the church itself. We may trace the or

thodox opinion—so to speak-of the connec

tion between church and state to the age of

Charlemagne.y In that view, church and empire formed

one indivisible unity, in which any dissension, such as

was understood by the word “ schism,” created a disrup

tion of the connubial bond, depriving both of that ex

ternal life and action essential to their visible existence

and operation. It was therefore taken for granted that

a power must reside somewhere in the com osite body,

by which a remedy for such disorders should e provided.

Yet it was equally taken for granted that such remedy

must take its origin within the body itself; it must be

inherent in its constitution, and could not proceed from

any external power or influence. The authority of the

Petrine see was not conceived to be in any de ee dam

aged by this view of the reat connubium of c urch and

state; for did not both orm integral parts of one and

the same divine dispensation? The same halo of sanctity

which encircled the brow of the pontiff shed its rays

upon the imperial diadem.‘ In this view, all attempts

to tarnish the secular crown must be reprobated as an

offence against the dignity and honour of both.‘ Both

offices being part and parcel of the same one and indi

visible divine dispensation, no “jus divinum” could be

Y Conf. Book vi. 0. 2, p. 75, and c. 1‘ “Quod honorem S. Dei eeclesia' et

4, pp. 114, 115, of this work. imperii nullatenus diminui volebamus,"

1 See this conception clearly sha- is assigned by the imperial party in the

dowed out in the letters of Frederic I., sacred college as a reason for extend

ap. Radevic. lib. ii. c. 55, p. 832 ; and ing the like care to the preservation of

more significantly still in the epistle both. Radev. lib. ii. 0. 52, p. 828.

cited by Radevic. lib. ii. 0. 66, p. 842.

Imperial

opinion.
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claimed on behalf of either which could not with equal

reason he claimed in favour of the other. The functions

of the sacred body might indeed be different, but their au

thority and constitutional importance were the same. It

was therefore not to be tolerated or conceived that either

could ally itself with the enemies of the other. Yet, as

neither was superior to—neither eater nor less than

the other—recourse must be had 111 all cases in which

a divergency of views or interests might occur, to the

whole bod Y acting together. The only difliculty that

remained ehind lay in the question, which of the two

was to put the sanitary energies inherent in the one body

of church and state in motion. There neither was, nor

ever had been, any desire to deprive the Holy See of the

initiative, when the interests of the church required that

she should step forward to the rescue of religion endan

gered by innovation, heresy, 0r schism. Neither could

there be any doubt, that when the interests of the empire,

political or religious, were compromised, the Emperor

might put his powers, as temporal conservator, in action,

for the remedy of the evil, whether originating in the

church or the state.

The ultra-pontifical party had, however, for ages past

repelled the idea of such an intimate relation P _fi 1

between church and state. They had, since the $2300;

time of Gregory VIL, contended for a parental

authority on behalf of the Holy See, as the representative

of the church. They had peremptorily denied the parity

of origination; they had proclaimed on her behalf an

exclusive divinity of birth and origin; they had declared

the empire to stand to the papacy in the relation of the

creature to the creator; and the crown to be an article of

pontifical patronage—a merely ministerial and derivative

ofiice, dependent upon conditions determinable only by

the presumed necessities of the church; in other words,

by the will of the Po e. In this view, the monarch of

St. Peter’s chair stoo revealed in una proached majesty,

surveying from his throne a throng of)earth-born clients

and subjects, upon whom it was his pleasure to devolve

the irksome and sordid duties of scavengers to the great
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spiritual kingdom. As in the whole church, so also in

t e whole state, no other than a dependent and subser

vient existence could be tolerated; an original or ini

tiatory authority in the latter was therefore not to be

thought of: all this to the exclusion of every imagin

able remedy against the tyranny, the corruption, the

insanity of the head from which all power flowed; none

of these monster vices could be corrected by any one

but the great criminal himself: a state of opinion too

shocking to the ordinary sense of justice and good go

vernment, even in that earl sta e of civilisation, not

to incur the reprobation of t e re ecting minority, and

the indignation of the unreflecting world.b

“Hearing,” said the Emperor, in his letters of con

vocation to the proposed council, “that there

thlflfffil‘geggr has been a double election of popes, and that

convoking a. they have mutually excommunicated each other,

we consider that there remains but one lawful

mode of determining which of the two is the

true pope; the adjudication, namely, of a general council

of all Christendom: upon the authority of many prece

dents, more especially those of Theodosius, Justinian, and

Charlemagne,—he had determined to submit their claims

to the impartial determination of such synod, to the end

that the archbishops, bishops, abbots, and men of reli

gion so assembled, might, to the exclusion of all lay

persons, take such steps as should insure the peace and

unity of church and empire; define and assure to the

Holy See her just prerogative, and to the capital of the

empire its customary rights and privileges.” °

The bishops of Prague and Verdun, to whom the

The Em_ duty of notifyin the proposed synod to the

pew’, invi- rival pontiffs ha been intrusted, found them

‘:1: stationed over against each other at a distance
p ' of barely twelve miles. Alexander lay at

Agnani, supported by William of Sicily; Victor residing

'’ It is no part of our task to dwell gious and the political aspects of the

upon, or even allude to, the theologi- theory were such as to set the divine

cal apologies and explanations offered law at variance with every human

by the papal advocates for their views sense of truth and justice.

of church government. We should be c See the letters of convocation, ap.

sorry, however, to think that the reli- Radevic. lib. ii. cc. 55, 56, pp. 832, 883.
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at Segni, under the protection of the earl palatine Otto

and his Germans. The latter adopted the imperial pro

posal with alacrity. Alexander was found by the envoys

surrounded by his court, and occupying the pontifical

chair with the air of one who had not even heard of any

other claim to authority in the church but his own. In

reply to the summons, he repudiated all arrogated power

but that: in calling together a council without the con

sent of the Roman pontiff, the Emperor had de arted

from the invariable custom of his predecessors ( ); he

had violated the precepts of Christ, who had committed

to the pontiff the duty, in His name and place, of con

siderin and determining all ecclesiastical causes, he (the

pontifl' being himself irresponsible to any earthly judge.

“ We therefore pronounce,” said he, “ this sum- Reply of

mons to be an insult to the Holy See, and reject Alexander

it with contempt and reprobation; and do re- H‘

fuse to attend his council or to accept his decision. . . .

We will not be his accomplice in reducing into bondage

under the world that church which Christ hath made

free with his blood : therefore, as our fathers suffered, so

likewise we, following their example, are ready to face

any danger, even death itself, for the maintenance of

that liberty of which we are the constituted guardians

and defenders.”d

The ultra-pontifical party were duly alive to the im

portance of convincing the outer world that the Dimcumes of

council to assemble at Pavia was to be re- the Emperor

garded as a passive instrument in the hands of the Em

peror for placing a pope of his own on the throne of the

church. he Emperor, they readily perceived, had no

effectual means of repelling this insinuation. No notice

was therefore vouchsafed by the Pope either upon the im

perial provision for freedom of debate, or upon the purely

ecclesiastical character ofthe inquest to be taken. In truth

the position of the parties seemed to ustify suspicions pre

judicial to the character of the proposed tribunal. Victor

had thrown himself u on the protection of the imperial

ists, and had thereby, 1n the eye of the world, become the

4 Baron. an. 1159, 54, 56, pp. 140, 141.
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client of the Emperor, so as to preclude the latter from

discharging himself of the im utation of undue partiality

in his cause. Alexander III). knew of no such person

as Victor IV.; consequently there remained no question

to be brought before any tribunal—nothing, in fact, to

be adjudicated upon, even if such a tribunal could be

found on earth or in heaven; a supposition, however,

which could not for an instant find a place in any faith

ful bosom. All that the Emperor could do for the pro

tection of his own character was to point to the guaran

tees for the purity of his intentions he had provided, and

to protest that, if they were not put to the test he pro

posed, the blame must rest, not with him, but with his

adversar .On tlire appointed day a numerous assembly of pre

Council of lates, abbots, and other ecclesiastics‘ appeared

Pavia- and took their seats in council at Pavia. The

Emperor addressed them in a short speech, professing

his undoubted conviction of his right to call them toge

ther, but. renouncing for his own person in the plainest

words any deliberative authority: he therefore committed

the great cause which would come before them to their

unfettered discretion, so as that they, in the sight of God

alone, might come to such a decision as He, the righteous

Judge, would infallibly approve. Frederic and all the

laity of his court then quitted the assembly, leaving a

clear stage to the ecclesiastics to hear and deliberate

u on the evidence brought before them.f In consequence

of the non-appearance of Alexander, the deliberation of

the council necessarily assumed the sinister character of

an ew-parte proceeding. There was no remedy for this

defect; but we are assured that every precaution was

taken to exclude lay influence, and to establish the facts

‘ Radevic. (lib. ii. 0. 64, pp. 838, 839)

says there were fifty reat prelates, an

innumerable host of a bots and priors,

besides several delegates from absent

bishops and superior clergy.

' The most important passage of the

Em eror’s address is thus reported by

Ra ic. (ubi sup._): “ Auctoritatem ta

men definiendi hllJllS maximi et summi

negotii vestrm prudentise vestrseque

potestati committo. Deus enim con

stituit vos sacerdotes, et potestatem

vobis dedit de nobismquoque judicandi.

Et quia in his quse Deum sunt non

est nostrum de vobis judicare, tales vos

et taliter in hac causa hortamur habere

tanquam solius Dei de vobis expectan

tes judicium.”
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inquired into upon reliable testimony. The assembly, it

appears, neither felt nor expressed any doubt of its own

competenc . They confined themselves to two points:

namely, t e charge of irregularity in the election of

Roland, and his connexion with the enemies of the Em

peror. It was proved to the satisfaction of the fathers

that the election of Octavian was the earlier in point of

time, though not of consecration, and that it had been

duly seconded and approved by the clergy, senate, and

people of Rome; that the subsequent secession of the

cardinals of the party of Roland was the result of a

cabal, and his election an after-thought unconnected with

that of Octavian, against which, till then, a dissentient

voice had not been heard in the sacred college. As to

the second point, a great mass of evidence was produced

to prove the com licity of Roland and his party with the

rebels of Milan, rescia, and Piacenza, and their strict

alliance with the enemy of the empire, William of Sicily :

and now that Roland had contumaciously declined the

jurisdiction of the council, and declared himself the judge

and arbiter of his own cause, there remained nothing for

them but to pronounce in favour of the superior claim of

Octavian, whom they accordingly enthroned and wor

shiped as pope by the name of Victor IV.; repudiating

the claim of Roland on the ground of irregularity, con

tumacy, and treasonable tampering with rebels in arms

against the empire.g

The validity of the decision of the council of Pavia

depends on two propositions, both of which Ch f

were maintained by the Emperor and the court, thi'fifififcfi

and denied by the Pope and the Guelfic party. gfgavia; its

Thefirst of these theses is, that the Emperor is 0 Fe my‘

legally competent to call a general council of the church:

the second, that in case of doubt, difficulty, or schism in

the church, a council so assembled had ecclesiastical juris

diction to inquire into and decide the title to the ponti

fical throne. But as to the latter point, it was admitted

that the temporal power could in no wise interfere. The

I See a fuller account of this council, cc, 67-72, pp. 872 et sqq.

with the documents, ap. Radevic. lib. ii.
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papal plarty contended that this admission must exclude

even t at initiative interference involved in the proposi

tion; and this answer was deemed by them sufficient to set

aside that allegation. A council—they went on to say

—thus irregularly convoked could have no jurisdiction at

all ; it was a nonentity, or worse, an overt act of schism.

The argument would not have been altogether untenable

upon church principles, ifthere had been no actual schism

in the church. But in the case before us, the question

was, which of the two rival claimants was the true pope?

In such a case it stood to reason, quite independently of

church principle or practice, that there must be some

mode of solving the difliculty ; and if so, where was the

remedy to be found but in a general council? If, there

fore, such a council possess the requisite attributes of

sufliciency of numbers and regularity of proceeding, it

would not matter by whom it was called, except that no

authority but that of the monarch could afford the neces

sary aid towards bringing it together in sufficient num

bers, and securin the needful independence of the meet

ing when assemb ed.

On the imperial side the argument followed pretty

Tendency of closely this moderate line; excepting only

the _Gh_ibelline that Frederic was not content with resting his

principle of -

the union of case upon the sim le grounds of reason and

church and necessity. He 0 aimed an inherited right

state to assemble a general council of the church

whenever any pressing political emergency made such

a step necessary for the peace and welfare of the realm.

For such a claim he had indeed very strong grounds.

But these were precisely those most abhorrent from all

the pontifical traditions. The restoration of a proper

church-legislature must obviously turn out, in the end,

fatal to the Gregorian scheme. The Emperor had, by

this act, struck into the direct course towards the eman

cipation of church and state from the yoke of Rome.

Such a precedent could never be allowed to stand on

the records of the church. No danger, no difficulty, no

sacrifice, was too great to obviate so great a calamity.

Roland Bandinelli was the man for the occasion.
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While his rival, as client of the Emperor, occu- .
_ . - - Qualifica

pled at best a secondary place 1n the estimatlon tion, and P0.

of the world, Roland stood alone; conspicuous licygfl’ifix

for experience and knowledge of the world an er '

and its ways; haughty, energetic, and unscrupulous. As

pope, he disdained to suffer a doubt to rest upon his title

to the Holy See, or his principles of church government.

By the loftiness as much as by the candour of his preten

sions, he inspired his friends with confidence, and instilled

into his enemies that secret dread which audacity impresses

upon the feebler spirits of every age—at all times a large

majority of the existing generation. In addition to this

superiorit of character and ability over his rival, Alex

ander ha filled the office of papal legate in France; he

had been employed by Hadrian IV. in a mission to Ger

many, in which he for the first time encountered his

future adversary,h and sustained a momentary defeat.

Yet in these missions his ascendency over the minds of

those with whom he conversed had strengthened his con

nections abroad; while, in the character of chancellor

of the Holy See, he had become familiar with the most

advanced ecclesiastics and the most learned canonists of

his age and school. From his friend bishop Arnold of

Lisieux in Normandy he received important Advice of the

services and advice: “ Never,” said the latter, bishop of

“permit your name to be out of the mouth of lsleux'

the eople : let an uninterrupted circulation of letters and

momtions keep them incessantly in mind of you, and

thus accustom them to have on always before their eyes

as their supreme astor.” He encouraged his friend by

reminding him of the anticipatory symbols of pontifical

supremacy delineated on the walls of the Vatican; de

picting the Pope with his feet on the neck of heretics ;

and expressed a devout hope that he would soon be

enabled to place his feet u on the neck of a more illus

trious herett'c than any of t ese.i

" Cont‘. c. ii. pp. 80, 81 of this Book.

' Baron. an. 1159, § 60, p. 42. The

letters of Arnold of Lisieux present a

vivid picture of the ultra-papal church

man of the age. His contempt and

hatred of the “lay enemy” (see Book

vi. 0. 7, p. 200, and c. 8, p. 223) is

hardly surpassed in virulence by any

writer of that school. Thus: “ Gaudeo

itaque quoniam desideratus dies-dies
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In requital for this friendly advice, Alexander pro

Excommuni_ mised to take occasion of’ the next festival of

cation ofthe the Coena Domini to excommunicate the Em

Empm" peror, and to absolve his subjects from their

oath of allegiance. Accordingly on the day mentioned,

sentence to that effect was pronounced at Agnani, and at

the same time the curse against the rival pope was re

iterated and republished.j Meanwhile Alexander had

obtained the recognition of the king Baldwin III. of

Jerusalem and the Christian princes of ‘Palestine ; the

Greek emperor Manuel Comnenus corresponded with

him as rightful patriarch of the West; and active mea

sures were adopted to damage the character and influ

ence of the Emperor and his pope throughout Christen

dom.k Sinister reports were industriously circulated,

Pontifical holding up the Emperor to public reprobation

viwpemion as a systematic enemy of religious liberty ;——

as the sacrilegious robber, who had dared to seize the

sacred persons of holy prelates travelling on their lawful

occasions; who had publicly insulted the pontiff of the

Holy See; who had nefariously driven a crowd of re

luctant relates into his pound at Pavia, and forced them

by fraud) and violence to give their countenance to his

iniquities.l In a high-pitched tone of holy indignation

it was asked—“ Who gave him authority to put great

relates of the church upon their trial in their absence?

hat power has subjected the universal church to the

jurisdiction of any particular branch of the Christian

communion? Who has set u the people of Germany

as judges over the nations of t e world? Who gave to

scilicet exultationis illucet, quo revera

restitutam eredimus virtutibus (sacer

dotii) gratiam, virgam vitiis (laicorum),

terrorem principi us, ecclesia: liberta

tem.” A goodly anticipation of “ eace

and good-will towards men” 1 kury

omits this exquisite trait in his ab

stract of‘ the letter of Arnulph of Li

sieux, H. E. liv. lxx. § 16, pp. 100,

101.

1 AD. 1160, 24th of' March. Jafi'é,

Regist. p. 681. Conf. Card. Aragon.Vit.

Alex. IIL, ap. Murat. iii. p. 451; Ar

nulph. Lexoviens. Episc. Epp., ap. D.

Bouq. xv. p. 760.

l‘ P iadBar. an. 1161,§§13,14, p.

182.v uchesne, iv. p. 519. See also

Card. de Aragon. Vitae, ubi sup.

1 Ep. Alex. III. ad Amulph. Lex

oviens. E isc., ap. Hard. Concil. vi.,

1578. T e charge of force having

been exercised by Frederic at Pavia

almost refutes itself‘. No force that

the Emperor had at his disposal could

have availed to collect together so nu

merous an assembly from quarters to

which his influence did not extend.
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that rude and lawless Northern horde the right to ob

trude a spiritual chief of their own upon the civilised

peoples of the South 17”“ Every device was at the same

time resorted to, to awaken the jealousy of the European

princes: the very greatness and majesty of the power

with which the affection and confidence of his subjects

had clothed the emperor Frederic the Redbeard might be

made to give colour to the accounts of his immeasurable

ambition which filled the reports of his adversaries. He

had, they said, proposed to ope Eugenius to and specious

reconquer and reannex to t e empire all that i"E‘P‘lmiml

had ever belonged to it, if the latter would agree to go

hand in hand with him; but that, not finding the Pope

disposed to support his ambitious projects, he had deter

mined to have a pope of his own, who would stand by

him in his evil courses.n At all events, a latent design

of this nature lay near enough to the surface to attract

the attention of the pontifical statesmen, and to afford a

specious pretext for casting suspicion upon the motives

of Frederlc, misconstruing his actions, and obscuring the

halo which encircled the majesty of the empire.

To that end, the Rolandist legates in France, Henry

of Pisa and William of Pavia, in correspond

ence with Arnulph of Lisieux in France and tllifiglsagi

John of Salisbury in England, published a .istlegates

history of the existing schism, with circum- gtgfgrggggj

stances of aggravation against their opponents

derived from mere rumour or pure invention. The legates

and their coadjutors perceived that, amid the discordant

the Roman Emperor was the rightful

chief of the Christian commonwealth.

Thus Henry H. of England : “ Reg-mun

'1' Join. Sarisburiens. ap. Fleury, H.E.

liv. lxx. c. 47, pp. 107 et 5 q.

" So John of alisbury, u i sup. The

colour for this imputation was in all

probability borrowed from the Ger

manic view of the pragmatic union of

church and empire supposed to consti

tute one indivisible sovereignty. Conf.

c. iii. pp. 77, 83 of this Book. In the ear

lier period of his reign there was un

doubtedly a. strong desire on the part of

the European powers to stand well with

him : the frequent embassies, the flat

tering acknowledgments of a superior

ity of rank among Christian rinces,

could hardly fail to foster the i ea that

VOL. V.

nostrum et quicquid ubique nostrae sub

jicitnr ditioni, vobis erponimus, et ves

trzz committimuspotestati, ut ad vestrum

nutum omnia disponantur, et in omni

bus vestri fiat voluntas imperii . . . . .

ut vobis qui dignitate przceminetis, impe

randi cedat auctoritas, 8w.” Radevic.

lib. i. 0. 7. p. 744. This letter is sub

scribed, not improbably drawn up, by

Thomas a Becket, then chancellor of

Hen. II. Cont‘. Radcvic. lib. ii. 0. 22,

p. 804.
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views and party-attachments of the English and Gallic

clergy, the practical decision between the rival popes

must, in the end, rest with the respective sovereigns.

The former, in their perplexity between the opposing

claims of Alexander and Victor, placed themselves un

reservedly in the hands of king Henry II. That prince,

however, was upon friendly terms with the Emperor;

and the actual presence of the legates of Victor at the

French court gave abundant cause for uneasiness in that

quarter. National councils were simultaneously held in

France and England, to discuss the great question, to

which of the two popes spiritual allegiance was due ; but

without decisive result in either country.° The two courts,

however, were engaged to each other for the marriage of

the princess Margaret of France and prince Henry of

England, both of them infants)’ and within the pro

Their m, hibited degrees of consanguinity. The legates

Eceslsind‘ made no difficulty in giving the requisite dis

ng an pensation, in consideration of the urgency of

the occasion; and the title of Alexander III. to the

papacy was unreservedly admitted in the insular and

continental dominions of Henry.

The adhesion of the French king and clergy was,

Dimcultyin however, not so easily obtained. At a council

France, held at Toulouse towards the close of the

year 1161, in the presence of the two kings,

' a dangerous discrepancy of views was dis

cernible. Many bishops and prelates leaned to the im

perial party; and the agents of the Emperor and pope

Victor strengthened the opposition by argument and

solicitation. Delay was all they asked for: “ it was

not decent,” they urged, “ to compromise the di nity

of the great sovereigns present by hurry or preclpita

tion;” a “little time given might furnish a solution of

the difficulty by the death of one or other of the candi

dates; and in the mean time the church might without

inconvenience be governed by the bishops.” A third

0 Pa i ad Bar. an. 1161, § 11, p. 180. the princess only three, at the date of

Art de ér. Q'c. Hist. des Conciles, 8w. the espousals.

P The prince was seven years old,
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party boldly expressed their desire “ to avail them

selves of the present opportunity to shake off the yoke

of the Roman church: that church had always, they

said, been a millstone round their necks, and ought to

pay the enalty of her insatiable cupidity and ambi

tion.”q n the end, however, the efforts of the legates

of Alexander were successful; Louis VII., Ultimate

finding that the dispensation could not be pre- s‘mcess'

vented,r submitted to the decision of the council, and

France passed passively under the spiritual dominion of

Alexander III.

But no impression could be made upon the obdurate

Germans; not an inch of ground was gained Failure in

by the Rolandists within the wide frontiers of Germany‘

the em ire. In vain had been every effort to impress

the pre acy of Germany and Italy with a due sense of

the merits of Alexander, and the unutterable pravity of

Victor and his supporters. The venerable and saintly

Eberhard, archbishop of Salzburg, whose reputation and

influence among his countrymen had stood almost upon

a level with those of Bernard in France, gave an un

qualified vote in favour of the pretensions of Victor IV.,

upon the express grounds of the priority, purity, and

canonical propriety of his election, as adjudicated by the

council of Pavia.s It was, however, a matter of no little

importance to the Rolandists to shake the faith of the

venerable relate; and Alexander condescended to ad

dress a di use epistle to Eberhard and his suf- L m f

fi'agans, repeating and vouching the stories and Aleiaiieim

rumours afloat among his own adherents re- £1533“ "f

. . . g, &c.

flectlng upon the Intrusive Pope, the Emperor,

and his council; the lawless intrusion of Octavian, the

sacrilegious farce played off at his election and investi

‘l Baron. an. 1159, § 64, p. 143.

Matth. Paris. ed. Watts, an. 1160, p.

81. Cont‘. Pauli, Gesch. von Engl. iii.

p. 26. Hard. Concil. tom. vi.

'’ He wished to set aside the betrothal

of Margaret to avoid parting with the

dowr assigned to her.

' Igadevic. lib. ii. cc. 72, 73. The

archbishop had been prevented by age

and infirmity from attending the coun

oil; but he had received so satisfactory

an account from his delegate of the

numbers, character, and proceeding of

the fathers, as to remove all doubt

of its legitimacy. Baronius (an. 1160,

§ 29, p. 161) esteems him ha py in

deed to have been prevented y phy

sical infirmity from attendance upon

that “ conventicle of Satan."
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ture; his informal installation; the illegal coercion prac

tised by the Emperor upon the members of the “ con

venticle” of Pavia, &c. These crimes, he declared, had

drawn down the curse of the church upon the heads of

the impostor and his patron: in conclusion, he added,

“ Now you are hereby given to understand that we have

absolved you and every one of you, individually and col

lectivel , from your oaths of fidelity to the said emperor

Frederic, as well as from all duty to his government;

so that hereafter you are in no respect bound to obey

him; but, on the contrary thereof, are enjoined, for the

remission of your sins, to afford him no manner of aid

nor council in his tyrannical endeavours to subjugate,

oppress, and rob the church and her supreme head.”t

Still, within the limits of the empire, no other effect

was produced by all these efforts and denunciations, than

A single con- the gain ofa single convert in the person of the

“m gmed' wonder-working Peter, bishop of the Savoyan

diocese of the Tarantaise. For this prelate the Emperor

entertained a sincere regard; and when pressed to visit

his secession with severit , avowed the high estimation

in which he held the his op, and declared, that “ while

putting down rebellion, he had no intention to ersecute

religion.” The liberal and ions spirit of the mperor

might dispose him to distinguish between political and re

ligious opposition; but no such forbearance could be ex

pected from his adversaries. In their view “he deserved

no credit; he was indeed but another Pharaoh writhing

under the terror of Moses’ rod.”“ No virtue could be

allowed to dwell in the heart of the rebel against “ God

and His anointed,” without blunting the ed e of that

religious terrorism which formed so powerfuIa weapon

in the pontifical armory.

But by this time France, England, Spain, Hungary,

Gains to the and Sicily had been gained to the cause ofAlex

cause of ander. The half-hearted Greek and the declin

Alexmder' ing kingdom of Jerusalem had acknowledged

' Jafl'é, Regist. &c. p. 681. See the ‘I This, in the words ot'Baronius (an.

letters of Alexander III. to Eberhard 1160, § 37, p. 165). The cardinal dives

of Salzburg, in extenso, ap. Hard. Cone. into the spirit of his church with won

tom. vi. pp. 1539-1546. derful nerve and discernment.
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him as legitimate successor of St. Peter; with the single

exception of the Emperor, every important prince in

Christendom had hailed him as his s iritual father.

Still his position in Italy was beset with ifiiculties. In

Rome he was unable to hold his round; the Difficulties

imperial forces under Otto of WitteIsbach occu- “the P°Pe

pied nearly the whole of the atrimony of St. Peter, from

Aquapendente to Oeprano. he city of Orvieto and the

towns of Terracina and Agnani, close upon the borders

of his Norman allies, remained in his possession: but

dangers were gathering around him from more quarters

than one. Milan and the Guelfic republics of the Lom

bard league were at this moment sustaining an unequal

conflict against an army of 100,000 German warriors,

eager to win the approving smiles of the sovereign they

delighted to honour and obey. Under the pres- Siege of

sure of the closest blockade, Milan was enduring Milan

the evils of famine, and suffering dail losses in the field.
The Ghibelline party attached themselives with increasing

devotion to the chief who promised to relieve them from

the overbearing democracies, against which neither law

nor custom could secure their privileges or protect their

possessions. The chances of a military diversion in favour

of the Pope were evanescent; there was no prospect of

advantage to the Guelfic interests but in fostering the

pontifical influence in the courts of northern Europe by

the personal presence of the pontifil Alexander therefore

reso ved, if need be, to transfer the spiritual government

to the soil of France, where fear and jealousy of the

growing power of the Emperor promised to furnish the

means of a more effectual resistance than could be ex

pected from any other quarter.

But Alexander was reluctant to relinquish Italy

without awaiting the last chance of maintain- Surrender

ing his footing in that country. With the as— “Milan,

sistance and under convoy of a Norman fleet, he landed

at Genoa on the 24th January 1162, after a stormy and

dangerous voyage. In defiance of the imperial menaces,

the pontiff and curia were received and protected by the

citizens for a period of eight weeks. Here he was ena
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bled to watch the progress of the siege of Milan; but any

hopes he might have entertained of a successful resistance

were at length dissipated by the arrival at Genoa of the

fugitive archbishop and Guelfic clergy of the city. Milan

had surrendered to the imperialists, and was sternly rased

to the ground in punishment of unsuccessful rebellion.

Italy now appeared at the feet of the Emperor, and no

alternative remained to Alexander but to continue his

and flightof flight. On the 15th of April 1162 he landed at

Alexander Montpelier, and—if we may credit the flatter

mt" ham‘ ing narrative of his biographer—was received

by the lord of the city and an innumerable multitude col

lected from all quarters, with hosannas as loud as if God

in person had visited their coasts. “Beholding,” says our

authority, “these things, they could not help repeating to

each other the words of the prophet: ‘All the princes ot the

earth shall worship him, and the people shall serve him.’ ”"

While Frederic was detained in Italy by the war

Mediation with the free cities of Lombardy, which closed

0f Henry with the capture of Milan,w the moderate

ofTmyes' party in church and state were casting about

for some means of pacification. In the hope that his

owerful mediation might lead to the desired result,

IIenry of Troyes, earl of Champagne, appeared in the

imperial camp before Milan; and proposed that the Em

peror and the king of France should hold a conference

with a view to agree upon some plan for healing the exist

ing schism in the church. It was retty well known that

the understanding between Louis II. and the Pope was

never of a very cordial character, and Frederic opened a

' Ps. lxxii. v. 11. See Card. Aragon.

Vit. Alex. IIL, ap. Mur. iii. p. 451. A

Moorish prince, we are told, who hap

pened to witness the reception, bowed

his head and kissed the foot of the

pontiff, adoring him as the “ good God

of the Christians,” and imploring his

prayers on behalf of his master the

king of the Moslems of Spain.

‘I The city surrendered on the 1st of

March, and was taken possession of_b

the Emperor on the 26th, by whic

time the expulsion of the inhabitants

was completed. Otto de S. Blas. Chron.,

ap. Murat. vi. p. 874. Among other

precious relics found in the treasury

of the church were the skulls of three

royal magi, christened respectively Cas

par, Melchior, and Balthazar. They

were reverently handed over to the

archbishop of Cologne in reward for

his services during the siege. They

may be seen, by good eyes, to this day,

through the dingy glass of the shrine

in the choir of the cathedral of that

city.
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communication with the French court in the hope of im

goving this coolness into a rupture.x The mediation of

enry of Troyes was accepted, and the conference be

tween the two princes was agreed upon to take place at

St. Jean de Losne, a village on the river Saone, on the

frontier of Burgundy. It was stipulated as a sine qud

non of the negotiation, that each sovereign should bring

the pope of his adoption to the conference, and that the

negotiations should embrace all measures necessary to

procure a unanimous vote in favour of one or other of

the rival pontiffs ; or, if it should be thought expedient,

the removal of both, and a new election by the common

consent of all Christian churches and prelates, in general

council assembled.

The report of these negotiations seriously alarmed

Alexander 111., and he hastened to propitiate Alarm of

Louis by compliances to which, it seems, he Alexander;

had hitherto refused to listen. The ill humour of 1,23the king, however, was not easily appeased, and the Proposed

he is said to have professed openly his regret at conference‘

having so hastily adopted the cause of the impracticable

pontiff. In a fever ofanxiety the Pope sent two legates

to the court of France to deprecate the king’s resentment,

and to beg for a conference to set himself right with

Louis. The conference was granted; but on the part

of the latter, it appears, solely with a view to persuade

the Pope to agree to the proposal of Henry of Troyes

to come before the intended council in person, and abide

the award there to be pronounced. But on these points

Alexander resolutely refused compliance, insisting that

no power, temporal or spiritual, was competent to sit in

judgment upon the title of a Roman pontiff to the throne

of Peter. The interview broke up, on the part of the king,

with a strong expression of ill humour and disappoint

ment at the ill-timed and irrational refusal of the Pope

to adopt a proposal from which, conscious of a good cause

as he professed to be, he had no reason to apprehend any

-adverse result.

‘ In aletter to Hugtfiof Soissons, the tom. iv. p. 579, quoted by Pagi ad Bar.

chancellor of Louis .,ap. Duchesne, an. 1162.
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The refusal of Alexander disabled the king from per

1 _ forming his part of the r0 osed arrangement,

“$533,163. and he accused the ear 0 Champagne of in

173128;??? considerate haste in pledging him to terms he
Francegat might not be able to fulfil. Henry, however,

de produced such convincing proofs of the un

' derstanding as originally concluded between

the two courts, that Louis abandoned his objections,

and placed himself unreservedly in the hands of the earl.

But at this point of the story, the three accounts from

which we derive our information are so unintelligibly

confused and contradictory, as to baflie every attempt at

a connected history of the transaction. The Emperor, it

seems, with a numerous retinue of bishops, princes, and

nobles, accompanied by a strong military escort, took

post on the left bank of the river opposite the bridge of

St. Jean de Losne. The king remained at no great dis

tance on the right bank.» In these positions both parties

watched each other with an unexplained jealousy. The

Emperor appeared with pope Victor by his side, and chal

lenged the fulfilment of the treaty on the part- of the king.

The latter, however, hun back, complained of havingbeen taken by surprise, andF asked for time. The Emperor,

Tergiveb disgusted with the palpable tergiversation of

satior} of Louis, was on the pomt of breaking off all fur

Lmns' ther intercourse, and the agents of Alexander

present in the French cam hastened to cheer their master

with the agreeable news t at the danger was past. But

Henry of Champagne was, it seems, not to be so easily

baflied. He had, in his zeal for the cause of concord, be

come the guarantor of the treaty, and bound himself either

to procure the compliance of his suzerain, or to withdraw

from his allegiance, and declare himself the vassal of the

empire for all his lands and domains. At his entreaty

Frederic generously granted a delay of three weeks, with

the express stipulation, that unless the king should pro

duce his pope at the conference then to be held, the earl

should at the next periodical diet for the Burgundian

kingdom at Besancon, deliver himself and his lands into

the hands of the Emperor, as vassal of the empire. This

I
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intimation plunged the feeble Louis VII. into unut-ter

able perplexity; his spirit quailed within him; he hastily

accepted the arrangement, and vouched the duke of

Burgundy and the earls of Nevers and Flanders as his

securities for the performance of his engagement.

Upon the receipt of these sinister tidings, pope Alex

ander hastened to withdraw from the territory Fl, M f

of the French king, and to place himself under Algianfe.

the protection of the king of England in Aqui- Elli-“fife

taine. This step—whether with or without q '

the connivance of king Louis—~put it out of his power

to produce his pope at the ensuing conference. The

king repaired, owever, at the appointed time, with

great apparent confidence, to St. Jean de Losne, where

the Emperor had not yet arrived. He found there Rai

nold, archbishop of Cologne, the chancellor of the empire,

and other members of the imperial council. A prema

ture discussion as to the form of the proposed council

seems to have arisen between the French monarch and

the imperial representatives. Louis insisted u on a per

fect parity of representation on behalf of his 0 urch and

crown. This pretension was rudely repelled by the arch

bishop, who claimed for his master the presidency of

every tribunal involving causes of the Roman church,

as a prerogative belonging to the empire, of which Rome

was the first city, and the Roman pontifi' the first bishop.

This demand was eagerly seized upon, both by Bra h f

the French king and the mediator, Henry of faith; mid

Tro es —who had robabl b this time re- ig. ‘"fpenfifl’of his bargailfn—to >bregrk off the ne 0- Lotus VH'

tiations. The latter was proclaimed by the rench party

to have redeemed his engagement; and without waiting

for a reply, Louis VII. mounted one of his swiftest

chargers, and hardly drew bridle till he reached his good

town of Dijon.

The Emperor indeed arrived at St. Jean de Losne a

short time after the departure of Louis; but Indefensible

no entreaty could bring the latter back to the conduct of

place of meeting. Congratulating himself on 11°“

the literal fulfilment of his promise, the king was deaf to
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the explanations offered of the offensive declaration of the

chancellor. It is most probable that the meaning of that

declaration was misunderstood; but the mixture of cow

ardice and cunning, so often found in low-cast characters

like that of Louis VII. of France, affords the easier ex

planation of the conduct of the French king under the

difficulties into which his own vacillation had plunged

him, without imputing to the Emperor designs for which

his career up to this time afforded no warrant. Neither

the day, the hour, nor the constitution of the meeting in

this case was such a material part of the compact as

to involve a breach of engagement on either side if not

literally complied with; nor was the point upon which

the negotiation was broken off so incapable of explana

tion as to justify the rupture. Yet we can hardly escape

the suspicion that the Emperor relied too much upon his

political, if not upon his military, preponderance at the

discussion, and that he regarded the proposed synod

rather as a parliament assembled to register his foregone

conclusion than as a deliberative body at liberty to over

rule his inclinations as president of the tribunal. His

conduct, however, stands clear of the vulgar trickery dis

played in that of the French prince.y

Y The authorities on which this nar

rative of the negotiations of St. Jean de

Losne has been compiled are, first, that

of the anonymous biographer published

under the name of the Card. de Arago

nio, ap. Murat. iii. pp. 451 et sqq., fully

extracted by Barom'us, an. 1159,§ 63; a

work to which no credit can be attached

when unsup orted by our second au

thority, the istorian of Vezelay, as in

the collection of D. Bou uet, tom. xii.

pp. 330 et sqq. Our third authority is

that ofHelmold, in his Chron. Sclavo

rum, ap. Leibnitz, Rr. Brunsw. Ss. tom.

ii. p. 613, as extracted by D. Bouq. xv.

p. 725. This account, thou h short

and incomplete, is obvious y more

trustworthy than either of the two pre~

ceding. But any attempt to extract a

coherent history from such imperfect

materials is a matter of too much diffi

culty to enable the writer to speak with

any confidence of the perfect accuracy

of his narrative.
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FREDERIC I. IN ITALY—HIS FAILURE AND RETREAT.

Prospects of the Emperor—Interviews of Alexander HI. with the kings of Eng

land and France—Great council ofTours—Converts to the pontifical party—

Eberhard of Salzburg—Arnold of Lisieux on sacerdotal prerogative—The

clergy, their eminence—The Emperor a vassal of the church—Canons of the

council of Tours—Activity of Alexander IIL—Alexander HI. and the monas

tic bodies—he contemplates the emancipation of the clergy from the secular

state—Tendency of the policy of Alexander IIL—Italian policy of Frederic

I.—Discontents in Italy—Death of‘ Victor IV.-—Election of Guido of Crema

(Pascal III.)—Revolt of the Lombard cities—Diet of Wiirzburg—Embassy of

Henry II. against Alexander IIL—The diet pledged to Pascal I.H.—-Papal and

Guelfic interest predominant in Italy and Rome—Return ofAlexander III. to

Rome—Frederic I. in Italy—he marches to Rome—Insurrection of the Lom

bards—Intent of the insurgents—Operations of archbishop Christian of

Maintz—Siege of Rome—defended by pope Alexander—Dangerous delays—

Capitulation of Rome—Evasion of the Pope—Proj ects of Frederic I.—-Pesti

lence in the imperial army—Destruction of the army—Moral effect of the

overthrow of’ the army—Retreat of Frederic I.—Escape of the Emperor, and

his measures to retrieve the disaster—Lombard cities; building of Alexan

dria—The Romans—Death of Pascal IH., and election of Calixtus IIL—The

Pope and the emperor of Constantinople—Frederic I. proposes to negotiate

with the Pope—Alexander IlI. demands implicit submission—Divergency of

the imperial and pontifical theories—The Pope takes the city of Tusculum

under his protection—Breach of compact by the Romans.

THE emperor Frederic retired from the conference of St.

Jean de Losne in anger and disgust; but a Prospectsof

sudden dearth and disturbance in the em ire the Emperor

for the time withdrew his attention from rench affairs.

The state of Italy since the surrender of Milan could

hardly fail to convince him that his presence in that

country was indispensable for the su port of the system

of government he had introduced. t was obvious that

a military force, rather of the nature of a standing army

than of a mere feudal militia, however well organised

and commanded, was requisite to repress the aversion of

the Italian re ublics from the German yoke. Yet the

success which ad hitherto attended his arms, the devo
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tion of his Germanic subjects, and the consciousness of

military abilities of a high order, left no doubt on his

mind of the ultimate restoration of constitutional govern

ment in Italy, as understood in that age, and as esta

blished in other parts of Europe. But with all his

powers of mind and will, Frederic had overlooked the

dangers which threatened him from almost every oint

of the political com ass. His self-reliant nature ha dis

dained those subordinate means and appliances by which

his great adversary was silently working his downfall.

While his attention was absorbed by prospects of mili

tary and political conquest, the able pontiff was gathering

pip the threads of a conspiracy invo ving every region of

urope, from the icy North to the torrid regions of the

South, to break his power, to humble his pride, and to

reduce him to the condition of the vassal-kings of France

and England.

Towards the close of the year 1162, while residing at

Interviews the monastery ofDole, po e Alexander received

ofAlegmnder a duty-visit from Henry I. of England. “ The

mp3,": 3;“? king,” says the pontifical biographer, “ ap

En and roached the Pope with profound humility: he

and me‘ owed to the earth and reverently kissed the

feet of the pontiff, and there deposited golden gifts, re

ceiving in return the kiss of peace: next he conducted

him to the throne prepared for him; and, after that, he

and his barons seated themselves humbly at his feet:

three days were spent in edifying conversation; and on

the fourth the king departed, greatly elevated in spirit

by the benignant countenance vouchsafed to him; dis

pensing at the same time munt'ficent gifts to the Pope

and his brethren the cardinals.”

An interview between Alexander and Louis VII. of

France, which took place soon afterwards, is marked by

similar features. The Pope had removed from Tours to

Paris, where the conference was appointed to take place.

From the same authority we learn that, “ before the Pope

made his entry into the city, the king with his barons and

military officers, as became a humble and a pious prince,
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rode forth a distance of two leagues to meet his holy

father; and that as soon as the latter appeared in sight,

the king dismounted, and eagerly running forward, seized

the bridle ofthe Pope, and devoutly kissed his feet, where

upon he arose and received the kiss of peace; after which

they rode side by side towards the city, where all the

clergy met them in solemn procession, and conducted

them with joyful clamour to the great church.” ‘

Pageants of this description were admirably calcu

lated to obliterate in the minds of the actors Greatcoun.

the distinction between religious duty and poli- °i1°fT°“"

tical subordination. The spiritual character of the rela

tion was made to pass quietly over into a sense of infe

riority and subjection, not very remotely corresponding

with the ideas of vassalage entertained in that age. In a

state of opinion like that of the twelfth century—a state

in which outward Observances were of a much more sug

gestive nature than at a more advanced sta e of civilisa

tion—the churchmen made good use of suc ceremonies

as these for obliterating the limits between spiritual and

temporal vassalage. And in this direction no preceding

pontiff made greater advances than Alexander II.b Af

ter his trium hant interviews with the converted kings of

France and ngland, a eneral muster and review of the

pontifical forces was hel at Tours.‘ The council, under

the residency of the Pope, was attended by seventeen

cardmals, one hundred and twenty-four bishops, four

hundred and fourteen abbots, and a large concourse of

inferior clergy. The most conspicuous personages were

Thomas a Becket the lately elected archbishop of Can

terbury, and Conrad the archbishop-elect of Cologne,

whose elevation by the chapter had been cancelled by the

Emperor. This disappointment had turned him over to

the pontifical party. Both he and the English primate

were received with the highest honours. Becket, we are

1 Card. de Aragon. Vit. Alex. III., dered yourself and your kingdom to us,

up. Murat. iii. pp. 458 et sqq. Bar. an. to be m the obedience and at the disposal

1163, § 1. of the Holy See,” &c. De Bouq. xv.

‘' “ Considering,” said Alexander, in n. 139, p. 819.

an address to Louis VII. of France, '= The council met on the 19th May

“ how freely and devoutly you surren- 1163.
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informed, was, b the express command of kinglHenry,

attended by all the archbishops and bishops of ngland,

and was seated with his brethren, the archbishop of York

and the bishop of Durham, at the right hand of the

Pope.d The assembly, though numerous, was not of the

Converts to general character desired by the papal party.6

the Pontifi- There is, however, reason to believe that, be

cal Party‘ sides Conrad of Cologne, the Pope could reckon

up some important converts among the German prelacy;

more especially the aged archbishop Eberhard of Salz

Eberhard of burg, with whom Alexander had, notwithstand

Salzburg- ing his earlier recusancy, kept up an active

correspondence almost from the date of the council of

Pavia.f In fact, as soon as the alternative of a state

pope and a church-pope was presented to the mind of

the anxious churchman, when once impressed with the

exceptional character of the former, as made evident by

the very general adoption of the latter by the Christian

churches,“ his choice could not long remain suspended.

The growing conviction that Victor IV. was not the

pope of the church, but of the Emperor, was a severe

shock to the prepossessions of every devout churchman.

And this impression pope Alexander was not slow to

turn to good account.

At no period had the princes of Europe—with the

Arnold of single exception of the emperor Frederic—been

Lisieux on more favourably inclined to listen with patience

sacer‘hial to the broadest assertion of papal omnipotence.

prerogatlve. . . .

In the proceedings of the council of Tours 1t

appears that every outward sign of secular influence or

control in ecclesiastical affairs had been successfully eli

minated. Kings, nobles, and people bowed their heads

'' Matth. Paris, ad an. 1168, p. 84.

'’ Out of the 124 relates. deducting

the 105 French and) English bishops,

there remained only 19 seats for the

rest of Christendom. Spain and Italy

were very scantily represented. But

see Romuald. Salern. Chron. an. 1163,

ap. Murat. vii. . 204; Baron. an. 1163,

$16; and con . Hist. Vezeliac, ap. D.

ouq. xii. p. 332.

f The imperial council of the 5th Feb.

1160. See 0. iv. p. 108 of this Book. The

letters of Alex. III. to Eberhard are ab

stracted in the Regist. Alex. 111., Oct.

1159, 4th April 1160, 20th Jan. 1161,

16th March 1161. Jafi‘é, pp. 680-687.

I Eberhard died on the 20th June

in the year 1164, at the age of seventy

nine years. We know of no active etc 5

taken by him for the promotion of t e

interests of‘Alexander, or in opposition

to those of the Emperor.
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in humble submission while the prolocutor of the council,

Arnold bishop of Lisieux, set forth in the meekest ac

cents the proudest principles of sacerdotal preeminence.

“ Unity and liberty, ’ he said, “ are essential attributes of

the church, without which she is enslaved, and can have no

existence at all: but she is eternal in her strength; though,

therefore, the tyrant of this world (the Emperor) assail

our temporalities or even our persons, he must decline

and fall, neither can he detract an atom from her right

to that which belongs to her; nay, rather she dealeth

with him as an outcast, and eonsigneth him to outer dark

ness, and bindeth him down with the chain of the ana

thema, and loadeth him with the opprobrium of an eternal

maledietion; so that he who would enslave her endeth

by enslaving himself, while she abideth in her irrefragable

liberty and unity.”

When now the tyrant is thrust into outer darkness,

his.subjects released from their oaths of fidelity, The clergy

and all the bonds of civil society cast loose, their emi-'
then begins the work of reconstruction and Hence‘

charity. “ For unto the church is given the wholefal

ness of God, to be by her distributed to the people, each

person according to the share it seemeth good to her to

measure out to him ; for we are set in the midst between

Christ and the people, having in us the privilege ofgraee,

and being endowed with all the prerogatives of supreme

authority: the privilege of grace, because it was first

and in the greater measure infused into us, that it might

be distributed by us to the people ; the prerogative qfau

thority, because we are the firstborn and the nearest of

kin.h \Ve are the superiors, because we are appointed

to be priests and princes over the whole earth; for the

same is said of the apostles as of us, who are raised into

their places. . . . We are thefriends of God, proclaimed

by prophets and evangelists; and in Him dwelleth the

strength of our principality. . . . Now then are we the

heirs of the kingdom, and this our inheritance is the uni

versality ofthefaithful. . . . This is the heritage which

i’ “ Superiores et propinquiores.” meaning offirst or uppermost.

The word “superior” here bears the
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Christ commendeth to our fidelity. . . . We, the sons of

God, the brethren of Christ, begotten with Him by our

mother the church. But as brethren it behoveth us to

stand fast by one another, more especially when the great

ones of this world assail our stronghold: thus, when the

Em eror eat as he may be lifteth his heelThe Em eror P ) gr . .7

avnssu of agamst the church, let us strlve together that

the chm!" he be humbled under the mighty hand 0 ' God ,

that he be constrained to acknowledge the chnrc as his

sovereiyn mistress; that he be brought to a sense of the

load of ingratitude he hath burdened upon himself; that

he learn to read in the records of the past, and therein

find of a truth that his predecessors have at all times held

the crown of empire by no other right or title than singly

and solelyfrom thefree grace o the Roman church.”‘

Considering the extent 0 the “ inheritance” here

Canons of claimed in the face of the world for the Roman

the council church—or, in other words, for the Pope—‘the

°f T‘m's' emperor Frederic may be pardoned for asking

what room there was left for himself or the princes of

this world in this singular economy of grace. The ques

tion was indeed about shortly to force itself upon the

attention of Henry II. of England; but for the resent

the humiliation to which both he and his brother of rance

had submitted must have reduced them to listen with

bated breath to the language of the eloquent prolocutor.

Every article of the papal programme passed into the'

law of the church, as far as we are informed, without

discussion. Ten canons provided remedies for certain

abuses in the monastic profession; denounced simoniacal

practices, and sounded the trumpet of persecution against

the Henrician or Albigensian heretics of the South. The

council aflixed spiritual penalties for the violation or di

version of ecclesiastical property; they cancelled all the

acts of Victor IV., and bound the princes and people of

France and England to the anathema against Frederic,

“ the excommunicated and deposed usurper of the impe

rial crown?”

‘ Hard. Coucil. vi. p. 1590. Bar. an. pontiff, up to a certain period, he is de

1163, § 3-15. scribed as “ Fredericus ‘ dictus’ impe

J In all subsequent documents of this rator.”
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Pope Alexander III. might justly regard the close

of the great council of Tours as the crown of Activity of

the work he had to do in France. During his Alexander

abode in that country he resided principally

in the monastery of Do] and in the cities of Bourges and

Sens, never allowing himself a moment’s relaxation from

that incessant labour and activity by which he multi

plied his presence in every part of Christendom. Alex

ander has left behind him the most complete register

of his administration of any preceding pontiff. Of his

epistles, charters, grants, and other pubic writings re

lating to ecclesiastical affairs, we have a list of 2250

letters and written documents,k touching upon every

branch of administration, among which the political de

partment occupies no small space. From France, as his

fulcrum, he proposed to heave the power of his opponent

from its basis. And with his task, as hitherto advanced,

he had every reason to be satisfied. His emissaries had

traversed the kingdoms of Scandinavia, Denmark, Swe

den,1 and Norway; his missionaries had penetrated the

wilds of Courland, Livonia; and even the Hungarians

and Sclavi of Croatia and Dalmatia had learnt to lisp

his name. He stood well with the court of Constanti~

nople, and is believed to have entertained a lively hope

of accomplishing the extinction of the great Oriental

schism, upon terms of vast advantage to himself and his .

church.

Though preceding pontiffs had instinctively perceived

the benefits to be derived from the support of A1 d

the monastic bodies, Alexander had been the 111,223.;

first to apply them methodically to the use of "ifjflstic

the Holy See. The perpetual feuds that sub- 0 95'

sisted between these bodies and the diocesan bishops had

turned the views of the weaker party to Rome as their

natural protector. While Alexander III. resided in

'‘ See the collection ap. Jafl'é, Regist.

&c. pp. 679-870, all of them extremely

well and clearly abstracted.

' Though no public document of

Alexander III. connected with the

northern nations dates- earlier than the

year 1166, yet it is clear that he had

VOL. V.

some time before that appointed Eskil,

archbishop of Lund in Sweden, his le

gate for the Scandinavian kingdoms.

See his letters to Waldemar, king of

Denmark, under the date of Dec. 1166,

ap. Jafl‘é, nos. 7549, 7550.
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France,m we find that he took upon himself the “tui

tio” or protectorate of fifty monasteries, convents, and

churches. To some he granted original charters of in—

corporation; to others, confirmation of previous endow

ments and privileges. Several of these religious houses

are described to us as the “jus et proprietas”n of the

Holy See, in the same sense as any other part or por

tion of the patrimony of St. Peter.” This “ tuitio” was

understood to exclude the interference of any external

authority but that of the Pope, and greatly to circum

scribe or wholly to annihilate the ordinary jurisdiction of

the bishop. As against their superiors generally, Alex

ander zealously supported the inferior clergy and the

religious houses.p Against the crown and the secular

state, be protected them energetically from the oppressions

of their patrons or advocates and their predatory neigh

bours.q The domestic and personal causes of the reli

gious bodies and of the clergy generally, during his

residence in France, fell, as a matter of course, into his

hands; and the promptuess and equity of his decisions

attached the Gallic clergy to his government in as great

a degree as the vigour of his executive measures and

the strength of his will impressed them with the hope

lessness of resistance to his decrees.r His conception,

however, of the extent of the ecclesiastical judicature

Projects the far exceeded the limits of a purely spiritual

$133112?” supremacy. It embraced the absolute eman
from the sge’: cipation of the whole body of the clergy from

culanme' all secular responsibility; it appropriated all

causes, civil or criminal, to which a clerk might be a

party, to the spiritual courts. He insisted, in strict con

formity with t e Isidorian decretals,’ that no clerk in

m From the 15th of April 1162 to the

10th of Sept. 1165.

n The property of the H01 See.

° The monastery of Veze a is de

nominated the “filia et alodlum” of

the Holy See. Hist. Vezeliaa, ap. D.

Bouq. xii. 333. And in a. letter of

Alex. IH., dated 7th Sept. 1164, we

find that house described as notori

ously belonging to the “jus et disposi

tio B. Petri et nostrse.” Ep. Alex. 111.,

up. D. Bouq. xv. p. 824.

P Ep. Alex. III, Sept. 24th, 1164, up.

D. Bouq. xv. p. 823.

1 Ep. Alex. III., nos. 171, 172, ap. D.

Bouq. xv. p. 886.

I‘ See his imperious letter to Louis

of France, under the date of the 25th

June 1165, forbidding him to intercede

for a clerk whom he had deposed for

some ofl'ence. D. Bouq. no. 175, xv.

p. 837.

' Conf. Book vi. 0. 7, pp. 195 et sqq.

of this work.
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orders should resort to any civil tribunal as plaintiff, or

appear there as defendant; and that no layman should

be entitled to a hearing against his clerical opponent

until he should have given the amplest security for in

demnity, or should have restored the article or thing

abstracted or demanded.t

Symptoms of uneasiness, however, under this aggres

sive policy were not slow to appear. Louis T d f

VII. did not always bear with equanimity the @5133 ‘if

encroachments on the judicial powers of the Alei‘finder

crown contemplated in the papal scheme.“ It '

is even probable that a longer residence of pope Alex

ander in France mi ht have produced brawls of a cha

racter resembling t ose which were just then agitating

the neighbouring kingdom of England. The unlimited

right of intercession and remonstrance conceded to the

papacyx might easily slide into practical interposition.

A right to request, sanctioned by law and supported by

power, must speedily exchange its liberal and voluntary

character for that of dutiful acquiescence. And, in fact,

the tone of pope Alexander’s oflicial interferences seems

never to contemplate resistance or objection. Consist

ently with his conception of the pontifical attributes, he

could assume no lower tone.y The principle of universal

moral superintendence had never yet met with any direct

verbal contradiction; so that the pontiff can hardly be

blamed for regarding it as an established principle, and

resenting every symptom of resistance as evidence of a

rebellious disposition towards the church and her chief.

The world had, in truth, itself only to thank if, through

its own supineness, it should witness the absorption of the

civil in the ecclesiastical state; a consummation which it

' Epp. Alex. 11]. epp. 172, 173. Ma- “ Conf. Alex. III. Epp. nos. 149 and

trimonial causes, or such as sprung from

the relation of husband and wife, had

for a long time past been taken under

the cognisance of the spiritual courts.

Thus we find Alexander III. instruct

ing Henry archbishop of Rheims how

to proceed in a question of dowry be

tween two secular parties. See his let

ter of the 18th July 1164, ap. D. Bouq.

xv. p. 818.

165, ap. D. Bouq. xv. pp. 824, 832.

x As the consequence of the general

right of “moral superintendence” (Bk.

x. c. 6, p. 305).

V See particularly letter of the 10th

Nov. 1163 or 1164, ap. D. Bouq. xv.

p. 810. Cont‘. his precepts to Louis

VH. regarding foreign affairs, in his

letters of the 12th Oct. 1164, and the

16th Feb. 1165; ibid. pp. 825, 827, 828.
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required little discernment to perceive was the ultimate,

almost the avowed, object of papal ambition.

While pope Alexander III. was thus profitably en

Imliw gaged in France, the state of public affairs in

PoltiicypfI Italy was undergoing a gradual change in his

Fm em ' favour. After the fall of Milan, in the year

1162, the Emperor had established magistrates, under

the designation of “ podestas,” in all the disaffected cities

and districts, with very dangerous powers ofpolice and

revenue. These ofiicers were generally chosen from among

the chiefs of his armies or mercenary natives, from whom

little discretion or inte ity in the exercise of their dutiescould be expected. Ugnrder this kind of management, in

creased imposts and forced labour wasted the substance

of the subject, and reminded him at every moment of

the forfeiture of position in the world, which in most

minds is more bitterly regretted than even the loss of

wealth. This vicious system of government was justified

partly by appeal to the decrees of Roncaglia, and partly

on the ground of conquest. The oppressive treatment

of the expatriated people of Milan could hardly fail to

excite compassion even among their late enemies. A

secret sympathy crept gradually into the hearts of those

who still enjoyed the privileges of self-government, and

whispered in their ears that they owed them rather to

the forbearance of a master than to their own ancient

and independent right. Meanwhile, the communities

which had embraced the Ghibelline interest were in no

single case satisfied with the privileges and franchises

granted to them in reward of their loyalty; they broke

out into excesses, which could not be easily or speedily

repressed; and all, without exception, resented the cen

tralising scheme introduced by the decrees of Roncaglia

—a system of government which they regarded as sub

versive of that inherited freedom of action which had

hitherto proved the blessing or the curse—it is difficult

to say which—of the Italian republics.

The sovereign of a distant dependency is often driven

by the necessity of his position to make use of such
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agents for the administration of his government as he

finds at hand. When the Emperor, throu h h

the report of his chancellor, Rainald of o- Dilscf’tzfims

logne, learnt the state of things in Italy, he '

hastened thither, without escort or retinue, to inquire for

himself into the oppressions and abuses complained of.

But the contradictory statements of the accusers and the

accused, the necessity of supporting his own officers in

the performance of their duties, the difficulty of replac

ing delinquents by others upon whom those duties might

be safely devolved, the variety and inconsistency of the

pretensions and claims brought under his notice, and the

bitter resentments of the disappointed parties,—-all these

circumstances tended rather to increase than to mitigate

the heart-burnings which agitated alike the friends and

the foes of the government. The liberation of the host

ages of the Milanese offended their enemies the Pavians;

the new privileges granted to the Pisans excited the

jealous resentment of the Genoese; favours conferred

upon Lodi were displeasing to the citizens of Cremona

and Pavia; even the unpunished destruction of the walls

and houses of Tortona by the latter was laid at the

door of the Emperor, as a proof of his secret satisfaction

at the weakening effect of the domestic factions prevail

ing among his Italian subjects. And when, as a punish

ment for the murder of his viceroy at Bologna, he caused

the walls of the city to be razed, the injustice of visiting

an act of private revenge upon a whole community he

came the subject of general reprobation.z

N0 line of policy familiar to the age of Frederic Red

beard could enable a non-resident and anti

national sovereign to rule in peace a nation sothoroughly unorganised as Italy at this point

of time. The scheme of governing Italy by Italians

had proved a failure; and military coercion seemed to

afford the only chance of maintaining a footing in the

country. In this temper of the public mind, pope

Victor IV. died suddenly at Lucca ;a and the event in

volved the Emperor in a difficulty compared with which

* Raumer, Hohenst. ii. pp. 182, 183. a The 20th or 22d of April 1164.
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all others might be regarded as trivial. As soon as

the intelligence of this occurrence reached him, his first

thought pointed to a reconciliation with Alexander; and

orders were despatched to his chancellor Rainald, at

Lucca, to abstain from any steps towards substitutin a

new pope for the deceased until farther instructions. ut

the party, now hopelessly compromised with pope Alex

ander, had hastened with all speed to consult their own

safety, by a new election; and thus it happened that,

several da 's before the arrival of the message of the

Election of mperor, the cardinal Guido, of Creme, was

Guido raised to the throne by the name of Pascal

(P1;g'fi'fi) III. It seems that every precaution the case

"admitted of was adopted to give the act the

character of a valid canonical proceeding. The election,

we are told on the authority of the Emperor himself,“

took place in the presence of all the bishops of Lom

bard and Tuscany, the prefect of Rome, and many

nobii of that city. But the defects of the procedure

were incurable. Every traditional usage was dispensed

with; the new pope was consecrated by the single bishop

of Liége, on an unusual spot, and in the absence of a

majority of the sacred college, and of the clergy and

people of Rome. These blots in the election of Pascal

could not be overlooked by any conscientious church

man of the a e, and many a priest and layman who

had sincerely elieved in the legitimacy of Victor IV.

turned away from his presumptuous successor as a usurper

and a schismatic.

The acknowledgment of pope Pascal was the most

Revolt of serious error in the career of this great prince.

theLombard It imposed upon him a simultaneous struggle

mes‘ against the religious prejudices and the oli

tical aspirations of his Italian subjects; a struggle mm

which neither courage nor talent could extricate him.

In Lombardy the well-earned disaffection of the Guelfic

cities, and the secret aversion of all from the German

yoke, became from day to day more apparent. At

Milan the imperial podesta, Roland de Rubeis, was mur

'' See the letter of Frederic 1., ap. Baron. an. 1166, § 3, p. 254.
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dered in open day. In Bologna the governor, Bozzo,

was assassinated in his palace, and his body thrown

from a window into the street. Count Pagano, the

podesta of Padua, was. driven out of the city by the

people. In like manner Arnold de Barbavera, the ma

gistrate of Piacenza, was compelled to make his escape

in all haste out of the city. About the same time the

republic of Venice and the municipalities of Verona,

Padua, Vicenza, and Treviso, declared for pope Alex

ander III., and entered into a defensive league for the

maintenance of their liberties against the yoke under

which the cities of Lombardy were groaning. In such

a disposition of the public feeling, the Emperor was con

scious that his Italian soldiery was not to be relied upon.

He therefore withdrew from a contest in the field with

the insurgent cities, and contented himself with the erec

tion of new forts, strengthening the fortifications of the

towns in which he could place reliable garrisons, and

taking all proper measures for maintaining his footing

in the country, and protecting the advance oftroops from

Germany.c

Satisfied with these preliminary measures, the Em

peror, in the autumn ofthe year 1164, hastened Dietof

is return to German , to prepare for a vigor- Wfirzburg

ous prosecution of t e war in Italy. Here he found

that the hasty and irregular exaltation of Pascal III.

had introduced doubt and hesitation among the clergy,

and shaken the attachment of some among the more

powerful laity of the empire. The emissaries of Alex

ander had busily employed their time in strengthening

these impressions; and the Emperor himself hesitated

as to the steps requisite to disperse the comin storm.

With the view rather to feel the ulse of the natlon than

to suggest or dictate any specia measures against the

insinuations and intrigues of the Guelfic agents, he as

sembled a great diet of the em ire at Wiirzburg, on the

feast of Pentecost 1165. At t is meeting he found that

the inclinations ofthe majority ofthe princes and prelates

present pointed to a reconciliation with pope Alexander,

c Vit. Alex. III. a Card. Aragon., ap. Murat. iii. p. 456.
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yet without any inclination to compromise the princi les

upon which they had hitherto upheld the imperial ig

nity and prerogative. Too many eminent men, however,

and among them especiall the archbishop-chancellor

Rainald, were interested in the maintenance of the

schism, to permit the discussion to be brought to any

definite issue; and at this very time an unexpected

auxiliary appeared in the person of the English bishop

Bartholomew of Exeter, and the presbyter John of Ox

Embassy of ford, as envoys of king Henry II., to engage

the aid and sympathy of the Em eror in his
Alegxanlier resentments a ainst Alexander I I., for the

III- countenance a orded to the treasonable prac

tices of archbishop Becket of Canterbury.d The chan

cellor Rainald eagerly availed himself of this unexpected

sup ort, and fortified it by the roposal of a marriage

of t e son of the Emperor ‘and of)his relative Henr the

Lion, duke of Bavaria, with the two daughters of enry

of England.

The spirits of the Emperor and his minister were

The diet raised by the prospect ofso important an acces

pledged to sion of strength to their party. The diet, how

PascalIII

of Rainald’s adhesion to the pope of his own nomination

had invaded their minds. But the archbishop succeeded

in dissipating the alarm. The English envoys were in

troduced to the assembly, and unhesitatingly engaged,

on behalf of their master, that he would stand firmly by

the Emperor in support ofpope Pascal, and for the future

withhold all recognition or aid from the schismatic in—

truder Roland. All hesitation on the part of the princes

and barons present vanished, and the engagement to

support the true pope, Pascal, was adopted. When,

' ever, still wavered; suspicions of the sincerity '

‘' Though the commissioners were the real object of'the mission. “He

only empowered to request a safe

conduct from the Emperor to pope

Alexander in Ital , with a view to lay

the rievances 0 their sovereign be

fore im and to demand redress, yet

the strange route chosen, when a much

easier and shorter was within their

power, and the vehemence oftheir com

plaints to the Emperor, clearly indicate

had,” said the kin , or his envoys for

him, “long since esired an occasion

to tear himself loose from a pope who

had on all occasions supported the

traitor Becket against his crown and

the ancient customs of the realm of

England.” D. Bouq. xvi. p. 255. Pagi,

ad Bar. an. 1166, § 8, p. 257.
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however, the oath was proposed to the prelates, strong

symptoms of dissent appeared: “ such a roceeding must
perpetuate the schism :” “ all prospect ofPaccommodation

would be cut off :” “ the case required more mature con

sideration.” But when the principle involved in the con

flict between the crown and the Rolandists was brought

before them, more especially as regarded the election of

a pope and the liberties of the church, their scruples

appear to have given way, and the desired unanimity

was obtained. All the bishops present took the required

oath to pope Pascal; some without reserve, others with

qualifications which were not regarded as of material

weight. But it was observed that, of the archprelates

of the empire, those of Salzburg, Aquileia, and Treves

not only declined to be present, but refused to permit

their suffi'agans to obey the imperial summons. Several

princes of the empire neglected to attend the diet; and

upon the whole a somewhat alarming spirit of recusancy

troubled the harmony of the assembly.e

The influence of Frederic at the diet of Wiirzburg

indeed enabled him to carry through an or- Papaland

dinance compelling the clergy of all deno- Guelficin

minations to take the oath to pope Pascal;

but the indefinite adjournment of t e restora- Italy and

tion of union in the church shocked the con- Ome‘

sciences of many persons, and disappointed the hopes

of all who had looked forward to the death of either

Alexander or Victor as the signal for the extinction of

the schism. The fretful spirit so evident at the diet

might have revealed to the Emperor how seriously the

loss of any portion of the popularity he had hitherto

deserved and enjoyed might affect his position. But

having set his shoulder to the wheel, he was not the

man to draw back. He neither gave nor asked for

quarter from his adversary. And it may be doubted

‘ There is some ground to surmise his letter to Becket, as quoted by Ba

that the narrative from which this ac ron. an. 1166,§ l2, . 258. But this nar

count of the diet of 1165 is abstracted

was the production of a spy of Alex

under 111., if not of John of Salisbury,

the friend ofBecket, who certainly was

in Germany at this point of time See

rative, taken toget er with the encycli

cal letters of the Emperor himself and

the Chron. Reichersperg. (Baron. ibid.),

furnishes a tolerably credible account

of the transactions in question.
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whether the battle of principle can be fought on any

other terms. Either the principle must be maintained

in its integrity, or one of the parties must lose its place

in the world of thought and action. While in France,

the busy brain of Alexander III. was engaged in work

ing out the roblem ofpontifical supremacy on the largest

scale. In taly, meanwhile, events were in progress

which promised material assistance in that direction.

The Lombard cities were either in open insurrection, or

nourishing in their hearts a secret aversion from their

German masters. At Home, the resident papal vicar had

observed and profited by the undisguised resentment

of the citizens at the hurried and irregular election of

Pascal by a foreign power, in a foreign city, and with

the omission of all those ceremonies which gave them an

interest in the proceeding. Funds from France arrived

about the same time, and were distributed with no nig

gardly hand in the proper quarters.r A majority among

the magistracy and populace were prevailed upon to

swear fidelity to Alexander, and consent to a modifica

tion of their senate and government according to his

wish. The party thus reconstituted obtained possession

of the Transtiberine and Sabine regions of the city; and

a humble petition was transmitted to the Pope, entreating

him “ to return to the throne and peo le by God himself

committed to his charge; so that she who, under the

heathen emperors, had been more glorious than all other

cities of the earth, might now, under Christ and his vicar,

be exalted to the like rank and dominion.”g

But no decisive advantage was gained by the Pope

Return of and his friends as long as the Emperor’s vice

Alexander my in Southern Italy, archbishop Christian of

m'mRmne‘ Maintz, was enabled to maintain his round

in Campania and the country about Rome. In t e au

tumn of 1164, however, the German troops were with

drawn, and no obstacle to the return of pope Alexander

appeared, except such as he might encounter'from the

r “Pecunia non modica mediante.” Chron. Foam Nouaz, ap. Murat. vii. p.

Card. de Arag. Vit. Alex. 111., ubi sup. 872.

I Vit. Alex. 111., ubi sup. p. 456.
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maritime cruisers of the Pisans and Genoese. From the

latter, however, he had not much to fear; the Pisans

kept a better look-out, and the Pope was detained at

Montpelier and the Isles Maguelonnes for an inconve

nient period by the severity of the blockade.h Ultimately

the pontiff succeeded in evading his enemies on the high

seas, and ran in safety into the Tiber on the 24th No

vember 1165. He was received by the citizens with

great apparent cordiality ;i but it is difficult to collect

from the writers of the age what share in the reconsti

tuted government was yielded to the restored pontiff.

Whatever may have been the participation conceded, it

is clear that it was based rather upon the strength of his

party connexions than upon any constitutional compact ;

and that it was of so incidental and uncertain a character

as to leave the citizens at liberty to manage their affairs

pretty much at their own discretion. The Pope could not

but be aware that the imperial interest still survived in

Rome, and that numbers, both among magistrates and

people, were ready to hold out the hand to any party in

a condition to administer the usual stimulants. In such

a state of things, the pontiff could rely on no permanent

support from his Roman flock. His attention was there

fore turned to the encouragement of the spirit of resist

ance to the imperial government, which had been gradu

ally gaining ground in the cities of Lombardy and entral

Italy; the improvement of his relations with the Sicilian

court, and of the incidental advantages which the bloated

ambition of the Greek emperor, Manuel Comnenus, at

this critical moment, threw in his way.

The settlement of affairs in Germany after the diet at

Wiirzburg detained the emperor Frederic till Frederic I.

the month of November 1166. In that month in Italy

his preparations were complete, and he descended into

Italy t rough the pass of the Val Camonica, surrounded

'1 On one attempt to run out, the ves- passengers to continue their voyage

sel conveying the cardinals was over- without further interruption.

hauled by the Pisan cruisers; but not ; Romuald_ salemqap Murat‘ vii‘ P_

finding the Pope on board they re- - -
leased their prisoners, and siifi'ered the 215' Vlt' Alex’ III" “bl sup'
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by an army not less complete in point of numbers, equip

ment, and discipline, than any that had hitherto followed

his banner. His appearance in the plains of Lodi had

the effect of a spell; the spirit of rebellion was hushed ; _

feudatories, vavasors, and magistrates hastened to prof

fer their humble homage at the foot of the throne. The

Emperor received and saluted them with a countenance

from which every trace of resentment, every recollection

of their recent disorders and treasons was banished; the

fullest redress of all grievances was promised; nothing

was allowed to transpire that might interrupt the har

mony of the meeting; and Frederic commenced his march

towards Rome in the persuasion that, for the present at

least, he was secure against any fresh outburst of dis

loyalty that might interrupt his communications or en

danger his retreat.j

But in this expectation he was doomed to sad disap

He marches pointment. In reliance upon his own benig

t° Rmne- nant intentions, and in the belief that the Ita

lians were fully impressed with the sincerity of his pro

mises, he had concentrated all his forces for the one great

effort which was to terminate in the overthrow of his

mighty enemy, and the reduction of the whole peninsula

under his pacific sceptre. The weight of his great name,

the proved fidelity of the cities of Pavia, Crema, and

Lodi, the loyalty of the flourishing republics of Pisa and

Genoa, as well as of the territorial aristocracy of Lom

bardy and Piedmont, seemed to afford a suflicient secu

rity against any dangerous rising in his rear. Yet scarcely

had he turned his face to the south when the emissaries

of Alexander, furnished with large sums of money by

the emperor Manuel Comnenus, were busy fomenting the

smouldering discontents of the Lombards, ripping up old

grievances, exaggerating the burdens which weighed

upon them, and urging the resumption of those customs

abated.“ The indefinite adjournment of the pro
bards' mised investigation and redress till the close of

J Vit. Alex. IIL, ubi sup. Otto M0- '‘ See the enumeration of these grie

rena, ap. Murat. vi. p. 1131. Conf. vances, ap. Otto Morena, ubi supra,

Raumer, ii. p. 198. p. 1127.

and abuses which the statutes of Roncaglia had'
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the campaign in the south, was made to appear as a mere

subterfuge to evade the performance; and t e disappoint

ment of exaggerated expectations took the aspect of a

fresh injury. All confidence in the integrity of the Em

peror was thus easily talked out of them by the papal

orators ; and before he had advanced beyond Bologna

the intelligence of a rising of the Lombard cities reached

him, with correct information of the general design of

the hostile league in the process of formation.

That design contemplated not only the abolition of

the imperial magistracies in the cities, and of Intent ofthe

all the administrative abuses introduced by the ‘nsurgents'

officers of the government, but also an absolute repeal of

the obnoxious statutes of Roncaglia, and the fullest re

storation of all the privileges, as well as of all the disor

ders, incident to the self-government they had previously

enjoyed. The first step of the insurgents was to rebuild

and fortify Milan, and restore the expatriated inhabitants

to their city and country. The loyal citizens of Lodi

were compelled by force of arms to join the new con

federacy, and the castle of Trezzi, the arsenal and trea

sury of the kingdom, was surrendered to them. The

Emperor, however, believed that the root of the mischief

lay, not in Lombardy, but in Rome ; and that when once

in possession of the capital—perhaps of the person of the

Pope—the Sicilian overthrown or humbled, and the in

triguing Greek driven out of Italy, he would have ample

leisure to reduce the turbulent Lombard cities to obedi

ence; and under this impression he determined to con

tinue his march. But the insurrection in his rear im

peded the collection of the requisite provisions and stores

for the support of the troops, and the many necessary

precautions against a dangerous interruption of his com

munications with Germany and his friends in the north

of Italy. The healthy spring months of the year 1167

were consumed by these duties; and it was not till the

29th ofJune that Frederic was in a condition to lay siege

to the city of Ancona, where the citizens, supported by the

Greek garrison, were prepared for a vigorous defence.l

' Otto Morena, Hist. 8w. ubi sup. pp. 1131 et sqq.
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Three more weeks of imfialuable timehwere lost in the

. sie e. Sensible 0 the a roac of the burnin
Oof2-f'bthhl: mdiiths of July and Anglia, the Emperor adg:

Chmt‘an‘ mitted the city to a favourable capitulation. A

large ransom was paid, and hostages for the future obe

dience of the citizens were laced in his hands, and the

Emperor was at length at 'berty to avail himself of the

favourable reaction which had in the mean time taken

place at Rome. Previously to the siege of Ancona arch

bishop Christian of Maintz had been detached towards

the city with a considerable body of troops, to reduce

Tuscany and the patrimony of St. Peter. In this ope

ration the archbishop was abundantly successful. The

Tuscan cities and nobili, as well as those of the Cam

pagna, with little hesitation took the oath of fidelity to

the empire and to pope Pascal. The cities of Tusculum

and Albano, whose cry for help against the tyranny

of the citizens of Rome had reached the ear and the

heart of the Emperor, were effectually relieved. Con

fident in their superior numbers, and animated by that

over-estimate of their own skill and prowess common to

all mob-government, the Romans had ventured to meet

the archbishop in the field. The first onset of the Ger

man chivalry threw them into irretrievable confusion; the

defeat was decisive, the loss of life incalculable ; scarcely

a third of the army found a refuge from death or captivity

within the walls of the city: “ All that night,” says our

informant, “ nothing was heard in the streets but the cry

of lamentation and woe. The calamity was unexampled

--the numbers of the slain unascertainable—the ransom

of the captives of incalculable amount : since the days of

Cannaa the Romans had never sustained so overwhelming

a disaster.” The presence of mind of Alexander, how

ever, did not desert him at this critical moment. On

the first news of the defeat he collected all the force he

could muster to protect the flight of the citizens, and

to bar out the handful of pursuers, who might other

wise have entered the city pell-mell with the fugitives.

After this first successful effort, he repaired the walls

where defective, and called in succours from the towns
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in the neighbourhood which had not yet deserted his

banner.m

Meanwhile archbishop Christian, reinforced by the

Tusculan, Albanian, and Campanian militia,

had closely invested the city, destroyed the

harvests, taken and razed the castles of the Romans

outside the walls, and removed every obstacle to a

regular siege. Accordingly, after the Capitulation of

Ancona, the Emperor hastened by forced marches to

wards the city, and on the 16th of July encamped on

the Monte Malo, within a stone’s throw of the Leonine

suburb. Archbishop Christian, with a land force and

a fleet of Pisan galleys, was sent to intercept or drive

back the auxiliaries which William of Sicily had hastily

despatched to the relief of the Pope. Civita Vecchia

meanwhile was reduced by Rainald of Cologne, and

the whole course of the Tiber to the gates of Rome fell

into the possession of the imperialists. Pope Alexan

der was thus cut off from all hope of relief from with

out; but he still found means to defend the Defended

Leonine city for a fperiod of eight days; the by pope

storming parties 0 the besiegers were re- Alexander‘

pulsed with loss by the

other expedients failing, firebrands were hurled into the

intrenched enclosures of St. Maria Trastavere and St.

Peter’s: the former was soon in a blaze; the flames

extended to the orch of the latter church, and the gar

rison, almost suffocated by the heat and smoke, were

com elled to surrender at discretion.“ This Dangerous

mis ortune, however, left the Pope still in pos- delays

session of the regions of the city on the left bank of the

Tiber; a considerable subsidy in money, transmitted by

William of Sicily, escaped the vigilance of the besiegers;

and the‘ zeal of the faithful nobili and soldiery was sti

Siege of

Rome.

papal mercenaries; and, all _

“1 Vit. Alez. III., ubi sup. p. 458.

Romuald. Salern. ap. Murat. vii. p. 207.

Chron. Fossce Nov. ibid. p. 873. Otto

S. Bias, Murat. vi. p. 878. Sicardi,

Chron. an. 1166, Murat. vii. pp. 599,

600. The battle was fought on the 30th

of May 1167. The estimates of the

killed vary from 3000 to 15,000! be

sides many thousand captives.

" The biographer of Alexander III.

imputes the surrender to the pious

anxiet of the defenders to save the

great asilica of St. Peter’s from de

struction. See also Otto Morena, Hist,

ap. Murat. vii. p. 1151.
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mulated by a liberal distribution of the new fund. The

spirits of the citizens were somewhat revived, and their

rising murmurs hushed for the moment. The siege was

protracted; and more precious time was lost. But pope

Pascal was inaugurated and solemnly enthroned in the

church of St. Peter; and a further delay was occasioned

by a delusive negotiation into which the Emperor suffered

himself to be drawn. The principal condition proposed

by Frederic was the self-deposition of both popes, and

the free election of a successor by the whole body of the

church without interference or participation on his part;

the acceptance of this condition was to be followed by

the dismissal, without ransom, of all the prisoners taken

by the imperialists both before and since the commence

ment of the siege, as well as the restoration of whatever

property or plunder belonging to the citizens might be

recoverable.

These proposals were no sooner bruited in the city

Capitulation than the populace clamorously called for their

°fR°me- immediate acceptance. But to a man of the

nerve and determinate convictions ofAlexander III. any

sacrifice, even to that of liberty or of life, was referable

to the abandonment of the principles on which fie had ir

revocably established himself and his church. His short

reply to the terms proposed was, that “ it was incompe

tent to church, or emperor, or any earthly power, to

dictate to, or to sit in judgment upon, the pontiff of the

Holy See.” It was probably not diflicult for the Pope

to foresee the consequences of the rejection of the terms

proposed. The terrified and dejected citizens entered at

once into negotiations with the Emperor for the surrender

of the city on the condition of taking the oath of allegi

ance to him and pope Pascal, and engaging to maintain

the latter in undisturbed possession of the papacy. Upon

these terms a treaty was speedily concluded; and Alex

ander was driven for refuge to the fortified mansions of

the Frangipani and the sons of Peter Leonis, where for

the moment he was safe against capture. But upon

Evasion of this asylum it was obvious he could not rely

the P0Pe- for more than a very limited time. He there
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fore assumed the disguise of a German pilgrim, and in

company of a few companions he evaded all pursuit

till safe within the walls of Beneventum, where he was

soon afterwards joined by the cardinals and clergy of

his court.°

The evasion of the Pope was barely compensated

to the emperor Frederic by the admission of Projectsof

his armies to the military possession of the Frederic 1

capital. The citizens, however, took the customary oath

of fidelity, and Pascal was formally established in the

palace of the Later-an. The altars polluted by the pre

sence of the “antipope” Alexander were solemnly puri

fied or rebuilt; all his ordinations were officially can

celled; and on the 1st of August the emperor Frederic

and his consort were anointed and crowned by the Ghi

belline pontifi".p But the castles and fortified palaces of

the Frangipani and the sons of Peter Leonis within the

walls, with others garrisoned by the disaffected nobili, still

held out for Alexander, and threatened a long and san

guinary resistance.q Yet these obstacles -did not appear

to be of material consequence to the numerous and elated

host. Undaunted by the defection of the Lombard cities

in his rear, Frederic regarded the reduction of Southern

Italy, even to the Straits of Messina, as a question of

time only; when a foe more deadly than‘the arm of

flesh suddenly arrested his dream of conquest, and sent

him back a destitute and bereaved fugitive to his native

land.

The campaign had been imprudently protracted until

the summer heats, always prejudicial to the Pestilencein

northern constitution, had set-in in all their the imperial

intensity. Hitherto the troops had borne up army‘

well against the glowing drought of June and July.

But on Wednesday the 11th of August the sky became

suddenly overcast, and a deluge of rain moistened to sa

turation the thirsty soil; awakening into poisonous activ

ity the deadly miasms which annually visit Rome and the

° Otto Morena, ap. Murat. vi. p. P Chron. Foss. Nov. Murat. vii. p.

1151. See also the often-quoted Life 873 ; Otto Morena, ibid. vi. 1151, 1152;

of Alexander III. and Romuald of Sa- Raumer, ii . 209. '

lemo. q Otto arena, ubi sup. p. 1153.

VOL. v. L
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Campagna. The flood was speedil followed by a clear

atmosphere and a burning sun. T e steaming soil gave

forth those estilential exhalations which so seriously

affect even tlie acclimated inhabitants of the spongy and

unwholesome soil. The fevers thus engendered, even

under ordinary circumstances are accompanied by great

prostration and depression of the animal spirits. But to

a numerous army encamped upon the exsiccated swamps

of the Campagna di Roma, and now converted into a

poisonous morass by the first visitation of the autumnal

rains, the worst effects were to be apprehended. In this

instance the disease assumed its most deadly type. Within

a few da s cavalry and infantry, squires and pages, princes

and nob es, prelates and clergy, were indiscriminately laid

Destruction low; and in such numbers that the twenty-four

“the “my- hours of the day scarcely sufiiced to bury the

dead. The estilence spared neither rank nor condition;the dukes Vtlielf the younger of Bavaria and Frederic of

Swabia, the archbishop Rainald of Cologne, the bishops

of Prague, Ratisbon, Augsburg, Speyer, Verdun, and

Liege, the earls Berengar of Sulzbach and Henry of

Tiibingen, with numerous other men of rank, and nearly

two-thirds of the army, were carried to the grave within

a few days. The morbid dejection which affected all alike,

and alike contributed to the fatal termination of the dis

ease, pictured the calamity to its patients and victims as

a visitation of divine wrath; an impression that could not

fail to be improved by the audible whispers of the papal

emissaries. Before their distracted vision lay the still

smoking ruins ofthe sacred edifice they had with ruthless

hands so recently destroyed; around them the sacred walls

of St. Peter’s still scorched by the flames, from which the

great Basilica itself had escaped only by an indisputable

miracle; the wonder-working images of Christ and St.

Peter reduced to shapeless masses by the heat of the con

fiagration; every object around and about them bearing

testimony to the sacrilegious act, and pointing to them

as the criminals branded for divine vengeance.r

1‘ Otto Morena, ap. Murat. ubi sup. p. 1153.
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The loss of a powerful and unconquered army was to

the Ghibelline cause a minor calamity com- Morales.“

pared with the impression thus produced and 53:)‘:diligently improved by the papal party. Here imperial

was, they said, a manifest judgment of God in “my

the great controversy between the Emperor and their

pontiff. The most fervent of Frederic’s friends did not

venture to deny that the calamity was a divine visita

tion for the sins of the army and people; while even the

destruction of the host of Sennacherib before the walls of

Jerusalem could hardly have conveyed to the heart of

Hezekiah a more encouraging proof of the divine appro

bation and protection, than that which was impressed

on the pontifical party by the sudden overthrow of the

invaders upon the very scene of their crime. On the

other hand, the loss of his nearest and dearest relatives,

of his gallant companions in arms, of his faithful minis

ters, added to the defection of the cities of Lombardy in

his rear, would have sufliced to break any spirit offeebler

texture than that of Frederic Redbeard. But in his

case the power of personal ascendency was greater than

the worst influences of adversity.‘ The mourning, the

unextinguishable grief, even the religious doubts of his

native subjects and allies, produced no movement of

impatience, no symptoms of disaffection. The cities of

Pavia and Lodi, the republic of Pisa, the markgrave of

Monferrat, adhered to his fallen, as they had done to his

rising, fortunes, and, while a prospect remained of main

taining his footing in Italy, entertained no misgiving of

the ultimate issue of his enterprise.

But a hasty retreat, to save, if possible, a remnant of

his once invincible host, had become a matter Retreat“

of imperative necessity. Quitting the graves of Frederic 1

his faithful fellow-soldiers, and leaving the languishing

victims of disease to the grudging care of the Romans,

he hastened his march through Tuscany. The retreat

was scarcely less marked by death than his camp before

Rome. Hundreds fell and expired by the wayside; and

of those whose constitutional strength enabled them to

' One of the most remarkable features this in the history of Napoleon I.
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struggle through the ordeal, many took the tonsure, and

devoted themselves to cloistral penances, or lost the hue

of life, and walked forth the pallid spectres of their former

selves.‘ Arms, baggage, munitions of war, prisoners,

hostages, all were abandoned. The Emperor succeeded in

making good his retreat to Lucca; shorn of all support

but his own unsubdued courage, and the few remaining

followers whom death and fatigue had spared to him.

Here he found himself blocked out from all egress by

the assembled forces of the Lombard Confederacy. The

venal friendship, however, of Obispo Malespina, marquis

of Ivraea, enabled him to slip round the well—guarded

pass of Pontremoli, and to thread his way through the

wild ravines of the Apennines above Carara; and at

length to reach Pavia, where he was hospitably and

loyally entertained by the faithful citizens.“

The power of life in the mental, as in the bodily

Escapeofthe constitution of human beings, is given, not

Emneror, acquired. If not bestowed at birth, it is un

as’fjiefi‘iomri’i” attainable by any system of training. In the

tfiigztgie character of theemperor Frederic I. we have

' an instance of the mental vitality of the rarest

occurrence in history. Strength and clearness of pur

pose, presence of mind under danger and difliculty, fer

tility of resource, and, above all, a power of endurance

proof against the sharpest blows of adversity, are seldom

met with in so intimate a combination. His very first

measure, after he had reached a place of safety, tended

somewhat to abate the inordinate triumph of his enemies

at the result of the late expedition. On the 21st Septem

ber—therefore but a few days after his arrival at Pavia

—~he declared all the rebel cities, with the exception of

those which had been forced into the league, under

the ban of the empire; and threw up his mailed gaunt

let in the air in token of outlawry and defiance.v

“ That,” says one of his bitterest detractors, “which
' Otto Morena estimates the numbers or bylway of penance. See his Hist.

of those who died during the retreat ubi sup.

at 2000. By those who “tonso capite “ Otto Morena, ubi sup; Vit. Alex.

~vix evaderunt,” we understand those III. ubi sup. 1). 460.

who took refuge in monasteries, and as- ' Raumer, ii. p. 211.

sumed the tonsure as a mode of escape
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most surprised the world was, that neither the remem

brance of the many vices in which he had from his

earliest youth habitually indulged,w nor even the recent

chastisement he had sustained under the hand of God

and St. Peter, had softened his obdurate heart, or con

verted him to a more contrite frame of mind.” It may,

however, have occurred to the memory of the sinner

himself, that similar accidents had aforetime happened to

German emperors and armies while engaged, under the

same adverse influences, in the acknowledged service of

God and St. Peter; so that no very certain inference

could he arrived at of the intent of Providence, or the

apostolic patron of the Holy See, in the late visitation."

But the bold attitude assumed by the Emperor in his

adversity had, in the outset, the effect of draw- L b rd

ing closer the bonds which united the Lombard .MZ’S", imud

confederates. Hitherto the insurgent cities had ing;3331K‘

. I - a.

professed a nomlnal alleglance to the chief of

the empire. They now boldly proclaimed him a public‘ .

enemy; and, echoing the voice from Rome, formally re

nounced obedience to the excommunicated heretic and

rebel against God and St. Peter. Finding that the

forces of the Ghibelline cities and feudatories of Lom

bardy were insufficient to stem the flowing tide of re

bellion, he withdrew into Germany, to set on foot the

measures requisite to support his faithful cities and

allies in Italy, and to inflict signal punishment upon the

confederated insurgents. The latter had, meanwhile,

strengthened their position against Pavia on the one

hand, and the markgrave of Monferrat on the other, by

the erection on the river Tenaro of a new city, “ in hon

our of God and St. Peter,” called,“ Alexandria,” after

the pontiff of their choice. In the second year after its

erection the new city and fortress numbered 15,000 in

habitants, collected from the adjacent towns and villages.

To complete their charter of incorporation, the consuls

threw themselves at the feet of the Pope at Beneventum,

" His enemies found it convenient to dicated of any heretic or schismatic.

abstain from any specific charges, and 1‘ Conf. Book ix. 0. i. p. 30; ibid.

to restrict themselves to those general 0. ii. p 55.

imputations which might be safely pre
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and spontaneously surrendered their city to the right

and ward of the blessed Peter and the Pope by an an

nual tribute to the Holy See.y

The retreat of the Emperor from Rome opened no

immediate prospect of restoration to pope Alex

ander. The senate and people adhered tena

ciously to the Ghibelline party. A resident

oflicer of the Emperor’s, with the title of chancellor, still

maintained the communication with the imperial court;

but all this without any abatement of the ferocious feuds

with the neighbouring cities of Tusculum and Albano.

In the month of April 1168 they succeeded in capturing

and razing the latter city to the ground ; and, with the

aid of the Ghibelline counts of Ceccano, they defeated a

body of pontifical troops in an attempt to invade Cam

Death of ania. In the same month died pope Pascal

Pascal 111-’ II.; the imperialists hastened to raise John

The

Romans.

and elevation

ofCalixtus abbot of Struma to the ontifical throne, by

m- the name of Calixtus III). After some hesi

tation, the new party-pontiff was acknowledged by the

Emperor. All parties had become by this time sensible

of the wide gulf which severed them from each other,

and the prospect of reconciliation which the death of

Pascal seemed to open passed away unimproved by

an .1
yThe emperor Alexius Comnenus, however, neglected

b no opportunity of fishing in troubled waters.

53.11%; He now proposed to pope Alexander to transfer

P91"or 9f0011- the imperial crown of the \Vest from Frederic

stantmople' of Germany to his own head. He supported

the proposal by an unlimited profession of spiritual sub

mission to the Holy See, and devotion to her interests;

but more emphatically, by the proffer of a large sum of

money, and any amount of military aid the Pope might

require to secure the ob'ects of the negotiation, and the

return of the seditious omans under his government.

7 “ In jure S. Petri et S. Rom. eccle- Murat. vii. p. 601; Chron. Foasce Nov.

size.” Vit. Alex. III. ubi sup. p. 460. ibid. p. 873; Vit. Alex, III. ubi sup.

1 See Sicardi, Chron. an. 1168, ap.
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In his reply to these specious offers, Alexander accepted

the professions of devotion as a dutiful homage to the

Holy See; but the transfer of the imperial crown, he

said, was a matter of such supreme importance and diffi

culty, that it could not be determined by private ne

gotiation, nor be dealt with upon consideration of mere

worldly advanta c. He therefore politely dismissed the

envoys of the mperor with their money-bags in their

hands; not forgetting, however, to send with them two

high officers of his court, to compliment the Byzantine

autocrat, and at the same time to ascertain whether any

and what prospect existed of a revival of the Latin influ

ence in the Eastern churches.3

The election of Calixtus III. had created unutterable

disgust at the court of Beneventum.b Whether Frederic

it was before or after the adoption of the choice proposes ne

of the Ghibelline party by the Emperor, is not gt‘l’ltéalfiiggem

clear; at all events, this point oftime was chosen '

by the latter to sound pope Alexander as to any proposal

of peace he might be inchned to entertain. The bishop of

Bamberg—a prelate who had hitherto pledged himself to

neither party——was sent privately to ascertain the views of

the Pope on this momentous question, and, if he thou ht

proper, to declare his master’s readiness to acknowle ge

the Pope as legitimate successor of St. Peter in limine,

but to leave every other question, political or religious,

open to public treaty. The Pope, however, declined to

receive any secret communication in fraud of his Lom

bard allies, and declared his resolution in no case to

involve himself in negotiation, without the previous set

tlement of some definite basis upon which the future

relations of the papacy with the empire were to rest.

When pressed upon this point, the bishop was constrained

1' Vii. Alex. III. ubi sup.

5 The author of the life of Alex. IH.

indulges in the most indecent exultation

at the death ofPascal III—as he repre

sents it—of a lingering and loathsome

disease. His successor Calixtus is a.

lascivious, gluttonous, truculent caitiff,

a horned beast raised to a throne of

Satanic abomination, and worshiped

with diabolical rites by a gang of per

jured and headstrong idiots; he is a vile

apostate, spurned by every honest man;

the captain of a rascal-rabble of apos

tates, whoremongers, bufl'oons, renc

gade monks, condemned felons, thieves.

and robbers ; who supplied his indigence

by plundering the oor, the i1 im,

and the Wayfarer. I/it. Alex. I . ubi

sup. p. 461.
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to admit that he had no instructions to enter upon any

matters touching either the future position of the Lom

bard cities, or to discuss any question of principle in con

troversy between his sovereign and the pontiff. Alexan

der, in his wrath, stigmatised the Emperor’s message as at

Al _ d mean and worthless trick, intended to deceive
938.11 er - - c n .

mama-nag or mystify him in the execution of 1118 duty.

sutngfils‘sfi‘gn “ Inform your master,” said he, “ that as to

' the legitimate title of him whom all Christian

kings and princes, together with the whole church of

God, acknowledge and obey as their lord and master,

there can be no question; if, therefore, he desires to be

numbered among the sheep committed by God to the

blessed Peter, let him bow the neck beneath the yoke of

the prince of the Apostles, and return to the unity of

the Catholic flock; if such be his intent, surely we shall

honour him as the first among all the princes of the

earth, and maintain him in the enjoyment of his entire

prerogative; he, on his part, faithfully engaging to

cherish the holy church which raised him to the pin

nacle of imperial dignity, and preserve to her all her

rights and liberties.” °

The world-wide divergency of views and intentions -

Divergency apparent in this and every other communica

°frthf imé tion with the papal court,d afforded no practic

Plioiftifiaclil able basis of negotiation. The pontiff could

“mm”- not permit a doubt to rest upon his title, nor

admit that the imperial recognition could be other than

absolute and unconditional. The Emperor, on the other

band, could acknowledge no derivative title to his crown

like that insisted upon by the Pope, without “bowing

the neck” to a yoke, the weight of which must prove too

heavy to bear; nor could he permit the papal thesis to

pass even sub silentio, without endangering every prin

ciple of imperial independence he had hitherto contended

for.e _ The power to define its own privileges was, in

fact, a fundamental principle of papal prerogative. To

'~‘ Vit. Alex. III. ubi sup. p. 462. cessor Lothar must have been fresh in

'1 See 0. i. p. 23, and 0. iii. 1). 79 at his memory. See 0. i. p. 12 of this

sqq. of this Book. Book.

' The embarrassments of his prede
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‘submit to no law but that of its own making was an

essential element of the pontifical scheme. That which

was from Heaven would be neither regulated nor limited

by human compact. The experience of the past might

have convinced the emperor Frederic I. that the onl

mode of dealing with such a power was to be found in

that sort of evasion and subterfuge by which the subject

kings of Europe had managed to maintain a practical

independence. The parties had by this time fully ascer

tained each other’s intent, and arrived at the conviction

that no good end could be answered by conference or

negotiation.

At this point of time, the pontifical interests in Rome

‘ and Southern Italy were unpromising. The The Pope

Romans carried on their warfare against the tikésthecity

. . . . . o uscnlnm

Tusculans with increased malignlty. A 011‘- under his

cumstance, however, occurred in the course of Pmewm

the quarrel which threw some advantage into the hands

of pope Alexander. - Rayno, the capitano or chief ma

gistrate of Tusculum, despairing of holding out against

the incessant attacks of his enemies, entered into a treaty

with John or Jonathan, described to us as an ex-prefect

of Rome, for an exchange with him of the lordship of

Tusculum for that of two other boroughs of which Jona

than was the capitano. But the latter, after accepting

the exchange, finding his position untenable, placed him

self, and the territory of which he held the command, in

the hands of pope Alexander. The latter gladly em

braced the proposal; the new capitano surrendered to

the Pope all his right and title to the lordship of Tus

culum, and in return received back—probably as a feofi'

of the Holy See—the vicarious powers usually conferred

upon the vassal by the suzerain f after which, the Pope

and the sacred college took up their abode in the city.

The open protection thus extended to their enemies

greatly exasperated the Romans, and the war was car

ried on with greater animosity than ever ; till the latter,

we are assured, found means to overreach the Pope.

' “Et przenominato Jonathae de es.- he sanctioned the exchange, and ac

dem civitate concambium tribuit,” i. e. cepted him as vassal of the Holy See.
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They promised, that if Alexander would consent to the

demolition of the walls of Tusculum, they would receive

him into the city, and thenceforward obey him as their

sovereign lord. The proposal was accepted; the walls

Breach of were laid low; but the treacherous Romans

compact by now declined to fulfil their part of the compact,

the Romans‘ and the Pope, perceiving the deceit that had

been practised upon him, caused the tower or castle of

the city to be strongly entrenched, left there a sufficient

garrison of men-at-arms and foot-soldiers, and retreated

to Agnani, where he set up his abode for some time

longer.g

K We have two accounts ofthis trans- Salerno, ap. Murat. vii. p. 210. In the

action, which differ in many res ects, text we have attempted to reconcile

namely, that of the Vit. Alex. II . ubi them, but without certainty of suc

sup. p. 462; and that of Romua-ld of cess.
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MISFORTUNE and failure are good touchstones of the

ascendency of the rulin mind over the subject

masses of mankind. he latter bow instinc

tively to success, and shrink from miscarriage or disaster.

The qualities which inspire hope and confidence in the

midst of difliculty and danger are exceptional. Habi

tual discipline or traditional loyalty may for a time sup

ort the declining cause of the feeble or the erring ruler,

but neither discipline nor loyalty are equivalents for that

mysterious influence over the common mind which is of

the essence of greatness. The greatest men are those

who, throu h every chance of lot or fortune, have never

lost or for cited the confidence or the affections of their

subjects or followers.

Great men.
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A trial of this kind awaited the elective monarch of

The Em_ Germany on his return to his dominions after

Perm" in the paralysing disasters he had so recently en

Germany' countered in Italy. He had led across the

Alps the most numerous and best-disciplined host Ger

many had ever poured forth; he had humbled the turbu

lent cities of Northern and Central Italy; he had driven

the hostile pontiff from his capital; and already grasped

in probable contemplation the crowns of Southern Italy

and Sicily. And now he rea peared among his subjects

a tattered fugitive, shorn o the outward trappings of

majesty, and escorted by a few debilitated and dispirited

companions, only numerous enough to make the enor

mity of the calamity the more conspicuous, the more

mortifying to the vanity, the more discouraging to the

hopes of his subjects. On his arrival in Germany labours

even more urgent and distressing awaited him than those

he had already undergone. The insurrection of his re

bellious cousin, duke Henry the Lion of Bavaria, had

kindled the flames of civil war in the northern provinces

of the empire. Time and incessant toil were indispens

able for the restoration of government and order; yet,

throughout these exhausting exertions, no diminution of

loyal attachment and devotion was apparent among the

mass of his subjects. In his person the sanctity of the

holy Roman empire suffered no disparagement. His

justice and profound attachment to the laws of his coun

try were notorious to all men. His sovereign jurisdic

tion in the quarrels of his restless subjects was submitted '

to with no diminution of respect and confidence; and a

period of six years’ residence sufficed to restore the public

peace in Germany, and in a great degree to cancel the

memory of calamities which would have weighed a less

substantial reputation to the dust.

But neither failure nor the sedative influence of time

Archbishop and delay availed to banish from the minds of

Qhristian the monarch and his subjects the traditional

m Italy‘ conviction, that the kingdom of Italy was part

and parcel of the holy Roman empire, and that the main

tenance of the imperial supremacy in that country was
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inseparably connected with the honour and dignity of

their crown. In the very crisis of his distress and hu

miliation the Emperor had not lost sight of the measures

necessary to keep alive his influence among his remain

ing adherents in Lombardy. In the year 1171 he had

delegated viceregal powers to archbishop Christian, of

Maintz. Eluding the snares of the Lombard confeder

ates and the Pope, the prince-primate passed into Italy,

and succeeded in assuaging the mutual jealousies of the

Ghibelline republics and nobles, and in maintaining his

hold upon the central and some portion of the northern

districts of Italy, until matters were ripe for the re

appearance of the Emperor in that country.“

With all the difliculties of the enterprise full in view,

though never fully appreciated by the hero of E d"

the age, Frederic I. marched with a powerfularmy, by the pass of Mount Cenis, into Lom- Alsiegeyf.

hardy.b The city of Susa was burnt, in pun- emu m‘

ishment for the treacherous attack upon the Emperor

in his hasty flight after the catastrophe of 1168. Asti

submitted, and seceded from the Lombard league. Col

lecting the forces of the marquis of Monferrat and the

cities of the Pavian connexion, he laid siege to the re

Sensible of the

importance of the post, the Lombard insurgents had

strengthened the fortifications, and reinforced the garri

son with their best troops. The defence was favoured by

an unusually severe winter, which greatly impeded the.

‘attack, and reduced the efficiency of the imperial army.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, and theactivity of the

enemy in intercepting his supplies and cutting off his

‘communications, the Emperor persevered in the siege for

a period of four months. Feeling, however, that the

capture of the place would hardly compensate for the

losses and sufferings already sustained, and those he

must reckon upon from the further exposure of his ex

tom. vii. p. 214. As to the abortive

siege of Ancona, see Raum. Hohenst.

ii. p. 260.
b In the autumn of the year 1174.

" The operations of archbp. Chris

tian in Central Italy are not of such

importance as to require more parti

cular mention. They may be read in

Romuald. Salern. Chron. up. Murat.

D
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hausted troops, he raised the siege, and retired to Pavia

to recruit and reorganise the army.

Amid the chaotic conflict of parties in Lombardy

N . . there remained a few friends of peace, who
egotiations . . . .

for Peace thought th1s temporary suspenslon of mllitary

‘mag? by operations a suitable opportunity for negotia

pe. . . . .

tlon or compromlse. The cltizens of Oremona

stepEed forward as mediators, and it was proposed that

the mperor on the one part, and the Lombard confede

rates on the other, should each nominate three represen

tatives to agree upon the terms of peace; the consuls of

Cremona to be the umpires in case of disagreement. The

Emperor accepted the roposal with a parent cordiality,
but with reservation qfpthe rights of t e empire. On the

other side the Lombards acceded in like manner, but

with reservation of the rights of the church of Rome and

their own liberties.c Terms so limited seem, in their

literal sense, to amount to a “stipulation that each party

should have his own way. After this it is diflicult to

imagine what there was to negotiate about. Some hope

of a favourable result was, however, still entertained;

and the Pope was invited to send delegates to the meet

ing of the mediators at Pavia, where, at the requisition

of the Emperor, the conferences were to be held. Alex

ander III. complied with the request, but took care to

delegate his powers to persons so disposed, and with in

structions so framed, as to make sure of the rejection of

every proposal that should not be based upon an unre

served acceptance of the broadest demands which he or

his predecessors had ever put forward against the empire.

On their journey to the place of meeting, the legates had

publicly proclaimed the object of their mission to be the

humiliation of the vanquished tyrant, and the abolition of

the imperial influence in Italy. On their arrival at Pavia,

their spokesman, Humbold, cardinal-bishop of Ostia, de

clined to return the imperial salutation, on the plea that,

as an excommunicated person, he could have none other

than ofiicial intercourse with him. Then assuming the

whole apostolic dignity with which he was clothed, he

‘ See Pertz, Mon. Germ. Leges, ii. pp. 145, 146.
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rehearsed to the Emperor all his transgressions from the

earliest period of the schism. “ Four recreant members

of the sacred college,” he said, “ had alone adhered to

him, and all these had been 'removed from this life by

the judgment of God : the whole Christian world, himself

alone excepted, had acknowledged Alexander as legitimate

pontiff: what folly, what inconceivable obstinacy on his

part, to hold out against the unanimous decision of the

whole catholic church !” These reproaches were repeated

in a similar strain of harsh incivility b the cardinals

of Portus and St. Peter ad Vincula. Erederic, whose

temper was generally faithful to his duty, listened with

assumed patience to these irritating addresses. He re

plied mildly, that no one could more sincerely deplore the

mischiefs that the existing discords had brought upon

Christendom, or be more ready to apply the remedy if it

were to be found.

Notwithstanding this unpromising beginning, Frede

ric resolved to throw no obstacle in the way ofN t, t. _

the negotiation. Philip, archbishop of Cologne, $335.03.?’

was empowered to confer with the legates; and b‘l’rtuh $28;

a committee was appointed to treat with the p '

Lombard cities. The object of the conferences embraced

a general pacification between the Em eror and the Chi

belline cities on the one part, and the oman church, the

Lombard lea e, the king of Sicily, and the emperor of

Constantinop e on the other. In the result it appeared

that the Lombards declined to accede to any terms but

the absolute re eal of the decrees of Roncaglia, the re

nunciation of al feudal rights and dues, and the surren

der of all the powers of administration and police on the

part of the sovereign; reserving only a nominal alle

giance, together with certain inconsiderable purveyances

and supplies for special occasions, and military service

on the part of the few remaining proprietors who still

held their lands in capite from the crown.d The effect of

"Whatever domanial possessions the

kings ofItaly may have originally pos

sessed in that country had been ab

sorbed under the pressing necessities of

the Germanic princes and their prede

cessors. There remained, therefore, no

independent revenue to the sovereign,

as in Germany and Burgundy; and all

that was available for the support of

the civil government were certain cus

tomary dues and duties, and occasional

voluntary grants for popular purposes.
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these demands was to leave the government without a

revenue, deprived of all participation in the management

of public affairs, destitute of the means of maintaining

the public peace, or of exercising beneficially the limited

judicial powers which were still theoretically vested in

a sovereign, encumbered with the undivided responsi

bility for all the evils a weak government might bring

upon a refractory community. Against these demands

the Emperor insisted upon the decrees of Roncagliae as a

parliamentary settlement of the rights of the crown; but

signified his desire to provide againstthe recurrence of

those abuses which had given just offence to his subjects.

The Lombards, however, treated the decrees as a viola

tion of their ancient and unprescriptible rights. In proof

of these rights they recurred to those periods of their

history, within which the ancient possessions and pre

rogatives of the crown had been sacrificed to individual

cupidity, or extorted from the feebleness of the govern

ment. They flung to the winds the Emperor’s proposals

of administrative reform, and evinced a settled determi

nation to accept no remedy for existing evils but such as

should reduce the sovereign to a cipher, and leave the

rival municipalities without a check upon that boundless

license of self-government which was now inseparably

connected wit-h the idea of liberty in the mind and habits

of each and all of these petty republics.

The papal legates, it appeared, had come not with

Hugh”, de_ any View to negotiation upon terms, but to de

.meanour Of mand a pure and simple submission to the will

tggefii‘gff‘ of the Pope. Conditions consistent with any

the campaign degree of participation on the part of the crown

ofmfi‘ in the appointments to the greater ecclesiastical

dignities, or even with the provisions of the treaty of

orms, were repelled with contempt and indignation.

' The mediators seceded from the conferences in disgust;

and the meeting broke up with increased exasperation

on both sides, and a settled purpose of committing the

issue to the arbitrament of the sword. The legates

turned their backs on the Emperor with curses on their

' Ch. iii. p. 64 of this Book.
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lips. The confederates resumed hostilities by the merci

less ravage of the territories of the markgrave of Mon

ferrat and the lands of the citizens of Como. The Pope

cursed and degraded the archbishop of Pavia for com

munion with the Emperor, and transferred his pallium to

the dependent bishopric of Alexandria. Frederic was at

this moment too weak to encounter his numerous enemies

in open field. But in the following year (1176) the

loyalty of his German vassals saved him from the humi

liation of abandoning the contest without a strug 1e. In

the spring of that year the archbishops of ologne,

Treves, and Magdeburg, the bishops of Worms and

Minster, the earl of Flanders, and many other loyal

princes and nobles of the empire, passed the Alps, and

formed a junction with the imperial forces at Como.

With this powerful reinforcement the Emperor was in a

condition to open the campaign with reasonable prospect

of success.f

The state of the Emperor’s affairs in Italy was, in

fact, at this moment to appearance more pro- Defeatofthe

mising than it had been since the disastrous Emperor at

retreat of the year 1168. The oversight of the Legnam'

Lombards in not blocking the passes of the Grisons had

enabled his generals to force a passage at a point- the

most convenient to him, and the most detrimental to the

confederates. In Central Italy~ archbishop Christian had

gained considerable advantages, and was already in march

to cooperate with his master against the rebellious cities.

It was a matter of necessity at all risks to prevent the

junction of the archbishop’s forces with those of the Em

peror; and the confederates determined to bring the latter

to action before the dreaded operation could be accom

plished. \Vith that intention they crossed the Emperor’s

line of march from Como to Pavia. At a place called

Legnano their advanced guard was encountered by a

r In the narrative of this fifth expe- well collected from his narrative. A

dition of Frederic I. into Italy, as well few facts mentioned by Raumer (Gesch.

as ofthe negotiations of Pavia, the Vita der Hohenst. ii. pp. 235-245), derived

Alex. III. ap. Murat. iii. pp. 463-466, from authorities inaccessible to the

has been followed. Notwithstanding writer, have been borrowed from that

the fanatical partisanship of the writer, historian.

the series of events may be tolerably

VOL. V. M
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body of three hundred cavalry, and thrown back upon

their main body in confusion. The fugitives took refuge

behind the serried ranks of their countrymen, and Fred

eric, amon the foremost of his host, hastily advanced to

complete t e supposed diseomfiture of his enemies. The

latter, however, stood firm, and in the first attempt to

break the line the Emperor’s standard-bearer was borne

to the ground. At the same instant Frederic himself was

accidentally thrown from his horse: his momentary dis

appearance spread a panic throughout the army; the

whole array was broken up, and fled in unaccountable

terror towards the fords of the Ticino; and in a few mo

ments a victory as complete as it was unexpected crowned

the arms of the confederates. The camp-equipage of the

Emperor, and the treasure of the imperial army, fell

into their hands, and—if we are to believe the re orts of

the day—very few escaped death or captivity. ~ either

friend nor foe doubted that Frederic himself had perished

in' the action: long and anxiously was his body sought

among the dead and dying on the fatal field; when sud

denly it was rumoured that he had appeared alive and

unscathed within the walls of Pavia. The news was

speedily confirmed, and a chilling doubt crossed the

minds of the victors whether, as long as he lived, any

substantial advantages had been gained to their cause.‘3

The defeat of Legnano put an end for the present to

Consequence every prospect of a speedy reestablishment of

9mm defw- the imperial authority in Northern Italy. But

the neutral, or peace arty, by whom the late negotia

tions had been set on oot, still held its ground, and now

pressed for an accommodation with increased urgency.

An attempt on the part of the Emperor to negotiate a se

parate peace with William II. of Sicily had failed. The

brilliant other of the hand of a daughter of the Emperor

in marriage, with other advantages, had been, at the in

stance of the Pope, rejected by \Villiam, as the mere lures

of the enemy of his soul; and the hand of Johanna, a

I Vit. Alex. III. ubi sup. p. 467; 1176, §§ l, 2, p. 422. Conf. Raumer,

Romuald. Salern., Murat. tom. vii. p. ubi sup. p. 245.

215; Rog. Hoved. ap. Pagi adBar. an.
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younger daughter of Henry II. of England, was obtained

for him, in lieu of the dangerous connexion he had re

nounced.h The continued disaifection of Henry the Lion

deprived the Emperor of at least halfthe levies that would

have been available for service in Italy; the mercenaries

he had brought with him had for the most part perished

in the siege of Alexandria and the subsequent operations,

and now no resource remained but in the precarious fide

lity of the Ghibelline cities of Pavia, Pisa, Genoa, and

‘Como, and some minor communities. The few men-at

arms and personal adherents around him were dispirited

by defeat; while success, and perhaps still more the gene

ral impression that in the late disaster the judgment of

heaven was pronounced against the imperial cause, had

excited a greater exultation in the bosoms of his oppon

ents, and imparted an increased impetus to their already

over owering numbers.i .

n the other hand, pope Alexander III. was too

wide awake to his own interests to allow the Approach

opportunity which the success of his allies had oftlle .

brought within his reach to pass by unim- Pames'

proved. Well acquainted with the formidable character

of his opponent, be weighed maturely the advantages

still at the disposal of his enemy: the military posses

sion of Tuscany, Romagna, and the greater part of

Central Ital 1'; the many important municipalities still

adhering to his interests; the devout attachment of the

great body of his German subjects; and robably secret

misgivings in his own mind as to the fide it and endur

ance of his Lombard and Sicilian allies. ith this state

'1 Romuald,ubisup.pp. 214,215. The

proposal of the Emperor had been made

in the preceding year, 1175; but the

marriage with the English princess did

not take place till the year following

the battle of Leg'nano. Pauli, Gesch.

Eng]. vol. iii. p. 148.

I The relative force of the Ghibel

line and Guelfic parties at this oint of

time is thus summed up by aumer

(Hohenst. vol. ii. p. 246): On the im

perial side, the cities of Cremona, Pa

via, Genoa, Tortona, Asti, Albi, Ar

qui, Turin, Ivraea, Vintimiglia, Savona,

Albenga, Imola, Faenza, Ravenna,

Forli, Cesena, Rimini, the markgrave

of Montferrat, the counts of Blandrate,

Lomello, Guasto, Boseo, &c.: the Lomi

bard league comprehended the cities

of Milan, Venice, Treviso, Padua, Vi

cenza, Verona, Brescia, Ferrara, Man—

tna, Bergamo, Lodi, Novara, Vercelli,

Alexandria, Piacenza, Parma, Reggio,

Modena, Bologna, the markgrave Ma

lespina, &c. The numbers were to

lerably equal, but the public force was

greatly in favour of the confederates.
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of affairs before him, the two great objects which his own

position suggested, namely, the subjugation of the rebel

ious Romans, and the acquisition of the inheritance of

the countess Matilda, were plainly unattainable without

the peaceable concurrence, or the still deeper humiliation,

of the Emperor. The former alternative appeared now

within his reach, while the latter must be attended with

serious risk. Alexander set himself about the task before

him with consummate skill, and, it must be added, with

equal good faith. The Emperor, on the other hand,

whether acting upon the conviction that his plans for the

government of Italy were impracticable, or simply with

a view to preserve at least the semblance of sovereignty

over that magnificent appendage of the empire, at once

fell in with the views of the peace party, at whose sug

gestion the abortive negotiations of 1175 were under

taken. Frederic could hardly overlook the impression

which the events of the last nine years had left upon the

minds even of his most zealous supporters: the mys

terious destruction of his army before Rome; the simul

taneous risin of the principal cities of Lombardy; the

rebellion of enry the Lion in Germany; and lastly,

the apparently accidental overthrow at Legnano, he must

have known to be very generally regarded as the judg

ment of God against his cause. No pains had, in fact,

been spared by the pontifical advocates to impart that

colour to the series of mischances which had befallen

him.5 His own spirits might not be wholly unaffected

by a similar misgiving; and now no time was lost in

taking the necessary steps to ascertain the views of the

Pope, and to initiate the negotiations.

For that purpose the archbishops Christian of Maintz

Negotiation and William of Magdeburg, with Peter, bishop

withthe elect of Worms, were deputed, on the part of

P°P°‘ the Emperor, to wait upon the Pope, then re~

siding at Agnani. They were received by Alexander

with marked amenity and friendliness, and their address

was listened to with indulgent attention.k But the pro

! See chiefly Romuald of Salerno and '‘ Though it trenched u on a topic

the Vzta Alex. III. which must have given um rage to the
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posal of a separate treaty was declined, on the ground

of the engagement of the Pope not to separate the inter

ests of the church from those of his allies, or to enter

upon any negotiation without their concurrence. The

envoys, however, offered sound reasons for a provisional

settlement of the disputed points between the empire and

the church, to be made absolute upon the conclusion of

a definitive treaty between all the parties to the nego

tiation, and not otherwise. Those parties were, the

Lombard cities in alliance with the Holy See, the king

of Sicily, and the emperor of Constantinople. Without

the ultimate approval of these powers the pontiff de

clined to enter into any definitive treaty, but agreed to

a private conference for the settlement of the special

points in dispute between the empire and the papacy

unconnected with the claims or demands of his allies.

A fair estimate of the variety and importance of the

subjects to be discussed at this conference may Pontifical

he arrived at by reference to the demands of demands

Hadrian IV. against the empire. These demands were:

1. the entire magistracy, jurisdiction, and royalty of the

city of Rome, described as the “ Regalia of St. Peter ;”

2. the renunciation of the powers of taxation and the

levy of purveyances and dues of every kind within the

domain of the Holy See, excepting only the needful sup

plies when the Emperor should appear to sue for the im

perial crown; 3. the bishops of Italy to take no oath but

that of fealty to the sovereign, without homage for the

temporalities; 41. no imperial oflicer to set foot within the

episcopal palaces or their curtilages; 5. the unqualified

cession of the entire inheritance of the countess Matilda,

comprising all the territories lying between Aqua en

dente and Rome, together with the cities of Massa, Fer

rara, Fighierolo, the duchy of Spoleto, and the islands

of Sardinia and Corsica, with all their regallia, to the

Holy See in full right and sovereignty.I

fiery temper of Alexander’s predeces- ' See ch. iv. p. 95 of this Book; and

sor, Hadrian IV. It is remarkable conf. Book xi. c. x. . 610. No spe
that no notice whatever was taken of cific enumeration of tllfe estates, feudal

the circumstance of the envoys being or proprietary, of the countess Matilda

excommunicated persons. is any where to be found.
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_ These important questions, and the no less embar

Pmvisioml rassing demands by the Pope of those acts of

treaty qf self-humiliation which his predecessors had in

Agmm" sisted upon with such pertinacity in their inter

course with all temporal rinces, engaged the contracting

parties for a period of 'fteen successive days. At the

close of the conference, however, the following prelimi

nary articles, by which, in the event of a general paci

fication, the Pope agreed to be bound, were finally

accepted by both parties: the Emperor engaged, 1. to

renounce the successive antipopes he had set up, and

acknowledge Alexander III. to have been all along the

only true pope, performing to him all the ordinary and

customary services; 2. to restore to the Holy See all

lands, possessions, and things seized or held by himself,

his grantees, or agents, rightfully belonging to the patri

mony of St. Peter, with a covenant for the quiet enjoy

ment of the restored property, and to give back all the

rights which, from the commencement of the schism, had

been withdrawn from the churches without canonical ad

judication; 3. to refer all controversies which up to, and

in the time of pope Hadrian IV., had arisen between the

empire and the papacy to commissioners, to be thereunto

especially appointed, with reference back, in case of dis

agreement, to the Pope and Emperor; 4. archbishop

Christian to be confirmed in the metropolitan see of

Maintz, and Philip in that of Cologne by the Pope, an

indemnity being provided for Conrad, the pontifical no

minee of the former see, in the shape of an appointment

to the first archprelacy that should fall vacant within the

imperial dominlons; 5. the Emperor to restore to the

Pope the prefecture of the city of Rome; and 6. to

surrender, under some conditions apparently left open

for future consideration, the estates of the countess Ma

tilda to the Holy See; 7. that he shall give his best aid

and assistance to the Pope to recover all the “regalia of

the blessed Peter,” and other rightful possessions of the

Holy See, abstracted therefrom either by his procure

ment or in consequence of his neglect.m

m Pertz, Mon. Germ. Leges, ii. pp. 147-149.
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The total absence of di lomatic precision in these

articles, and the reference 0 all particulars to Alexander

future discussion and settlement, are strong III-rempves

evidence of the anxious wish of both parties for t° Vemce'

a cessation of hostilities, if not for a final adjustment of

existing differences. The treaty, however, as it stood,

was simply provisional, and depended upon the success

of the negotiations with the Lombards, the king of Sicily,

and the Byzantine court. After a variety of precautions,

indicative of the mutual suspicions and jealousies of the

parties to the negotiation, a congress was, at the instance

of the Pope, appointed to meet at Bologna. In the

mean time, symptoms of disunion appeared among the

Lombard cities, arising out of the selfish attempts of

Cremona and Tortona to gain from the Em eror cer

tain special favours, which they thought mig t be ob

tained by a momentary show of loyalty. At all events,

the pontiff lost no time in engaging William II. of Sicily

to send ambassadors to the congress; and the latter no

minated the archbishop Rolnuald of Salerno, and count

Robert of Andria, the chief justiciary of Apulia, as his

representatives. The Pope himself moved with much

circums ection through the territories of the Sicilian

monarc , towards the Apulian coast, with a view to

embark there for Venice, where he proposed to tarry

durin the progress of the negotiations. After consi

derab e delay from foul Weather, and a protracted visit

to the city of Zara, in Dalmatia, he disembarked at the

port of Lido, on the 24th of March 1177, amidst the

congratulations of the doge, the bishops, and the patri

cians of Venice, and the vociferous welcome of a vast

concourse of citizens and strangers. The imperial com

missioners delivered to the Po e a ratified co y of the

articles a eed upon at Agnani, but demande the re

moval of t e congress to some place where the Emperor’s

erson would be free from the dan ers which threatened

im among the hostile p0 ulace of ologna.

Alexander replied to t is proposal with some warmth,

and declared that no change of the place of conference

could be acceded to by him without the consent of all the
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parties to the negotiations. A meeting of the delegates

The P0 e of the cities was accordin%ly appointed for the

Proposeslt’he Easter Monday. The ‘mperor was repre

sented by the five archbishops of Maint-z, Co

Proper Place logne, Treves, Magdeburg, and Salzburg. On

“"91? "e" the part of the Lombards, a numerous attend

gotiations. .

ance of prelates and delegates urged the choice

of cities notoriously devoted to the confederates as the

fittest places of conference. A lively altercation fol

lowed the pro osal of the imperial envoys, in the course

of which the ope soothed the irritation of his allies, by

an ostentatious enumeration of the Emperor’s offences

against the church and the liberties of the cities, but

reminded them that the great sinner had given proofs

of an altered mind. “This,” he said, “ was God's doing;

for behold, an aged priest without arms“ had cast down

the pride of the German; and, without war, tamed the

imperial tyrant: thus teaching the world to know, and

human pride to acknowledge, that it is impossible to

fight against God; for the Lord alone reigneth amon

men.” That the o portunity thus providentially afforded

might not be lost, e therefore proposed that the city of

Venice should be the place of meeting, both because of

its secluded position and of the greater security the

powerful republic was able to afford for the safety and

independence of all parties.

The delegates, however, entertained a suspicion that

_ _ the treaty of Agnani would operate to the pre
fillsfiliigfgzlkjudice of their interests; that the Pope had

gates; they secured for himself and his church advantages

yield to the . . .

determim, which might on his part produce a lukewarm

timiflfthe ness, at least, to the cause of his allies, and

ope. . . . .

a disposition to bring the treaty to a conclu

sion at their expense. They replied, that they knew and

greatly rejoiced that now all Italy had prostrated itself

at the feet of his holiness; but reminded him, that it was

by their arms and by the sheddin of their blood that he

had won this great victory: yet had he condescended to

'1 The homely maxim, “qui facit per strongly impressed upon the Pontifical

alium, facit per se,” was never very mind.
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a separate negotiation with their enemy; a course which

they, on their part, had uniformly and consistently de

clined. Finding, however, that the Pope stood by his

proposal, and that they could no longer reckon upon the

advantage of the noisy or menacing support of their dis

contented friends, they satisfied themselves with pro

claiming their determination to repudiate any terms of

pacification which might involve the sacrifice of one jot

or tittle of their just rights and liberties. The doge and

the senate of Venice gave the necessary guarantees for

the safety and independence of the several members of

the congress on both sides, but with the express stipu

lation that the Emperor was on no pretence to be per

mitted to enter the city without the permission of the

Pope and senate. The negotiations were protracted

from the 20th of April to the 20th of June. The prin

cipal topics of discussion turned upon the question of the

regalia, and the feudal dues and services. On the one

side, the claims of the Emperor were set down as mere

usurpations; while on his part, the ordinances of Roma

glia were insisted upon as the statutary and constitu

tional law of the kingdom.

It speedily became apparent, that upon these points

no definite conclusion could be arrived at. Progress“

Anxious, however, not to lose the benefit of the the {legotiac

treaty of Agnani, the Pope proposed that the mu‘

discussion of this impracticable question should be ad

journed for a period of six years; and that in the mean

time there should be a suspension of arms, under the

guarantee of the Holy See. At the request of Alexander,

the king of Sicily agreed to accept a truce for the term

of fifteen years. No notice was taken of the claims of

the court of Constantinople, if any such were brought

forward ;° and the papal scheme seems to have been

0 We refrain from following the very

circumstantial narrative of these nego

tiations by the archbishop of Salerno.

It is suflicient to observe, that the opi

nions of the law-schools of Bologna

were in favour of the Emperor's right

to the ‘regalia’ or ‘justiciae’ claimed

against the insurgents in virtue of the

decrees of Roncaglia. On the other

side it was replied, that those decrees

were not fortified by any general con

sent, and that the opinions of the law

ers were obtained by corrupt means.

he customs of the realm under the

four preceding reigns were brought

forward by the imperialists; but de—

clared by the other side to be void from

uncertainty, or obsolete from disuse.
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accepted as the basis of a truce which should afford a

breathing-time to the exhausted combatants, and leave

the pontiff in the enjoyment of all the advantages of his

separate treaty. But the indignation of the Emperor,

when he heard of this lame and impotent conclusion,

might be more easily conceived than described. His

envoys were instructed to urge the Pope, by every argu

ment and all the influence they could command both with

the curia and the magistracy of Venice, at once toratify

the treaty of Agnani. But, su pressing his ill tem er,

Frederic privately roposed to t e Pope, that if he the

emperor) consente to the truce, the terms of the sepa

rate treaty, as far as they related to the inheritance of

the conntesss Matilda, should be so modified as to leave

him in possession of those territories, with all their reve

nues, for the term of fifteen years, to run with the truce

to be granted to William 11. of Sicily; and that at the

expiration of the truce, the title to the disputed inherit

ance should be judicially tried and determined. Alex

ander assented to the proposed cession, as a simple lease

.for fifteen years, and insisted upon the unconditional

surrender of the territories in question to the Holy See

at the close of the term specified.

This turn in the negotiations was regarded by the

TheEmpem confederates, not without some reason, as a de

arrroqehes partnre from his engagements on the part of

. Vemce' - the Pope. The imperial envoys meanwhile had

been indefatigable in urging him and the magistrates of

the republic to admit the Emperor into the city. Their

request was so far granted that Frederic was allowed to

take up his quarters at Ghiusa, a small town in the la

gunes, about fifteen miles from Venice. Such was still

the terror of his name, and the fear of his ersonal influ

ence, that the delegates of the cities sece ed in all haste

to Treviso; the envoys of the king of Sicily threatened,

in like manner, to take their departure; the remon

strances of the-pontiff, who apprehended the total wreck

No basis for a treaty could be found; ble truce was accepted, and the most

and under this conviction, it appears difiicult of the matters in dispute ad

that the pontifical proposal of the dou- journed sine die. _
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of his projects ofpacification, produced no effect in allay

ing the alarm of the Sicilian king’s- ambassadors: “ the

Pope,” they said, “might deem it right to sacrifice his

life to his duty; they, for their parts, thought it their

duty to preserve theirs for the service of their king and

country.” A delay of twenty-four hours was all that

could be obtained, at the end of which the Sicilian gal

leys were to be ready for sea; and it was intimated to

the pontiff that, if he thought fit, they were prepared to

receive him on board, and protect him against any mis

chance. The doge and senate of Venice were by this

time sensible of the error they had committed; and the

Emperor, by the advice of his friends in the city, desisted

from his attempts to make a nearer approach to the place

of conference: he expressed his approbation of all that

had been hitherto settled by the congress, and pledged

himselfwell and truly to observe and keep all the articles

and things, both in regard to the Pope, the Lombards,

and the king of Sicily, contained in the programme of

the convention. ,

The treaty as it now stood was, as far as the Pope

and the church were concerned, based upon that The treaty .

'ofAgnani, with the single modification that the of Venice,

Emperor was to retain the whole government

and revenue of the lands of the countess Matilda for the

term of fifteen years, with an absolute reversion to the

Holy See at the expiration of the term)’ The Emperor

acknowledged Alexander to have been, from the date of

his accession, the only true pope: be cancelled the acts,

and condemned the usurpations, to which he‘had hitherto

ven his support: he engaged to render all the honorary

giities and services done and performed by his predeces

sors to those of the pontiff: he promised indemnity and

restitution of all the estate and effects of the Holy See,

and of the deposed or ousted clergy since the beginning

P MRaumer understands this article

differently. In his view, “ the Pope was

to have the nsufruct of the Matildian

estates for fifteen years; and the doubt

that might exist in that respect (qu.

in respect of the reversion P) to be set

tled by an amicable arrangement.”

This was the gist of the Emperor's

roposal; but it is expressly stated by

Ebmuald of Salerno t at the Pope in

sisted upon the absolute reversion. See

Hohenst. ii. p. 253.
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of the schism, or because of the same: he granted a ge

neral amnesty; and'engaged to take steps for the settle

ment of individual claims b amicable arbitration. The
archbisho s Christian of Mfaintz and Philip of Cologne,

and all ot er prelates who should not have usurped their

sees by open violence or the expulsion of the legitimate

occupants, were confirmed in their honours, and an in

demnity was found for the pontifical titular, Conrad of

Maintz, in the archbishopric of Salzburg, which had at

that moment become vacant. The antipope Calixtus was

to renounce his usurped dignity, and to be put off with

an abbey; and the cardinals of his party were to occupy

their prior position in the church, if canonically acquired.

Finally, the Emperor and the Pope mutually guaranteed

to each other the entire rights and prerogatives of the

church and empire. On the part of the Lombards a truce

of six years was agreed to; and, with the king of Sicily,

a suspension of hostilities for the term of fifteen years:

during the first of these periods the Emperor engaged to

demand no oaths of allegiance from the confederate cities;

to impose no penalties or punishments for the neglected

services of their feoffs or territories, and renounced all

ri ht to take judicial cognisance of any alleged crimes or

o ences theretofore charged or committed; all disputes

at present existing, or which might thereafter arise, to

he settled b arbitrators and umpires to be severally ap

pointed on 0th sides.q

The unhesitating promptitude of the Emperor in

Ceremonial accepting this programme appears to have ban

interview ished the suspicions of both parties. The Lom

between the bard envo r eared in Venice‘ the a ents
em m.- ys eapp , g

Frederic 1- of the king of Sicily thought fit to be appeased ;

$12,535:. and the Emperor was frankly invited to confirm

111- the treaty, and accomplish his formal reconcili

ation with the church by an interview with the pontiff in

person.r The intercourse between these two great rivals

1 Pertz, Mon. Germ. Le es, tom. ii. by which the Pope thought it necessary

pp. 151, 155, 158. Conf. aumer, ubi to bind down his late opponents. The

sup. conferences at Agnani, the advance of

" A curious feature in all these pro- the Pope to Venice, the ap roximation

ceedings is the multiplication of oaths, of the Emperor towards t 0 city, the
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is described in glowing terms by the archbishop of Sa

lerno, himself the eye- and ear-witness of the whole trans

action. The Emperor had made up his mind to omit no

item of the customary ceremonial. He therefore pros

trated himself at the feet of the Pope,8 and was imme~

diately raised up from the ground and saluted by the

pontiff with the kiss of peace‘ and the pontifical benedic

tion. The subsequent intercourse between these remark

able men is described to have been of the most cordial

kind. On the morrow of the reconciliation a pontifical

high mass was sung at the request and in the presence

of the Emperor. On this occasion the ceremony of the

bridle and stirrup was dutifully performed on the way

from the palace to the church; and as a supererogatory

testimony ofhonour the Emperor condescended to ofliciate

as the “ostiarius”“_ (subdeacon) of the pontiff during

the service. This ceremony concluded the intercourse

between Alexander and Frederic; and the former em

barked in the Sicilian fleet for the Apulian shores on his

return to his retreat at Agnani.

The results of the treaties of Agnani and Venice were,

on the one hand, theoretical and prospective; Ch t -
and on the other, present and practical. The, am er

Cm. VL] THE ELH’EROR AND THE POPE AT VENICE.

_ . _ nd scope of‘

concordat of Worms received a taclt sanctlon: th‘wfifctg' °f

no provision is found 1n the treaties restrlctlve '

degradation inflicted by the Pope uponpreliminary agreements for the treaty,

and lastly, the admission of the Em

peror to his interview with the Pope,

were all accompanied with oaths ur

porting nothing less than eternal am

nation to all the persons engaged for

the minutest breach of‘ the terms. Such

flourishes of the spiritual sword, how

ever, are an important resource of all

sacerdotal government. They serve

not merely to intimidate the faithless,

but to impart the air of an Originating

and ordaining power to the mere pas

trons and instigators of the acts of

others.

' “Ad pedes papa: toto se extenso

corpore inclinavit.” A dangerous con

descension l which no doubt gave occa

sion for the fiction propagated not long

after, though at the time unnoticed by

the archbishop ofSalerno or the author

of the Vit. Alex. III., of the disgraceful

the prostrate sovereign. Accordin to

this tradition, the Pope placed his foot

upon the neck of the Emperor, reciting

from Ps. xci. l3, “ Super aspidem et

basiliscum ambulabis, et conculcabis

leonem et draconem;” to which apo

strophe the Emperor is said to have

replied, “Non tibi, sed Petro ;” the

Pope rejoined, “Et mihi et Petro.”

Baronius (an. 1177, pp. 470, 471 con

tends stoutly against this fable. ower

(Lives of the Popes) traces it to a cer

tain Fortunatus Almus and other later

writers. Fleury does not notice it at

all. Conf. Raumer, Hohenst. ii. p. 252.

i It is remarkable that in neither

narrative any formal absolution or re

vocation of the excommunication is

noticed.

‘I The “ostiarius” was the first de

gree of‘ ecclesiastical orders. Ducange,
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of the powers of the Emperor in the appointment to

ecclesiastical dignities: the Germanic theory of the co

ordinate character of the spiritual and temporal authori

ties remained uncontradicted : no allusion is made to the

derivative title of the Em eror to his crown," so rudely

insisted upon by Hadrian V. and by Alexander himself,

as his minister, at the diet of Besancon; and nothing

remained to countenance the pontifical dogma of a go

verning supremacy but the symbolical acts successfully

contended for by the Pope. Still it was open to the

court of Rome to interpret those acts as analogous to

that of homage; and in pursuance of the principle, by

this time habitual to the Roman curia, never to separate

their temporal from their spiritual status,w all outward

acts denoting reli 'ous supremacy were construed to extend to every refaltion between the Holy See and the

powers of the world subject to their spiritual jurisdiction.

On the other side, the analogy was persistently denied;

there was no resemblance between those acts and that of

homage ; the one being a simply religious form, the other

an avowed acknowledgment of temporal subordination

and allegiance. The treaties of Agnani and Venice left

the _repugnancy of the two constructions as it stood from

the birth .of decretalism, and, it may be added, still

stands in the heart and mind of the Roman court.

The present practical gains of the papacy were im

Advamge, portant. Alexander III. had wisely sacrificed

dtgjigl lay present acquisition to the security of the papal

from tllfe title to possessions of incalculable value both in

mm)" point of revenue and position ; he had achieved

a brilliant victory over all his competitors; he had brought

the holy Roman empire and its imperious chief to his

feet; all the indemnities he could reasonably claim, and

his late adversary could grant, were promised or obtained;

the whole Latin world sued to him for favour or for par

don ; the peace of Italy was secured for a period of six,

and his southern dependencies for a term of fifteen years.

ad voc. It seems to have been held ' See ch. iv. p. 99 of this Book.

that the coronation and unction of a W Both being held to constitute one

sovereign imparted a. clerical character church, as body and soul constitute one

to his person and office. man. . Y, ,
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The immediate result of the reconciliation was an influx

of repentant schismatics, ostentatiously renouncing their

irregular ordinations or appointments, and craving a

con rmation of their dignities and benefices. The Pope

met the petitioners with benignant reproof and enerous

oblivion. Even the antipope John of Struma ( alixtus)

received a free pardon, and in token of forgiveness was

admitted to familiar intercourse with his late rival.‘ But

probably the prospect opened to him of the restoration

of his authority within the city and patrimony of St.

Peter was the most valued of all the advantages of his

success. It is true that the treaty contained no sti

pulation for his restoration by force of varms ; but it

established him as the chief magistrate of the repub

lic, and conveyed to him, without reserve, all the rega

lia—that is, the substantial control of the government

and revenue of the state, relieved from the burdens

and dues which had been hitherto insisted upon as in

cidents of the imperial suzerainty. Without direct re

nunciation, the ultimate sovereignty of the empire within

the pontifical territories and its ‘feudal dependencies

was reduced to a nonentity. Southern Italy was thus,

as it were, by a side-blow, practically severed from

the empire, and the great principalities of Campania,

Apulia, and Calabria placed beyond the reach of the

imperial control by a treaty which, in its fair interpreta

tion, left no room for foreign interference. The citizens

of Rome, deprived of all external support, prudently de

termined to make. their peace with the Pope. By a

formal treaty they agreed to swear fidelity to Alexander,

to surrender all the regalia into his hands; to renounce

all feuds and claims against himself and his friends,

and all right or intention to obstruct the ofiicers of his

government and suitors of the Holy See in their inter

course with the pontiff and his court. These terms, how

ever vague, appear to have satisfied both parties, and

the pontiff was received by his repentant subjects with

those noisy demonstrations of pleasure in which the ver

* Gest. Alex. III. ap. Murat. iii. p. p. 241.

472; Romuald.‘ Salem. ibid. tom. vii.
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satile population of Rome were accustomed to drown the

memory of bygone dreams and anticipations.y

The successes of Alexander, though in the main of

Practical de_ a very encouraging character, were still inde

featofrhe cisive. Some general principles had been as

"eaty' certained and settled; others, of equal import

ance to the papacy, as measured by previous demands,

had been passed by or ignored. Every thing had been

left to future negotiation under an impracticable refer

ence back to the contracting powers themselves, and

therefore as fruitful as ever of disputes, excommuni

cations, interdicts, and the clang of arms. Soon after

the conclusion of the treaty of Venice, a fresh, though

a minor, subject of disagreement presented itself in the

Dis um shape of claim by the Pope to the county of
abouli the Bertinoro,z alleged to have been then recently

bequeathed, for the benefit of his soul, by the

childless count of that rich district. It is

uncertain whether this territory was a part of the Matil

dian inheritance, or an independent feofi' of the kingdom

of Italy. In the former 'case, the Emperor would be

come entitled to the immediate ossession under the late

treaty; in the latter, he woul take it by escheat for

want of heirs, unless the testamentary disposition of the

late count were held to supersede the general law on

the subject. Alexander, acting upon the aifirmative of

the question, immediately despatched commissioners to

take possession of the bequeathed lands on behalf of the

Holy See. Frederic naturally entertained the opposite

view; and, says our informant, “ by the advice of cer

tain malignant persons,” ejected, without ceremony or

delay, the papal agents and garrison, and caused the

subjects and subtenants of the town and county to swear

allegiance to himself and his son. Whether under the

influence of doubt as to the exact legality of his own

Y Gest. Alex. III. ap. Murat. ubi sup.

vii. p. 475. The fulsome dulness of

this and almost all the preceding bio

graphics is so wearisome, that we can

hardly regret that this is the last in

the collection of the Lives of the Popes

edited by the cardinal Aragonio. See

also Romuald. Salern. Murat. vii. p.

270. According to Romuald, the entry

of the Pope into Rome took place on

the 12th March 1178, the feast of St.

Gregory the Great.

' Not far from Forli, in the modern

Romagna.
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claim, or from a reluctance to disturb the peace of the

church and kingdom, then so recently settled, Alexander

forbore from urging his demand upon this new acquisition,

in the hope that “ the Lord would soften the heart of the

Emperor, and move him to restore to his church what

rightfully belonged to her.”

This transaction appears to have followed closely on

the departure of the Emperor from Venice, Feudbetween

where he had tarried from the early part the 1303*!“

of August to the 13th of September 1177. calilzengif

Alexander had taken his departure nearly one ‘mem

month after him, and had passed, by way of Troja and

‘Beneventum, to Agnani. Meantime a commission, con

sisting of the imperial lieutenant, Christian archbishop

of Maintz, a cardinal, and a subdeacon, had been nomi

nated to define and superintend the delivery of the re

galz'a, as ceded by the treaty. The Romans had simul

taneously made their peace with the Pope; and it might

‘have been expected that the pacification would have

greatly facilitated the operations of the commissioners.

ut it appears that in the interim the antipope, John of

Struma, had placed himself under the protection of the

republic of Viterbo; but that the news of the treaty of

Venice had induced him to take refuge in the castle of

John of Montalbano, who is said to have given him

shelter in the ho es of earning a large sum of money

from Alexander ffir betraying him. Archbishop Chris

tian, however, forthwith laid siege to the castle, but was

speedily called away to suppress an insurrection of the

people of Viterbo against the nobili of the city, under

the auspices of Conrad marquis of Monferrat. Notwith

standing their submission to the Pope, the Romans had

not renounced their municipal privileges, and, in spite of

the remonstrances ofpope Alexander, despatched a strong

force to the assistance of their friends the nobili ofVi

terbo, against the Germans and the commonalty of the

city. By the advice of the Pope, the citizens retired

within their walls, and the Romans were compelled to

retrace their steps, with no other satisfaction than the

useless and merciless ravage of the territory of the city.

VOL. V. N
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The hostility of the Romans, however, threw the latter

into the arms of Alexander. Anxious to emancipate

themselves from the yoke of the nobili, the prefect or

podesta of Viterbo made his way to the Pope, did hom

age to him on the part of the republic, and was con

fsirmed in the prefecture of the city as a feoff of the Holy

ee.a

The humiliation of the Romans, and the important

Difliculties of acquisition of the city and territory of Viterbo,

the PaPacY- sensibly enlarged the powers and fortified the

position of Alexander, and compensated for the loss of

the more distant county of Bertinoro. After the recon

eiliation of the antipope Calixtus,” not an enemy ap

peared in the field, and he was at leisure to take in hand

the redress of the disorders and abuses, real and alleged,
.which had crept into the church during the late schism.c

And, in truth, the watchful eye of Alexander III. could

not fail to detect sources of difliculty and uneasiness, if

not of danger, to the pontifical scheme in several quar

ters. No settlement had been obtained of the nature and

extent of the Matildian claim. An amount of corruption

had crept into the ministrations of the curia and of every

‘branch of the ecclesiastical judicature, which enfeebled

the influence and thwarted the operations of the spiri

tual government, by enlisting the moral sympathies of

churches and nations in opposition even to its le itimate

demands. Several instances, to which we have lad oc

casion to refer in the course of the narrative, show how

utterly inoperative the law of Nicolas II. for regulating

the papal elections had turned out. Some remedy was

requisite against these pernicious irregularities—some se—

curity against the inveterate factions by whom claims to

the chair of Peter had been so frequently disputed, and

l There is no little difliculty in de

ciphering the import of Romuald’s ac

count of this transaction. Viterbo

appears to have been, like so many

other cities of Central Italy, a civic

republic theoretically dependent upon

the crown, but governed by an elec

tive chief magistrate or podesta. The

citizens, as in like cases, were divided

between the faction of the civic nobles

and that of the citizens; the latter

siding with the Pope, the former en

deavouring, under the patronage of

the marquis of Monferrat, to reinstate

themselves in possession of the muni

cipal government. Chron. ubi sup.

p. 241.
b On the 4th of August 1178. R0

muald, ubi sup. p. 243.

c Bar. an. 1178, p. 480.
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the unity of the sacerdotium broken up. Pluralities and

clerical extortions of various kinds called loudly for

reform; and among the monastic institutions abuses and

corruptions prevailed which threatened' to deprive the

papacy of much of that religious influence which it had

hitherto derived from conventual support and devotion.

vNot the least of these difliculties and dangers were those

which arose from the threatened defection of an important

part of the French kingdom from the Latin church. The

alarming increase of the so-called Albigensian heresy, and

of other dissenting bodies, representing the accumulated

grievances of the religious mind against the government

and ritual of the Roman church, had, as we have seen, for

many years past aroused the indignation and stimulated

the passions of the established priesthood. The humane

and pious Bernard of Clairvaux had himself sounded the

key-note of persecution; nor was there a conviction more

firmly settled in the minds of his disciples and successors

than that no measures short of the extinction of the dis

sent and its professors could prevent that general reli

gious insurrection of which so many indications were

still discernible in some important parts of Latin Chris

tendom. I .

These were the principal points which absorbed the

attention of the energetic pontiff at this stage C _

of his government. A general council was ac- $33211‘;

cordingly convoked to be held at Rome on the flfo‘inctiel of

first Sunday in Lent (the 18th of February) 8 a mm‘

in the following year (1179), in the great church of the

Lateran. Every precaution was taken to render the

meeting as full and complete a representation of the

Latin church as possible. The emissaries of the Pope

traversed Christendom from east to west and from

north to south, distributing the pontifical summons to

attend a general council of the Christian churches, for

the remedy of the many evils which had crept in during

the schism; but more especially to settle the title and

the territorial claims of the Roman pontiff upon a solid

basis; and to unite all Christian churches, princes, and

people against the wide-spreading heresies which threat
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ened, as it was alleged, the very foundations of religion

in the world.

Without alluding more particularly to the character

Questions of papal elections, and the modes hitherto pur

forthp sued of ascertaining the right and title of the

cmmcfl' supreme pontiff, we merely observe, that no

kind of rule or uniformity of practice had hitherto re

vailed ; consequently that there really was no lega or

canonical mode of conveying an indisputable title to

a candidate for the pontifical throne. The territorial

claims of the popes stand upon more definite grounds.

These claims were, as we have seen, the prefecture or

supreme magistracy of the city of Rome, the ‘ regalia’

of St. Peter, and the inheritance of the countess Matilda.

The acquisition of the prefecture was affected by the

treaty of Venice, and that of the regalia proximately

settled by the same instrument. With regard to the

third point, we have seen that the treaty left the Em

peror in possession of the greater portion of the ancient

feoffs and territories of the Tuscan dukes for a term of

fifteen years. But these estates were widely scattered‘

over the surface of Lombardy and Central Italy. In

many cities the countess had held special or incidental

D, ' , rights and jurisdictions; in others these rights
ifliculties

as“, the were so numerous and preponderant as almost

Mattil‘tiéml to amount to dominion, and in this relation the

es a ' cities of Lucca, Parma, Modena, Mantua, Fer

rara, Reggio, Monferrat, Spoleto, and some others, were

included at the time of her decease. By her will, however,

she had bequeathed not only the rights and revenues of

these dependencies as countess or marchioness of Tus

cany, but also her fiefs and possessions, feudal or allodial,

for the sole use and benefit of the Holy See, discharged

of all prior obligations or conditions, “ so that thereafter

they might form an integral portion of the estate of the

Roman church, to be dealt with by that church at plea

sure, without reserve on her part, or that of any one

claiming under or through her.”“ Under this donation

' ‘I See the terms of this celebrated p. 610, of this work, with the authori

donation as set out in Book xi. 0. vi. ties there quoted.
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the popes had set up a continuous claim to all that might

be construed to pass under the bequest, without limit or

restriction. The cities, on the other hand, contended

variously that the rights and jurisdictions enjoyed by

the good countess were personal or permissive only; or

that she had arbitrarily usurped them: a state of thin s

which naturally came to an end at her death, or mig t

be got rid of at any favourable opportunity. And, in

fact, the cities had since then in various ways succeeded

in acquiring a perfect autonomy as to municipal govern

ment, and were mightily disinclined not only to permit

the revival of any such claims, but even to tolerate an

inquiry as to obsolete rights and jurisdictions, whether

set on foot by Pope or Emperor.

The case on the part of the latter,_as far as it can be

collected at this distance of time, stood thus: I _

the fiefs of the countess, and probably also her 0151395311119

allodia and available rights, would have passed Mattililian

naturally to her heirs as feudal dependencies es H‘

of the empire or kingdom of Italy. But as it did not

appear who those heirs were, or that any claim was set

up on their behalf, the emperor Henry V. had taken

possession of the territories and their appurtenants as an

escheat to the empire. The emperor Lothar (A.D. 1133)

had given some countenance to the papal pretension by.‘

the cession of a portion of the disputed lands to pope

Honorius IL, and receiving it back as a papal fief, in

consideration of an annual payment of 100 marks of

silver in token of suzerainty, but with a reversion, upon

the same terms, to Henry the Proud duke of Bavaria,

who now set up a title to the whole as lineal heir to the

deceased countess. But as to what lands this cession

consisted of, we are as much in the dark as we are in

regard to, the whole inheritance of the late countess.

lVhatever they were, it is tolerably lain that they were

dealt with by the emperor Frederic as fiefs of the em

pire, and that by the adjudication of his supreme court

they had become vested in the Bavarian family.e

' Cf. Chron. Weingart. ap. Leibnitz. und Rechts-Gesch. § 237, note (a), pp.

i. p. 798; Eichhorn, Deutsch. Staats- 81-91.
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The general title of the ‘Pope, after the treaty of

Title by Venice, to the reversionary possession of the

testamentary Matildian territories stood upon too strong

bequest‘ ground to be disputed. Yet it is clear that

many points of collision must still present themselves,

both as to the extent and the incidental rights of the

ceded possessions. The consideration, however, which

most attracts our attention in this transaction is the

countenance it gave to a striking innovation upon the

common law of Europe. By that law, if there was a

failure of heirs either in the direct or collateral line of

kindred, estates of every description escheated to the

crown, and could not be diverted by any testamentary

disposition. In fact, the power of alienation by will or

bequest was an innovation of the canonists, borrowed

from the Roman law, and wholly alien from the feudal

theory of transmission.f Notwithstanding this, the prac

tice of disposing of allodial property and every kind of

per'sonalty by way of testamentary bequest was of early

date, and was gradually extended by the clergy to all

kinds of estate ,' so that, when applied to the augmenta

tion of their own possessions, it became a principal source

of those vast accumulations of land in mortmain, which

so materially abridged the rights both of the crown and

other superior lords of the soil. The twelfth century

marks the period in which the effects of this mode of

alienation began to be most severely felt, and which led to

legislative measures for its repression in our own country,

and a strong and active opposition in many others.“

We must now advert-shortly to the progress of the

G so-called Albigensian heresy in the south and
rowth of . . -. . .

heresy: the other parts of France, since the mqulsltorlal

Albigenses, commission issued by ope Eugenius to Ber

nard of Clairvaux in t e year‘llAL'P‘.h It has

been observed that, notwithstanding the eloquence of the

preacher and the abundant miraculous attestation vouch

‘ See Book ix. 0. ii. pp. 44, 45 of this ofweakness against the encroachments

work. ' of the clergy,v and contributed greatly

B Conf. Stephens’s Blackstone, vol. i. to the success of the papacy in its con

p. 421. The enormous rants in mort- tests with the secular state.

main by the emperor 0 Germany and ‘ '1 See c. p. 50 of this Book.
the French kings were a principal cause i '
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safed to his mission, the efforts of Bernard had ‘been un

availing in arresting the growth of the new sect. He

had, however, in some dim way perceived the dangers

likely to accrue to the Latin scheme from the obdurate

spirit of hatred and resentment the fashionable modes of

repression resorted to were certain to call forth in the

hearts both of the persecutors and their victims. The

principle of the various dissenting bodies was unequi

vocally separationfrom the established church; and we

think that an attentive consideration of the course of the

controversy discloses the fact that this determination, and

not so much doctrinal differences, was the head and front

of their offending. Ever since the martyrdom of Peter

de Bruys in the year 1116,i these sects had so increased

in numbers as to suspend, and even to supersede, the

ministrations of the established clergy, and almost to

reduce the bishops of the southern dioceses to inaction.

The complaints with which they besieged the ears of the

kings of France and England and the Pope were loud

and incessant. The secession by this time extended to

every rank and condition of life. Nobles and men of

rank, burgesses and countryfolk, articipated in the ge-'

neral aversion from the spiritua tyranny of their ap

pointed pastors, and disgust at the dissolute lives and

selfish ursuits of many among the number, but more

especial y of the prelates and the dignified clergy. Per

sons of rank and wealth now stood forward boldly as the

advocates and protectors of the persecuted sects. They

had, in fact, become powerful enough to defend them

selves successfully against certain feeble attempts of the

kings of France and England to effect their conversion

by force of arms. Though willing to do the work of the

priesthood in a small way, those princes changed their

minds when larger and more expensive preparations for

the holy work became necessary: they thought it most

convenient that spiritual foes should be encountered by

spiritual weapons; and under this impression the Pope

was moved to summon a meeting of the bishops of Pro

vence at Lombers, not far from Albi in Narbonnensian

1 See ch. p. 36 of this Book.
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France, rather as a court of inquiry than with‘ a view to

judicial proceedings against the recusants (A.D. 1176).

The latter appeared, and answered to the various points

objected to their doctrine. Some of these objections they

met by a flat denial; and on others they appear to have

yielded to argument: they professed their adhesion to

all the articles of the apostles’ creed; they spoke indeed

doubtfully of the inspiration of the Old Testament; but

confessed the real presence in the holy eucharist, pretty

much in conformity with the then current dogma? Nei

ther argument nor threat, however, could induce them to

admit the ministrations of a vain, self-seeking, profligate

clergy: they had, they said, forfeited all claim to the

respect and obedience of their flocks by their wicked lives,

their pride, their luxury, their sumptuous robes, and their

partial and unjust jud ments.

The conference at ombers broke up amid the threats

Prevalence and execrations of the commissioners and their

ofheresy in friends. After this the heresy, we are told,

“fig: "f made still more alarming progress, till it em

' braced the greater part of the ecclesiastics and

nobility of Upper Languedoc and a part of the lower

province. The clergy themselves were infected; families

were divided, the churches unfrequented and falling to

decay. The count Raymond of Toulouse complained

that his powers were insuflicient to put down the here

' tics, because the most notable among his subjects had

embraced their errors; and these again had drawn after

them the great body of the people; so that he neither

could nor dared undertake any thing against‘ them: the

spiritual sword, he said, had availed nothing; therefore

recourse must be had to the temporal.k

About three years later a more numerous commission,

Inquisitionin with extended powers, was despatched to the

Langmdm' infected provinces. A cardinal-legate from

Rome, the archbishops of Bordeaux and Narbonne on

J The doctrine of transubstantiation 555, 573, and 578. ‘Pagi ad Bar. 1176,

was not settled as an article of faith § ii. p, 423. Letter of count Raymond

till the great Council of the Lateran of Toulouse to the general assembly of

under Innocent IIL, A.D. 1215. the Cistercian order, ap. Vaissette, Hist.

I‘ Rog. Hoved. Annal. ap. Savile, pp. de Languedoc, liv. xix. p. 46 et sqq.
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the part of the French king, with Reginald bishop of

Bath on that of Henry II., were deputed to effect the

conversion of the heretics; and Raymond of Toulouse,

the Vicomte of Turenne, Raymond of Chateau-Neuf, and

other powerful barons, were charged to carry their sent

ences into execution. A single convert of rank was

the only fruit of their labours, and the severity of his

treatment was not calculated to encourage proselytes.‘

Under protection of a safe-conduct several gentlemen

and prominent confessors of the Albigensians presented

themselves to give an account of the faith that was in

them. They brought with them a written confession,

which, upon examination, was found perfectly orthodox.

But the favourable impression was encountered by a

charge of fraud and dissimulation, and the rehearsal of

every imputation which had hitherto been lavished upon

the various sects and subdivisions of heresy that ad

s rung up in the first fervour of spiritual emancipation.rn

heir denial of these errors might have been accepted,

if it had been accompanied by any act or profession of

submission to the established church, or acknowledg

ment of the authority of the Pope: but such a sub

mission was resolutely repelled; nor could they be per

suaded or intimidated into a confirmation of their creed

upon their personal oaths.n Declining all further defence,

they quitted the conference, and were solemnly con

demned and excommunicated by the commissioners with

all the accustomed ceremonies. The reception the inqui

sitors had met with from the populace of towns inspired

I It was obvious that personal fear

was the cause of his conversion; and it

was carefully provided that he should

reap no temporal benefit from his re

cantation. He was condemned to a

penance of three years in the Holy

and, a confiscation ofhis lands during

that period, and a fine of 500 lbs. of

silver to his lord, the count of Tou

louse, for their restoration at the end

of the term.

I" The count of Toulouse charged

them with holding and preaching the

_Manicha:an dogma of the Two Princi

ples, with decrying matrimony, deny

ing the validity of infant baptism, and

speaking blasphemy against God, the

church, and the catholic faith. All

this they denied; they had never held

the doctrine of the Two Principles,

the admitted the validity of baptism,

an acknowledged that matrimon was

lawful. Thus far no fault coud be

found.

“ This scruple was interpreted as a

mere subterfuge. But it was clearly

the habit of the Albi enses, like our

Quakers, to interpret t e ordinance of

Christ, “ Swear not at all,” in its literal

sense.
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them with intense resentment, and a firm conviction

that no remedy but the sword of the flesh was available

against the mass of iniquity they had encountered; and

they retired to indemnify themselves for their disappoint

ment, and to gratify their spleen, by heaping upon their

late opponents every foul charge of religious corruption

that could be found in the archives of the Gnostic and

Manichaean delusions.°

It must be admitted that here was cause enough for

Meeting of solicitude on the art of the Latin patriarch.

the fig?!‘ Pope Alexander II. felt that the crisis was

cguncil of such as to call for a general expression of the

the I'm“- opinions and counsels of his communion upon

the difliculties and dangers to which it was exposed from

corruption within and from rebellion without the pale.P

The assembly was attended by three hundred bishops from

all parts of Christendom, excepting the Greek church.

The representation of the Latin communion was tolerably

complete; though no mention is made of the Spanish

peninsula, or the Scandinavian kingdoms. The council

thus assembled is regarded as the eleventh general council

by the Latins, and was opened and presided over by

pope Alexander III. in person.q The resolutions passed

were prepared and dictated by the curia under his orders,

and little was left for the fathers to do but to signify

their approval and aflix their signatures. The voice of

the assembled churches was, in fact, the simple echo of

the pontifical programme. In it we see, as in a mirror,

both the strength and the weakness of the Latin com

munion faithfully reflected. 1. The first‘ point which

° Their reception hadbeen extremely

mortifying. At Toulouse they were

assailed with shouts of derision; they

were stigmatised as apostates, hypo

crites, heretics .' Henry, abbot of Clair

vaux, plunges deeply into the current

history of the errors of the Gnostic

and Manichsean sects to find matters of

charge against his opponents: he af

firms that they held Satan to be the

od and maker of this world, &c. &c.

aisselte, Hist. de Langued. ubi sup.

. 51. The absence of all novelty of

invention seems to indicate the source

from which the imputations in question

were derived. It would be simply fool

ish to suppose that either Manichaeism

or Gnosticism had survived the centu

ries which had elapsed since they were

last heard of in the world.

P Baron. an. 1178, p. 480.

q The sessions opened on the 5th of

March ll79,and concluded on the 19th

of the same month; awonderfully short

time for so great an amount of busi

ness 1 There does not appear to have

been more than three sittings in all.

Art de Vér. Q'c. tom. i. p. 192. -
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occupied the attention of the curia was the dan- Me'asures of -»

ger of schism arising out of the uncertainty of the qouncil

the law respecting papal elections. To remedy Elem” law‘

this evil it was thought suflicient to enact that for the fu

ture the successful candidate should combine two-thirds of

the sacred college in his favour.r This rule was to be ofso

absolute a character as to preclude all dispute ; for though

it departed from the usual practice in the election of other

prelates, yet in the case of the Roman church, than which

there is no higher authority to appeal to, no such doubts

should exist as may arise where an appeal may apply

the remedy to an error of a mere majority. It has been

held that this law in effect transferred an exclusive fran

chise in the election of a pope to the college of cardinals;

consequently that it operated as a repeal of the statute of

Nicolas IL,‘ and that it annulled not only the imperial

participation, but also the privileges to which the clergy

and people of Rome were theoretically entitled in the

election of their bishop. Though this inference does not

necessarily follow from the wording of the ordinance, we

cannot but think that its practical operation was to set

aside every kind of suii'rage but that of the sacred col

lege. In that rude state of legislation the absence in a

new law of any reservation in favour of a right or privi

lege enjoyed under the old, might be naturally construed

as a repeal. It remained for a riper age of civilisation to

hold that express words are necessary to deprive indi

viduals and bodies of men of any public fi'anchise pre

viously enjoyed.

' 2. All the ordinations of the preceding antipopes

were declared void, and those who had derived Reformatory

dignities or benefices from that foul source “finances

were required to resi them on pain of extreme spiri

tual penalties; the sc ismatic bishops ‘were ordered to

abjure their schism, and to swear obedience to pope

Alexander III. as the only true pope; to receive and

1' What would have been the fate of cardinals voted for his rival Anacletus.

pope Innocent II. if this rule had been ' See Art de Vér. Q‘c. ubi sup. ; and

in operation when he was elected ? conf. Book x. eh. i. p. 161 of this work.

Certainly more than two-thirds of the
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entertain freely his legates on their several visitations,

and to attend them dutifully when summoned. The

fourth canon, however, puts a limit to the expenses to

be contributed by the churches, not only on occasion of

legatine visitations, but of those of bishops, archdeacons,

and deans in their respective districts or circuits. The

canon honestly expresses the regret of the Pope that

“some of his brethren (the cardinals) and many of his

bishops should have fallen so greatly to the charge of

those subject to their supervision, as sometimes to com

pel them to sell the ornaments of their churches to defray

the expenses incurred, and to consume in an hour the

means of support qfyears to come.” An archbishop is

therefore restricted for the expenses of his visitations to

forty or fifty nummi (denarii or pence) by the day; a

cardinal is not to demand more than twenty-five ; bish

ops, twenty or thirty; archdeacons, five or seven; deans

and their subordinates are to be entitled onl to two

horses and their forage. All classes of ecclesiastical

oflicials are strictly prohibited from carrying about with

them dogs or horses; they are commanded to be con

tented with ordinary fare, and to abstain from demand

ing sumptuous entertainments and banquets; they shall

not oppress the inferior clergy by fees and extortlons of

any kind, though in cases of accidental pressure or dif

ficulty they are not to be precluded from ‘requesting

moderate aids; but in no case to be at charge to the

poorer communities. To prevent minor extortions, it was

ordered that no fees were to he demanded for baptisms,

marriages, burials, or any other sacrament of the church;

none but usual and accustomed gratuities were to be

received by bishops and abbots; and no part of the

revenues of their inferiors on any pretext to be devoted

to their own use.

It was the sincere desire of the Pope to make these

Intentand and other regulations touching the govern

object ofthe ment and discipline of the churches and the

30363‘ monastic orders the basis of a thorough refor

' mation of the many abuses which had given

colour to the complaints, and supplied an apology for
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dissent and secession.t But it was still nearer his heart

to establish the absolute exemption of his clergy from

all the burdens and duties of secular life that could by

any means be shaken ofli He wished his church to be

internally pure, that she might be externally powerful.

But as it was manifest that the prospect of eradicating

the vices that had crept in was at best remote and dim,

be resolved at least to protect his church against their

natural consequences. The decretals furnished him with

abundant authority for exempting the priesthood from

the ordinary reproaches of an evil life; and the struggle

now turned upon the means to be adopted for discharg

ing them from all their obligations as citizens and sub

jects of any kingdom but that of Rome. With that

view, the great council of the Lateran decreed that

no pecuniary burden or tax of any kind should be im

posed upon the clergy for any secular purpose. The

canon indignantly condemns the exactions so frequently

levied upon the clergy by the lay government, to the

great impoverishment of the bishops, and the serious

disparagement of their authority and influence among

their spiritual subjects.“

The canons of the council against sanguinary tour

naments, and the securities provided against Decree of

infractions of the truce of God, might pass as efe‘ffiiltlzfign

simple expressions of religious zeal or pastoral Aglbigenses,

solicitude,v if we could be sure that they were 8”

not intended to multiply opportunities for that imper

tinent interference with the course of the secular judi

cature for which the Gregorian theory of moral superin

tendence supplies such abundant encouragement.“ But

Cm. VL] DESIGN OF POPE ALEXANDER III.

' The canons contain some curious

regulations touching the discipline of

the inferior clergy; e.g. no clerk in

orders shall appear as advocate before

any secular court, except on behalf of

poor persons who cannot afford the

expense of their own defence. No

clerk shall accept the office of advo

cate (protector) of cities or communes,

nor take upon him the duties of secu

lar judge under any prince, noble, or

worldly potentate. Clerks shall not

be allowed to bequeath by will any

‘part of their accumulations; for what

came from the church ought to go

back to the church.

" But occasional aids, where the

community may be too poor to defray

extraordinary expenses, were not ob

jected to. See can. xix.

' See can. xx. and xxi.

" Conf. Book x. 0. vi. pp. 305 and

306 of this work.
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attention was averted from these symptoms of stealthy

encroachment by the trumpet-sound of the summons to

unsheathe the sword of the flesh against the enemies of

God and his church, which closes the proceedings of the

council.‘ “Though,” it is laid down, “the church ab

stains from passm capital sentences, yet she must

always be sapporte by the laws and institutions of ca

tholic princes and states; for men are often induced to

return to her bosom when they find capital punishment

suspended over them: and whereas, under various names,

sundry damnable perversities flourish in the districts of

Gascony, Albi, Toulouse, and many other places, we

have decreed against such as these the penalty of an

athema; we hereby forbid all men, under the like pen

alty, to harbour or entertain them in their houses, or to

have any kind of dealing with them; and if they die in

their sin, they shall not have Christian burialzthe like

is hereby ordained as to those bands of robbers and

assassins known by the names of Brabancons, Aragon

ians, and others who wander abroad pillaging churches

and monasteries, and slaying without discrimination of

age or sex: with these, and such as these, neither faith

nor duty shall henceforth be _observed: against these

various malefactors we enjoin all Christian people to

take up arms; let their goods be confiscated; let Chris

tian princes reduce them to slavery; and let no one who

shall die in the performance of this duty doubt that he

shall have forgiveness of his sins and enjoy his eternal

reward: and now we, by the authority of St. Peter and

St. Paul, do grant a remission of two years of enjoined

penance, to all the faithful who shall take up arms against

them, or shall, under due authority, go forth to battle

against them ,' with a prolonged indulgence if detained

for any length of time by the holy warfare: they that

_shall neglect the summons of their bisho s to that effect

shall be excluded from the body and lood of Christ;

they that shall obey, and faithfully go forth to destroy

these miscreants, shall have the like protection as they

who visit the Holy Sepulchre ,' they shall enjoy perfect

’ See can. xxvii.
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exemption from all disturbance both in property and

person: if any man molest them, let him be excommu

nicated: and if any bishop or priest shall neglect to put

forth all his strength to resist and subdue these caitiffs,

let him be suspended from his office till he shall have

obtained the mercy of the Holy See.”

The truculent bluster of this ordinance betrays the

trembling apprehensions of the Latin priest
. . Character of

hood. The movement was becoming general; the deem

the dan er imminent; pride and fear—the pa- again?‘ the

. . eretlcs.

rents o cruelty—were working 1n the hearts

of the agitated hierarchs. There is an atrocious cunning

in the studied identification of the peaceful religionists of '

Languedoc with those bands of marauders and robbers

which the rude police of the age was unable to suppress.

But this was but the natural inference from that still

more inhuman doctrine that, as heresy includes every

crime in the catalogue of human depravity, no injustice

was done; nor could any better way be devised to sti

mulate the popular hatred against the real objects of the

persecution. It is hardly possible to doubt that the

pontiff would gladly have abandoned the task of re

ducing and punishing the, bands of marauders in quess

tion to the secular executive, if it- had not suited his

purpose to enlist every wicked passion in human nature

in his service, by associating them in the same category

with the detested heretics for whose blood he was athirst.

The thick darkness which shrouded the moral and reli

gious vision of the age alone affords some palliation for

this marvellous effusion of cunning, cruelty, and hy

pocrisy. A war of extermination against the unfortu

nate dissenters of the south of France was declared.

The principle of persecution, feebly shadowed forth by

Bernard of Clairvaux and his more zealous associate,

was erected into an article of faith by the general and

solemn concurrence of the Latin‘ riesthood; and no

alternative was left to the miserab e multitude, but to

die in the field or at the stake. With heroic fortitude

they chose indifferently bot-h paths to martyrdom, and

left their fate a beacon and a warning to all who might
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thereafter take to heart the cause of religious and moral

reformation in the world. But the end was not yet;

and it will, fortunately, be no task of ours to follow up

the history of this scene of murder, perfidy, and treach

cry—perpetrated in the name of the God of mercy and

truth—to its direful conclusion. \Ve indicate here only

the elements of strife and blood, which were but the

logical consequences of the scheme of church govern

ment adopted by the Latin priesthood; and which, though

inherent in every exclusive religious system, was never

before so carefully and ingeniously elaborated.

The memorable council of the year 1179 well-ni h
closes the career of pope Alexander 111.; fgor

though he lived rather more than two years

after the dissolution of the synod, yet we may

avail ourselves of the pause to recur to some important

incidents illustrative of the policy of this distinguished

prince in the more distant regions of his spiritual

realm)’

Pause in the

narrative.

I All the records and writings that These are the most accessible authori

can throw any light upon the proceed- ties, so as to dispense with numberless

ing of the eleventh general council of references not so easily procurable.

the Latin church are collected in Har- They have all been, however, before

duin, Cone. tom. vi. p. ii., 1671 to 1694; the writer.
and in the annals otPBarouius, an. 1179.
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anger of Henry 11., and murder of Becket—Henry's exculpation to the Pope

—Henry II. submits to the Pope—Triumph of the papacy; abrogation of the

statutes of Clarendon and Northampton.

IN this chapter some account must be rendered of the

Fore, o_ brei n olic of the H01 See, with s ecial
licy Efdie ‘frefer'gncs to {he reign of pipe AlexanderpIII.

H°ly see‘ The connexion of the papacy with the powers

of Italy, Germany, and France was of so intimate a

character as to defy separate treatment, except at the

risk of much repetition and some chronological confu

sion.“ On the other hand, the intercourse of the papacy

with the remoter churches of Northern Europe forms a

natural episode in the history of the expansion of the

pontifical power. The establishment of Roman Chris

tianity in the Scandinavian kingdoms presents, at first

sight, few points of contact with the subject of our nar

rative. And although the political history of the Eng

lish churches has a more immediate interest, yet the

connexion is not of so intimate a nature as totally to

divest it of its episodic character. Both subjects must,

however, be treated with brevity, because, if fully ex

panded, each would amply fill a separate volume.

The history of the conversion of the Scandinavian

Foundation nations to Christianity bears strong testimony

migsfig‘lgr to the zeal and activity of the Latin mission

church of aries. The single desire to extend the kingdom

Hamburg- of the Redeemer, unmixed with any of those

impurer motives which rarely fail to pollute the spirit of a

dominative priesthood, was the sole impulse whic guided

their efforts. About the year 827 the Frankish mis

sionary priest Ansgar, by favour of the emperor Louis‘

the Pious, and under the protection of the Saxon lords

of the Northern Marches of Germany, founded a town

or vill called Hammaburg, near the outflow of the river

‘ However various the subjects of a

narrative, the historian ought not to

depart from the order of time wherever

the connexion of events is such as to be

clearly traceable to a common source,

and a. concurrent action and progress

is observable. The affairs of the Scan

dinavian and British churches, though

originating in Latinism, have not such

a concurrent action and progress as to

bring them readily into the chronolo

gical series.
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Elbe into the Northern Ocean, on the s ot where now

the great emporium of the commerce of Sermany forms

a principal link in the vast chain of European industry

and civilisation. Under the patronage of the pious

Emperor, and in virtue of a constitution of pope Gre

gory IV., Hamburg was erected into a metropolitan

see, with a missionary commission for the conversion of

the Sclavic and Scandinavian nations dwelling along

the banks of the Elbe, and northward as far as the icy

regions of Finmark and Lapland. Ansgar Was the first

bishop.b For many years he and his devoted associates

continued to preach the Gospel, as they understood it, to

the Danes of Schleswig and Jutland with admirable per

severance and heroism. Their successes here emboldened

them to invade the remoter regions of Gothland and

Sweden proper. The results of their labours, though

ephemeral, were encouraging enough to procure for

Ansgar an extension of his powers from Rome; and in

the year 834 the Pope appointed him apostolic legate for

all the Danish, Swedish, and Sclavic nations dwelling

northward of the Elbe.c

Though decorated with sounding titles, and rich in

ecclesiastical honours, no outward show or state G d l
distinguished the new prelate and his humble velrzioliiaogglllle

followers from the primitive Wayfaring preach— Scggstifizl‘l’im

ers ofthe Gospel. The conversions were indeed '

numerous, but the impressions superficial, and wholly in

suflicient to produce a taming eii'ect upon the wild swarms

which now annually visited and ravaged the western and

southern shores of Europe. In the year 845 Hamburg

was taken and destroyed by the heathen Danes; Ansgar.

and the few converts whom he had gathered around him

were expelled and dispersed, and the lately-erected epis

copate was reunited with that of Bremen.d But this

'' Alum. Brem. Gest. Hammab. Pon

tifl'., Pertz, Mon. &c. vii. p. 292.

= Adam of Bremen ascribes the ap

pointment to pope Nicolas 1., who did

not ascend the ontifical throne till the

year 858. See ertz, vii. p. 296. Dahl

mann (Gesch. v. Schweden, vol. i. p. 41)

places the papal appointments to the

see and the legatine commission in the

same year.

‘‘ The see and rovince of Hamburghad been severedJ by Louis the Pious

from that of Bremen, to which latter

see the whole of Europe north of the

Elbe was originally assigned as its ec

clesiastical province. See Adam. Brem.

c. 41, 42, ubi sup. p. 299.
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severe calamity did not quench the spirit of the mission,

nor produce any interruption of effort for the conversion

of the ferocious barbarians of the north. After the death

of Ansgar, five successive bishops, Rimbert, Aldegar,

Hoger, Unni, and Adalgagus, continued personally, and

with the aid of numerous and devoted companions, to

brave labour, danger, and death in the apparently des

perate hope of reclaiming a race whose only fortune was

the plunder of their neighbours, and whose only glory

lay in war and bloodshed. Many times the seed sown

appeared to have died down; the missionaries and their

converts were driven away or put to death, and the light

of the Gospel became to outward observation all but ex

tinct.° Still, the indefatigable missionaries laboured on

in the stony soil given them to cultivate. Now and then

a wild chieftain consented to be baptised; formal conver

sions became more numerous. Archbishop Unni suc

ceeded in penetrating to that far distant spot, where now

the primate of the Swedish church presides over a re

formed national hierarchy. At a later period the mili

tary successes of the German king Henr the Fowler,

and after him the still more striking glories of Otto the

Great, opened the hearts of the piratical Danes, by the

only argument of which their obdurate spirits were sus

ceptible. The expansion of the Christian profession was

favoured, partly by the growing conviction that the gods

of Scandinavia had forsaken their ancient sanctuary, and

partly by their frequent intercourse—however hostile and

destructive—with the more civilised Christian nations of

the south. By degrees, and one by one, Danish, Swedish,

and Norwegian chieftains submitted to baptism; and

before the expiration of the tenth century all but the

remoter tribes of Sweden and the islands of the Baltic

had professed the religion of Christ with more or less

steadfastness and sincerity.f ‘

Within this period several bishoprics, under the

provincial jurisdiction of Hamburg, had been founded

e Ad. Brem. ubi sup. 0. 57-59, p. 304. lib. i. ap. Pertz, vii. pp. 267-305. Dahl

' The reader is referred generally marm, Gesch.v. Diinnemark, vol. i. p. 41

for all the details to Adam of Bremen, et sqq. may be consulted.
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in Southern Denmark and Jutland. Still Progressof

the conflict with heathenism was undecided. ghggfliggirtg

Harold, the king of this portion of the Danish Norwa ,and

region, had accepted baptism (A.D. 986); but 8“ 9“

his son Swein, and the ferocious Eric of Sweden, almost

succeeded in extirpating the Christians and their pastors.

But even this savage was at last brought under the in

fluence of the preachers; a consummation solely to be

ascribed to ill success in his expeditions of pillage and

murder against the northern regions ofGermany. About

the same time Olaf, king of Norway, introduced Chris

tianity into his dominions by the process most familiar

to the fierce Northmen,—example and coercion. Within

the same period the south-western portion of the modern

kingdom of Sweden, then as now distinguished by the

name of Gothland, had adopted the new faith, though

not without large exceptions. On the other hand, the

Swedes, or inhabitants of Suecia proper,‘z adhered per

tinaciously to their ancient religion, with all its inhuman

and bloody rites.h But from time to time Christian

teachers had visited the heathen Swedes. These were

part1 Danes, sent forth from the schools of Hamburg

and remen, and partly English or Saxon missionaries.

Siegfried, a zealous preacher of the Gospel, worthy to be

accounted, after Ansgar, the second apostle of the north,

had been summoned from the latter country by king Olaf

of Sweden, about the year 1000. Here he lived and

taught throughout the remainder of a long life. By

compact between this Olaf with Swein king of Denmark,

—-the scourge of the Saxon kingdom of England,“

Christianity became the favoured religion both in Den

mark and in Sweden.i More cannot be said for the

progress of the faith in the northern portions of the

CRAP. VIL] DENMARK, NORWAY, AND SWEDEN.

1' As distinguished from ‘ Gothia.’ firstrborn of every living creature were

'‘ In the neighbourhood of the city sacrificed to the idols, and their bleed

of Upsala there was a grove and temple

dedicated to the Scandinavian Triad,

Thor, Woden, and Fricca: the place

was of the highest sanctity; every nine

years all the tribes of Sweden roper

—kings, princes, and people— ocked

thither with their offerings; nine ofthe

ing limbs hung up to rot on the trees

of the grove. See a lively description

of this sanctuar , in Adam of Bremen,

lib. iv. c. 26, ap. ertz, vii. p.379. Cont‘.

Geiier, Gesch. v. Schwed. i. p. 123.

‘ Adam. Brem. lib. ii. 0. 37, ubi sup.

p.319.
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kingdom, where heathen rites and sacrifices were prac

tised—especially at Upsala—long after the conversion

of their kings. It may even be questioned whether these

princes had gone much beyond the outward profession

of the faith of Christ.j After the ancient dynasty of the

kings of Sweden—sometimes designated as the race of

Upsala—had become extinct, Stenkil, a zealous Chris

tian, was chosen to succeed the last king, Anund. His

election is the earliest indication of the decisive pre

ponderance of the Christian party in Sweden. But the

new king was still bound by a compact entered into by

Olaf with his subjects, in virtue of which the heathens

within the north-eastern provinces of Suecia or Sweden

proper were warranted against interference with the old

religion, and protected from the inroads of the new faith.

In opposition to this law, the Christian clergy loudly

raised their voices; they called upon the new king to

overthrow the idol temples, and to permit the introduc

tion of Christian teachers into the protected provinces.

But Stenkil kept faith with his northern subjects; and

was rniwarded by a long and, upon the whole, a peaceful

relv'n.

!:The death of Stenkil was the signal for a general

Triumph of dissolution of the federative union of the two

Christianity divisions of the kingdom, which rested upon a

inlifji‘gdi' practical legislative isolation of the two reli

' gions. A long and sanguinary struggle tried

the strength of the parties to the utmost. About the

year 1100 Christianity was in the ascendant under the

devout king Inge. The old religion held its ground till

about the middle of the twelfth century; but some time

previously several monasteries had sprung up in Swe

den, and the ecclesiastical organisation had prospered in

a degree to draw upon it the special attention of the

court of Rome. A cardinal-legate—afterwards pope

Hadrian IV.—visited the churches of Denmark and

Sweden (A.D. 1152). The levy of Peter’s-pence was

3 Conf. Geijer, vol. i. c. 3, passim. A sup. p. 129.

series of twelve kings had reigned in According to Geg'jer, he died about

Upsala, who were still believed to have the year 1066. Gesch. v. Schweden, i.

sprung from the gods. See Geil‘jer, ubi p. 131.
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introduced, and the universal practice of carrying arms

was prohibited. Before the expiration of the preceding

century the Norwegians had accepted an archbishop

from Rome. The Danish kingdom had a metropolitan

bishop in Lund ever since the year 1103. The deter

mined resistance of the idolatrous Swedes had hitherto

prevented the completion of the ecclesiastical establish—

ment in their country; but the Christian missionaries

had all this while silently encroached upon the heathen

districts; gradually heathen rites were discontinued, or

wholly abolished; Christian churches arose where once

men and animals were sacrificed to Woden and Thor

and Fricca; Christian festivals, accompanied by many of

the same observances as those of the heathen, were in

troduced; and when at length the ancient stronghold of

idolatry, the ruling province of Upsala, renounced the

profession and practice of the old religion, a Christian

ing was seated on the throne of the united kingdoms of

Suecia and East and West Gothland; and the triumph

of the religion of Christ was accomplished after a struggle

with the~powers of darkness of more than three centu

ries,‘—a period marked in history by slaughter, devasta

tion, and ruin, the like of which had not been seen since,

the beginning of time.‘11

From the commencement to the close of the great

conflict with heathenism, Rome had been the submission

source from which the Scandinavian missions “5,1165%”

had derived their inspirations and their powers. M32111“...

From the consecration of Ansgar to that of Rm“

Eskil, the metropolitans had received their pallia, and

the bishops their confirmation,“ from the Roman pontiff.

But the militant state of Latinism in these distant and

savage realms had hitherto impeded the supervision of

Rome. Till the times of Hadrian IV. no legate a latere

I Reckoned from the mission ofAns- European States,’ translated from the

kar in the year 832. Swedish Ms. of‘ the author. Most of

"I This short. summary of the suc- the authorities quoted by Geijer were

cesses ofthe Scandinavian missions has inaccessible to the writer of these

been collected partly from Adam of pages.

Bremen’s History of the Church of '1 Adam of‘ Bremen carefully notes

Hamburg, and partly from Geijer’s able this mark of dutiful observance on the

History of Sweden, in Heeren and Uck- part of the archbishops of Hambur

art’: collection of ‘Histories of the and Bremen. '
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had visited the kingdoms of the north. It was not till

the reign of Erich, the first Christian king of the united

Goths and Swedes, that the governing influence of the

papacy began to be felt. King Karl Swerkerson drew

the two races more closely together. A metropolitan

see was established at Upsala on the site of the ancient

heathen sanctuary ; papal letters and rescripts began to

circulate among the episcopal sees of the Scandinavians,

for the remedy of numerous abuses which had crept in

during the lawless period of the struggle. Laymen had,

it appears, been in the habit of appointing and induct

ing priests without authority of the bishops: thus, it is

alleged, vagrant monks, homicides, and common male

factors had been introduced into the churches ; that kings

and laity appropriated the revenues of the sees during

vacancy; and that they broke into the sacred buildings

and carried away the ornaments and vessels of the al

tars; that they dragged the clergy before the temporal

tribunals, and subjected them to the ordinary modes

of trial by battle, or the customary ordeals of the red

hot iron and boiling water; and that if they refused to

appear, their houses were burnt and their property de

stro red.

11 addition to these ecclesiastical grievances, there

State ofthe were others connected with morals and disci

northern pline which loudly demanded reformation and

“$3,235?! redress. Ritual irregularities, such as the use

Pope AleX- of improper elements in the administration of

and“ m‘ the eucharist; moral enormities, such as infan

ticide, the looseness or abuse ofthe marriage vow, incest,

unnatural crime, &c., fell under the scrutinising eyes of

popes Hadrian and Alexander. Between the years 1164

and 1181 the latter Pope addressed upwards of twenty

pontifical letters to the Scandinavian prelates, specially

intended to encourage and regulate the monastic bodies,

to give security to their property, and to stimulate their

zeal in the service of the Holy ee.° In the year 1166

he raised Eskil, archbishop of Lund, to the dignity of

° See the letters in Jafl'é’s abstract numbered 7549, 7783, 7 784, 7841, 8419, 9279.
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legate-apostolic of the Holy See for the Swedish, Danish,

and Norwegian kingdoms,p and commanded all ecclesi

astical authorities to submit to him in that character.

The archbishop of Upsala was directed to give his atten

tion to the reformation of all the anomalies and abuses

which had prevailed in the public worship of his churches;

to put down irregular and uncanonical marriages, de

scribed by the Latin canonists under the names of con

cubinage and incest.q The prelacy of Sweden received

the most emphatic injunctions to refuse investiture by

the lay hand, and to forbid their clergy to accept their

benefices and endowments on the like condition. In the

same brief pope Alexander III. absolutely prohibited the

clergy to appear before, or submit to, the lay judicatures,r

and threatened the severest penalties against any power,

lay or ecclesiastical, that should presume to drag a priest

before a temporal court. A later letters commands “ king

Knut of Sweden, the prelates, dukes, the clergy, and

people of the Goths,” ‘ to observe the canonical laws of

marriage; to give all due honour and liberty to the

priesthood ; to pay their tithes with regularity ; yet not

to permit their zeal to outrun discretion by a liberality

to the churches which might amount to the total disin

herison of their natural heirs.“ The pontiffwas a zealous

supporter of Christian missions to the heathen of Fin

land, Esthonia, and Livonia. Neither was he particular

as to the mode of the warfare against these misbelievers:

spiritual and temporal weapons might be indifl'erently

employed to bring back apostates to the fold, or to divert

the obdurate from the error of their ways ;" and to those

who should engage in the meritorious warfare he pro

P Epistle numbered as above, no.

7549, p. 710.
q Ubi sup., ep. numbered 8142, p.

749.

' Ubi sup., ep. numbered 8146.

' Dated July 6, 1180, ubi sup. num

bored 8767, p. 789.

l A designation by which the Swedes

were generally known in the twelfth

century, and even long afterwards.

“ This epistle notices a singular su

perstition among the Swedes. It seems

that if a man was killed in a state of

ebriety, he was honoured as a saint.

This was a remnant of the heathen

practice in their orgies, in which it

often happened that blood was shed.

The honours bestowed upon the vic

tims of these atfrays were probably an

anticipatory celebration of the hero

combats of Walhalla.

' See epistles numbered 8143 and

8147, ubi sup. p. 749. '
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mised forgiveness of their sins, and the like spiritual ad

vantages as to those who should visit the sepulchre of

the Lord. But in consideration of the great distances

the prelates and others would have to traverse, the Pope

graciously relaxed the penances for non-attendance upon

the court of Rome, or neglecting their duty-visits to the

holy places ; on the special ground that “ they had

surrendered themselves unreservedly as tributaries to the

Holy See.”w

By the incorporation of the northern kingdoms into

Expansion the vast realm of papism the cordon of ponti

of the Latin fical outposts in that direction was completed.

scheme‘ The mixed Sclavic and Magyaric opulation of

Hungary; the Sclavic, Sorabic, Lutitzian, endish, and

Obotritic inhabitants of Poland, Bohemia, Lusatia, the

Upper Saxon Marches, Pomerania, and Prussia, had, for

the most part, accepted the spiritual yoke of Rome.x In

the reign of Alexander III. the dominion of Latin Chris

tianity had reached its utmost extension. It is true that

no precise outer geographical boundary could be assigned :

it would have been, in fact, inconsistent with the spirit

of the papacy that such a boundary should at any time

be distinguishable; certainly none such would have ever

been acknowledged at Rome. All that was now wanting

was organisation and superintendence ; and in these re‘

spects the Latin fathers had never been deficient; nor

ever less so than in the active and vigilant pontificate of

Alexander III.

Looking at the great Latin scheme as at this point of

Its scope and time it stood before the world in all the outward

objects“ majesty of secular ambition, we distinguish,
a“ pawn!‘ above every minor object,a settled determination

to reduce all political or state-law under the yoke of ca

nonism as elaborated by the pontifical scribes. That pur

pose was, in fact, an obvious logical deduction from the

" See letter numbered 9370, ubi sup. outbursts of regret for the loss ofthose

p. 826. This e istle is dated from Vi- barbarous rites, which the oppressions

terbo, the 26th uly 1181; consequently of their Christian neighbours taught

only a week or two before his death. them to connect with their ancient in

1‘ Not yet, however, without frequent dependence.
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accepted principle of a priesthood intrusted with a bound

less moral censorship; a power to impound the public con

science; to master the prime motives, and to direct the

whole course of human action. But the outer world saw

little or nothing of all this. It was a world of impulses

and passions, not of reason or research. With all its

insolent candour the Roman system was still shrouded in

a blood-red halo of superstitious reverence, which scared

away thought, or quenched it in the fear of death tem

poral and eternal. The remedy—if there was to be a

remedy—lay not in resistance, but in evasion. It might

be possible, when the yoke was found too galling, to slip

round, though it might be impossible to drive through,

the new law, until time and the progress of research

should sap the foundation of sand upon which it reposed.

Meanwhile it stood as firmly as if it really rested upon

the rock of ages; for no hostile foot ventured to ap

proach near enough to examine the ground; or, if it did,

ever found its way back into the land of the living.

Abelard, Clement, Peter de Bruys, Henri, Arnold of

Brescia, and others, had intruded upon the mysterious

precinct, and had their reward in martyrdom, or in ig

nominious submission and final obscurity.

The steps to which the attention of the papacy at

this stage of its outer life was directed were simple and

practical. The‘first was, the emancipation of the passes

sions of the clergy from all secular control; and the

second, the removal of their persons beyond the reach of

state-law. They were to enjoy perpetual immunity from

every external pressure that might interfere with the

uncontrolled action of the chief upon every branch and

offset of the great ecclesiastical state, so as to shape the

whole into one mighty instrument of attack and defence

against the powers of the world. This had been, as we

have seen, a principal purpose of Alexander III. in the

education of the Scandinavian churches. It was to be

implanted in their infant minds, so as to grow with their

owth, and to bear the fruit of a patient and submissive

spirit, “ to the honour and glory of the Holy See.” We

have now to trace, with the utmost brevity, the progress
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of these cardinal principles of Latinism in England since

its introduction in the sixth and seventh centuries.

We shall hardly be charged with error in adopting

Original a distinction relied upon by one of the most

Powers ofthe celebrated divines of the Roman church.y Bel

larmine adopts a twofold division of the eccle

afi'airsin siastical powers, which he designates as the

thzhli‘gcglll‘sh “ potestas ordinis” and the “potestas juris

' dictionis ;” the first including the powers re

quisite to determine the doctrine and administer the

sacraments of the church; the second, comprising two

distinct powers, namely, ‘first, that of preaching and

instruction, which he calls the internal jurisdiction, and,

secondly, the right to execute or enforce the ordinances

of the church, to watch over the performance of their

duties by the clergy, and to defend the ecclesiastical

system from all harm, both from within and without;

and this he calls the power of external jurisdiction. This

last power is a matter external to all that is material to

the constitution of a church; it belongs entirely to that

outward political authority, by which the internal and

essential character of the church, its spiritual attributes

and powers, are preserved; it watches over the purity

of doctrine, restralns those who violate ecclesiastical law,

checks encroachments upon the law of the land, and

takes care that oflicials of all orders neither fall short of

nor transgress the limits of the duty assigned to them.z

The kings of England, from the earliest period, re—

Powers ofthe garded themselves as having the fullest powers

Anglo-Saxon to exercise this latter jurisdiction.

gar (A.D. 966) told his clergy that “they
kings.

King Ed

wielded the sword of Peter, he the sword of Constan

7 Card. Bellarmine, in his work De

Pout. Rom. lib. iv. e. 22. The writer

of these pages thinks himself justified

in borrowing some of the ensuing re

marks from a little work published by

him in the year 1851, entitled “Posi

tion and Prospects of the Protestant

Churches in England and Ireland,” &c.,

and in quoting the authorities there

relied upon at the foot of his page in

this work. These authorities were at

the time strictly examined and veri

fied.

1 This was the doctrine of the Gal

lican church. See Claude Fauchet,

Libertés de l’Eglise Gallicane, Par.

1612, p. 234, and ed. 1630, p. 179 ; and

cont‘. Charles le Faye, ed. 1649, p. 230.
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tine ;” and declared himself, “ within his kingdom, to be

the Lord’s husbandman, the pastor of pastors, the repre

sentative of Christ upon earth.”“ The laws of our Saxon

princes are very numerous ; they are indifferently called

“logos” and “canones,” and were all enacted by the

king, with the advice and assistance of his bishops and

clergy. In all cases the first motion appears to have

proceeded from him; and from him they derived their

legal character and effect. Under this view, it was the

right of the king to hold the ofiicers of the church to the

performance of their duties; to remove and punish abuses

of all kinds without any other ecclesiastical authorisation

than was implied in his royal dignity. In the same

power was also included the right to nominate bishops,

to call national councils, and to preside over them in

person.

But the publication and adoption of the Isidorian

Decretals changed the order and distribution Introduction

of the ecclesiastical powers. Every function ofcanon or

of church-management became vested in the decretallaw'

clergy, or, which was the same thing, in the pope of

Rome as their supreme head. The authority of the state

in all matters even remotely connected with the life and

conversation, temporal or spiritual, of churchmen, was

vehemently denounced and repelled: their possessions

were pronounced sacred and inalienable; their duties sub—

ject to no censorship but that of their oflicial superiors;

their persons exempt from secular jurisdiction or punish

ment; all interference on the part of prince or secular

person in the appointment of bishops, priests, or spiritual

incumbents was declared to be of the nature of simony.

Although these principles of church-legislation had been

in few instances fully developed in practice, they had

been received without contradiction, and partially adopted

by the clergy of France, Italy, and Germany. In Nor

mandy a complete separation of the secular and eccle

siastical jurisdiction had already taken place. In Eng

land, however, as yet the only canons known to clergy

' Wilkins, Concil. tom. i. p. 242, col. quod ipse juste egit in coelis.”

i.: “ Agens, Christo favente, interr is
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or laity were those enacted by the national church her

self, with the assent and concurrence of the sovereign.

The bishop’s court was not distinguished from the court

of the hundred, over which his spiritual authority ex

tended, and in which causes civil and ecclesiastical were

indiscriminately decided.b The law-christian and the law

of the land were administered by the same officers. The

Conquest, indeed, divided the secular from the spiritual

courts, but without alteration in the law and custom of

the land as it affected clergy and laity alike; the rights

of the crown and the liabilities of the clergy underwent

no outward change; the prerogative of the Norman

kings stood upon the same ground of public law as that

of their Saxon predecessors. But many Norman bishops

and clerks had followed duke William into England, and

an opportunity was afforded by the severance of the two

jurisdictions, to effect a severance of the law to which

each class should be subject. The exertions of the 1'0

manising bishops of England subsequent to the Conquest

were steadily directed to the introduction of the more

important articles of the Isidorian code; more especi

ally to the emancipation of church property and endow

ments from its dependence upon crown or secular ordi

nance, and of the persons and causes of clerks from the

interference of the king’s judges. In the contemplated

separation of church and state no rivalry was imagined,

because the supremacy of the former was dogmatically

assumed; no room was to be left for controversy, and

consequently no excuse for resistance.

But the earlier ordinances of William the Conqueror

Earlier com for the separation of the ecclesiastical from the

‘aim between lay tribunals were never carried out to the ex

the canon . . .

an“... em. tent of exemptmg churchmen from responsibil

111°“ 1W’- ity to the law. In the reign of Stephen, how

ever, a successful attempt was made to withdraw a clerk

charged with murder from the cognisance of the lay

judge 5° but thé ecclesiastical jurisdiction—in criminal

'' Twysden, Historical Vindication, in the cathedral at York, charged with

8w. 99.. Leges Hen. I. c. 7. the murder of archbishop William by

c he case of Symphorion, a clerk poison, in the year 1154. v
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cases at least—was never admitted by the king’s courts.

No principle of law was more persistently maintained

than that, when a question arose to which of the two

judicatures a cause belonged, the decision always rested

with the king’s judges.‘i William himself, we are well as

sured, never intended to surrender this important branch

of the royal prerogative. Eadmer says of him, that “ all

affairs, ecclesiastical as well as secular, were made depen

dent on his pleasure.”e It is true that both the Conqueror

and his successors, down to John, endeavoured to steer

a middle course between canonism and prerogative. In

their solicitude to stand well with the court of Rome,

they often took steps which endangered the safety, but

certainly never shifted the ancient basis, of the law of the

land, or the ri hts of the crown. In the bitter Henryl and

quarrel between archbishop Anselm of Oanter- archbishop

bury and Henry 1., the latter stoutly main- Anselm‘

tained his right to determine which of two rival pretenders

to the papacy the clergy of his dominions should recog

nise.f And when Anselm, without the king’s consent,

insisted upon transferring his spiritual allegiance to Ur

ban II. in preference to his rival Clement 111., Henry

bluntly informed him that “ he knew of no law or custom

which entitled a subject, without his (the king’s) license,

to set up a pope of his own over the kingdom of England ;

and that any man who should presume to take out of his

hands the decision of that question would have as good a

right to take the crown from his head.” The archbishop

still insisted, and was told that the act would be regarded

as a breach of his allegiance, and that it would be vain

to attempt to reconcile his duty to the king with subser

viency to a pope not of the king’s choice.g The arch

bishop, however, persisted, and quitted the kingdom on

his road to Rome. The temporalities of his see were, in

‘1 Bracton, lib. v. c. 15, § 3. “ Judex

e'cclesiasticus cum prohibitionem a rege

susceperit, supersedere debet in omni

casu; saltem donec constiterit in curia

regis ad quem pertineat jurisdictio.”

* Eadmer, ed. 1623, p. 6, 21. “Cune

ta divine. simul et humana ejus nutum

expectabat.”

' Eadmer, p. 25.

I “ Nequaquam fidem quam regi de

bebat, simul et apostolicse sedis obedien

tiam contra ej us (regis) voluntatem ser

vare.” Eadmer,ubi sup. Anselm himself,

in his address to the synod ofIlingham

(near Shaftesbury), reports the expres

sions of the king even more strongly.
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conformity with the law and custom of the realm, seized

into the king’s hands.

The struggle between Henry I. and Anselm was long

End Of the and obstinate. In the sequel it came to turn

mm“- upon the great question of investitures. The

kings of England, like their continental neighbours, had

adopted the customary mode of investiture by the de

livery of the ring and crozier. The resistance to this

prerogative by the court of Rome must be by this time

familiar to the readers of these pages. It is, however,

singular that it should have been brought to a close in

En land thirteen or fourteen years before its termination

in ermany, and by a compact of a very similar cha

racter. Anselm had refused to accept investiture in the

accustomed form, and had resolved upon its abolition in

England consistently with the Gregorian rinciple. But

pope Pascal II., little in accordance wit his policy in

other quarters, consented at length to a compromise,

which permitted the archbishop to consent to'the dis

paraging ceremony of homage for the temporalities of

is see, and an oath of fidelity to the king. The only

chan e effected in the ecclesiastical practice in England

was t e substitution of simple personal homage and fealty

for the earlier form of investiture.h The temporalities

remained at the disposal of the crown, and with it

effectively the power of appointment to the sees of the

kingdom.

While the contest between Henry I. and Anselm

Thelegafine was still undecided, a papal oflicer appeared

_com‘mission on the coast announcing hlmself as legate a

m England‘ latere of the court of Rome, intrusted with a

legatine power over all England from the Pope. But

king Henry held it to be a special prerogative of his

crown to accept or reject at pleasure such interferences

with the ordinary course of ecclesiastical government by

a foreign prince; and the legate was sent away, with

out having been admitted to the presence of the king.

'' The Pope’s consent was given with homage, but only “ donec er omnipo

a very bad grace. He permitted An- tentis Domini gratiam ad 00 omitten

selm and the prelacy of England to do dum cor regium molliatur.”
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About fifteen years afterwards, the same Pope made a

second attempt to introduce a legate-extraordinary into

the kingdom, but With no better success. The interpo

sition of a foreign jurisdiction superseding the ordinary

powers of the church was equally unpopular both among

clergy and laity. This legate, like his predecessor, was

not suffered to land. But in all this there was no in

tention to break with the court of Rome. In the year

1119, pope Calixtus II., as we have noticed heretofore,i

had convoked a great council at Rheims. King Henry I.

permitted his bishops to attend the council, but with an

express prohibition to carry their causes, either original

or in the shape of appeal, before the Pope. “ Go,” he

said, “ salute the Pope in my name; but beware how he

or you attempt to bring back with you any new customs

into my kingdom.” The principle of this king’s govern

ment was in fact that commands from Rome were of no

force in England unless they came with the stamp .of the

royal approbation and consent.

A third attempt of the same pontiff was equally un

successful. It was indeed, by this time, pretty The..1aw

well understood that the law and custom of and custon},

England repudiated the legatine commission, asan illegal interference with the ordinary course “Cal @011

of church government, which the common law cems'

had placed under the superintendence of the sovereign.j

That the popes should, in the preceding, as they did in

the succeeding ages, hold language implying that the

rights exercised by the kings of England in the govern

ment of the church were so exercised by virtue of grants

or concessions from themselves, cannot alter the fact that

they were claimed by the sovereign, and admitted by the

nation in virtue of the law and custom of the realm ,' an

authority excluding all claim of superiority or equality

proceeding from any external power. The weight of

' Book xi. c. vii. p. 656 et sqJ The writers of the age, in aliluding

to the acts of the crown in ecclesias

what they did; yet they as often de

scribe acts of authority done by the

king as “ antiquae consuetudines,” “li

tical matters, sometimes describe them

as “ collata,” “ impetrata,” “ permissa,”

which may be thought to imply a de

legated power from the Holy See for

VOL. V.

bertates regni,” 8:0. Henry I. himself

certainly knew them by no other de

scription than “dignitates, usus, consue

tudines, quaspater ejus in regno habuit.”
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historical testimony fully bears out the impression that

in all matters pertaining to external police, whether

touching the pro erty and endowments of the churches

or the persons 0 the clergy, the authority of the crown

was, by the law and custom of England, supreme; and

that it was so acknowledged to be both by clergy and

lait Y.

>But in the anarchical reign of Stephen a cardinal

Encmach_ legate from Home made his way into the is

. ments of land.k This person presumed to take precedence

B21533? of the archbishop of Canterbury in his own

flcllésigfingf, cathedral, superseding the primate, and setting

' ' up the supremacy of a commission derived from

a foreign court. The Anglican prelates fully understood

the drift of the movement; and at a synod held in London

protested, in the face of the legate, against the presump

tion of a foreign priest in taking the presidential chair

above archbishops, bishops, abbots, and the assembled

nobility of the whole realm of England. The protest,

however, remained without effect. A timid and time

serving spirit was creeping into the heart of the Anglican

church. The archbishop, instead of boldly availing him

self of the public indignation at the outrage inflicted

' upon the lawful dignity and jurisdiction of the primacy,

resorted to Rome for his remedy, and fetched from

thence a full legatine commission for himself; by which

step, at least during his own lifetime, he believed himself

secure against foreign interference, but sacrificed for his

own person the independence of his see, and the pre

scriptive rights annexed to it. Except upon decretal

grounds, it cannot be contended that this or any other

occasional act of a public body or person should have

the effect of changing the “ law and custom” of the land

otherwise than by a sanction equivalent to a legislative

recognition. Such a sanction indeed was never given;

but the unsettled state of the nation, together with the

profiigate and tyrannical government of our earlier Nor

man princes, afforded the court of Rome opportunities

for introducing another law into the country. The pre

'‘ In the second year of Honorius 11., AJ). 1125.
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vailing ignorance of the mass of the people, and the in

determinate character of a law resting upon general and

ill-defined usage, diverted the attention of the nation

from the movements of the Romanising clergy, and pre

vented any clear perception of the systematic encroach—

ments of the party upon the prerogative of the crown

and the liberties of the national church.

In 'the reign of Stephen the legatine power was

fastened upon the kingdom in the person of The Cough-m

his brother, Henry bishop of Winchester. In tilmsvf

his character of legate of the Holy See that Clarendon‘

prelate took upon himself, in fraud of the King’s prero

gative and of the bishops’ court, to hear and determine

appeals to Rome in ecclesiastical causes. Though till

now such appeals were as unusual as they were illegal

in England, yet in this reign they became so frequent

and vexatious, that both clergy and laity began to re

gard them as an oppressive invasion of the rights of

the national church; and in the reign of his successor

Henry II., the general discontent found its roper legal

expression in the celebrated Constitutions o Clarendon.

But these constitutions were in fact a formal declaration

of war against some of the most vital principles of papism

in its political aspect. They mark the commencement of

the long struggle of canonism and the civil law of Eng—

land, which, after a thousand vicissitudes of alternate

defeat and victory, terminated in the establishment of

the ecclesiastical supremacy of the crown in all that

concerns that emternaljurisdiotion requisite to maintain

order within the church; to‘ prevent the law-christian

from’ encroaching upon the law of the land; and to ex

elude every foreign influence which might disturb the

political equilibrium by undue pressure upon the religious

conscience of the subject.

The statute passed in the eleventh year of Henry II.

(A.D. 1164) declaratory of the common law as Nature and

to the King’s prerogative and the rights of his origin of the

subjects in matters pertaining to their religious Statute’

government, marks, as observed, the first epoch of the

great contest between law and canonism in this country,
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and by the determined, though irregular, opposition of

our kings and statesmen, serves to throw a brighter light

on the scope of papal pretension than even the conflicts

we have hitherto had to record. A glance at the

articles of the statute of Clarendon will show that they

contained as direct a contradiction to the decretalism of

the canon law as could be expressed in words. But a

few historical incidents will explain the causes which led

to the adoption of a law productive of the most violent

and tragical collision that had hitherto occurred between

the secular and the ecclesiastical state.

On the 2d of June 1162, Thomas Becket, a person

Character of obscure birth, was by the mandate of king

and designs Henry II. chosen and consecrated archbishop

of Becket. - -

of Canterbury. By the amenity of lllS manners

and the apparent pliancy of his disposition he had won

the confidence and affections of his irritable master. In

the character ofchancellor he had presided in the King’s

privy council, and made himself familiarly acquainted

with every fold and furrow of his character. No man,

excepting perhaps his contemporary Ralph de Glanvilla,

was better acquainted with the laws and customs of the

kingdom,1 or had more completely surveyed the great

gulf which severed that law from the code by which

the church was governed. Canons and decretals had

been Becket’s private study from an early age ;“‘ and

the conviction that “ no man can serve two masters” had

become profoundly impressed on his mind. Canonism be

came from the outset of his ecclesiastical career the rule

of his life and the guide of his conscience. His'first step

was to transfer all his duty to the new master he was

now to serve. His friend John of Salisbur Y was, with

out a moment’s delay, despatched to Rome to announce

_ I AccordingtoRoger-Hoveden,Becket

became chancellor in the year 1157.

Herbert do Bosham, Vit. S. Thomw,

vol. i. ed. Giles, p. 30, says that before

his elevation to the primacy “jam in

aula annis quinque cancellariae functus

est oflicio.”

"1 That this must have been the fact

cannot but be apparent to every reader

ofhis published works. We deem it im

possible that he should have acquired

is profound knowledge of the decretal

scheme, or his still deeper conviction

of sacerdotal supremacy, during the

troubled years of exile in France. Be

sides (as we shall see), the very first

steps of his career were shaped upon

the extreme principles of decretalism.
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his election to pope Alexander III., and to sue for the

pallium. His next step was formally to surrender the

seals. of the chancellors ip to the King in token of his

absolute renunciation of all secular interests, and in dis

charge of all antecedent obligations to king or kingdom

that might stand in the way of his exclusive duties to his

order. The new archbishop was sent by Henry to repre

sent the church of England at the great council of Tours,

at which pope Alexander presided in pontifical majesty.

A place of honour was assigned to the primate of all

England; and he listened with eager ear to the magni

loquent oration of bishop Arnold of Lisieux.“ His road

now lay clear before him; on either side was an impass—

able abyss; no by-path, no circuitous route, presented

itself to his inflexible spirit; and he returned to his

throne the professed vassal of Rome, and, in the secular

sense, an enemy to his king and the laws of his country.

For he knew the laws, and all his public acts were

directed either to set them at defiance or at least to

obstruct their operation. .

The administration of Henry, his frequent wars, and

the poverty of his exchequer, threw frequent Prime e,

opportunities in the way of Becket to thwart and P1‘? iss

the King’s measures, and to fix the eyes of the clfiflglisthe

great body of the inferior clergy upon himself ‘clergy

as their patron and protector. Henry II. was in spirit

a constitutional king; he desired to govern his sub

jects according to law, as far as his necessities and the

undefined character of that law itself permitted. But

against this design the exorbitant privileges and per

sonal immunities claimed by the clergy, the enormous

proportion of the wealth of the country gradually ab

sorbed by the church, and the incessant efforts of the

occupants to withdraw it altogether from the service of

the state, had for a long time past—probably from the

epoch of the separation of the spiritual and temporal

courts by William the Conqueror—proved a serious

obstruction to the government and a sensible aggrava

tion of the public burdens. A worse evil than these had

“ See c. v. p. 126 et sqq. of this Book.
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resulted from the act of William just alluded to. It

had gradually emancipated the clergy of all orders from

the control of secular law; and the result had been an

incredible amount of crime among them, to the immi

nent peril of the life and property of the subject. For

example, it was proved that since the commencement of

the reign of Henry II. no fewer than a hundred murders

had been committed by clerks in orders with almost abso

lute impunity. Rape, arson, robbery, theft, were excused

or sheltered under the frock of the priest or the cowl of

the monk; no penalties known to the canon law existed

adequate to the repression and unishment of crimes of

so deep a dye; and king Henry I. was at length driven

to put the significant question, “ Whether the ancient

laws and customs of the realm were to be observed or

not?”

The immediate inducements to the King to call for

Becketand an answer from the states of the kingdom

the “salvo,” were the resistance of the archbishop to the

8w‘ _most moderate contribution from the over

grown estates of the churches to the necessities of the

crown, and the open protection extended by him to the .

grossest crimes of the clergy.° No order of men in

the kingdom knew better than the archbishops and

bishops of England the utter inconsistency of the pri

vileges claimed by the clergy with the law of the land.

But their answer to the King’s inquiry was, that the

ancient laws and customs of the country ought to be

observed and kept, “ saving always the privileges of their

order.” It was obvious to all men that this reply was

not a simple evasion, but a negative. But pope Alex

ander had too much upon his hands at this moment to

endanger his alliance with the king of England, or to

stretch his demands to the length required by Becket.

He withdrew his support; and a pure and simple answer

in the affirmative was returned by the English hierarchy.

The archbishop of Canterbury, however, took no heed

of the concession. He continued to shelter clerical cri

° Mark, in particular, the case of the any ofthc collegiate church ofBedford,

murderer Philip de Broil, 5 prebend- whom Becket protected.
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minals against the cognisance of the temporal courts,

and to enforce the claims of his see by excommunica

tions and incapacitating penances upon laymen, though

tenants in eajn'te of the crown, for any resistance to his

demands, or offence to his clergy or the patronage of

his church. A state of doubt or compromise was in
tolerable to the spirit of Becket-,i—open war was better

than a truce of shifts and expedients; and with all the

outward marks of sincere repentance, he solemnly and

publicly retracted his consent to the abandonment of the

saving clause in the reply of the bishops, and at once

took up a position of uncompromising and illegal hos

tility to the government and constitution of his country. -

Conscience, though the best guide of moral action

vouchsafed to feeble human nature, is just as Domestic

liable to escape the control of reason and dis- Position of

cretion as simple passion. Becket was no Pfifii'gltfie

doubt in earnest; and so also was his master enactments

Alexander III. ; yet the sequel of this his- of mndon'

tory affords a striking contrast between zeal directed

by prudence in the case of the latter, and in that of the

former, ofthe bull-headed pursuit ofan overpowering con

viction, producing a long series ofsuffering and a tragical

conclusion, which under other circumstances might com

mand the pity, if not the sympathies of men of the most

opposite opinions. The archbishop had, apparently with

a purpose, begun his career by making his late loving?

and trusting sovereign his bitter enemy. The irascible‘

character of Henry II. could not endure the perpetual

checks and obstacles thrown in his way by the primate.‘

His personal feelings were outraged; his revenue was

suffering; his servants excommunicated; the exercise of

justice interrupted; the law of the land, of which he was

the appointed conservator, was set at defiance; the lower

orders of the clergy were estranged from their bishops;

and a powerful party was silently growing up, which

threatened the country with that worst of calamities—an

internecine struggle between the religious and the civil

government of the land. The sagacity of the King was

at no loss to see the end of thesethings. He had reason
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to believe that the greater number of the sutfragans of

the province of Canterbury watched their archbishop with

ajealous eye, and were not slow to perceive that his policy

was as inconsistent with their independence as with vthat

of the crown. All classes of the laity were well affected

to the King; the nobility resented the insults inflicted

upon many members of their order; and the ministers

ofjustice stood stoutly by the law they were appointed

to administer and defend. The King therefore deter

mined to bring the question of supremacy to an issue,

and summoned a great council of the nation to meet

him at Clarendon, a royal villa at no great distance from

Salisbury. .

The conferences terminated with the enactment of

Articles of the celebrated Constitutions of Clarendon. In

the Qonsti- this instrument the King, with the almost una

tutms' nimous concurrence of the bishops, the nobility

and barons of the realm, set out and declared the cus

toms and liberties of the church of England as they

came down to him from his ancestors and predecessors,

and the rights both of the crown and people as hitherto

observed, and for the future to be observed in this coun

try. It was therefore enacted—1. That all suits respect

ing advowsons and presentations to churches shall com

mence in the King’s court: 2. That no churches in the

fee of ‘the King shall be given away without his con

sent: 3. That clerks accused to the King’s justiciaries shall

come into his court and make answers to all such mat

ters as should be objected to them; and if the matter

shall appear to be of ecclesiastical cognisance, it shall be

by them remitted to the spiritual court: 4. That arch

bishops, bishops, and officers of the crown shall not de

gill‘t the realm, to go to Rome or elsewhere, without the

ing’s license‘: 5. That no man holding in 'capite of

the crown, nor any of his servants or dependents, shall

he excommunicated, or their lands placed under inter

dict, without advising with and obtaining the consent of

the King: 6. That all ecclesiastical causes shall proceed

in regular gradation from the court of the archdeacon

to that of the bishop; from him there should be an
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appeal to the archbishop; and if there should be a

fai ure ofjustice in the last-mentioned court, there shall

be an appeal to the King himself in the court of the

archbishop; no further appeal to be lawful without the

express consent of the crown: 7. That all actions re

specting lands be brought, in the first instance, in the

court of the lord or that of the King; if the land be

there found to be of lay tenure,p the decision shall rest

with the temporal court; if of spiritual tenure, the plea of

right to be remitted to the court-christian: 8. That arch

bishops and bishops shall hold their sees of the King by

tenure of barony; they shall be responsible for their con

duct as barons to the King’s justiciaries or council; they

shall do and perform all dues and duties appertaining to

their baronies, and shall attend the King’s court and per

son like other barons: 9. That the rents and profits of

all vacant sees, abbeys, and priories shall during vacancy

fall into the exchequer: 10. That when such vacancy

shall occur, the principal clergy of the church shall ap

pear to the King’s summons, and there, in his chapel,

by his consent, and by the advice of persons whom he

shall appoint, proceed to elect a successor to the see or

benefice ; the erson so elected then and there to do

homage to the King for the same.q

P Pure fief, not frankalmaigne or ori- lish law we learn a ood deal about

ginal endowment.

‘4 Matth. Paris, ed. Watts, 1784, pp.

84, 85. It may be useful here to no

tice a few particulars of these ancient

“ leges et consuetudincs regni” in their

relation to the church. During a great

part ofBecket’s controversy with Henry

II. Richard de Lucy was chiefj usticiary

ofEngland (11.1). 1167 to 1179). He was

a man of honour and integrity, and a

determined upholder of the “leges et

consuetudines,” The hatred of Becket

was concentrated against this officer;

but neither repeated excommimications

nor violent denunciations availed to ef

fect his downfall (Pauli,Gesch.v.Engl.

iii. p. 140). He died in 1180; and was

succeeded by Ranulph de Glanville, to

whom the celebrated treatise “ De Le

gibus et Consuetudinibus Angliae” is

attributed (Phillips, Engl. Rechts- und

Reichs-Gesch. i. p. 234). From this

work and preceding collections ofEng

these ancient laws an customs. Thus,

in the Ll. Edw. Con/I art. 17: “Rex

autem, quia vicarius summi regis est,

ad hoc est constitutus ut regnum ter

renum et populum Domini . . . regat,

et ab injuriosis defendat, et maleficos

ab eo expellat, &c. . . . Debet etiam

S. ecclesiam regni sui, cum omni in

tegritate et libertate juzta constituti

ones patrum et pnrdecessorum servare,”

&0. See Wilkins, vol. i. Among the

most ancient of the privileges of the

King, that of filling vacant bishoprics

is maintained in our oldest books, in

like manner as the appointment to va

cant benefices is reserved to founders

or their descendants or purchasers.

Moreover, the common law reserved

to the King the right to administer the

estate and to take the revenue of sees

and abbeys during vacancy. The abuses

which prevailed in this respect could

not operate to repeal the law, or take
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The archbishop protested vehemently against these

Becketsug ordinances. He declared that he knew no

scribesthe thing of any such ancient laws and customs.

He and his friends describe them as “ ancient

endtebgulu- customs, acts, and pmm'ties,” or as “ abuses

1° ' of the older kings.”' Yet, when beset by the

entreaties of his most trusted and faithful friends and ser

vants, and perhaps, in some degree, intimidated by the

threatening aspect of the King, Tecket, in a moment of

irresolution— an exceptional occurrence in the life of this

inexorable being—set his hand among the rest, and with

reluctance, to the Constitutions.s Yet he had scarcely

appended his seal when, in an excess of real or affected

remorse, he confessed his delinquency to the Pope, and

threw himself on the mercy of the Holy See. He im

posed the severest penances upon himself, and abstained

from the service of the altar for a period of forty days.

Upon his report Alexander had hastened to condemn

the Constitutions, and to comfort the faithful servant of

the church by a pontifical assurance that his momentary

lapse was forgiven, and that all remembrance of it was

expunged from the book of life.t But it suited neither

the tem er nor the purpose of the archbishop to be con

soled. he difliculties of his position were clearly spread

out before him; and the prospect served only to strengthen

his determination to rush straight at the foe—to grapple

with him, or to perish in the attempt.u The battle array

away the right of the crown; but the

prolongation of the vacancy for the

purpose of enriching the exchequer

was an acknowledged abuse. The

clergy were not exempted by the com

mon law from the jurisdiction of the

King’s courts: and the prerogative of

the crown undoubtedly extended to the

exclusion of everyforeign influence, spi

ritual or temporal, that might interfere

with the laws and government of the

kingdom. The history of English law

very clearly indicates that in the reign

of Henry II. the legal instinct of the

People had gained ground, that it had

resolved itself into a more systematic

01111, and acquired strength in pro

Portion as the Latinising clergy strug

818d to introduce the principles of ca

TIOnism,

1' Gervase of Canterbury calls them.

“ veteres consuetudines, actus et pravi

tates.” Roger of Croyland stigmatises

them as “ veterum regum abusiones.”

‘* Will. Fitzstephen, Vita S. Thomas,

ed. Giles, p. 217.

1 The consolatory letter of the Pope

is dated from Sens, 26th Oct. 1163. It

contains a. gentle hint that the arch

bishop may have been rather too active

in his diocese, and that perchance some

mistake in his own conduct may have

produced the irritation in the mind of

Henry II. ofwhich he complains. Ba—

run. an. 1163, § 22.

‘1 His reply to the Pope (Baron. § 25,

p. 213) bewails the growing weakness

of the church ; the contempt of the

canons, “adoo ut nec sanctorum pa

trum sanctiones nee statuta canonuin,
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presented to his diseased vision was, on the one side,

Christ and the canons, and on the other, Satan and the

world’s law; for in every human ordinance which might

stand in contradiction to a canon—~as part and parcel

of the divine law—he discerned the hand of the enemy

sowing tares in the vineyard of the Lord; therefore, if

human law were to prevail, the church was pro tanto

the slave and servant of Satan: the church must, there

fore, conquer or perish.v

In fanaticism, as in lunacy, there is a cunning of

which the diseased subject is unconscious. It Polio “Alex

is scarcely possible for any attentive reader a“ 9‘ III

of the contemporary documentsw to avoid the conviction

that Becket knew his remedy, and had provided the means

of escaping his engagements. He had sealed and sworn

to the Constitutions in the month of January 1164, and

had not lost a moment in announcing his self-imputed

delinquency to the Pope; in reply, he had received from

the latter, within a month, a formal condemnation of

the Constitutions, with letters absolving him from all en

gagements contrary to the canons, and a mandate to all

the bishops and prelates of the kingdom without scruple

to break through any promises of the like nature they

might have contracted. The archbishop had from first

to last kept the Pope fully informed of all that had

passed between him and the King; so that no sooner

ad he appended his seal to the obnoxious statute than

Alexander had notice both of his repentance and his

renunciation.x The poison was ‘no sooner swallowed

than the antidote was at his lips)’ Thus far pope Alex

ander III. saw no harm in humouring his over-zealous

minister. He knew his value as a champion, but never

trusted him as a discretionary agent or manager. With

many compliments to his gallant resistance in the affair

quorum apud nos etiam nomen exosum

est,” were of any avail for the protec

tion of the clergy against the secular

judicatnre.

' Conf. Bar. an. 1164.§ 5, p. 219,—

the remonstrance of Becket’s party

against the Constitutions.

" Which exist in almost overwhelm

ing bulk and quantity.

‘ See the letters ap. Baron. an. 1164,

§ 3-5; Jafl'é,Regist. 8.20. p. 697. These

epistles were all written from Sens,

where Alex. III. was residing.

Y A later letter of Alex. III. (dated

Sens, 1st April 1164) repeats the ab

solution, and remits the self-imposed

penances, so as to send the archbishop

back to his spiritual duties.
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of the Constitutions, he informed Becket that he had re

fused the King’s request to confirm the enactments of

Clarendon, but had granted the legation requested for

the archbishop of York to the King h-imsel but with

out prejudice to his (Becket’s) provincial jurisdiction : he

‘advised the archbishop to yield to the necessities of the

times, that he might not bring greater calamities upon

the church than those by whic she was at that moment

beset :2 that he should, in short, do his best to regain the

confidence of the King, lest by irritating opposition he

should bring the church into greater trouble, and give

a triumph to her adversary.a

The trimming scheme of Alexander III. was little

Persecution suited to the temper of the archbishop. The

finlifcket King was irritated bv an ostensible deference

y my . . ~ . . .

II. which left h1s opponent 1n possession of all lllS

powers of annoyance. Becket continued obstinately to

decline the jurisdiction of the King’s courts, and to throw

his mantle over the offences of churchmen by excommu

nicating, without distinction of persons, all who dared to

interfere with his exclusive authority in all matters and

over all persons he chose to regard as appertaining to the

spiritual government. In this posture of affairs Henry

called a great council or parliament at Northampton.b

The council was attended by all the temporal and spi

ritual barons of the kingdom; at the head of the latter

came archbishop Becket. Here he gave vent to that

captions and querulous spirit which had poisoned his

intercourse with the 'King since his resignation of the

chancellorship. All the passions of Henry’s nature

were stimulated into a vindictive resolution to ruin his

enemy. Becket had refused justice to an officer of the

royal treasury, John Marshall, in a claim of land ;

the claimant had appealed to the King’s court, and the

archbishop had contemptuously refused to appear. At

the demand of the King the offence of Becket was ad

‘ Viz. the great conflict with the March 1164. Baron. ibid. p. 220. In

emperor Frederick L, and the rebellion another epistle Alexander III. exhorts

of the Romans. Becket was asked to Becket to demean himself with cir

yield to the king, “ salva honestate cumspection and without rashness.

ecclesiastici ordinis.” b The 8th of Oct. 1164.

i This letter is dated Sens, the 3d of
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judged by the parliament to be a breach of his allegi—

ance, and deserving of the severest punishment: all his

personalty was declared to be forfeited; the penalty to

be commuted for a fine of 500l. The bishops, it is true,

petitioned the king for a remission of the sentence, but

without effect. Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London, refused

to concur in the petition. Following up his unworthy

design, the King next demanded from the archbishop a

strict account of various sums he had received from the

exchequer» while he held the office of chancellor, and the

reimbursement of moneys alleged to have been intrusted

to him for public purposes; and he was told that, unless

he could find good security for the satisfaction of these

unrighteous demands, he would be consigned to a prison.

These claims, however, were but the precursors of the

great blow which was to crush his adversary to the

earth. After several hearings on different consecutive

days, the King called upon the archbishop to render

an account of the sums received from all the vacant

bishoprics, abbeys, baronies, and other 'fiefs which had

fallen to the crown within the period of his adminis

tration as chancellor, as well as of all the benefices

bestowed upon him by the King himself. The whole

amount of these demands rose to the then enormous

sum of 30,000 marks of silver. The bishops made an

ineffectual attempt to step in to the rescue of their

primate. But the temporal barons rejected their ap

peal, and on the 13th of October the bishops endeavoured

to persuade Becket to humble himself under the hand of

the King, and admit the groundless demand. But, sick

and feeble as he was at that moment, rising from his

couch, he rebuked the craven spirit of his suffragans

in a fiery speech, which sent them back into the pre

sence of the King in a state of trepidation and irresolu

tion full of promise for the accomplishment of his vin

dictive purpose.

The answers of archbishop Becket to the various

charges brought against him were probably _

faithful statements of the expenditure of themoneys which had passed through his hands.
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But the means of discharging himself were not within

his power. Two years had passed away from the date

of his resignation of thechancellorship, since which time

he had heard no whisper of defalcation in any part of

his administration: the items of charge were a manifest

afterthought, now for the first time raked up to accom

plish his ruin; and this was, no doubt, the impression

produced on the minds of the parliament. But the pre

lates, with the exception of the bishop of Winchester

and one or two others, lay under the terror of the un

governed temper of the King. Nor were these fears

allayed when Henry, with real or assumed an er, again

put the categorical question to them, whether t ey would

return a'pare and simple affirmative to the Constitutions

of Clarendon for themselves, and would engage that their

primate should do the like in his own person. On their

parts the answer was ready enough; but no force of fear

or persuasion could wring from the archbishop any answer

not guarded by the fatal salvo ordine sac, which he well

knew would drive the Kin to extremities. In an ac

cess ofapparently uncontrol able wrath, Henry quitted the

assembly, on his road to London. The bishops hurried

after him in fear and trembling, expecting that they would

see his face no more till they found themselves deprived

of all they had to live upon. Henry suffered himself to

be overtaken; and now a pure and simple assent to the

all-important question was obtained with marvellous fa

cility. The primate found himself deserted and shunned

by men of all ranks; but the strength, though not the

spirit of the martyr, was stirring within him: “Though,”

he exclaimed, “ I stand alone; though I remain the

solitary defender of the rights of my order; though I

' offend the King; though my bishops secede from me,

and I become a byword of reproach to the world, I will

never be unmindful of the cause of God and my order.

For be it far from me, that by the fear or favour of

mortal man I should be found a traitor to the cause of _

God. Nay, if an angel from heaven were to give me

any such counsel, let him be accursed.”c

° Will. Fitzstephen, Vit. S. Thomas, ed. Giles, tom. i. p. 213.
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We admire the heroism of Becket as we admire the

courageous prosecution of a principle honestly parliament

and conscientiously conceived, though reck- “tgfmglelfili

lessly and imprudently pursued. It should King's ulti

be observed, that the proper legal privileges of mamm

the church of England were never in danger. But it

was not for these that Becket took up his cross. Under

a foreign banner he was fighting the battle of another

law, which in his conscience he had identified with the

law of God. He was one of those men who are born to

disturb the world, but not to bring out order from the

chaos they have created. Even in this extremity of his

fortunes, every act he did implied insult and defiance.d

He presented himself before the King and his great

council as a martyr prepared to die; he sheltered him

self under the episcopal crucifix, rather as a provocative

to dishonour the sacred emblem in his person, and to

expose his enemy to religious odium, than for any pro

tection it could afford him as a baron of the realm.

The sword of the King might be strong to kill the body,

the cross of the bishop must never yield to the sharpest

of earthly weapons. The entreaties of friends and foes

to induce him to forego this needless insult were un

availing; and Becket took his seat, holding in his hand

the offensive symbol. The bishops, in the mean time,

were anxiously engaged with the King in private to ob

tain a reasonable commutation of the penalties imposed

upon their primate, and to find an expedient to prevent

the sequestration and ruin which must follow the execu

tion of the sentence. Meanwhile the archbishop was

assailed by rumours of an intended attack upon his life

by the king’s friends: a conspiracy, it was said, was

on foot to kill him, if he should obdurately decline the

judgment of the king and his peers. After a long con

sultation, the mediating prelates and barons waited upon

him from the privy council with the ultimatum of the

d Thus, on the morning of the deci- understood in those days, and were

sive day at Northampton, he performed immediately reported to the King, who

the mass of St. Stephen the proto-mar- was at no loss to understand their

tyr, to the words “Etenim sederunt meaning. W Fitzst. Vit. &c. p. 224,

principes,” &C. These things were well
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King: they inquired whether he was disposed sincerely

and honestly (bona fide) to observe and keep the sta

tutes of Clarendon, without reservation or qualification,

according to his subscription and the oath he had sworn?

Whether he was prepared to give security to render an

account of his chancellorship, and to that end to ac

knowledge the jurisdiction and abide the decision of the

Kin ’s court?

11 reply, Becket denied the competency of the par

Beckeps liament to tput him on his trial; he evaded the

rerlytothe question 0 liability to the King’s court; and

“mmmm' complained of the irregularity and injustice of

the proceedings under which he had hitherto sufl'ered.

As to the required securities, he had no means of pro

curing them; that besides this, he had, prior to his con

secration, received from the King himself the amplest

discharge from all the liabilities of his temporal office;

and of this, if it were not a dangerous matter, he could

produce other witnesses: without- direct allusion to the

Constitutions, he declared that when he took upon him

the government of the church he had cast aside all

secular occupations and interests, and devoted himself

with singleness of purpose to the glory of God, the

maintenance of the ecclesiastical dignity, and the honour

of his episcopal office.

This answer implied a negative upon both questions;

Beck , so at least it was construed by the King and
etspro- .

test against the court. Upon the report of the blSllOPS,

tgftjlfedggl‘i‘ét Henry peremptorily demanded the judgment

' of the estates temporal and spiritual upon the

delinquent. The bishops hesitated; they felt themselves

in a dilemma between their canonical obedience to their

primate and their duties as barons of the realm: by the

archbishop’s prohibition they were, as their prolocutor

expressed it, “placed between the hammer and the

anvil.” Again they urged upon him their oaths to the

Constitutions of Clarendon; they had, they said, sworn

to‘ accept them “ in good faith and without mental reser

vation, and to observe them as law.”e “ Nay,” replied

' “ Bona fide, sine dolo malo, et logitime.”
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Becket; “ that which is contrary to the laws ofGod can—

not be said to be done lawfully or in good faith; these

words are in themselves a saving clause, by which the

rights of our churches—rights which we dcriccfrom the

pontifical lam—are secured; besides, the Pope has can

celled and annulled the document to which you appeal:

and that rejection is a command to us that we should

do the like, and prove ourselves ever ready to receive

what the Roman church receives, and to reject what she

rejects. Moreover, if at Clarendon we were found back

sliders, it is our duty to retrace the false step; if we

there pledged our faith, nay, if we swore to do the un

righteous thing, you are to know that they who swear

to that which is in itself unlawful are in no way bound

by their oaths.” After this, further negotiation was con

sidered useless; the barons and prelates resumed their

places in the presence of the archbishop; Hilary bishop

of Chichester called upon him to hearken to the sentence

of the court. “ \Vhat,” exclaimed the primate, “ are you

about to do? Would you pass your sentence upon me?

It is unlawful. There is no cause before you,—there is

no matter of controversy on which to found a judgment.

Moreover, I am your spiritual father ; ye are but oflicers

of the palace, lay lords, secular persons; I will not

hearken to your judgment.” Rising suddenly from his

seat, the archbishop grasped his cross, and quitted the

assembly amid the scoffs and reproaches of the laity and

the downcast countenances of the episcopal bench.f

That night late he sent the bishops of Rochester,

Worcester, and Hereford to the King to ask Em Go,

for license and safe-conduct to betake himself Beckegand

beyond seas. The King replied that he should hi‘; $335“

have his answer on the morrow. In the coun

cils of the King there were those whose memories fur

nished them with precedents of punishments inflicted

upon refractory or rebellious prelates, such as close im

prisonment, mutilations, or worse. Henry, though for

the moment in good humour at the success of his scheme

for the ruin of his enemy, was likely enough to listen to

I See the narrative of Willm. Fitzstephen, ed. Giles, vol. i. pp. 202‘238

VOL. V. Q
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suggestions which were requisite to complete the opera

tion in hand. Becket was well informed of all that

assed at the court, and reasonably concluded that his

best chance of personal safety lay in timely flight. Ac

cordingly in the night of the 13th and 14th of October he

took horse and directed his steps with all speed towards

the coast. Takin a long circuit, and travelling in the

disguise of a lay friar, he reached the port of Sandwich

in safety, and passed over to Flanders; and thence tra

velled to the court of Louis VII. of France at Soissons.

The archbishop was received by the King with pleasure

as the enemy of Henry, with whom he was just then

upon no very friendly terms.

After the archbishop’s evasion, Henry II. did not

vindictive immediately proceed to the execution of the

(ffr‘llfg‘rlinfis sentence. He was apparently anxious, before

againgtythe. taking the last decisive step against the pro

archbishoP- perty of the primate and the see of Canter

bury, to sound pope Alexander III. on the subject of

the appeal in which all parties had joined before the

breaking up of the council of Northampton. As soon

as the escape of Becket was announced to the King, be

despatched in great haste bishop Gilbert Foliot and the

earl of Arundel to the court of Alexander at Sens. The

prelate strongly urged the pontiff to set aside the appeal

of the archbishop, and to send him back to England with

legates a latere, who should decide the cause between

him and the King. But as Becket himself, in conse

quence of the circuitous route he hadbeen obliged to

take, had not yet presented himself before the Pope, the

latter civilly declined both proposals, and the King’s en

voys departed from Sens before the archbisho arrived.

Exasperated by his failure, Henry without de ay seized

into his own hands all the lands ofthe see of Canterbury,

together with the personal property of Becket and that

of all who without the royal license had followed him be

yond seas. The archbishop was proclaimed a traitor, and

the severest measures were adopted to prevent commu

nication with his friends in England, and to guard more

especially against the introduction of papal bulls or re
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scripts, and the dangerous exercise of the metropolitan

powers of Becket, within the kingdom during his exile.

All persons who should be found in possession of writings

importing an interdict upon the kingdomg were threat

ened with loss of life or limb.h The personal attendants

and servants of the primate vwere turned out of their

homes and driven across the sea, with a view to aggra

vate his poverty by the numbers who now had no other

refuge and no other means of sup ort but those which

he might still be able to afford. But his steady friend

John of Salisbury, who had preceded him to France

some months before, produced funds which, in anticipa

tion of the late events, he had managed to collect and

carry away with him; and the seasonable supply enabled

him to fence off for a time the distresses of a helpless yet

devoted throng of destitute dependents.

But archbishop Becket was no less bent upon re—

venge than his powerful opponent. His prin- Beckefls

gépal object at this moment was to wound the address to

ing through his ministers and friends. In 25mg?‘

reference to the late proceedings at Northamp- '

ton, he avowed that his intentions had been to establish

once for all the immunity of the clergy from all con

nexion with the civil law; for as long as such a state of

things continued, the spiritual power must be and remain

the bondmaid of the secular state: his submission to the

judgment of his peers at the late parliament, he con

tended, would have established a precedent fatal to the

liberties of the church for all time to come. It was, he

said, his appeal to the Pope that had drawn down upon

him the deadly ersecution under which he and his friends

were pining. Such a state of things was a bitter insult

to the Holy See; and unless it was rectified by the se

verest exercise of the pontifical scourge, the time-serving

and timid spirit of the bishops would never be taught to

I The King no doubt suspected the through his numerous dependents and

archbishop of an intention to do him servants, a sure channel of communi

all the harm he could; and be well cation with England.

knew the confusion and difliculty into h Baronius quotes a letter from the

which his adversary might plunge him Codex Vaticanus, lib. i. ep. 14 of Bee

if he succeeded in ublishin an in- ket’s letters, for this fact.

terdict; or even if e shoul retain,
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know its master: they would go on serving the turn of

the tyrant, to the total subjugation of the church under

his imperious will. “ Therefore,” said he to the pontiff,

“put forth your utmost rigour, bind down those from

whose counsels this persecution springs. But let not

these offences be laid to the charge ofour lord the King,

whom I will su pose to be rather the instrument than

the instigator of the mischief.”i

The enemies against whom the first blow was aimed

Beckeps re_ were Roger archbishop of York, and the bishops

ception by Hilary of Chichester and Gilbert Foliot of Lon

the mp6‘ don; but both he and his adviser John of Salis

bury thought that their downfall could not otherwise be

accomplished than by a general interdict upon the king

dom. This measure would, they believed, fix the wavering

spirit of the prelacy, and tame down the blustering and

intemperate habits of the King. This view they pressed

upon the Pope with the utmost solicitude. But at this

moment Alexander had far too much on his hands to

consent to a step which would not only deprive him of

the Peter’s-pence, of which he was just then greatly in

want, but bring upon him another powerful enemy, who

would infallibly throw himself into the arms of Frederic

of Germany and the antipope Victor IV., and thus de

prive him of the advantage he had reaped from the

general recognition of his title throughout Christendom?

Becket arrived at Sens after the departure of the Eng

lish bishops. He presented himself to the Pope with a

copy of the obnoxious constitutions in his hand; but the

had been already repudiated by the curia, and the Pope

and his court again condemned and rejected them; and

came to a unanimous decision that “ in the person of the

archbishop the whole church must be supported.’a‘ Alex

ander knew too well the value of so resolute a champion

to let him fall; and when the archbishop with many

tears surrendered his pastoral staff and ring into the

hands of the Pope, the latter returned it to him with a

benignant rebuke for his momentary tergiversation, and

‘ Ro . Hoved._ Baron. an. 1164, § 33, 34, p. 231.

1J0 n of Salisbury to Becket, ap. i Baron. an. 1164, § 36, p. 232.
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a hearty commendation of the resolute stand he had

made on behalf of the liberties of the church.

The a prehensions of Alexander were not unfounded.

Henry I . was bitterly offended at the ill suc- Hem H
. . . y .

cess of 1113 a-ppllcatlon. After Becket’s escape, threatens the

the parliament of Northampton had confirmed Is’gclgggflh

and republished the Constitutions of Clarendon, '

and it had been decreed that whosoever should bring in

or publish any interdict, or any papal bull or writing,

should be deemed a traitor, and suffer death accordingly:

that no clerk, monk, or friar should go beyond seas, or

if abroad return to England, without the license of the

justiciary or ofthe King himself, on pain of imprisonment:

appeals to the Pope or the archbishop were strictly inter

dicted; and all pleas held by mandate from the Pope or

the archbishop were to be deemed and punished as mis

demeanors: all clerks beyond seas were ordered to return

home within six months, or their revenues to be seized

into the King’s hands: Peter’s-pence to be no longer

paid to the agents of the Pope, but into the King’s

exchequer. These ordinances were now ordered to be

carried into execution with the utmost rigour; and in

furtherance of the King’s vengeance against the arch

bishop, all his kindred were banished the country without

distinction of age, sex, or infirmity,l with the intent that

they should fall to his charge and increase the pecuniary

embarrassments which soon began to weigh heavily upon

his scanty resources. Frederic I. of Germany was awake

to the advantages of an alliance with Henry II., and

might entertain hopes of detaching him from his connec

tion with pope Alexander. While in Normandy the King

received an embassy from the Emperor, demanding the

hands of his two daughters for his son and for his kins

man Henry, surnamed the Lion, duke of Saxony and

Bavaria. A negotiation was entered into with arch

bishop Rainold of Cologne, and a letter was sent an

nouncino' the approach of envoys to negotiate personally
with theD Emperor concerning the marriages proposed,

I Gervase of Canterbury, ap. Pagi ad convey intelligence, or act as agents of

Baron. 1164, p. 235, adds: Perhaps also the archbishop.

under an apprehension that they might
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and the King’s future relations to the Holy See. The

envoys, Bartholomew of Exeter and John of Oxford,

in fact appeared, as we have seen,m at the diet of Wiirz

burg, and joined with that assembly in the renunciation

of pope Alexander, and the recognition of the anti-p0 e

Pascal. The affair went no further for the present; t e

Pope, who was at this moment in great want of money,

could not afford to break with the King; and little notice

was taken of an act which he probably understood as a

hint that any active support to the King’s enemy might

draw after it detrimental consequences to the Holy See.

The alarm, however, which the reported secession of

Becket in Henry II. produced on the mind of Becket and

France; the French court brought the archbishop again

cfiffcfgdof into the field. Pope Alexander probably was

his cam-r not altogether exempt from the like anxiety.n

spondence' He was just at this time preparing to avail

himself of the improved aspect of his affairs in Italy, and

the favourable disposition of the Romans, to return to his

capital ; doubtless calculating upon the additional weight

which the still precarious position of his friends and allies

in Lombardy and elsewhere must cast upon his shoul

ders.o Under such circumstances the only safe policy

lay in vigilance and forbearance. As far as related to

active support, Becket remained in a state of isolation in

the highest degree irritating to his impatient tempera

ment. The Pope had assigned to him the convent of

Pontigny for his abode; but had not felt himself called

upon to provide the necessary funds for his mainten

ance and that of his destitute companions. The arch

bishop, however, was not wholly without resources. In

defiance of the king’s prohibition, he was not only accu

rately informed of all that was going on at court, but

continued to be supplied from time to time with small

sums of money from England. The leisure hours he

could spare from his active correspondence he spent in

the study of the canon law ; to the neglect—as his friend

John of Salisbury significantly hints—of those devotional

1" Chap. v. p. 137 of this Book. more than fifty prelates of the English

" Rainald of Cologne, on his return church were ready to turn over to pope

from his embassy to the King in Nor- Pascal.

mandy, had reported that the King and ° Conf. c. v. p. 139 of this Book.
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exercises and sobering contemplations befitting his actual

position.p The greater part of his time was, however,

devoted to correspondence with his friends, and letters

to the King. Notwithstanding the complaining and de

precatory tone of these addresses, almost every line was

replete with taunt and contumely. He wrote with the

full knowledge of the irritating effect they must produce ;‘1

he threatened the King with the wrath of God; he pro

phesied rebellion in his family,—“ the kingdom should

depart from his race, as it did from the house of Solomon

for his apostasy.” “ Let him therefore humble himself

as did David,” &c. He was deeply offended by the more

moderate tone of his friends and partisans. “ I have,” he

exclaimed, “ chosen to be an outcast; to be anathema for

all; to be a by-word among men ; the rejected of the peo

ple; lest I should seem to desert the cause of the saints,

and to dissemble the injuries of our people.” “ Verily,” he

says, “ if the enemy hear not my voice, you will of a truth

have a right to cry aloud against me, ‘Arise; whysleep

est thou? Unsheathe the sword of St. Peter! Vindi

cate the blood of the servants of Christ which hath been

shed,’ ” Sac.r In the same tone and spirit he exhorts his

friend the bishop ofHereford to “ gird up his loins, to cry

aloud against, the enemies of the church, to cause them

to quake with terror; to drive them to repentance and

satisfaction, lest the wrath of God fall upon them, and

the whole nation perish . . . . saying that the divine

vengeance is at the door. As for myself, it is ordained

that I should await the appointed end ofthese thin s; for

the Lord hath shown what things and how many must

suffer for His name’s sake and for the defence of His

church; therefore I have great need that you, and the

P “ Prosunt,” he remarks, “ quidem

leges et canones; sed Inihi credite quia

nunc non erat his opus; siquidem non

tam devotionem excitant quam curiosi

tatem.” See the extract from the works

of John of Salisbury, ap. Baron. an.

1165, § 2, p. 245. Again: “ I had rs,

ther you meditated the Psalms or the

‘Morals’ of the holy Gregory (the

Great) than that you should philoso

phise after the manner of the schools.”

‘I “ Verendum est ne irati animus

ad deteriora provocatur. Quid faciam ?

Loquar an sileam P Verumtamen, &c.,

it was better to fall under the displea

sure of man, than under the hand of

the living God.”

1‘ Surely, a mere figure of speech!

We have no hint hitherto of any one

having been put to death in the cause

of the archbishop.
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whole church committed to your charge, should be instant

in prayer for me.” ‘

It was the passionate desire of Becket to launch a sen

Becket tence of interdict coextensive with the kingdom

excommuni- of England and the continental states of his

“iéffié‘ge enemy. He had persuaded himself that nothing

minisms- short of this extreme measure would produce

any sensible effect on the obdurate spirits of Henry and

his ministers. A new injury had stirred up every violent

passion in his nature. Henry had managed to procure

his expulsion from the convent ofPontigny,t and to drive

him to beg an asylum for himself and his impoverished

followers from the French king. But permission from

the Pope to empty out at once the quiver of his wrath

could not be obtained. Short of this extremity Alexander

had left him in full exercise of his metropolitan powers.

Consequently, on the 3d of June 1166, while residing at

Vezelay, he solemnly condemned the Constitutions of

Clarendon and their authors, naming specially the King’s

ministers and agents, John of Oxford and Richard of

Ilchester, for communicating with heretics; Richard de

Lucy and Jocelyn de Baliol, as abettors of the Consti

tutions; and Ranulph de Broc, as sequestrator of the

estates of the see of Canterbury. The Pope had no ob

jection to await the effect of this modified measure; and

Becket sent his precept to Gilbert Foliot bishop of Lon

don, to publish the document in all the churches of the

province. ~ The bishops, however, remonstrated, and ap

pealed to the Pope against the mandate of the primate;

and, awaiting the decision, deferred the publication of

the anathema.

In the correspondence of archbishop Becket within

Becket,s the latter months of the year 1166, we obtain

View of the broadest view of the principles of decretal

ec‘gjffi‘lsggial canonism that have hitherto come under our

' consideration. At the same time the language

of king Henry displays with equal clearness the antago

' See ep. ad E. Hereford. a . Baron. monastery to expel from their houses

an. 1165, § 5, p. 246. Rog. oved. ap. all the brethren of the Cistercian order‘

Savile, Ss. Rr. Anglic. p. 503. within his dominions,if they continued

‘ By threatening the fraternity of the to shelter his enemy.
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nistic theory of the royal state and prerogative in their

relation to the church. In his addresses to the King,

Becket wonders at his continued “ impenitence ;” “ he

had lived,” he said, “ in the daily expectation of a mess—

age of remorse, and a tender of satisfaction for all the

injuries he had inflicted on the church.” “ It was his

bounden duty to spread out before him the number and

enormity of his offences, more especially those committed

against ecclesiastical persons; and this he must do at the

peril of his own soul.” Bishops, he affirms, neither are,

nor ever were, held amenable to the civil power; for had

not the bishops of the great council of Niceea, in the very

presence and with the assent of the holy emperor Constan

tine, declared themselves exempt from all temporal law?

Who, then, shall dare to raise a doubt that the priests

of Christ are the_fathers and masters ofkings andprinces,

and of all the faithful? It were, indeed, sheer madness

to maintain that the son might reduce his father to sub

jection, or the disciple his master: the king, therefore,

should demean himself as the obedient son, not as the

ruler of the church; it was his duty to learn from, not

to school his priest; to follow, not to go before him : for

are not priests those of whom the Lord hath said, “ he

that heareth you heareth me ; he that despiseth you despi

seth me; he that toucheth you toucheth the pupil of mine

eye” 1'“ It was therefore the will of God that the things

of the church should be wholly in the order and disposi

tion of the church; for his priests received these things

notfrom public law, nor from the powers of the world,

but from their pontifiis and priests, and by them alone

they were to be administered. Christian kings are there

fore bound to subject all executive measures to their eccle

siastical chiefs, not to give them the recedence: for it is

written," that no man but a priest sliall sit in judgment

upon a priest; neither shall human law pass sentence on

such as these; it behaves, therefore, Christian princes to

obey the statutes of the church ,' not to postpone them to

“ Conf. Book vi. 0. vii. pp. 191, 197 here placed upon a level with the writ

et sqq. of this work. ten Word—the legitimate fruit this of

' Namely, in the spurious Decretals, Becket’s canonical studies.
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their own: princes are to bore the head before the priest,

not to sit in judgment upon him.w

About the same time the archbishop instructed his

Henry H‘ clergy to excommunicate the King’s officers,

declareshis and all others who should aid and abet them in

5531:5235; preventing ecclesiastical persons from crossing

lution to up- the seas to go to the Pope, or to communicate

2351;352:1128 personally with himself; and to release from

ofthe their oaths all ofiicials who might have bound

country‘ themselves to perform such unlawful duty: “ for

Christ, who presides in the Roman church, comprehends

in himself all powers in heaven and on earth.”x These

violent proceedings created no other sensation in Eng

land than the appeal of the bishops to the Pope. Their

effect upon the mind of Henry was to draw from him a

declaration of right in most respects corresponding with

that of the emperor Frederic on a like occasion.y After

protesting his attachment to the Holy See, the King im

puted the reports of his secession to the malignant arts

of Becket. At'no moment, he declared, had he ever con

templated such a step ; the rumour could have originated

from no one but the man whose every word and act had

been but one series of insult and injury: that person had

never ceased, both in writing and by word of mouth, to

defame him to the world ; he had held him up to public

odium as a persecutor of the church, a homicide,_and a

traitor to his religion. With all this he (the King) had

but maintained the rights and prerogatives of his crown.

He protested that his honour and dominion were derived

from the same source as that of all authority, temporal

or spiritual. “ Whatever,” he said, “ ofhonour and power

he possessed, he had derived from God ,' and to Him

 

kings who ever reigned upon earth.

The close of the letter is in a strain of

hypocritical cant discreditable to the

'' Baron. an. 1166, i30, p. 266 et

_Sqq._ The letter of Bee et to the King

Is given in eztenso. This wonderful

composition is stuffed full of decretal

fictions. Besides the story about Con

stantine and the bishops of Nicrea, we

have the last editions of the history

0f Ambrose and 'l‘heodosius, of Inno

cent I. and the emperor Arcadius, &c.

860. The king of England is through

out the prototype of all the wicked

character of Becket, though perhaps

not more so to him than the miserable

shibboleths of various factions in the

mouths of political or religious fana

tics.

* See the mandate in eztenso, ap. Bd

ron. an. 1166, pp. 268, 269.

7 See ch. iii. 1). 82 of this Book.
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alone he held himself accountable ,' for to Him alone was

he indebted for them—to Him alone did he give thanks

for this great boon: he therefore besought the pontiff to

cause him to be treated as a sovereign prince, and not

permit him to be trampled upon as the bondsman of a

turbulent priest: the only offence imputed to him was,

that he had defended the honour of his crown and the

ancient laws and customs of the kingdom: no one‘ could

dispute his right to marry his daughters to whom he

pleased; yet even ‘this had been imputed to him as a

crime: neither had he expelled the archbishop from the

kingdom; nay, he verily believed that he had quitted

the realm for the mere purpose of gaining a position from

which he might be the better able to vilify and insult his

sovereign; let him return to his proper duties, and then

all justice should be done him: but any one, whoever

he might he, should attempt to impede or to deroyatefrom

the rights, customs, and dignity of king and kingdom, he

should surely be deemed a public enemy, and treated as a

traitor to the King, his-crown, and dignity: he, the King,

as long as life should be granted him, would in norvise

permit his royalprerogative, orithe law and custom ofthe

realm, to safer abatement/2”“ T -. -

It may be clearly gathered‘ from the letters of Becket

that he had by this time abandoned all hope Becket, as

of frightening theKing into his terms; neitherwould he himself accept any others. In the cations

early part ofthe year 1166 he had obtained from Alexan

der III. the legatine powers over England,a and he lost

no time in puttinglthem. into execution. He cited to his

presence the chaplains and clerical oflicers of the court

to answer to him upon divers ‘ matters touching their

ministrations; and on their non-appearance—upon which

no doubt-he‘ had reckoned—he proceeded to excommu

nicate them by name, and to promulgate the sentence

with all possible solemnity. Bishop Foliot of London

1 See Henry’s letter to the Pope in issued in December 1165, but not acted

eztenso, ap. Baron. an. 1166, p. 261. upon till 1166. Jafl'é, Regist. &c. p.

‘ According toBaronius, the letters 708, dates the letters on the 24th April

of legation were dated the 9th October 1166.

1166. Pagi thinks they must have been
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was charged with the publication of the edict in Eng

land, and at the same time strictly commanded, on pain

of deposition, to proclaim and execute the like sentence

upon the royal sequestrators of the estates of his church

of Canterbury, and upon all persons in possession who

should not within two months make restitution and sa

tisfaction for dilapidations and all other injuries done.

He republished the nominative excommunications of the

King’s servants and ministers, and condemned to the

like reprobation all who should hold any kind of inter

course with them; so that at last there remained no

clerks in the King’s chapel but persons disabled from

saying Mass either by actual excommunication or by

participation with those who lay under the curse.b It

is indeed difficult to resist the persuasion, that after

Becket had relinquished the hope of making any im

pression upon the King, or of prevailing upon the bishops

of England to cooperate with him, he had resolved to do

all the mischief he could.

Though irritated and perplexed by the fanatical im

Becket em petuosity of the primate, bishop Foliot- ofLon

deavoursto don felt that a measure ofjustice was due to

Pgggiaiegif him; and he advised the King no longer to

cgglgllrmicm withhold Peter’s-pence, and to restore the se

y ‘ questrated estates of the see of Canterbury to

Becket or his agents. He asked for the King’s per

mission to appeal to the Pope if they should find any

thing in the archbishop’s mandates inconsistent with the

law of the land, with a view to charge the Pope with the

settlement of the quarrel, and to open a channel of ac

commodation between the King and the primate. But

Becket had guarded against the disappointment of his

project by procuring the insertion of a clause in the

egatine powers which took away the right of appeal

to the Pope.c The prelates of England now, to appear

ance, lay at his mercy ; and Becket set every engine of

'' Pagi ad Baron. an. 1167, pp. 282, c Thus, asBaronius expresses it, the

283, extracted from the biographies of bishop was “building his wall with

Becket, which he designates by the out mortar.” Becket had taken care

name of the “ Quadripartite life,” a Ms. to carry away the mortar. Baron. an.

in the Vatican library. 1167, § 19, p. 283.
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craft and ersuasion at work to persuade the Pope to

strike the decisive blow, and to excommunicate the King,

and lay the kingdom under the interdict. Henry II.

and his court were plunged into great embarrassment

by these violent measures. The anger of the King was

with difficulty restrained within the bounds of common

prudence or decency. But it was not the intention of

Alexander III. to drive him to extremities. The crisis

was indeed fraught with difiiculty to the Holy See. At

that moment the Pope was preparing to encounter the

most serious danger that had hitherto threatened his

throne and power ;d money and sympathy were of vital

importance; and the restitution of Peter’s-pence could

hardly be purchased at too high a figure of spiritual

indulgence. Arnold of Lisieux, the trusted friend and

agent of Alexander, whispered in the King’s ear that,

under the circumstances, an appeal to Rome on his part

might be expedient.e The advice of the bishop was

adopted, and the appeal notified to Becket. The King’s

envoys at Rome succeeded in procuring the nomination

of two legates a latere, with full powers to decide all

questions between him and the archbishop ; at the same

time the Pope suspended the appeal, and remitted all

parties to the decision of the legates.

Before the success of the King’s application to the

Pope was known, the English prelates—pro- Temperate

bably at the suggestion of Foliot—addresseda respectful and temperate remonstrance to to Becket

their archbishop, deprecating the harsh and undutiful

language in which he had indulged towards his sove

reign, and imploring him not to add to the actual difii

culties which beset the church, and the Holy See in

particular, by drawing upon them more enemies than‘

they had on their hands already. The King, they freely

admitted, had not been always in the right; yet a re

petition of the course hitherto pursued might have the

effect of altogether alienating him from the Holy See:

4 Frederic I. was about to invade e The legatine powers of Becket did

Italy with all the strength of the em- not extend to the King or to his conti

pire. See chap. v. p. 139 of this Book. nental dominions.
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as yet he had shown every disposition to listen with

deference to the pontifical monitions; he had been ready

to do right and justice in all things pertaining to the

church, and to make amends for all wrongs committed

by himself or his servants; reserving only his rights

as an anointed king, ordained of God to maintain the

peace and good government of his dominions: for their

own part they (the bishops) might justly complain of

the arbitrary treatment they had suffered; the bishop

of Salisbury and his deanf had, among others, been sus

pended and condemned without trial: such proceedings

savoured more of wrath than justice; and against this

and the like treatment they had interposed their appeal

to the Pope, as it was their duty to do, in order that

he might not, by an undue extension of his powers, be

permitted to bring damage and disgrace both upon

church and kingdom.g

The rage and disappointment of the fiery archbishop

Intempmte on the receipt of this remonstrance may even

repuke ofthe in these days excite some degree of sym athy

Prflgahtjpffge for the man; with no slight mixture 0 con

Ensland. tempt for the trimming and irresolute spirit of

the courtier-prelates of England. They trembled under

the rod of the rimate; they crouched before the wild

temper of the fiing: with the exception of Roger of

York, Foliot of London, and Hilary of Chichester, few

of them were willing to put themselves in the front of

the battle for their country’s laws and liberties, or on

the other hand manfully to follow their undaunted

leader to the consummation of a warfare which should

lay all things in heaven and earth at their feet. The

concentrated scorn which the enraged primate poured

out upon them cannot be adequately expressed in a

more abstract. “ In vain,” he said, “ you attempt to

alarm me with the possible apostasy of your King; for

he knows full well that he can neither wage war nor

make peace, except at the peril of his soul, but by obe

' John of Oxford, one of‘ the envoys I See the epistle set out at length

of Henry to the court of Frederic I. in ' ap. Baron, an. 1167, § 31-34, pp. 289,

the affair of the marriages. 290.
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dience to God and his church: you taunt me with the

benefits conferred upon me by the King, as if they could

cancel my duty to God: when I hear such things said,

I will spare no one; no, not if he were an angel from

heaven; to all such I say, ‘ Get thee behind me, Satan !’

God forbid that I should hold converse or communion

with any one who would drag me into the path of the

traitor Judas, who sold his Lord. The King, you tell

us, was always ready to be reconciled to us; but did

he, think you, manifest this conciliating spirit by his

inhuman expulsion from their homes of widows and

orphans, of old men and children, and sending them

forth destitute to the mercy of strangers? But all this

escapes your notice; neither say you any thing of the

many clergy turned out of their livings, despoiled of

their all, beaten, ill-treated, their servants thrown into

dungeons; no mention is made of us, your father and

pastor, with the sword suspended over his head, and

barely escaping the fate of the malefactor: as for you,

you stand aloof, you take part with the oppressor; but

who is there in heaven or earth that shall pass judgment

upon the ordained of God? WVere it not the better part

to admonish him to honour the priests of the Lord, not

weighing what they are, but whose they are ?b There

fore I say to you, tell your master that it is ordained

by the King of kings that there be two powers—Princes

and Priests; the first carnal, the second spiritual; the

one a. ministerial power, the other governing and pre—

eminent over all: shall your King decline obeisance to

those whom the Highest has thus set up on high 1'—

whom also He calls gods? Shall be presume to sit

in judgment upon his judges? Do we not judge angels,

how much more then men Ti Go and look into the his

tory of the church, search the Scriptures, and you will

there find the duty of your King towards the anointed

ministers of the church, and the limits and uses of his

power clearly revealedi’j

'1 See the Isidorian Decretals, bk. vi. jumble of quotations and misquote.

c_ 8, pp, 223-5_ 1 1 Cor. vi. 3. tions touching the powers of the priest

JThen follows the explodedfable of from the New and Old Testaments.

Constantine and the bishops of Ni- Ap. Baron. an. 1167, § 35-42,tho'let

caea; the whole interspersed with a ter at length.
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The bishops meanwhile had given the Pope to un

derstand, that though disapproving of the statutes of

Clarendon and Northampton, as a measure injurious to

the liberties of the church, yet the prevalence of crime

committed by the clergy had thrown the King back up

on the ancient laws and customs of the kingdom for a

remedy against the prevailing mischief. Canonical pun—

ishments had been found to be unavailing; yet, if the

archbishop had abstained from stirring up strife, the

King was not disposed to resort to those laws and cus

toms in any but extreme cases, and would willingly have

remitted to the church the punishment of all ordinary

cases of clerical delinquency; but the “lamentable and

alarming” letters of the archbishop, his threats of ex

communication, and interdict against King and kingdom,

and the actual execution of those menaces against all

the King’s friends, his ministers and nobles, without cita

tion, without hearing, without trial or consciousness of

offence, had closed every avenue to a good understand

ing; the ties which bound church and state had been

violently rent asunder; all legal forms had been set

aside; the clergy were disunited and dispersed; and

imminent danger incurred of a secession of King and

people from the obedience due to the church and the

Holy See.k

Alexander 111., whose every step was calculated

upon eventualities, was too sensible of the advantage to

be derived from the prowess of so formidable a champion

as Becket to be very ready to lend an ear to his adver

saries. He had even gone the len th of confirming the

archbishop’s sentences against the Iging’s ministers, more

especially John of Oxford, the excommunicated dean of

Salisbury. But he soon became aware of the wavering

temper of the court and prelacy of England. The arch

bishop complained to the Pope that the slanders and false

hoods of his enemies had poisoned the ears of the pontiff

and the curia; the legates appointed to decide between

him and his adversary were his personal enemies; in

1‘ See the letter of the bisho s, ac- an. 1167, § 43-47, pp. 273, 274.

companying their appeal, ap. aron.
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deed, the King’s emissaries had boasted that they had

obtained all they had asked for. The bishops of Eng

land, he declared, were in open rebellion against him;l

all government was at an end; the Pope had extin

guished him, and, with him, the entire churches of

England and France; for now all princes would affect

the like rights and prerogatives, and there would be

none remaining to check the tyranny of the worldlings

against the church of God and her ministers. As for

the legate, lVilliam of Pavia, he absolutely declined his

jurisdiction; he was his personal enemy, and—as he

expressed it in his usual exaggerated style—-thirsted for

his blood.m

The success of the dean of Salisbury at Rome was

a bitter disappointment to the moody primate. S If v

The English prelacy was wavering, and he had 13,532‘?

every reason to believe they were preparing film-fill:

to obey his summons to meet him in France. ls p0 Cy‘

But the arrival of John of Oxford in England changed

the aspect of affairs. The papal suspension of all ap

peals pending the decision of the legates brought with

it a temporary respite from the importunities of the

archbishop. The King and his friends had escaped the

greatest danger they had hitherto been exposed to; for

they never doubted, that if the primate had succeeded in

collecting a majority of his bishops around him in the

territory of an unfriendly sovereign, and under the com

manding influence of their persistent and eloquent chief,

he must succeed in reéstablishing himself in the country,

and disturbing the public peace at his pleasure. John

of Oxford, with or without authority, prevented the bi

shop of Hereford, to whom Becket had intrusted the

duty of summoning the bishops, from executing his

commission; and absolved them, in the name of the Pope,

from their obedience to the primate, pending the decision

ofthe legates.“ The King was overjoyed at the success of

1 They had declined to obey a sum- see of Canterbury. Baron. an. 1167,

mons to attend him at Sens. § 55-58, p . 298-300.

I" The cardinal was suspected of ‘I See t e report of cardinal Lom

havlng an eye to the deposition of hard to the Pope. Pagi ad Baron. an.

Becket. and his own exaltation to the 1167, p. 300.

VOL. V. R
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his negotiations with Rome ; his adversaries were driven

to desperation by the failure of their well-grounded hopes,

and were now as little inclined to obey the Pope as Henry

himself.° Alexander, indeed, vouchsafed to exculpate

himself from the charge of putting the name of the car

dinal ofPavia in the commission, and explained the nature

ofthe duty intrusted to the legates. This duty he declared

to be restricted to the reconciliation of the archbishop and

the King, without authority to decide on the merits of

the subsisting differences. He declared candidl , that

a rupture with the King at this point of time mlght be

highly injurious to the interests of the church, and, con

sequently, that all well-wishers to the Holy See must

concur heartily with him in promoting peace between

Henry and the archbishop. Alexander was well aware

that he had ushed his support of Becket to the utmost

verge of the ing’s forbearance, but in such wise as to

expose himself as little as possible to the reproach of

deserting the interests of his client, or of relinquishing

one jot or tittle of his demands against the secular go

vernment. Beyond doubt, the abrogation of the obnoxi

ous statutes of Clarendon and Northampton was, in his

view, a sim le question of time and opportunity.P For

the present e had no other object than to check Becket

in the use of his spiritual weapons, till the external

dangers by which he (the Pope was threatened should

have passed away; and for t at purpose he did not

scruple to make use of the man best fitted to arrest the

intemperate career of the archbishop, though at that very

time he was labouring under the ban of the church.q

The archbishop ascribed the success of the dean of

Salisbury to the impudent mendacity of the envoy, and

the unutterable baseness and corruption of the cardinals

and curia of Rome.r He admitted that he had been

bought and sold by the King; and he proclaimed to the

° See the report ofJohn of Salisbury dean of Salisbury had been long since

to Becket, ap. Baron. an. 1167, § 62, excommunicated and deposed by Bec

p. 301. ket.

P Ep. Alex. 111., ap. Baron. an. 1167, " See the account of the embassy by

§ 53, p. 302. John of Salisbury to Becket, Baron.

‘I It will be remembered that the an. 1167, pp. 267, 303. ‘
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world his firm conviction that his death alone would

satisfy the vindictive malice of Henry. Yet this con

viction led to no abatement of the provocations most

likely to mature the deadly purpose in the King’s mind.

Though there was no personal mischief which, in the

sincerity of his hatred, he scrupled to charge upon his

enemy, he nevertheless struck into a path which led di

rectly to the consummation he affected to deplore. The

Pope, indeed, exerted all his authority to pour oil on

the troubled waters. Remembering that at this point of

time the mighty hosts of the emperor Frederick I. were

pouring across the Alps to accomplish the downfall of

the papacy and its allies, Alexander became sensitive

to every adverse chance, and recommended to Becket,

pending the imminent danger of the church, to adopt

that precise measure of “ dissimulation” which the pre

sent posture of affairs rendered necessary; and to await

the proper time and opportunity for bringing back

things in England to their original state; for, that here

after he would have ample occasion of doing by degrees

that which it was inexpedient he should attempt at a

moment when, by reason of the great poverty of the

Holy See, he was driven to the most extraordinary

expedients for the means of defending himself and his

allies. He recommended to Becket a form of Words

which, without renouncing altogether the obnoxious sav

iriig clause he had hitherto insisted upon, might be less

0 ensive to the King; and bear a more pacific meaning.‘

He reminded him, that the legatine commission of the

two cardinals was restricted to the continental dominions

of the King; that they had no authority to meddle with

his provincial or legatine authority in England; and

that, with a view to the service of the Holy See in

France, he had proposed to king Louis VII. to appoint

him (Becket) to be resident legate of the Pope for that

kingdom.“ ‘

I Instead of the words "salvo ordine an. 1168, § 2, p. 309.

meo,” the Pope proposed the phrase “ See the letter of recommendation

“ salva. archiepiscopi et ecclesize hones- to Louis VIL, ap. Baron. an. 1168,§ 5,

tale.” p. 310.

' Ep. Alex. III. ad Thom. archiep.,
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But no soothing could soften the obduracy of Becket’s

Becketdiy nature, or check the intemperance of his lan

Putesthe uage. Fretfulness, petulance, vituperation,

°°"'P"“*“°Y h d become the habitual h nn ls in wh' h -.11
of the papal a C a 8 IC 1

legam- his thoughts and feelings flowed. He met the

legates with insult and contempt. The counsels of his more

prudent friend John of Salisbury failed to induce him to

observe the common forms of courtesy in his dealings with

them, or to take a single step towards the accomplish

ment of the papal scheme of pacification.‘ He protested

to the Po e, in the harshest tone, against the appoint

ment of illiam of Pavia as “one of his judges.’ “ It

is unjust,” he said, “that he who is known to be intent

upon making a merchandise'of my blood should be in

trusted with such a commission; for it is publicly re

ported that the King has promised him the see of Can

terbury if he succeeds in procuring my deposition.”" It

is, however, plain, from the letters of the Pope and the

instructions to the legates, that Becket was in no danger

from any intrigue of the nature he apprehended. The

commission was not intended to bear the character of a

judicial inquiry; it was to be simply mediatorial. Though,

in order to be effectual, it was necessary that both sides

should be heard, yet no power was given to decide upon

the merits of the questions made on either.x But the

Arts w acerbity of the archbishop’s temper was at this

sorted to to juncture stimulated by a variety of reports of

thvtgrtihe the nefarious methods resorted to to procure

pacl cation. , . . .

the commlssion, and of the snares laid for him

in the conferences for the proposed pacification. A feud

which was at this time raging between Henry and the

French king had inspired the latter with the hope of

using Becket as an instrument of annoyance to his

enemy. But the suspension of the archbishop’s powers

as against the king of England and his party, had im

' See the abstract of the letter, ap.

Baron. an. 1168, § 9, p. 312.

" This may be true; for Henry II.

could no more be acquitted of‘ the im

putation of vindictive intrigue than his

adversary. But see the letter in ex

tenso, ap. Baron. an. 1168, § 11, p. 312.

* These instructions are wrongly

dated by Baronius 22d August in the

year 1168. They appear to have been

really issued from Beneventum on the

22d of August 1167. Pagi, note to

liaron. an. 1168, § 14, p. 314, and Jaflé,

a an. ‘ -
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peded this project, and driven him to invent or give cir

culation to the foulest rumours against Henry and his

agents. These rumours were so many arrows in the

quiver of the archbisho , and were dextrously employed

by his friend John of alisbury at Rome to undermine

the King’s influence, and draw down a severe rebuke on

the heads of the legates; terminating, however, in a

simple recommendation to behave with all courtesy to

the archbishop, and to use their utmost endeavours to

remove from his mind all bitterness of feeling and all

jealousies and suspicions that might interfere with the

duty they had to perform.y

The correspondence of Becket at this period enters so

intimately into the substance and spirit of our Beckeps

subject, as to call for at least a passing notice. gylidine

The guiding principle of the archbishop’s action Pnnclple'

was, that the church on earth was strictly and literally

a militant power, engaged in a constant and irrecon

cilable warfare with the outer world,z with which there

could be neither truce nor peace. He looked on earthly

princes as the representatives of the outer realm, against

whom nothing could be gained but in open warfare. The

outer man was the child of sin, the denizen of the king~

dom of Satan, from which it could be withdrawn only by

the power of the church; and the inference from these

premises was, that the duty and policy of the church was

comprehended in the single precept, “Resist even unto

death the princes of the world, for the are the instru

ments of Satan, and God will give tiie victory to his

church.”

There might be no great difference in principle be

tween the archbishop and his chief as to the contrasted

ultimate relation between the church and the management

outer world ; but pope Alexander III. was wise “a???”

enough to know that single-handed he was no '

! Baron. an. 1168, § 19, p. 316. sanguine suo nomen meruit in terris, et

‘ Thus, in a letter to the cardinal- in coelis gloriam: sic crevit vigor eccle

legate William of Pavia, he says: “ Sic size cum crederetur extingui.” Conf.

et magister enim tuus, princeps apos- the false decretals, Book vi. p. 191 of

tolorum, resistendo principibus, non ce- this work.

dendo, sed dissipando pacem iniquitatis,
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match for the Satan of Becket and his myrmidons. It

was no part of his policy to irritate or defy them need

lessly. Like a prudent leader, he concentrated his forces

upon the vulnerable points of his adversary, and even that

with intent rather to take advantage of his mistakes and

errors than to meet him in open conflict; unless indeed

there was a reasonable prospect, by some sudden and

unexpected blow, to infuse a salutary terror, and pre

pare the wayr for further encroachment upon the realm

of Satan.‘ The advice he gave to the primate of Eng

land was in this spirit: “Bear your afflictions,” he said,

“like a true soldier of the church, with patience and

vigilance. Whenever you see danger to the liberties of

the church, you are not called upon to compromise them,

even in the cause of peace; yet when you can yield con

sistently with the honour qfyour Qfiice and the interests

of the church, show yourself humble and willing to re

trieve the good-will of your earthly sovereign by every

outward mark of honour and deference on your part;

do not require from him harder terms than are abso

lutely necessary. You will probably find that if you

adopt this course, he will adhere to his pledges, and

suffer no one else to molest you.”b '

But Becket could neither forget nor forgive. Rely

Failm 0, ing upon the assurance of the Pope that the

the POPO’S powers of the legates extended no rther than

P'Qtgfflfgfigfh to promote a pacification, without authority to

adjudicate, he declined all terms but those he

had primarily insisted upon,c and even strengthened them

by adding, instead of substituting, the saving clause sug

gested by the pontiff.d All he could be prevailed upon

to promise was, that after he and his friends should have

been restored in integro to their estates and possessions,

and received compensation for the injury done, he would

‘ Alexander himself was an expert ° The general saving clause, “salvo

canonist. The decretals were his text honore Dei, ct salva etiam honestate

book, as they were that of Becket.

'1 Alexander had a good opinion of

Henry's honour; he believed that the

principle of Becket was ri ht, but that

the modus operandi was 0 jectionable.

See Baron. an. 1168, § 22.

sua, et possessionibus ecclesise, at am

plius sua et suorum salva justitia.”

'1 See the report of the legates to the

Pope, ap. Baron. an. 1168, § 23 to 25,

pp. 318, 319.
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obey an instructions he might receive from the Pope as

to his nture conduct.6 The legates were speedily con

vinced that further negotiation would be unavailing,

and they adjourned the whole case for the adjudication

of the Pope in person, in the mean time commanding

the archbishop to abstain from all acts which might

bring injury upon king or kingdom, under restraint of

the papal mandate and of the pending appeal. The

archbishop, in his report of the interview with the pa

cificators, agrees in all the material points with their

account of what passed, but enlarges upon his own per

sonal wrongs as so many crimes against the church

and her supreme head. He vauntingly contrasts the

demeanour of the enemy of his king and country with

that of his own sovereign. Louis VII. had been, he said,

the indignant witness of the intrigues, falsehoods, and

peljuries by which Henry had gained an ostensible ad

vantage over him; but not only his power, but the

cunning of the legates, had been brought to naught;

“ to all their captions questions he had given the ready

reply, that no law of man was of any validity against

the law of God or the liberties of His church, and that

upon points not touched on in the Pope’s instructions

he was not bound to give any answer. As to the ex

amples urged upon him of deference to human authority,

such instances would be no defence to him on the day of

judgment ;f the law of sinful man must ever be subject

to the perfect law of God, even though its ministers be

personally liable to the like passions and inheritors of the

same fallen nature as the rulers of the world. All who

resist the ordinances of the church are the enemies of

God, and His vengeance shall surely fall upon them; of

a truth there shall be retribution for all the anguish and

misery brought upon him and his fellow-soldiers in this

holy warfare! 'Surely they who were athirst for his blood,

CHAP. VIL] ATTEMPT AT PACIFICATION.

' Observe that this again was a leaf

taken out of the Isidorian forgeries.

Cont‘. Zephyrini, Ep. ii., and Steph. i.

Ep. ii., in Book vi. 0. 7, p. 210 of this

work.

I “ Si tyrannorum barbariam przefer

emus apostolicis institutis, et .s-zeculari

um insolentiam crederemus potius for

mam esse vivendi, quam testamentum

azternum confirmatum sanguine et mor

te Filii Dei,” 8cc., viz. the false decretals

and the whole corpus canonicum framed

upon them!
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who had consigned him to poverty, dependence, and de

gradation, would not go unpunished !”g

The lively hope the King had entertained of advan

F ,1 re of tage from the legation was dissipated by the

.hi‘at‘temp. inexorable resistance of the archbishop, in no

:ffkigznlg‘tgo small degree supported by the cunning and in

- reconcile trigues of the French court. By the rupture

wliffinlgcgt of the negotiations, the term of the suspension

‘of Becket’s excommunications had expired, and

he demanded that he should be set at liberty to deal at

pleasure with his victims. The legates, however, had

provided against this demand by their order of adjourn

ment; but they went a step eyond their powers in

directing the English bishops to absolve the excommu

nicated persons. Becket and his friends relied upon this

act as pregnant proof of the partiality of the legates, and

their incompetence for the task intrusted to them. The

prolongation of the privations and sufferings of the exiles

exasperated them and their chief beyond endurance ;11 yet

no mark of displeasure with the conduct of his le ates

throughout the transaction could be drawn from the ope,

no aid, pecuniary or mediatorial, from the curia of Rome.i

At this point of time the cause of the exiles appeared

almost hopeless. The quarrel with France had been ac

commodated, and king Louis proposed himself as the

mediator of a general pacification and settlement. An

interview, at Montmirail, between the litigants, in the pre

sence of Louis, was brought about, and the archbishop

threw himself at the feet of the King with apparent hu

mility, but again dissipated all hope of concord by‘ inter

posing the obnoxious “salvo.” The Wrath of Henry

boiled up, and turning to the king of France he said:

“Listen, sir, to me; whatever displeases that man he

tells me is contrary to the law ofGod ; and by this single

8 See the document at length, ap. property, &c.; but the legates replied

Baron. an. 1168, §26 to 34, pp. 319 that they could not, while accredited

322.

h John qfsalisbury, ap. Baron. an.

1168, § 44-46.
i The Pope, indeed, had directed that

the absolution should he conditional

upon the restitution ofthe sequestrated

to the King, insist upon the surrender

of property which the King himself

had conferred upon the holders. A

very lame excuse! But it seems to have

passed current.
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phrase he takes to himself at once all he covets for him

self and all that belongs to me. Now hear what I offer

him. Whatever (rights, privileges, franchises) the best

and strongest among his predecessors enjoyed under the

weakest of mine, that I yield to him and his successors.”

These terms were unanimously pronounced to be fair and

just. “Archbishop,” said Louis, “why do you hold back?” '

Becket replied that “ he saw no reason why he should

be bound by what his predecessors had done or enjoyed ;

they had, indeed, done some little to cut away that which

was contrary to the law of God: it was his duty thus far

to tread in their footsteps and to go forward in the path

they had marked out, but not to imitate either their

supineness or their excesses.” Nothing more was to be

gained; and both kings rode away in disappointment

and disgust.j

The displeasure of the king of France reduced the

exiles to the verge of beggary. At the close of The 18 won

the interview at Montmirail (spring of 1169), of Gritian

Becket and his friends knew not which way toturn. The archbishop was so thoroughly dis- '

gusted with the lukewarmness of the Pope and the ven

ality of the curia, that he declined all further efforts for

relief fi'om that quarter.k But a sudden caprice of the

French king—or perhaps that ascendency which the

strong will exercises over the vacillating consciences of

weak men—again restored plenty to the camp of the

exiles. Louis condescended to express his deep contri

tion for his neglect, and his intention to lay the Whole

kingdom at his feet.1 The remonstrances of Henry of

England against the waywardness of Louis produced a

supercilious reply; and the former was once more driven

to push his interest with the curia to procure the re

moval of Becket out of his way, either by deposition or

translation to some distant see.m The Pope declined both

3 HerbertdeBos-ham,ap.Baron. 1168,

§ 67, p. 336.

" “ God,” said he to his companions,

“ will stand our friend ; but sure I am

that if we were even thrust out of both

kingdoms, no one would advise me to

resort for comfort to the Roman thieves,

whose custom it is to plunder the un

fortunate.” Baron. p. 338.

1 Probably in reference to the papal

proposal to create Becket legate apos

tolical for France.

'“ He is charged with soliciting the

support of the Lombard cities and of
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requests, but appointed two 1e ates in the persons of the

masters Gratian and Vivian, with discretionary powers to

frame a special form of reconciliation, and to insist upon

its adoption by both (parties within a reasonable time.

Meanwhile he exhorte the archbishop to demean himself

humbly and courteously to the King; to yield to him to

the utmost extent reconcilable with his duty to his order

and his respect for his oflice ; and expressly commanding

him to abstain in the interim from excommunicating the

King, or interdicting the kingdom.11

On the 23d of August 1169 Henry II. held a con

Vivian alone ference with the new legates at Damfront. After

attempts to much inefi'ectual wrangling, the King declared

figure?“ his willingness to permit the archbishop to re
gotlatlon. . .

turn to England, 1n deference to the wishes of

the Pope, but that his restoration must be preceded by an

unconditional revocation of all the archbishop’s excom

munications, to be effected by a special commission des

patched to England for that purpose. This stipulation

was assented to by the legates. When, however, this and

other minor articles came to be reduced to writing, the

King insisted upon the insertion of the words, “ salva

dignitate regni sui.” This clause excited the violent indig

nation of Becket and his party: it was, they exclaimed,

“subversive of the law of God: it elevated the state to

an equality with the church: it saved the noxious ‘ Con

stitutions :’ it aimed directly at the overthrow of the

authority of the Holy See in England.”° The clause

was declared inadmissible by the legates: it was not to

be endured that the word of the King should stand upon

the same ground with the word of God; or that his

rights should be placed on a level with the rights of the

church. The legate Gratian, deeming all chance of ac

commodation at an end, took his departure for Rome,

and thus put an end to the negotiation. Vivian, how

William H. of Sicily to obtain the words “ salva dignitate regni” were no

Pope’s consent to his petition. doubt in the Roman view quite irre

“ Ep.Alex. III. ad Thomam archiep. concilable with the words “ salvo hon

&c. ap. Baron. loc. cit. p. 343. ore Dei.” The identification of God

‘1 Baronius candidly enough puts the and the church is in that view absolute

question on its proper ground. The —admitting of no coordinate power.
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ever, had not abandoned all hope, and remained behind.

The wrath ofBecket overflowed in an angry letter to his

friend the archbishop of Sens. The persistencv of the

remaining legate was a stumbling-block in his path: as

long as he remained on the spot, the suspensions would be

held to subsist; the communication between Henry and

the king of France on the one hand, and with the Pope

on the other, was thus kept open; and the archbishop’s

project of isolating his enemy was overthrown. In his

rage and despair, Becket hesitated at no charge of false

hood and treachery against his adversary: he is a liar;

a practised cheat; one to whom every artifice of mean

ness and deception, of prevarication and intrigue, was

familiar: he is a poltroon, with Whom, if he were at

liberty to deal as he desired, he would soon be seen

crouching at the feet of the pontiff.p

Since the events of the year 1168, the domestic posi

tion of pope Alexander III. had undergone Alexander

material improvement. The pestilence which HIT-timer"

destroyed the hosts of the emperor Frederic Pfiggfiiil,“

had relieved him for the time from the most metlmds

formidable of his enemies. The world trembled at the

terrible catastrophe, and believed that the judgment of

God was definitively pronounced in favour of His church.

The Pope was at liberty to assume a firmer tone. He

warned Henry of England against longer holding over

vacant sees and abbeys—against lay investitures, and

the continued occupation of benefices and estates be

longing to the see of Canterbury and the exiled clergy.

The bishops were commanded to expel the intruders, and

to hold the proceeds in trust for those to whom they

might lawfully belong; and if not vacated within forty

days, forthwith to excommunicate the delinquents.q The

failure of the two antecedent legations of pacification

suggested the necessity for some stronger measures for

putting an end to the vexatious schism in the English

P The letters and documents from order to avoid encumbering the page

which these particulars are extracted with foot-notes.

are faithfully set out in the Annals of q Epp. Alex. III. ap. Baron. an. 1169,

Baronius for the years 1168 and 1169. § 28, 29, p. 351.

We abstain from special quotations, in
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church than he had hitherto ventured upon. Three new

legates—Simon prior of Mont-Dieu, Bernard de Gram

mont, and Engelbert of Val de S. Pierre—were accredited

to the court of Henry II., and furnished with a double

set of instructions—the first, monitory, the second, mina

tory ,' but with strict injunctions not to resort to the

latter until all modes of persuasion should have failed.

They were directed to urge the execution of his late

orders respecting the filling of the vacant sees, the resto

ration of the confiscated property, and the abrogation

of lay-investitures; and to announce that, unless they

were complied with before the first day of the ensuing

Lent, the matter would fall under the archbishop’s cog

nisance, and all restriction upon his metropolitan and

legatine powers would be withdrawn.r

Archbishop Becket was at a loss how to encounter

mom ofthe —or rather to evade—the great moral force

EgfgflfePlfg brought to bear upon him by the united im

storation of portunities of the king of France and the

Becket concourse of relates and barons assembled at

Montmirail. As a subject and a baron of England he

might bow the knee to his temporal sovereign ; but that

character must be sharply distinguished from his capa

city of prince of the church. In this spirit he came into

the presence ofthe King; he bowed the knee with down

cast countenance and humble demeanour; he placed

himself in the hands of the King, and this he did “ to

the honour of God and the King.” 8 The conjunction dis

pleased Henry: in his commonplace view of the matter,

he did not see what the honour of God had to do with

allegiance to the sovereign, except as far as the ordin

ary duty of a subject was implied: he naturally enough

concluded that the “honour of God” was interposed to

control and limit the honour due to the king, and the

duties of the subject. Henry, therefore, stoutly insisted

that the archbishop should give a pure and simple pledge

" We have no clear intimation of the

kind of investitures intended in these

letters. It almost seems as if every

kind of lay-patronage was meant. It

is singular that in this important m0

nition nothing is said about the irre

sponsibility of the clergy to the lay

courts, the prohibition of a peals to

Rome, the exclusion ofpapa bulls, or

any other articles of the obnoxious

“ Constitutions of Clarendon.”

I “ Ad honorem Dei et regis.”
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to observe and keep all the customs which his prede

cessors in the primacy had always acknowledged to be

of the ancient right and prerogative of the crown. This

concession was, however, persistently declined by Becket.

The ingenuity of the legates had been overtaxed in de

vising a form of words that might leave the main ques

tions open, and lead to an ostensible, if not a permanent,

reconciliation.‘ Whatever might become of Becket when

reseated on his metropolitan throne, Alexander III. was

sensible of the importance of the services of so zealous a

champion, if they could but be controlled and directed

by the ordinary laws of the pontifical policy. Becket

was at all risks to be restored to his see, and the legates

thought the time had arrived for putting forward their

minatory instructions; but with what effect is not ap

parent. They, however, put the question categorically:

whether the King would permit the archbishop to return

to his see; there to enjoy the Kin ’s peace? Henr

replied that nothing should induce him to permit him to

set foot in England except upon a pure and simple en

gagement to observe and keep those customs which all

is predecessors had observed and kept, and which he

himself had heretofore promised and sworn to observe.“

Becket and his fellow exiles meanwhile bore the

suspension of their powers of injuring their ad- h

versary with extreme impatience. The Pope £1,153:

excused himself for his apparent desertion in magisement

the best way he could. The state of the war novel-3%,,

against Frederic I. was his ever-ready plea lilizlfdvgn

for abstaining from measures which must end '

in an irrevocable breach with the powerful and irritable

king of England.v The legation of Simon, Bernard,

1 The documents relating to the con

troversy leave the most perfect convic

tion behind, that a final settlement of

the relations between the temporal and

the spiritual powers did not enter into

the contemplation of either party—cer

tainl not of the Pope or his ministers.

“ gee the report of the legates Simon

and Bernard to Alexander III., ap.

Baron. an. 1169, 32, p. 352.

' Ep. Alex‘. II . ad Thom. archiep ,

ap. Barom'um, an. 1169, § 38, p. 354.

The Pope complains of the straits into

which he was thrown by the importuni

ties and menaces of Henry’s envoys in

Rome, and expresses his vivid appre

hensions that the King would secede

from his allegiance to himself, and throw

himself into the arms of that “execra

ble tyrant and enemy of the church,”

the emperor Frederic.
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and Engelbert had, it seems, come to an untimely end,

and the Pope resorted to a somewhat different mode of

management. In the beginning of the year 1170 he

appointed the archbishops of Rouenw and Sens, with the

bishop ofNevers, his commissioners, to negotiate directly

with king Henry on his (the Pope’s) part, for the restora

tion of Becket, the abolition ofthe obnoxious customs, and

other matters in controversy between the King and the

Holy See; with instructions that, if within forty days

of the 22d of February of the current year (1170), they

should come to no settlement, they should be at liberty

to lay the continental territories of the king of England

under the interdict.x Meanwhile, it is obvious that the

powers of the archbishop were to continue in suspension.

More than this—Gilbert Foliot bishop of London, and

Godfrey Ridel, Becket’s most formidable adversaries,

had, in the mean time, journeyed to Rome, and pro

cured for themselves a plenary absolution from the

censures of the primate.y The wrath of the arch

bishop arose almost to phrensy;z and the wanton act

of Henry in causing his son to be crowned at West

minster by the archbishop of York, in violation of the

immemorial right of the see of Canterbury, drew upon

him the deserved censure of all who respected the order

and disci line of the church, and the customary privi

leges of tiie episcopacy.

But pope Alexander III. had at length hit upon

Terms of the right mode of dealing with both litigants,

reconciliar without sacrificing the interests of the Holy

335553;‘, See in the dispute. He comforted Becket

t ePope and with the assurance that the wrongful act of

the mug‘ Henry to the prejudice of the rights of his

church should not be drawn 1nto precedent. Instructed

‘ by the-failure of three well-meant attempts to work out

" A well-known royalist. upon the issue of the pending negotia

* The instructions are dated from tions.

Beneventum, 19th January 1170.

I At least so it was reported and

believed by Becket’s party; though,

on the other hand, it is described as in

no respect differing from that condi

tional absolution which was to depend

' “ Nescio quo pacto,” he writes,

“pars Domini semper ita tractetur in

curia, ut Barabbas evadat, et Christus

occidatur. Auctoritate curiae jam ad

finem sexti anni proscriptio nostra et

ecclesise calamitas protracta est, &c.”
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Becket’s restoration by mediation or negotiation, he re

stricted his commissioners to the single duty of pro

curing the King’s consent to his return to England,

and the restitution of the estates of his church, without

hampering either party by conditions which he well

knew neither would voluntarily consent to; or, if they

did consent at all, were ever likely to abide by. The

King, it may be easily conceived, was tired of the end—

less squabbles in which the course hitherto pursued had

involved him, and was willing to try the ‘hazardous ex

periment of an unconditional restitution. Becket, whose _

mind was by this time made up to conquer or die, could

have no objection to a scheme leaving all points in dis

pute in the state of open questions. The result of the

direct correspondence of Alexander with the King was

satisfactory to both parties.“ A formula was agreed on,

which provided for the restoration of the archbishop

without any s ecial stipulations on either part ;b and

the bishop of evers intimated t-o Becket the Pope’s

commands to accept and to act upon the terms agreed

on between himself and the King, in conformity with

the apostolic letters to that effect lately received by the

commissioners.

\Vhile this matter was still undecided between the

Pope and the King, Becket had already is- Mutualdis

sued to the English bishops provisional letters Iéfcllilgfilfg

of interdict, to be published within fifteen days the King

of the expiration of the term of suspension; and in the

mean time had spared no pains to prevent any under

standing between the King and the commissioners. He

exhorted them not to suffer themselves to be deceived by

any of those exquisite artifices which the King was in the

habit of resorting to, whenever he had a point to gain :

“distrust,” said he, “every word he utters; suspect a lie in

every form of speech, in every gesture; insist upon strict

performance as the only test of his truth: for if he find

' See the letter of the King to the lead to the conclusion in the text. We

Pope, ap. Baron. an. 1170, § 20, p: 369. find no further explanation of its con

” The description of the “ formula” tents in any of the contemporary docu

in the King’s letter is so vague as to ments. Becket never alludes to them.
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out that you may be overreached by promises or deterred

by threats, all your command over him will be lost, and

you will become a laughing~stock to him and his minions.

But if he finds that you cannot be deceived or diverted

from your purpose, he will feign fury; he will rave and

swear loud oaths; he will change about like another

Proteus; and after all, suddenly recover his temper:

unless by your own faults you fail, you will then be as

a god to Pharaoh.”c It might not, perhaps, have been

known to Becket, when he sketched out this charitable

estimate of the King’s character, that Henry had already

accepted the terms prescribed by the Pope. The com

missloners, there is reason to believe, had no other duty

to perform than to convey the result to the ear of the

parties concerned. Henry might, no doubt, be the knave

is adversary described; yet Becket could hardly com-1

plain that his enemy should regard him as a ruflian who

consented to sheathe the dagger for the moment, to gain

a osition in which he might use it with more deadly

e ect. He was in fact prepared to deal with the King

as an outlaw from all moral restraints, and himself to

act upon the principle of his advice to the legates. Can

it be a matter of surprise that a blood tragedy should

be the result of such dispositions on hot sides?

The archbishop, when he learnt the terms agreed

Interview upon, exulted in the absence of all conditions,

ll’frfé’i‘iflittlfi as a signal triumph to his cause, and a preg

mhbishor- nant proof of the baseness of Henry’s nature.

“ Not a word,” said he, “ did he dare to utter about the

‘ customs’ he had heretofore so pertinaciously insisted on;

no oath hath he demanded from any one of us ; all our '

possessions he hath unconditionally restored to us; he

hath promised us the kiss of peace: said I not that the

fear of the interdict, the dread of excommunication and

of the suspension of his bishops, would bring him to his

senses ?”d Henry, it may be presumed, was equally

glad to be relieved from the necessity of again discuss

ing the vexatious topics which had hitherto only tended

c Baron. ubi sup. the Pope ap. Baron. § 22 et 8 .
4 See the letters to the legates and p. 370. , , qq
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to aggravate the quarrel. The hands of both were thus

set free for a fair fight upon English ground; the pacifi

cation, in fact, amounted to little more than a shifting of

the scene of action. The first interview, which took place

at Fretville, near Tours, passed off smoothly enough.

The King exerted all his powers of self-command to im

press the bystanders, more especially the king of France,

is court, and the prelates there present, with the cordi

ality of the reconciliation; and such was his success that,

as Becket himself informs us, “ many persons were moved

even to tears by these touchin proofs of revived confi

dence and affection.” The private eXhort-ations of the

archbishop might not have been quite so palatable to the

haughty and sensitive prince. Becket thought fit to

treat the King as a conscious sinner who had at length

struck into the path of repentance. “ I besou ht him,”

thus he wrote to the Pope, “to turn to the Eord with

all his heart; to make good all the injuries he had done

to the church; to bring forth fruits meet for repentance;

to purge his conscience, and redeem his good name

among Christians; though, I observed to him, these

delinquencies might rather be ascribed to evil counsel

lors than to his own depraved will, yet that circum

stance did not discharge him from the duty of providing

ample amends for what_had been done amiss; and, more

especially, for the infraction of the rights of the see of

Canterbury in the matter of the late coronation.” Henry,

he said, listened respectfully to these admonitions; he

promised every thing: restitution, amends, and special

satisfaction for the offence he had committed against

the rights of the primate—all complaints should be re

dressed ; for the present only let the archbishop abstain

from demanding the kiss ofpeace, in regard for the oath

he had taken against that last act of reconciliation:

it should be performed for him by his son: his con

science would then be clear, and the advantage to the

primate would be the same.e All the remonstrances of

e In that age the kiss of peace was a. kiss was usually, if not uniformly, ex

sacred ledge of the mutual good-will changed during mass by clergy and

of all w 0 gave and received it. The people reciprocally. The words "Pax

VOL. V. S
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Becket were unavailing to persuade the Kin to give

this public pledge of his sincerity. Yet he t ought it

might be obtained by surprise. At a private mass per

formed before the King, after the ceremony of kissing

the Gospels, the archbishop with the rest, and as an or

dinary part of the ritual, presented himself to the King

to give and receive the holy kiss. Henry, whose pre

sence of mind rarely deserted him, evaded the compli

ment, and the archbishop’s cunning was foiled for the

nonce.f

A superficial consideration of the facts and letters of

Disposition the actors in this revolting drama sufiices to

of the convince us that the material elements of strife

pames' survived this ostensible reconciliation in all their

original malignity. The spirit of Becket revelled in the

prospect of future triumphs. He was supported in his

fanatical resolution by the companions of his exile, who

shared with him in ample measure his abhorrence of the

tyrant under whose heavy hand they had suffered mani

fold privations and disgraces for a period of nearly six

years. Their exile was in fact in a great measure im

putable to the initiatory act of their chief; but the mean

and cowardly persecution by which Henry strove to crush

the spirit of the rebellion now recoiled upon himself. He

was compelled to assume another character ; to bear with

resignation the taunts of his adversaries, and to feign a

placidity foreign from the natural impetuosity of his

temper. When Becket should be once more firmly set

tled on his metropolitan throne, armed with the legatine

owers, and in unimpeded communication with the Holy

-ee, Henry might have convinced himself that he could

no longer keep pope Alexander in check as he had

hitherto done. The pontiff, he could not but know, was

as firmly bent upon the abrogation of the statutes of

Clarendon and Northampton as Becket himself.‘ It had

vob'iscum," or the ceremony of kissing 8 Vide the letter of Alexander III.

the Gospels, were the ordinary signals to the archbishop of York and the bi

for the giving and receiving the “os- shop of Durham on the Constitutions

culum pacis.” of Clarendon and Northampton, ap.

' Fitzsteph. Vit. S. Th0m., ed. Giles, Baron. an. 1170, § 18-15, pp. 336,337.

tom. i. p. 279,
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.not been hitherto from any want of zeal in support of the

.archbishop that he had forborne from the extreme mea

sures recommended by the latter; but that he feared a

widening of the schism if he drove the king of England

into the arms of his great adversary. But, as an earnest

of his future intentions, he took care to inform the pri

mate that he had suspended the archbishop of York, the

bishops of London, Salisbury, and other prelates who

had shared in the unjustifiable proceedings of the corona

~tion of prince Henry ;*‘ and soon afterwards he removed

all restrictions upon Becket’s powers of excommunication

and interdict, excepting from them only the persons of the

king, the queen, and the royal family.‘

The determination of Alexander III. to extend a

much greater measure of support than he had Beckevspm‘

hitherto done to the efforts of Becket to procure Srects and

the abrogation ofthe Constitutions ofClarendon, deslgns'

may be gathered from the fact that the mandates just

referred to were issued before he received advice of the

formal reconciliation between the primate and the King.j

The danger of widening the schism had not indeed passed

away; but events in Italy had in a great degree‘ relieved

the pressure which weighed on the energies of the curia.

Yet no man knew better than Becket, that to entitle him

self to the substantial support of the venal ministers and

agents of the pontiff, he must be in a position to give

rather than to ask—to be a lender or a spender rather

than a beggar or a borrower. During the whole period

of his exile scarcely any reflection had been fraught with

greater bitterness than the sense of impotence arising from

his impoverished and dependent condition. Now, how

ever, this state of things was to cease; his hands were

unbound; he was once more a prince of the church; an

'' The bull of suspension is dated

from Ferentino, the 16th Sept. 1170, in

an epistle to the archbishop of York

and the bishops of London and Salis

bury. Baron. an. 1170, § 31, p. 372.

Besides the offence of infringing the

prerogative of the archbishop of Can

terbury, the Pope specially alleges the

further misdemeanour on that occasion

of omitting from the coronation-oath of

the young king the clause for the main

tenance of the liberties of the church;

consequently saving the “ nefarious

Constitutions,” 8L0.

l See the letters of the 13th Oct.

1170, ap. Baron. an. 1170, § 33, p. 373.

1 It appears that the Pope did not

hear of the pacification till some time

in Nov. 1170.
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important limb of the imperishable body which was des

tined to subject all things to itself. The relief was too

exquisite, the triumph too cheering, to leave room for a.

thou ‘ht to personal consequences; or, if such a thought

shou d obtrude itself—and there are many indications in

his writings that it had occurred to him—the crown of

martyrdom floated before his enthusiastic vision; a glo

rious victory over the powers of darkness, a ma ificent

offering to lay at the feet of the church he ha served

and fought for with unexampled devotion and courage.‘

Such, we do not doubt, were the reflections with which

he hurried to encounter new dangers—new complications

and difficulties, of which he proposed to he himself the

originator and manager. Death had no longer any ter

rors for him; he had won the day; and now, whether

as victor or as martyr, his star must shine afar amid

the holy galaxy which decorated the firmament of his

church.

Neither the archbishop nor his friends believed that

Becket Henry would keep faith with them. With this

returnsto impression he hastened to present himself to

England‘ the King at Tours. His reception was marked

by a coolness which contrasted suspiciously with the cor

diality of the meeting at Fretville. Becket again pressed

for the sacred pledge of friendship, the kiss of peace:

Henry evaded the request by the former excuse of his

oath; and to avoid a repetition of the prior attempt to

obtain it by surprise, had mass performed before him in

private. The sincerity of the King was further put to the

test by a petition from the archbishop for an immediate

order for the liberation of the estates of the see from the

hands of the sequestrators and occupants.k This request

he evaded by alleging that the operation could not be

carried into execution till his own return to England.

Notwithstanding these sinister tokens, and the unanimous

conviction of friends and well-wishers that “ he had no

'‘ In Gilbert Foliot’s letters, Rymer, ossession of their property, as they

Fcedera, i. 26, it is aflirmed that Henry had possessed it three months before

despatphed a letter from Chinon, in the archbishop’s evasion. If so, the

Tourame, to his son, to reinstate the order was certainly not acted upon.

archbishop and all his companions in
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thing to expect in that country but chains and dungeons

and treasons,” he replied to their remonstrances, that

“ even if he were torn limb from limb, he would not desist

from his journey thither: neither fear nor force should

move him to prolong his exile: it was sufficient that

the Lord’s flock had mourned the absence of their pastor

for six long years.” After taking a ceremonious leave

of his protector the French king, he hurried to the port

of Whitsand in Flanders, and from thence, as the first

instalment of his great debt due to him from the king’s

episcopal friends in England, he despatched legatine

letters of suspension a 'ainst all the bisho s of the royal

party; in particular oger archbishop 0 York, Gilbert

of London, and Jocelyn of Salisbury. It must be said,

on behalf of the archbishop, that he never left any one

in doubt as to his ultimate intentions. The young king

Henry, upon whom the task had devolved of taking an

inquest and account of the forfeited estates of the see of

Canterbury, had either neglected the necessary steps to

that end, or the occupants had found means ofthwarting

the inquiry. Becket received intimation of these dith

culties before his embarcation. The King, however, sent

John of Oxford dean of Salisbury, a declared adversary

of the primate,l to protect his landing. Though bitterly

distasteful to the primate, the precaution was not unne

cessary: Becket set foot on English round at Sandwich

on the 1st of December 1170, and t ere, or at a short

distance from the port, he encountered the sheriff ofKent

with the posse comt'tatus of the county; and would pro

bably have fared badly, if that oflicer had not recognised

the dean of Salisbury among his suite. The sheriff in

formed him that it was believed he had come to bring

fire and sword upon the land—that he intended to un

crown the King, as he had already dethroned the arch

bishop ofYork,m and excommunicated all the bishops.

After a short altercation, the archbishop was allowed to

proceed on his road to Canterbury, where he was received

with a hearty welcome by the clergy and inhabitants of

' He had been excommunicated by "‘ William Fitzstephen, Vit. S. Thom.

Becket. ed. Giles, tom. i. p. 282.
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the city. He hastened to give notice to the Pope of his

arrival in England; and after a sojourn of eight days

he proceeded to London; but on reaching Southwark,

he received a peremptory order from the oung king
to betake himself back to Canterbury. Hlere he was

exposed to insults and robberies from Ranulph de Broc,

the principal sequestrator of the estates of his see, and

other grantees of the crown. By this time, indeed, the

archbishop had learnt the ground he stood upon in Eng

land. Death or a second and more hopeless exile was to

be his fate. But his choice was made; and he awaited

the blow in sullen patience. ‘

The mind of king Henry had been all along 'pitiably

Insane anger tortured, on the one hand by his sense of the

of Henry 1L, royal dignity and duty, and on the other by the

“$11,113:? inadmissible demands of the inexorable church

' man. Common sense and passion pointed to the

single inference, that a sovereign priest and a sovereign

prince could not share one throne-that the subject could

not serve two masters—that he must yield his kingdom

to the priest, or the priest subordinate his powers to the

prince. Becket and his master the Pope had left him

no alternative but surrender: the attempt to play them

off against each other had ended in signal defeat; his

expedients of king-craft were exhausted; and the morti

fying sense of impotence to arrest the hurricane career

of his adversary engendered a craving for relief, which

for the moment set every suggestion of forethought or

prudence at defiance. Strict adherence to his engage

ments with the archbishop and the Holy See wore the

air of suicide: his last refuge lay in procrastination—the

ordinary asylum of princes against the impracticable

demands of Rome; certainly the orders transmitted to

England touching the restitution of the sequestrated

estates and the filling of the vacant sees were not of

a nature to expedite the redelivery. In the interim the

archbishop of York and the bishops of London and Salis

bury had hastened to the King in Normandy, and poured

their complaints in no measured language into his too

ready ear. overpowered by passion, the secret wish of
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his heart burst from his lips.“ That he earnestly de

sired to be rid of his enemy does not admit of a doubt;

yet it is equally certain that the deadly purpose had no

place in his thoughts. But the words had gone forth,

and there were wretches about his person only too ready

to put their own interpretation upon them. The mur

derers hurried across the Channel, and before the King’s

messengers of recall could overtake them, consummated

their bloody purpose.

The particulars ofthis dismal deed are too well known

to English readers, and enter too remotely into Henrys ex_

the subject ‘of this work, to require repetition. culpationm

The death or martyrdom of archbishop Becket the P°Pe'

—and in one sense it deserves that name-~—served the

purpose of the Holy See far better than a prolongation

of his restless life. Henry II. could hardly shake off

all participation in the murder; and if by any anodyne

he could have quieted his own conscience, the Pope de

termined that, as long as his ear should be open to the

thunders of the Lateran, he should have no peace till he

had extracted a personal renunciation of the “ detest_

able” Constitutions of Clarendon and Northampton, if he

could not strike them out of the statute-book of England.

Henry learnt with dismay the accusations of complicity

with the murderers which assailed him from all quarters.

The assassins, it was said, had been despatched by him to

rid him of his antagonist at a blow; he was the prime

mover of the dreadful deed; he had taken no step to

punish the criminals; he was prepared to profit by a

crime which had been heard with a shudder throughout

Christendom. Remorse of conscience might have less

to do with the state of mind produced by these impu

tations, than the knowledge that the foul deed had so

u The words he uttered are so difi‘er- Pontiniac. Vit. 8w. ibid. p. 161. Fitz

ently reported, that we hesitate to re

peat them. No doubt they were suffi

ciently clear to the auditors to lead the

ruflians who heard them to believe that

they would do an acceptable service

to their sovereign by ridding him of

his enemy. See Edw. Grim. Vit. S.

Thom. ubi sup. tom. i. p. 68. Roger. de

stepILVit. 8w. ibid. . 290, who insinu

ates that the archbishop of York had

not obscurely hinted at a like expe

dient. The report of William of Can

terbury (ibid. tom. ii. pp. 30, 31) is not

ver intelligible. The anonymous Lam

bet biography (ibid. p. 116) does not

give the words used by the King.
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intimidated his own friends that no support could be

expected from them in a continued resistance to the

papal commands; in short, that Becket had urchased

with his blood a signal victory over the law 0 the land.

For three entire days and nights the King shut him

self up in solitude at Argenton, without meat or drink.

During all that time he was heard loudly bewailing the

horrible crime committed in his name; and at the close

of his penance he sent envoys to the Pope to purge him

self of the foul suspicion. Alexander refused to intermit

the propitiatory fasts he had ordained, in order to give

audience to the envoys. He threatened an immediate in

terdict upon all the King’s dominions, and a personal ex

communication and anathema, to extend to all who had

partaken in the persecution of the late archbishop and

resistance to the pontifical mandates in defence of the

“ execrable” Constitutions. Mediators, however, were al

ways to be found, for a proper consideration, at the papal

court. Certain cardinals were cautiously sounded, and

found not inaccessible to the arguments with which the

envoys were, as usual, abundantly supplied.° Thus in

troduced, the Pope permitted himself to be propitiated.

The King’s commissioners swore to the innocence of

their master, and engaged, on his behalf, that he should

thereafter do the like personally, and in all other mat

ters implicitly place himself in the hands of the pontiff.

Alexander graciously accepted the unconditional sur

render, and announced his intention to despatch two

cardinals—Albert of St. Laurence in Lucina, and Theo

dinus of St. Vestina—to the King in Normandy, to in

quire into all the facts of the case, and to substantiate

the King’s exculpation on the spot.P

Until the arrival of the legates, Henry had diverted

Henry IL his chagrin by active interference in the affairs

submitsw of Ireland. The archbishop of York and the

the P°p°‘ bishops of London and Salisbury had obtained

plenary absolution, through the influence of the arch

° “Vix tandem quingentis marcis in- . 91.

terpositis.” Gervas. Cantuar. Chron., P Vit. Alex. III. ap. Murat. iii. p. 462.

as quoted by Pauli, Gesch. v. Engl.
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bishop of Rouen and other French prelates, subject to

the humiliating ceremony of purging themselves of par

ticipation in a crime—of which the two latter at least

were never even suspected—and a positive renunciation,

for themselves and their oflicers and dependents, of all

obligations connected with the vicious “ consuetudines.”q

When informed of the arrival of the legates, the King

returned in all haste to Normandy, and resented him

self“ humbly and reverently” to the car inals at Caen,

accompanied by a brilliant court.r It was there defini

tively agreed that Henry the younger and his consort,

Margaret of France, should be recrowned. The prince

and princess were forthwith shipped off to England,

and crowned at Winchester by Rotrud, archbishop of

Rouen, in the presence of the King and of many Eng

lish and French prelates. Thus the stigma of illegality

was solemnly stamped upon the most notorious of the

acts of Henry II. in derogation of the rights of the

martyred archbishop. But the King’s mind was now

duly prepared for any amount of humiliation the pontiff

might think fit to exact, and Becket’s prediction of the

moral poltroonery of the King’s nature was in a great

degree borne out, though at the expense of his own

blood. It is obvious that his late self-purgation had

not removed the load from the king’s spirits.

Towards the end of the month of October the King

returned to France; and on Wednesday, the Triumph of

27th of that month, he appeared before the the papacy.

legates in the church of Avranches. Laying Q'ggggaggf

his hands on the gospels, he swore that he had mes ofClw

neither imagined, known of, nor in any wa rendml‘s‘c'

caused the death of the archbishop; that when that crime

‘I The were required toswear“ quod

pravas i ascometudines necjuramento

nee fide data seu scripto firmaverint,

nec regem provocaverint propter quod

Thomas archiep. Cantuar. occisus fue

rit; neque literas quibus, ne filio regis

coronam imponeret, preecipiebatur, re

ceperint;” thou h it was notorious that

they all were eit or active articipators

in, or fully cognisant of a these trans

actions. Ep. Alex. III. ap. S. Thom

Epp. ed. Giles, tom. ii. p. 65. As to the

absolution of the archbishop of York,

somewhat severer precautions were

taken. See Ep. Alex. III. ad Rothom.

Arehiep.; ibid. p. 67. And see Jafl'é,

p. 738.

1' An earlier interview seems to have

taken place at Savigny, in Touraine.

The meeting at Caen occurred on the

25th May 1172; therefore seventeen

months after the murder of the arch

bishop.
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came to his knowledge, he mourned as for the loss of a

dear son ; yet he confessed that words uttered in his in

excusable anger against that holy man might possibly

have led to his death; for which cause, and because

he might thus seem to have participated in the great

offence, he agreed by way of penance to send without

delay 200 men-at-arms to Jerusalem, and to support

them in the holy war for one whole year, or to pay

such a sum in money as would be an equivalent for

their maintenance for that period; and he promised that

within three years he would take the cross in person,

unless released by the Holy See; that he would wholly

abrogate the vicious customs, more particularly the Con

stitutions of Clarendon and Northampton, which he had

lately introduced, and wouldforbid their observance for

the future; that he would freely permit appeals to the

Holy See, and lay no obstacle in the way of all persons

communicating directly with the Pope; further, he and

his son Henry the younger swore that they would hold,

preserve, and keep the crown of land faithful to pope

Alexander and his successors, an that they and their

successors would not regard themselves as true kings

until they (the Pope and his successors) should have ac

knowledged them as such.“ Moreover, he asked forgive

ness for the wrath and ill-will he had manifested to all,

be they clerks or laymen, who had borne the archbishop

company in his exile, and gave them free leave to return

in peace to their homes; he engaged to restore in integro

to the see of Canterbury all possessions and property

belonging to it which might have been alienated in

' See the oath textually reported in

Vit. Alex. III. a . Murat. iii. p. 463.

(3011f. Rog. Hove en. ap. Savile, p. 529.

We think this writer nts the right

construction upon thee ause (undoubt

edly much more strongly worded in the

Vita Alex. just quoted): “quod a do

mino Alexandro papa . . . recipiemus

et tenebimus regnum Anglia, et nos, et

nostri successores in perpetuum non

reputabimus nos Anglia»: reges veros,

donec ipsi nos catholicos re es tenue

rint.” The oath, as reporte by Hove

den, varies in several articulars. To

the clause in favour o appeals he adds

the qualification, “in ecclesiasticis cau

sis, ita tamen ut si ei suspecti fuerint

aliqui (among the appellants) securi

tatem faciant quod malum suum (regis)

vel regni sui non quaerant.” The clause

ofthe oath relating to the connexion of

the crown and kingdom with the Holy

See is very difi'erent from that of the

Vita Alex. 111. It runs thus: “Jura

vit inprimis quod ab Alexandre sum

mo pontifice et catholicis successoribus

ejus non recederet, quamdiu ipsum sicut

regem catholicum habuerint.” The oath

as in the text holds a mean between the

two reports.
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his time, in the same condition as they were one year

before the departure of the late archbishop from the

kingdom: all which things bond .fide and without evil

device to do and perform he solemnly swore, both for

himself and his son; in testimony of which he delivered

a formal deed to the legates, sealed with his seal,-and

attested by the attendants of the court.‘ The personal

triumph over the headstrong King was as complete as

could be desired. The victory over the law of the land

remained still, and for many ages to come, at least un

decided.“

‘ Rog. Hoved. ubi sup. p. 529. It is

certainl possible that the document

thus de ivered was that from which the

anonymous writer of the Vit. Alex. III.,

ubi sup., copied. There is, however, in

the paragraph quoted in the above note

an apparent attempt to back up the pre

tensions of the Holy See to the sum—

rainty of England. See Book x. c. vi.

p. 321, note (r) of this work. The

events of the reign of king John may

throw some light upon the construc

tion of this document.

“ We have not thought it necessary

to quote the authorities for the purely

political events of the conflict between

Becket and Henry II. They have been

too well sifted b previous historians,

and are too well nown to the English

reader, to require authentication. But

all the authorities, with few exce tions,

which connect the history with t e ad

vances ofthe papacy have been perused

and quoted at foot.
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Conclusion of Book xii.

BY this time we are pretty well enlightened as to what,

The liberties in the mouth of the Roman pontiff, was meant

of the by the “liberties of the church,” and the “ divine

church‘ law” as contrasted with human law, as it con

cerned the economy, legal and social, of the whole human
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family which acknowledged the religious superintend

ence of the Roman hierarch. The divine law appealed

to, we find to have been a confused aggregation of or

dinances, resting, for the most part, on the authority of

the grossest deception that had ever been imposed upon

human ignorance and credulity. Within three centuries

from its first publication this scheme had supplanted all

independent church legislation, and transferred to the

Roman pontiff most of the powers and attributes that

had before then been thought to belong to the church

catholic. In reliance upon the dicta of the Isidorian

decretals, human laws, when obstructive of the fullest

operation of the decretal principles, had not only been

declared inoperative, but pronounced to be essentiall

tainted with that carnal depravity which attached to al

human ordinances. On the other hand, the canon law

was described as a divine code; designed to correct, con

trol, and sanctify every rule of action, be it what it might,

deriving its source from the root of original sin,—-—the

inborn corruption of human nature,——in order to bring

it into conformity with the divine law; in other words,

with the canon law of Rome as unfolded in the forgeries

in question, and in the collections of the servile copyists

who had undertaken to bring them into some kind of

loose coherence with the series of statutes and ordi

nances originating in those periods in which the church

still retained some capacit of self-legislation. General

councils, or such as the Imtin patriarchs chose so to

designate, had become, in fact, no more than great courts

for the purpose of registering the pontifical decrees, and

securing the uniform concurrence of the whole body of

the clergy for their execution. Since the age of Charle

magne none of these assemblies deserved even the nomi

nal character of universality. Many churches were not

summoned at all; and it is probable that, for one reason

or other, scarcely a third of those that had received

notice ever attended.‘ In ‘all these assemblies the canon

law of Rome was the ruling code. No notice was taken

1 The last great council, which ap- attended, was that of Frankfort, in the

pears to have been most numerously year 794 (see Book v. 0. iv. p. 495 of
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Charmer of of state-law ; that law was as a thing having

‘11662215518 no place or station in the presence of the “ di
chuei'cheand vine law” and its ministers; and when it is

state‘ considered that the duty of exposition was ex

clusively reserved to the church,—or, more properly, the

bishop of Rome and his council,—-and that any attempt

on the part of the laity or body politic to gainsay or

vary that interpretation subjected the offenders to utter

condemnation, the whole area of sacerdotal ambition lies

mapped out before us, and the POLITICAL history of the

papacy resolves itself into that of the struggle between

the two great powers, church and state, for the govern

ment of the world.b Disguise it as we may, the con

test was, after all, of a purely secular nature. The first

and most hotly contested point was, the emancipation of

the persons and property of the clergy from every exter

nal influence which could cripple their exertions for the

establishment, within the state, of an organised power

capable of so modelling and controlling the whole body

po itic as to convert it into a convenient instrument of

sacerdotal dominion.c

We may in this place advert to what, in conformity

Pontifical with this general design, was really understood

iipgs'giop of in the theological schools of the age by the

605.3.” term libertates ecclesize. But for this purpose

church, we must carry the reader back to the age

in which we have the first glimmerings of a Christian

priesthood identifying itself with that of the Levitical

dispensation. When that assimilation was accomplished,

we find the corporate body of the church to have con

this work). But this council is not Book x. 0. vi. pp. 312-316 of this work)

numbered among the (ecumenical coun

cils of the Latin church.

5 To those who may be inclined to

question this proposition, we recom

mend the perusal of the remarkable

letter of Alexander III. to the arch

bishop of York and the bishop of Dur

ham, ap. Baron. an. 1170, pp. 366, 367,

already noticed; and enerally, to the

letters of archbishop ecket, in which

the impotence of human law in oppo

sition to the canons is broadly main

tained.

c From the age of Gregory VII. (see

the Roman pontifi's had never scrupled

to proclaim the supremacy of the spi

ritual over the secular state. They

desired, however, to bring the spiritual

and religious character of the scheme

so prominently forward, that the world

should not at once take in or compre

hend the ultimate object; and thereby

to obviate that inconvenient resistance

which might arise from too manifest and

violent an inroad upon the rights of so

vereigns or the laws and customs of the

people, before the latter should have

een properly prepared and schooled.
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sisted of bishops, priests, deacons, and people. Gra

dually, however, the last of these elements disappeared

from the constituency, and before the expiration of the

seventh century, the great corporation of the church was

supposed to consist exclusively of the priesthood and the

aggregate of their associates and helpers. Two sacred

metaphors, the sun and the moon, as the “greater and

the lesser light,”—the “ good shepherd and his flock,”—

gave a character to the status and functions ofthe clergy,

highly acceptable to the ignorant docility and piety of

the masses. Men were prepared to behold in the church

the “greater light which ruled the day,” and to accept

their spiritual directors in the literal capacity of shep—

herds, to lead them into such pastures as to them might

appear best fitted to feed—or to starve—the flock into

proper habits of submission to their pastors. The

atter meanwhile took care that no distinction should

be taken between the spiritual function and the tem

poral position of the body by which it was exercised.

l‘hey desired it to be fully understood that they and

their endowments, wealth, influence, and laws, taken to

gether, constituted the one visible church. But towards

the ninth century, it was discovered that something was

wanting to the full authentication of the commission

of the shepherds themselves, as derived from the great

masters of the flock. The pedigree was incomplete;

and the more daring spirits among them undertook to

supply the missing links. For many a century the so

called Isidorian decretals not only answered this pur

pose with wonderful success, but furnished a storehouse

of precepts for enlarging the powers and elevating the

condition of the clergy. These precepts, and the preg

nant commentaries, practical and theoretical, from time

to time promulgated without contradiction from the

outer world, constituted now the so-called “liberties of

the church.” These liberties in fact comprehended any

thing and every thing that emanated from the great

body of the priesthood, at the suggestion and under

the authority of their patriarchal chief. The liberties

of the church were but another name for the extreme
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principles of the Roman canon law in their practical

application.d

The list of these liberties is therefore to be sought in

to hem h the works and compilations of the canonists,
g t . .

in the OOaOn more especially in that endless hotch-potch of

21333;: forgery, misquotation, and confusion called the

' “ Decretum” of (:lratian;e the cumulate repro

duction of the errors, i norances, and frauds of all the

preceding collectors. n all these digests—if they de

serve the name—there is a single clear and demonstrable

drift, viz. the exaltation of sacerdotal power and dignity

to a station as far above all human laws and institutions

as heaven is above earth—as Christ is above the world.

Consequently any application of human law affecting the

persons, the civil and social conduct, or, which was the

same thing, the property of the clergy, was a substantive

infraction of the divine law. The very first article in

the creed of the accomplished churchman of the age was

the imprescriptible right of the church to define its own

privileges without regard to those of any other order of

men in the state; and to publish them to the world as

the “law of God,” to which, as an irrefragable inference,

all human laws must yield obedience. Every act of

resistance to this new law, from whatever quarter it

might arise, was an emanation from the “god of this

world”—an encroachment upon the divine prerogative, a

sin, a schism, or a heresy. As wealth and endowments

accumulated in the hands of the clergy, the scope of

ecclesiastical law expanded; the points of collision with

secular law and custom were multiplied. Claims were

successfully set up to judicial cognisance of many sub

jects of purely temporal interest, such as matrimony,

dower, testamentary dispositions, endowments, tithes,

secular estate in the hands of churchmen, and other

subjects wholly foreign from the spiritual faculties ofa

religious body.f But when the daring enius of Gre

gory VII. had matured in the mind of t e church the

‘1 Conf'. Book vi. 0. vi. p. 169 of this ' See the ordinances of the council

work. of Rouen under Urban IL, Book xi. 0.

e Cont‘. Book vi. c. viii. pp. 218-220 iv. p. 568 of this work.

of this work.
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maxims of the Dictatus papa}, the princes of the world

were driven to those pitiful shifts and dodgings so

strongly exemplified in the policy of Henrys IV. and V.

of Germany and II. of England, to evade the mortifying

inferences from principles which, as far as passive ac

quiescence could carry them, stood upon grounds too

strong to encourage direct attack. The audacious can

dour of the popes had proclaimed the supremacy of the

priesthood over all earthly power; and they had been

so successful in shouldering aside all state-law, that

canons and canonism had assumed spectral proportions

in the eyes even of the most ‘discerning men of the world.

Lay people and secular governments had permitted them

selves to be thrust out of the sacred enclosure of the

church catholic;—to be'classed among the subjects of

“ the prince of the power of the air,”-with the single

prospect of salvation from the doom of his minions

through the mediation of “ the sons of God,” and at the

expense of -all freedom of thought or action, of their

wealth, their self-government, and even of their personal

safety.g

But before we resume our narrative of the domestic

affairs of the Holy See between the death of _

Alexander III. and the accession of InnocentIII.,h it may not be inexpedient to present to gmtgesm‘if

the reader another and a more consolatory as- Uignllihe

pect of this wonderful scheme. At the close g‘zlifxp‘l’:

of the reign of Alexander III., the theory of '

the liberties of the church had been pushed to the verge

of absolute severance from the state and its interests.

Throughout this work it has been attempted to point out

the steps and stages which led to this result, and to de

scribe them in their operation upon the governments of

the world. In the following Book it will be our task to

lay before the reader the great product of the systematic

calculations of the church constituency—the elaborated

I In England, as we have seen, up— space of time. See 0. vii. p. 215 of this

wards of a hundred murders had been Book.

committed by clerks within a short '' From the yearl 181 to the year 1 198.

VOL. V. T

n
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scheme of church-government under the hand of the

greatest master of priestcraft who had hitherto occupied

the pontifical throne. For the present we must confine

ourselves to a rapid glance at the operations of the

so-called “liberties of the church” upon the welfare of

nations and the advances of civilisation. A volume

would scarcely suffice to afford a solution of this diffi

cult and complicated problem. Yet in the course of the

events recorded in this work several topics have been

touched upon which may assist us to certain general

conclusions. We will endeavour to recall these topics

to the reader’s memory, with a view to some definite

inferences, rather as to the merits than the demerits of

the great sacerdotal government it has been our object

to unfold. Without venturin upon the rash, or rather

the foolish, attempt to trace t e hand of Providence in

bringing good out of evil, we know that even the good

seed may, under evil influence, bring forth unwholesome

food; and that, on the other hand, the rank undergrowth

of the soil may afford protection to the nurselings of the

grove till they gain strength and vigour to overshadow

and to kill the weeds which defended their feeble in

fancy.

Mmers to be The short inquiry we propose to enter upon

elucidated- embraces three questions, namely:

1. How and to what extent did the actual church

constitution—summed u , as we find it, under the general

title of the “liberties o the church”—operate upon the

organic structure of secular government, in the nature

of a check or limit to monarchical absolutism and the

manifold evils of feudalism?

2. In what degree did that scheme tend to the pre

servation and expansion of the remains of ancient civili

sation, and to what extent did it contribute out of its

own funds to promote the acquisition of knowledge and

the growth of art, science, and literature?

3. How did it operate upon the interests of the

masses, so as to improve their condition with regard to

the privileged classes, and to relieve them from some of

the worst evils of their social position?

0
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As to the second of these points, though of great

importance to the ultimate solution of the inquiry, it falls

within the proper province of the literary historian; and

in a work like the present would lead us too far out of

our course in following up the current of political events,

to admit of any but an incidental mention. We therefore

confine ourselves to the first and third questions; namely,

‘first, the tendency of the ecclesiastical scheme to modify

the framework and to check the evils of secular govern

ment: and secondly, its 0 eration upon the interests and

condition of the non-prioiliged classes.

1. There is no period subsequent to the establishment

of Christianity as the religion of the state 1 0 emion

under the imperial patronage of Constantine ofthgseliber

the Great, at which the body of the church tie-“P”

. . . . governments.

dld not exercise conslderable influence over the

state-government. Under the feeble successors of the

first Christian emperors down to the partition Italy before

of Italy we have pointed out the great acces- Charlemagne

sion of strength, and the independent, though often iso

lated position of the church, in consequence of the over

throw of the imperial state, and the division of its terri

tories among the barbarian conquerors.i While a Caesar

sat upon the throne of Rome, the government leaned

upon the church for support; and that support was

liberally and faithfully afforded. More than once the

bishops of Rome flung themselves with admirable cour

age between the distressed’ state and its foreign or‘do

mestic enemies.j But no power or influence was of avail

to impart strength to a thoroughly exhausted and cor

rupte state, or to infuse spirit into a self-abandoned and

slothful generation. For a century and a half the empire

rotted away piecemeal, and at length crumbled noiselessly

into dust. All that was left of life resided in the still

vigorous body ofthe church. Now, however, her position

was wholly changed; her connexion with the state was

dissolved; but this isolation was compensated by the unal

tered devotion of the outlying sections of the Latin com

munion, and freedom from the fetters of an unprofitable

‘ Book ii. c. vii. pp. 463-478. 5 See Book 0. vi. p. 422.
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and burdensome connexion at home.k Under this state

of things no natural or cordial intercourse between the

church and the new governments was practicable. The

power of the hierarchy now subsisted wholly in virtue of

the numbers of its s iritual subjects, its special laws, and

its strict internal coherency. Odovaker, Theoderick, Jus

tinian, and the Lombards dealt with the clergy as a self

existent body indeed; but used it for their own purposes,

and without distinguishing between clergy and laity, as

subjects of the state; and without a notion that they

possessed any rights that might limit the action of go

vernment, or impede it in any measure necessary to the

aggrandisement of the state, or the maintenance of the

public peace. During the three centuries which had

elapsed between the extinction of the empire of the West

and its revival by Charlemagne, it would be difiicult to

produce direct proofs of any influence exercised by the

clergy in limiting or directing the action of the several

governments, other than those occasional collisions which

resulted from the looseness of all subsisting relations

between the rulers and the subjects. The Italian clergy,

though forming a de facto independent body, and fre

quently dealt with as a nation or people living under a

law of their own, had no recognised standingin the

government, or any rights but such as they could main

tain by their numbers, their discipline, and their influence

over the mass of the population.

Such was the position of the Italian clergy down to

Ital Spain the conquest of that country by Charlemagne.
andy’France: Elsewhere, however, the posltion of the church

“ftflfag‘lzfle' was more advantageous. In Spain and in

' France the hierarchy and the priesthood were

not only recognised estates of those kingdoms, but had

obtained an acknowledged and tolerably well-defined

standing, with rights and immunities distinct from, and

coordinate with, the other political elements of the state.

In the former country the conversion of king Reccared

from the Arian to the Roman faith had at once im

parted to the latinised prelacy a large share in the
" Conf. Book iii. pp. 73-81. I
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political government; while the conversion of Clovis,

a century earlier, had gradually produced a thorough

introduction of a Gallic hierarchy as a constituent

of the Frankish polity, and transferred some of the

most important ministerial functions of government into

their hands.1 The faithful attachment of the Gallic

clergy to the church of Rome, throughout this long

period of political separation, prepared the way for an

incalculable accession of strength to the latter. The

Italian successes of Peppin the Short, and the partici

pation of pope Zachary in the great revolution which

~ transferred the crown of France from the descendants

of Clovis to the Carolingian family, tended still further

to consolidate the relations of the Latin church and its

patriarchal chief. At length, the overthrow of the Lom

bard kingdom and the conquest ofItaly by Charlemagne

led at once to an organic adoption of the whole church

into the constituency of the new empire.m

As we have already observed,11 Charlemagne con

tributed greatly to the consolidation of the Severance of

clerical body by a variety of ordinances tend- church and

ing to uphold the spiritual authority, and to state‘ result‘

increase and fortify its political importance. He had

taken the church-constitution as the model of his con

templated re-organisation of the secular government.

He desired to connect himself as closely as possible

with the clergy and their chiefs, in the hope of infusing

into the state some portion of that regularity and unity

of action which was not to be found in the anomalous

forms of government known to his age. Charlemagne

chose his intimate advisers, his administrators, his m'issi

domim'ci—itinerant justiciaries—from among the clergy.

The latter on all sides eagerly stretched out their hands to

grasp political power, and served no doubt, for a time, to

balance the licentious liberty of the vassals of the crown.

To this end indeed the disciplined aid of the clergy was

invaluable. And it was to this irregularity of the secu

‘ See Book ii. c. vii. p. 480 et sqq., "1 See Book vi. c. ii. p . 72-79.

Book iv. 0. ii. p. 273 et sqq., and Book " As last above quoted).

vi. 0. ii. pp. 64, 65 of this work.
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lar constituency that the church was indebted for that

dominant participation in the government of the world

which was ever afterwards felt throughout the states of

the Latin communion. Bishops and abbots every where

aspired to the highest oflices of state; they undertook

political missions; presided in the chancery or privy

council of the sovereign, and in a great part directed

his public measures. The scheme of Charlemagne’s

government was built upon an essential incorporation

of church and state; in which neither party should be

greater or less than the other ; in which both should

cooperate for the benefit of the whole, under the super—

intendence of the sovereign. But the theory, though

excellent in itself, was soon found to be impracticable.

The union indeed scarcely survived its founder. With

the disruption of the Carolingian empire, the combina

tions of that great prince vanished into thin air. The

empire split into fragments in the hands of his succes

sors; but the church stood her ground; she increased

her wealth; confirmed her authority; throve amid the

agitations of the nether world; assumed a tone of in

spired command; acted as mediator or arbiter between

contending parties, and as opportunity presented itself,

or her own interests prompted, often held in her hands

the balance of peace and war.

It is a matter of doubt whether any kind of coordi

Basis ofthe nate union of church and state is more than

feudal‘mim- a dream of the philanthropic mind. In the

state of society as it existed during the medieval

period it was an impossibility. The principles of the

twofold association were incapable of fusion into one

body politic ; and in their actual coexistence were only

fitted to act as a check upon each other. The feudal

scheme in its origin was founded upon the Germanic

principle of irresponsible personal liberty. The con

nexion of the person of the landholder with the lord of

the fee was a matter of bargain, in which the services

to be rendered in consideration of the benefice con—

ferred were the price of the surrender of so much of

independence as should be necessary for their due per
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formance; and that price was at first calculated at the

lowest possible figure in favour of the obligee. The idea

of personal liberty was, with all this, never absent from

his mind. In all that was not comprehended in the com

pact he was still his own master. The tie which bound

him to the lord might from time to time assume a more

or less compulsory form; both parties might vary the

terms of the compact as their relative strength or oppor

tunity permitted. The duty of the vassal was for a long

period measured rather by the power of the chief to com

pel, than by any sense of the legal obligation on the part

of the tenant to obey. The principle of obedience was,

in fact, the weakest among the props of feudalism, and

never for an instant stood in the way of any encroach

ment upon the sovereign rights and attributes for which

a favourable opportunity might present itself.

Contrast with this picture that which the sacerdo

tal association presents. That connexion was Basis ofthe

in its nature and origin a corporate union, ecclesiastical

into which the idea of personal independence ‘mm’

scarcely entered. The person of the churchman was

of value only as a member of the association; his rela

tion to his church was that of unqualified submission.

The area of his activity was rigidly circumscribed by

the bounds of doctrinal and disciplinarian ordinance.

If found straying beyond them, he became a reprobate

and an outcast from human sympathies. The idea of

liberty, as it stood in the opinion of the worldling, was

an abomination and a curse to the priest. The watch

word of his order Was obedience; as in a well-regulated

army, the pride of the soldier lay in his discipline, and

the honour of the oflicer in the unrefiecting execution of

the orders of his commander. In defiance of the mani

fold corruptions which obstructed the action of this great

principle, there was in the relation of the churchman to \

the corporate body nothing in the nature of a bargain,

the terms of which might be varied with every turn, of

chance or fortune. Those terms were unalterably fixed

and settled in the nature and character of the institu

tion itself. The corruptions, the vices, the schisms in the
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church had no effect in unsettling the principle of the

association. She had always within herself the means

of self-correction _ provided the reformatory process

moved from within herself. The energetic efforts of

the Latin body during the whole course of the eleventh

century to shake off the fatal lethargy of the tenth

bear abundant testimony to the inherent m's vitae of the

sacerdotal scheme; but the power was derived from a

purer stream of evangelical tradition than could have

been supplied by the muddy current of canonism, or the

impure sources of pontifical mythology.o

Accordingly, in all cases of collision with temporal

Antagonism governments, the church, like a thoroughly

0ftl1etw0 well-disciplined and appointed army operating

against an insurgent rabble, stood upon a van

weeneral tage-ground, from which she could not be dis

hbe'ty' lodged as long as she maintained her discipline,

and kept open her communication with the basis of her

operations—Rome. The errors, the vices, the tyrannies

of princes were her opportunities. She stepped forth as

the divinely-appointed champion of morality and order,

and even ofliberty, in the world. During the earlier ages

offeudalism the church had always exercised an indirect,

and in some instances a direct, authority in rebuking the

excesses of kings and princes, and punishing great public

offenders against religion and morality. But towards the

middle of the eleventh century she openly assumed the

character of universal moral and religious censor. In

this character she stood forth against the tyranny and the

vices of Henrys IV. and V. of Germany; she checked

the ambitious projects of the emperor Frederic 1.; she

rebuked and punished the immoralities ofthe French court

and nobles; on more than one occasion she brought the

haughty Plantagenets of England to book; she showed

how limits might be imposed upon the extravagances of

0 Compare the three last chapters of

our 9th Book, and chaps. i., ii., iii. of

the 10th Book of this work. In the

works of Peter Damiani, clouded as

they are by the detritus of’ tradition and

canonism, the spirit of a purer Christi

anity stands out in strong relief. Gre

gory VII. knew and cared little about

all this, thou h the teaching of his co

adjutor fitte in well enough with his

plans.
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prerogative, and set an example of successful resistance

to mere brute power, which fructified advantageously in

favour of public liberty, from whatever quarter'the danger

might spring up. Thus, when, in the simple and inarti

ficial judgment of the English people, public law stood

out in open opposition to ecclesiastical ordinance, the in

congruity of canonism with national institutions became

apparent, and the remedy, simple as the grievance, was

instinctively resorted to. While with one hand the estates

of England stoutly encountered the imbecile tyrant who

had dared to disgrace his crown by a cowardly surrender

to a foreign priest, they with the other boldly rebuked

the surreptitious attempt of the priesthood to substitute

their own law for the law of the land. The Constitutions

of Clarendon and Northampton remained unrepealed on

the statute-book of the realm; and Magna Charta went

no further than to confirm the ancient liberties of the

church of England as conceded by the nation, though

rejected by Becket and his master pope Alexander IILP

2. Thus, the encroachments of the spiritual upon

the temporal powers of the 'world ‘proved in

cidentally as well as directly instrumental in 35353;;

correcting some of the worst evils of govern- ‘Eliber'gewh

ment, and ultimately in promoting the ad-0 5P2: “1,120

vances of civil liberty. But the great confiictgfk

brought with it more immediate and tangible alty; the

advantages to the subject-people. The right of “a???”

private warfare sprung from the original idea of '

liberty entertained by‘ the Germanic conquerors of Rome.

Under that dispensation every man was entitled to pur—

sue his own right, and to avenge his own wrong, in his

own way. The effect was to place the indigent and

the weak at the mercy of the strong, and gradually to

obliterate in the mind of the powerful all idea of right

wherever the subject lay within reach ofthe mailed hand,

or his own material interests did not interfere to afford

protection to those who could not protect themselves.

Innumerable forts and castellated mansions sprung up

P See art. 1 of Magna Charta, in Sir tution,” p. 131.

E. Creasy’s version,—“ English Consti
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in every part of Christendom. Armed princes, knights,

and vassals went forth from these dens of rapine and

violence to‘ ravage each other’s lands, and to make good

by force of arms those rights, or to avenge those wrongs,

which no power of public law or justice could reach.

Such a power was for long a es to be found nowhere

but in the church. The su erin s inflicted upon all

classes of subjects had become into erable. Princes and

people alike called for and accepted the intervention of

the sacerdotal hand to check the extravagances, if not

to abrogate the right, of private warfare. The church

stepped in with alacrity to work this rich mine of spi

ritual infiuence, and to take upon her own shoulders

the superintendence of the police of Europe. \Vorking

dextrously upon the religious fears and the sense of

helplessness in the community, she introduced the so

called “Treuga Dei,” and entitled herself to the lasting

gratitude of the Latin world._ If the Truce of God had

been rigorously enforced, it would have left scarcely more

than a hundred days in the year for the prosecution of

private feuds. But there was no power strong enough

to do more than put a check upon the inherited prin

ci les of feudalism; no force that could take the right of

se f-redress out of the hands of those who had the power

to retain and exercise it. The right remained untouched,

but the exercise might be partially controlled; and to this

object the church devoted all her spiritual and temporal

energies; and there is no doubt that a very considerable

alleviation of the ublic sufferings 'was the result. The

most important e ect, however, was the exemption of the

persons, families, and estates of those who went to the

holy wars from all molestation by neighbours, or even

from responsibility to law, during the period of their

absence in the service of the church.

We say “in the service of the church,” because we

The church regard the spirit of the crusades, though an

and the immediate emanation from the religious mind,

crusades‘ yet for the most part as set in motion, and

certainly most industriously put to profit by the pontifl'

and the prelacy of the Latin church. That at this period
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the world was, as pope Urban and the preachers of

the crusade described it, “dead in trespasses and sins,”

may not have been far from the truth. There is ample

evidence of the unbounded licentiousness of princes and

nobles; of the prevalence of the crimes of rapine, mur

der, adultery, and violence among the military popula

tion; of gross ignorance and abject credulity among the

masses; of mingled fanaticism and hypocrisy among the

monastic orders and the clergy generally. The whole

framework of society was infected with the deadliest of

political diseases—a contempt for all law that might

oppose the smallest check to the indulgence of the self

ish passions. The duty to exorcise the “ legion,” which

seemed wholly to possess the social body, fell naturally

upon the clergy. But the temptation to trade upon

the mass of evil was stronger than the duty. It was

easier to divert the current than to dry up the sources

of the popular vices. The sins of the world promised a

richer harvest of spiritual influence than their correction.

A new channel was dug out for the sanctified indulg

ence of the most cherished vices of the age; and the

repetition of the same offences in another direction he

came a title to a plenary forgiveness.q

But it was something that the conscience ofthe world

was awakened: that men should even look out Effect ofthe

for escape from the consequences of their sins, Ehruéades on

. . e interests

1s a step towards repentance. It 1s abundantly of Peace and

clear that real remorse was certainly one, and Swial "der

not the least important, ofthe moving forces that impelled

the pilgrim-armies ofthe West in their headlong onslaught

upon the infidel enemies of God and man. In many in

stances we may trace the impulses of genuine piety, of

child-like dependence upon the divine blessing, and even

detect a sincere desire to earn it by a conscientious dis

charge of the great duty cast upon them. Examples of

disinterested devotion and courage in the performance of

that which is believed to be a duty are never lost upon

‘I See the s ech of pope Urban H. sade, Dec]. and Fall, in c. lviii. vol. vii.

at the counci of Clement, Book xi. p. 186 et sqq.; upon the whole, a cor

c. iv. p. 567 of this work. Conf. Gib- rect estimate.

bon’s account of the motives of the cru
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the world. The principle is nourished, though the occa

sion that calls it into action may not, in the judgment

of a more enlightened conscience, justify its application.

But it was perhaps in the diversion of the current of

the evils which afflicted society that we trace the most

important of the incidental benefits accruing to the

world from the crusades. A host of wild, untamed, and

untamable spirits eagerly seized the prospect afforded

them of plunder'and pardon—bloodshed, rapine, and for

giveness of sins. If the hero survived, honours, riches,

and dominion were to be his reward; his sins were

blotted out, and a paradise of indulgence on earth was

to be but the prelude to the eternal reward of the valiant

soldier of the cross. If he fell in the execution of the

sacred duty, a higher honour awaited him; and with the

crown of martyrdom he was instructed to look forward

to an immediate transfer to the realms of bliss above.

The terms offered by the church were congenial to the

dominant passions and aspirations of men of all condi

tions. To the indigent and the wretched, the slave and

the servitor, they held out at least a change of condition,

a chance and a hope of improvement; liberty and license

went hand in hand; and no dangers or difficulties, ob

scure and incalculable as they were, weighed a grain

against his sanguine expectations. The stream flowed

on and on; and with it passed away an immense load

of evil and mischief to society. The enthusiasm which

inspired all orders of men operated for good in another

direction. Old estates changed hands; assiduity and

thrift were rewarded with the spoils of the needy fa

natic; even industry profited in some degree by the

necessary supplies and traffic of the armies, and by the

new routes of commerce opened out for a freer inter

course with distant nations. The millions that perished

in the holy wars consisted either of the refuse of the

populace, or those whose presence at home would have

perpetuated the evils which afflicted the world. Pro

tection to the weak and the poor was now at least a

watchword and a fashion. The Truce of God was no

longer a dead letter. The fathers of the council of
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'Rouen ratified and took upon themselves the execution

of that meritorious ordinance. The maintenance of the

“Treuga Dei” passed exclusively into the hands of the

clergy ; they took upon themselves to work the police of

the world; to the utter confusion, indeed, of the secular

and ecclesiastical judicatures, but, upon the whole, to the

decisive advantage of the interests of peace and social

order.

Pope Alexander III. died on the 30th of August

1181, and was succeeded by five pontiffs within Period COM

the space of sixteen years and about six months. prised in

This short period presents a few prominent th“ chapter‘

events affecting the domestic history of the papacy, the

progress of pontifical and sacerdotal influence through

out Latin Christendom; and it points to certain foreign

affairs connected with the growth of the ecclesiastical

system, which in some degree prepared the way for that

remarkable pontificate which will occupy the pages of

the next following Book.

Roland Bandinelli, under the title of Alexander III.,

had occupied the papal throne for the unusually Government

long period of twenty-two years.r Measured ofAleX—

by the ordinary standard of administrative and" m‘

merit in that, or perhaps of any age, none of his pre

decessors could with more justice have appended the

title of “ The Great” to his name. He was excelled by

none in the choice of his ministers and agents, and in

the management of the vast and complicated machinery

of ecclesiastical government. His spiritual victories were

no barren achievements; they established principles;

they multiplied precedents; they repelled adverse pre

tensions; they nourished in the minds and habits of his

subject-clergy maxims of sacerdotal immunity and inde

pendence, which placed the church in a position impreg

nable to the undisciplined and, we may say, unprincipled

assaults of the outer world. \Vithout regard to moral

merit, any, even the worst motives of action reduced to

1' Minus about a week.
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a system and uniformly acted upon, are safe against all

opposition, however meritorious, if not conducted upon

the like principle of order and consistency. The most

serious danger this pontiff had had to encounter arose

from the tendency of his great adversary’s endeavours

to establish an antagonistic principle of lay-government,

founded upon precisely the same basis as that upon

which the papacy itself took its stand. Frederic I. ad

claimed the same divine authority for the dignity of his

crown as that which the popes of Rome had exclusively

assigned to the chair of Peter. But in this great emer

gency the vast ability of Alexander III. shone with a

brilliancy scarcely excelled by any pontiff of his or any

subsequent age. In Germany the olitical heresy of the

Emperor had taken deep root. In ngland the national

spirit of le ality among all orders of men threatened

to restrict t e law of the church within the limits of the

law ofthe land. But several occurrences of the most di

vergent character contributed to relieve the pontiff from

immediate danger, and to throw the great question far

into the background. The murder of archbishop Becket

in the year 1170, improved by the Pope with consum

mate ability, had benumbed the faculties of the king,

government, and people of England. Eight years after

wards, the humiliation of the Emperor at Venice might

be appealed to as the judgment of God in the great

controversy between the adverse theories of state and

church law. The truce left the latter in possession of

the field of battle; doubt and uncertainty had invaded

the hostile camp ; and the Emperor himself began to feel

the ground trembling under his feet. Alexander forbore

to press his victory too far; he hesitated to awaken the

reactionary spirit that had hitherto given him so much

uneasiness, and now he might behold in the spirit the

nations of the world, carried away by warlike ardour and

promises of unbounded pardon for past sins, drifting

uietly into the mere chm-sum of the ecclesiastical empire.

he work of Alexander III. was done, and well done.

Few rulers of men have been more successful in con

solidating the elements of power at their disposal; and
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fewer—considering their nature—have made a more

moderate and judicious use of them.

The five pontificates which followed may be treated

more shortly. They may, perhaps, be properly Th fi

regarded as the preamble to that of the man main";

who carried the stately scheme of the Roman

church to the pinnacle of greatness, and imparted that

strength of frame and that elasticity of action which sus

tained it for more than three centuries against such in

ternal disturbances and external assaults as must have

rent and torn any more weakly compacted structure into

fragments. Regarding the reign of Innocent III. as

the completion and the crown of the great scheme of the

Cathedra Petri, the remainder of this chapter may be

confined to a short notice of the incidents necessary to

impart a view of the actual state of the papacy, and its

position at home and abroad, at the commencement of

that distinguished pontificate.

Two days after the death of Alexander III., Hum

bald, cardinal-bishop of Ostia, an aged and un- _

lettered person, was elected pope, and crowned “113;?

on the followin day at Rome, by the name of

Lucius III.8 The Romans, who might feel and respect

the strong hand of Alexander, speedily took occasion to

fasten a quarrel upon his feeble and narrow-minded suc

cessor. Certain customary privileges or donatives at the

commencement of a new pontificate were imprudently

withdrawn by the new Pope. Lucius was compelled to

take refuge in Velletri from the fury of the citizens, and

the latter in revenge ravaged the patrimonial lands of

the church. They next turned 011 their hereditary ene

mies the Tusculans, whom they had never forgiven for the

overthrow inflicted upon them in the year 1168.‘L But

the siege was raised by their old adversary archbishop

Christian of Maintz, and the imperial army of Central

Italy under his command. The Romans retired at his

approach, and were punished by the merciless ravage of

I Baron. an. 1181,§ 15,p . 524, 525. installation.

See also Pagi ad Baron. or a. more ‘ See 0. v. p. 142 of this Book.

particular account of the election and
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their lands and property beyond the walls. The dilapi

dated fortifications of Tusculum were restored, and the

city again placed in charge of the Pope. The arch

bishop, however, died at Tusculum,“ and his army

dissolved itself. There was now no check upon the in

solence of the Romans; and pope Lucius in his distress

addressed supplicatory letters to all the courts of Eu

rope, craving aid in defence of the Holy See and the

blessed prince of the apostles against his rebellious sub

jects. The English prelates carefully declined to saddle

themselves with any direct contribution which might

hereafter be drawn into precedent; and the persuaded

the King not to permit any collection to fie made by

papal agents, but rather to send whatever subsidies he

might think proper in his own name and behalf. By

the aid of the sums thus obtained, the Pope found it no
difficult matter to reestablish his authority in Rome.v

The emperor Frederic, a prince upon whose mascu

line understanding the lessons of experience

were never thrown away, had convinced him

self that he must treat with his Lombard sub

Pacification

of Italy.

jects upon terms of acknowledged law and custom. His

gentle dealing, supported by his firm and equitable cha

racter, had in a great degree reestablished his influence

in the Lombard cities. The truce of Venice must shortly

expire,“ and it had become an object of both parties to

convert it into a solid peace. At the Emperor’s sug

gestion, the cities despatched their envoys to a great

Germanic diet at that time assembled at Constance. The ‘

Emperor warranted to the confederate cities all the

municipal rights and franchises as they had hitherto

enjoyed them—choice of magistrates, revenues, juris

dictions, &c.; reserving only to the crown the duty of

general fealty, and certain ancient services, tolls, and

incidental income requisite for the public service. A

'1 Hoveden, ap. Savile, p. 621, has a

story about a poisoned well which the

Romans had contrived for the destruc

tion of their enemy and his army. No

other Writer mentions the incident, and

it was certainly unknown to pope Lu

cius III. See his letter to the prelates

of Germany, ap. Mansi, not. ad Bar.

1183, p. 536. See also an account of

the death of the archbishop, ap. Pagi

ad Baron. ibid.

‘’ Rog. Hoveden, ubi sup. pp. 621, 622.

“’ See 0. vi. p. 171 of this Book.
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tribunal of arbitration was set on foot to determine all

disputed claims, as well between the crown and the mu

nicipalities as between cities, bishops, corporate bodies

(lay or ecclesiastical), and private litigants. The terms

of the treaty gave general satisfaction throughout Lom

bardy. They may almost be said to have stood as the

Magna Charta of the Italian kingdom. All parties re

tained their acquired rights, and the sovereign found

himself stronger and richer by the frank abandonment of

a prerogative which had proved more costly in the main

tenance than profitable in the enjoyment. The right of

confederation, saving only the duty of allegiance, was

reserved to the cities; and, in the privilege of a com

mon deliberative deputation, the foundation was laid of a

scheme capable of assuming the shape of a genuine repre

sentation. But, like the mummy-wheat of Egypt, the

good seed was destined to lie buried for centuries in the

dry catacombs of ignorance and priestcraft. To the

pontifical system the steady growth of a national poli

tical organisation must have proved fatal. The hinges

of papal policy turned upon the trite maxim, “ divide et

impermm

At Rome, meanwhile, the distribution of the money

collected from the sovereigns and princes of Lui In

Europe had wrought a momentary calm, and mfg}: em‘.

enabled the feeble pontiifto enjoy a few months PemiicFrede'

of friendly intercourse with his turbulent sub— ‘

jects. But the impression soon wore away; fresh dis

putes raised renewed tumults, and pope Lucius III.

was again driven from the city. He took refuge in

Verona, to be at hand to his great protector the emperor

Frederic. Here several important points came under

discussion between the monarch and the Po e. In the

treaty of Venice (1178) pope Alexander I} . had very

reluctantly and sparingly relaxed ‘the check he held upon

the secessionist clergy, of Germany. Only three excep

tions to the eneral proscription of all who had derived

their orders from schismatic sources were admitted; all

other irregularly ordained persons remained in a state of

‘ Conf. Raumer, Hohenst. ii. p. 279; Pagi ad Bar. § 3, p. 539.

VOL. V. U
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functional disqualification extremely offensive to the re

ligious world, and seriously obstructive of the measures

of the civil government. The Emperor thou ht himself

entitled to demand that this state of things siould be at

once put an end to; and the Pope was requested to con

firm all such ordinations, and to lace the subjects in the

same position as if their orders ad been good from the

beginning. Pope Lucius promised, hesitated, prevari

cated, and at length objected, that as the excommunicap

tions had been pronounced by a general council, they

could not be revoked by any authority but that of a

synod of the same character, with the consent of the

curia, the bishops, and clergy. Cunningly by way of a

diversion, or deliberately in the hope of extortinilthe im

mediate delivery of the estates of the countess atilda,’

pope Lucius demanded to be put into possession of the

districts and possessions in question. The Emperor pro

duced the documents on which his rights were grounded,

and repelled the papal pretensions with indignation.

In the year 1183 a double election had occurred in

Disputed the great church of Treves (Trier) between Fol—

election in mar or Folkmar and Rudolph, canons of that

‘l‘fresjzf see. The concordat of 1122‘ transferred to the

' Emperor the right of deciding disputed elec

tions, and Frederic gave judgment, shortly afterwards

followed by investiture, in favour of Rudolph. His ad

versary had ap ealed to the Pope. The young king

regent Henry drove out Folmar and his adherents

in the chapter by military force, and sequestrated their

estates as rebels and traitors. At the same point of

time he compelled archbishop Philip of Cologne to in

demnify certain merchants of Augsburg whose goods he

had seized. Philip in turn ap ealed to the Pope against

an act he described as a spo iation of his church. The

Emperor, displeased with the precipitate and unauthorised

acts of his son, directed the restoration of the estates of

Folmar and his partisans. But when pope Lucius III.

7 Note that as yet only six years of See 0. vi. p. 171 of this Book.

the fifteen during which the Emperor ' See Book xi. 0. vii. p. 672 of this

was to remain seised of those estates work.

by the treaty of Venice had expired.
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demanded that Folmar should be reinstated in the see of

Treves, the Emperor replied, that “ if the clergy of that

see did not choose to respect the prerogative of the crown,

their ecclesiastical privileges must fall to the ground ;”

and plainly told the Pope that any step on his part for

the reestablishment of Folmar must put an end to the

friendly relations at present subsisting between the two

courts. Lucius retaliated by rejecting the request of the

Emperor to place the imperial crown on the head of

his son Henry, king of the Romans, upon the insulting

plea that it was inconsistent with ancient custom that

there should be two emperors at the same time, and that,

unless Frederic would resign, his son could not rei n.‘

Rudolph of Treves, however, was permitted by the Em

peror to appear to the appeal of his rival, with a view to

the discussion of the question of prerogative as settled

by the treaty of Worms (1122); and for that purpose

he furnished him with the ablest legal advisers of the

day.b The conferences led to no result; the Pope appears

to have hesitated as to any ulterior steps for the benefit

of his client; while the Emperor resorted to other means

of encountering the ill-will of the curia.‘

In full expectation ofa breach with the Pope, Frederic

negotiated with the Lombard cities, more par- Policy ofthe

ticularly with the powerful republic of Milan; filg‘lézg‘iil'nill

and on the 11th of February 1185 a treaty with Lucigs

was concluded, by which, in consideration of m

the abandonment on the part of the Emperor of certain

obnoxious regalia which, it seems, had been reserved by

the treaty of Constance (1183), and of permission to re

build the city of Crema, the cities agreed to enter into

no engagements with the adversaries of the empire, and

to aid the Emperor in recovering any part or portion of

CRAP. VIIL] LUCIUS III. AND FREDERIC I.

' This plea was, however, ground

less. The son of Henry II. of England

had been only lately crowned, in the

lifetime of his father. If there could

be two kings of the same kingdom

reigning together, why not two em

perors?

'' Namely, two canonists to discuss

the question on grounds of canon law,

and two civil or common law ers to

support the legal claims of Ru olph.

= See these disputes shortly and ably

stated, ap. Am. ct Ilel'mold. Chron. Sla

vorum, lib. iii. c. x., ap. Leibnitz, Rr.

Brunsw. Ss. tom. iii. p. 663. Conf. Pagi

ad Baron. an. 1184; Raumer, Hohenst.

ii. p. 284.
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the Matildan estates which might have fallen into other

hands, or been fortuitously lost sight of. Some conces

sions to the powerful markgrave of Este secured the

friendship or neutrality of that prince, and enabled the

Em eror to keep in check certain disaffected communities

in uscany and the Bolognese by severe military exe

cution. These judicious measures deprived the curia of

all prospect of support from municipal or popular dis

contents, while they enabled the Emperor to consolidate

his influence in the Italian dependencies of the empire,

and reap the benefit of prior treaties, which, though

concluded with the privity or sanction of Rome, were,

under one pretext or another, evaded by the curia as

o portunity or ingenuity might suggest.d Whether the

mperor himself ever intended loyally to relinquish the

estates of the countess Matilda to the Roman church

at the expiration of his covenanted interest, may admit

of doubt.e Yet his actual right of possession could

hardly be disputed; and the papal demand of an im

mediate surrender must be regarded as an infraction of

the treaty of Venice.

In the midst of these untoward disputes pope Lucius

Death of III. quitted a scene in which he was little qua

Lucius 111, llfied to shine. He died on the 24th of Novem

ber 1185 at Verona, and was, without delay on

' the part of the curia, succeeded by Lambert,

cardinal-archbishop of Milan, not improbably with a

view to neutralise the imperial interest in that important

city.f The new pope took the pontifical name of Urban

III. ;S‘ and hastened to gather up the threads of the late

controversies as a sacred legacy from his predecessor.

Papa“... He accordingly restated to the Emperor er

m'mds- sonally the terms of amity with the Holy ee.

The first and principal article was the immediate surren

der ofthe estates of the countess Matilda : the second, the

'1 E.g. the treaties of Worms (1122)

and Venice (1178).

' See the remark of Arnold et Hel

mold in Chron. Slavor. ubi sup. upon

the discussion relating to this subject.

Both parties would seem to have relied

upon their absolute prior rights, inde

pendently of the treaty of Venice.

f It is remarkable that this pope

retained the archbishopric in commen

dam with the papacy throughout his

pontificate.

K Hoveden. ap. Savile, p. 630 ; Art de

Vér. Q‘c.
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relinquishment of the right of taking the ewmn'w or mov

able estate of defunct bishops and abbots: the third,

the restoration of certain female convents which he had

dissolved on the ground of the dissolute lives of the

inmates, with sequestration of their revenues. In the

hope of the much-coveted coronation of his son Henry,

the Emperor listened with assumed patience to these

inadmissible demands. Urban, however, put a decisive

negative upon the imperial request, for the same rea

sons as those alleged by his predecessor. This hostile

disposition was further made manifest in the immediate

consecration and installation of the Emperor’s enemy

Folmar in the archbishopric of Treves, and the appoint

ment of the disaffected archbishop Philip of Cologne as

resident-legate of the Holy See in Germany. Meanwhile

the agents of the Pope busied themselves in getting to

gether a party in Germany, with a view, by __
the aid of the archbishop-legate, to weaken gait};the elective prerogative as established by the

treaty of Worms,h and to divest the Emperor of those

sources of revenue which, though inconvenient and ex

ceptionable in themselves, had been from time immemo

rial appropriated and enjoyed by the crown.i Disgusted

with the failure of his attem ts either to conciliate or to

intimidate pope Urban, the mperor left his interests in

Italy in the hands of his new allies, and retired to Ger

many to watch the movements of his antagonist in that

country, and to cut off the communications of his do

mestic enemy Philip of Cologne and his party with the

papal court at Verona. He accordingly caused the Al

pine passes and the coast-line of the Adriatic to be closely

watched, to prevent the assage of letters and messages

to and from the pontifica court; he summoned the arch

bishopj to his presence, and convinced himself ‘that the

prelate was likely to prove a dangerous enemy in the

diet, to which he now intended to resort for support

against the disorganising pretensions of the Holy See.

To this end a great council of the princes, b'arons, and

h The béte noire of the papacy. l Whom the Pope had pro hac vice

1 As it was in almost every European created his legate in Germany.

kingdom.
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Grwdie, clergy of the empire was convoked at Gellen

in Germany. hausen. Abp. Philip, as the declared advocate

of the papal pretensions, and the leader ofa hostile party

in the country, was forbidden to attend the diet. In

this assembly Frederic laid before the estates the latest

Pontifical demands of the Pope, namely, that it should

$53111‘), be declared unlawful for any layman to hold

patronage, tithes ; and that none but the clergy should be

8” allowed to deal with the estates or revenues of

the church, or to exercise the ofiice of advocate or pro

tector of any bishopric, church, or abbey within the

realm. These rights, which the Pope treated as abuses,

were, the Emperor contended, either the reserved con

sideration of the original endowment, or acknowledg

ments for the benefit of protection extended by the laity

to the persons and r0 erty of the churchmen, without

which the latter wou d e hopelessly exposed to the at

tacks of any enemy who might desire to plunder them:

in fact they had passed from generation to generation in

unbroken descent, and had become so inextricably in

volved in the rights and transmission of private and pub

lic property, that they could not be relinquished without

a serious disturbance of existing interests, and imminent

danger to the property and possessions of the church

itself. The prelates present adopted these views, and

advised an application to the Pope, in their own names

and behalf, “ to do justice to the Emperor in all matters

in which justice was claimed.”j This epistle, though con

ceived in terms of the most profound respect, proved a

serious shock to pope Urban, who had persuaded himself

-—or had accepted the assurance of the party through his

legate Philip—that his scheme of emancipation would

meet with the hearty approbation ofthe Germanic clergy.

He had,‘ however, formed an erroneous estimate of the

influence of the Emperor, and had unwisely resolved

upon those extreme measures against Frederic I. which

.i This form appears to have been expect from them in carrying out mea

adopted by the prelates with a view sures equally prejudicial to themselves

not to involve themselves personally in and to the other persons affected by

dispute with the ontiff, and yet to them.

convince him that e had no help to
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had proved so signally successful under the abler man

agement of his predecessor Gregory VII. Following

the precedent of that notable proceeding, he duly cited

Frederic to appear before him, to show cause Urban 111_

why sentence of excommunication should not

be pronounced against him. But it happened cate the

that the citizens of Verona, with whom he re- EmPm‘

sided, no sooner heard of the sinister intentions of the

Pope than they remonstrated emphatically against mak

ing their city the scene of so dangerous an experiment;

and Urban was compelled to adjourn the excommuni

cation to a more favourable opportunity and locality.

But before he could accomplish his menace he was over

taken by death; and “ thus,” says our informant, “the

Emperor for the time escaped the lance of the curse.” "

The “providential escape” alluded to by abbot Ar

nold ofLiibeck illustrates aptly enough the pre- Declaration

vailing opinion of the pontifical churchmen of “Pontifical

the relation between the church and the state. Péiii’éifi

subsisting legal or constitutional rights yield on “term

all occasions to sacerdotal class-legislation. The notice

bestowed upon objections resting on the grounds of civil

law is generally of a passing and supercilious character,

as if too worthless to deserve serious refutation, or even

discussion. And undoubtedly, in the absence or the im

possibility of profitable investigation, the broadest dog

matism is the safest course. Though a very superficial

acquaintance with the character and nature of canonism

suffices to prove the irreconcilable antagonism of church

and state law, yet an oflicial statement addressed to, and

approved by the head of the Latin church has a value

" See for these transactions ap. Helm.

et Arnold, Chron. Slavorum, ubi sup.

lib. iii. cc. xvi. xvii. xviii. pp. 666-669.

The “ advocatio ecclesiae” here spoken

fare, was almost eqpally claimed and

exercised by churc men and lay ba

rons; both plundering and harassing

one another without regard to rank

of, though originally a simple protecto

rate with administrative powers, often

included the nomination to the pro

tected churches, and resembled our

“ advowson,” or right of presenting a

parson to the bishop. Tithes were often

granted to the laity as the price of pro

tection in a state of society where the

“ faust-recht,” or right of private war

or condition; witness the plundering

of the merchants of Augsburg by the

papal champion, archbishop Philip-of

Co ogne himself. N.B. The third book

of the Chron. Slavorum is ascribed by

Leibm'tz to abbot Arnold of Liibeck;

the two first books to Helmold, a pres

byter of the same church.
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of its own, by presenting to us, in a precise dogmatic

form, the very shape and figure of the system it was

intended to support. Godfrey of Viterbo dedicated his

general history of the world1 to pope Urban III., by

whom it was benignantly received and authenticated.m

“ \Vhen,” he says in his dedicatory epistle, “ I reflect

upon the majesty of our glorious mother the church, I

feel above all things how necessary it is that, inasmuch

as she is exalted high above every earthly power, all

kings and princes of the earth, and all the churches

of the universe, should be ruled by her teaching and

government; and that they should take their instruc

tions and laws from her, as from the fountain of all

justice and wisdom: for she alone is the proper judge

of the authenticity and credibility of all public writ

ings; so that whatever comes before the world with the

stamp of her approbation acquires that power and au

thority which she alone—to whom all power and all

authority in heaven and on earth are by divine appoint

ment committed—can impart.” The work, therefore,

thus adopted and authenticated by the pope was—the au

thor assures us—intended to warn all kings and princes

against offending or disobeying in any manner him whom

God has appointed to be the supreme arbiter of all truth

on earth.

Pope Urban III. had miscalculated his chances, and

Ca t f was, upon other grounds, involved in distress

J.§u‘;;f.§., and perplexity. The assurances of Godfrey of

agdbdeath 0*" Viterbo, in the face of the undutiful behaviour

r an III. . . . . .

of his spiritual subjects 1n Lombardy, could

scarcely have afforded him any special consolation. He

was still an exile from his capital, and without a pro

spect of reconciliation with his Roman subjects. But a

severer afliiction than these awaited him. Every effort

he and his predecessors had made to awaken the Western

world to a sense of the danger of the Holy Land had

| Under the title of “ Pantheon.” cessively chaplain (or perhaps secre

The entire work is printed in the eollec- tary) to the emperors Conrad 111.,

tion of Pistorius (Germanicorum Scri Frederic I., and his son Henry VI.

torum, 850.), vol. pp. 8 to 392. Gog: “' Baron. an. 1186, pp. 571, 572.

frey, or Godfridus, of Viterbo was suc
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failed. And now the disastrous tidings of the capture of

Jerusalem by the Turkish sultan Saladdin struck upon

his ear like a death-knell, and brought him in unspeak

able sorrow to the grave.‘1 Pope Urban III. died at

Ferrara on the 20th of October 1187; and was Gregory

succeeded by Albert Mora, cardinal-priest of VH1 Pope

St. Laurence a Lucina, by the name of Gregory VIII.

But time was not granted to the new pontiff to do more

than to publish penitential ordinances throughout Chris

tendom, and to reissue the usual indulgences and immu

nities to all who should take the cross for the rescue of

the holy city out of the hands of the infidels.° Gregory

died at Pisa, whither he had removed for the ,
. . . . HIS death,

purpose of reconciling that republic wlth the and election

Genoese, after a reign of only one month and “01131116111

twenty-seven days.p He was succeeded by '

Paulo Scolaro, cardinal-bishop of Preneste, after a va

cancy of twenty days. The new pope took the name of

Clement III.q

Pope Gregory VIIL, during his short pontificate,

had taken no steps to revive the quarrel between Negotiations

his two predecessors and the Emperor.r Amid withthe

the general calamity which had befallen Chris- Romans‘

tendom, ecclesiastical disputes had lost their interest with

the public. Two points occupied the attention of Cle

ment III.; namely, the promotion of the new crusade

then in preparation, and his own reconciliation with his

Roman subjects. To this end the Pope lost no time in

making overtures for peace. Two difficulties remained

to be overcome; the Pope demanded the restitution of

such as these travel fast.

° Hoveden, ubi sup. pp. 637, 640;

" According to Hoveden, ap. Savile,

p. 536; as confirmed by Hugo q/‘Aux

erre. Pagi ad Baron. an. 1187, no. 12.

Pagi, however, inclines to believe, on

the authority of William qfNewbria'ge,

that Urban died before the news of the

fall of Jerusalem could have reached

him. The city was taken by the Turks

on the 28th of September; and allow

ing twenty-two days for the news to

reach Ferrara, we see no such impro

bability in the account of Hoveden as

to discredit the tradition that pope Ur

ban died of grief. Disastrous tidings

Baron. an. 1187, § 13-16, pp. 585, 586.

P His death is usually dated on the -

16th December. The Art de Vér. 13c.

dates it on the 17th.

‘1 He was elected on the 5th of Janu

ary 1188. But Pagi questions the va

cancy, in reliance upon Matth. Paris,

Ral h de Diceto, and the Annalist of

Me rose, against Hoveden.

' He was supposed to have enter

tained friendly sentiments towards Fre

deric.
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the regalia,’ and the Romans stipulated for ermission to

wreak the utmost vengeance on their hereditary enemies

Treaty and the Tusculans and Tiburtines. For this purpose

remnition they called upon the Pope to assist them with

"f CIlfIme/m' money and troops; and in return for his com

' pliance they promised him obedience for the

future, and the immediate surrender of the sequestrated

rights and revenues of the Holy See. The terms finally

agreed upon restored to the pontiff the jurisdiction of

the city; the public revenue hitherto collected by the

Pope, excepting one-third, which was to remain at the

disposal of the senate for the gradual extinction of the

debt contracted in the course of the war with .the Tus

culans; and the command of the capitanei, or military

dependencies of the patrimony of St. Peter :‘ after the

dismantling of Tusculum, as soon as that work could be

accomplished, the territory of the expatriated citizens was

to be and remain the absolute property of the Holy See,

the Pope undertaking, out of the additional revenue ac

quired, to defray the annual cost of repairing the walls

of Rome. In consideration of these concessions the pon

tiff agreed to deliver up the city of Tusculum to be utterly

destroyed, as soon as it should fall into his hands by

conquest or surrender; and he engaged for himself and

his successors never to restore or rebuild it; and if the

city should not fall into his hands before the ensuing 1st

day of January 1189, that he would excommunicate the

inhabitants of Tusculum, besides taking upon himself the

greater part, if not the whole, of the expenses of the re

duction ofthe doomed community. The hostile Tiburtines

were, it seems, involved in the like condemnation; and

it was stipulated that if the Romans should be inclined

to renew their feud with the latter city, the Pope should

not take it under his protection, nor throw any impedi

ment in the Way of the conquest.“

' See c. iv. p. 97, and 0. vi. p. 175 of same terms as by other feudal tenants

this Book. of princes or great lords. Conf. Du

' The term ‘ regalia’ seems to denote cange, ad voc. ‘ Regalia’ and ‘ Capita

revenue and jurisdiction. The ‘capi- nerio.’

tanei’ ap ear to have been dependen- '1 See the treaty in extenso, ap. Baron.

cies of t e Holy See, held upon the an. 1188, § 22-26, pp. 600-602.
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Within thirty days of the election of Clement III.

the treaty was duly ratified and sworn to by Hispontifi_

the senate and people of Rome. The domestic we and

affairs of the Holy See during the remainder death‘

of this pontificate present few points of interest. Tus

culum and Tivoli continued to hold out against Pope

and Romans; but the fate of these cities was only de

layed till more powerful aid than either could command

came to them from the north. The iniquitous bargain,

however, was struck; the Romans gained dependence

and revenge; the pontiff acquired a prospective increase

of territory from the spoils of a city under the cove

nanted protection of the Holy See, and which had so

often afforded an asylum to his exiled predecessors.

Clement III. resided peaceably in Rome for the re

mainder of a reign of three years, three months, and

fourteen days. He died on the 27th of March 1191,

and was succeeded by Hyacinth Bobocardo, Election of

cardinal-deacon of S. Maria in Cosmedin, un- Coelestine

der the assumed name of Coelestine III. At

the date of his elevation the new pontiff was eighty-five

years old, sixty-five of which long period he had passed

as a simple deacon. His election was conducted in a

more formal, if not a more regular manner than that

of any of his predecessors. Some obscurity, however,

still hangs over the value of the votes in the consistory,

though the ceremony was more elaborate and more

minutely symbolical than that attending any previous

election.“

In the month of May 1189 the emperor Frederic I.

had set forward on his great expedition for the rescue

of the Holy Land, with a well-appointed and numerous

CnAr. VIII] DEATH OF CLEMENT IIL—CGlLESTINE III.

' Baron. an. 1191, §2-8. pp. 626-628.

None but cardinal-bishops, priests, and

deacons were present; the votes were

taken by a select committee, previously

elected for that purpose. The success

ful candidate was to unite “majorem

et meliorem partem” of the sufi'rages,

so that a. simple majority was insnfli

cient. But we have no intimation as

to who the “ meliores” were. Perhaps

we may be allowed to conjecture, by

reference back to the election-law of

Nicolas II. (see Book x. c. i. p. 161),

that by the term “meliores” was in

tended the cardinal-bishops, a majority

of whom, when added to a ma'ority of

the two inferior orders, woul consti

tute a valid election. The inaugura

tion of the new pontifi' was conducted

in a spirit of minute symbolism, of

which we have no previous example.
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C army. By strict discipline and the severe re
rusade and . . . . .

death ofthe presslon and punishment of crlme, injury to

the persons and property of the inhabitants of

' the countries on the line of march was 1n a

great degree prevented; the intrigues of the miserable

court of Constantinople were defeated ; the army passed

with little loss into Asia, and, after an heroic campaign

against the Turks of Iconium, had opened for itself a

free passage to the Holy Land. But the accidental

death of the Emperor, in the month of June 1190, in

crossing the river Kali-Cadnus in Cilicia, brought the

only expedition for the delivery of the Holy Land con

ducted upon true military princi les to an iuglorious

termination, and at the same time fed to several changes

in the outward position of the papacy of a very critical

character.

In the year 1189, William II., surnamed the Good,

Marriage of king of Sicily and lord of all the Norman

Constantia provinces in Southern Italy, had died wlthout

issue. The succession in the legitimate line

y ' consequently descended to his aunt Constantia,

a posthumous daughter of his grandfather king Roger

II. Three years before this, the princess, at the age

of thirty-one, and destitute of personal attractions, had

married king Henry, afterwards Henry VI., who had

just attained his twenty-first year. When the engage

ment was first contracted, and before its completion,

pope Lucius III. had remonstrated against the project

at the court of Sicily, but died before he could take any

active steps to prevent the marriage. His successor

Urban III. endeavoured to disturb the amicable rela

tions between the Em eror and the Lombard league,
but without effect; andp the marriage was celebrated at

Milan with extraordinary magnificence, on the 27th of

January 1186. The advantage to the Emperor, and

the danger to the Pope, if Frederic should succeed in

establishin the claims of Constantia to the crown of

Sicily, witfi the lordship of Apulia, Cam ania, and Ca

labria, were unmistakable; the pontifica states would

thereby become enclosed by a hostile cordon on all sides;
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communication with north and south would be cut

off, and the pontiff deprived of the important resources

which his predecessors had hitherto derived from the

Norman principalities against the imperial arms and

influence.

But a pretender to the crown of Sicily was found

in the person of Tancred, count of Lecco, a Tamed

natural son of Roger IL, and brother of Con- king of

stantia. The new king was generally acknow- S‘c‘ly’ 8”‘

ledged by the estates of Sicily and Apulia, and speedily

enfeoffed by pope Urban III. as the legitimate successor

of his cousin William II.

Henry VI. was otherwise too much engaged to make

good his claims against the gallant usurper. _

His first object was the imperial crown; andthat high honour he claimed upon the ground

of independent hereditary right. ‘I With a view to in

timidate pope Coelestine III., he appeared in the year

1191, at the head of a powerful army, at the gates of

Rome. In vain the Pope procrastinated and sought to

gain time to make terms with the King. The Romans

entered into a separate compact with Henry, and ob

tained from him a cession of certain castles within the

Tusculan territory, which had hitherto given them much

trouble; they, on their part, promising to intercede

effectually with the Pope for an immediate and uncon

ditional coronation.w After this there was no further

difficulty with the pontiff. The usual oaths, to be faithful

to the church and to observe the ecclesiastical laws, with

a further stipulation to surrender the city of Tusculum to

the Pope, were taken ; and Henry was solemnly crowned

Emperor of the Romans, on the 14th of April 1191 ," in

“ Arnold et Helmold, Chron. Slavor.

lib. iv. c. iv. an. 1191, p. 629.

! Roger Hoveden, ap. Savile, p. 689,

tells us that the Pope, after placing the

crown upon the head of the Emperor,

gave it a push with his foot, and sent

it rolling on the floor of the church.

But no other writer of the age men

tions the incident. The intolerable in

suit must, one would have thought,

have attracted the attention of the Em

peror’s attendants, unless the circum

stance had been merely accidental. It

is clear that, if it happened at all, no

special significancewas attached to it

at the time. Baronius (an. 1191, § 10,

p. 630), however, informs us that it

was intended to convey the intimation

that it was the right of him who gave,

also, when necessary, to take away the

gift.
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the church of St. Peter. Tusculum was without delay

delivered to the Pope, and by him transferred to the

Romans; and in a short space of time not one stone

was left upon another of the once flourishing city. The

citizens, it is true, were spared, and transplanted to vil

lages and hamlets in the immediate neighbourhood; but

we should be sorry, with cardinal Baronius, to regard

this niggard clemency as an atonement for one of the

most profligate bargains which had ever disgraced the

Holy See.y

After his coronation Henry VI. invaded Southern

Henryvum Italy in the. hope of_putti_ng himself in os

vadesSouth- session of lllS wife’s 1nher1tance. The w ole

em Italy‘ of Campania and the Neapolitan territory fell

into his hands; Naples was invested with every pro

spect of success, and the port was blockaded by a fleet

of Pisan galleys. But the garrison of the city made a

gallant defence, and were soon supplied with provisions

and munitions of war by a powerful fleet from Sicily;

the Pisan galleys were put to flight; and now, as on

so many former occasions, the pestilential effects of the

southern climate became fatally apparent on the health

of the troops. In addition to ‘these misfortunes, the

empress Constantia had, by the misplaced confidence

of Henry in the fidelity of the citizens of Salerno, fallen

into the hands of the pretender Tancred, and had been

carried off a prisoner to Messina. The retreat

of the Germans was followed by similar calami

ties to those which attended the imperial army in 1178,z

and Tancred recovered almost the Whole of the ground

lost in the first onset of the imperial forces. The danger

to the papacy passed away for the moment; and for a

period of rather more than two years and a half Tan

cred successfully kept in check the garrisons left by the

Emperor in the Apulian and Campanian fortresses, and

humbled the few Apulian barons who still held out on

behalf the legitimate queen. But in the year 1194 the

gallant prince breathed his last; it is said, from grief at

His retreat.

1 The city of Tusculum was never re- is supposed to occupy its former site.

built. The modern village of Frascati I See c. v. p. 145 of this Book.
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the death of his promising eldest son Roger. Death of

In the interim, however, the empress Constantia gamed,

had, at the intercession of the Pope, been gene- Iébemm’} °f

, , onstantia.

rously and honourably released from captlvlty;

' and the death of her ‘brave and loyal competitor opened

a prospect of speedy reinstatement in her hereditary

throne. The Emperor himself lost no time in elaborate

preparations for a southern campaign. By boundless

promises of commercial advantages, the greedy citizens

of Genoa and Pisa were gained; the whole of the for

midable maritime forces of both republics were laced

at his disposal; and the timid policy of pope Cos estine

III. declined all interference with an enterprise which,

with all its political perils, was too strongly impressed

with the character of legitimacy to be directly opposed.

It is only necessary to the purposes of this work to

observe, that the expedition was completely successful.

Province after province submitted to the cruel Conquest‘),

and faithless husband of Constantia, and within Sicily, 8w.

a few months the whole of Southern Italy and byHemyVI'

the kin dom of Sicily did homage to the emperor Henry

VI. very promise made to his allies was unscrupu

lously broken; treachery and bloodshed marked every

step of the conqueror: the infant king William, son of

Roger and grandson of Tancred, was emasculated and

blinded by order of the tyrant; and his mother, queen

Sibylla, incarcerated in different convents in Germany

for the remainder of her days.‘ If we believe in provi

dential retribution even to the third and fourth genera

tion of them that do evil, we should pronounce that, by

the judicial cruelties and murders of the 26th of December

1194, Henry of Hohenstauffen had dug the grave of his

race and name.h On that very day his empress Constantia

' She had surrendered to Henry on

the express stipulation that the ab

dicated prince should be reinstated in

his father’s counties ofLecco and Ave

lino, upon doing homage to the new

king. A fictitious charge of conspiracy

was, however, brought against him,

his mother, and other persons of influ

ence whom Henry wished to get rid of;

the poor little prince was cruelly mu

tilated, and the accused persons either

hanged or cast into dungeons. The

Pisans and Genoese quarrelled, of

course, over their booty; and under

that and other pretences the Em eror

mulcted them of all the promise ad

vantages.

" Nothing more was ever heard of

the miserable youth William. A re

port is current that he lived and died
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bore him a son, whose virtues may have retarded, but

could not avert the impending fate of his family. These

cruelties, and the utter faithlessness of Henry, at length

roused p0 e Coelestine to a sense of what was due to

divine an human justice, and the great malefactor was

publicly denounced and excommunicated.c

But these events are connected with some considera

The cm tions of importance to our subject arising out

sades; their of the history of the crusades. No incidents

jggafésggcf in the annals ofthe papacy were better adapted

of the papal to place the pontiffofRome in the most promi

Imwe" nent position before the world. The irre lar

and undisciplined enthusiasm of the nations of the Ixfest

demanded a leader; and who more qualified for the office

than the reputed father of Christendom—the guardian of

religion, and the source of its holiest aspirations? Among

these aspirations none stood out before the eye of the

world in more majestic proportions than the liberation of

the land in which the Saviour of mankind was born, lived,

and suffered, from the hands of the infidel desecrators of

his tomb,—-the detested oppressors of the pious visitants

to the scene of his passion. From the days of Urban

II.(1 the pontifi's of the Holy See never lost sight of the

advantages of their position; they became the direc

tors, and in some respects the commanders-in-chief of

the vast movement. From the conquest of Jerusalem

by Godfrey of Bouillon they had not ceased to take a

leading part in all the enterprises which succeeded the

first successful venture. They had carefully improved

the opportunities which those enterprises offered for

enthrallin the public conscience, and advancing the

powers 0%the clergy. The religious police of Europe

had in a great measure fallen into their hands, and they

had assumed the command of the requisite civil and mili

as a recluse, in the vicinity of Chi- sources of information open to every

avenna. one. But see Gest. Innocent III. for

f Baron. an. 1195, § 5, p. 693. In a consecutive account of the conquest,

the episodic portions of our narrative § 18, 19, 20, ap. Baluz. i. p. 5.

we have not thought it necessary to 4 See Book xi. 0. iv. p. 565 of this

encumber our pages with references to work.
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tary constabulary for the execution of their mandates.

They had established new civil rights, they had dispensed v

with civil obligations, they had cancelled private debts, and

opened prodigious sources of gain to the wealthier mem

bers of the hierarchy. The religious excitement of the

public mind which resulted from the preaching of the

crusade favoured the emancipation of the clergy from

secular burdens; and when the first ardour of enthusiasm

had passed away, the representative of St. Peter still

found that his spiritual keys might fit the locks of the

earthly treasuries of power and wealth.e Nor was the

spirit of the crusade to be confined to the overthrow of

the enemies of the cross in Palestine. Under the hand of

the Roman magician it was found capable of indefinite

expansion. The enemies of Christ were the enemies of his

earthly representative; and when the same religious and

temporal advantages might be gained at home by the

easier and cheaper process of exterminating the enemies

of the Holy See, the same machinery became equally

ready and convenient for the destruction of heretics as

for the overthrow of Saracens.

Still we would not be understood to deny that there

was in the spirit of the crusade a strong tinc- The spirit

ture of genuine religious sentiment; we do not ofthe cru

even question that this very sentiment was the sade‘

leading impulse of the great movement. Pope, clergy,

and commonalty agreed in an earnest confession of public

and private sins; all desired to atone for past transgres

sions in the mode which was presented to them—ignor

antly enough—as the most pleasing to their ofi'ended

Maker; and all who took the cross in spirit and in truth

were ready to sacrifice life, property, and domestic ties

to the su reme duty of destroying God’s enemies, and

rescuing is inheritance from their hands. To this end

the “Truce of God,” with all its restraints upon vulgar

passions, all its sacrifices of private resentments, all its

renunciations ofrevenge for outraged rights, was adopted

into the law of the civil state, and commonly, though not

universally, accepted and observed. Such was the general

e Cont‘. Book xi. 0. 4, pp. 567-569 of this work.

VOL- V. X
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character of the movement in its religious aspect. But

when, by the recapture of Jerusalem by the Saracens, in

the year 1188, the heart of Christendom was shaken to

the core,_when it became clear that by the negligence,

the supineness, and the crimes of the sworn protectors of

the holy sepulchre, the sacred inheritance had been per

mitted to fall back into the unhallowed hands of the in

fidel,——the whole of the western world resounded with the

clamour of repentant grief and remorse. It could not be

urged in extenuation that ample notice of the peril ofthe

holy land and its unholy defenders had not been given. In

the year 1185 the kings of France and England received

supplicatory embassies from Palestine,describing minutely

the dangers at hand, and the impossibility of much longer

defending “ God’s inheritance” without the ersonal pre

sence and superintendence of the princes of hristendom.

Henry of England promised his aid; Philip Augustus

of France directed the crusade to be preached; arch

bishops, bishops, and barons of both kingdoms enthusi

astically assumed the outward badge of the holy war.

The monarchs, however, declined to lead the way; but

without their personal presence nothing was gained; no

irregular or undisciplined movement could now be of

avail; and the envoys retired in grief and disappoint

ment.f Within less than three years Jerusalem was

lost; and the conscience of the western world sunk,

self-convicted, in dismay and regret at the feet of the

reputed father of all Christians, humbly imploring him

to dictate the terms of pardon and peace.g

During his short pontificate of a few weeks only

pope Gregory VIII. issued encyclical letters

to “ all the faithful,” deploring the terrible

scenes of slaughter that followed the decisive

defeat of Tiberias,h the capture of the true

Spiritual

privile es

grante to

the crusaders.

'' Hoveden, ap. Savile, . 628; Baron.

1185, . 554; Pagi ad Man. p. 555.

Conf. arduin, Concil. tom. vi. p. 1890.

with their lives ; almost all the cities of

Palestine fell into the power of the Sul

tan, and on the 3d October 1187 Jeru

I By the battle of Tiberias king Guy

of Jerusalem, with the holy cross and

nearly all the Templars and Hospital

lers, fell into the hands ofSaladdin. The

latter paid the penalty oftheir treachery

salem surrendered to the Turks, after it

had been eight -eight years in the pos

session of the hristians.

“ More properly called the “battle

of Hittin,” not far from Tiberias.
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cross, the slaughter of the Templars and Hospitallers

before the eyes of the captive King; he acknowledged

and bewailed the crimes which had drawn down this

signal punishment upon the heads of the sinners of

Palestine and of Christendom in the mass; for all had

sinned, all had incurred the divine wrath; and all must

now testify their repentance by an unalterable resolution

to retrieve the errors of their life past, in one combined

effort to rescue the grave of the Saviour from the hands

of the enemies of God and man: yet the church, in her

mercy, would not withhold those unmerited boons ac

corded to all who, in the true spirit of penitence, should,

with arms in their hands, hasten to the relief of the rem

nant who still continued true to the holy cause: all

privileges and indulgences which had been hitherto

granted to the soldiers of the cross should therefore be

extended to them, their families, and properties, “ during

their absence.”i It was resolved in the curia that the

cardinals should take the initiative, and precede the rest

of Christendom in the holy warfare: a seven years’ truce

was to be enjoined upon all Christian princes and na

tions; and any one of the number who should break

the peace within that period was to be smitten with

the rod of the anathema by every bishop of the church,

from the highest even to the humblest of all such sin

ners; and that the members or ofiicers of the curia

should receive no other presents or perquisites in any

cause before them, but only such as were necessary to

their daily subsistence; nor mount a horse as long as

the holy sepulchre should be trodden under the foot of

the infidel! A. general purification of morals was pro

claimed; no one should utter an oath; no gambling or

games of hazard should be tolerated; no person should

be permitted to take wife or woman with him on the

holy pilgrimage ; no luxury of dress or equipment to be

allowed. And for further encouragement of the move

ment it was ordained that all proprietors of mortgaged

estates should enjoy one year’s clear revenue from them;

1 This brief is dated 29th Oct. 1187. an. 1187, 13-16, pp. 585, 586.

Hoveden, ubi sup. p. 637. Conf. Baron. 3 ‘Hove en, ubi sup. p. 640.
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at the end of which the rents and profits to revert to the

mortgagee; but in such wise that, during the absence of

the mortgagor, all the issues of the land should go in

part payment of the principal debt,k and be deducted in

the final account.

During the paroxysm of alarm and compunction the

Levy of the kings of France and England had entered into

Saladdin a treaty1 for a common crusade; and for that

mhe' purpose they had imposed and levied a general

tax upon all classes, clergy as well as laity, called the

Saladdin tithe, to be wholly devoted to the service of the

crusade. But the principle of immunity from all public

burdens had taken deep root in the minds of the church

Protestof men; and now the trumpet of resistance was

PetemfBl°is~ sounded by Peter of Blois, archdeacon of

Bath. “ 011 no pretence,” he declared, “ could temporal

’ rinces be permitted to plunge their unhallowed hands

mto the pockets of the poor of Christ, or to take away

the funds devoted to charity for the service of a tem

poral warfare: no prince has the right to demand from

the priests of the Lord any other service than their

prayers; for they are the mediators between God and

man, and their sole duty is to offer sacrifice for king

and people: this is the Gospel-liberty of the church;

and no king shall be permitted to invade it; for that

were to reduce the sons and friends of God to an igno

minious servitude to the princes of the world: it is their

duty to protect the church against all exactions, and to

remember that the power to bear the sword granted to

them by the church is not to be used against the church :

it is the want of faith, and not the want of money, which

has given occasion for this invasion of the rights of the

cler .”“‘
yut a more formidable obstacle to the crusade agreed

Impediments upon at the conference of Gisors arose out of a

3201:3213: sudden breach between the two kings, which

Sade- ended in open warfare. With the assistance

k So, at least, we understand the "‘ See the wordy manifesto of Peter

ordinance. as stated by Hoveden, ubi of Blois in extenso, ap. Baron. an. 1188,

an . p. 641. § 8-15, pp. 593-595. The reader may

At a conference at Gisors. possibly be struck by thev conformity
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of the traitor princes Richard and John, king Philip

Augustus of France had extorted an ignominious peace

from the aged and infirm Henry II. of England. On

the 6th of July 1189 the unfortunate prince descended

in sorrow to the grave, and his reprobate son Richard I.

reigned in his stead. In defiance of the menaces of pope

Clement III., Philip had recklessly pursued his ambitious

projects against the continental dominions of the English

king. The papal legate was plainly told “ to do his worst;

the court of Rome had nothing to do with his measures

for reducing the rebellious vassals of his crown to obe

diencef’“ Amid these contentions, the joint crusade had

been wholly lost sight of in France and England. In

Germany a more sincere sense of obligation The GW

prevailed in the minds of the sovereign and mansinthe

people. All were profoundly in earnest in crusade‘

their purpose of delivering the sepulchre of the Saviour

from the hands of the infidel. The gallantry, integrity,

and talents of the Sultan of the Turks had attracted the

respectful attention of the high-toned spirit of the em~

peror Frederic. An intercourse of courteous friendship

had hitherto taken place between them; but the i no

miny of the cross put an end to all regards; and re

deric, in an autograph epistle, challenged the surrender

of the holy places, upon pain of immitigable war” with

the whole force of his empire.v A great diet had been

in the interim convoked at Maintz, in the Lent of the

Can’. VIIL] FREDERIC I. IN THE CRUSADE.

year 1188. Here the Emperor solemnly took the cross '

from the hands of the le ates, Henry of Albano and the

bishop of Wiirzburg. “gith him his gallant son Frederic,

duke of Swabia, and a host of princes, bishops, barons,

and entry of the realm devoted themselves, their lives

and ortunes, to the rescue of the- holy sepulchre.P The

unfortunate issue of this great and promising expedition

has been already alluded to,“ in connexion with another

of this declaration with the idea of the ap. Matthew Paris, ed. Watts, p. 122.

sacerdotal function in the Isidorian de P Arnold of Lfibeclz, Chron. Slavor.

cretals ; for which, see Book vi. 0. 7,

p. 192, et sqq.

" Hoveden, ubi sup. p. 652.

° Ibid. p. 650. And see the cour

teous and temperate reply of Saladdin,

lib. iii. 0. 28, ap.Leibn. ubi sup. p. 676.

Conf. Raumer, Hohenst. vol. ii. p. 411,

note (2). See also Pagi, crit. ad Ba

ran. 1). 596.

q P. 300 of this chapter.
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portion of our subject. The death of the Emperor left

the army, though still strong- enough in point of numbers

to accomplish the object of the crusade, without a chief

capable of enforcing the discipline necessary for the

sup ort and health of the troops. Under the command

of rederic of Swabia, the German host reached the

friendly city of Antioch without serious loss. But here

the change of climate and of diet became more fatal to

Failure of the health of the soldier than the sword of

‘he crusade’ the enemy. Fevers and dysentery carried off

great numbers; and with the remnant Frederic ofSwabia

hastened to join the Christian forces under king Guido of

Jerusalem and the Mar uis Conrad of Montferrat, then

engaged in the siege 0 the strong Turkish fortress of

Acchor or Accon. But Frederic died of the epidemic

of the country on the 20th of January 1191,5 conse

quently nearly three months before the arrival of the

crusade under king Philip of France in Palestine, and

five months before that of Richard of England.‘

\Ve are no further concerned with the results ofthese

and cal} costly and ill-conducted expeditions than as

tivity of they contributed to the consolidation of the

olfi‘l'éfigfgnfi spell which bound the western world to the

chariot-wheels of the “successor of St. Peter.”

In the winter of the year 1193 king Richard I. of Eng

land quitted the scene of his barren glories in Palestine.

The story of his untoward journey homewards, and of his

shameful detention by Duke Leopold of Austria, needs

not to be rehearsed. Admired for his lavish generosity,

his lion-hearted gallantry and soldierly conduct in the

field, he had been emphatically the soldiers’ darling.

But he had drawn down upon his own head the un

mitigated hatred of their chiefs by an ambition and an

arrogance uncontrolled by any considerations of policy,

or even of common courtesy.u His numerous enemies

might have despaired of an opportunity to wreak their

" The modern town of St. John of

Acre. It is often called by its Greek

name, Ptolemais, in the writings of the

historians of the Crusades.

’ Arnold Qf' Liibeck, ubi sup. pp. 682,

683.

‘ Philip arrived before Accho on the

20th of April 1191, and was followed

thither by Richard on the 8th of June

in the same year.

“ One might challenge historians to

point out a more perfect “counterfeit
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vengeance upon the head of the dreaded hero, if acci

dent had not thrown it in their way. Richard was now

the prisoner of his sordid foes. Beset by the rapacious

demands of the German, the intrigues of his inexor

able rival and enemy Philip of France, and the detected

treason of his evil-minded brother John in England, anyr

weaker mental constitution must have sunk into inaction

or despair. But the buoyant spirits of Richard defied

this host of mishaps with the same cheerful countenance

as that with which he would have encountered single

handed a legion of enemies in the field. Meanwhile,

however, his captivity was protracted with a view to in

crease the natural impatience of the prisoner, and to

enhance the money-value of his liberation. Pope Coeles—

tine took some steps to vindicate the honour of the Holy

See, and to redeem the obligations contracted before the

world on behalf of the foremost soldier of the cross. Ex

communication and interdict were threatened, unless the

full amount of the ransom was returned. But the papal

thunders were thrown away upon the obdurate Emperor;

and the extorted treasure was applied to the use of his

Sicilian expedition.

Some notice of the relations of the English and Scotch

churches to the papacy during the five pontifi- Relations of

cates succeeding that of Alexander III. is ne- the English

cessary to account for that more conspicuous Zfi‘irsccfiéi‘il‘

leaning towards the see of Rome apparent the Palm?

in the subsequent period. In the spirit of the English

prelacy we have 'hitherto observed a degree of attach

ment to ancient law and custom materially obstructive

of the Roman pretensions. The tragical death of Becket

had, however, toned down this disloyal habit. There

had, indeed, always been among them a leaven of

canonism, which operated much to the advantage of

the papacy. No pains were now spared to improve this

impression by the means most congenial to the religious

temper of the age. The mortal remains, the garments,

presentment” of the medieval warrior- of Richard the Lion-hearted.

prince than is reflected in the character
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and every article that had ever been in contact with the

person of the martyr, were invested by his zealous bio

graphers with that miraculous virtue which was gene

rally regarded as the most convincing proof of the divine

approval, not only of the personal merits, but of the

whole course of the life and action of the subject of such

endowments. Injury or insult to the martyr while liv

ing were the subjects of divine visitation after his death.

Thus the premature death of the junior king Henry, eldest

son of Henry II., at the age of twenty-nine years, was

ascribed to the original sin of his irregular coronation,

to the prejudice of the martyred archbishop." Peter of

Blois, the beatified archdeacon ofBath, blew a loud blast

of the ecclesiastical trumpet against archbishop Richard

of Canterbury, for neglecting to carry on the religious

agitation from which the disciples of Becket had promised

themselves incalculable advantages; and for devoting

himself too exclusively to the repair of those dilapida

tions and damages which the estates of his church had

suffered during the exile of his predecessor. Visions of

supernatural portents and warnings were brought to bear

upon the alarmed conscience of the aged sinner, and he

speedily left the field open to his censors."

In the year 1182 Roger archbishop of York, in the

Dissensions character of legate of the Pope for Scotland,

in swam‘!- had excommunicated king Alexander and in

terdicted the kingdom, for the offence of instituting, per

haps somewhat arbitrarily, his own nominee to the me

tropolitan see of St. Andrew’s, in prejudice of the franchise

of the chapter, and without the consent of the legate.

Pope Lucius III., however, dissolved the excommunica

tion, reserving to himself the adjudication on the merits

of the rival candidature.‘ Upon the appeal, Hugh, the

royal nominee, was confirmed in the see of St. Andrew's,

and John was indemnified by the bishopric of Dunkeld.

v Hoveden. See also Matth. Paris, of Blois in extenso, pp. 546, 547. The

and the other authorities quoted by cardinal does not doubt that archbishop

Pagi, ad Baron. an. 1183, p. 587. Conf. Richard was doomed to eternal damna

0. vii. p. 254 of this Book. tion.

W See the whole affair, ap. Baron. an. I X Hoveden, ubi sup. pp. 616, 617.

1184, § 3 to 6, with the letter of Peter Cont‘. Baron. an. 1182, § 1, 2, p. 529.
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But king Alexander declined to admit the new bishop

to the temporalities of the see; and John, regarding

the refusal as a rejection of the adjudication, revived

his original claim. The quarrel was rotracted for a

period of more than six years; ope rban III. had

confirmed the decree of Lucius II., and charged the

king with the execution.y It appears, however, that

the dispute was not finally adjusted till the year 1188,

when Alexander was prevailed upon to admit the title

and restore the temporalities of t e bishop of Dunkeld,

upon condition of his relinquishing his claim to the metro

politan see of St. Andrew’s.‘ The accommodation was

accompanied with the express stipulation that thence

forward none but a legate d latere, specially thereunto

appointed, should be intrusted with power to excommuni

cate the king of Scotland or interdict the kingdom, and

that no national or provincial bishop should ever again

be permitted to exercise such power.“

In England the death of Becket had been diligently

improved by the disciples of his school. Bio- T. h
. . nump

graphles and memoirs of the martyr had been of sacerdotal

multiplied and scattered abroad with surpris- inpgggflfdfn

ing industry. The composition of such works

had become a favourite exercise of ecclesiastical scholar

ship.b Indulgences were published; pilgrimages to the

shrine of the martyr for the remission of sins became

fashionable; the worship of the champion of priestly and

pontifical privilege was the absorbing object of popular

devotion at home, while the enthusiasm of the crusade

tended still further to divert public attention from the ad

vances of priestly influence. Intercourse with Home and

the foreign schools of canonism met with no impediment

from an over-awed and conscience-stricken government.

Letters and briefs, legates and agents, assed to and

fro without let or hindrance. The eye 0 the religious

7 See the papal rescript of the 1st * Baron. an. 1188, § 21, p. 600.

July 1186 from Verona, ap. Hoveden, '’ See the long list still extant of the

ubi sup. p. 632. “ Vitae S. Thomte” in the title-pages of

‘ The archbisho did not long en- Giles’s two volumes entitled “Vita S.

joy his recognised 'gnity. He died at Thomae, Archiep. Cantuar. et Marty

Rome in the course of the year 1188. ris, 8w.”

Baron. etHoveden, an. 1188, § 20, p. 599.
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public became more steadily fixed upon Rome as the one

source of ower and authority in both worlds; and king

Henry I . himself plunged over head into the 0 en gulf

of canonism when he acce ted from pope Urban ‘II., for

his son John, a crown of peacock’s feathers in token of

investiture of the kingdom of Ireland.° The concurrent

effect of these causes and incidents was to relax the

hitherto wakeful jealousy of the guardians of the law,

and to promote that absorption of the state into the

church which was now the all but verbally proclaimed

object of pontifical pretension.

The high tone in which the kings of England had

Kin Rich itherto interfered in the distribution of eccle

ar I. and siastical patronage had sunk into a whisper,

bisfhfii’nlciéllgh or was heard in modest recommendation or

' petulant complaint. Hugh, bisho of Lin

coln, a true disciple of the new school, bold y excom

municated the King’s foresters,d and abruptl rejected
Henry’s request to appoint one of his chapliains to a

stall in his cathedral. “Promotion in the church,” he

said, “ was not meant for courtiers, but for the servants

qf the King of kings: let the King reward his own

menials, and not strive to provide for them at the ex

pense of the servants of Almighty God.” King Henry

admitted the uncivil plea of the bishop; and the latter

condescended to absolve the excommunicated foresters.e

The death of Henry II., and the succession of his son

Richard I., put the chiefs of the pontifical clergy upon

their mettle. Bishop Hugh of Lincoln and archdeacon

Peter of Bath presented themselves in the front of the

battle with a courage worthy of the disciples of Becket.

Richard demanded a subsidy for his crusade alike from

clergy and laity. In the

= Hoveden, ubi sup. pp. 681, 634.

The writer tells us that Urban III.

sent without delay two legates to Eng

land to crown John king of Ireland;

but that the King put the matter off

for the present. May he not have be

gun to suspect the miserable impolicy

of the request ?

‘1 Probably for punishing summarily

convocation called for that

infractions of the barbarous forest-laws

of the age by clerical offenders; or—in

the language of the com lainant—for

molesting churches and c nrchmen, i.e.

clerical poachers.

° Baron. an. 1186,§ 17, pp. 568, 569,

with the bouncing title of archdeacon

Peter of Blois, ibid. § 18.
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purpose bishop Hugh carried the day, and the subsidy

was refused. The King, in a fury of rage at the disap

pointment, directed the bishop to be ejected, and his tem

poralities to be seized to the use of the crown. Hugh

retaliated by excommunicating the royal sequestrators by

the sound of the bells of all the parishes in his diocese.

Stories were assiduously put about of the terrible judg

ments which had on former occasions stricken the adver

saries of the holy prelate, and the officers retired in panic

terror lest the like visitations should befal themselves.

There is a class of persons in the world to whom bold

and persistent opposition affords a gratifying exercise of

their own pugnacious dispositions. When this temper is

found in combination with the quality commonly called

good-nature, the bold opponent has, if prudently advised,

often succeeded in making a friend or even a convert of

his antagonist. ‘Bishop Hugh took advantage of this

peculiarity in the character of the lion-hearted King.

He himself was not deficient in either of the qualities he

had observed in king Richard. He knew how far cour—

age and coaxing might avail him to alter the King’s

mind; and he boldly bearded the lion in his den. 11

contempt of the warnings of the courtiers, he sought the

offended monarch in his presence-chamber ; but, not find

ing him there, he went straight to the chapel, where

Richard was hearing mass, and, with undaunted as

surance, demanded from the King the kiss of eace.

The latter retorted that he had not deserved it. fIugh

rejoined that he had richly deserved, and would have it ;

and boldly seizing the King by the collar, he extorted

the boon. Richard, we are told, laughed heartily, and

gave back the kiss of his own accord. Both were lion

hearted in their own way. Richard may have partaken

in a moderate degree of the fears which had paralysed

the sequestrators who went to seize the bishop’s goods;

Hugh was freely forgiven, and the subject of the tax for

the holy war appears to have been dropped by mutual

consent.f

f Baron. an. 1189, § 2, extracted from Surius, tom. vi. die 17th Nov.
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We learn incidentally that the English canonists

The Eng_ had taken a step in advance of their Roman

lish clergy instructors. Hugh of Lincoln and Peter of

cglfg‘ifm Blois had, it is true, preached the crusade

tionstothe with wonderful zeal and success! But their

My we" eloquent lips closed in mute dismay at the

mention ofa tax upon the “patrimony of the poor,” as

it pleased them to call an amount of revenue which ab

sorbed from a third to a half of the rental of the king

dom. The Pope might decree contributions for the holy

war leviable alike upon clergy and laity ; but the faithful

canonist declined to admit any plea for the breach of

the divinely-established principle of the inviolable sanc

tity of the outward as of the spiritual substance of the

church. It was plausibly alleged that the subsidies for

the delivery of the Holy Land, when levied, would be

diverted from their destination, and applied by the sove

reigns to their own selfish and corrupt purposes; but the

. real objection always was, that the rinciple of taxation

was inapplicable to church estate. be simple office of

the priests of the Lord was to point out the enemy to be

encountered, and to pray for the success of the ri hteous

combatants; they were to hold up the hand during the

battle with the Amalekite, but on no account to be called

upon to draw the sword, nor to put their hands into their

pockets for that or any other secular purpose; in short,

temporal reciprocity as between layman and priest, church

and state, was not to be whispered to cars devout.h

Opportunities were not wantin to the indefatigable

_ archdeacon of Bath. Vgilliam bishop of Ely
E’lififli‘g‘giif had, with the concurrence of the Pope, been

{sismglg’lil- appointed by king Richard, while absent on

“m 0 y‘ the crusade, as chancellor, chiefjusticiary, and

papal-legate for the kingdom of England. Though a

person of mean parentagg, he had raised himself to high

favour with the King. ut the son of the French pea

sant entertained the derogatory opinion of the English

people common to the foreign importations of our Plan

I See Baronius’ description of the 1189, § 8.1). 611.

pious zeal of archdeacon Peter, an. h Conf. p. 308 of this chapter.
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tagenet princes, among whom Peter of Blois himself was

no exception. Unfortunately for bishop William, the

century which had elapsed since the Conquest had cre

ated a national spirit out of harmony with the temper of

the foreign adventurers, who still presumed upon the

supremacy of the Norman race. The haughty and con

temptuous bearing of the bishop-regent produced general

disgust, and the public discontent found a spokesman

in Hugh Nonant, bishop of Coventry. The regent had

contracted additional odium by his ready instrumentality

in the illegal exactions of the King, whose necessities

impelled him to the most extraordinary and vexatious

modes of raising money. These demerits, and the trea

sonable countenance afforded by prince John to the ma]

contents, drove the regent from the kin dom. The vio

lent expulsion of a papal legate inspire Peter of Blois

with unspeakable indignation. He wrote a vindication

of the regent against the foul libel published by Hugh

Nonant, which had given the first impulse to the general

discontent, and led to the exile of the bishop. Meanwhile

the archbishop of Rouen had assumed the regency, and

excommunicated the regent himself. The latter, however,

retorted the curse upon the heads of his enemies; and as

legate of the Holy See committed the execution of the

sentence to his friend the saintly bishop Hugh of Lin

coln. A brief of pope Clement III., addressed to all the

archbishops and bishops of England, confirmed the cen

sures of the regent, and commanded them to excom

municate prince John and all who had laid sacrile ious

hands upon the sacred person of a legate of the oly

See.i Armed with these powers, William di- Th _

rected the bishop of Lincoln to lose no time offif’ylsgff’

in assembling a general synod of the English cfiguguniqates

prelacy, and publishing sentence of personal nemles'

excommunicatlon and territorial interdict against his

enemy Hugh Nonant of Coventry and all the princi

pal otficers of the government, including spacially the

archbisho of Rouen, bisho Godfrey of inchester,

Stephen lgiddell chancellor o prince John, and the Earls

‘ The brief is dated the 2d of December 1191.
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Marshall and Salisbury. The regent, indeed, thought

proper to except prince John himself from the general

doom; but he indemnified himself by exacting the most

rigorous execution of the curse against his enemies the

archbishop of Rouen and the his op of Coventry.j He

dissolved the new regency, and prohibited all persons

from yielding obedience to their orders.k But this cham

pion of “the church of God and of His riests” hadmistaken his position. The bishops of EngIlJand treated

his maledictions with neglect or contempt, and showed

no disposition to become the instruments of his revenge.

The archbishop Walter of Rouen and the justiciaries of

England, as acting regents in common with the bishops

and barons of the realm, repudiated the legatine powers

of William of Ely; they ejected him from his bishopric;

sequestered his revenues to the use of the King, in part

discharge of the sums of money of which he was be

lieved to have robbed the treasur ; and sent to the

King an elaborate report of their charges against the

late regent, and of their proceedings in consequence of

the detection of his delinquencies.

In these disputes, however, the success of both par

Absolution of ties was pretty evenly balanced. Though the

the English regent-bishop could not retrieve his losses in

delmquems' England, he had proved too useful an instru

ment for raising money for the needy and prodigal

Richard to forfeit place or favour. Meantime pope

Coelestine III. took up the cudgels, right or wrong,

against the violation of the sacred right and authority

ofa legate of the Holy See. The archbishop of Rouen

and the English regency appealed energetically against

the pontifical decision aflirming the late regent’s sweep

ing interdicts; and at length so far prevailed as to pro

cure the absolution of the archbishop and all whom the

legate had excommunicated; but no persuasion could in

.I And the reason for this severity— bishop of Lincoln to seize all the estate

“ne diutius in ecclesiam Dei et sacer- and revenue of that ancient sinner,

dotes ejus laicalis iniquitas malignetur, John archdeacon of Salisbury, as the

ne tergiversatione veldissimulatione il- most malignant enemy of king and

lorum malitia vobis debeatimputari.” kingdom, as well as of himself, the

k In another letter he directed the regent.
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duce the pontiff to withdraw the legatine powers; thus

leaving in his hands the means of creating fresh disturb

ances and harassing his enemies in the country. Wil

liam of Ely, however, did not long survive his expulsion;

the Pope had vindicated the honour of his legate, yet

prudently avoided further risk to the authority of the

Holy See in England. He was throughout regarded

and appealed to by both parties as the arbiter of the

controversy; and had managed, adroitly enough, to re

concile his engagements with the King‘ and the interests

of the church in that important member of the Latin

commonwealth.m

The events of the pontificate of Coelestine III. which

followed the release of Richard Coeur-de-Lion Pope 00.19...

from captivity present few points of sufficient zilfeeélvlér‘ég

interest to detain us. Philip Augustus of ofPhilip of

France had divorced his wife Ingeburga, France

sister of Knut king of Denmark, u on pretence of con

sanguinity. A great assembly of allic bishops, under

presidency of two papal legates, had ronounced in

favour of the divorce. Pope Coelestine, liowever, upon

the appeal of the injured queen and her brother, reversed

the sentence, and severely reprimanded the Gallic bishops

for their presumption in pronouncing definitively upon a

cause falling under the category of the majores causaz,

consequently reserved by law and canons to the sole deter

mination of the Holy See. But as no intelligible de

finition of this class of causes had ever been vouchsafed

to church or clergy, the mistake of the French prelacy,

whatever the merits of their decision, is easily accounted

for. Nor does it appear that either king or prelates

paid serious attention to the papal censure. Philip,

without hesitation, married, and lived for a period of five

‘ The E0] See had, at the request of

Richard, un ertaken to guarantee his

regulations for the government of the

country during his absence in the holy

wars.

"1 The narrative of the events of the

five pontificates which form the sub

ject of this chapter are principally de

rived from Roger Hoveden, ap. Savile,

pp. 702-705; the letters of Peter of

Blois, ibid. pp. 705, 706 : for the later

events, Baroniws', an. 1191, passim; with

occasional reference to Prof. Pauli’s

very authentic history of England,

vol. iii.
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or six years with Mary or Agnes, daughter of the duke

of Meran; and the remonstrances of the injured Inge

burga fell unheeded to the ground,n till a more energetic

hand took up her cause, and reinstated her in her con

jugal rights, after a separation of sixteen years.°

Some few incidents—more especially those relating

Death of to the ransom of Richard I.—occurring within

pope Cceles- the period of this pontificate, connect them

’me In‘ selves more naturally with that of the suc

cessor of Coelestine III., and are reserved to the follow

ing Book of our narrative. The latter pontiff was in his

ninety-second year when he felt the approach of death.

After an ineffectual attem t to appoint his own succes

sor, he died on the 8th 0 Januar 1198. His pontifi

cate of six years, nine months, an nine days)’ indicates

neither advance nor retrogression of the spiritual powers

of the Holy See at home or abroad. But, notwithstand

ing the security derived from the compact of Lucius III.

with the turbulent Romans, the safety of the papacy

had been so seriously compromised by political events in

its own immediate vicinity, as to tax the vigilance and

talents of his successor to the uttermost.

The following Book will be devoted to the important

_ pontificate of Innocent III.; a reign in the

course of which an opportunity will be afforded

us of contemplating the pontifical system under

almost every aspect it is capable of presenting. We

believe ourselves entitled to regard the government of

Innocent as the culminating period of the pa al power.

An impulse was im arted to the scheme of t e Petrine

chair which carried it forward with an irresistible impetus

in the path of encroachment upon the rights of humanity

and law for a term of nearly a century, the period at

which the popes became the vassals of France, and from '

which the great schism of Avignon takes date.

'1 Rigord. de Gest. Phil. Aug. ap. ° Rigord. ubi sup. p. 88.

D. Bouq. tom. xvi. p. 38, and notes to P Hoveden, ubi sup. pp. 774, 777.

the passage. Conf. Pagi ad Bar. an. 1198, p. 717.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

Introductory observationf—Difiiculties of the subject—Difliculties of the arrange

ment—Order of arrangement—The papal scheme at the close of the 12th

century—is based on territorial possession—Temporal basis of spiritual

power in the Middle Age—The “Patrimony Proper"—-“Donation of Con

stantine” and other forgeries—their effect on the papal claims—Effect of the

genuine donations to the Holy See—their extent—Donation ofCharlemagne—

doubtful what territories it comprised—General powers of government exer

cised by the Popes—Secular opinion of the rights of the Holy See—German

opinion—distinguishes right of possession from absolute sovereignty-Po

litical position of the papacy at the death ofHenry VI.-—Interna1 government

of Rome and the “Patrimony”—State of Europe at the commencement of the

reign of Innocent IIL—France—Philip Augustus—France and England—

Philip Augustus and Richard Coeur-de-Lion—their joint crusade, and its

consequences—Divorce and re-marriage of Philip Augustus—Germany and

Italy—The political “imperium” and the spiritual “imperium”—Henry VI.

in Italy—The imperial governors in Italy—Death of Henry VI.—Its conse

quences—The Spanish peninsula-—_The Scandinavian churches of the 12th

century—State of the Sclavic churches—Poland—Rolnan discipline in the

Polish churches—in Hungary—Bulgaria—the Byzantine Empire—Jeru

salem—Armenia.

THE pontificate of Lothario di Segni, under the title

of Innocent III., is, not without reason, be

lieved to mark a culminating era of papal

ascendency in Western Europe. Certain y no '

preceding pontiff had ever wrou ht out the theory of

theocratic government with suc dogmatic clearness

and precision, or brought it into operation with more im

posing effect. Although the ground had been carefully

tilled by his able predecessors, Gre or VII., Innocent

II., Hadrian IV., and Alexander I ., it was yet re

served to Innocent III. to gather in the fruits, and to

VOL. V. Y
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lay them up in the pontifical storehouse in such variety,

and in an order so precise and methodical, as to leave

his successors under little difficulty in laying their hands

upon any article among the accumulated materials suited

to each emergency, religious or political, that might arise

in the course of their warfare with an outer world of

sin and misery, yet so as to incur the least possible in

jur to the system itself, springing from its own inherent

defects, or the sins of its conductors and agents. And,

in truth, the artificer found the ecclesiastical arsenal

supplied with almost every weapon that could be forged

out of an elaborate theology, or derived from traditional

exposition, myth, or 1precedent; or from a dazzling and

imposing symbolica ritual. Ecclesiastical dis i line

had been raised to a state of efficiency which ren ered

it of easy management in the hands of the commander

of the faithful. Communications had been opened with

the remotest members of the Latin communion; the

blood of Rome circulated in every artery of her spiritual

dependencies; and now there arose a man whose eagle

glance took in the whole area of the sacerdotal empire,

even to its minutest ramifications; one whose instinctive

sagacity assured him that the theory of theocratic go

vernment, over which he was called to preside, could only

be supported upon the basis of solid territorial possession,

and whose energy enabled him to achieve a dominion

his redecessors had sighed and striven for in vain. Q

It is a difficult task to unravel a scheme so largely

Difiicultiesof partaking of the religious and political ele

‘he subiect' ment as that of the papacy. Though we

have to deal more especially with the political tendencies

of the great Latin scheme, yet we cannot remove it from
its religious basis. It would be equally rash tov aflirm, with

one party, that the temporal aggrandisement ofthe Holy

See was the sanctified means for the accomplishment ofa

purely spiritual and‘religious purpose; or, with the other,

that the religious character assumed was a mere pretext

for the gratification of a naked temporal and selfish ambi

tion. If we take for granted the divine authority, or the

plenary inspiration of the see of Peter,——and this is the
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general aspect in which its apologists present it,--we

divest ourselves of the right to presume any other object

or design than that of the Almighty Author and Founder

Himself, as interpreted by His appointed minister, the

Pope. On the other hand, if we treat the religious

motive as a juggle and a cheat, we throw out of con

sideration the most natural and powerful impulses of the

human heart. It follows, therefore, that the religious

element in the struggle between the civil and the eccle

siastical state must come in as evidence of design and

purpose, though the full proof can only be extracted»—

where at all possible—from the concurrent testimony of

facts and principles, both secular and religious. Giving

credit for a religious intent wherever it fairly appears,

we are bound to ask in what degree that intent entered

into and modified political action; in other words, to

determine as well as we can the real practical end and

oQ'ect of the pontifical aspirations, and thus arrive at

certain satisfactory conclusions as to its operation upon

the general welfare of society. Such results must take

into account the common attributes of the human cha

racter, good or bad. Audacity, ambition, tyranny, per

secution, cruelty must not be allowed to put on the mask

of religion. The oppressor and the inquisitor cannot be

permitted to shelter himself from censure under the pon

tifical robe; nor can the divine decree he pleaded in bar

ofihuman 'udgment upon manifest crime, hypocrisy, or

fraud. 1/ e deny that any divine ordinance can be pro

duced to change the character of such offences; no sin

cerity of religious faith can be urged on behalf of a

systematic disregard of the laws of God implanted in

t e heart of man. Those who can thus renounce their

own moral nature, whatever the pretext, deserve no

other kind of’ more than that extended to lunatics—

pity, and (if possiblel seclusion from human society.

The great multiplicity of the relations subsisting be

tween the papacy and the powers of the world Difi‘lcultiesof

--a multiplicity augmenting with every step in “'f‘mgemem

the advance of European civilisation—makes it mexpe
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dient to follow a strictly chronological arrangement.

Any method having the effect of breaking up the narra

tive into fragments, and thereby disturbing the natural

continuity of events, is to be avoided. Every series so

connected claims a continuous treatment; and though

it be necessary not to lose sight of their incidental re

lation to other contemporary incidents, yet episodic in

terruptions to the principal subjects cannot be too care

fully shunned. It is true that events simultaneously

going on in the same state, kingdom, or scheme of

government have always a certain connexion, more or

ess remote, with each other; and the question whether

they shall or shall not be treated in the same series must

depend upon the degree of that connexion—a degree

which may vary from being a sustaining link in the

series to a distant or scarcely perceptible bearing upon it

0rd...- of or its results. In order that we may be en

amneemenfi abled to present each series in its natural

order, and as a whole, to the reader, we propose, 1st, to

advert to the influences which concurred in forming the

character and opinions of Innocent III., and to deter

mine the views with which he entered upon the pontifi

cate; 2dly, we must draw attention to his domestic

government, and his management of the factions which

impeded his political action at home and abroad; 3dly,

some notice must be bestowed upon his plans of church

government, and that discipline which enabled him .to

command the services of the great body of the clergy

in the furtherance of his daring political schemes; and,

41th1y, we must take a view of his foreign and external

policy, showing the concurrent effect of the religious and

political forces brought into play for the realisation of that

scheme of theocratic autocracy in which all his earthly

ambition, and all his hopes for the future welfare of man

kind, were centered.

But before we enter upon this remarkable pontificate

it will be useful to recall to the reader’s recollection a few

important facts relating to the territorial claims and

acquisitions of the Holy See, and the relations of Rome
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to the nations and governments of her communion up to

the close of the twelfth century. These topics form the

substance of this introductory chapter to the history of

Innocent III.

We find that at this period the internal mechanism of

the papal scheme had been greatly improved. The Papal

Its maxims had been defined with dogmatic scheme at the

precision; its machinery had been framed andput together with a skill and forethought be- my

yond the contemplation of the peoples and governments

of the world; and its operations so adjusted as to afford

important advantages in its encounters with the desultory

resistance of its secular opponents. The rude princi les

of liberty and self-government upon which the pu lic

law of Europe was grounded stood before the reflecting

minority in revolting contrast with the regular and higal

aspect of ecclesiastical legislation and discipline. ut

there was one view in which both schemes of government

were thoroughly agreed : no state, temporal or spiritual,

could support itself upon any other basis than is based on

that of territorial possession. By this time territorial

the Holy See stood before the world as a Pmesswn'

member—and an important one—ofthe great community

of nations subject to her spiritual sway. It was not con

ceived that she would stand upon an other basis. N0

one denied her right to acquire‘ and ho dfast all the lands

and territories she could annex to, and embody with, her

spiritual empire. Her kin dom was, in lay contempla

t10n,—like every other,—a ingdom of this world, to be

supported by similar means, and lifted into power by

the same appliances. The resistance to her advances,

when they occurred, was prompted by the same motives

as those by which the encroachments of secular princes

upon each other were encountered. The popes might

declaim as long as they liked against the employment of

carnal weapons when t ey or their property were assailed.

The powers of the outer world could not be brought to

exempt them from the common necessity of defending ‘

their acquisitions by the same means as those egiflgloyed

in obtaining them. Thus we have seen pon' and
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spiritual lords buckling on armour, leading their vassals

to the field, and directin military operations with the

average courage and inte ligence of men of the world;

with this advantage, however, that b the judicious use of

their spiritual weapons they could o ten blunt the edge of

the temporal sword, and occasionally pierce the armour

of the most powerful opponents.

This state of things was tacitly accepted both by

The temporal friend and 0c. The world was as fully im

z'gzi'spgfvsgriig pj'essed with the opinion that the Pope of

the Middle ome was and must be a temporal prince, as

Age- he himself. The means employed to place him

in that position differed little from the ordinary expedients

resorted to by other rulers for the like purposes: these

were, continuous claim, special treaties, rights of suc—

cession or reversion, donations, bequests, extortions, &c.,

and, in the last resort, conquest. Though the religious

conscience of the outer world might in some de ee be

enlisted in the defence of the possessions of the hurch,

her right to possess was only disputed by notorious

heretics, or those whom Rome succeeded in branding as

outcasts from the communion of all Christians.‘ The

men of that age did not readily recognise that which had

no tangible and visible existence; thus, those who showed

a disposition to impede the growth of the outward body

of the Church were naturally suspected of disaffection

for her spiritual authority.

With this princi le in view, we may ask what was

The “Pam- the actua amount of power and extent of

m°“YPr°Per-”dominion acquired by the papacy at the acces

sion of Innocent III. The vague and often unintel

ligible character of all geographical description in the

documents of the age makes it difficult to arrive at any

accurate notion on the latter point. Even the narrower

district, known generally b the name of the Patrimony

Proper, is not clearly defined. Though the name is

often used by writers of a later period, it may be doubted

whether the pontiffs themselves ever admitted even a

" e. g. Arnold of Brescia, Peter Bruys, Henri, 8w.
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nominal distinction between this portion of their domi

nions, and the larger claims founded on the documents

we have heretofore had occasion to allude to. These

documents, as we have seen, were partly genuine, and

partly fictitious; but none of them are now forthcoming,

either in their originals, or any authentic transcripts.

Among the demonstrably fictitious instruments relied

upon, the most conspicuous for audacity and falsehood

is the so-called Donation of Constantine the The Donation

Great. This document was first notified by ,gfjg'gfgg,

pope Hadrian I. to the emperor Charlemagne, forgeries

in the year 776. It purported to contain a grant from

the first Christian emperor to the apostolic Church of

Rome, of imperial authority and dominion over the whole

Western Empire."v Other forgeries of a more timid cha

racter put forth on behalf of the territorial claims of the

Holy See were the supposititious diplomas ascribed to

the emperor Louis the Pious, and the so—called “ Pactum

Ottonis.”c Though these documents may Their effect

never have been forthcoming in diplomatic “11011 the

form, the mere allegation of their existence Papalclalm'

afforded, in a credulous age, an important support to the

demands of the papacy against all those European states

which had actually constructively formed parts and

portions of the old Roman Empire; demands compre

hending not only territorial dominion of unlimited extent,

but all those attributes supposed to have been inherent

in the imperial authority; as, for instance, the right to

enthrone and depose kings and princes, to confer sove

reign powers, to transfer or to grant regalia and privi

leges of all sorts. For all these functions St. Peter and

his successors claimed, in virtue of the abdication of

Constantine in their favour, to be accounted his suc

cessors, and the virtual emperors of the West; so as to

keep open a pretension to indefinite extension of power

and territory, whenever proper opportunity should offer,

for putting in operation the whole prerogative of the

imperial throne of Peter. Though the pontiffs did not

'’ Conf. Book vi. c. 3, pp. 81, 83 of ‘ Oonf. Book viii. c. 3, p. 473 01

this work. . this work.
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assume the title of emperor, that circumstance did not,

it was said, deprive them of the right to appoint a de

puty. And thus, when the empire was revived in the

person of Charlemagne, the title, with all its attributes,

was, they pretended, to be regarded in no other light

than as an incident of the imperium of Peter, and as

emanating from the free grant of the spiritual and tem

poral sovereign of the world.

It was in this way intended to appear that no art

Effect ofthe of that imperium had ever been alienated. he

sllsggglfidcsz whole title still remained intact in the hands

nations mum of the Pope. \Vhat was left to the temporal

11°13’ See- overnments was a simple trust estate for the

benefit of tfi‘e Church, and liable at any time to be resumed

by recurrence to the original ant. That which was

got back or retained by the Ho y See was only a part of

er own. Thus the genuine donations ofPippin the Short

in the year 752, and of Charlemagne in 774i,d might be

—and were in fact—represented as simple warranties of

certain arts and ortions of the great whole to the spiri

tual “ mperor” fir his exclusive use and behoof. And

when we inquire what these parts and portions were, we

find that the earlier cession—that of Pippin—had never

been reduced into possession by him, nor by him trans

ferred to the Holy See. No effectual step to place the

Pope in actual possession was taken till the final over

throw of the Lombard kingdom by Charlemagne twenty

Their extent. two cars afterwards. We look, therefore, to

the atter instrument for an explanation both

of the extent and character of the ceded territory. The

treaties of Pontyon and Quiercy, between pope Stephen

III. and Pippin the Short (A.D. 752), certainly conveyed

no other provinces than the Greek possessions claimed by

the Pope, and then recently taken from the Byzantines

by the Lombard king Aistulph, which Pip in stipulated

The donation to be transferred to the see of ome by the

of Charla capitulation of Pavia. But the donation of

magne' Charlemagne, though on the face of it it pro

fesses to be no more than a simple ratification and fulfil-l

‘' Conf. Book iv. e. 7, p. 418.
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ment of his father’s promises, is in fact and substance an

entirely new grant, comprising an area of at least double

the extent of the donation of Pippin.e In addition to the

exarchate ofRavenna, which was all that is alleged to have

been conveyed by the deed of Pippin, Charlemagne, we

are told, added several districts in the modern Romagna

and Lombardy, together with the provinces of Histria

and Venetia, and the great duchies of Spoleto and Bene

ventum, with the island of Corsica. This deed—ofwhich,

however, neither original nor authentic copy has ever

been produced—transferred to the see of Rome the whole

of central Italy, excepting Tuscany, together with all

the southern regions as far as the Straits of Messina;

territories, be it remembered, never possessed or con

quered by the donor, and which at that time he did

not regard as part and parcel of his dominions. The

real nature, therefore, ofthe papal rights under Doubtful

this document is subject to serious doubt. It whatterrito

is, in fact, susceptible of no explanation but 0033;,

what may be derived from the manner in which

the presumed cession was afterwards dealt with between

the ontiffs and their counter-claimants.

hether upon the strength of these allegations of

right, or from ancient usage or acquiescence, Geneml

we find that towards the close of the reign of Powmvft

Charlemagne the pontiffs of Rome were in the .Z‘Zii’ggff’gy

habit ofexercisingsome kind ofgoverning power ‘he 11°11”

within the city and the so-called duchy of Rome.f This

region comprehends all that is now known by the descrip

tion of the “ Patrimony Proper.” Beyond this precinct

the pontifical claims, whatever they may have been, were

a dead letter. Feudal tenants of the empire or kingdom

of Italy, bishops, free cities, and rural nobles, governed

their subject lands without regard for any superior, and

as long as they were strong enough to maintain them

selves against their ambitious rivals or neighbours. The

‘’ Conf. Book iv. e. 7, p. 415. to Terracina or Ceprano, and from the

f This ancient Byzantine name em- Mediterranean on the west to the con

braced, as far as it can be determined, fines of Spoleto and the Apennines on

the modern legations north and south the east.

of Rome from the town of Radicofani
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German em erors and their subjects, it is well known,

never cease to regard the whole Italian peninsula, with

out reference to gifts or donations of any kind, as a

dependency of the imperial crown. And although the

pontiff himself may have been personally exempted from

the obligations and duties of a subject, yet Rome, with

its circumjacent territory, was still regarded—the former

as the capital of the empire, the latter as a subject pro

vince—therefore bound in the ties of allegiance to the

head of the state.

Though we can entertain no doubt that the ontiffs

S In of Rome intended the world to believe t at, by
opinifsuofrthe the treaties and donations just adverted to, they

rig‘? of the had acquired the“dominium supremum,”g or fee

0 y See. . . . . .

simple, of all the territories comprised in those

instruments, yet the revival of the Western Empire in the

person of Charlemagne defacto altered the relation be

tween the Holy See and the temporal power.
The German sovereignv and his constituency,

after that, never ceased to regard the Pope, in his

temporal capacity, as a great vassal of the empire. He

became the first bisho and supreme pontiff of the mon

archy, exempt indeed from personal and spiritual subjec

tion, but in other respects in no different position from

that of the other great prelates of the realm; and, like

them, to be invested with the regalia by the chief of the

state. The popes on their part encountered this presump

tion by declaring the empire itself to be a simply deriva

tive power, emanating from the chair of Peter; and con

sequently that its revival could have no effect in abrogat

ing or restricting the prerogative to which it owed its

own being; the creature could not exalt himselfabove the

creator—the pontiff could not be both lord and subject.

This plea, however, had never been admitted. The simple

enunciation had been deemed and resented as an intoler

able insult.h Nothing further had been obtained from

the sovereign than a certain right ofpossession, subject

to conditions consistent with the constitution of the

Germanic

opinion.

8 In the feudal sense of the terms. and ibid. c. 4, pp. 99, 100.

" Conf. Book c. 3, p. 81 et sqq.;
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power from which it was derived. Charlemagne Distinguish,

and his immediate successors—the Saxon, righfofpvs

Franconian, and Swabian emperors down to aiiifffijg‘g';

the close of the twelfth century—had regarded reignty

Rome as the temporal capital and seat of the empire;

and the Po e, in respect of his secular overnment, and

the territories he possessed in right 0 his church, as

subject to legal obligations in their nature identical with

those of the other great vassals of the crown.i The vic

tories of Gregory VII. at Canossa, and of Alexander

III. at Venice, the bequests of the Countess Matilda and

the Count of Bertinoro, might extend and amplify the

possessions of the Holy See, but did not change the prin

ciple of the papal tenure from that of mediate to absolute

sovereignty. The distinction between the right of pos

session and the ultimate dominion was well understood in

the Middle Age ; and in relinquishing many of the inci

dental rights of the crown to the pontiff of Rome, the

German sovereigns were doing no more than they were in

the habit of doing for the more powerful among their

own subjects from all time.

\Vithout entering into the inquiry as to the rights

of the empire to the provinces south of the Political posi

“ Patrimony Proper,” it is well known that the tmgcdgethlf’

Germanic emperors and their subjects treated Pagan. of

them as imperial territory; that the emperor Henry VI‘

Henry VI. regarded the title of his wife and son as

absolute, without reference to the papal claims of sum-

rainty, and himself as sovereign of Apulia, Calabria, and

Sicily, in the character of husband and father. The

fierce and intrepid character ofthe Emperor, his contempt

of the papal censures, his unscrupulous policy, his selfish

ambition, supported upon the undisputed possession of

the whole of central and southern Italy, seemed to fore

bode the approaching extinction of the papacy as a tem

' It ma be objected, that the popes to the control of the Emperor, and that

were not iable to military service. It their armed force was,like that of every

is answered, that neither was any spiri- other vassal, subject to his command

tual person bound to attend the sove- when required. Conf'. Book vi. 0. 5,

reign in his wars; but we know that pp. 130-134 of this work.

their administrative acts were subject
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poral power. The feeble C(elestine III. had watched his

progress with undisguised dismay; the thunderbolts of

the Lateran had no power to harm him ; yet this power

rested upon sand: the accident of death dissolved the

charm ; and when he descended prematurelyiinto the tomb,

the baseless fabric of his fortunes vanished with him.

When he died, the storm-cloud which seemed about to

burst upon the devoted curia passed away like a sun

shower, and brightened into a more glorious summer

than had hitherto ever shone upon the papacy.

The internal state and government of the‘papal terri

Internal tories calls for a passing notice. s in Lom

ffxggfgg bardy and northern Ital , so here the municipal

the patri- overnment ofcities an towns was carried on

mm‘y- y their own elective magistrates. Each of

these little dependent republics assumed all the rights of

feudal princes within their walls and purlieus. They made

war upon each other; they concluded peace or truce, they

formed alliances and confederacies, with little regard to

the interests or the commands of the superior. Though

they acknowledged the supremacy of the Holy See, they

governed themselves, and managed or mismanaged their

interior economy pretty much at their pleasure. They

admitted eligible neigh ours or strangers to the ri hts of

citizenship, and incorporated the gentry and nobllity of

the vicinity into their municipal associations; as in the

cities of Lombard and Tuscany—as in Genoa or Pisa,

Milan or Pavia, orence or Sienna. The rural nobility

—lords and vavassors—held their estates upon strictly

feudal terms, but performed or neglected their duties

to the prince in exact proportion as he could make it

their interest, or was strong enough to compel the per

formance. In the government of the apal states, as

elsewhere, no reliance could be placed 1n the sense of

legal obligation or loyalty. The influence of the popes

in Rome and the “ Patrimony” depended rather upon in

telligence and firmness; upon political ability, military

and financial resources, seconded by a judicious use of

his spiritual artillery. From all time the disposition of

the citizens of Rome had been the great difficulty of the
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pontifical government. Rarely in the preceding reigns

ad that difliculty been more severely felt, or encountered

with better tact and success, than in that ofInnocent III.

The history of this pontiff’s domestic policy forms one of

the most important chapters ‘in the narrative of his reign.

But in order to avoid repetition or episode in a nar

rative in itself sufliciently complicated, and at State of

the same time to indicate the precise position Europe at the

of Innocent III. at the outset of his pontificate, figffi‘ffi

it will be expedient to advert in this place to reign of

the general state of Europe at the close of the nocentm'

twelfth and the commencement of the thirteenth centur .

France was at this period governed by PhilipAugustus. The king was about five years Franc,

younger than Lothario di Segni, and scarcely Philip

inferior to him in capacity for government. Augustus’

During his long reign of forty years he devoted himself

wholly to two great objects; the first of these was to

break down the power ofthe kings of England ; the second

to enlarge the narrow patrimony of the crown, b the
absorption of the greater feofi's of the kingdom. 'Ilb the

realisation of these projects no means came amiss; hon

our, good faith, law, morality, religion were as cobwebs

in his path. He dealt with the Holy See as with every

other power that crossed the track of his desires; he

measured out his compliance and his devotion by the

scale of interest or expediency; and obeyed or resisted,

as his political and personal views suggested. Still there

remained in his mind a tincture of superstitious dread

lest the powers of the Church should prove too strong

for him in this world, and the chances of escape from

that doom which all men feared, and few could be assured

they had not deserved, should be cut ofii

During the nine or ten years preceding the accession

of Innocent III., the histories 1101 the Illi‘renclh Egan? 31.1

and En lish kin s run ara e wit eac 1.1%“ -
other. Iiichard I? displaygd the virtues of aphiiliiiiiiind

rude valour, combined with that kind of genial Cf‘i‘gl'l‘le'

temper which often accompanies an habitual
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contempt ofdanger, and sometimes stands in the place

of those qualities which, in a more advanced age, com

mand attachment, and at all times recommends itself to

the rude and vulgar instruments ofpower. His bluffand

boisterous manners gained him that kind of popularity

which, in an uncivilised age,——as, perhaps, among the

vulgar in all ages,—passes for good-fellowship, and casts

a veil over the vices ofthoughtlessness, intemperance, and

insolence. Richard’s religion—like his love of poetry—

was a fashion, a habit, a superstition, unsuggestive of

any sense of duty, or refinement of taste. Had he re

nounced all religion, he could not have been less mindful

of his duties as a son, a brother, or a husband. But

savage as he was, he was neither false nor treacherous.

His anger, though fierce and consuming, scarcely out

lived the provocation. In these respects the contrast

exhibited in the character of his brother and successor

may have served to raise that of Richard Coeur-de-Lion

above its proper moral level. His incessant wars with

France detained him in that country during the greater

part of his reign. For these wars he required extra

ordinary supplies of money; nor was he very scrupulous

as to the means employed for raising the needful funds,

or about the persons upon whom, or through whom, they

were to be levied. The clerg were not more gently dealt
with than the lay subject. Hiis religious sentiments, such

as they were, attached themselves rather to the outward

observances of the Church than to the persons of her

ministers; his devotion was mere form, and had no

thing to do with the wants and requirements of state;

nor were the prayers of the priest regarded by him as a

sufficient set-off against his obligations as a subject.

This was his unpardonable sin in the eye of the Church ;

and it is not improbable that, ifhe had survived his insane

pursuit of military adventure, he would have incurred the

utmost penalty of his rude and irregular attempts to com

pel his clergy to contribute to the necessities ofthe state.

In the year 1190 the two kings embarked in ajoint

crusade, and spent the winter of that year at Messina.

But here the rude demeanour of Richard sowed the
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seeds of those dissensions which contributed _ __
materially to the imperfect success of the ex- T221331,“

pedition. The maritime town of Acre was at audits 0°"

that moment besieged by the joint forces of the sequences‘

Christians of Palestine and Syria and the remnant of

the army of the em eror Frederic I. Philip Augustus

joined the army he ore Acre on the 15th of April 1191.

Richard, who had in the mean time been engaged in

the conquest of Cyprus, did not arrive till two months

later.j The city surrendered on the 13th of the follow

ing month; and on the 3d of August, thwarted and

offended by the pride and insolence of king Richard, he

set sail for France. In the year 1193 he married

Ingeburga, sister of Knut VI., king of Denmark, and

caused her to be crowned in his presence; but during

the ceremony itself he conceived so strong an aversion

for her person, that he could never afterwards look upon

her without a shudder. The marriage had been cele

brated on the 13th of August, and on the 4th of the

following November he procured a decree of divorce

upon the plea of consanguinity. A formal pedigree,

drawn up by the most expert genealogists, gave the

desired result; and the resident legate of the Pope sanc

tioned the decree of a national synod. Meanwhile the

king of England had been arrested and detained a pri

soner in Germany; and Philip eagerly seized the oppor

tunity which the detention of his gallant opponent threw

in his way to invade the duchy of Normandy, and to

encourage rebellion among the Aquitanian subjects of

Richard; but the release of the latter in the year 1194

checked the advances of Philip, and soon afterwards he

suffered so severe a defeat as to induce him to sue for

peace. Satisfied with his successes in the field, and glad

of leisure to chastise his rebellious vassals in the south,

the English king granted favourable terms.

The divorce of Philip and Ingeburga had D. one and

excited intense disgust at Rome. Pope Coeles- rgmarriage

tine III. annulled the decree, and censured all 22121212;
who had taken part in it; yet shortly after the g '

J The 8th June 1191.
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conclusion of the truce with En land, Philip married, in

spite of the pa al censures, ary, the accomplished

daughter of the uke of Meran" (A.D. 1196). Coelestine,

indeed, prom tly declared the marriage void, and com

manded the in to discard his “concubine,” and resume

his connexion wlth his legitimate wife; but during the

remaining years of this pontificate the cause was allowed

to sleep. At the decease of Coelestine, however, it fell into

the hands of one who never permitted an opportunit to

turn the sins of kings and princes to the profit 0 the

spiritual powers, to slip through his fingers. In the

year 1199 king Richard, as had been foretold to him,

fell a victim to his savage lust for war,1 and his worth

less brother John reigned in his stead.

An epitome of events which occurred in Germany

and Italy down to the death of Henr VI., and a short

‘review of the state of certain outlymg nations of the

Latin communion, will bring this introductory chapter

to a close, and save too frequent retrospect and interrup

tion of the narrative.

Of all these states none stood in so close a relation

' Germany to the papacfi as the kingdoms of Germany

and Italy’ and Italy. 0th were, by the international

law and opinion of Europe, regarded as together

constituting the Holy Roman Empire; and the city

of Rome was still the reputed capital of the combined

state. The King and princes of Germany continued

to look upon the ossession of Rome, though limited

to the brief perio of an imperial coronation, as the

visible pledge and symbol of empire—in truth, or in

The political fiction, it was ‘the basis of the political impe

igfftign rium. But wlth the’ same undoubting faith

spiritual the Roman pontifi's looked upon the holy city

imi’efi‘lm- as the pro er seat and domicile of their

spiritual imperium, rom which it could no more be

severed, so as to retain its vitality, than the human head

'‘ Conf. Book c. 8, p. 319 of this on the leasure of hanging up every

work. man of t e garrison, as common thieves

1He refused to acce t the surrender and robbers.

of the castle of Oh uz, and insisted
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could be severed from the trunk. But the idea of a

pragmatic union between church and empire had not

yet so altogether perished from the minds of men as

that either party could claim an undivided imperium, a

separate sovereignty. In the practice and o inion of

the age, the powers and privileges yielded to t e pontiff

of Rome did not exclude the temporal dominion of the

empire. Till the commencement of the 13th century no

pope had ever categorically denied the ultimate sove

reignty of the reputed capital to reside in the temporal

head of the state. Till that period the utmost efforts of

the pontiifs had been directed to the exclusion of the

defacto government of the emperors; and in this task

they had so completely succeeded, that scarcely a vestige

remained of the ancient jurisdiction of the empire. Alex

ander III. had shaken off an outward dependence upon

the state; and it only remained to his successors to snap

the last of those material links which connected the chiefs

of the empire and the church, by establishing it as an

article of Catholic faith that“ God’s inheritance could

be neither directly nor indirectly suly'ect to any human

prince or potentate.”

At no point of time, however, was this theory, to all

appearance, further from a practical realisa- Henry vL

tion than after Henry VI. of Germany had in Italy

made himself master of Central and Southern Italy and

Sicily. All. the great military commands in the con

quered provinces, and those of the dependent territories,

were bestowed, by tenure of fealty and military service,

on the most distinguished ofiicers of his army. Castles,

lands, revenues, powers of the largest and most indefinite

kind, were showered upon the mob of adventurers and

‘ mercenaries, whose only object was plunder, and whose

rapacity was unchecked by the remotest regard for the

rights or the welfare of those whom they were appointed

to govern. The treatment of his Italian subjects by the

Emperor himself was, if we may believe the reports of

his enemies, distinguished by t e absence of every con

sideration but those of his selfish and rapacious nature.

The delay or the refusal to refund the sums extorted by

von v. ' z
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him for the ransom of Richard I. had drawn upon him

the sentence of excommunication from pope Coelestine

III.; but Henry inherited, with few of the virtues of

his sire, his bold and resolute character. The thunders

of the Church had no terrors for his firm nerves. The

accumulation of wealth and the lust of power were the

governing passions of his soul. During his brief career

in Italy he busied himself in collecting, by every means

of extortion which fell in his way, all the money and

portable property he could lay his hands on in the con

quered territories. All this wealth be shipped off in the

fleets of his allies, the Pisans, together with the hapless

queen Sibilla, her daughters, and her cruelly mutilated

son, into the north of Italy, whence they were after

wards remo'ved into Germany.“1 7 ~

The example of the sovereign was closely imitated by

the officers placed in command of the provinces. His

The imperial brother, Philip duke of Swabia, was intrusted

sovemorsin with the government of central Italy, includ

Italy' ing the estates of the Countess Matilda, and

the duchy of Tuscany. Markward,——or, as he is called

by the Italians, Marcuald,_the emperor’s seneschal and

favourite, was made duke of Ravenna and Romagna.

Conrad of Luitzelenhart, a commander of the imperial

mercenaries, became duke of Spoleto. Large grants of

land were bestowed upon his field-marshal Diephold,

and others among his most active supporters were largely

provided for in the general distribution of the booty.“

The descriptions handed down to us of the tyranny of

these governors may perhaps admit of some deductions,

considering the hostile quarter from which they are

derived. At all events, there is quite enough in the

character and conduct of the imperial freebooter to con

vince us that no amount of subordinate plundering was

likely to meet with any severe rebuke or chastisement

from him. It is at the same time an undeniable fact,

that the bitterest hatred of the German yoke filled the

heart of every Italian subject; and that, some time before

"1 Conf. Book xii. c. 8, p. 303 of this " Epp. Innoc. III, lib. i. ep. 557,

work. p. 317; lib. ii. pp. 171, p. 446.
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the death of Henry, the people were prepared to embrace

the earliest opportunity to revenge their wrongs upon

their oppressors. After all, the tenure of the kingdom

was a simple military occupation, depending upon the

numbers and discipline of the troops requisite to garri

son the numerous hill-forts and castles dotted Death of

over the surface of the country. Thus aHenryVIeits

number of separate interests were created, °°nsequences'

which might indeed be made to work together as long

as the master-hand of the emperor was present to direct

and control them. But when that hand was withdrawn,

the chiefs found themselves isolated from all central

authority, surrounded by an exasperated population, and

left, each man, to make the best bargain he could for

himself. Henry VI. died at Messina on the 28th of

September 1197, rather more than three months before

the accession of Innocent III.; leaving a fair field open

for the exercise of those various capacities and accom

lishments to which the successor of the feeble Coelestine -

II. was indebted for his elevation.

In the Spanish peninsula several opportunities had

occurred for pontifical interference. The mar- The Spanish

riage of Ferdinand king of Leon with Uraca, Peninsulm

a daughter of Alphonso I., kin of Portugal, had been

dissolved by pope Alexander II ., in 1175, on the ground

of consanguinity. For the like reason that of Alphonso

king of Leon with Theresa, the daughter of his uncle

Sancho III. of Castile, had been annulled by pope

Ccelestine III., in the year 1192. In Portugal Sancho

I. had married a natural daughter of Alphonso king of

Castile and Leon, who was found to be related to her

husband in a degree within the canonical prohibition.

The Pope annulled the marriage; but Sancho, who was

just then busily engaged in settling his recent conquests

from the Moors, either did not hear the distant thunders

of the Lateran, or thought them too remote to ‘do him

any harm. He met with little disturbance from his

clergy; and nothing further was done by the Holy See

on the subject. Of Pet-er king of Aragon more will

be heard in the course of the narrative.
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Some account has been alread ' rendered of the ori

gin and progress of the Scandinavian churches

of Alexander III.° The

hristianity had produced im

portant effects in mitigating the sanguinary

character of the northern barbarians. n this great work

the agency of Rome had been rather ofa passive than an

active nature. The Scandinavian churches had, it is true,

professed communion with Rome upon the usual terms;

but with the proper work ofconversion the papacy had lit

tle or nothing to do. A pure sense ofChristian duty, and

a holy zeal for the salvation of these sons of darkness,

were the sim le motives which pushed the missionary host,

from the ear y part of the ninth to the beginning of the

thirteenth century, to devote themselves to suffering, per

secution, and martyrdom in the cause ofthe gospel. All

that can be said for the share of the pontiffs of Rome in

this great work is, that when these humble ministers of

the Saviour looked around them for a rule and order

applicable to their infant establishments, those of Rome

were adopted in the same spirit of humble trust and con

fidence with which they set about their arduous and peril

ous task.p Among the many distin uished names who

worked together for the conversion of the heathen Danes,

Norwegians, and Swedes, not one can be traced to Roman

appointment. These churches grew up in spiritual inde

pendence. The influence of Roman discipline was ado

tive, not original. With the single exception of the mis

sion of Augustine to England, a period long antecedent

to the earliest efforts for the conversion of the nations of

the north, the primary movement was altogether inde

pendent of foreign impulse. The Irish missions of the

eighth century, ike almost all other enterprises for the

dissemination of the gospel, s rang from no moving force

but that of individual zeal. By far the greater number

The Scandina- .

vian churches down to the re]

of the twelfth ' ‘
century introduction of

° Cont‘. Book xii. c. 7, pp. 195-202.

P It is untrue, as stated by Hurter

(Geschichte Pabst. Innocent III., vol. i.

p. 108), that the protectin guardian

ship of Rome alone enabled the infant

churches of Scandinavia. to withstand

their often victorious persecutors. It

would be hardly more irrational to im

pute the success of the apostle Paul to

the protecting power of his colleague

Peter.
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of these earlier undertakings were not even brought to

the knowledge of Rome till they had arrived at a stage

of growth when subordination to regular overnment

became a political necessity—when a mode or frame

work of discipline was indispensable to their welfare, or

even to their existence. But at that eriod there was no

such model to be found but that of atinism; and thus

in the result a narrow sacerdotal scheme was substituted

for that broad and liberal Christian fellowship in which

the great movement had its origin. Such was the cause

and the occasion of Roman intervention in the churches

of the north; and such the form stamped upon them.

And in this state they continued to vegetate till the re

vival of the influences to which they owed their birth

enabled them to assume a shape and an expansion more

con enial to the free spirit of the nations of the North.

he same class of zealous men, as that to which the

Scandinavian heathen were indebted for the State ofthe

light of the gospel, had not been idle in the Sclafiic

Sclavic regions of central Europe. In Prussia, c m es‘

Livonia, Poland, the governing influences of Rome had

been felt in about the same degree as in the North. The in

troduction of the Latin scheme had been gradual, and in

a great measure promoted by the disorders to which those

countries appear to have been in all ages peculiarly liable.

In this state of social anarchy, the Church was driven to

intrench herself behind the bulwarks of system and disci

pline; and—as in the case of the northern tribes—found’

no materials to build with but those of Rome. But for a

long series of years the influence of heathen practice and

national habit left the Sclavic churches under the minis

tration of an ignorant and irregular priesthood. They

had adopted the Roman form, but could not yet be brought

to submit to Roman discipline. Poland was,

at this point of time, governed by four inde

pendent princes or dukes, more frequently at war than at

eace with each other. These princes appointed arch

ishops, bishops, abbots, and every ofiicer of importance

in the church, and appropriated to their own use the

personal estate and chattels of deceased prelates of every

Poland.
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de ee. Such persons were supposed to have no secular

heirs or next of kin, and the personalty they might leave

behind them was believed to be a lawful escheat to the

soverei of the country. The introduction of the celi

bacy of the clergy had all along encountered the fiercest

opposition. In these respects princes and people had

paid little attention to the monitions of the Pope. The

superior order of the clergy were here, as elsewhere, to

the full as much a olitical as an ecclesiastical power.

They had, perhaps fi'om the necessity of their position,

always taken a leading part in all the changes of the

political body that had taken place since the introduction

of a graduated hierarchy. In Poland, as among other

nations, we find the priesthood assuming the character

of a state within the state, controlling or balancing the

secular authorities wherever they gained a footing. But

for the accomplishment of such a preponderance the dis

cipline of the Sclavic churches was as yet too loose and

imperfect. Space for the expansion of the sacerdotal

scheme could only be obtained y a closer connexion with

that system of religious government which had been by

this time pretty generally adopted throughout the Latin

world. And in truth, whether for the gratification of

corporate ambition, or for. the introduction of the neces—

sary reforms of religious practice, no alternative presented

itself but a closer union with Rome. Sense of duty ran

for a time in the same channel with the political interests

of the clergy, and both together drew them forcibly into

the vortex of Roman influence.

To go no further back than the year 1189, we find

Roman dim that p0 e Clement III. had sent his legate,

pline in the cardina John Malabranca, into Poland to re

clf; form the churches of that country upon the

Roman model. This prelate published several

ordinances with that view; but they soon fell into disuse;

and, in the year 1197, a second legate was despatched to

the Sclavic nations. This ofiicer issued some severe orders

against the practices most inconsistent with the pontifi

cal scheme, more especially against the marriage of the

clergy. At Prague a sudden tumult among the incensed
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clergy and people threatened the life of the over-zealous

legate. In Poland he had, however, made a partial im

pression. The laity of that country were persuaded to

abandon the loose notions of the obligations of marriage

hitherto entertained, and to place the sacred contract under

the superintendence and sanction of the church. But it

was reserved to a more energetic hand than that of the

feeble Coelestine III. to make a decisive inroad upon the

pravities of the Sclavic churches, and to convert them

into useful outposts of the great sacerdotal army which

was already in possession of every vantage-ground in

western Christendom.q

vIn Hungary these reforms had produced more abun

dant fruit. Under the pious atronage of king In ‘

Bela III. the emissaries of Alexander III. Hungary‘

had carried almost every measure they had proposed

The king had abandoned to the Pope the right of ap

pointing and deposing bishops, and renounced the prero

gative—prevalent in Hungary as in many other Euro

pean countries—of appointing lay sequestrators of the

personalty of deceased prelates.’

The relations of the papacy to the barbarian govern

ment of Bulgaria, at the commencement of the

reign of Innocent III., will be more conveni—

ently considered at a future stage of the narrative. The

connexion of Rome with the Byzantine state The Byzm.

at this point of time will appear on occasion tine emPim

of the transactions attending the abortive crusade of

1203. Upon the same occasion the state ofthe declining

kingdom of Jerusalem will claim some not-ice.

\Vith the exception of the churches of Pales

tine and Syria, there remained only that of the Lesser

Armenia to compensate Christendom for all its

losses by the Mohammedan conquests in Asia.

Armenia bordered to the north and east upon the Latin

Bulgaria.

Jerusalem.

Armenia.

‘1 Roepell’s Gesch. Polens, vol. i. pp.

398, 399. No accountant can strike a

just balance where he cannot accurately

separate the items of the account. The

historian encounters this difficulty in

distinguishing and estimating the reli

gious and political motives of the Latin

clergy and their chief’. The difficulty

is we 1 stated by Dr. Roepell at p. 399

of the above-quoted work.

I‘ Vita Alex. III. ap. Murat. tom. iii.

p. 474.
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principalities of Antioch and Tripolis. Leo, the king

of the country, had to defend himself simultaneously

against the Turks on the one hand, and his treacherous

Christian neighbours on the other. Thus the value of

the alliance of Rome induced him to sacrifice the inde

pendence of his church, and to throw himself into the

arms ofInnocent III., as much perhaps for the accom

plishment of his own projects of aggrandisement as for

support against the encroachments and plottings of his

demoralised neighbours and their allies,the militaryorders

domiciled in Syria and Palestine.‘

I Pope Innocent III. was proud of matical Greeks. Gesta Inn. III. ap.

this spiritual conquest, and was at great Baluz. tom. i- cc. 90, 91, pp. 70, 71.

pains to improve it against the schis
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LOTHARIO CoNTI, fourth and youngest son of Trasmondo

count of Segni, in the “Patrimonv Proper,” B.
. . v . u‘th and

by Claricla, a Roman lady of the family of education of

the Scotti, was born in the year 1160 or 1161. “a”? ‘5
gm.

Trasmondo the father was a man of great

estate, and his relatives and connexions on both sides

had shared in the offices and emoluments of the papal

government for many years past; and some of them had

been intrusted with important affairs during the rei s

of Hadrian IV., Alexander III., and Clement III.

Under the tuition of his two uncles, the cardinals of

St. Sergius and St. Paul, the great natural abilities of

Lothario unfolded themselves, promising that kind of

distinction which his relatives and friends most desired.

He received the rudiments of his education in one of the

schools attached to all the great churches in Rome. In

these schools, after the first course of instruction had

been passed through, it was the custom to direct the

attention of the pupils to the study of the canon law in

all its branches. The next step in the training for the

priesthood was the literal study of the Scriptures; and
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the last the reading of dogmatic theology in its esoteric

or purely ecclesiastical form.“

From this school he repaired at an early age to the

Lothario then celebrated university of Paris, where the

“P’ms- study of theology was most successfully cult-i

vated. Here he is believed to have attached himself to

the school of Peter de Corbeil, a teacher renowned for

the license of allegorical and mystical exposition in

which he indulged himself and his pupils. And in this

vein Lothario devoted himself to the study of the Scrip

tures; he exercised himself in the most improved modes

of homiletic composition and delivery, and cultivated

ecclesiastical dogmatics with all the subtleties and re

finements with which the theologians of the age de

lighted to adorn or obscure the simple truths of the

gospel. At Paris he formed some friendships which he

retained through life, and which he remembered and

richly acknowledged after his own elevation. The mar

tyrdom of Becket was at that time fresh in the recollec

tion of all men: no profane doubts had as yet over

clouded the egregious merits of the martyr; and Lothario

visited and worshiped at his tomb with those feelings

of devotion which such a training as his could not fail

to inspire even in a less susceptible disposition.b

From Paris Lothario repaired to Bologna, where

Lothario the study of Roman civil law was pursued

at Bolc’gna- with zeal and success. But not many years

before his matriculation the canon law had been intro

duced as a principal study of the university. Under the

Study ofthe professor or lecturer Bazianus this new branch

‘canon law of erudition became fashionable, and was soon

‘mmduced' taught in connexion with the then recently

‘ Lothario is sup osed to have beena

pupil of the particu ar academy attach

ed to the great Basilica of the Lateran.

” Lothario could have been barely

ten years old at the death of Becket.

For many years afterwards public

opinion ran igh in favour of the de

voted champion of the Church; but

at a somewhat later period a party

sprang up in France who presumed to

take a different view of that tragical

event. Master Robert, a popular pro

fessor of the university, publicly main

tained against Master Peter the Cantor

that Becket had deserved his fate for

his treason against his sovereign. Hist.

Littér. de France, tom. xv. p. 286. Forty

eight years after this the controversy

was revived in the form of a question,

“ Whether Becket had gone to heaven

or to hell."

note 167.

Hurter, Inn. II. p. 26,
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established faculty of theology. The canonist Gratian

had presented his work, now known by the name of the

“ Decretum Gratiani,” to the professors of civil law in

the university, and had afterwards dedicated it to pope

Eugenius III., requesting him to sanction and adopt it

as a text-book of ecclesiastical law;° but whether with

or without the sanction of the Pope, the faculty of canon

law very soon obtained the privilege of granting degrees;

and within two years after the publication of the “ De

cretum,” that work had become the manual of instruc

tion in the incorporated schools of theology and canon

law. The popes, in fact, always attached great author

ity to the faculty of canon law at Bologna; they often

called for and adopted its decisions upon diflicult ques

tions. After a time the study spread from the theological

to the secular schools, and even to the courts of princes.

The emperor Frederic I. is said to have entertained

teachers of canon law at his court, and to have caused

his son Henry (VI.) to be instructed in its principles.d

At the period of Lothario’s residence, the studious youth

from all parts of Europe flocked to Bologna. Within

the century the university had been frequented Celebr_t f

by men of the highest reputation in the theo- the fahlilt;

logical world, among whom we may enume- ‘Licg‘g‘fghg"

rate Hubert Crevelli, afterwards pope Urban gn'

III., the cardinal Peter of St. Chrysogonus, the patri

arch Heracleus ' of Jerusalem, archbishops Becket of

Canterbury, and Berthold of Bremen, bishop Stephen of

Tournay, the celebrated Stephen of Blois, archdeacon

of Bath, and many others who afterwards distinguished

themselves as the most learned and zealous canonists of

EDUCATION OF INNOCENT III.

“ it ever receive

Rome.

c Hurter (Inn. III. vol. i. p. 27) in

timates that it was actually adopted

by Eugenius. But Durand (Hist. du

Droit Canoni ue, p. 213) denies that

the official adoption of

But whether the fact be so or

not, it has always been the principal

authority in questions of ecclesiastical

law in the Latin church. Conf. Savigny,

Gesch. des Rom. Rechts, &c. vol. v. p.

210. See also Book vi. 0. 8, p. 218 of

this work.

'' So says Hurter (vol. i. p. 29). But

if it be so, certainly the imperial pupil

never entertained any very high re

spect for its precepts. But it is re

markable that this study, dry and un

attractive as it was, and rendered still

more so by a pedantic and confused

arrangement, should (as we are told it

did) have engrossed the attention of

the students to the neglect of their

proper theological and literary pur

suits.
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the age.‘ The attainment of distinction in the science

of canon law was a certain introduction to the highest

honours and dignities of the Church; and with such

prospects in view, it is no wonder that it engrossed the

almost exclusive attention of the students. For some

time it was pursued in combination with the study of the

civil law; but the dangerous tendency of the more liberal

principles, and secular tendencies of the Roman jurispru

dence, alarmed the court of Rome, and induced the Pope

to insist upon the separation of the two faculties, and to

restrict the theological pupils to the path marked out by

Gratian and his orthodox expositors.

Under the tuition of teachers trained on this nar

Influence of row and exclusive system,r Lothario was initi

‘zjnitlf‘llgwd ated in all the mysteries of canonism. He

on the mind plunged with the energy of a capacious me

°fL°‘h"‘°' mory and a lively imagination into the subtle

ties of decretal lore, and stored his mind with all the

subsidiary knowledge necessary to give point and direc

tion to his favourite study. With abilities—in them

selves of a high order—thus diverted into a single

channel, he became constitutionally averse from every

form of law or government which did not square with

the received principles of decretal legislation and sym

bolical theology. The healthiest minds, like the soundest

bodies, may be squeezed into malformation by properly

graduated external pressure. The effects of his educa

tion are apparent at every stage of the career of Inno

cent IIL, except perhaps where now and then the _

impulses of a more generous nature burst through the

outer crust of a pedantic formalism.

From Bologna Lothario di Segni returned to Rome,

He returns and by the interest of his family was attached,

t° Rmne- as sub-deacon, to the basilica of St. Peter. By

the same influence he was introduced at once into the

circle of the Curia at the early age of twenty, under the

pontificate of Lucius III. After the two brief reigns of

' Hurter,_vol. i. p. 29. was the principal professor at this

'' According to Raumer (Hohenst. point of time.

vol. iii. p. 75), Uguccione de Bologna
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Urban III. and Gregory VIII., his maternal uncle,

Clement III., raised him to the dignity of Is made,

cardinal-deacon, b the title of St. Sergius cardinal
and Bacchus. Hye was at that time in his thirtieth

year, and already enjoyed the highest renown for learn

ing, discretion, and integrity. As a member of the sa

cred college he was now frequently called upon to act as

reporter orjEpdge-delegate in the causes and disputes which

flowed to ome from every quarter of the Latin world.

Though the youngest member of the Curia, he was

selected by preference for the more arduous duties of

the judicial bench. In this function he gained the

highest reputation for talent and discernment, and ex

tended his knowledge of the practical business of spi

ritual government. But after the election of Coelestine

III., in the year 1191, his friends went out of power,

and Lothario retired from public life. During His “mg

a period of seven years, which elapsed between ment; how

the elevation ofCoelestine and his own election, spent‘

his thoughts were engaged in working out the materials

stored up during his educational years, and in maturin

his views of the nature of man in his physical, mora ,

and religious capacity. In his retirement he composed

and published several treatises upon important moral

and theological subjects, and, it is believed, wrote a few

popular sermons. These works are fortunately almost

all extant, and afford an insight into the inner mind of

Innocent III. not often so fully disclosed in the history

of men of high mark and station in the world.

The writings to which our attention is particularly

called are entitled, “ On the Miseries of Hu

man Life,” “A Dialogue between God and a

Sinner,” and three sermons “On the Consecration.”“ In

the first of these treatises he discusses the physical,

moral, and religious condition of man, and at “De Miseria,”

the outset places it upon the lowest stage of 8”

degradation and corruption: “Man is begotten in im

I Besides these works he wrote a. are printed in III. Migne’s collection

treatise on the Eucharist, on the of the Fathers, &c.; a work which,

“Fourfold Connubium,” and an ex- however, bears but a sorry reputation

position of the Psalms. These tracts for accuracy.

His works.
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purity ; his nourishment in his mother’s womb is loath

some; the materials ofwhich his frail body is compounded,

and its economy carried on, are in themselves mean and

worthless ; the infant is a helpless lump; the riper years

of the man are but vexation and turmoil; his old age

closes in sorrow and weakness; and his life is at the best

but a span long: it is not even comparable to a tree or

a vegetable, for these send forth pleasant odours, while

the body of man exhales unsavoury vapours; the tree

bears noble fruits, the body secretes saliva, urine, and

feculent matter: though, like the tree, he be said to

have stem, root, and branches, yet the wind cometh and

sweepeth all these away like decayed leaves in autumn.

If he wishes to elevate the spirit to better

132?, ‘5; things, the body depresses and keeps it down;

vanity and and yet his presumptuous wisdom has not

emptiness’ taught him how ignorant he is. Mortals

hurry hither and thither on all sorts of roads and by

paths; they bridge-over precipices, they dive into the

bowels of the earth, they hew and polish the rock, they

breast the flood and the whirlpool, they defy the storms

of the ocean, they dig for and melt down the metals of

the earth, they weave for themselves clothing, they build

houses, plant gardens, sow the fields, cultivate vineyards;

they fish, they hunt, they set snares for the fowls of the

air: then they reflect, they repine, they take counsel to

gether; they frame governments, they bind and they

loose, they growl and quarrel, they rob and are robbed,

they make war upon and plunder each other: and all this

that they may win treasure, achieve honours, snatch at

dignities, wealth, and power: yet are all these things but

rain strife and mortal vexation.”

“Then consider the miseries of poverty: the beggar

The poorand is tortured by shame, the unobtrusive pauper

the rich; perishes of hunger; and both are equally ex

posed to the temptations of vice. Then, again, the rich

are disquiet-ed by the cares of acquisition, or by the fear

of losing what they have gained; and when they have

the SI _ lost, are tortured with unavailing regrets.
We’ Look at the slave: he not only sufl'ers, but must
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hear his hard lot unpitied and in silence: the master,

if he is a hard man, is hated; if indulgent, he is de

spised. The unmarried suffer from constant the married

desire, which, whether indulged or thwarted, and_

is always an evil: on the other hand, the mar- ‘mmamed'

ried are distressed by the cares of a family; the wife

importunes the husband for gay dresses, jewelry, ser-.

vants, and a multitude of other things he knows he

cannot afford; and when he refuses her, she pouts and

sobs and scolds; she grumbles and weeps night and

day. Again, the beautiful woman is the object of desire;

the ugly is despised by all men; but that which all de

sire is difficult to guard, and that which no one wishes

to have is disagreeable to keep. One man is attracted

by personal charms, another by lively wit, a third by

the sprightly jest, a fourth by wealth. Every man has

his weak side. It is easy before the wedding to conceal

from each other all such defects; but after it, outcrop all

the inconveniences of the process: but then there is no

remedy; they must dwell together through life, or by

living in a state of separation—not admitting a se

cond ‘marriage—both are flung back upon the miseries

of celibacy.”

“ It is just and natural that the wicked The 31mm‘,

should suffer; but are the just- and righteous rig @0118;

one whit better off? Here below is their pri- the" 1°“

son, not their home or their lot. Every thing in their

condition is contra.dictory—~the spirit and the flesh, the

devil and holiness, men and animals, the elements, the

state, and the multitude,~—all are against them : if there

be moments of pleasure and peace, they are but m0

ments; they are soon banished by a sense of spiritual

infirmity, or by temptations, by strifes and envyings,

from without: such moments of case only cause the

change to grief and vexation to be more keenly felt: and

death is always at hand to snatch away the good and

the bad together: ifa man expect to find rest in sleep,

he is terrified by dismal dreams—waking from the plea

sant visions of the night, he is mortified when they

vanish.”
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_ “ But suppose any one so fortunate as to be

Sig-£2111?” secure against personal suffering, where is the

bosom so callous as not to be wrung by the

sufferings of others? Where is the man who knows his

own position to be so safe that injustice done to a neigh

bour may not next visit him? If He who on earth was

the only pure and sinless being was not thereby exemp

ted from the bitterest agonies, what better lot hath sin

ful man to expect? Throughout every relation of life, in

every direction in which man lives and moves—in all his

cravings, appetites, errors, and vices—there is nothing

but misery, yea even unto death, and be Yond it, in pur

gatory and in hell, even unto the final ju gment."

Morals“... This being the physical condition and out

°“h° ‘""ld- ward posture of all men that come into the

world, cardinal Lothario finds his normal moral con

dition to correspond accurately with his outward defi

ciencies and frailties. “ Are not,” he asks, “ all men

_ ruled by the three master vices of avarice, am

y’ bition, and lust? Nothing nowadays satisfies

the jaded appetite but the most exquisite preparations of

the art of cookery—hence indigestion, disease,

and premature death: drunkenness fills up the

measure of men’s iniquities; for thence come broils, im

purities, lusts, and disorders of the worst kind: with

these vices all classes are alike infected : the whole world

is one vast Sodom or Gomorrah, and doomed

to the like destruction: hypocrisy, dissimula

mud“ tion, false promise, insidious language, crooked

ways, come all alike to the ambitious man: envy of all

above, insolence to all below; love of luxurious

dress and personal finery; of fine houses, fine

apartments, delicate and sumptuous furniture, all unne

cessary to a healthy state of mind or body,—all these

things are symptoms of rebellion against that Providence

which hath richly provided all things really necessary to

our condition here below: the life ofman is, in short, but

a cluster of deadly sins-a heap of combustibles for the

fire which is never quenched.”h

Glutton

drunkenness ;

lust;

luxury.

'' Inn. III. “ De Miseria Humanae Conditionis ;” ap. Migne, tom. iv.
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The hopeless state ofman ‘both in his physi- The dialogue

cal and moral capaclty, thus p1tluly summed up, between God

is further illustrated in the “ Dialogue between and Esme"

God and a Sinner,” in which, but for the aid of the Church,

his religious condition is described as equally hopeless.

This work is replete with every peculiarity both of stgle

and method of exposition apparent in the works of -

nocent III.i The divine interlocutor begins by aflirming

that “ all flesh lives in habitual disregard of His laws. ’

The sinner cries for mercy.j The Almighty returns the

stern answer: “ Thou must needs call me Lord, Hopeless

for thou canst not help thyself; but I am not case ofthe

thy Lord, because thou dost not fear me as the smner'

servant fears his master: thou art more afraid of man’s

censure than my displeasure: thou thinkest, all the while,

that man sees what thou doest, and that I do not; thus

thou dishonourest me, and hast therefore no right to call

for mercy.” The prayer of the publican will not—He

continues—avail him, if he worships any terrestrial ob

ject more than God: God must dwell in him before he

can pray with effect—a man may knock at the door for

ever in vain, if there be nobody within to open to him:

God will not dwell in the house that is unclean; for the

sinner hath driven Him out by his uncleanness. “ But,”

guoth the hapless sinner, “ there nmst be some remedy

or this terrible incapacity.” “Yes,” the Al- The remedy;

mighty replies; “ be careful to go frequently to confession

confession—reveal all your transgressions to and Penance‘

your priest in a true penitential spirit.” “But”—asks

the sinner_“ how am I to obtain this spirit? I have

it not in me, and am sure I cannot acquire it by my

own strength; Why, then, dost thou demand what thou

knowest I cannot do ofmyself‘F’ The reply is, that God

requires an earnest will, a sincere desire for His grace;

but in the sinner’s case, it is clear that such desire is

wanting because he is unwilling to go to confession : to

blush and be ashamed in secret is only an aggravation

of his sin; if he confesses before men, it is a token of peni

‘ Op. Inn. III., ap. Migne, tom. iv. 1 “Miserere mei Domine, et exaudi

p. 691. orationem meam.”

VOL. V. A A
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tence: the sinner should repeat to himself, “ I will con

fess unto man in this present life that which, if I confess

it not here below, I know must be produced against me

at the Day of Judgment.” “ But’ -rejoins the sinner

—-“ my sins are so numerous and so heinous that the

Ipenance must be intolerably severe.” “ Silly sinner !

now that God does not demand from thee more than,

with my aid, thou art able to bear; and if any such in

tolerable penance be laid upon thee, I have set my vicar

The Pope the Popein my place on earth to be thy judge,

the universal and he will mitigate the penance according to

9mm“ the nature of the transgression, and the ability

of the patient to endure it: for he hath received from me

the power to bind and to loose—as my minister, not of

his own authorityk—and he will, by that ministry, mode

rate the penalty; so that, if perchance he discover in thee

abundant sorrow, bitterness of spirit, and true compunc

tion, he may remit the greater part, if not the whole of

the penance enjoined.” “ But”——says the sinner—“ how

if the confessor should impose a enalty absorbing- all his

time and all his thoughts, tot e destruction of all his

earthly interest and duties?” “ Such an objection”—it

is replied— “ is no better than a temptation of Satan:

the sinner is commanded to call to mind that passage of

Scripture in which it is said, ‘Woe unto them that are

with child, and to them which give suck in those days.’ ”‘

Now those that are with child are those perverse souls

who are solely intent upon accumulatin the means of

earthly pleasures, and who, in the delig t they take in

Dan er of these things, put ofl' confession and penance to

postgoning the last: these are doomed souls: _they shall

333235331016 descend allve into the bottomless pit: for as

‘suredly no excuse shall stand in the Way of the

Eenances to be erformed, however severe they may be.
he last plea ofpthe convicted culprit is, that he has so

often confessed and received absolution, yet always re

lapsed into the same sins, that he is tempted to think there

can be little use in confession: but this imagination is

treated as a proof of his want of faith; for, however fre

1‘ “Ministerio, non auctoritate." ' Matt. xxiv, 19.
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quent his backslidings, the sinner is never to permit him

self to doubt the power of the Church to forgive his sin.

With these opinions Lothario di Segni entered upon

the presumptive office of supreme judge of

man’s destiny in time and in eternity. We 'ffig‘i‘gfi'ofifi

sum them up shortly :—the elements of man’s of Foreigne

natural existence are all evil—from his birth cent '

to his death he is exposed to every kind of moral and

physical peril— the passions and propensities with which

e comes into the world are his bane—he brings with

him his own death-warrant from his mother’s womb—he

is, so to speak, labelled for Satan and his angels before,

at, and after his birth—he is born, and propagates his

race in sin—he is born in sin, he lives and dies in sin:

from this state ofanticipated condemnation there remains

indeed a dormant capacity for escape; but that capacity

can only be called into action by the Church through con

fession and penance,m however inconsistent the process

with his worldly interests and duties—hut the Pope can

pardon all sin, and remit all penances ; consequently the

sinner has nothing to fear, if he applies to his priest, and

in the last resort to the pontiff, for the remission of the

sentence of eternal death passed upon him at his entrance

into the world.

Reflecting upon these opinions, it strikes us that they

were not merely subsidiary, but essential to Character

the establishment of the doctrine ofthe supreme and scope

power of the Church on earth and in heaven.

t was requisite that every act, every thought

of man’s heart should fall under the direct cognisance of

the Church and her ministers ; for it was to be made clear

to all men that it was solely by and through her minis

trations that he could be purged from those damning im

purities with which he was polluted from his birth. At

a single stage of the process of purification the power of

divine grace is supposed to operate. The disposition to

confess, and the strength to overcome all obstacles to the

fullest disclosure of sin to the priest, are allowed to be an

"I It is a doubtful uestion whether ofl'ers any equivalent for the New-Tes

the word “ prenitentia ’ in this treatise tament term Feral/M.
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operation of prevenient grace ; but the completion of the

good work is taken into the hands of the priest—faith

Substitution in the operative powers of the Church is sub

°mfle “lurch stituted for faith in the Saviour and for every

or e s 0 -

Saviour; other religious motlve.n The helpless and hope

"hy ? less state of man in this life, the physical evils

by which he is incessantly beset, are treated as evidence

by analogy of the fate which awaits him in the world to

come. very circumstance of his life which might lead

to a doubt whether—but for the Church and the Pope—

he was not born to be damned, is carefully excluded from

the estimate: his condition in this world is anticipatory

of his fate in the next; and both are demonstrative of

the necessity of the aid of the Church to enable him to

esca e his appointed doom.

t should, however, be remembered that the opinions

Ex lanatioushere unfolded were perhaps rather technical

an qualify- and professional than absolute 111 the mind of

eil‘igifggs the writer. Exaggeration and symbolism are

' perha s the most effectual mode of operating

directly upon t e vulgar mind; zealous men too often

yield to the temptation to overstatement and mysticism.

lVhatever may have been the disposition of Innocent to

place the outer world upon the lowest stage of moral and

religious decrepitude, enough of evil, whichever way he

looked, remained to suggest a doubt whether any kind of‘

virtue was to be found beyond the limits of the ecclesias

tical pale. It was indeed candidly admitted thateven

that association swarmed with impurities ; but the sanctity

of the institution was its defence; the nakedness of the

pastors was not to be uncovered by the flock ; and the ne

cessity of order and government must be allowed to cover,

in most cases, the sins of the governors; the value of the

material, though not worth much in itself, is always

enhanced by the skill of the workman. The Church ex

" We remark that throughout the merits being at the disposal of the

“Dialogue,” &c., there is hardly an Church, the penitent was onl entitled

allusion to the atonement of Christ. to such a participation as she might

In this apparently undesigned omis- think fit to accord. That share was in

sion we may perhaps trace the dawn fact measured by the duration of the

of the later dogma of the Roman purgatorial pains awarded.

church, that the whole fund of Christ's
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hibited a standing rebuke to the chaos of political in

stitutions, and in her own bosom afforded a refuge from

many ofthe ‘miseries’ so eloquently deplored by Innocent

III. It may not, therefore, be a~ subject of won- Pm mien
der that the moral and religious minority should of thpinking

see no alternative but to take refuge in the mi‘l‘lfr’zhthe

Church from the intolerable evils of the times, '

and to regard her as the appointed instrument for the

removal of this deplorable state of things in the outer

world. There is no doubt that this was the impression

upon the minds of all who were sincerely bent upon the

permanent improvement of society, and the introduction

of more beneficent principles of government. Innocent

III. had adopted this opinion at the earliest stage of his .

religious and political life; and, as a matter of course,

be regarded the established maxims ofsacerdotal govern

ment as the means specially pointed out by Providence for

the accomplishment of the eat work. He had made up

his mind to leave the wor (1 under no mistake as to the

nature and compass of those maxims, or about the use he

intended to make of them. But the circumstances attend

ing his installation will afford the proper opportunity of

laying them before the reader in his own words, and in

the form in which he desired them to be received by the

Christian world.
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DECLARATION OF PREROGATIVE—AFFAIRS OF SICILY.

State of the papacy at the death of Coalestine Ill—Project of the curia—Death

of Henry VI.; its consequences—Public opinion of Cardinal Lothario—his

election as Pope Innocent IIL—Preliminaries of the new pontificate—Inno

cent III. on the pontifical oflEice—Pontifical declaration of right—Further

illustrations—Intent ofthe declaration of right—Preliminary reforms—Conse

cration sermon of Innocent III—The Pope the steward of Christ—The steward

must be foundfaithful, wise—— Types of the faithful steward—Personal appli

cation-—The Pope 9reater than man, less than God—Nature and quality of the

food to be administered—The installation of Innocent IIL—The ceremonial of

installation—The Te Deum—The “ sedes stercoraria”—The rods and the keys

—the belt, the purse, and the jewels—the largess—Principles of pontifical

government—The Pope assumes the absolute sovereignty of Rome, 8:0.—

State of the imperial acquisitions in central Italy—Sicily; papal demands

against the Empress Constantia—Submission of Constantia—The Pope and

the Tuscan cities—their submission—Innocent III. obtains possession of the

March of Ancona—aud of the duchy of Spoleto—Dit'ficulties and precautions

of the Pope—his acquisitions, how secured—Right and title of the Holy See

to these acquisitions—Extension of the scheme of acquisition to all churches

—Pope Innocent assumes the government of Sicily, 8zc.—Marcnald’s expedi

tion into Apulia; its results—Deceit of Marcuald—The Pope republishes the

excommunication against duke Marcuald—The duke returns to Sicily—Count

Walter de Brennes—Defeat of Marcuald in Sicily—Opposition of the chan

cellor Walter—Marcuald master of Sicily—Walter of Troja. and duke Diep

hold—Defeat of Diephold and the ex-chancellor—Death of Marcuald—The

ex-chancellor and Capperone in Sicily—Insurrection in Apulia—Death of

the Count de Brennes—Pacification—State of Sicily—The ministers and the

king—King Frederic of Sicily—his character—his marriage.

A SHORT time before his death, Coelestine III. had re

commended his nephew John, cardinal of St. Paul, as

his successor. The curia, however, declined to take any

State ofthe step that might interfere with the freedom of

papacy at the election. The Pope died on the 8th of Janu

dliz’glngflgm' ary 1198,‘ and the sacred college proceeded

at once to the choice of a successor. At that

moment there were not more than twenty-three cardinals

present at Rome; five of the most influential members

being absent on foreign missions, or engaged in the holy

‘ According to the old style, A.D. 1197, that year ending in March.
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war in Palestine. The political position of the papacy

was critical; and it must be supposed that the curia was

fully alive to the necessity of filling the vacant throne

with all convenient speed, as well as of electing a person

capable of retrieving the errors of the five pontificates

subsequent to that of Alexander III. There seems no

doubt that it was the general wish to depart from the

vicious habit of choosing none but old men, with the cor

rupt view to a quick succession. At the same time the

dangers which just now surrounded the papacy required

a more youthful and a more "igorous hand than those

of the aged successors of Alexander. The death of the

emperor Henry VI., if properly improved, had opened a

prospect of escape from the dangers which, up to that

time, had brought the papacy to the verge of ruin. If

the power of the empire should be perpetuated in the

hands of the succeeding emperor, the prospects of Rome

must still wear a gloomy aspect. In the hands of the

successors of Alexander III., the treaties of A nani and

Venice had become a dead letter.” The dominion of the

house of Hohenstautfen still embraced the whole of cen

tral Italy, enclosing the Patrimony of the Church in its

folds.to within a few miles of the gates of Projectofthe

Rome. It was therefore of importance to cum"

interrupt, if possible, the continuance of the crowns of

Italy and Germany in the reigning family; to fan the

flame which had already burst forth in the latter country

between the Swabian and Saxon candidates; and, above

all, to prevent the union of the Sicilian and imperial dia

dems in the same hands, though it were even those of

the feeble infant Frederic. Upon the success of this

policy depended the reestablishment of the papal sover

eignty over Southern Italy and Sicily; the reawakening

the declining s irit of the crusade, and keeping the Euro

pean powers tributary to Rome for the perpetuation of the

consuming warfare in the East, from which she had hither

to reaped so large an accession of power and influence.

The Roman world had been struck by the contrast

between the reign of Alexander III. and that of his

‘’ Conf. Book xii. c. 6, p. 174.
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Death 0mm inert successors. The great Hohenstaufi'en, of

ryVL; its all the contemporary princes of Christendom,

“mquences' had alone opposed the papac on principle.

But the disaster of 1168, and the acci ental defeat at

Legnano, had given a decisive victory to the Pope. At

his death a vast prospect of advantage had been 0 ened

to the papac ; but the emperor Henry’s hard hea and

heart of stee had bafiled every attempt of his successors

to improve the advantage gained; and the Patrimony ~

of St. Peter had shrunk back into its original limits,

with a long list of empty claims appended, which three

months before the elevation of Innocent III., there was

no pros ect of ever substantiating. The unexpected

death 0 Henry VI. changed the scene; and now the

right man was sought for, to take advantage of the turn

0 the wheel, and convert a title in nubibus into a solid

territorial possession.

Public opinion had for some time past pointed to the

Public opi_ cardinal Lothario as the man fitted for the

men of cardi- occasion. His re utation for determination

“1 Imbam' and sagacity was a ready established; his dili

gent study and intimate knowledge of canon law had

won the admiration of the men of the Church ;° he was

believed to possess great discernment and a tenacious

memory; to be deeply versed in all divine and human

learning; to be perfect master of the vernacular as well

as of the literary languages ; and to be perfectly trained

in music and psalmody. To all these accomplishments

he added a graceful person, agreeable manners, and a

commanding presence."l In private life he had hitherto

observed the mean between prodigality and parsimony;

but in almsgiving and charity, he had always been gene

rous and open-handed; yet, except when the occasion

called for an extraordinary outlay, he was strictly econo

mical. “ He was,” says his biographer, “ severe towards

the disobedient and contumacious, but benign to the hum

ble and the devout: he was courageous, magnanimous,

'-‘ He was known as the diligent stu- III., l, 2, p. 1, ap. Baluz. tom. i.

dent “sermonum, epistolarum, regis- . l.

trorum, et decretalium.” Gest. Innoc. '‘ Rayn. an. 1198, § 2, P- 2
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expert; a stanch defender of the faith, the scourge of

heresy and heretics,- a stern minister of justice, yet, in

mercies, mild; humble in prosperity, and patient in ad

versity; and, although naturally of an irascible temper,

he was always ready to pardon.”

Cardinal Lothario had been deputed by his colleagues

to sug‘erintend the obsequies of the deceased E1 t_ f

ponti . At the close of the ceremony he 'oined 1,0335; 3,

the electoral college at the convent of epta- Poretllnllio

Solis, a 5 0t remote from the great thorough- can '

fares of t e city, and chosen with a view as much to

the safety as the privacy of the electors.e In the first

instance, three of the older cardinals were put in nomina

tion ; the claims of Lothario, when advanced by his

friends, were met by an objection to his youth and junior

standing in the sacred college: he was then barely thirty

seven years of age, and no precedent could be found within

living memory of so young a candidate having been

elected o e. Ten votes were then given for the cardinal

John of) galerno; but that number falling short of the

majority required, the name of the senior member of the

curia, the cardinal Octavian was proposed; but that prelate

declined the scrutin , and, setting aside all objections, de

clared for cardinal othario. His opinion was at length

adopted, and Lothario was unanimously elected, and en

throned under the pontifical name of Innocent III.f It

is possible that this resolution of the sacred college was

a surprise upon Innocent : he himself declared his belief

that “ it was the Lord’s doing, for He had often preferred

the young before the old, the weak before the strong, to

do His will?“ It is moreover reported that a great mar

vel attended his election: three white doves had hovered

over the consistory during the discussion, and when the

votes fell upon Lothario, one of the birds alighted upon

his right shoulder, in token of the Divine approbation.h

° Epp. Inn. III., ep. i. p. l. Conf. man soldiery, who roved over the coun

Hurter, vol. i. p. 84, note 455. The try to the very tes of Rome.

writer supposes the convent to have ' Gesta Inn. II.,§ 5, pp. 1, 2: conf.

been situated somewhere between the Hurter, i. p. 85. I Ep. i. ubi sup.

Colisaeum and the Stadium, and to have ' ‘ '1 Gesta Inn. III., ubi sup. 6, p. 2.

been chosen for safetyagainst the Ger- Other portents are said to ave at
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Innocent III. was elected on the 8th of January

1198. He was then, however, only in deacon’s

Edging? orders; and he deferred his entry into the

smegma riesthood to the 21st, and his consecration as

ishop to Sunday, the 22d of the following

month.i Durin the interval of forty-five days he was

busily engaged 1n the preliminary duties of a new reign.

He announced his accession in modest terms to all the

courts, the great prelates, and monasteries of the Latin

World.k The first great religious grievance which caught

his eye was the divorce and re-marriage of king Philip

Augustus of France. So great a scandal admitted of no

dilatory proceeding for its correction. The new Pope

did not wait for his inauguration to administer the re

medy.1 He ordered the archbishop of Paris to admonish

the kin to “ put away his concubine, and to take back

his legitimate wife.” He pronounced the ordinance ofma

trimony to be a sacramental engagement, which, though

contracted by man, derives its obligations from the

Church alone. It is a union in Christ; a profound mys

tery; a sacrament holy unto the Lord and His Church.

“ If, therefore, the king repent not, and still retaineth

his dissolute companion, then verily his children by her

shall be bastards, and the kingdom shall depart from his

house. Yea, was he not already suffering the punish

ment of his crime? Was not a famine even at that

moment desolating his realm? For that, owing to the

inclemency of the season, the crops had not ri ened in

his fields; the vintages had failed; hailstones t e size of

eggs had stripped the trees and the vines of leaves and

fruit: his terrified subjects, believing that verily Anti

christ was born in Babylon, and that the end of the world

was at hand: then again, had not the king failed in all

his wars? had he not lately suffered ignominious defeat

in the field,m and narrowly escaped with his life? And

tended the election—the usual expres- 1‘ Epp. Inn. 111., epp. 1, 2, 3, pp. 1,

sion of popular favour in those days. 2.

i The 2241 Februar was the second ' Conf. Book xii. c. 8, p. 319; and

Sunda in Lent, the dhy on which the Book xiii. c. I, pp. 335, 336 of this

festiva of the “Cathedral. Petri” was work.

celebrated. "I By Richard Caaur-de-Lion.
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were not all these things plainly a judgment upon him

for this his great sin ?”“

Coelestine III. had hung back in the performance of

the great duty of moral censure. Innocent de

termined that no such stigma should attach to Innffent If?

his administration of the pontifical powers. His olflicaleolffigei

duty was to make a full disclosure of the whole

counsel of the Holy See to the world; to permit no

doubt to rest upon the plenitude of its authority —any

misconception to prevail as to its origin and jurisdiction.

He was therefore bent u on placing the prerogative of

his church before the wor d in the overwhelming majesty

with which it was clothed in his own mind from the

moment he entered into its service; and thus, before he

had robed himself in all its glories, he spoke out:

“ In like manner as God, the Creator of all things,

hath set in the firmament of the heavens two Pontifical

great lights, the greater to rule the day, the declaration

lesser to rule the night, so also hath He set up °f night‘

in the firmament of His Church, which is named with

the name of heaven, two great powers; the greater to

rule the day, that is, the souls—the lesser to rule the night,

that is, the bodies of men. These powers are the ponti

fical and the royal: but the moon, as being the lesser

body, borroweth all her light from the sun; she is infe

rior to the sun both in the quantity and quality of the

light she sends forth, as also in her position and functions

in the heavens. In like manner the royal power borrows

all its dignity and splendour from the pontifical, so that

the nearer it approaches to the greater light, the more

are its rays absorbed, and its borrowed glories eclipsed.

It was moreover ordained that both these glories should

have their fixed and final abode in this our land of Italy

——a region which, by the divine decree, hath the princi

pality over all others as its provinces: our jurisdiction,

it is true, extends equally over all those outer provinces;

yet it concerneth us to provide with special solicitude for

taly, inasmuch as in that land dwelleth, by and through

pp.Inn. III. lib.i. e p, 2 3 p. 2. Paris ed. Watts pp. 162 163.

See also ep. 176, 98. Cent.’ Mania. , ’ ,
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the combined of the empire and the priesthood,

the entire oundation and structure of the Christianfaith,

and with it a predominant principality over both.”‘’

Further Again—said the pontiff-elect in anticipation

illystw- of the assumption of the full powers ofhis oflice

mm‘ ——“ the Lord hath fashioned His Church after the

model of the human body; placing the Roman church at

the head, thereby subjecting, in obedience to Himself and

to her, all other churches as members of the one body: not

that they should have any self-action, nor any action at all

but as limbs ofthe combined body; so that, in fulfilment of

the law of Christ, each limb should support its own share

of the burden of the body; but always in subjection to the

head, in which the plenitude of the percipientfaculties is

centred ; no one of them presumptuously pretending to the

authority therein solely subsisting. As in the world the

sun is the day, the moon the night, so in the Church it

is the ‘head’ in which all the senses are lodged, the brain

and the intellect—all, in short, that imparts life and mo

tion to the subject members: until enlightened by the

Church, man walketh in darkness or in doubtful and fal

lacious twilight. But the Church without the Pope were

a body without a head, a shadow without a substance:

self-action in any part or portion of that body were a

contradiction in terms: all its action signifieth nothing

but the thought, the will, the action of the head.”p

Immoflhe Thou h clothed in the language of meta

decleration phor, we have no difiiculty in extracting a very

of "gm precise meaning from this declaration of ponti

fical right. It imports an unequivocal pretension to uni

versal empire—a dominion of the same kind as that which

the head, as the residence of the directing owers of the

human body, exercises over all its acts an movements.

It embraces the universe of this world and inures unto

eternit . All earthly dominion is simply derivative :

its lig t—or, in the sense of the author, its right and

power to act—is in strict subordination to the great lu

minary by which such right and power is imparted: the

° Gesta Inn. 11].. § 11, pp. 3, 4. P Epp. Inn. III.,lib. i. ep. 117, p. 66;

ep. 335, p. 191.
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kings and princes of the world are the proper subjects

and servants of him from whom their vicarious faculties

proceed, and for the use of which they must render an

account to him as stewards to their principal; and take

his directions as servants from their lord.

The principal reform he took in hand be- Prenmimry

fore his consecration was that of the civil and "firms

ecclesiastical courts ofjustice. Among the many abuses

which had crept into the practice of these courts, none

had been so prolific of hardship to the suitors, and illicit

gain to judges and practitioners, as the custom of refer

ring all suits in the first instance to some member of the

curia for his report. The final decision appears hitherto

to have been grounded on this report without further in

quiry; affording ample opportunity for bribery and extor

tion, without the means of detection or redress. The new

Pope not only prohibited any unusual or extraordinary

gratuities and honoraria to his judges, but instead of

delegating the decision of causes to cardinals or commis

sioners, himself held consistories three days in the week,

and personally examined all reports, heard appeals, and

gave judgment in all cases of greater importance—Where

the temptations to give and receive bribes ran highest—

leaving the minor and less lucrative suits to be decided

by his delegates. The learning and impartiality of his

decisions inspired general confidence in the intelligence

and integrity of the judge.q He insisted strictly upon the

like incorruptibility from those to whom be delegated his

authority; be exercised over the episcopal courts the

same vigilant superintendence, and exhibited the like

anxiety to eradicate the same malpractices of ecclesias

tical judges as those which had hitherto polluted the

sources of justice at home.Ir With a view to the uni

formity of proceeding, as well as to the practical instruc

'4 Gesta Inn. III., § 41, p. 17. cularly the forgery ofpapal bulls),com

' Tlius, he censured the prelates of mon in their church. pp. Inn. III.,

Lombardy for extorting from the suit- lib. i. ep. 349, p. 201 : and conf. ibid.

ors in their courts more than one-tenth ep. 235, p. 125. He was specially in~

of the value of the matter in dispute. dignant at the practice of usury among

-Rayn. an. 1198, § 26, p. 11. He re- the clergy. See his letter to the arch

buked the clergy of Milan for the ex- bishops and bishops of France. Ibid.

tortions, frauds, and forgeries (parti- lib. i. ep. 399, p.234.
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tion of foreign bishops, he insisted that all strangers of a

certain rank in the Church who might at any time, or

for any cause, he residing in Rome, should attend his

judicial sessions ; that they might take instruction at the

fountain-head in the forms and principles upon which all

causes, whether among one another, or the litigants in

their courts, ought to be decided.‘

As before observed, Innocent was consecrated priest

and bishop on the 22d of February 1198. The cere

Consemfionmon was performed in the church of St. Peter

sermon of by t e oflicial consecrator, the cardinal-bishop

I'mm‘“ m‘ of Ostia, in the presence of four archbishops,

twenty-eight bishops, nine cardinal-deacons, and ten ab

bots.t As soon as the rite of consecration was over, he

Text. ascended the pulpit and delivered a solemn“ Con

cio ad clerum” from the words of Christ-J‘ Who then is

that faithful and wise steward whom the Lord shall make

ruler over His household, to give them their portion of

meat in due season.”“ “ Who is that steward? It is he

to whom the Lord omni otent said, ‘Thou art Peter,

and u on this rock I will uild my church, and the gates

of he shall not prevail against it I’ This foundation can

not be shaken—no tempest shall overwhelm the shi of

Peter; for Christ Himself is on board; and there s all

be a perfect calm; and men shall wonder and say, ‘ Who

is he whom the winds and the waves obe ?’ . . . Christ

is the Rock upon which the Holy See 1s founded, and

upon that Rock she stands in perfect trust that, accord

ing to His promise, ‘ He will be with her even unto the

end of the world.’ Now inasmuch as this chair is not

established by man, but by God alone, therefore doth the

heretic and the schismatic busy himself in vain; . . . in

vain the treacherous wolf striveth to ravage his fold—to

split the rock-to overthrow the candlestick—to extin

guish the light. . . . Therefore I fear not; for Iam that

steward whom the Lord hath placed over His household

to give them their meat in due season.

' See his letter to the bishops of l Gesta Inn. 111., § 7, p. 2.

Tours andDol. Epp. lib. i. ep. 168,p. 89. '1 Luke xii. 42.
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“ But I am but a steward—the ‘ servant of The Po 9

servants’—-not the lord of the household. I the stewgrd

am he of whom the Lord saith, ‘The kings of °f Chm"

the Gentiles exercise lordshi over them, and they that

exercise authority are called, benefactors; but ye shall

not be so; but he that is the greatest among on let

him be as the younger, and he that is chief as e that

doth serve.’ Therefore my desire is to serve, not to rule :

and herein I follow the example of my great predecessor

Peter, who desired not to rule over his clergy, but to be

an example to the flock of Christ.‘7 . . . Great is the ho

nour~I am set over the household but greater is the

burden! I am the servant of servants, the debtor to

the wise and the unwise: hardly do I dare to contem

plate the charge that is laid upon me, lest I lose the

courage to bear it; but my trust is in Him who upheld

Peter that he should not sink in the waves of the sea.

“ Now have you heard who and what the steward is

that is found faithful. Hear now what his The steward

duties are. As the Lord’s steward, he must mus“); found

possess three gifts, viz. faith in the heart, wis- f‘“ M‘

dom in action, and food to put into the mouth of the house

hold: I mast be established in the faith, that I may esta

blish others: I must be as Peter, for whom the Lord prayed

that his faith might not fail; and of a truth this prayer

was ranted, therefore thefaith ofthe apostolic chair can

not alter orfail: above all things, I must have this faith,

because in all but that I am subject only to thejudgment

seat of God; but in errors of faith I may be judged by

the Church.w Undoubtedly I have that faith, because it

is the apostolic faith.’r But faith without works is dead.

My works, therefore, must be wise as well as Wise.

faithful: as it is written, ‘Be ye Wise as serpents :’ this

 

I must be that I may distinguish the good from the‘

evil—that I may not sentence souls to death, or in this

' 1 Peter v. 3. * He probably alludes to the Enno

" An odd confession; after putting dian doctrine of papal impeccability.

himself in Peter’s place, whose faith He has this faith er qflieio. Conf. Book

could not fail, what kind of responsibi- iii. c. 2, p. 76 of this work.

lity to the Church could by possibility

be contracted ?
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life unwisely determine who shall live, and who shall die:

for this cause I must learn how to know light from dark

ness—how to distinguish the sound from the unsound,

so ‘that I call not ‘evil good, and good evil.’ As the

high-priest of the Old Testament was the type and pat

tern of the Pope, so also is the four-cornered breastplate

which adorned his robe the type of the four cardinal dis

tinctions; those, namely, of the true from the false, and

the good from the evil. The Pope must distinguish the

true from the false, that he may not himself err from the

truth.y He must distinguish the good from the evil, that

he may be enabled to discern the true character of men’s

Types ofthe works: the breastplate is, moreover, four-cor

faithful nered, to denote the fourfold meaning which

‘steward’ he must observe in Holy Scri ture; namely,

the historical, the allegorical, the tropical? and the ana

logical(?): the breastplate is likewise double, figuring

thereby the old and the new covenants, upon which point

the Pope must labour under no mistake; for it is ‘ the

letter that killeth, but the spirit that maketh alive.’ Again,

the sacred breastplate is four-cornered, to signify the

New Testament, which is contained in the four Gospels ;

and it is double, to ty ify the Old Testament, which was

written upon two tab es of stone. How great ought to

he the wisdom of him who bath to make answer to the

wisdom of all—to solve all enigmas—to dissipate all secret

doubts—to manage the affairs of all—to revise all judg

ments—to ex lain all Scriptures—to preach to the people

——~to punish t e disturbers of the peace of the Church——

to strengthen the weak and wavering—to confound here

tics—to cover the whole Catholic body with the shield

of his protection! Where is the man competent to such

a task? How highly must we prize and laud him!

Therefore saith the Lord emphatically, ‘ Where is that

{laifilligul servant, that I may place him over my house
0 7

“ But I am he whom the‘ Lord hath placed over

His household: yet who am I that I should sit on high

1 Of which ex hypothesi he is in no fail him as successor to Peter.

danger, If he has the faith which cannot
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above kings, and fill the seat of honour above Persona“?

all princes? For of me it is written in the plication

prophets, ‘ I have set thee over the nations and over the

kingdoms, to root out and to pull down and to destroy

and to throw down, and to build and to plant.’2 Unto me

it is said through the apostle Peter, ‘I give thee the keys

of the kingdom of heaven; that which thou shalt bind on

earth shall be bound in heaven.’ The same, indeed, was

said to all the apostles; but it was to Peter singly and

solely that this was said ; therefore Peter received power

to bind all the other apostles (1), yet cannot he himself

bound by any of them. Again, ‘Thou shalt be called

Cephas,’ which means ‘ the head." Now as the head is

the seat of all the senses, and as every other member hath

its part and portion in the same, so all the members are

bound to bear their part of the burden of the whole

body, as well as of the cares of the head; but Peter alone

is raised to thefulness of dominion over the whole.

“ I have now shown you who and where that steward

is whom the Lord hath set over his house- The P0 8

hold: and what then is he? What but the vice- greater 2 an

ray of God, the successor of Peter; he that fl'l'fnméfg

standeth in the midst between God and man '

———somewhat lower than God, but above man; LESS THAN

G01), BUT GREATER THAN MAN.” He is the judge of all,

but is judged of no one: yet, high as he stands above

all, he is but the servant of all, and humbleth himself

below all: for from him ‘ to whom much is given, much

is required.’ Now his household is the whole Church ,'

and this household is one, though it consists of many

servants. It is the ‘one dove,’ .the ‘one flock under the

one shepherd ;’ the one ark under the one pilot; out of

which, if any one remain, he and all shall surely perish

in theflood.”‘

The concluding portion of the pontifical address

‘ Jerem. i. 10. minem: minor Deo, sed major homini .

' A very catholic blunder: Kiwis is qui de omnibus judicat, et a nemine

a Syro-Chaldaic word signifying ‘ stone’ judicatur.”

or ‘rock.’ Vid. Schleusner ad voc. ° After this, who shall object to an

'‘ “ Inter Deum et hominem medius Inquisition of the faith!

constitutus; citra Deum, sed ultra ho—

VOL. V. B B
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Nature and touches upon the nature and quality of the

uality of the food to be administered by the faithful and

dfinti‘gtgje‘ad' wise steward. The ofiice of distributing this

' food is exclusively delegated to Peter.d It is

to consist of the nurture of exam le in life and conversa

tion, of reaching, and the administration of the sacra

ments. his last subject of his discourse he illustrates by

many quotations from Scripture, expounded in a vein of

prophetic inspiration better adapted to make an impres

sion upon his hearers than upon the modern reader of the

address. He concludes with a devout exhortation to the

brethren to pray for him incessantly, that grace may be

given him worthily to fulfil the great ofiice of apostolical

servant of the universal Church.

It could not be expected that the commonalty of

Theinsmnw Rome should enter minutely, or even intelli

tion of Inno- gently, into the esoteric meaning of the series

mum‘ of types and symbols in which it pleased the

new Pope to envelop the theory of the Cathedra Petri.

The medium of ocular and visible representation was re

quired to instil into the lay population any adequate sense

of the transcendental character of the vicar of Christ on

earth. This kind of representative display was suited as

much to the peculiar turn of mind of Innocent III. as

to the general system of opular instruction established

in the Latin Church. He had preached to the ears of the

clergy; he now preached to the eyes of the people. The

ceremony of inauguration had been much improved by

the preceding pontiffs, particularly by Coelestine III.

It appears that within the six weeks of his novitiate the

new Pope had digested and arranged the ceremonial, so

as to impart to it a degree of splendour and significance

most acceptable to a populace so fond of pageantry as his

4 We add, in a note, another among

the many curious specimens of figura

tive exposition abounding in the works

of Innocent III. “ Our Lord,” says

the Pope in this inaugural sermon, “es

tablished the primacy of Peter before,

during, and after his passion: before

his assion, when he said to him, ‘ Thou
art IPeter,’ &c.; during his passion,when

he said, ‘ Simon, Satan hath desired

to have thee, &c., but I have prayed

for thee, &c.;’ after his passion he said

to him thrice, ‘Feed my sheep :’ in the

first of which addresses he signified the

sublimity of the dignit to which he

had raised him; by t e second, the

firmness of his faith; by the third he

conferred upon him the otfice of shep

herd,” &c.
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Roman subjects. A general conception, obtained by

means of an easy and agreeable exercise of the senses,

was all that was-necessary to send them away with minds

filled with such vague, yet brilliant pictures, as should

rivet their attention upon the person and office of the

hero of the day, and fix in their memories the impressions

thus roduced.

hile the ceremony of the consecration was proceed

ing, the populace of Rome thronged the gates The ceremm

of the great Basilica. The doors were thenniai of_instal

thrown open, and the name of him who had Mm"

been chosen to preside over the Catholic Church was

solemnly proclaimed amidst the loud hallelujahs of the

'oyful throng. ~The crowd accompanied him from St.

eter’s to the palace of the Lateran, and thence to the

great patriarchal church of the Lateran, where he was

to be installed.e Supported between two cardinals, the

new Pope was conducted to the high altar, attended by

the cardinal clergy and dignified ecclesiastics of the city

in procession; all present joining in a solemn

Te Deum, after which he was seated on the

pontifical throne; the princes and prelates of the Church

then prostrated themselves at his feet in adoration, and

received from him the kiss of peace. From the exalted

seat of honour he was led away to a stone settle, placed

outside the church, called the “sedes sterco- The “sedes

raria,” f that the word of the prophet might be stemmrim”

fulfilled—“ He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and

lifteth the needy out of the dunghill, that He may set him

with princes, even with the princes of the people.” g Three

handfuls ofsmall coin were then handed to him; these he

cast from him, repeating the words of Peter—“ Silver and

gold have I none; but such as I have give I unto thee.” ''

Gm. 111.] INSTALLATION OF INNOCENT III.

fQuasi “the dungheap.” Hurter

The Te Dem.

° We ofi'er no apology for borrowing

most of the particulars relating to the

installation of Innocent III. from his

learned and enthusiastic biographer,

Hurter; though in the perusal we have

not been able wholly to dismiss from

our minds a suspicion that some of the

ceremonies he so elaborately describes

belong to a later era. Gesch. Pabst

Innocent IH. vol. i. pp. 89, 90.

observes, that this seat or settle be

came afterwards notorious in connec

tion with the fable of Pope Joan.

Quoting Mabillon (Notae ad Ordin.

Rom), that author says, from personal

observation, “ neque enim pertusa erat,

uti oculis ipsi probavimus.”

I Ps. cxiii. 7, 8.

' *1 Acts iii. 6. .
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A cardinal and the prior of the church approached, and

raised him from the seat of humiliation, presenting him

again to the people from the steps of the porch, in the

words——“ The blessed Peter hath chosen Innocent to be

our lord.” The magistrates of the city then drew nigh,

and escorted him to the basilica of St. Sylvester.i In

front of the church there was a bench of porphyry, on

The rods and which the new Pope was seated, and there re

the keys- ceived from the hands of the prior of the church

two rods, emblems of the owers of direction and reproof;

afterwards the keys of t e church of the Lateran, the

church of all churches, and those of the pontifical palace,

were delivered to him, signifying that unto the blessed

Peter, and through him to his successor the Pope, _was

given all power to open and to close, to bind and to loose,

upon earth. .After a few other symbolical ceremonies, the

The belt’the prior of St. Sylvester girded him with a belt

purseand the of crimson silk, to which was appended a purse

Jewels‘ of the same colour, containing twelve jewels

of great value, and a piece of ambergris: the girdle to

remind him of the obligation of chastity; the purse to

signify the treasury of the Church for the maintenance

0 the poor of Christ, the widows, and the orphans; the

twelve jewels to typify the twelve apostles, whose powers

and virtues were centred in him ; and the piece of amber

gris, the sweet savour of the Word, as it is said, “\Ve

are to God as a sweet savour of Christ.”j The

oflicials were then admitted to kiss his feet; and

a second time a bag of small coin was presented to him,

out of which he took three handfuls and cast them among

the multitude, saying, “ He hath dispensed, he hath

given to the poor; his righteousness endureth for ever.” ‘‘

The Pope next went in procession to the church of St.

Lawrence, where he remained in prayer for a prescribed

time, before a temporary altar, and then retired to the

palace for the needful rest and refreshment.l

The largess.

i In front of the porch of this church Jew, shed drops of blood.

there stood two columns of porphyry, J 2 Cor. ii. 15.

supporting a platform above, on which '‘ Ps. cxii. 9.

stood an image of the Saviour, which, I This ceremonial is, for the most

when struck in the face by a fanatical part, extracted from the Ordo Roma—
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Considering together the preliminary declaration of

right, the sermon, and the ceremonial of instal- Principles of

lation, we perceive very clearly the scope and pontifical

intent of the scheme of the pa acy, as matured gmmmm'

in the mind of Innocent III. he etfulgent self-existence

of the sun, and the feeble borrowed li ht of the moon, fully

bring into contrast the essential differences between the

spiritual power and the powers of the world. The former

subsists for and by itself, as an immediate emanation from

the Godhead; the latter hath no light, no existence but

as an inert and useless material, except through the spirit

breathed into it by the Church. This pregnant simili

tude expresses in a material form the relation to be estab

lished between the Church and the State; the Church

subsisting in the Pope, as the members of the body subsist

in the head; the State subsisting in the Church as a deri

vative and sub'ect function. Both powers are therefore

coexistent in t e hands of the spiritual head : the pontiff

of Rome is in effect the li ht that lighteth every man that

cometh into the world. I-Iis dominion is irresponsible, un

controllable by human laws, unaffected by human opposi

tion. In his presence all minor powers grow pale, as the

light of the moon paleth in the presence of t e sun; he

dwells in the same unapproachable glory on earth in which

the divine Majesty dwells in heaven; he is less, indeed,

than God in the relation of the creature to the Creator,

but he is greater than man as a sharer in the divine at

tributes. His powers are immeasurable indeed; but his

duties are equally so; therefore he cannot perform them

except under a state of chronic inspiration, whereby he

becomes the immediate organ of Deity; and any denial

of his authority amounts to the crime of blasphemy, for

which no punishment can be too severe.

The principle that, humanly speaking, the Pope can

do no wrong, thus solemnly expressed and adopted by

pope Innocent III. at the outset of his career, leads to

a pregnant conjecture of how he was likely to encounter

nus, ap. Mabillon, and Cencio Came- whole of the detail may not have dated

rario. We have selected only the most from the days of Innocent III.

characteristic of the ceremonies. The
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the profane and practical opposition he was sure to meet

with in his dealings with an unenlightened world, more

especially as to what kind of treatment those who ven

tured to deny the great principle oftheocratic govern

ment, and to drag him before the tribunal of ublic opi

nion, would have to put up with at his hands. ft requires,

indeed, strong confidence in the integrity and sincerity

of the authors of the papal scheme to divest ourselves of

the suspicion that the enormous powers claimed under it

were not a mere mask to disguise the naked aspirations

of worldly ambition. But this very enormity was its

safeguard. The worldlings retreated before it, and con

tented themselves with that desultory resistance by which

they might, without the danger of direct collision, ex

ress their secret repugnance, or slip aside from a yoke

in direct contradiction to the principles towards which

European society has always gravitated.

The first care of the new Pope after his installa

The P0 8 as- tion was to efface the last vestiges of the im

s‘m‘les ‘ "b- perial supremacy in Rome, and in all parts of

so ute sove- . . . .

reignty of the Patrimony III which lllS commands were

R‘m‘e’ 8“- least likely to encounter active resistance from

the German occupants. The citizens, indeed, had in

sisted clamorously upon the usual donative at the com

mencement of every new reign; but though reluctantly

granted, every other obstacle appears to have vanished,

and the Pope was enabled quietly to displace all the

judges who had taken the customary oath to the Em

peror, and to replace them by persons nominated by,

and sworn to, himself. From the senator or representa

tive of the legislature, and the refect or chiefjusticiary

of the city, who had hitherto he (1 their commissions from

the Emperor as oflicers of the crown, he exacted an un

qualified oath to himself as sovereign. By this oath the

prefect enga ed to make diligent inquest as to all the ter

ritorial and seal rights of the Holy See; to collect and

account for its revenues, and faithfully to defend its cas

tles and forts committed to his charge for the sole use and

benefit of the Church 5 to admit no one within them with
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out the Pope’s license; to build no new ones; and to hold

himself prepared, at all times, to render a just and true

account of his administration, and without hesitation to

resign his office whenever he should be called upon so to

do.m All these oflicers, in token of undivided allegiance,

did liege homage to the Pope, and were invested with

their several oflices by forms indicative of the exclusive

sovereignty of the Holy See.“

These bold measures, which, but a short time before

would have been fraught with danger to the

Holy See, were, even now, adopted in the face 2::

of a military opposition which might draw after guisitions in

. . entral Italy.

1t serious consequences to the government of

the new pontiff. But pope Innocent knew the ground

upon which he stood. If we could implicitly trust the

reports of their adversaries, there was scarcely a form of

cruelty and oppression the imperial lieutenants in Middle

and Southern Italy had not inflicted upon the hapless

inhabitants of the provinces under their command. Some

time prior to the death of Henry VI., the more consi

derable cities of Tuscany and the bordering districts had

come to an understanding among themselves, with the

privity of the court of Rome, to oppose combined resist

ance to the tyranny of the governors. In short, within

the lifetime of Pope Coelestine III., the whole of Central

Italy was ripe for revolt; and when the sole command

drop ed from the hand of the Emperor, all unity of effort

for t e defence of his conquests was lost; and the Ger

man adventurers who held the principal towns and for

tified posts, each vavasor and petty castellan was left to

make the best of his unsupported and isolated position.

But of all the consequences of the collapse of the im

plerial authority consequent upon the decease of Sicily; Pa,

enry VI., none was comparable in importance Pal giemands

to the apacy, to the position in which the em- “a‘g‘gfiei?

press onstantia and her infant son Frederic Constantia

found themselves involved by that event. Upon her

return to Palermo from the deathbed of her husband,

‘“ Gesta 11m. ‘III. § 8, p. 2. And and more at length in e . 577, . 329.

see the form of the oath shortly set out " Gesta, ubi sup. ; pp. 1m. III.

in Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 23, p. 12; ubi sup.; Hurter, vol. i. p. 125.
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she did not lose a moment in throwin herself unreserz

vedly into the arms of the Holy See. bandoning with

out a thought the independent soverei ty asserted by

the late Emperor, she requested the giipe to grant to

her infant son the pontifical investiture of the kingdom

of Sicily, the duchy of Apulia, and the principality of

Capua, in the same form and upon the same terms as

those by which they had been held by her predecessors.

Such terms, however, did not suit the despotic policy of

Innocent III. He remembered how sorely the treaty

of St. Marcion° had clipped the wings of the curia in the

management of the southern churches: no appeals to

Rome; no legates; no visitations, no consecrations, or

other ecclesiastical interferences without consent of the

king ; bishops to be freely elected, and confirmed in their

sees (invested) by the crown. Though the treaty of

Hadrian IV. had been solemnly approved by Clement

IIL, pope Innocent did not scruple at once to denounce

the deed as derogatory to the honour of the Holy See, and

destructive of the liberties of the Church. He made the

abandonment ofevery prerogative of the crown in relation

to the Church and her oflicers a condition recedent to the

grant of the pontifical patronage. The mpress and her

son were required to do homage to the Ho y See in the

usual form; to pay 600 sequins annual tribute for Apulia

and Calabria, and 400 for the separate district ofMarsia ;P

to restore to the bishops of the kingdom the fiillest free

dom of election, with reserve of the ultimate ap roval of

the Pope; to give perfect liberty of appeal to ome to

all ecclesiastics, and to entertain at all times a superin

tending legate of the Holy See with full powers to act on

behalf of the Empress and her son during his minority.

To these demands the Pope annexed the well-known ‘ non

obstante’ clause, to guard against any revival of the

Submission orprivileges ranted by Hadrian IV.q To these

C‘msmnm" terms the Gdmpress submitted without a mur

mur; and sent her representatives to perform the acts of

° Between Pope Hadrian IV. and Abruzzi.

William H. of Sicily. See Book xii. 'l Gesia Inn. III.§ 21, p. 5. Conf.

c. p. 76 of this work. Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. epp. 242, 243,

I’ Probably the modern province of 410, 411, 412.
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homage, and to pay the money stipulated for the investi

ture. Octavian, cardinal-bishop of Ost-ia, was forthwith

despatched to Palermo as pontifical commissioner, to re

ceive the submission of the clergy of the kingdom, and

to impress the sovereign and her subjects with a lively

sense of the resolution of the Pope to tolerate no op

position to his government.1r

Meanwhile the cities of the Tuscan league had risen

in open insurrection against Marcuald, the The Pope and

imperial governor of the March of Ancona, the _T_uscan

and had carried on the war independently, and cmes‘

with unex ected success. This state of affairs did not

suit the po 'cy ofthe Pope. He reminded them that the

gains acquired against the German usurpers were his

property. But the cities objected to surrender the towns

and castles conquered by their arms to the oflicers of the

Pope; and went so far as to charge him with a design

against their own municipal liberties, and a desire to

make their hard-won deliverance subservient to his own

selfish purposes.‘ Innocent, on the other hand, suspected

the league of an intention to appropriate and govern the

conquered districts for their own benefit, without regard

to the rights of the Holy See. To meet that intention in

limine, he directed his oificers to demand immediate pos- _

session of, and to admit his garrisons into, all places,

castles, or towns taken by the confederates from the Ger

mans. Innocent reminded them of the awful nature of

the power they had dared to oppose by word and deed;

their ‘suspicions were a crime against Him whose suc

cessor he was, “one in whom there was no sin at all,

neither was any deceit found in his mouth.”t He in

formed them that their compact was inconsistent with the

dignity and prerogative of the Holy See as the sovereign

of the territories in question: no such league could be

' “Imperatricis . . regime ac filiiejus ' Epp. Inn III. ubi sup. “Licet

Frederici Siciliae regis, fidelitate pari

ter et obsequio atabilire, (‘ontumaciam

deprimens superborum, et colla sublimia

commissa sibi (legato) otestate concul

cans.” Epp. Inn. I I. lib. i. ep.4l3,

p. 244.
' Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 83, p. 47.

nos peccatores simus, et nati de pecca

toribus, illius tamen vices ez-ercemus in

terris, qui peccatum non fecit, nec in

ventus est dolus in ore jus; qui cum

sit Dominus omnium . . . in nobis hono

retur cum honoremur, et contemnetur

cum contemnemur.”
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formed without the sanction of the Pope ; that the whole

of Tuscan’: belonged of right to the estate of the Roman

Church, t e title-deeds of which right were open to

inspection ;‘1 as subjects therefore of that Church, her

authority alone could impart a legal existence to their

league; nor could it exist at all exce t under a strict reser

Their vation ofthe rights of the oly See. Provided,

“bm‘ssm' however, that their own municipal privileges

were not invaded, the Tuscan cities referred the superi~

ority ofthe See of Rome to that of the Germans. Inno

cent was aware of the importance of his support to their

newly recovered liberties, under the harassing warfare to

which they were still exposed with the mailed warriors,

who occupied many a commanding 0st around them.

His rebuke had the desired effect; t ey dismissed their

suspicions, and appointed a committee to take the oath

of allegiance to the Pope in their name, and engage to

maintain the right and title of the Roman Church and all

its ossessions; and to permit no one, whether emperor

or ing, to set foot within the province without the spe

cial ermission of the Pope.v

The contest for the possession of the crown at that

Innocmm, moment raging in Germany left the imperial

Mains 05- lieutenants 1n taly destitute of all hope of as

sesslono the . . . .

March of slstance or rehef from home. Their garrisons

Am“, were daily wasting under the incessant as

saults of the insurgent cities; and now that the Empress

had thrown herself into the arms of the Po e, no alter

native remained but to make the best bargain for them

selves. Innocent summoned Marcuald to surrender the

Marches of Ancona, Romagna, and Ravenna, as the

absolute right and freehold of the Holy See. Marcuald

replied by a counter proposal on his part, to hold them

as fiefs of the Roman Church. The Pope re'ected the

offer, as a fraudulent evasion of his duty. I’tesistance

was out of the question; and Marcuald withdrew his

garrisons, and retreated with them into Sicily, retaining

“ “ Sicut in privilegiis Ecclesize R0- the Countess Matilda of Tuscany.

nianae occulata fide perspeximus con- ' Gesta Inn. III. § 11, pp. 3, 4.

tmerl." Alluding to the testament of i
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only a few of the most defensible places, or such as

were still disposed to follow the fortunes of the empire.W

“Thus,” says the biographer of Innocent, “the whole

of the March of Ancona, excepting Ascole, was reduced

under the dominion and fidelity of the Church.”

Innocent III. uniformly treated the imperial go

vernors of the states he coveted as criminal and ofthe

intruders. Marcuald of Ancona. and Conrad d‘uchy of

of Spoleto, with all their adherents, were so- bpdem'

lemnly excommunicated. This step stimulated the

popular animosity, and tended to introduce doubt and

esitation into the movements of his adversaries. Duke

Marcuald was disposed of for the present; the case of

Conrad presented greater difliculty. The citizens of

Assisi and Perugia refused to comply with the demand

of the Pope to surrender to him the forts and citadels

recovered from the Germans. They apprehended that

compliance would be but an exchange of one kind of

servitude for another. The haughty republicans of Pisa

rejected the papal summons to acknowledge the supre

macy of the oly See, and were excommunicated for

contumacy. But here pope Innocent had overshot his

mark; neither menaces nor censures were of avail to

drive these stray shee back into the fold. An excep

tional case of this kin , however, gave him no serious

alarm. The cities and towns of the Tuscan league ad

hered to their engagements, and, for the most part, sur

rendered their acquisitions into the hands of the commis

sioners sent to take possession of them on behalf of the

Pope, though with reserve of their ancient liberties, and

of their rights of self-government as feudatories of the

Holy See.x Duke Conrad, indeed, still held parts of the

duchy; but he was now surrounded by enemies, against

whom there was no prospect of holding out for any

length of time. He therefore made a merit of necessity,

and, upon condition of absolution from the curse of the

Church, surrendered to the Pope all that remained in his

hands of the imperial duchy of Spoleto. The example of

the cities was followed by the barons, vavasors, and

- " Gesta, &c. § 9, pp. 2, 3. 1‘ Gesta Inn. III. § 13, p. 4.
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landholders in the mass; and the Pope might regard the

entire province as politically incorporated with the patri

mon of St. Peter.,

he Pope had, throughout this conflict with his for—

Dmcumes eign_e_nemies on the one hand, and the jealous

and meow susplclons of the confederated cities on the

tiolifogithe other, grounded his retensions upon the para

mount duty of his 9. 'es to maintain the honour

and to advance the interests of the Holy See.‘ Delays,

hesitations, complaints, had protracted the surrenders,

and entailed serious and vexatious outlays upon the

papal treasury. The sicges or blockades of Radicofani,

Aquapendente, Montefiascone, and other towns on the

northern frontier of the Patrimony Proper, had turned

out difiicult and expensive. The claim of the Holy See

to the whole or a great part of the old exarchate of

Ravenna was dis uted by the patriarch of that city,

upon the strengt of ancient grants and immemorial

possession;' and Innocent, though generally peremp

tory in his demands alike upon laity and clergy, was at

this moment unwillin to mvolve himself in a dispute

which might do rive

a vassal of his C urch. The question between the Holy

See and the patriarch was allowed to slee for the pre

Hisw um sent; and the Pope employed a his military

tions; ow resources in clearing his new acquisitions of

secured‘ the bands of marauders and predatory gentry

which infested the roads and im eded his communi

cations. He strengthened the de ences of his frontier

towns, more especially Radicofani and Aquapendente,

and threw garrisons, under castellans of his own, into

these and other strong positions, for the protection of the

peaceable inhabitants, and the security of the revenues

derivable from the subject territories.b

Regarding the right and title to these acquisitions from

im of the support of so powerful ’

Y Geata Inn. III. § 10, p. 8.

I Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. epp. 6, 171,

176, 202, 230, 257.

‘ Gesta Inn. III. § 11, p. 4.

b Ibid. §§ 14 to 17, pp. 4, 5. He or

dercd military execution against the

town ofNarni for destroying the apal

fort of Otricoli, and compelle the

townsfolk to rebuild it at their own ex

pense; to pay a heavy fine to his trea

sury; and to renew their oath of allegi

auce to the Holy See. Ibid. § 16, p. 5..
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a secular and legal point of view, it would be _ h ’ _
difficult, if even possible, to reconcile the ponti- R; fltlzli‘qiotgl"

fical pretensions with the ordinary principles of See 9511*“

law and justice among men. The papal writers mqum ms'

present the con uests of pope Innocent III. as a simple

reinstatement o the Holy See in her ancient rights.c

There was, however, at best a merely constructive, never

an actual possession, as to three-fourths at least of the

territories in question. Supposing even the title to be

generally sustainable, yet where no visible or tangible

consideration has ever passed to the grantor or original

ossessor, natural equity would require at least that some

ind of seizin under the grant should be shown, as evi

dence of the intent of the grantors, as Well as of the

nature and extent of the grant itself. Irrespectively of

any “ nullum tempus” allegation on behalf of the Church

to exempt her from the ordinary rules which govern all

human rights, we find that the mode in which the parties

to these supposed donations dealt with them affords no

explanation either of the intent of the donors or of the

nature and limits of the donation itself.d There remains,

therefore, only a naked claim of an indefinite nature and

extent, to sustain the title of the Holy See to the posses

sion of regions of different names and bounds, as to very

few or none of which she could show an actual seizin from

the time of the supposed grants to the period now under

review. This naked title, however, was, it is admitted,

sustained by a perpetual claim; the whole had been con

tinuously demanded; nothing had ever been renounced or

retracted; and the pontiifs of Rome had from all time

insisted that the right legally drew after it the posses

sion ; that they were therefore always, in legal contem

plation, so far in possession, as to impress upon all ad

verse occupation ,the character of illegality and usur a

tion. Thej-us dim'num, however, ste ped in to the re ief

of any doubts that might cling to the legal argument.

‘ Raynald, Ann. Ecol. an. 1198,§ 18, Rome) formed no part of any of these

p. 8. Conf. c. i. pp. 329 et sqq. of this donations, genuine or fictitious, unless

book. it be under that of Constantine; to

4 It is to be observed that the Patri- which, however, no intelligent person

mony Proper (the Byzantine duchy of would now appeal.
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The thing once devoted to sacred uses could never be

affected by adverse possession. The fact of the dedica

tion, once established, was regarded as sufficient evidence

of title; and nothing was believed to be wanting but a

constant claim, to show that the right of immediate pos

session had never been extinguished by lapse of time or

silent acquiescence in the diversion. This claim, it is

true, had never been allowed to sleep; yet, though the

argument may not have met with a direct contradiction,

men were not easily persuaded to admit in practice so

broad a difference between the divine and the human

principles of right and justice in their ap lication to the

things of the Church and the world. e find them,

therefore, acting in general as if no such claim had ever

been heard of.e

For like reasons, pope Innocent was anxious to ex

Extension of tend the principle of his own government to

the scheme 0{that of all subordinate churches. He sent

ac‘l‘lisiti‘m t° circular letters throughout Christendom, ex

all churches. . . .

hortlng the clergy to watch over the territorial

revenues and franchises of their churches with the utmost

vigilance and jealousy ; to insist upon the punctual pay

ment of tithes; to revive dormant titles; to reclaim alien

ated estates; to uard strictly against future alienations;

and to suffer no apse of time or disuse to operate against

the ancient rights of their churches. He looked upon

the payment of “ Peter's pence” as the universal ac

knowledgment of spiritual submission; and he was ac

cordingly rigorous in his injunctions to the clergy to

insist upon its diligent collection and transmission to the

Holy See.‘ The great object of his life was to infuse

into every limb of the ecc esiastical body the principles

of his own administration; and, bfy the consistency of

such principles, to produce unity 0 action for the fuller

accomplishment of the great theocratic scheme, of which

he never for one moment lost sight to the last day of

his long pontificate.

‘ The ‘splendor pristinus’ to which, like the dream of the poets, never till

according to Raynaldus, the Church then had any real existence.

was restored by Innocent 111., describes ' Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 205, 217, 250,

the golden age of the papacy, which, 292, 294, 388, 416, 800.
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The year 1198 was fruitful of opportunities for that

object. The anarchical state of Germany, toP I n t

which We shall advert in the following chapter, .".§§..i;.°§£§

and the eclipse of the Hohenstauffen power gggfilmg‘zd

in that country, set the Pope free from all y’ '

fear of hindrance from that quarter. And now, within

a twelvemonth of the death of Henry VI., his widow,

the empress Constantia, breathed her last, committing

the regency of the kingdom of Sicily and its appendages

to pope Innocent, and with it the guardianship of her

infant son, Frederic. The pontifi’s first care was to no

tify his accession to the government as regent, in ample

phrase, to the ministers, bishops, and barons of the

kingdom.g Meanwhile, however, the enterprising Duke

Marcuald had set up a pretended will of the late Em

peror, by which he was appointed regent during the

minority of the young king. In support of his claims he

had assembled a large force of Germans and other mal

contents; and when the pontifical commissioner, cardinal

Gregor , appeared in Sicily to receive the oath of obedi

ence o the constituency of the kingdom, he found the

country so torn by contending factions, as to render it

impossible to form a government, and to send him back

in a hurry to Rome for further instructions.h

Marcuald meanwhile had passed with his levies into

Apulia, and besieged and obtained possession Manual“

of the papal city of St. Germano. The garri- expedition

son retired to the fortified convent of Monte hilt‘; ‘1231111,?

Casino, and in that position defended themselves '

bravely, till reinforced by fresh troops, and supplied

with provisionsffrom Rome. \Vant of the like supplies

compelled the duke to raise the siege, and to open ne

gotiations with the Pope. The latter, however, as an

earnest of his resolution to listen to no terms but those

of unqualified submission, republished the excommunica

tion against the duke and his associates, Drephold, Sieg

frid, erman, and . some others.i Under the impression

I €§2p.Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 410, p. 241. I Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. epp. 317, 557,

h esta Inn. III. § 23, p. 6,- Rayn. and lib. ii. ep. 171, p. 446, where the

an. 1199, § 2, p. 37. form of the excommunication is set out.
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that the Pope was open to a bribe, he ofl'ered to pay 2000

ounces of gold down, and promised a subsidy of 20,000

ounces, together with the absolute suzerainty of the

kingdom, and a double amount of tribute as soon as he

should be in possession of Palermo and of the person of

the young kin , as his guardian and regent of the king

dom.j T e 0 er was of course rejected, and the cardinal

Ugolino was sent to inform him that no terms would be

anted but those of implicit submission, and an unquali—

22d engagement to obey the commands of the Pope “ in

all things for which he had incurred the sentence of

excommunication.” What these things were was an

nounced to him by the cardinal. He was commanded

to abandon all pretensions to the regency; to abstain

from invadin the Patrimony of St. Peter; to restore all

the plunder e had collected in the course of his late

inroad; to indemnify the monks of Monte Casino for the

injury done during the siege of St. Germano and the as

sault of the monastery; and for the future to abstain from

obstructing the oflicers of the Holy See in the-execution

of their duty; from laying violent hands on ecclesiastics

of any degree, or attacking any castle, fort, or place in

their custody, unless first attacked by them.k Seeing no

chance of changing the Pope’s resolution, or of intimi

dating the legate, he accepted the terms, but requested

the legate to delay the publication of the transaction till

he should have had a personal interview with the pontifl“,

to whom he had important information to impart. The

cardinal, glad to escape from the den of lawless banditti

by whom he was surrounded, readily ranted the delay

required. Marcuald took advantage 0 the short interval

Deceit of to spread abroad a report that he had not only

Marclmu obtained from the Pope an unconditional abso

J He is said, with strange inconsisp legate and his companion into one of

tency, to have at the same time in- his garrisons, and there imprisoned

sinuated that Frederic was a change- them, with a view to extort from them

ling, and not the son of Henry VI. an unqualified absolution; but that

or of Constantia. The story is obvi- Ugolino stood out bravely against the

ously untrue. Gesta Inn. III.§ 23, rudeness of the soldiery and the me

p. 6. naces of their chief; that Marcuald

'‘ Gesta, 8w. ubi. su . A story is then suddenly changed his tactics, and

told how that Marcua d enticed the redoubled his civilities and promises.
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lution, but that he had taken him into his confidence,

and delegated to him full powers as regent of Sicily.

Some time he knew must elapse before the report could

be oflicially contradicted; and during that time it ap—

pears the envoys were, under one pretext or another,

detained, so as to delay their communications with

Rome. They, however, pressed the duke to fulfil his

engagements; but the after, believing that he had

gained all the advantage he was likely to derive from

protracted negotiation, insolently repudiated all the

terms he had previously accepted, blasphemously pro

testing that “neither or God nor for man would he

obey the mandate of the high-priest.”l After this de

claration he dismissed the legates with more of courtesy

than they had reason to expect.m

In retaliation for the perfidy and insolence of the

rebel chief, Innocent poured out the vials of The P0 9

divine wrath upon his head, and consigned him republis es

to perdition with the stereotyped forms of sa- 3:33:32:

cerdotal malediction. He absolved all his ad- against duke

herents, and all who owed him money or debt, Mmmld'

from their oaths and promises; he threatened all who

should supply him with shelter, food, clothing, ships,

arms, or an other commodity or convenience in peace

or war, wit the like doom as that which had befallen

their chief.“ He commanded his troops to desert his

banners, and exhorted all men to place no confidence in

his oaths, promises, or protestations. The nobles, citi

zens, and people of Sicily were urged in a solemn- pro

clamation to spare no exertions in s aking ofl‘ “ the cruel

yoke of the Germans,” and in overthrowing that “arch

enemy of God and man, Marcuald, the abandoned con

federate of the heathen Saracen, then doino‘ the work of

Satan among them ;” for which good woiik, if honestly

I “ Quod nec pro Deo,nec pro nomine cannot but think» the circumstance of

mandatum quod sibi fecerat summus the detention of the legates essential

pontifex observaret.” Epp. Inn. III. to substantiate the motives imputed to

lib. ii. ep. 168, p. 447. Marcuald.

'" M. Raumer, following the Gestu “ Gesta, 8w. ubisup.; Epp. Inn. III.

literally, 'ves a somewhat different lib. ii. ep. 179, p. 454; ep. 221, p. 485.

account,— oheust. vol. iii. p. 90. We

VOL. V. C C
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performed, he granted them the same privileges as those

enjo ed by the soldiers of the cross in Palestine.°

In the interim that arch enemy had left his interests

The duke in Apulia to the care of his confederates, and

reéurqs to transferred his efforts to Palermo, where, with

101 y.

he hoped to make himself master of the government.

But simultaneously with this movement the Pope had

despatched the cardinal Gregory to the capital as his

viceroy, with such militalijlf reinforcements as he could

collect at the moment. e assured his friends in the

island that “he would never cease from pouring out the

vials of divine wrath u on the head of the traitor until

he had ground him to ust.” He reminded them of all

they had suffered under the hands of the tyrant; and

predicted that if they suffered him to live, the gentry of

the land would be speedily extirpated, and that thence

forth neither man, woman, nor child would be safe

ainst the diabolical lusts and passions of their perse

cutor and his followers. At the same time he apprised

them that military reinforcements on a larger scale would

be shortly sent; that he had beaten up Lombardy, Tus

cany, Roma a, and almost every province of Italy, for

recruits; an that he had already raised a force of be

tween 1500 and 2000 men-at-arms and archers for the

holy warfare.p

At this critical moment an unexpected ally stepped

Count forward on behalf of the Poge in the person of

Walter de Walter count of Brennes or rienne. I‘his gal

Brennes- lant Frenchman had married the eldest daugh

ter of Sibylla, the widow of the late king Tancred. That

princess and her family, after her liberation from prison

through the remonstrances of the Pope with king hilip

of Germany, had taken refuge in France, where she and

her destitute children had found a friend and protector in

Count Walter. It had, as we have seen, been sti ulated

by the treaty of Palermo, between the party of ' ancred

° Inn. III. ubi sup. Sicily are very numerous. See lib. i.

P T e letters of Innocent III. upon ep.557 to ep. 566, pp. 314 to 324.

this period of the war in Apulia and

the aid of the remains of the imperial party, '
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and the emperor Henry VI., that the son of the former

should retain his father’s counties of Lecco and Avellino.

To these counties Walter now laid claim in right of his

wife, as heiress and personal representative of her de

ceased brother.q The apprehension of the Po e, that the

CHAP. IIL] WALTER DE BRENNES.

' claim of Walter might interfere with the rights of his

pupil Frederic of Sicily, was set aside by a renunciation

on the part of the count of all right or. title to the king

dom; and he was admitted to do homage for the two

counties to the Pope as suzerain and regent, upon an

express engagement, with all the forces he could collect,

to assist in clearing the‘country of the enemies of the

Pope and kingdom, “ more especially of the traitors

Marcuald, Diephold, Otto, and others.” Leaving his

wife and her family under the protection of his patron

the Pope, he hastened back to France to collect the requi

site funds and troops to put himself in possession of this

lasti remnant of the inheritance of the Norman princes

in tal 1.’

Maircuald meanwhile had reckoned that with his Ger

man troops and the aid of the Saracens, who Defeat‘),

still held the mountain tracts of the interior of Marcuald in

the island of Sicily, he should have little difii- Sicily

culty in putting himself in possession of the capital, and

expelling the papal party. But while he was pressing

the siege, the promised reinforcements from the Pope,

and, more important than all, a supply of money, reached

the defenders by sea. Marcuald was now anxious for a

truce; but Bartholomew, the marshal of the Pope, de

clined all negotiation; and in July of the year 1200

attacked Marcuald, and defeated him, with the loss of

his camp, stores, and equipages of his army. The duke

himself with difliculty effected his escape from the field.8

‘I See Book xii. c. 8, and note (a).

The young prince William had, it is

supposed, died of the cruel mutilations

he had suffered from his jailer.

1' Gesta 11m. III. § 25, 13.8.

‘ Ibid. § 26, p. 9: conf. Raumer, H0

henst. vol. iii. p. 91. Among the per

sonal ba gage ofMarcuald, we are toldI

was foun the forged will of Henry VI..

set up by Marcuald, entitling him to

the regency. The instrument purpor

ted to convey the whole kingdom to the

Pope in default of heirs ; an intention

which Henr VI. was the last man

in the worl to entertain. Gesta, 81c.

§ 27, p. 10; Raumer, ubi sup. p. 87,

note (1).
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But the victory of his marshal did not materially im

prove the pz'ospects of the Po e’s government in Sicily.

O _t_ 7alter, bishop of roja, the chancellor of the

PZFiLX’“ kingdom, factlously disputed the right of the

chancellor pontifi' to enfeofi' the count of Brennes with the

\Valter. .

above-named counties: Innocent, he afiirmed,

had no powers, as regent, to dismember the kingdom, or

to introduce the hereditary enemy of the dynasty into 7

the heart of his pupil’s inheritance. The council of re

gency, at the instance of the chancellor, set their faces

obstinately against all reforms which might have the

effect of curtailing their emoluments, and might probably

end in their removal from the government. The bishop

of Troja had caused himself to be elected to the vacant

archbishopric of Palermo: the Pope cancelled the elec

tion for irre ularity, and made a bitter enemy of the

minister. is admonitions to a more economical ad

ministration of the revenues, a more provident dealing

with the crown lands, and against the prodigal grants

and corrupt jobbings of the court, were lfi'ected with im

patience by the bishop and his friends. eanwhile want

of funds and the effects of the climate upon the health

of the troops compelled the Pope to withdraw his army

from the country ; and Marcuald once more held up his

head.t

The like resentments brought about a temporary re

Mmuald conciliation between Marcuald and the chan

master of cellor. The duke was introduced to the court

Sway‘ and the youn king, and the government was

divided between them ; arcuald disposing of the crown

estates and revenues of A ulia, the bishop retaining the

government of Sicily. ut the anathemathundered

against him by the pontifl' for this abhorrent compact

with the excommunicated sinner now told upon him, and

came in aid of the efforts of his treacherous colleague to

shoulder him out of the government. In this dilemma

the bishop betook himself to the protection of Diephold,

the imperial governor of Apulia, who still retained the

' E . Inn. III. lib. ii. ep. 187, p. p. 12.

458; esta, 8w. § 29, p._ 11, and § 31,
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command of the greater part, if not the whole,

of the province. Though deprived of all eccle

siastical rank by the sentence of the Pope, he

still retained powerful friends in the curia;

Walter of

Troja and

duke

Diephold.

_ and some efforts were made to procure his pardon and

put himself in possession of his wife’s inheritance.

restoration; but while his connexion with the outlaw

Diephold continued, every attempt to propitiate the pon

tiff was repelled with indignation.u But at this point

of time the Count de Brennes appeared upon the stage

with a powerful body of troops, enlisted in France, to

At

this juncture Walter of Troja, to whom no kind of

treason came amiss, resolved to desert his associate,

upon whom he foresaw the weight of the count’s arms

would fall. A fresh application was made by his friends

at Rome for the remission of his sentence. Innocent

was sensible of the importance of detaching the still

formidable ex-chancellor from the excommunicated go

vernor of Apulia, and was not disinclined to listen to

his overtures; yet only upon the condition of his sup

porting the claims of the Count de Brennes with all

his interests and connexions in the province. But when

informed of this alternative, the bishop’s hatred of the

family of Tancred awoke in all its intensity. “ Nay,”

he exclaimed, “not if the apostle Peter in person were

to demand it, and I were to be cast into hell for dis

obeying, would I be at peace with any of that detested

race?"

Walter de Brennes arrived in Italy in the year

1201,w and in the course of that and the efeatof

following year inflicted two severe defeats Diepholdand

upon duke Diéphold and his ally the bishop clfgficfflgr

o Troja; in the second of which their troops '

“ Gesta, &c. § 33. p. 12.

' Ibid. § 24, p. 14 ; Raumer, vol. iii.

p. 95.
" There is an important discrgpancy

between the Chronicle of Richar ofSt.

Germano (ap. Murat. tom. vii. pp. 980,

981) and the Chron. Foam Nova (ibid.

p. 884) as to the date of the Count de

Brennes’ arrival in Italy. According

to the latter authority, he arrived from

France in the month of Ilune 1199

and fought his first battle in Apulia

in the month of October following.

Richard of St. Germano dates it nearly,

if not quite, two years later. The course

of events proves satisfactorily that the

latter is the correct date.
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were dispersed, and several of their bravest officers,

among whom were Siegfried, the brother of Diephold,

the counts of Laviano and Celano, were taken prisoners.

The duke and the eir-chancellor escaped from the field,

and took refuge in the castles and fortified places they

still held, from whence they continued, in comparative

safety, to plunder and lay waste the surrounding country

new. of at their pleasure.x But in Sicily matters had

Mm‘l‘fld- taken a different turn. Marcuald was now mas

ter of the capital and of the person of the young king ;

and with the aid of the Pisan fleet he speedily reduced

the whole of the island, except the important city of

Messina, to obedience.y The game for which he had so

long and so obstinately contended seemed won, when, in

the month of September 1202, he was suddenly carried

off, in consequence of an unsuccessful operation for the

stone.‘

Pope Innocent announced the death of his formid

able adversary to the world as a manifest interference of

Providence in his favour.‘ But the advantage to his

government and the interests of his pupil were rather

apparent than real. A new adventurer, William Cap

erone, seized the government. Between him
T251331?‘ and the ex-chancellor a bargain for the division

Cflrgfclgnein of the spoil was speedily struck. Under the

y‘ impression that the latter might, in the actual

state of his affairs in Sicily, be of use to him at least in

that country, Innocent had granted him absolution for

his many offences upon a simple promise of amendment

and future obedience. But he soon found that neither

the bishop nor his associate were inclined to admit any

interference that mi ht abridge their power, or dry up

the sources of their i licit gains. Though he had absolved

him from the curse of the Church, the Pope had refused

to restore bishop Walter to the see and other benefices he

had held prior to his excommunication. At this decision

X Rich. de St. Germano, Chron. ubi I His language reminds us of that

sup. p. 981; Gesta, &c. § 34, p. 14; of‘ Gregory the Great when informed

Epp. Inn. III. lib. v. ep. 37, p. 630. of the tragical death of the emperor

Y Ep . Inn. III. lib. v. ep.4, p. 610. Maurice. See Book iii. 0. 7, p. 235 of

' [bid]. lib. v. ep. 89, p. 666. this work.
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Walter took violent offence; and in revenge opposed an

inert and practical resistance to every measure proposed

by Innocent for the reform of the monstrous malver

sations and robberies committed by the governors and

their oflicers.b In Apulia and the Terra di Lavoro the

pontiff had met with serious difliculties and reverses. It

now appeared that the anti-papal party in Insurrection

many cities of the south was still strong. The “Apulia

indefatigable Diephold, though vanquished in. the field,

was unassailable in his mountain haunts. A serious ill

ness which befell the Pope in 1204, followed by a report

of his death, raised the spirits of his opponents, and gave

occasion to a simultaneous rising of the cities of Brun

dusium, Matera, Otranto, Bari, and others against count

Walter. His garrisons and those of the Pope were ex

pelled, and Diephold was once more the master of the

situation. To add to the mortifications of the D
- . eath of‘ the

pontiff, the gallant count was surprised and Count de

mortally wounded by his adversary on the 11th Bpzzm‘ft’iggd

of June 1205. After this mishap Innocent '

abandoned all further attempts to drive the Germans out

of Apulia. His funds for carrying on the war were

exhausted; every means of supply was cut off; and he

was compelled to disband his army. N0 alternative re

mained but to make terms with duke Diephold. The

rights of a posthumous son of the count de Brennes were

sacrificed without scru le. Diephold himself was for

given, absolved, and enfeoffed of all the lands previously

warranted to count Walter northward of the Faro of

Messina, upon condition of homage and fealty to the

Pope as lord-paramount and regent of the kingdom, and

a solemn abjuration of allegiance or connexion with

“ Philip of Swabia, the pretender to the imperial crown

and kingdom of Germany.”°

During the years which followed to the pacification

of Apulia, the state of Sicily continued unimproved. An

'1 Gesta, &c. § 36, p. 15. The depre- III. lib. v. ep. 74, p. 662. Cont‘. Rau

dations committed in Sicily by these mer, iii. p. 96.

public robbers are described in the ‘1 Gesta, &c.§38,pp. 15,16.

Gesta, § 33, p. 12; and in Epp. Inn.
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expedition under Diephold, in the service of the

Pope, vwith a view to the restoration of his

government in the island, had turned out dis

astrously unsuccessful. Capperone and the chancellor

Walter held their own against every effort of Innocent

to dislodge or to reduce them to obedience. In the year

1208 a numerous diet or assembly of the nobles and citi

zens of the Terra di Lavoro and Apulia, convoked by the

Pope at St. Germano, for the deliverance of Sicily, came

to nothing.‘1 Thus the affairs of Sicily were allowed to

The minis, run on from bad to worse. The poor young

ters and the king had, for years past, been bandied about

Kmg' from the hands of one party to those of its

opponents, Without re ard to his interests or even his

personal comfort. e had, indeed, been doomed to

serve a long apprenticeship of desertion and afiiiction.

It is not improbable that he owed his safety from personal

violence to the habit of the parties from time to time in

the ascendant to regard him rather as a sort of hostage

against their rivals than as the legal warrantor of their

acts. Though acting in his name, they managed all pub

lic affairs without reference to his interests or his wishes.

In the years 1209 and 1210 the state of Sicily is de

scribed as desperate—private feuds and plunderings by

land; piracy at sea; irruptions of the Saracens, who

still occupied the central highlands; above all, the shame

less robberies and peculations of the officers of the go

vernment, had extinguished every vestige of national

prosperity; and that fertile and beautiful island showed

more like a den of thieves than a regulated community.

The time, however, had arrived when the young king,

who had now attained the age of ei hteen ears,

must do something to withdraw himsel from

the thraldom in which he had spent his youth,

or vanish ignominiously from the stage. The chapter of

State of

Sicily.

King Frede

ric of Sicily.

‘‘ Gesta, &c.§ 40,p. l7. Possibl the tire direction of all the civil and mili

failure may be traced to the over ear- tary preparations for the proposed cam

ing demeanour of the Pope at this pai ;aproceeding that could not failmeeting. The Terra di Lavoro had to it; distasteful to the haughty de

been recentl enfeoffed to Richard scendants of the Norman warriors or
count of Fondsi' a cousin of the Pope's ; their Germanic associates.

and he had taken upon himself the en
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accidents and the honest exertions of Innocent on his be

half came to his assistance. A misunderstanding between

the chancellor and count Capperone gave him some im

portance in the government. The latter held the palace

and citadel of Palermo against the King and the chan

cellor, who now found that his influence could be most

effectually upheld by sharing the powers of government

with the young King. But this state of semi-dependence

was but a poor consolation to a high-spirited youth,

whose mind had rather gained than lost elasticity from

the state of compression to which it had been hitherto

condemned. It was not his own position that he deplored

so much as the miserable state to which his kingdom had

been reduced by misgovernment, and his own impotence

to apply the remedy. But now he had ained space—

he had assumed a position which enable him to make

his voice heard in the world. He alone saw the evils

which afflicted his country in all their magnitude; yet

the prospect before him was disconsolate. A _ h
cry of despair burst from him—the years of H18 fiezm‘

his youth had brought with them none of the

enjoymeuts of that season of man’s life; distress and

misery, corruption and vice, in their worst forms, had

surrounded ‘him from his cradle, and furnished the mate

rials of his earliest reflections. There are a few natures

which even the worst examples cannot contaminate. God

made them, and sent them into the world as enigmas ra

ther than as examples. In Frederic of Sicily survived

the intelligence and vigour of his grandfather, the hardi

hood and courage of his father; and to these natural en

dowments was added the premature experience which an

education in the severe school of adversity instils into

the more susceptible and observant spirits. He called to

mind that, though at the time an infant scarcely capable

of remembering the solemnity, he was the crowned and

anointed king of the Romans; this he regarded as a.

solemn call to resume his hereditary station, and to show

himself to the world as the worthy descendant of the great

est of his country’s princes. In the year 1209

he had, by the wise procurement of the Pope,

His marriage.
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married Constantia, the young widow of Emerich, king

of Hungary, a lady in all respects qualified to be the

depositary of his secret cares and anxieties, his adviser

and comforter in all the vicissitudes of life.“

A prince thus mentally accoutred was born to fill a

large space in the eyes of the world. But before he re

appears on the scene of our narrative, we must pass in

review certain strictly domestic events which materially

afl'ected the position and policy of Innocent III. both at

home and abroad.

e We entertain doubts about the gen

nineness of the memorial which Frede

ric is said to have addressed to all the

crowned heads of Europe, complaining

of the state of dependence and neglect

in which he was held by his jailers,

and imploring them, if not for his sake,

yet for their own, no longer to permit

a brother sovereign to be subject to the

indignities he was enduring—to deliver

him, “a'king, the son and heir of an

empire, from degrading bondage under

foreign and domestic tyrants.” It is

extremely unlikely that a document

containing so derogator an exposure
of their misdeeds shouldyhave escaped

the vigilance of his guardians. See

the document ap. Marten, Coll. Ampliss.

tom. i. p. 1159. Raumer (vol. iii. 1). 99)

adopts it as genuine. We cannot agree

with him.



CHAPTER IV.

DOMESTIC DISTURBANCES—FRA.NCE—SPAIN—BULGARIA.

The cities of Italy—City of Rome and cities of the Patrimony—Municipality or

republic of Rome—The supremacy of the empire—Innocent declares himself

lord-paramount, &c.—Effect of the papal declaration of supremacy—The

government in the hands of the Popeh-Discontents—Foreign feuds ; Viterbo

and Vitorchiano—The feud taken up and settled by the Pope—Domestic

feuds : the Orsini and the Della Scorta—Malady of the Pope, and restoration

of the Senate—Disorders in Rome—Civil war in Rome: the Petrileoni and

the Capocci—defeated—Compromisez a new Senate—The Senate incompe

tent: renewed disorder—result—Popularity of the Pope; his charities—and

foundations—Position of pope Innocent abroad—his church-government—

his discipline: translation of bishops—Pontifical police—The Pope makes

himself a party to the affairs, &c. of princes—he denounces Philip Augustus

of France—he promotes a crusade—Preparations for the crusade in France—

and measures for the restoration of the Queen, &c.—Proceedings against the

king of France in his divorce-cause—Excommunication and interdict upon

the kingdom, &c.—Hesitation of the bishops—False position of Philip III. of

France—his submission: the conditions—The interdict dissolved—The Pope

punishes the French bishops, &c.—Jurisdiction of Rome in matrimonial

causes—The king of Leon excommunicated for unlawful wedlock—Political

interference of the Pope in Spain—Claim to Portugal as a tributary kingdom

—-The tribute ; how to be regarded -——Character of the papal pretension

tried by concomitant facts—The Pope and the emperor Alexius Angelus

Dispute about preeminence, &c.—The Emperor claims the restitution of

Cyprus—King Calo-Johannes of Bulgaria submits to the Pope—Calo-Jo

hannes crowned by the Pope—Pontifical theory tried by the concomitant

facts—The Pope in the quarrel ofAndrew of Hungary and the Bulgarians

Resulting relations of both parties to the Pope.

IN the course of the centuries which had elapsed since the

downfall of the Western empire, all the cities Thecitiesof

of Italy—it might be said of Eurofpe—had Italy

adopted some form of municipal sel -government. In

general an elective chief-magistrate presided over a sen

ate or council, chosen by the citizens, which authorities

exercised together the legislative, executive, and 'udicial

powers of the commonwealth. All these cities t eoreti

cally—some practically—acknowledged the immediate

supremacy of the empire. Mediately they might pro

fess to hold of some lay magnate, pope, or bishop; but
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in both cases they held their city with its belongings,

their rights, and their franchises upon the ordinary con

ditions of the feudal compact. In many cases advantage

had been taken of the loose nature of the feudal bond to

shake off every burdensome obligation of vassalage. The

more powerful communities had obtained either from the

favour, or extorted from the necessities of the superior, the

absolute control over their own domestic affairs, together

with the regalia, or such rights, customs, and duties as

usually attached to direct tenure. They raised and main

tained their own militia; they enclosed and fortified their

towns; they built castles, and established garrisons for the

protection of the ap urtenant lands and territories; they

formed leagues for t eir mutual advantage or protection ;

they built, equipped, and manned fleets for the purposes

of war or commerce indifferently; and claimed a right to

wage war with their neighbours—or it might be with the

superior himself— for the protection of their liberties, or

for the gratification of private or traditional animosities.

Thus there remained to the lord-paramount in some

cases none, in all a fragment only, of those administra

tive powers and revenues which were known by the name

of the regalia. Yet all these municipalities held them

selves bound by the common duties of allegiance, such as,

not to give aid to the enemies of the lord, and upon law

ful summons to contribute their contingents of troops

to his wars. Throughout Italy, however, even these re

stricted duties could rarely be enforced, unless the superior

could either make it worth the while of the cities to serve

him, or was strong enough to compel obedience to his

lawful commands.

The relation of Rome and of the cities within the

_ _ Patrimony of St. Peter, as of all the districts

Rgintleesa‘l’lfi belonging to or reunited with the Patrimonv, to

the Patri- the Holy See was of the same character. \Vhen

mm‘y' we read of cities and towns, duchies and coun

ties, as reunited to the church, we understand a simple

transfer of the “ dominium supremum” from a prior supe

rior to the Pope as sovereign, but without prejudice to

the special liberties and franchises of the cities and towns
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included in the recovered districts. It was generally

admitted that the sovereign might interfere to direct the

policy, to command the forces, of the subject common

wealth; to prevent disturbances of the ublic peace, or to

counterwork disloyalty and treason. ut the means to

be employed for these purposes were defined by no law,

and were frequently applied by the lords in a way to set

aside or abrogate the most cherished privileges of the

municipalities. Nothing in fact was gained by the su

perior unless he could obtain a voice in the election of

the magistracy, or in the nomination of the governing

council or senate. Such an influence, however incon

sistent with the liberties of the subject, as he understood

them, was indispensable to the maintenance even of these

restricted rights in the sovereign, as well as of any kind

of united state-action. The theory of government stood

in practical contradiction to' municipal right. Strict le

gality was hardly to be presumed on either side; and if

we enter into the feelings and prejudices of the times, we

are almost as much at a loss to determine a standard of

right and wrong as the people of that age themselves.

As 'far as we can collect, the privileges of the city and

republic of Rome resembled those of the greater

civic commonwealths of Italy. Prior to the Municipal");

pontificate ofCoelestine III., a chief magistrate, or $81.,‘0 °

under the title of senator, presided over an

elective council chosen by the suffrages of nobility and

people. A prefect or chief justiciary, with certain subor

dinate judges, administered civil and criminal justice. But

in the contemplation of law all these oflicers derived their

authority from the emperor; and the municipality, as a

body, acknowledged feudal allegiance to him or his re

presentative, with reservation, however, of their free cus

toms and chartered rights against all the world. This

form of overnment was recognised by a special charter

of pope oelestine III.“ But a single year’s experience

sufficed to disgust the citizens with senatorial govern

ment. The incurable turbulence of the urban nobility,

1‘ Sismondi, Rep. Ital. du Moyen Age, charter from Muratori, Dissert. xlv. in

tom. iii. p. 308. The writer quotes the his Antiq. Italise Med. Evi, p. 35.
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in alliance with an intractable opulace, soon dissipated

every hope of internal peace. he new constitution was

accordingly abolished; and a single magistrate was sub

stituted, who centred in himself all the powers of the late

senate, and was thus enabled to repress with a strong

band the intolerable disorders which afflicted the com- _

monwealth. The new oflicer was known by the name of

“ the senator ;” and he, like his predecessors, professed

to derive his powers from the emperor as suzerain of the

republic.

But in the heart of the eople this kind of loyalty had

Thesupw dwindled into a ation of law. Such, however,

may qfthe as it was, it was profoundly offensive to the

emplre' papacy, inasmuch as that, as long as it existed,

though only in the shape of a fiction of law, it excluded

their absolute claim to the sovereignty of the city. But

in the presence of the formidable Henry VI. neither

citizens nor Pope thought of renouncing their connexion

with the empire, loose as it was. In this state of thin

the pontiff held no intelligible position in the'state; e

was neither sovereign nor vassal; his rights as chief of a

dependent government were exposed to perpetual ‘contra

diction or reversal; his measures, whether for the benefit

of church or people, were exposed to never-ending inter

ruptions and disappointments. Senator, prefect, nobility,

people, were supplied with plausible, even legal, pretexts

for changing sides—for embracing this or that party,

and transferring their obedience and services from one

to the other, according as each in its turn could bribe

highest, make the fairest promises, or confer those tan

gible advantages most to the taste of a community ab

sorbed in sordid and selfish objects.b Innocent resolved

to emancipate himselfat once from this species ofthraldom,

and to cast off the imperial supremacy in theory as in

Innocent de- practice. He therefore declared himself lord

ch‘resh‘mself paramount of all the cities, provinces, and ter
lord-para- , , _ _

mount. ritories he could lay claim to under the widest

b Innocent III. seems to have formed in the mass from that of the Romans of

his idea of the moral character of man his own day.
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interpretation of all the several grants, donations, and

bequests, genuine or spurious, that could be raked to

gether in favour of the Holy See; he absolved the sub

jects from all dependence upon the foreign sovereign,

and took upon himself the government of regions now for

the first time reduced into possession, and fairly incor

porated with the Patrimony of St. Peter.‘

By this bold step the imperial faction in Rome was

sup ressed, and the turbulent nobili de rived E“ f h

of t e means of disturbance they had hitherto W33? 39:1;

derived from their double allegiance. Though "tion °f

the domestic troubles Innocent had to encoun- supremacy

ter were by no means at an end, they assumed a far less

dangerous aspect. The quarrels of the factions still ac

tively at work in the city now turned wholly upon in

testine and domestic causes, deprived of that perilous

character which the ho e of external support engenders

and keeps alive. The hibelline party had, for all prac

tical purposes, disappeared under the drastic treatment

of the great state physician. To the Pope it only re

mained to convince the citizens that he was their best

friend,'and that to him alone they must look for relief

from the disastrous consequences of those outbreaks of

popular frenzy to which they were constitutionally

subject.

But this was the most difficult part of his task. The

assumption of the direct sovereignty by the Th

Pope was far more dangerous to their dar- meitggifi'

ling privileges than the distant supervision hang-80f the

of the empire. The senator, the prefect, and ope’

the judges were now indebted to him alone for their

powers and emoluments; the fortified places in the en

larged Patrimony of the Church were in his hands, and

all the olficers of the republic were but the ministers of

e the Pope. In that character, as much with a view to

their own profit as to the service of their new master,

they had zealously cooperated with him in the task of

acquisition. They had hel ed to lay hands upon every

inch of territory they coud seize in the name of the

‘ Conf. c. i. p. 326 of this Book.
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‘Holy See as corporate property of the city.‘ The nobili

found it far more diflicult to possess themselves

of the influential and lucrative posts under the

government than heretofore. These emoluments were

now to be obtained only by unconditional submission to

the will of the pontiff If such a scheme of government

were permitted to take root, the magnates of the city and

its territory found that they must sink into insignificance,

or submit to become the mere ofiicers of the Pope. The

discontented faction drew to a head under the displaced

senator John Petrileone and John Capoccio, the latter a

favourite with the commonalty for his reputed zeal in

defence of popular rights. “ see,” said the latter to the

assembled townsfolk, “ how neatly the Pope has contrived

to pluck you for his own eating; how he has filched

your property in the Maritima and Sabina; how that,

without troubling himself to obtain your consent, he has

made one of his own minions senator—robbed you of

your freedom of election, and introduced his own fa

vourites into every department of the government.”e

The faction, however, found that for the present the

popularity of the Pope was not to be so easily _

shaken, and they resorted to the expedient ofa foreign war to carry the people with them,“,’.it‘"b£.and

and to drive the Pope into employing and mm mm‘

paying them. A quarrel between the citizens ofViterbo

and the townsfolk of the neighbouring borough of Vitor

chiano offered the desired opportunity. Rome and Vi

terbo had been for a long time past upon bad terms, and

at the suggestion of the demagogues, the Vitorchians

demanded the aid of the Romans to deliver them from

a state of siege which, without immediate relief, must

end in their destruction. Upon this summons the people

rushed to arms without consulting the Pope, and marched

to the assistance of their allies in full confidence of an

easy victory. But in the mean time the Viterbians had

obtained strong reinforcements from their confederates of

Discontent.

'' Comprising certain districts of the Gesta, 8w. § 133, p. 83.

Muritima and in Sabina claimed by the ' Gesta, 8:0. § 141, p. 87.

Romans as their corporate property.
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the Tuscan league, and on the arrival of the Romans at

the scene of action they found themselves outnumbered,

and in danger of being overwhelmed by their enemies.

In this dilemma they threw themselves at the feet of the

Pope, and besought him to save them from the conse

quences of their own rashness. The latter took Th f
up their cause with alacrity. As chief of the ,ak‘lnefifl

league, he admonished the Tuscans to with- banglsigfled

draw their forces, and to leave the settlement yt e Ope'

of the quarrel between the Vitorchians and their enemies

to him. The Tuscans obeyed, and marched home. Vi

torchiano was relieved, and the whole merit of success

was ascribed to the pontiff. The Roman militia returned

from the expedition singing the praises of the Pope for

their timely deliverance out of the danger into which the

selfish intrigues of the demagogues had plunged them.

The latter had fallen into the pit they had dug for their

opponent; and Innocent, instead of being dragged into

a war against his will, or of opposing it at the risk of

his popularity, had dropped quietly into the position of

arbiter of the dispute, and obtained the advantage, such

as itf was, of a momentary outburst of popular grati

tude.

We are not told how long the impression lasted. It

is, however, clear that the faction of the Petri- ,
leoni and Capocci never ceased to ive him glfggfsfife

trouble. The bitter animosity of the ‘giterbians Orsini and

against their weaker neighbours again dragged 532a,,’ 8,6,

him into a feud in which he was successful.

But not long afterwards two new factions started up,

arisinlg out of the weak nepotism of the late pope Coeles

tine II., from whom his relatives of the family of the

Orsini had obtained large grants of land. In the year

1204 Innocent was detained at a distance from Rome

by an illness which threatened his life; ‘and the Orsini,

fearing, or pretending to fear, an intention to expel them

from these possessions in favour of his own kinsmen, the

Della Scorta and the Odelini, broke out into open insur

‘ Gesta, 8w. § 133, p. 83.

VOL. V. D D
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rection, and drove the latter out of the city. After his

recovery, however, the Pope, with the assistance of the

senator and militia of the city, soon set matters right.

He took possession of the mansions of both parties, and

assigned to them quarters in parts of the town as far

distant as possible from each other, until their disputes

should be settled in due course of law.g

But during the slow recovery of the Pope from his

late malady, other mischiefs to his government

fiaggpgf had arisen. The passions of the citizens had

and restora- been excited to fury by the eagerness of the

“22,3236 Pope’s oflicers to possess themselves of lands

which, rightly or wron ly, the commonalty

claimed as corporate property. 11 the course of these

disturbances the palace of Count Richard di Segni, the

Pope’s brother,11 was burnt to the ground, with all the

property it contained. The people, at the instigation of

the demagogues, were persuaded to insist upon the resto

ration of the senate abolished by the Pope. The elec—

tions accordingly took place, and by the management of

the faction the Pope’s friends were excluded, and all the

offices of the state reserved to the leaders and their ad

herents. Mutual jealousies and suspicions, however,

speedily broke up every appearance of concord amon

the new senators. A considerable party seceded from the

Disorders rest, and now began a series of crimes and dis

in Rome_ orders of the worst description. Murder, rob

bery, theft, stalked abroad in open day. The

peaceable citizens cast about for protection, but found none

to help them. Aghast at the fatal consequences of their

own fickleness, they sent an imploring message to the

Pope to return and put an end to the intolerable evils

that were consuming them, their families, and their sub

stance. The health of Innocent was by this time ree's

tablished; and as soon as he had convinced himself of the

sincerity of the petitioners, he made his public entry into

the city amid the acclamations of the people. The Pope,

however, imprudently gratified them by permitting them

I Gesta, &c. §§ 134 to 136, pp. 84, '' Or cousin: it is not very clear

85. which.
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to choose a senator in their own way. The choice fell

upon a. person unfit to cope with, or put an end to, the

practices of the disaffected nobili and their banditti.

The party of the Petrileoni and Capocci continued to

clamour for the restoration of the senate, and _ _ .

the recovery of the lands claimed against the Clgljnyggg

Pope as corporate property. They entrenched Petril’eoni

themselves in the heart of the city, and bade 628022;’;

defiance to the assaults of the Po e’s friends

now in alliance with the seceders E‘om the late senate.

The obstinate defence of Capoccio in his tower and the

outworks he had thrown up compelled his opponents to

resort to the operations of a regular siege ,i but after a

large expenditure of life and money the besiegers were

beaten off. Capoccio, emboldened by successes, issued

from his entrenchments and attacked his opponents in

their own quarters. Here, however, he met

with a disastrous defeat. His houses, towers,

and entrenchments fell into the hands of his opponents,

his adherents fell away from him, and the people were

by this time convinced that it was labour thrown away

to stand out against the vigilant and wily pontiff.

But the secession party, though humbled, was not

subdued. The citizens were not yet disposed

to leave a free field to the Pope to dispose of

the commonwealth and its privileges at his

pleasure. Innocent did not often over-estimate his own

power. He consented to the election of a senate under

the superintendence of his own friends, and upon condi

tion that the members elected should take an oath of alle

giance to himself as sovereign of the republic. In spite

of the vehement opposition of Capoccio and his party,

who rightly enough described the arrangement as a

virtual surrender of the liberties of the city, a senate,

to the number of fifty-six, was elected by the peo le; the

oath of allegiance and obedience to the Holy ee was

taken; and the populace, in anticipation of relief from

the present evils of anarchy, joyfully assisted in compel

defeated.

Compromise;

a new senate.

' The sie e is described with teat § 140,}). 86.

minuteness y the author of the esta,
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ling the surrender of all the forts and fortified posts

erected by the insurgents into the hands of the Pope)

The new senate, however, turned out no better than

The senate their predecessors. Instead of applying them

incompetent; selves honestly to the task of healing the

wounds inflicted by faction, they in their turn

plunged headlong into the sordid pursuit of

personal and party objects, to the total obstruction of all

useful measures of government. The murders and rob

beries which had hitherto desolated the city and its

vicinity continued with little abatement; and the citi

zens, despairing of any remedy at the hands of their

representatives, humbly threw themselves at the feet of

the pontiff, and besought him to take the government

again into his own hands. It is pretty evident that

Innocent himself anticipated this movement on the part

of his harassed subjects. He had calmly waited the

result of the experiment, and now reaped the

reward of his patience and forbearance. The

senate was accordingly dismissed, and a single magis

trate, with title of senator, nominated in its place; and

before the expiration of a twelvemonth tranquillity was

restored in Rome and the Patrimony.k

It is remarkable that throughout all the disorders

which agitated the first eleven years of his pon

result.

Popular-i

_ of the Pope; tificate the personal popularity of the Pope had

hijiglsmi' never wholly deserted him. By a happy mix

' ture of forbearance and vigour—but above all

by that mysterious ascendency which the higher orders

of mind acquire over the masses—he had taught the _

people to look up to him for relief from the evils which

their own wilfulness from time to time brought upon

them. In all times of public distress he had taken care

to hold out a relieving hand, and to speak a consoling

word. The poor regarded him as their patron and pro

tector, and the peaceable as their sure refuge against

their oppressors to the extent of his limited powers.

About the close of the period we have been reviewing, a

J Gesta, 8w. § 141, p. 87. k Ibid. § 142, p. 87.
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distressing dearth visited the city and Patrimony. In

nocent, from his own stores and with his own hand, ad

ministered relief to the starving poor. By a liberal

distribution of the funds of the Church above 8000 per

sons were rescued from the jaws of famine; indigent

families of all classes were assisted, the naked were

clothed, marriage-portions were found for poor maidens;

foundlings and deserted children were provided for, re

ligious houses visited and relieved from pressing debts.

The wants of no class of citizens escaped his notice; his

almoners went about diligently inquiring into the state

of the poor of all orders, from the nobile to the meanest

citizen, imparting to each according to his condition in

life. He distributed provisions from his own table to

the attendant paupers, and on every Saturday in the

week be washed and kissed the feet of twelve poor men;

and, after feasting them liberally, dismissed them with a

present of twelve pence each.l

Though no preceding pontiff was more solicitous to

support the dignity and pomp of public wor
ship, yet less is reported to have been done by andfifj’gg‘fda"

him in that department of spiritual adminis-'

tration than by any of his predecessors, considering the

length of his reign and the increased resources at his

disposal. But the difficulty of collecting his revenues,’

arising out of domestic disturbance, and the expensive

political objects by which they were for the most part

absorbed, called for great economy of outlay; still he is

said to have devoted considerable sums to the ornamen

tation of his churches. He built at his own expense the

church of St. Maria in Saxa, and there solemnly depo

sited the “sudarium Salvatoris,”m and instituted a great

annual festival for its worship, on which occasions sermons

were to be preached inculcating works of charity, with

distribution of indulgences to the devout attendants, and

ample doles of bread, meat, and money to the poor. By

these and other means pope Innocent was never out of

I Gesta, &c. § 143, p. 88. said to have applied to the face of the

m The towel which St. Veronica is Saviour in the “Via dolorosa.”
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sight of his subjects. The eyes of the mass of the people

were fixed upon him, and thus in all their difficulties and

distresses they were accustomed to look to him for relief,

and practically to acknowledge their inability to govern

themselves.

The domestic troubles just adverted to complicated

U the policy of the Holy See during the first

Eg’tfig: eleven years of the pontificate of Innocent

Innocent 111.; but, distressing and embarrassing as

abroad.

they were, they do not appear to have for an

instant suspended his e orts for the acquisition of new

territories in Italy, or for the prosecution of his Sici

lian wars. The same observation applies to his opera

tions for the maintenance and expansion of the spiri

tual jurisdiction of the Holy See. His position in

this res ect was more favourable than that of any of

his predbcessors. The civil war in Germany protected

him against the imperial interference. No pontiff ever

knew better how to choose his ministers and a ents.

By the aid of his powerful family connexions at ome,

and with a character for justice and liberality enjoyed

by few of his predecessors, he was safe against those

irksome internleddlings from abroad which had so often

disappointed the most cherished schemes of pontifical

policy. Rome in his hands formed a suflicient, though

no very steady, fulcrum for external operations in fur

therance of the great purpose of his life. The indepen

dent command of the capital of Christendom placed him

on an eminence from which he could survey the kingdoms

of the earth; whence he could mark where they were

most vulnerable—where the spiritual arrow might best

be pointed, and strike where the temporal armour could

be most easily penetrated. The clerical and political

partisans in Rome were equally athirst for spiritual and

temporal emoluments, and were as easily bribable by

the one as the other. Innocent indeed disclaimed all

secular motives in the distribution of church patronage;

but, like other princes, he was not always at liberty to

choose the men he wanted; and the hope of sharing in
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the good things he had to give away was thus kept alive,

to the advantage of his government.“

The earliest measures of his spiritual government

turned upon the maintenance and extensionl H_ h h

of the ontifical 'urisdiction in “ s iritua ‘Sc m '

causes.” pThe definition of the term li)ad, as government.

we have seen, undergone a palpable enlargement since

the age of Gregory VII. The lists of the so-called

“causae majores” had swelled to an over-weening num

ber and complication. They had now embraced not only

all causes of dispute or misdemeanour arising among

bishops, clergy, and conventual bodies, but all questions

in which the interests of church or churchman were ever

so remotely involved. Every order of clergy was en

couraged to carry their plaints in the first instance to

Rome. Though many, if not most, of these suits were

of a purely secular character, Innocent III. indignantly

repudiated the right of the secular judicature to impede,

or even to interfere with, the course of ecclesiastical

justice. Appeals to Rome multiplied to an amount that

would have alarmed any less industrious judge. Innocent

had indeed reduced his scale of costs to accommodate the

poorer class of suitors; but the number of causes which

poured in—owing, no doubt, in part to the reduction of

expense—made up for the diminution in the gratuities

of the court and its oflicers. Under his personal super

intendence business was despatched with a speed and

punctuality hitherto unknown. The more important

causes were reserved for his personal examination and

decision; minor matters were, as theretofore, committed

_to the judges of the curia, subject only to his revision.0

" His correspondence, in passages

too numerous for quotation, shows

that he was not always proof against

the temptation to “make friends with

the Mammon of unrighteousness,” for

the furtherance of his political or his

religious views. This delicate task

was, however, performed with suffi

cient tact to give it the air of a con

cession to the necessities ofthe Church,

rather than of personal timidity or fa

vouritism.

° Thus he decided the serious dis

putes which had arisen between the

remote churches of Galicia and Por

tugal; between the bishops of Tours

and D01 in France; between the arch

bishop of Canterbury and his chapter

relative to the diversion of the lands

of the Church for the endowment of a

new church at Lambeth; between the

archbishop of Milan and the convent

of Scozula, respecting certain castel

laneries, jurisdlctions, and rear-vas

sals in dispute. Gesta, 81.0. § 42, p. 18.
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By these means not only every thread of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction was gathered into his hands, but, more im

portant than all, the hopes and affections of churchmen

of ever rank were in a great degree withdrawn from

the national judicature, and centred in the Holy See.

Innocent was not less vigilant in the maintenance and

Hi _ _ enlargement of the jurisdiction of his church in
s dlSCl- .

Dune, mus. matters of internal, or, as he was wont to call

111212: if it, canonical discipline. Thus he found that the

p ' translation of bishops from one see to another—

an operation in many cases practically falling within the

prerogative of the temporal crown—was subversive of

the spirit, and even contrary to the letter, of the ancient

canons; he therefore resolutely set his face against the

practice. Canons might be quotedfor, but not against,

Rome. Translations were indeed discountenanced by

the more ancient discipline of the Church, but Innocent

understood the matter differently. Though no power,

temporal or spiritual, was competent to remove a bishop,

yet he decreed that “the right of translating bishops

elonged exclusively to the Holy See.” For this cause

he suspended the bishop of Avranches, who had ex

changed his see for that of Angers; he censured the

Latin patriarch of Antioch for translating the bishop of

Apamaea to the see of Tripolis without the license of the

Holy See; in Germany the bishop of Hildesheim had

procured his removal to the richer see of Wiirzburg,

and was excommunicated and deposed for contumacious

resistance to the command of the Pope to return to his

former charge; and in like form he reversed the elec

tion of the bishop of Brixen to the archbishopric of _

Salzburg." _ .

In the disturbed state of Europe during a great part

Pontifical of the Middle Age the intercourse between the

Police- several countries was impeded by the insecu

rity of the seas, high-roads, and rivers, by nobles and

gentry occupying convenient stations for levying black

P Gesta, 8pc. 43 to 45, pp. 18, 19. his “humble submission to the pontifi

About the same time he removed the cal scourge, in order that thus he might

bishop of Giirz for some irregularity learn that the ark of the covenant con

in his election, but pardoned him upon tained both the rod and the manna.”
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mail, or for naked robbery and extortion. But the

maintenance of her communications was of supreme im

portance to the Church; and in the absence of even the

semblance of a public police she endeavoured to supply

its place by carrying her spiritual arms to the aid of

such temporal motives as could be brought to bear upon

these disturbers of the public peace. It happened that

the citizens of Piacenza had given shelter to one of their

citizen-nobles who had stopped and robbed a cardinal

travelling in the service of the Holy See. When called

upon to restore the stolen property and to indemnify the

plundered prelate, they hesitated, or refused the satisfac

tion demanded, and were duly excommunicated and in

terdicted. But when the Pope took steps to cause the

goods and effects of their merchants to be impounded

by the Sicilian government, as well as by the kings of

England and France, both they and the citizens of

Parma—who, it seems, were implicated in the offence—

were brought to their senses; the required satisfaction

and indemnity were given, and the pontiff withdrew the

anathema, and ermitted the resumption of the public

services of the C urch.q

We may in this place conveniently advert The P0 8

to some circumstances of importance connected makes him

with the external policy of Innocent III. during “£3151?

the earlier years of his ontificate. It is worthy fairs._&c

of remark that he neg ected no opportunity to of Prmces‘

make himself a part to the political compacts and quar

rels of rinces. I-Iis operations were favoured by a

general impression that the participation of the church

imparted an additional security to the treaties against

the doubtful faith of kings and statesmen. In the year

1196 a political compact had been entered into between

the earl Baldwin of Flanders and the slippery Philip

Augustus of France. The earl now requested pope In

nocent to take the treaty under the protection of the

Church. The Pope promptly granted the request, with

‘I See Epp. Inn. III. ep. 121, 122, 393, and 463.

123, pp. 69-71; and con. epp. 232,
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the pregnant remark, that, “ in virtue of the apostolic

oflice committed to him, he was bound to provide for the

maintenance of peace and goodwill among all nations

and individuals ;”' a principle which, as occasion might

serve, made him either party or arbitrator in like cases.

As a party to the existing compacts for the prosecution

of the crusade, he censured with his ordinary vehemence

of language the perverse polio of Philip Augustus, es

pecially his faithless invasion 0 the territories of Richard

of England while absent in the service of the cross.

Speaking as the oflicial interpreter of the divine dispen

He denounces sations, the Pope pronounced the late reverses

Philip An- of his arms to be a visible punishment for these

$53290‘ delinquencies, as well as for his resistance to

' the decree of the Holy See in the matter of his

divorce. The three points which at this moment Inno

cent had most at heart were, the separation of the King

from his second wife Mary of Meran, his reconciliation

with king Richard of England, and—by their aid—the

effectual prosecution of a new crusade he had projected

against the Saracens of the Holy Land.

The first step towards the success of his

11255153332“ plan was to dispel the stupor into which the

' late reverses in Palestine had plunged the

spirits of Western Christendom. He decreed a tax of

one-fortieth of their income upon all the clergy; and

charged himself and the princes of the Church to the

extent of one-tenth of all they possessed. He fitted out

and despatched a ship laden with material of war and

provisions for the suffering Christians of the East-5 Two

cardinals preached the cross at Venice and in Lombardy

with distinguished success. The doge Henry Dandolo,

with many nobles and much people, assumed the cross.

The markgrave of Monferrat, the bishop of Cremona,

several great abbots, many of the nobility, with innu

merable common folk, devoted themselves to the sacred

1' “Ex injuncto nobis apostolatus ' It seems, however, that the ship

oflicio cunctorum teneamur providere never reached its destination. The

qnieti, et pacem inter sin ulos exop- cargo, We are told, was sold atMessina,

tare,” &c. See Epp. Inn. I I. lib. i. ep. and the proceeds held or embezzled by

130, p. 73. the pontifical supercargo.

I
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cause. Though he did not succeed in establishing a

peace between the jealous commercial republics of Genoa

and Pisa, he was compensated by the general revival of

the spirits of the Italians; and was soon afterwards

cheered by the reports of his legates in France promis

in a still more abundant levy of combatants for the

hoIy war. Meanwhile a general indulgence and remis

sion of sins, reinforced by all those special privileges

theretofore granted to the soldiers of the cross, was pub

lished throughout the Christian World, placing the 00m

fide combatants and all their belongings under the spe

cial rotection of the Church and the Holy See.t

ut the legate-cardinal Peter of St. Cecilia,P _
sent into France to preach the crusade, was ffii‘ltiai‘ff

charged with a more delicate commission; liadeie

- rance

namely, to prevail upon, or to compel, the ’

King to repudiate his wife, and take back to his bosom

the ill-used princess of Denmark; and, pending his efforts

for that “ holy” pur ose, to recruit the armies of the

cross by all whom is own eloquence, or that of his

emissaries, could engage in the sacred cause. In this

latter object his success was of the most encouraging

kind. The earls of Flanders and Hainault, the count of

St. Paul, the bisho s of Soissons and Troyes, several

great abbots, many nights and esquires, and a crowd

of the lower orders, took the cross ; and Philip Augustus

was prevailed upon to agree to a five years’ truce‘ with

the kin of England for the prosecution of the holy

war.“ ut as to the second purpose of the commission,

Innocent was not ignorant that nothing short

of a sharp turn of the pontifical screw would “1:2 gripe

extort from the king the renunciation of his restoration

dearest affections, and the resum tion of a Qu‘gigh‘ac

loathed and unfruitful connexion. ut, if for ’ '

no other reason, it was important to break the stubborn

spirit of the French monarch. The attainment of this

object the Pope believed to be worth all the risk that

might be incurred in the disturbance of the religious

‘ es . ' . '. . . -“ (I;bidfl,§&:7,§pfgl)?pCbiiifi2%pp. Inn. [IL hb 1 ep 345,1, 199

a.
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mind of the kingdom, and of making an implacable

enemy of the King—perhaps, even of hazarding the great

enterprise in hand, and forfeiting the glory which the

Holy See might expect to reap from the hegemony in

the holy war. But in the actual state of the kingdom

the participation of Philip himself was of less conse

quence than that of the great vassals who had already

pledged themselves to the Pope; and the danger of an

open rupture with the King was by so much diminished.

Innocent prefaced his proceedings against the king of

_ France by several urgent and menacing epistles.

Egfgg‘thgg He had, he told him, persisted in a course of

kinsof adultery and concubinage of the most scan

gl-‘Q‘L‘Qzzlc'lamidalous kind in the very teeth of his condemna

tion by pope Coelestine 111.; he had already

had a foretaste of that divine vengeance that was about

to overtake him in the famine which had afflicted his

people, and in the defeat of his armies. All these, and

unspeakably greater calamities, should surely befall him

unless, without delay, he publicly dismissed his “harlot,”

and before the world took back his infired wife to his

bed and affections. The appeal to the oly See he had

interposed against this decree might after thatperchance

be heard, but hardly with any prospect of success, inas

much as he could not believe, after the circumstantial re

ports he had received of the pious and spotless life of the

queen’, that any available plea for a divorce could be sus

tained ; meanwhile he, the Pope, in God’s place, had re

solved to chasten the king with the utmost severity of

divine justice; and, aided by divine inspiration, with in

flexible determination to proceed to the uttermost of eccle

siastical chastisement, and without regard to supplication

or prayer, or to any sentiment of fear or other human

affection, to go on in the straight path of rectitude and

justice. With all his boasted power, he defied hlm to stand

up against the power ofAlmighty God, or ofhim whom He

had set over all to execute Hisjustice andjudgments upon

earth, of which power he (Innocent) was the minister and

representative. “ Eternal truth,” be continued, “must

conquer, and verily your enemies shall prevail against

‘
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you; neither shall your feeble arm arrest the arm of

the eternal potentate: therefore, dearest son(!), make a

virtue of necessity—bow down your head, and satisfy

our just demand ; nay, not ours, but rather the demand

of the divine Author of your life and kingdom, in order

that you may render Him propitious to you and your

realm, and thereby relieve us from the dread necessity of

putting our holy oflice in execution against you.”"

Surely, if the Pope had determined to enlist all the

passions, good or bad, of the King against his Excommuni

own resolution, he could not have used lan- c2193? “din

er ct upon

guage better adapted to such a purpose. But the kingdom,

perhaps Innocent III. , acting upon a more ac- 8”

curate knowledge of his contemporaries than we possess,

might deem it a safer course to strike terror into his

adversaries than to trust to any gentler methods of

persuasion. Without offering any excuse for the use of

language which, if not as Christians, yet as men of the

world, we must condemn, it must be admitted that there

was in that age a hardness of heart, a coarseness of

feeling and perception, that required to be struck at with

a force which, in a more advanced stage of civilisation,

would recoil upon the head of the operator. And in fact

it appears that Innocent knew what he was about, and

had taken up his ground warily enough. Philip Augustus,

as he had reckoned, turned a deaf ear to the growling of

the distant thunder. But the tempest was not slow in its

approach. A general precept was forthwith issued to the

archbishops, bishops, abbots,fipriors, and the aggregate

clergy of the kingdom, after rst admonishing the King

to give immediate obedience to the command of the Holy

See, to announce to him, that unless within one month he

“ satisfied the demands ofjustice,” his realms should be

smitten with the pontifical curse, so that—excepting only

the baptism of infants and the viaticum to the dying— all

the ordinances of religion should cease. The term expired

without a symptom of compunction on the part of the

' Gesta, 8w. §§ 48 to 51. Epp. Inn. 464. Conf. Raynald. an 1198, §§ 29

III. lib. i. ep. 171, p. 92; ep. 347, 348, to 31, pp. 13-15.

pp. 93, 200. Ibid. lib. ii. ep. 197. p.

*.
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King, and the threatened interdict was published by the

_ _ legate. For a time the bishops hesitated to
Iglfz‘gsflgif proclaim the sentence, but the stern demean

our of the Pope at length prevailed over their

loyalty to their king, and all the rites of religion ceased

simultaneously over the length and breadth of the king

dom. The churches were closed; the bells no longer gave

forth their cheerful sounds; the dead lay unburied in the

house of mourning; weddings were stopped at the porch

of the church; except to the dying, the comforting sacra

ment of the body and blood of Christ was withheld ; con

fession and absolution were denied to the penitent sinner,

and the venial offender was placed on a level with the

hardened and unshriven reprobate. A vague terror took

possession of the public mind, and the King added to the

general panic by unwisely expelling the bishops and

clergy who had taken the lead in obedience to the papal

mandate from their sees and benefices, and confiscating

their property. By thus listening to the suggestions of

a natura indignation, Philip turned over the great body

of the French clergy to the arty of the Pope,"to whom

alone they had now to look or restitution of property by

all human law forfeited for their treason against their

sovereign.

But Philip III. ofFrance, like Henry II. of England,

False position was a prey to that superstitious tremor which

of Philip III. disabled him from retrieving the false position

of France‘ in which he had placed himself. A way to

slip out of the dilemma was still open to him. The de

prived clergy of France were never so profoundly attached

to the chair of Peter as to have lost sight of the good

things of this world. But the King, instead of retracing

his steps, and showing a bold front to an adversary who

could be encountered only by weapons tempered in the

same workshop, besieged the ear of the Pope by querulous

complaints of the conduct of his legate, and by urging

his right to a previous investigation of the grounds of

his divorce. He was, however, unaware, or did not

choose to remember, that the decretal principle, upon

" This was the fatal error committed by Henry II. in his dispute with Becket.
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which pope Innocent acted, inverted the order of natural

By that principle restitution and amends pre

ceded instead of following the judgment in spiritual cases;

and the Pope ingenuously replied, that, as soon as the

King should have dismissed his concubine and taken back

his legal wife, no objection would be offered to a due in

vestigation of the causes of his divorce; but that the

withdrawal of the interdict must be preceded by an im

mediate restitution, with ample indemnity for the loss

sustained by the sequestration to the deprived clergy.x

Philip Augustus, unlike his hapless contemporary Henry

II. of England, had the moral courage to look his

awkward position in the face. He consulted his clergy,

and of course received from them the unanimous advice,

at every sacrifice of personal feeling, to yield to the

pressure of the times.y

Philip followed the advice of his prelates, and signi

fied his submission to the Pope. Innocent Hissubmis;

accordingly sent the senior cardinal Octavian, siogrthe

bishop of Ostia, winto France to arrange the 6°“ mm‘

terms with the court. These terms were, first, restitu

tion and indemnity to the ousted and sequestered bishops

and clergy; secondly, the dismissal of Mary of Meran,

and her expulsion from the kingdom; thirdly, the re

sumption of his marital intercourse with his divorced

wife, under a solemn engagement never again to desert

her, except upon a canonical judgment of the Church.

If, said the Pope superciliously, he should after that

think fit to dispute the validity of his marriage in a

regular way, he should be at liberty so to do within the

space of six months, first giving notice to the king of

X As against the Pope, afortiori, any

complaint could only proceed upon a

perfect submission to the interlocutory

decree which might be given at any

stage of the cause. It was the same

in the metropolitan and the bishops’

courts. See Book vi. c. vii. of this

work. No fault in law is to be found

with pope Innocent’s decision—alwa s,

be it observed, upon decretal princip es.

Y The author of the Gesta,§ 53, p.

21, says that after the delivery of the

opinion ofthe council, king Philip asked

the archbishop of Rheims, who had

himself ronounced the sentence of

divorce rom Ingeburga of Denmark,

whether what the Pope had written to

him (the king) respecting the illegality

of the divorce was true. The arch

bishop replied that it was so. “Then,”

said the King, “ you must have been

either a knave or an idiot to pronounce

such a sentence.”
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a

Inmdict Denmark to appear and defend the cause of

dissolved, his sister. These terms were accepted by the

8”‘ King. Queen Ingeburga was publicly re

ceived at court, and a suitable residence and attendance

were provided for her. The interdict, which had lasted

for eight months, was accordingly withdrawn; and some

indulgence was extended to the repudiated queen Maria

on the ground of pregnancy. But this impediment to

the full execution of the papal design was soon after

wards removed by her death in childbirth; “ and thus,”

says the pious. biographer of Innocent 111., “did the

Lord take justice and judgment into His own hands,

inasmuch as the concubine, after a painful delivery, paid

the debt of all flesh.”z It may be imagined that the

King, who was ardently attached to his deceased wife,

would now have lost in a great degree his interest in the

forthcoming trial of the validity of his first marriage.

When, however, the cause was debated before the legates

appointed by the Pope, Philip found so little disposition

on the part of the judges to give him or his advocates a‘

patient hearing, that he turned his back upon the court

in disgust, and declined further to prosecute his cause

before judges from whom it was obvious an impartial

decision was not to be expected.“

The death of his beloved queen Mary produced no re

vulsion of feeling in favour of the object of his
The Pope . . I .

punishes earlier averslonn Innocent, however, was con

;hiFrench tent with his victory, and made no further effort

is ops, &c. . . .

to brlng about a more cordial 11111011 between

the ill-mated couple. But as long as a root or fibre of

disafifection remained to be torn away, the Pope could

not be assured of the subserviency of the French prelates.

There still remained among the clergy of the kingdom a

minority who had stood out to the last against the pub

lication of the interdict. Among these was the bishop

of Auxerre. The archbishopric of Sens becoming va

cant, the chapter had elected him to the metropolitan

chair of that church; but the Pope, when applied to to

confirm the nomination, flatly refused; “ for,” said he,

* Gesta, &0. § 54, pp. 21, 22. “ Ibid. § 55, p. 22.
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“ by the divine law a man may not plough with an ox

and an ass, nor shall he mend a woollen garment with

a flaxen thread; so neither shall the bishop of Auxerre

be a greater gainer by singing a good song than he was

a loser by singing a bad one.” The opportunity was

not thrown away, and Innocent immediately put in a

creature of his own, Peter bishop of Cambray, into the

vacant see.b The disobedient or procrastinating prelates

were compelled to sue out their pardons at the footstool

of the Pope. In this way the archbishop of Rheims, the

bishops of Chartres, Orleans, Melun, Auxerre, Noyon,

Beauvais, and several abbots and clergy ofrank, were com

pelled to appear at Rome in person, or, if prevented by in

firmity, through their proctors, and make oath that they

would in future, without demur, yield obedience to the

commands of the Holy See; that they would instantly,

and without inquiry, publish and execute all papal cen

sures, and in their own persons punctually perform all

the penances imposed for their past transgressions.°

Pursuing the general plan marked out in the intro

duction to this Book,‘1 we devote the remainder of this

fourth chapter to the operations of pope Innocent in the

Spanish peninsula, and in other outlying portions of his

spiritual realms; the latter proceedings bringing his his

tory into a natural connexion with the great crusade of

the year 1203, the capture of Constantino 1e, and the ulti

mate defeat of his plans for the relief of t e Holy Land.

It is impossible to over-estimate the political power

gained by the Church through the medium of _ d_ _
the canonical restrictions upon marriage, the {,‘Fltsogfi‘ifi‘

right to determine the legality of the con- mflgilllléglslial

nexion, and to legitimatise or bastardise the '

offspring at pleasure.‘ If the pontiff of Rome had held

himself bound by the same rules as those to which he

was always ready to appeal as against others, the incon

venience arising out of uncertainty in the application of

‘1 Gesta, 8:0. § 56, p. 22. ‘1 Conf. eh. i. p. 324.

' Ibid. 8w. § 57, p. 22. It seems that 0 Cont‘. Book x. c. 3, p. 216 of this

this submission took place before the work.

removal of the interdict.

VOL. V. E E
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the law, however irksome in itself, would have been less

severely felt; but as it was, no such limits were allowed

to interfere with his discretionary power, upon special

grounds, to set aside his own law, and to give or to

withhold the sanction of the Church, as might be most

conducive to its interests or his own. Yet, though In

nocent III. maintained the theory of the omnipotence

of the pontifical dispensation with the utmost strictness,

there was a severity of principle in his practice which

rarely induced him to swerve from the letter of the law.

His spiritual subjects, therefore, knew pretty well what

they had to expect when they transgressed the ordi

nances of the Church, or neglected to inform themselves.

at the fountain-head of how that law was likely to tell

upon their acts.

Alphonso, surnamed the Noble, king ofLeon in Spain,

The king of had committed the indiscretion of marrying

his cousin Berengaria, daughter of Alphonso

for unlawful IX., king of Castile. The Pope immediately

wedlock.

Spain, to investigate the case, and if found to be unlaw

ful, not only to dissolve the marriage, but‘ to annul all

civil engagements and contracts entered into for the benefit

of the parties to the illegal connexion. The King refused

to repudiate his Wife, or to renounce the advantages of

her dower and outfit; and Rayner, without delay, ub

lished the interdict upon the kingdom of Leon. H

the father and the husband of Berengaria sent their

envoys to Rome, soliciting the papal dispensation for the

marriage. The Pope, however, peremptorily rejected

the petition, and declared that no consideration should

tempt him to sanction so serious a crime. He thought

proper, indeed, to remove the general interdict; but at

the same time republished the greater excommunication

against the King and his incestuous consort; and issued

a decree revoking all grants cf land, towns, and castles

transferred to the King as the marriage-portion of his

' queen, and reconveging them to the king of Castile, who

had ‘in the mean time earned his pardon by intimating his

readiness to receive back his daughter in obedience to the

despatched Rayner, an expert canonist, into .

oth '
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papal precept. The Pope formally declared the issue of

the incestuous marriage, if any, to be illegitimate, and

incapable of taking (my interest by descent from their pa

rents. In this case, as in that of Philip II. of France,

Innocent was ultimately victorious; the marriage was

dissolved, and the censures upon the King and the di

vorced lady were withdrawn.f

But this was not all the legate Rayner had to do in

Spain. He was instructed to compel the kings Political in

of Navarre and Castile to make peace with one terferencesdf

another; and with that view he had actually ‘kg E‘i’lll’ein

smitten the territories of the former with the in- P '

terdict for an alleged breach of a subsisting truce between

the two crowns, and for entering into a treasonable com

pact with the heathen Saracens in order to maintain

himself in possession of his usurped acquisitions. The

legate had received special orders, after settling the affair

of the incestuous marriages, and the establishment of

peace between Navarre and Castile, to spare no pains to

bring about a solid league between the Christian princes

of Spain against the enemies of the faith; and for that

purpose to make a liberal use of the spiritual weapons

placed in his hands.g Sancho, king of Por- ,

tugal, was warned to be more punctual in the P0311311,

payment of the tribute due for his kingdom fitibuésry

to the Holy See. He was reminded that the mg om‘

tribute his father Alphonso I. had agreed to pay was the

double of that which he, the son, had transmitted to the

sacred treasury; and that any attempt to defraud the

Holy See of its just dues would infallibly expose him and

his kingdom to the divine wrath, and be regarded by the

Pope as a sacrilegious violation of the right and property

of the “ mother and mistress of all churches.”h

When we hear ofa papal legate instructed to announce

f Gesta, &c. § 58, pp. 22-24. The

biographer is diffuse upon this transac

tion. He tells us that the king of Por

tugal had incurred a similar censure for

marrying within the canonical degrees,

probably the same as that condemned

by pope Coelestine III. See 0. i. p. 339

of this book. See also the frantic in

vective of pope Innocent against so

called “incestuous marriages," apud

Rayn. an. 1199, § 40, p. 51.

I “ Super quo (the league) te pree

cipue volumus esse solicitum, per 0.1‘

communicationis et interdicti senlentiam,

appellatione remota, cogere non omit

tas.”

" Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 249, p.132;

ep. 446, p. 264.‘ In the year 1159, or per
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The tribute to the courts to which he is accredited that he

how to be’ has it in commission “ to establish peace among

'egarded' them, and to abrogate all improper compacts

or treaties,“ we wonder where the interposition assum

ing such a character was to stop. It was the traditional

policy of the Holy See to construe every token of reli

gious deference, every practical proof of a desire to stand

well with ‘the spiritual father 0 Christendom, as an ad

mission of dependency or vassalage. Whether the king

of Portugal meant the benevolences just adverted to in

that sense or not, it is certain that pope Innocent so re

garded them.j There is abundant proof that the Roman

pontiffs had accustomed themselves to consider the habit

able globe as the fee-farm of the Holy See, and, whenever

possible, to exact a rent or a profit from it in one shape

or another. The imperial crown itself had, as we have

seen, been described as an emanation of the chair of Peter,

and bound to him that sat thereon by the same ties of

allegiance and fealty as the vassal to the lord of the fee.

It was certainly no fault of the popes that the princes of

the world did not very clearly apprehend the terms they

were on with the spiritual sovereign.

haps somewhat later, Alphonso I.,who

reigned for a period of seventy-three

years (AD. 1102-1185), had sued to

po eAlexander III. to confirm his new

tit e of king ofPortugal ; and the Pope,

in consideration ofhis services to Chris

tendom and of an annual payment of

two marks of gold, took him, his king

dom, and all the towns and territories

he had conquered, or might thereafter

conquer from the Moors, under the

special protection of‘ the Holy See. Al

phonso had further advanced to the

Pope a sum of 1000 pieces of gold (au

rios), but had never afterwards paid

the tribute, or made any further ad—

vances to the see of Rome during his

lifetime. His successor. Sancho I.,was

required by Coelestine III. to pay up the

arrears of the tribute; but he alleged

that the payment of the 1000 pieces

was an anticipated payment, as con

tracted for by his father. Innocent

IIL, however, declared the advance of

the 1000 pieces to have been a free

gift to the Holy See. This view seems

to have been at length adopted by

There was no

Sancho, who had paid in a sum on ac

count; but still the exact amount of

the debt remained in dispute, and this

was the subject of complaint in the

epistle above quoted. Conf. Schiifer,

Gesch. von Portugal, vol. i. pp. 54-57.

This writer examines the tributary re

lation of Portugal to the see of Rome

with candour and ingenuity. Conf.

also Rayn. an. 1199,§ 33, p. 15; and

further, Epp. Inn. 111. lib. i. ep. 99,

54

| “Ad pacem inter principes refor

mandam, et dissolvendas colligationes

iniquitatis.” The “colligationes” may

mean public, as well as mere family

matters. Epp. Inn. III. ep. 92, p. 49.

.i In the letter of Innocent III. to the

king of Portugal (lib. i. ep. 99, p. 54)

he admits that the latter had denied

that the payments were in the nature

of tribute (“pro censu”); but the Pope

persisted in lmputing to it that charac

ter, and told him that if he did not pay

up, the legate had orders to proceed

against him. The letter is dated the

24th of May 1198.
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want either of documentary or practical explanation. A

ope had given a royal crown a-piece to the princes of

Ilungary and Poland, and the new kings became the

’ reputed vassals of Rome ;“ pope Alexander II. had ex

acted an engagement from the French adventurers in

Spain that all the conquests they should make from the

infidels in that country should be held by them as tribu

tary vassals of the Holy See; Gregory VII. claimed the

whole of that country as an appendage of the spiritual

monarchy by a still more ancient and, if possible, more

visionary title ,1 and when it suited him to set up a new

king in Germany and another in Italy, he required from

both oaths of precisely the same import, and in nearly

the same terms, as those usually taken by vassals to their

feudal lords.m

Comparing these pretensions with the facts which

accompanied them, we may form some notion Character of

of the nature and compass of the plans of pope tthe Bapaltpreé

Innocent III. for the expansion of the pontificalscheme. We have seen how that, in the earliest tam facts

years of his reign, he had added wide districts to the

immediate dominions of the Holy See ; how that he had

conquered the great duchies of Ancona and Spoleto;

how that the lands of the countess Matilda had been, in

part at least, reduced into possession; how that the feudal

dependencies of Apulia, (Jalabria, and Sicily had been

confirmed by the self-surrender of the empress Constantia

and the helpless minority of her son. All these acts of

power had been accompanied by declarations of auto

cratic sovereignty of a purely secular character, while at

the same time and in the same breath formidable claims

of the like kind had been advanced against independent

states, under a plea which merged the ultimate powers of

government in the paramount sovereignty of the chair of

Peter.n Thus far these acts do not substantially differ from

those ofvulgar ambition. It must be left to the theosophic

casuist to raise them to a higher moral or religious level.

1‘ Book ix. 0. 1, p. 3. u The proximate powers might be

' See Book x. c. 6, p. 285. allowed to remain in the hands of the

' “' Conf. Book xi. c. 3, p. 527, and satraps of the autocrat of Rome.

Ibid. 0. 4, p. 563.
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Some light is thrown upon the scheme of Innocent

The Pope III. by an opening which occurred in the year

muffle?" 1198 for the renewal of intercourse between

peror exius .

Angelus. the Pope and the Byzantines. The emperor

Alexius Angelus had sent “ orators”° to the Pope with

valuable presents, ostensibly to treat upon the affairs of

the Holy Land. Innocent frankly replied that the only

security the Emperor could give to the Latin world for

the sincerity of his cooperation for the deliverance of the

Christians of the East from the bondage of the infidels,

was by a solemn renunciation of the existing schism. To

that end he proposed a general council, to be held in

Italy, with a view to “reconcile the member with the

head of the Church,” the “mother with the daughter,”

“ the subject with his chief.” The proposal concluded

with an ominous caution to the Emperor that any neglect,

evasion, or rejection of the apostolic commands would

be followed by the severest visitations upon himself

and the whole Greek Church.p In his reply Alexius

assented generally to the proposal of a congress, but

urged that it ought to be assembled within the precincts

of the empire where all the general councils had been

held; and that in this respect the priesthood had always

Dispute about acknowledged the superiority of the empire.

preeminence, The Emperor appears to have built upon the

‘ °' precept of the apostle Peter, “Submit your

selves to every ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake.”‘1

But this was too bad to be borne patiently. “ The text,”

rejoined the Pope, “meant no such thing: it meant only

that men in theirplay capacity were to be sub'ect to

human laws, but to apply this to the head of the hurch

proved the utter ignorance of the Emperor and his ad

visers of the whole course and drift of scriptural author

ity: throughout the'Old Testament the superiority of the

priest over the king was uniformly maintained: David,

° “Oratores”—in the Latin report p. 35. For this the Pope quoted the

probably used in the sense of “ suppli- “ Canons,” of‘ which canons the Byzan

cants." tines had not probably the remotest

P Gesta, &c. § 60 and 61, pp. 24-28 ; idea.

Epp. Inn. II . lib. i. epp, 353, 354, ‘I 1Pet.ii. 13,14.

pp. 203, 204 : co'nf. Rayn. an. ll98,§ 86,
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it is true, was not a priest, though the sovereign of the

high-priest Abiathar; but then David was the ancestor

of Christ, and as the possessor of the prophetic character,

superior to the priest: besides, Christ was a priest after

the order of Melchizedec, that is, both priest and king:

Peter was his successor, inheriting his undivided power

and authority both as priest and king : he stands in his

place on earth: he is high-priest over all, in the same

degree and manner as Christ is over all :r now the priests

are the ‘gods,’ and the Pope, as the vicar of Christ, is

the ‘ruler’ of the people; therefore, to set himself above

them is an offence of the deepest die: to resist the papal

admonition, were to resist the ordinance of God conveyed

in the words, ‘ Feed my sheep’—words which admit of no

restriction to this or that flock, for that all are subject to

Peter: his superintendence extends over the whole earth,

and none shall dispute his right to rebuke and censure

transgressors of every rank and degree.”5

Innocent, however, did not wish the negotiation

whollv to drop. Satisfied for the present with Th
~. . - e Emperor

repulsmg triumphantly the 1gnorant presump- claim, res..

tion of the Greek, he closed his letter in a more tam)“ 0‘

conciliatory tone. The real object of the em- ypms‘

bassy now crept out. The court of Constantinople re

garded the detention of the island of Cyprus, conquered

by Richard Coeur-de-Lion on his late crusade, as an

encroachment on the territory of the empire. Alexius,

it appears, entertained the hope that by holding out a

prospect of the reunion of the two churches he might

induce the Pope to make use of his spiritual weapons to

compel the restitution of the island. But when the en

voys ventured to request this proof of friendship, the

Pope drily remarked that, if he was rightly informed,

the island, at the moment of the conquest, was not in the

hands of the empire, and could not, therefore, be con

sidered as forming a part of the Emperor’s dominions;

that, besides this, Cyprus was the granary of the armies

" Quoting the text from Jeremiah, revile the gods, nor curse the ruler of

“ See, I have this day set thee,” &c.; thy people.”

and (Exod. xxii. 28), “ Thou shalt not ' Gesta, 800. § 62, p. 28.
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in Palestine, and could not be parted with, except at the

risk of famine, as well as of casual hostilities from other

quarters: nevertheless, he would inquire further into the

matter, and act as right and justice might demand.t

If Innocent had been'solely bent upon the success

Themsw of the crusade, for the promotion of which he

cess qfqhe was at that moment exerting every nerve and

negmmmm' muscle of the pontifical authority, Alexius would

have had a good chance of striking a profitable bargain

for himself. But the latter regarded even the success of

his favourite project as of minor importance compared

with the prospect of reducing the Greek Church to a

reunion with Rome on his own terms. And, as usual,

he went straight to his object. But this mode of pro

ceeding did not suit the wily Greek. Alexius accordingly

stuck to his text—let justice be done, and then it would

be time enough to talk about terms of reunion. The

negotiation fell to the ground, without any increase of

good feeling between the parties.

The affairs of the emperor Alexius were about this

King Cab. time complicated by the revolt of the Bul

J°hanPes°f garians. Under their king Johannitius—or

Bulgaria sub- . . 7

mits to the as he 1s more euphomously called, Calo-Jo

P°Pe- hannes—they had declared themselves inde

pendent; and the prince now petitioned the Pope to

sanction his assumption of the royal style and title. His

predecessors, he said, had indeed enjoyed that dignit by

grant of the crown of Constantinople; there was, liow

ever, now no chance of obtaining the boon from that

quarter. The (prospect thus opened of at least severing a

part from the ‘reek schismatic communion was promptly

embraced by the Pope; legates were despatched and

preachers sent into Bulgaria to convert the natives, and

to propose to Calo-Johannes the adoption of the whole

doctrine of Latin supremacy. Other emissaries followed,

with full powers for carrying the Bulgarian churches

away from “ the broken altars at which they had hitherto

ignorantly worshiped” to the only true Church. With

‘ Gesta, 850. § 64, p. 30.
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the full consent of the prince, an archbishopric and ‘two

bishoprics were founded, and the new prelates received

the insignia of their dignity from Rome, on taking oaths

of allegiance and fidelity to the Pope of the universal

Church. At the same time Calo-Johannes laid himself

and his principality at the footstool of the holy Roman

Church by a deed sealed with a golden seal.“ The king—

in prospectn-relinquished the nomination of the whole .

ecclesiastical stafi“ of the kingdom to the Pope, and took

an oath that neither he, nor, with his assent, any of his

nobles or eople, would swerve from their obedience to

the Holy k ee, and that he would strive to reduce all the

lands and territories he might thereafter acquire,‘ whether

from Christians or pagans, under the power and command

of the apostolic see.“

After these acts of homage to the chair of Peter, the

Pope no longer hesitated to grant the petition Calm

of the suppliant. The crown, the mantle, and Johannes

the sceptre of royalty were despatched from chm”???

Rome by the hand of a cardinal-legate, with P '

special injunctions to impress upon the new king that

the dispensation of crowns, and, indeed, of all earthly

dignities, had been committed by the Lord to St. Peter

and his successors; for that in him and his Church was

the ark of salvation, out of which, if any man be found,

he must perish in the flood of the last judgment.x “ Now,

'1 Gesta, &c. §§ 68 and 70, pp. 31-33.

' This engagement could hardly af

fect any other territories than those of

the empire of Constantinople, except

ing it were Hungary; but that country

stood already in filial relation to Rome.

" “ Potestate et mandato ejnsdem

sacrosanetae Rom. ecclesiae et aposto

licae sedis." Gesta, &c. § 70, p. 33.

X “The pastor of the church is the

Noah of the ark; for Noah is said to

have walked with the Lord, and to have

come to the Lord over the waves of

the sea, signif ing thereby the whole

world, all of w ich is committed unto

Peter, who is called ‘ Cephas’ (K-qrpfis),

quasi Kecpaml, ‘the head.”’ The blun

der is adopted by Baronius and many

other papal writers. The term Kmpiis

is, we believe, Syro-Chaldaic, and de

notes a‘stone’ or ‘rock.’ See St‘hleus

ner ad voc. Kmpis. The Pope proceeds

in the following curious strain of sym

bolism: “ The Pope is the governor of

the ark ; he is the head on which dwel

leth the plenitude of the senses. . . .

Thus, when Peter asked of the Lord

how many times he should forgive his

br0ther,he replied, ‘ Until seventy times

seven:' now, inasmuch as all time is

included in the number seven, the mul

tiplication of the seven into itself de

notes the sins of the whole world; so

that to Peter it is given not only to

remit the sins of all men, but also to

remit and pardon sin itself(!): unto

Peter, and to Peter alone, exclusivelfv

of all his other disciples, he said, ‘F0 -

low me;’ which means, ‘ Take my office

upon thee’(!); thereby conferring on

him the fulness of ecclesiastical power

as the one shepherd,” &c. 800.
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therefore,” he proceeded, “in virtue of this our oflice,

and out of our paternal solicitude to rovide both for the

temporal and spiritual welfare of t e Bulgarians and

Wallachians, and after the precedent of Samuel the

priest, who anointed David king, we have resolved to

place a king over them ; and we have by this our special

egate sent him the diadem and the sceptre, upon the

- express ground that he hath sworn to be and remain for

himself and his successors for ever devoutly obedient

to the holy Roman Church, and to keep himself and all

the lands and peoples subject to his government in the

like obedience and devotion.”y

Such passages as these—and they are extremely

Pontifical numerous—in the writings of pope Innocent

‘th?$>;o“gai“ III., with the accompanying facts, exclude all

ri y the

COllCOmilJMlt doubt that he regarded the world at large,

facts' and not merely the spiritual Church, as within

the scope of his supreme control. The power to “root

out and pull down,” to “destroy and throw down,” to

“build and to plant,” denotes not only a power, in the

plape of God, to pull down thrones, to depose princes, to

absolve subjects from their oaths to their rulers, but also

to set up kings, to grant crowns, and to change govern

ments. The corroborating precedents are the successive

depositions of Henry IV. and Frederic Barbarossa, and,

somewhat later, of John of England; the claim of the

popes to the exclusive patronage of the imperial diadem;

the grant of the kingly crown and dignity to the rinces

of Poland, Bohemia, Hungary, and Portugal; t e ap

propriation of the kingdom of Sicily; and the general

prerogative to set in motion the temporal powers for the

acquisition of all lands and territories claimed as, actually

or presumptively, part and parcel of the Patrimony of

the Church, without either choice or reciprocal advantage

to the temporal executive. And to these facts Innocent

himself frequently a peals as precedents and instances of

the exercise of all t ese powers. It may, however, be

admitted, that the use to be made of this universal pre

1 Dated from Agnani, the 24th Feb- pontificate. Gesta, &c. § 73, p. 35.

ruary 1204, in the seventh year of his
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rogative was rather in the nature of an ultimate reser

vation of an authority to direct the course of human

political events to the advantage of the Church and its

head, than of a power of normal or constant exercise.

Andrew, king of Hungary, had taken offence at the

elevation of Calo-Johannes, with whom he was The Pope in

at war. He had even ventured to detain the the quarrel

Pope’s legates while on their journey through §§§§§$y

his country to Bulgaria. For this act of au- and the

dacity he had received a severe rebuke from the Bulgamns'

pontiff. “ Such an act,” said the Pcipe, “ could not pass

without correction; and unless the ing should retrace

his steps, and give immediate satisfaction for so gross an

insult—not to himself, but to the Lord Jesus Christ-in his

person—he must be prepared for the utmost infliction of

the pontifical scourge?” The Pope,however, condescended

to explain his conduct in respect of the Bulgarian crown.

That ornament, he said, had been granted in respect of

the right of Calo-Johannes to the kingdom of his ances

tors, one ofwhom had, at his baptism, subjected the entire

kingdom of Bulgaria to the Holy See.“ After thatmin

deed, it had fallen into grievous servitude to the schismatic

Greek, but had at length been delivered by the brothers

Peter and Calo-Johannes, the legitimate descendants of

the ancient kings of the country. These princes may,

indeed, have committed trespasses upon their neighbours,

but that was no reason for depriving the legitimate

heirs of the kingdom, who had, to boot, acknowledged

themselves the vassals of the Holy See. The legates,

however, were still on their way; the King was not yet

crowned, and “till the prince of Bulgaria should have

taken upon him the apostolic discipline and submitted to

the pontifical control and government,b he, the Pope,

could have no right to interfere in the cause.”

The king of Hungary released the legates. Calo

Johannes was crowned and anointed by the papal legate;

I Gesta, &c. § 78, p. 35. of the Latin priests, in the pontificate

'\ This anecdote we suppose to have of Nicolas I. in 865. Book vii. c. 6,

arisen from the incident ofking Bogaris p. 364-.

of Bul aria having sent his son to b “Magisterium et przeceptum.”

Home or education at the persuasion Gesta, &c. § 79, p. 40.
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Resulting and not long afterwards became one of the

relations of severest thorns in the side of his patron the

3:35;?“ Pope. But for the moment both Andrew and
pe. ., . .

1s Bulgarian rival had now good cause to look

to Innocent for redress against the wrongs both had

sustained from the illegal violence of the crusaders, who

had diverted their arms from its original purpose to

the invasion of the Christian countries that lay in their

way. The crusaders, at the persuasion of the Venetians,

had taken and plundered Zara, a city recently added to

the Hungarian territories. Calo-Johannes believed that

the revolution which had by this time delivered Constan

tinople into the hands of the Latins, would involve him

in a war with the latter, while his disputes with Hungary

were still unsettled. Both parties looked to the Pope to

help them out of their difliculties. The results of the

labours of pope Innocent III. at this interesting period

of his pontificate must be reserved for the next chapter,

in which some particulars respecting the Latin conquest

of Constantinople must engage our attention.“

‘ For the facts in this paragraph see Gesta, 8:0. § 80, p. 42.
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INNOCENT HI. AND THE CRUSADE OF l202—THE HOLY LAND—

SCANDINAVIA, 8:0.

The holy war—Crusaders and Venetians—Diversion of the crusade—Nugatory

repentance of the Frankish pilgrims—Further diversion of the crusade, and

capture of Constantinople—Instructions of the Pope to the army—Capture of

Constantinople; how treated by the Pope—Proviso—Efl'ect of the proviso—

Absolution of the Venetians—Second revolution at Constantinople—Elevation

of Murznflos—Second capture of Constantinople—Baldwin emperor—Deed 0f .

partition between Venetians and Franks—Baldwin’s report and petition to

the Pope—Previous misgivings of the Pope—Exultation of Innocent III.—

Petition of the Emperor and the Venetians—The Pope reproves the crusaders

—The Pope accepts his new position—Edict on behalf of the Latins of Con

stantinople—Difiiculties of the Pope—he claims the patronage of the patri

archate of Constantinople— he declines to sanction the treaty of partition—

The Pope and the Venetians in the matter of the Patriarchate—Indemnity to

the clergy-Reorganisation of the Greek Church—Selfish policy of the Vene

tians—how rebuked by the Pope—Defeat and death of the emperor Baldwin

—Apology of Oslo—Johannes to the Pope—Henry of Flanders emperor—his

‘ liberal policy—Failures and disappointments of the Pope—State of the Holy

Land—Leo king of Armenia—Dissensions in Syria referred by appeal to the

Pope—Confusion of affairs in the East—Projects of Innocent 111.; how far

successful—Issue of the Pope’s efforts in the East—Foreign churches—Peter

of Aragon crowned by the Pope—Effect of the coronation—The Scandina

vian churches—Norway—Sweden and Denmark—Poland— The “Emeriti" of

the Roman Church; their privileges—Hungary; indulgences to king Emerich.

OF all preceding pontifi's, none was more sincerely im

pressed with a sense of the great duty of res
cuing the Holy Land from the hands of the Theholywar'

infidel than Innocent III. During the concluding year

of the twelfth and the first of the thirteenth centuries his

preachers had been at work stimulating the opular con

science, and stirring up the religious fee ings of the

nations in favour of the pious enterprise. The best

chance of success seemed to lie in the establishment of

a solid peace among the Christian nations of the West.

But at this point of time the jealous rivalry of France

and England, the War of succession in Germany, the dis

tracted state of the Sicilian dependencies of the Holy
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See, the disputes between the rival kingdoms of Hungary

and Bulgaria, and, lastly, the never-ending dissensions

of the Spanish princes, and their immitigable warfare

with the Moorish occupants of the greater half of the

peninsula,—all these adverse circumstances concurred to

shut out ever prospect of bringing together the princes

and people 0 the West for one combined effort for the

recovery of the Holy Land.

But in another direction there were better hopes. The

opular mind had as yet lost little of its en

thusiastic faith in the superlative merit of the

holy war, and between the years 1200 and 1202

the crusade was preached in France and other parts of

Europe with extraordinary success. Within that period

thousands of men of all ranks—princes, nobles, gentry,

clergy, and monks—had taken the cross, and were ready

to march, under the banners of the markgrave Boniface

of Monferrat, the earl Baldwin of Flanders, the counts

of Blois and Simon de Montfort, the bishop of Soissons,

and six other great barons of France. The leaders had

devoted all their private resources to the necessary pre

parations for the expedition, and had entered into a

treaty with the doge Henry Dandolo and the republic of

Venice for their conveyance to the scene of action. At

Venice the army was reinforced by a strong division

from Germany; and the preparations for embarkation

proceeded with regularity and despatch. But at the

moment of going on board the transports furnished by

the republic, they were called upon to pay up the whole

of the stipulated passage-money. They accordingly paid,

to the last coin, all they were able to collect, into the

treasury of the republic; but a large residue remained

unliquidated. The expedition was, in short, insolvent

before it started. The doge and signoria of Venice

seized the o portunity to turn the expedition to their

own profit. ith well-dissembled generosity they agreed

to protract the term of payment upon condition that the

crusaders should lend a hand to recover for them the

city of Jadera or Zara, a revolted dependency of the re

public, now forming a part- of the kingdom of Hungary,
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the balance of the account to be deducted from the value

of the spoils of the city which might fall to the share

of the army. With the prospect before them of forfeiting

all they had already paid, and the intolerable disgrace of

failure, the crusaders had no choice but to embrace the

alternative presented to them by the wily republicans.

The expedition sailed, and Zara was taken and plun

dered; after which the army landed on Corfu, where they

took up their Winter-quarters.

This unholy diversion of the sacred expedition had

taken place under the eyes and with the know- ' '

ledge of po e Innocent. The orlglnal compactw1th the enetlans had been duly reported to

him by the French pilgrims for his confirmation before

their embarkation. suspecting the intentions ofthe Vene

tians, he annexed to his ratification a proviso that no at

tack should be made on any Christian state or people

that might lie in their track. But the Venetians peremp

torily rejected the proviso, and sent back the papal legate

appointed. to accompany the expedition as the represen

tative of the Pope; intimating, however, that if he chose

to embark in the simple character of priest or pilgrim, he

would be allowed to sail with it. No doubt now remained

upon the mind of Innocent of the-sinister intentions of

the republic; and he sent word to the crusading army

that if, in defiance of the pontifical prohibition, they

should step aside to assail the territories of any Christian

prince or state on their way, they would, ipso facto,

incur sentence of excommunication and anathema. But

the message came too late. The temptation of the ex

pected plunder, and a free discharge from their monetary

difficulties, overcame all their scruples. The markgrave

Boniface, it is true, withdrew from the expedition; but

the force sailed with alacrity to Zara, and, after a short

siege, the plunder of the city rewarded this first breach

of their vows.‘

The news of the capture of Zara drew from the Pope

a severe rebuke. As the first step towards obtaining

pardon, the captors were commanded to restore the city

' Gesla, 8:0. § 83, p. 43, and § 85, p. 46.
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to the king of Hungary. The French division
Nugamy w of the arm ex ressed th ir c ntriti n for the
pentance of y P e o 0

‘he l‘mflkish share they had taken in the sack of Zara, and

p1 gnms' offered, as the only atonement they could now

make, the abandonment of their share of the spoils to the

plundered citizens. But it required delicate management,

on the one hand to counterwork the Venetians, who, the

Pope foresaw, would abandon no part of the advantage

that could be drawn from the helpless dependence of the

crusading army, and, on the other, to prevent the disper

sion of the whole force, and the abandonment of all hope

of relieving the Christians of the East. He required the

suppliants to subscribe individually an engagement to

obey his command in all things; to make such satisfac

tion to the Zarians as he should thereafter determine;

and to observe religiously all such ordinances as he might

publish for the regulation of their future movements.

The French party acceded to these terms, and trans

mitted the required certificates to the pontiff, who there

upon absolved them from the anathema, and gave them

leave still to cooperate with the impenitent Venetians for

the purposes of the holy war. The latter had by this

time secured the first-fruits of their cunning policy; the

whole of the passage-money had been discharged, and

the city and territory of Zara reannexed to the republic.

The restitution stipulated for was out of the question;

and the pilgrims were still as dependent as ever upon

the Venetians for their conveyance to their destination.b

But this was not all the profit which the aged doge

Further di_ Henrico Dandolo proposed to draw from the

version ofthe gallant bands whom he had lured into his nets.

°’“”de’&°' The emperor Isaac Angelus of Constantinople

had been deposed by his brother, the then reigning auto

crat.c But Alexius, son of the former, had escaped the

hands of the imbecile tyrant, and was now a suppliant

in the camp of the crusaders. Supported by the whole

influence and eloquence of the doge, he succeeded in

persuading the great body of the army that this was the

time to secure to themselves a safe basis of operations

b Gesta, 820. § 87. p. 47. ° A.D. 1195.
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'

against the infidels of the- East. By possessing themselves

of Constantinople, and the restoration of the deposed Em

peror, they would acquire a fabulous amount of wealth,

and be enabled to prosecute the sacred enterprise under

advantages never before enjoyed by any Christian army.d

Against the strongest remonstrances of the French

leaders, these temptations prevailed. Any further resist

ance on the part of the dissentients would have broken

up the whole expedition, and dissipated every prospect

of accomplishing their vows for the deliverance of the

Holy Land. On the other side, the restoration of the

legitimate emperor might be made to appear as the

surest, though not the most direct, road to the success

ful prosecution of the crusade. Under these impressions

all further remonstrance was abandoned, and the com

bined forces appeared before the walls of Constantinople,

animated by the heroic s irit of their veteran leader, the

doge Henrico Dandolo. ut the result concerns our nar

rative no further than as it affected the plans Capture of

of po e Innocent III. Suflice ‘it to state, Constantinople

that onstantinople passed into the hands of the Franks;

the infirm and blinded emperor Isaac was restored to

the throne, and the compact with his son Alexius was

solemnly ratified Within the walls of the metro olis.

In the interval between the departure o the army

from Zara and the capture of the city the Instructions

Pope had given elaborate instructions to the ofthe Pope

French leaders how to deal with the refrac- t° the army‘

tory Venetians. Inasmuch as it was of the utmost im

portance to hold them to their bargain till the army was

safely landed in Egypt or Palestine, the Pope for the

, present approved of cooperation and association with

those spiritual outlaws; but this they were to do “ with

grief o spirit, and in the fervent hope of their eventual

repentance.” As to the Greeks, if they should refuse to

‘' Alexius romised 100,000 marks of arms for the term of his life, for ser

gold to the enetians; the same sum vice in Syria. More than all, he pro

to the Franks, with provisions for the mised to brin his church and empu'e

whole force. He was to furnish 10,000 under spiritua subjection to the Pope

men for one year, for the conquest of of Rome.

Egypt, and to maintain 500 men-at

VOL. V. F F
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supply them with the necessary provisions, he authorised

them to take what they might want, engaging to pay for

them at some future time; but be strictly prohibited all

lundering, and even forced requisitions were only to be

Justifiable under pressure of the utmost necessity. Above

every other consideration, he inculcated extreme caution

in their behaviour to the Venetians —“ let them,” he

said, “ dissimulate, and bear many things, until they

should arrive at their destination; after which it would

be their duty, by every means and on every occasion, to

reprehend and discountenance the iniquities of their

associates.”e _

The news of a second and more flagrant departure

Capture of from their engagements by the crusaders was

Constanti- received by the Pope with becoming indigna

flilgiigdhgy tion. “ Scarcely,” said he, “ had they testified

the Pepe: their repentance of their first transgression,

Promo‘ than they had hastened to commit a. still

greater; they had but just cast out one devil, when

they hastened to take unto themselves nine others worse

than the first; they had returned like dogs to their

vomit; their repentance had been a fraud and a cheat;

nor were they to imagine that because the Greek em

peror was in schism, or because he had put out the eyes

of his brother and usurped his throne, they were justified

in invading and plundering his subjects. They were no

judges of such matters; much less had they any right to

make them a pretext for deserting their duty to their

Saviour. Finally, if they should permit themselves to

be further led astray by the Venetians, they would in

fallibly be smitten with the like censures; unless, indeed,

the Emperor should throw obstacles in the way-of the

prosecution of the crusade, or any other just and legiti

mate cause of hostilities should occur.”f

This saving clause, in truth, furnished a plausible

meet Omejustification of the proceedings of the crusading

Pr°vis°- army up to this point of time. It was certain

that every obstacle to the supply of the troops would be

thrown- in their way by the usurper, and that such re

' Gesta, &0. § s7,'p. 47. ' Ibid. § 89, p. 50.
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fusal would at once introduce a state of war, and afford

a “legitimate” cause of hostilities. The Pope could

not but know that government aid was essential to the

maintenance of so large a force, and common sense

pointed out that a surer source of supply must be pro

vided than could be expected from forced requisitions; a

system which, in such hands, could at the best result

in that systematic plunder he did not himself object to

in case of absolute necessity.

Within a few months of the date of this equivocal

monition, the Po e was informed b his 1e ate i
Peter, who hadpaccompanied theyfleet gom Abdfltiliaon

Corfu, that the do e of Venice and his people Venemns'

had humbly sued fbr pardon, and had accompanied their

petition by a circumstantial narrative of the revolution

at Constantinople, and the restoration of the emperor

Isaac upon terms advantageous to the prosecution of the

crusade, and o ening a sure prospect of the reunion of

the schismatic reeks with the Catholic communion and

the Holy See. The legate added that, upon receipt of

this petition, he had despatched the bishop of Nicosia to

grant the absolution asked for; “ preferring,” as he said,

“ to win back the truants (the Venetians) to the fold of

the Church as cripples, rather than as corpses ;” but

chiefly because he thought that their bad example might

endanger the brighter prospects now opening to the ex

pedition.g

Presuming the reader to be familiar with the lively

narrative of this revolution in the pages of S d

Gibbon, or, it may be, in those of M. Raumer,h ,...i,°.‘.’.’.‘....

we pass over all details not immediately con-infiglsltgnfi

nected with the policy of pope Innocent III. p '

It is sufiicient to observe in this place that little time

was required to convince the restored Emperor and his

son of their inability to perform their promises to the

crusaders. The payment of the subsidies agreed upon

was postponed from mouth to month, till the patience of

the craving adventurers was exhausted. The exertions of

8 Gesta, &c. § 90, p. 51. vol. iii. book vi. 0. 7.

h Decline and Fall, 0. 1x.; Hohenst.
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the government to raise the sums required produced dis

content among all classes of subjects, and these were sti

mulated into hatred by the apostasy of the emperors from

the orthodox faith of the Greek Church. Clergy and

oplejoined in rejecting the heretical communion of the

atins; and it became evident that the restored dynasty

must stand or fall with their Frankish allies. The latter

accordingly consented to prolong their sojourn at Constan

tinople for a period of six months, though upon terms

which added to the already overwhelming difliculties of

the government. Notwithstanding every precaution,

frequent broils and skirmishes, sometimes attended with

bloodshed, occurred between the incensed populace and

the foreign soldiery, in the course of which a portion of

the city was plundered and burnt to the round. These

excesses dissi ated the last hope of the mperor and his

son of satisfying and dismissing their dangerous uests.

The Franks became day by day more clamorous or the

payment of the subsidies, it must by this time have been

manifest to all men that the princes were no longer in a

condition to extort from their ruined and insulted sub

jects. The complication of affairs was increased by dis

cord between the imbecile Isaac and his son; and a

general and wholly unexpected insurrection of the peo

ple closed the gates of the city to the strangers encamped

Elevation under its walls, and raised Alexius Ducas, sur

of named Murzuflos, to the throne. The younger

Mmuflm' emperor Alexius was thrown into a dungeon,

where he was soon afterwards strangled by order of the

usurper. The senior emperor Isaac died of grief and

terror; and every hope_the Franks had founded upon their

late successes had passed away like a dream.

It must be admitted that under such circumstances

second no alternative remained to the crusaders, but

captm of either to sail away direct for Palestine, or a

(mfg?- second time to make themselves masters of the
p capital, and take the government into their

own hands. Their choice was soon made. It was re

solved at all hazards to reca ture the city, to transfer

the crown of the empire to a Eatin prince, and to put an
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end to-the scandalous schism that had hitherto divided

Christendom, by reconciling the Greek churches with

the head of Catholic Christianity. No eas task lay

before them. Murzufios displayed both inteli ence and

energy in the defence of the walls; but no in ucements

could kindle the enduring fire of patriotism in the ex

citable but radicall cowardly spirits of the Greeks. A

first assault ofthe lizanks was beaten off; a second proved

successful; a further portion of the city was destroyed

by fire, and every article of portable wealth was collected

and divided among the captors. Works of art, ancient

paintings, statues, rich mosaics, the remains of antique

civilisation, were ruthlessly destroyed; the churches were

desecrat-ed with every insult that suggested itself to the

fanatical spirit of the insolent barbarians, or that might

inflict the most deadly wounds upon the religious tradi

tions of the people. But these resentments—the bit

terest and most enduring of human passions—were for

the present absorbed in a sense of utter dejection and

misery; and the vanquished citizens beheld, without an

audible murmur, the instalment of Baldwin Bamwin

earl of Flanders on the ancient throne of the eIrrever

East by the unanimous sufi'rages of their enemies.‘

The resolution of the allies to change the dynasty

had been preceded by a careful division of the

expected spoil. A formal deed had been exe- 233,3;

cuted by both parties, assigning one-fourth of etween

the whole territory to the Venetians as an in- “$19,211;

dependent possession; the other three parts to

be shared by the Franks as vassals of the empire, and

on the usual terms of feudal tenure. All the plunder that

might fall into the hands of the captors to be brought

into a common fund, divisible into four parts—one part

to go in liquidation of the contract debt still due from

the deceased emperors, the other three arts to be shared

equally between the Venetians and the ranks: as to the

clergy of both churches, so much of their possessions and

endowments as should sufiee Qfor their honourable main

tenance was to be reserved to them; all the ‘residue to

‘ Baldwin was crowned in the church of St. Sophia on the 23d May 1204.
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be shared in like form and manner as had been deter

mined respectiry the other divisible estate. The docu

ment conclude with an engagement binding all the

parties to stand b each other for one whole year from

that 12th day 0 March 1204, for the defence of the

Emperor and empire; and, as they chose to word it, “for

the honour of God and the holy Roman Church.”

Soon after the capture of Constantinople and the elec

B m _ , tion of Baldwin, the new Emperor wrote the

PZHZIQZZK Pope a highl -coloured account of the trans

fiogwthe action, and o the motives which had induced

ope’ the army to put an end to the existing state of

things, and to take the government of the empire into

their own hands. He excused the excesses committed

by the troops on the ground of the utter faithlessness

and treachery of the Greeks, who, by their _own false

hoods, defalcations and deceit, had brought these calami

ties upon themselves. The hatred of the Greeks for the

Latin communion he described as an insuperable obstacle

to any kind of agreement with Murzufios or his party;

the intruder had, in fact, opened negotiations for peace

and pardon with the chiefs of the army; he had listened

with patience even to the most humiliating conditions; but

that when the union of the two churches was proposed,

he had declared, in a burst of uncontrollable rage, that

“ he would sooner sacrifice crown and life together than

suffer the Greek Church to fall into servitude under a

Latin priest.” Baldwin described, in glowing language,

the manifold advantages which must result to the affairs

of the Holy Land by the transfer of the imperial crown

to the Latins; the defenders of Palestine would, by that

great event, be delivered from all the impediments which

the Greek emperors and their subjects had, for ages

past, industriously thrown in the Way of the soldiers of

the cross—from all the vexations endured by the Latin

pilgrims; and from the aid furtively extended to the

infidel enemy. “For, in truth,” he said, “ the Greeks

hate the very name of the prince of the apostles, nor

would they yield a single church even to him who had

received from the Lord himself the principality over all
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churches; . . . the Latins were to them as rabid dogs,

whose blood it was a merit rather than a crime to shed.”

For such heresies, and other crimes too numerous for

mention, they had drawn down God’s wrath on their own

heads, and He had delivered their land—a land over

flowing with all good things, abounding in corn, wine,

oil, fruit-trees, woods and rivers, a land to which there

was none on earth comparable for salubrity and amenity

of climate and temperature—into the hands of the armies

of the cross. He vaunted the devotion of the confeder

ates to the Holy See, and besought the Pope to take the

whole glory of this great success to himself; to assume

the command of their future movements, and, by his

countenance and exhortations, to excite persons of all

conditions to avail themselves of the golden opportunity

to seize upon the boundless wealth, both temporal and

spiritual, which was now offered to all who should seek

it, in a land flowing with milk and honey, and under the

patronage of a prince who possessed the means and the

will to pour down in rich measure all these benefits upon

them. “Behold,” he said in conclusion, “behold, most

holy father, now is the appointed time, now is the day of

salvation: the Lord is manifestly intent upon the reign

of peace on earth, in that He hath placed your enemies

under your feet: sound, we beseech you, the sacerdotal

trumpet in Sion; call together the congregation of the

people; unite the companies of the old and the young;

sanctify the acceptable day of the Lord, the 'day of the

establishment of peace and unity, for the confirmation of

our trust in Him, that He will, by your hand, extermi

nate all His enemies, and subjugate every power on earth

which shall raise its head against the Lord and His

Anointed.”j -

This address, no doubt, struck the right chord in the

ear and heart of Innocent. But while the revo-Previous mi,

lution was still in progress he had placed little givings of

or no reliance on the promises and professions the Pq’e'

either of the emperor Alexius or the crusaders themselves.

The former, indeed, while a suppliant for his support, had

5 Gesta, 8w. § 91, p. 52.
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taken an oath to pay all that honour and obedience to

the Holy See which, as the Pope somewhat apocry

phally alle ed, “his predecessors the Catholic emperors

ad from a 1 time paid to his own predecessors the opes

of the Holy See.”" But no man knew better than nno

cent himself the precarious nature of the security to be

obtained by making the sovereign responsible for the

submission of subjects in a state of chronic religious

dissent. ‘It was, therefore, to the Franks alone that he

had to look for the permanence of the ecclesiastical re

volution. But here again the frequent and capricious

disobedience of these, his most trusted spiritual vassals,

held out but a sorry prospect either of the deliverance of

the Holy Land or the ultimate conversion of the Greeks

to the faith of Rome. They had, he told them frankly,

up to that moment taken no_ effectual step to assure him

0 the submission of the Emperor since his restoration.

What he had promised before that might or might not

have been honestly meant, but since then he had received

no notification from him of his future measures or in

tentions for bringing back his schismatic subjects to the

“one fold of the one shepherd.” Until he should have

obtained such security, he could put no confidence in his

sincerity, nor in the professions of the crusaders them

selves, whom he held responsible for the acts of the

prince whom they had placed on the throne.1

But the news of the second capture of Constantinople,

and the election of a Latin emperor and patri

arch, appears, for the moment at least, to have

wiped all the delinquencies of his spiritual

clients from his memory. In a paroxysm of delight the

pontiff congratulated the new Emperor on his accession.

“ He was more abundantl rejoiced to hear from his own

mouth that he ascribed his astonishing success, not to

 

l‘ “ Juramento firmasti ut omnem de

votionem nobis . . . impensuram uam

anteeessores tui imperatores Cat olici

prazdictis . . . Romanis ponteficibus nos

cuntur antiquitus impendisse.” The

word “Catholici” is well put in; all

who had refused the homage demanded

were not “Catholici." Certainly the

normal state of the Greek Church was

widely different from that which these

words would lead us to infer. Ray

nald, an. 1204, p. 173 ; Epp. Inn. III.

lib. vi. p. 129.

I Epp. Inn. III. lib. vi. ep. 230, ap.

Rayn. ubi sup. p. 174.
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his own prowess, but to God and his earthly representa

tive the ope ; that he (the Pope) had therefore resolved

to spare no pains to defend and amplify his dignity, and

had therefore determined to issue a general precept to

all the clergy and laity residing in the East to give their

best aid for the security and maintenance of the em ire,

as the best means for the rescue of the Holy Land rom

the hands of the infidels.”"‘ To the bishops and clergy of

the crusading arm he indulged in similar expressions of

apostolic joy :11 “ T e golden calves were broken in pieces ;

Israel had returned unto Judah; Samaria was converted

unto Jerusalem; the abominable thing Was cast out of the

temlple; men Went up unto the Lord no longer at Dan

or ethel, but in Sion,” &c. The misdeeds of his truant

pupils are all clean forgotten and forgiven; the holy

pontiff grasps with eager hand at a harvest he had not

sown, and glories to take to himself the precious fruits

of unredeemed promises and broken vows. He revels in

the prospect of remodelling the whole structure of the

apostate church which blasphemously denied the double

procession of the Holy Ghost: he directed the clergy to

provide the churches deserted by the schismatics with

pastors of the Latin communion, and in all things to

take care that the worship of God be conducted with

due regard to the honour of the Holy See and the

proper performance of the services and mysteries of

religion.°

But as the whole series of events attending the La

tin conquest gradually became known to him, Petition of

many considerations tended to moderate his the Emperor

INN. III. ON REUNION OF THE CHURCHES, &c.

joyous anticipations. He had heard with dis- “giggle

gust of the revolting excesses committed by

the soldiery at the capture and sacking of the city. The

fuller ex erience of t

had ma e use of saddened

e character of the instruments he

his ‘spirits, and awakened

m E]; . Inn. III. lib. vii. ep. 173, ap.Ii’aynalrf,I ubi sup. p. 180.

n It would be hardly possible to ren

der in English the singular metaphors

in which the pontiff indulges in this,

as in many other epistles; as, for in

stance, “ Gratiarum actiones exsolvi

mus, et ei (Deo) labiorum nostrorum

vitulos (I) immolamus," 8:0. But a

friend reminds us that the pontifi' may

have been thinking of the words of

Hosea, ch. xiv. ver. 2.

° Inn. III. lib. vii. ep. 164, up.

Rayna d, ubi sup. p. 181.
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serious apprehensions for the future success of his fa

' vourite projects. The emperor Baldwin had propitiated

the Pope by sending him a large share of the plunder of

the city, in the shape of a valuable assortment ofjewelry,

precious stones, vessels of gold and silver, crosses of the

same metals, silken vestments, and a considerable sum of

money.p But these presents did in no wise contribute

to weaken his misgivin s. And now a new cause of

uneasiness arose from t e mat-urer consideration of the

terms of the compact for the division of the booty, more

es ecially as the affected the lands and endowments
ofPthe Church. he new Emperor had followed up his

narrative and memorial by an earnest request to the

Pope to confirm the articles of the compact for the divi

sion of the conquered territories, entered into before the

capture of the city. The doge Dandolo, in the name of

the republic, a ologised for the past, and seconded the

petition of the mperor.q

But by this time the Pope could take a more deli

The Pope berate view of the true nature of the conquest,

reprovesthe and its probable effect upon his plans. He

crusaders’ assed in review the whole series of events,

from the rst sailing of the expedition; and he laid the

result of his reflections before the markgrave of Monfer

rat, in a memorial so strikingly illustrative of the mode

of thought and action of pope Innocent, that we cannot

withhold it from the reader. He began by reminding

him, and through him the chiefs ofthe armies of the cross,

of all the transgressions the had committed from the

day of their embarkation: t ey had turned aside from

their duty to God and the Holy Land; they had for

gotten their vows; they had preferred the acquisition

of earthly riches to their eternal reward. To all these

 

P “Ingentia munera,” says Raynal

due, an. 1204, § 23, p. 181, quoting Epp.

Inn. III. lib. vii. ep. 174. The treasure,

however, had been seized in transitu by

certain Genoesepirates. The archbisho

of Genoa was incontinently comman -

ed to excommunicate and interdict the

city, unless they restored the captured

plunder. It is not probable that the

captors ventured to retain their booty;

yet the nature and description of the

presents might serve to remind the

pontifi' of the transgressions of which

they were the proofs and the trophies;

if, indeed, their acceptance did not make

him a participator and an accomplice

of the misdeeds of the robbers them

selves.

‘1 p . Inn. III. lib. vii. ep. 201, ap.

Rag/nag, an. 1204, § 2, p. 204.
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offences they had added the far greater crimes of rapine

and homicide, attended with every abomination of cruelty

and unbridled lust; they had spared neither age nor sex ;

they had committed murders, adulteries, fornications,

incests, in the sight of all men. Not satisfied with the

plunder of public and private property, they had pillaged

the churches, carried away the silver tables of the altars,

robbed them of their crosses, images and relies, to the

utter disgust of the Greeks, and the dishonour and dis

grace of the true Church and the Holy See; and, to

crown all, they had now stretched out their profane hands

to seize upon the lands and endowments of the desecrated

and impoverished churches. All these excesses had, with

reason, caused the Greeks to hate them worse than dogs.

“ But,” he continued, “ you pretend that you acted all

along by the advice of our legate. This excuse will not

serve your turn; for you know quite well that such ad

vice extended only to the restoration of the younger

emperor, and that it was given with the single view to

obtain the requisite supplies for the further prosecution

of your primary duty: yet for all this we desire to pass

no definitive judgment upon your doings; we acknow

ledge your right to take vengeance upon the Greeks for

their manifold breaches offaith; we admit that you have

been made the instruments of the divine visitation upon

the headstron and schismatic people, for their obstinate

rejection of t e true faith, and their refusal to lend a

helping hand for the deliverance of the Holy Land. For

this they have deservedly forfeited their name and place

among the nations. It might, indeed, be our duty to

punish you for the injuries done to your neighbours, if

they can be called neighbours who refuse communion

with you; but in this we might seem to be thwarting

the divine dispensation for their just punishment; we do

therefore earnestly exhort and command you,.in the fear

of the Lord and in the hope of His pardon for all your

sins, to hold and to defend the land which, by the divine

ermission, you have conquered—governing the people in

justice and mercy, preserving them in peace, and bring

ing them into conformity with the Catholic Church ,- but,
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above all, we command you that you restore all eeele

sz'astieal estate and property to their right owners, and

make such compensation as may still be in your power

for the robberies on have committed; and, lastly, that

you do hasten to ulfil your vows for the redemption of

the Holy Land.”"

The 11 shot of these admonitions was, that the Pope

The Pope had made up his mind to accept the state of

$315; things as it stood, and to make the best of it.

Position- The steed had, in fact, run away with his rider,

and the latter could obviously do no better than keep a

tight hand on him for the future. We cannot but admire

the hap y facility with which, Without abandoning any
point ofPimportance to the pontifical authorit , he had

so adapted his measures to the existing state 0 things as

to turn them to the best advantage on behalf of the two

great objects he had in view. His disappointments were

due to no deficiency of zeal or discernment, but to that

over-estimate of his powers to control the course ofhuman

events, which lay not'so much in the person as in the sys

tem of which he was the prophet and the organ. In the

Greek revolution he had plausible ground for believing

that he had secured a firm basis ofoperations against the

infidels of Palestine, and a sure prospect of the reunion

of the universal Church under his sceptre. It was now

his duty to fortify the new empire by every aid, spiritual

and temporal, he could cause to flow to it. With this

Edict“ view, encyclical letters were written to all the

tgehalf.“ Churches of Christendom, rehearsin in the

e Latins .

of Constan- lan uage of triumph the successes o the true

tinoP1"- fait over the realm of schism and error; the

divine retribution which had fallen upon the perjured

generation of the Greeks; the beauty and fertility of the

territory which “the Lord had given into the hands of

His servants,” the fidelity and devotion of the newly

elected Emperor to the Holy See. That pious rince, he

said, had petitioned him to send him devout c ergy and

laity, noble and non-noble, of every sex and condition in

life, to immigrate into and settle in his empire, with the

" Gesta, &c. § 93, p. 56.
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promise of ample maintenance and gratifications, accord

mg to their quality and merits. The Pope therefore earn

estly exhorted all religious persons to hasten toavail them

selves of the golden opportunity of acquiring both spiri

tual and temporal riches, by establishing the churches of

the empire in devoted obedience to the Holy See, and b

the ultimate overthrow of the barbarians who still pol:

luted the land “ where the Lord of Glory had vouchsafed

to accomplish the great work of human salvation ;” they

that should obey this summons, to enjoy all the usual

temporal and spiritual privileges and immunities granted

to those who took the cross direct to Palestine.’

But difliculties and disappointments met the indus

trious pontiff at every step towards the ac- Difficulties

complishment of his purposes. His legates in ofthe

Palestine had hastily concluded a six years’ Pope;

truce with the Turks, and hurried to Constantinople to

artake of the good things the new empire had to offer.

hey had not only carried away with them a great part

of the remaining defenders of the Holy Land, but on

their arrival had taken upon themselves to release from

their vows many of the crusaders sojourning in the

capital, waiting for a conveyance to Palestine. The

Pope indignantly rebuked their presumption, and can

celled all their dispensations.t He was at the same time

greatly scandalised by the roceedin of the Latins in

filling up the vacant patriarcliate. ithout objecting to

the person of the recently-elected Thomas Morosini, he

denied the existence of any competent electoral body in

that Church ; no appointment of any such body had been

made by the Pope or his legate; the Venetian cler y, to

whom the election had been delegated, had no etter

ri ht than the laity who appointed them to the oflice.

“ he fact,” said Innocent, “was, that the appointment

and ordination of a patriarch of Constantinople he claims

had from all time been the special prerogative the patron

of the Holy See ,' the gifts of grace and afi'ec- Pggggrflgfiie

tion which the apostolic see had conferred u on of Constan

the Byzantine Church, in that she had eaea ted “Mple'

' Gesta, 8w. § 94, p. 57. ' Ibid. § 95, p. 58.
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her into the rank of a patriarchal see, was sufiicient

proof of the powers of the chair of Peter to put the last

first and the first last: thus the see of the ancient B -

zantium, which had neither name nor place among the

patriarchal churches, had been, by the sole act and deed

of the Roman Church, exalted to that high station—

raised, as it were, out of the dust, to rank with Alexan

dria and Antioch and Jerusalem.” Yet, as it was not his

intention to dissent from the general desire of the clergy

and lait of the empire, he informed his correspondents

that be ad freely elected Morosini, and consecrated him

with his own hand to the Patriarchate.“

The Latins accepted the Pope’s choice on his own

H _ terms: but still they importuned him for his
edeclmes - . . .

to sanction sanction to the orlgmal convention for the par

‘he t1'$“¥t>'°ftition of the conquered territories. Innocent,

partition’ however, flatly refused the request. “Would

you,” said‘he, ‘“have us to help you to lay hands on the

sacred treasure of the temple .—to become your accom

plies in sacrilege and robbery? Above all, would you

ave us to make your iniquity firm and fast by denounc—

ing the anathema against undefined offences and un

known offenders?” It might have been foreseen that

the provision for the appropriation of Church lands

was unlikel to meet with approval at Rome. But the

clause had y this time become an accomplished fact, and

could no longer be struck out of the compact. The ques

tion apparently was allowed to sleep; but the convention

itself never received the confirmation of the Holy See.

Althouégh Innocent III. uniformly spoke to the

ThePope hurches in a tone intended to impress them

andthe- with a due sense of his own spiritual omnipo

‘Ifl‘éefift‘ilrn tence, it was not possible to express absolute

ofthe servitude in language stronger than that he

Patriarchate‘ addressed to the newly-constituted Church of

Constantinople. In all his communications with them

he puts himself forward as the “God-man” of his own

inaugural oration ;v he creates a church out of nothing;

"I Probably in the month of March scure. See § 98, p. 60.

1205. The date in the Geata is ob- ' See ch. iii. of this Book, p. 369.
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he puts the last first and the first last; he alone can

unmake what he has once made; he alone can add to or

take from his own creation: all this he does of his own

more motion, irrespectively of all opposing authority,

right, or privilege. This reat “non-obstante” clause

was appended to every to en of pontifical grace and

favour ; and when, under such terms as these, it is asked

what was meant by the “ liberties of the Church,” we find

that nothing more was intended than that sort of protec

tion which the lord of the estate normally throws around

a body of useful and profitable labourers—good and bind

ing upon all but himself.“ Yet it is to be observed

that the Venetians took a different view of the relation of

the new patriarch to the republic. Passing through his

native city on his way to assume his new dignity, the

senate took the liberty to remind him that he was still a

subject of the republic, and that he would not be per

mitted to set up his spiritual privileges or obligations

against his duties as a citizen. Before he was allowed to

embark, he was compelled to give a promise in writing

to observe the subsisting compact between the Venetians

and their allies touching the division of territory; and

to admit none but Venetians, or such persons as had

resided at least ten years at Venice, to the canonries of

his cathedral; in order that he might thereby, as far as

in him lay, secure the election of a citizen of the republic

at the next vacancy of the patriarchal chair. The Pope

on the instant pronounced this promise, though secured

by oath and autograph, to be altogether void. He com

manded the new patriarch to cast his illicit engagement

to the winds, warning him that his ardon for the offence

he had committed in contracting it would depend upon

his immediate renunciation of all obligation or action

under it.‘

Meanwhile dissensions and jealousies between the

Venetians and Frankish clergy occasioned fur- _

ther appeals to the Pope. The papal legate 1316333?

refused to induct the new patriarch; Morosini

excommunicated his opponents ; and the Pope appointed

" Conf. generally Gesta, &0. § 90. 1‘ Ibid. § 98, p. 62.
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a new manager at the court and church of Constanti

nople in the person of the cardinal Benedict of St. Su

sanna. It was soon discovered that the restoration of

the sequestered church property was impracticable; and

an arrangement of indemnity, founded on an equitable

assessment of all kinds of property in the empire, was

eventually submitted to.’ This agreement was to stand

in lieu of the rejected convention of 1204; the Latin and

the Greek clergy were placed upon a level in the distri

bution of the substituted property; and all the ancient

privileges and immunities of the churches—right of

asylum, freedom from lay jurisdiction, &c.—were care

fully reserved and provided for. Pope Innocent was

, now at liberty to enter with hands free upon
lifgfit’i‘fi' the reorganisation of the Greek churches. He

Giff; repressed the ambitious projects of the Vene

' tian patriarch; he instructed him how to deal

with refractory suffragans, and ,issued a variety of

orders for reducing or adding to the number of epis

copal sees; he directed him in all his appointments to

prefer Latins to Greeks, and in all respects to make the

rule and order of the Roman Church his guide as to

function, and, if possible, as to ritual; but not to insist

upon rigid conformity in the latter res set until he

should receive further instructions from ome. Resi

dence was to be rigidly prescribed to the clergy; and
the patriarch was empowered to vgive judgment without

appeal in cases of tithes, and in many minor ecclesiastical

causes.z

Throughout these transactions the republic of Venice

Selfish policy had been the great_d_ifiiculty of pope Inno

ofqhe cent III. Thelr 1ns1d10us and selfish policy

Venewms’ had thwarted all his efforts for the relief of the

Holy Land; their lip-deep professions of loyalty to the

Holy See never stood in the way of any project for the

real or supposed advantage of the republic; the diver

sion of the armies of the crusade had been tainted at

7 The particulars are stated at length by the Pope on the 5th August of the

in the Gesta, &c.§ 101, p. 63. The deed same ear.

was executed by all the parties on the ' esta, 840. § 102, pp. 63, 64.

17th March 1206, and was confirmed
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every step with hypocrisy and fraud; and now that they

had reaped all the benefits they could reasonably expect

from the valour of their troops, or the wily policy of their

chiefs, they had already determined to withdraw from

the further defence of the house of cards they had helped

to build u . The resentment of Innocent was deep and

lasting. e peremptorily, and in the language of burn

ing indignation, refused to confirm their appointment

to the vacant archbishopric of Zara. “ Though God,”

he said, “ sometimes brings good out of evil,

and had in this instance made them His instru- 2x11311332

ments for the subjugation of the Greek schis

matics, yet that dispensation formed no excuse for the

turpitudes of the instruments themselves; so neither

would he, acting in the place of God, give any manner

of countenance to their evil deeds: the unrepented sin

still lay on their souls, and the punishment hung over

their guilty heads; nor would he now or ever show them

any favour which might appear to the Christian world

as a condonation of their crimes at Zara and elsewhere,

until they should give unequivocal proofs of penitence

and amendment.”‘

We refrain from following the fortunes of the Latin

empire of Constantinople further than in the D f d

bearing of events in the East upon the interests deat???“

and policy of pope Innocent. The unrestrained “$319:

rapacity, cruelty, ambition, and craft of the '

conquerors tended, at the very outset, to neutralise the

advantages their valour had achieved. The chiefs de

parted to take possession of the vast assi nments of land

which had fallen to their shares. Feeb y supported by

the aged doge Dandolo, and surrounded by disaffected

subjects, the emperor Baldwin wantonly provoked aquar

rel with the powerful king Calo-Johannes of Bulgaria,

now in league with the exiled chiefs of the late dynasty.

Thus supported, the King laid siege to Adrianople, and

the great battle which took place under the walls of that

city on the 5th of April 1205 ended in the total defeat

of the Franks, the capture of the Emperor, and the death

“ Gesta, &0. § 104, p. 66.
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of some of the bravest of his Latin barons. Henry of

Flanders, brother of the Emperor, wrote an account of

this terrible disaster to the Pope, ascribing it to the dis

persed state of the Latin forces, the revolt of the Greeks,

and their treasonable" alliance with the Bulgarians. The

result, however, he told the Pope, threatened the exist

ence both of Church and empire, and must eventually

put an end to all hope of reconquering the Holy Land,

unless the pontiff and the kings and princes of Christen

dom should promptly stretch forth their hands to rescue

the soldiers of the cross from the imminent perils sur

rounding them.c

The Pope lost no time in admonishing his spiritual

A 010 of pupil Calo-Johannes to desist from his unholy
Calio-Jglian- enterprise. He threatened him with an im

n‘ifiotlfeth" mediate attack in front from a large Chris

' tian force about to rush to the support of the

empire, and of the Hungarians in his rear; he com

manded him without delay to treat with the captive

Emperor for his release, and, pending the negotiations, to

abstain from all further hostilities.d Calo-Johannes re

plied, that shortly after the capture of Constantinople by

his enemies he had made proposals of peace and amity,

and had been informed by them that there could be no

peace between them and him as long as be retained

possession of a hand’s-breadth of the land belonging to

the empire: to this insolent message he had replied, that

what he possessed belonged to him by a better title than

they could show to the empire they had usurped; that

which he held had belonged to his ancestors, while they

had invaded and taken possession of that which never

could have belonged to them. He had, moreover, told

them that he (the King) had received his crown from

the hands of the su reme pontiff, whereas the person

who called himself ' mperor had of his own mere will

and pleasure usurped a throne which belonged to an

other; he had, he afiirmed, fought his battles under

b In that age no distinction was taken c Gesta, &c. § 105, p. 67.

between government “de facto” and d Ibid.§ 107, p. 69.

“ de jure.’
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the banner of the Holy See, the banner bearing on its

ample field the cross and keys of St. Peter, and this

in honourable war against men who fought with sham

crosses on their breasts. God had given him the victory;

a victory which he devoutly ascribed to the prince of the

apostles and his spiritual father the Pope; and lastly, as

to treating with the captive Emperor, he dryllylr added

that it was now out of the question, inasmuc as he

had recently died in his dungeon.°

To this matter-of-fact reply the Pope could make no

rejoinder. But the wise and forbearing policy Henry of

of the regent Henry ofFlanders, and, perhaps, Flanders em

the chapter of accidents, afforded a breathing- Pam‘

time to the distressed Franks of Constantinople. As

soon as certain tidings of the death of Baldwin reached

them, Henry was unanimously elected emperor, and in

the following year Calo-Johannes was killed in action

before Thessalonica, and his successor Boryllas was de

feated by the Emperor in person. But better results than

these arose from a more humane and liberal Hislibeml

treatment of the Greeks. The new Emperor Policy

admitted them to places of trust and profit in the army

and in the administration ; he protected the Greek clergy

from molestation, and restricted the Latins to their share

in the emoluments granted to themv by the charter of

partition already adverted to: for the present it was

thought expedient not to insist upon a formal diplomatic

union of the two churches; that state of things being

tacitly taken for granted, until a more advanced stage of

political relation, and a firmer establishment of the Latin

supremacy, should divest the further steps necessary for

the completion of the union, of the dangers to which at

that moment they might give rise.

While the conquest of the Holy Land still floated be

fore the sanguine imagination of pope Innocent _
he was unwillin to com licate his affair in Filllures-md

g P S disappoint

the East by provoking more enemies than he 1116111? ‘film

could contend with at once. Yet, on the whole, 0p '

he could not but feel that his efforts in that quarter had

e Gesta, &c. § 108, p. 69.
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been attended with no advantage that could compensate

for his failures and disappointments. The immediate frus

tration of his designs upon Palestine and Egypt, and

subsequently the necessity of leaving the great work of

reunion in abeyance, mlght have made him drop his

hands in des air, but for the conviction he always enter

tained that t e failure of his plans was not to be imputed

to any error on his own part, but solely to the radical

imperfections of the instruments he had to work with.

All his gains were so many proofs of the divine appro

bation, while all his losses were simply due to the sins of

the reprobate generation with which he had to deal.f In

his own view his position was that of never-ending con

flict with the enemy of mankind ; he firmly believed that

in such a warfare he that bore before him the standard

of St. Peter must be ultimately victorious,—that the

black flag of perdition floated over the heads of his ad

versaries, and that any reverses he might sustain must

in the end add to, rather than take from, the glory and

honour of the Holy See.

It has been incidentally mentioned that the greedy

State ofs a haste of the defenders of Palestine to partake

andltlhed 01)’ of the good things supposed to be in the gift

“n ‘ of the Latin conquerors of Constantinople had

in a great degree denuded that country of its protectors.

The hold of the Christians upon the coast-lands of Pales

tine, and of some tracts of Syria, was still further en

dangered by the inveterate feuds and dissensions of the

Latin princes and the military orders among one another.

Leo king of Leo, king of the Lesser Armenia, a region bor

Armenia- dering to the north-eastward upon the Latin

principality of Antioch, had recently turned over from a

state of schism to the chair of Peter, and placed him

self and his kingdom under the spiritual patronage of

the Pope.g Two legates had been sent to receive his

submission, and to perform the ceremony of a pontifical

coronation, whereby, as Innocent took care to inform

' See peroration of his letter to the 8 As far as the unsatisfactory state

atriarch of Jerusalem, Epp. Inn. III. of the chronology of eastern afl’airs en

Iib. xii. ep. 8, p. 303, and lib. xiii. ep. ables us to judge, about the year 1204

123, p. 470. or 1205,.
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him, “ he acknowledged that the Roman Church was set

over all the nations and kingdoms of the world ,'” and

that he was to regard the crown of the kingdom as the

pledge of his future loyalty to Him who had delegated

His powers to that church in the person of its supreme

head, the Pope.h

The pontiff had conceived sanguine hopes that the

conversion of the king of Armenia would turn Dissension,

out an important support to the Latins of in syria re

Syria and the Holy Land. But these hopes fipxerjldtbytiire

were soon dissipated. The accession of the P°P°

king of Armenia proved to be only the introduction of

another element of discord into the counsels of the East.

Leo put forward a claim to the principality of Antioch

on behalf of his nephew, a grandson of the deceased

prince. But his brother Raymund, count of Tripolis,

with the aid of the knights of the Hospital and the

Latin patriarch, took possession of the city, and held

it against the assaults of the king of Armenia. Against

this wrong Leo appealed to the Pope, and Innocent

adopted the appeal as a matter strictly within his juris

diction; but, until he should pronounce judgment, he

ordered the parties to abstain from all further hostili

ties, and to make common cause against the enemies of

the Cross. Legates were appointed to hear the appeal;

and in token of esteem and afi‘ection for the new-born

son of the Church, the Pope sent the King a consecrated

banner, to be unfurled only against the enemies of the

faith; granting at the same time that the Church of

Armenia should be exempted from all spiritual jurisdic

tion but that of the Pope himself.i

'1 This communication contains acon

cise but impressive summary of the

attributes of St. Peter’s chair. We

have the “ Tu es Petr-us,” the “ quod

cunque ligaveris,” the “fundamentum

serve. Gesta, &c. §§ 109, 110, . 70.

i A favour of the same kind ad, as

we have seen, been conferred upon the

king of Bulgaria. Pope Innocent suf

fered none of that ambi ity which had

positum,” the “super hanc petram,”

the “lapis angularis,” 8m. &c. The

King was told that the acknowledg

ment implied in his coronation exten -

ed to the adoption of the whole rule of

faith and morals of the Roman Church,

and to the reception of all her tradi

tions, canons, decretals, 8zc., without re

hitherto arisen from t e confusion of

the spiritual and political powers, to

rest upon the claim of the papacy. He

unequivocally assigned both kinds of

power to the H01 See. His tone as

universal monarc is clearl distin

guishable from the voice of t e Chris’

tian pastor addressing his flock.
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The legates whom the Pope had sent to hear the

Confusion of appeal found it impossible to bring the parties

affairs in the before them. The count of Tripolis, and his

East‘ allies the Templars, objected that the IqTues—

tion was not within the jurisdiction of the Pope. pon

this ground they disclaimed the ontifical arbitration,

and dismissed his summoners. he King, who had

done his best to testify his obedience, now claimed

judgment against his contumacious o ponents. But by

this time the legates, weary of the clay, and anxious

to join their comrades at Constantinople, had left the

settlement of the dispute in the hands of a third person,

who had been joined with them in the commission. For

some inscrutable cause, the arbitrator, without apparent

reason, chose to pronounce in favour of the very parties

who had disclaimed his jurisdiction. The principality

was awarded to Raymund of Tripolis, and sentence of

excommunication was pronounced against the king of

Armenia and his allies, for declining to accept the de

cision, and again appealing to the Pope for redress. The

latter forthwith superseded the old commission, and ap

pointed other arbitrators, with instructions, at whatever

cost, to effect a truce between the litigants. The new

legates met with rather better success than their prede

cessors. A suspension of hostilities was agreed upon.

But in the mean time the count of Tripolis had thrown

the Latin patriarch and his two nephews into prison, and,

at the suggestion of the schismatic Greeks, had restored

the patriarch of their persuasion to the see of Antioch.j

The king of Armenia, upon some fresh provocation, had

broken the truce, and committed destructive inroads

upon the church and people of Antioch. To remedy

these intolerable disorders, the indefatigable pontiff sent

a fourth and a fifth legation to the East; instructing his

representatives to spare no kind or severity of spiritual

censures to check the insolence of the Armenians, and to

bring all parties to book, for the reéstablishment of peace

or truce, and the decision of the vexed questions which

1 an. 1207.

..___
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stood in the way of every plan for the rescue of the Holy

Land from the hands of the infidel.k

\Ve have lingered no longer upon this portion of the

history of Innocent III. than was necessary Prim, 160,
to bring his actions into harmony with his InnocerlitIIL;

professions. As to the principle of his inter- hmgeggusluc'

ference in the quarrels of the degenerate cru- '

saders, we are left in no manner of doubt. He ad

monished, threatened, and punished all parties alike,

upon the sole authority of the Holy See, Without dis

tinction of secular or spiritual cause. As far as verbal

submission might contribute to confirm his power, he

had, upon the whole, little reason to complain. But

while the means of thwarting his measures or evading

his orders were at the command of the feeblest of his

spiritual subjects, he was necessarily exposed to frequent

disappointments and failures. While it is easier to evade

an obnoxious command, men are generally prudent

enough not to involve themselves in disputes about

principles, or to endanger their position by an open

conflict with revailing prepossessions. No preceding

ontiff had felt this inconvenience more acutely than

nnocent III. Yet it was no small gain to have

accustomed the nations to listen to the trumpet-voice

of Rome with awe and deference. He had, in fact,

invested himself with many of the most effective attri

butes of leader and chief of all political and ecclesi

astical action. In dealing with a rude and vulgar

generation, he had resorted to the only weapons likely

to make an impression on the tough and coarse ma

terials he had to work upon. The heavy axe and mallet

were preferred to the polished steel; and although the

shifts and dodges of the worldlings frequently eluded his

blows, the submission of one trembling truant among the

number was a sufficient compensation for the escape of a

dozen others whom, for the moment, his arm could not

reach.

‘‘ Gesta, &c. §§ 116 to 119, pp. 74 1208); lib. xii. ep. 8, p. 303;to 78. Epp. Inn III. lib. x. ep. 130 ep. 123, p. 470 (A.D 1209); 11b. xvi.

(A.D. 1207); lib. xi. ep. 9, p. 142 (Al). ep. 2, p. 734 (AJ). 1209).
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In concluding this portion of our subject, we may

Issue ofthe notice that the spasmodic attempts of pope

Pope’s efforts Innocent III. to render his spiritual powers

"‘ the East‘ subservient to the restoration of unity among

the defenders of the cross remained without result. The

spirit of discord reigned triumphant over the voice of con

science and duty: Templars, Hospitallers, clergy, laity,

Venetians, Genoese, Pisans, fought, persecuted, and cursed

one another with unrelenting animosity. Nothing saved

the worthless remnants of the several preceding crusades

from destruction but a similar state of political confusion

among their adversaries. Saladdin had set aside the

family of Nureddin. Adel had expelled the sons of

Saladdin; the like feud between the sons of Adel per

petuated this state of things, and left the Christians of

the East for some time longer to indulge their mutual

animosities and to forget their vows at their leisure.

' Some incidents connected with other foreign

churches within the first half of the reign of

Innocent III. may find a place at the close of

this chapter.

In the month of November 1204, Peter king of Ara

Peter gon made a solemn pilgrimage to Rome; and,

of Aragon after visiting the holy_ places, humbly petltloned

cifig‘ifgpgy the Pope to honour him with the ceremonies of

a pontifical coronation. Such an op ortuuity

could not be allowed to pass unimproved. eter was

solemnly invested with all the symbols of royalty in the

church of St. Pancratius Trans-Tiberim, and afterwards

crowned and anointed king of Aragon by the Pope in

person.1 But, lest the ceremony should appear to imply

no more than a simple consecration of the person to the

office, Innocent so varied the ceremonies as that the act

of coronation should take the shape of a new grant mov

ing wholly from the Holy See, without reference to any

I The ceremony is thus described in which he delivered to him successively

the Gesta, &c.§ 120, p. 73. He was first the “ colobium” or royal mantle, the

knighted by the Pope, who begirt him sceptre, the globe of empire, the dia

with the military sword and belt. He dem, and the mitre.

then anointed and crowned him, after
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prior ceremony or title of the like kind. The new king

was made to swear fidelity to the Pope for himself, his

heirs, and successors for ever; to be devoutly obedient

to the commands of the Holy See; to defend the Ca.

tholic faith, to persecute all heretics and to exterminate

heresy, and to protect the liberties of the Church. After

the ceremony of the coronation he was conducted to the

church of St. Peter, and there made to deposit, piece by

piece, the crown, sceptre, and other insignia of royalty

upon the altar, receiving at the same time, from the

hands of the Pope, the sword of knighthood, thereby

dedicating himself and his kingdom to the service of the

prince of the a ostles, and acknowledging the supre

macy of the Ho y See by engaging to pay an annual

tribute of 250 sequins 1n token of the special fealty

s ringing from the pontifical grant.m At the request of

t e King, a dispensation from crossing the sea at the

commencement of each new reign was granted, and per

mission given that the kings of Aragon in future should

be crowned and anointed at Saragossa by the archbishop

of Tarragona, as the representative of the sovereign pon

tiff ; but with strict reservation of the tribute, the oath of

fealty, and the obligation of obedience. By these provi

sions the title to the crown of Aragon was shifted from

the basis of hereditary right to a conditional meet

dependence upon the grace and favour of the of the

Holy See. It assumed the character of a new “mum”

grant, conferring a different authority, and resting upon

a new principle. Peter of Aragon came to Rome an

hereditary king; he returned a feudal prince, ledged to
the ordinary duties of a vassal to his superior. Pl‘he King

himself had little notion of the change in his position:

he probably meant nothin beyond the displa of dutiful

attachment to his spiritua father, and the o taining of

that kind of additional security to his crown which the

consecration of his person to the oflice was, in that age,

supposed to confer. For this service he was disposed to

pay high, and erhaps to think lightl —~if at all—of

obligations which the imposer had no p ysical means of

m “ Regalis concessio”—as moving from the Holy See. \
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enforcing. But something was still gained by such pub

lic demonstrations towards the establishment of the prin

ciple that the title of princes to their dignities was simply

inchoate and incomp et-e until the pontiff of Rome was

made a party to the act; thus furnishing him with a

right to annex such conditions as should secure a sort

of vested right of interference on all occasions where the

interests of the Holy See might require it.‘1

There is an openness and candour in pope Innocent’s

The declarations of prerogative which in a more re

Scandinavian fined age would sound like insolence; but with

churches" all this his tone contrasts advantageously with

the shifty and inconsequent apologies of his opponents.

He had over and over again insisted that the one great

virtue required at their hands was obedience ; and only

in few instances” was the principle ever repelled : it was

not even fairly apprehended by his spiritual subjects—

certainly not in the latitude he himself understood it.p

His correspondence with the churches of the north of Eu

rope is wonderfully clear upon the duty due to the chair of

Peter by all who owned its jurisdiction. In the year 1184

Svirrer, a renegade priest, had slain king Mag

nus of Norway in battle; and, after a period, in

which he displayed great abilities both in war and go

vernment, had compelled the bishops of the kingdom to

confer upon him the crown with all the accustomed rites.

But in order to obtain that privilege he was charged

with having counterfeited certain papal bulls, especially

one from pope Coelestine III., granting him a plenary

absolution from his vows as a priest, and sanctioning

his assum tion of the crown. Such crimes could not

go unpunished; and the primate of Norway with the

king of Denmark were deputed to do justice on the de

linquent. The commissioners were commanded to ex

Norway.

'1 The term “beneficium," which

Hadrian IV. had explained away at

the indignant remonstrance of the em

peror Frederic I., was on all occasions

textuall adopted by InnocentIII. The

terms 0 a genuine “ beneficium” were

always imposed by him, and that with

the same intent as it was understood

by the Emperor to convey. Cont‘. Book

xii. c. 3, p. 85 of this work.

° By the Hohenstautfen emperors

and the Albigensian heretics.

P See his wonderful exposition of

the meaning of the word in his epistle

to the bishc? of Schalholt, in Iceland.

Epp. Inn. I I. lib. i. ep. 320, p. 178.
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communicate all his adherents, and to place all towns or

cities that gave him shelter under the strictest interdict.

He rebuked the bishop of Schalholt, in Iceland, for per

mitting his clergy to communicate with the “ accursed”

apostate, and commanded him to go out to battle against

the usurper and his accomplices, until he should have

utterly rooted out and destroyed them.q

The bishops of Sweden and Denmark had drawn the

attention of the Pope to certain irregularities Sweden ahd

in their churches. Heathen practices were still Denmark

permitted to disfigure their services; confession was ne

glected; and illicit marriages compounded for by money

payments to the clergy. The pontiff accordingly directed

the prelates and clergy to restore the ancient practice of

compulsory confession, and penitential satisfaction for all

past transgressions of this nature.r Absalom, archbishop

of Lund, as metropolitan of the Scandinavian churches,

complained of frequent invasions of church-estate by the

laity, owing to the loose mode of conveyance or dedica

tion, which left endowments open to frequent dispute and

spoliation.’ The Pope replied by imparting to the me

tropolitan the most ample powers to protect his clergy

from all such intrusions, confirming him at the same

time in all the rights of the primacy, especially that of

ordaining all bishops within his province, saving always

his fidelity to the Roman Church.t

In Poland the archbishop of Gnesen was censured for

neglectirg to draw the spiritual sword in favour

of duke oleslas, who, in the judgment of the

Pope, had been ill-treated by his subjects. The duke

was a favourite of the Holy See—one of the Pope’s

emeriti, “who had fulfilled his whole duty” to the Roman

Poland.

q Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 320, 321,

p. 178. See also epv 382, 383, pp. 226,

227. Conf. Dahlmann, Gesch. v. Dane

mark, vol. ii. p. 166.

' Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 420,p. 247.

‘ The only mode of passing land

known to the Scandinavians was that

- known in our law as “livery of sei

zin.” A sod, or a rod cut from a tree

or shrub growing on the land, was

handed to the purchaser before wit

nesses. Death-bed and donations “pro

salute animee" were conveyed in the

same way; that is, by mere delivery,

without deed in writing. Epp. Inn.

III. ep. 422, p. 248.

t The saving clause appended to

every charter of privilege granted by

Rome enabled the Holy See to set it

aside wholly or in part, or at any time

when it mi ht be convenient to with

draw it. i‘pp. Inn. III. ep. 419, p.

246.
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Church, consequently entitled to draw upon the pontifical

arsenals for those spiritual weapons that might be of use

for the protection of his political interests. The words

The “emeri- conveying this rivilege are remarkable: “ In

“go‘l’figl‘e asmuch,” said nnocent, “ as it has pleased

Chu_rch;their Almighty God to raise us (the Pope) to the

Pm‘leges' altitude of supreme dispenser ofjustice and oin

dicator of the rights of all men, we have by our legates

commanded the archbishop strictly to prohibit all the

Polish chiefs from injuring or molesting the duke, either

in his person, his present possessions, or such as he

may in future acquire. This command the archbishop is

ordered to put in execution throughout all the dioceses

of his province, and to enforce it by the freest use of the

spiritual weapons intrusted to him for that purpose.”“

King Emerich of Hungary was another of those

Hun M _ princes whom Innocent regarded as meritori

indulggenilg ous clients of the Holy See, and in that cha

racter deserving of the like special protection.

' The. King and his principal chiefs ad taken

the cross, but an insurrection of his subjects prevented

him from quitting the country; and, upon his petition,

the Pope not only graciously dispensed him from the

immediate fulfilment of his vows, but granted the like

relaxation to twenty of his principal barons, permittin

them to remain at home for the support of his throne

against his brother Andrew, then in rebellion against

him. At the same time he ordered the latter to lay down

his arms, on penalty of excommunication and interdict

against himself, and his clients, their lands, territories,

and subjects.v

'1 Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 43, p. 24. et sqq.; and Hurter’s Inn. III. vol. ii.

N.B. The quarrel between Boleslas and p. 138.

his subjects was purely political. Conf. ' Epp. Inn. III. ep. 270, p. 140;

Rb'pell, Gesch. v. Polen, vol. i. pp. 398 and ep. 271, p. 141.
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the sentence: perplexity of the Pope—Frederic 11.—Last attempt of the Pope

to reclaim the Emperor—Insurrection in Germany—Invitation of the Ger

mans to Frederick II.—Success and sudden reverses of Otto IV.—Innocent

III. transfers his patronage to Frederic of Sicily—General policy of the Pope

—Frederic II. sets oflf for Germany—His arrival and recognition as King of

the Romans—He confirms the engagements of Otto IV. to the Holy See—

Great council at Eger—Character and legal effect of the charter of Frederic

II. to the Holy See—Scheme of separation of the crowns of Germany and

Sicily—Abdication of the kingdom of Sicily by Frederic II. in favour of his

VOL. V. II
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l of the sacerdotal power.

son—Final ruin of Otto IV.—Batt1e of Bouvines—The cause of Otto IV. dis

cussed and decided at the great council of the Lateran, A.D. 1215—Gains of

Innocent III.

REVERTING to the first years of the pontificate of Inno

Principle of cent III., we take leave at the outset to re

the tsofvem- mind the reader of the ruling principle of his

“11,12,055? government. Regarding the right of kings

111- - as a power derived from the Church, he pro

claimed himself the sovereign director of their policy,

in all its relations to the ecclesiastical body, and in all

its tendencies to promote or impede the consolidation

He declared it to be the su

preme duty of all the princes of the world to work to

gether for “the honour and glory of the holy Roman

See;” he, on his part, undertaking to protect them in

the enjoyment of their just rights, and to act as media

tor in their disputes; and all this with a view to bring

the government of the world into harmony with the

laws of the Church; or—as those laws stood in his

mind, disguise it as he might—with his own arbitrary

will. Notwithstanding his frequent appeals to the

canons, he appears to have regarded them rather as di

rectory than as imperative precepts, and to have shaped

his measures more with a view to the material advan

tages of his see, as they presented themselves, than to a

consistent course of legal government.“

Almost his first undertaking after his accession was

The ransom the recovery of the sums extorted from Rich

of Richard ard I. of England, as his ransom from capti

1- ‘£53,118- vity. As the acknowledged judge and war

' rantor of the privileges of the soldiers of the

cross, his right of interference was unquestionable. He

commanded the duke Philip of Swabia, into whose hands

the treasures of the deceased emperor Henry VI. had

fallen, to refund the ransom to the uttermost farthing.

l His appeals to the canons are al

ways of the vaguest and most general

character. We do not recollect an in

stance of his putting his finger upon

any specific canon, so as to enable us

to determine its applicability to the

matter in hand. His expressions al

most uniformly are such as the fol

lowing: “according to the canons,”

“ the sanctions of the fathers deter

mine,” &c., without affording any

means of verifying the appeal.
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The king of Navarre was at the same time ordered to

restore the castles he had seized in Richard’s absence;

and king Philip Augustus of France was threatened

with the vengeance of the Church for his faithless inva

sions of the dominions of the captive champion of the

cross.b

But a greater interest than the mere demands of

justice tended to assuage the pontifical wrath France and

against the principal ofiender. It was obvious England

that as long as the two crowns of France and England

remained in a state of chronic hostility, no revival of

the crusade for the deliverance of the Holy Land—~an

enterprise upon which the Pope had set his heart—

could .be attempted. Under the mediation of Innocent

a truce was patched up between the two kings; but at

this juncture the disturbances in Germany, consequent

upon the death of Henry VI., again set them at vari

ance and added fresh fuel to their mutual animosity.

After an ineffectual attempt to obtain the custody

of his infant nephew, Frederic of Sicily, duke Duke Philip

Philip of Swabia retired into Germany, and °f swam“

possessed himself of the treasures of his late brother,

together with the regalia, or sacred symbols of empire.

With these important pledges in his hands, he declared

himself regent of the realm during the nonage of the

infant prince; who, it will be remembered, had been,

at the instance of the emperor Henry VI., elected and

crowned King of the Romans when as yet only two

years of age. But the sudden relaxation of the stern

pressure which, during the two preceding reigns, had

kept down the turbulent spirit of the German aristo

cracy, at once let loose all the elements of mischief

which attend upon feudal misgovernment and number

less territorial divisions and jurisdictions. Relieved

from the despotic police of an itinerant court, and an

ever-present avenger of wrong, each castellated chief

tain issued from his hill-tower to harass and plunder

his neighbours; to levy blackmail upon the passing

‘’ Fwy. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 230, p. And conf. Raynald, Ann. Eccles. an.

121; ep. 236, p. 126; ep. 242, p. 148. 1198, §49, pp. 20, 21.
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chapman; to extort exorbitant tolls upon the high

ways and navigable rivers; and to gratify his brutal

lusts upon the wives and daughters of the peasant and

the citizen. It was obvious to all men that the feeble

arm of an infant was incapable of struggling against such

a mass of mischief. It was hardly less manifest that a

regency, exposed to the caprices of faction, and unsup- _

ported by public law,6 could not long hold the balance

against a proud and irritable aristocracy, whose boast it

was to own no superior but God and the emperor of

R _ _ their choice. Accordingly the pretensions of
e]ectlon of . . .

the claims the crowned and anointed mfant Frederic,

Mrs???" though grounded on the oaths and allegiance

' of the constituency, fell out of the view of all

parties. The estates of Germany frankly renounced

their engagements to the son of the late Emperor; al

leging as suflicient reasons, “that at the time of his

coronation he was not even a baptised Christian, and

therefore not of capacity to take upon him any oflice or

duty whatever—that he was in fact a nullityd in the

world: moreover that the election itself was void, on

the ground that it was obtained by undue influence and

intimidation on the part of the late Emperor: finally,

that the well-being of the state required the presence of

a resident and capable sovereign, who should take his

place in a strong and dignified attitude at the head of

the princes of the empire.”‘’

But in this state of things the hereditary rivalry of

M the Saxon and Swabian parties stepped in to
verse - - - e

(sections of prevent a legitimate election. The party ani

Phgitlgoand mosities were at the same time stirred up and

fed by the mischievous interference of Richard

I. of England and Philip Augustus of France. The de

° In the Germanic constitution there \ In an elective monarchy such a pro

was no specific or customary provi- vision was hardly necessary, seeing

sion for a regency during the minority that a minor or an incapable person

of the sovereign. Though Henry IV. had theoretically no better title than

had been placed under the tuition of a stranger to the reigning family.

his mother, the act was exceptional, '1 “ Nullius valoris.”

and due rather to the influence of the ° Ep. of D. Philip to Inn. III. Re

empress Agnes than to any law or gist. (1e Neqotio Imp. Ep. 136, p. 746.

custom regulating the contingency.
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pendents and partisans of the Hohenstaufi'en party

elected duke Philip of Swabia king of the Romans; and '

' the duke, after a brief and, probably, not very sincere

resistance, accepted the nomination. But the wrongs

which the late duke Henry the Lion of Saxony had to

avenge upon the Swabian family were uppermost in the

memories of the estates of Saxony, Westphalia, Lor

raine, and Burgundy; and they chose Otto, the second

son of Henry the Lion, under the immediate patronage

of the powerful earl Baldwin of Flanders.f By a rapid

movement Otto was put in possession of the imperial

city of Aachen (AiX-la-Chapelle); and on the 12th July

1198, he was there solemnly crowned king of the Ger

mans by the archbishop of Cologne, to whom that office

constitutionally belonged. A few days afterwards the

same ofiice was performed for duke Philip at Maintz by

the archbishop of the Tarantaise (Savoy), with all the

proper implements and insignia of a royal coronation.

Both elections, and the coronations which followed,

were notoriously informal: that of Otto, because the

essential symbols were in the possession of his adver

sary; that of the Duke, because the ceremony of con

secration was performed at an unusual place, and by an

unauthorised officer. In point of time, it is true, the

election of Philip preceded that of Otto by some five

weeks; while the coronation of Otto was anterior to

that of Philip by a few days only. With pretensions

so evenly balanced, it was obvious that no arbitrament

but that of the sword could determine the controversy;

and to the sword both parties appealed with ruinous

alacrity.

Independently of the personal animosities subsisting

between Richard of England and the king of Richardl

France, there were political reasons of suf- in the cause

ficient weight to incline them to active inter- "f Om‘

ference in the affairs of Germany at this juncture.

Richard 1., on behalf of his nephew Otto, and Philip

Augustus on that of the duke of Swabia, spared

no amount of flatteries and professions to Win over

‘' Afterwards first Latin emperor of Constantinople.
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the Pope to the party of their respective candidates.

Richard vaunted the profound respect, devotion, and

obedience which he himself, his nephew, and his family

had uniformly displayed in the service of the “ pontifical

majesty ;” and he affirmed that no two princes of Chris

tendom were equally able and willing to assist the pon

tiff in subduing the enemies of the faith. If, therefore,

the Pope would now “stretch forth the right hand of

his power in aid of his nephew, he would, on his behalf,

bind himself in a perpetual covenant with the Holy See,

that he (Otto) should do liege homage for the kingdom

to the Pope and Church of Rome as his only lord ;g that

he would make good all usurpations and encroachments

upon the estate of the Church committed by the Swa

bian emperors; that he would guard her rights and

propert against all assailants; and, at the command

of the Pope, do his best to prevent secular intrusion

upon the same; in short, that he would undo all that

his Swabian predecessors had done, in principle and

practice, to check the pretensions of the Holy See. He

therefore called upon the Pope, in consideration of these

meritorious dispositions on his own part and that of his

nephew, as well as of the sufferings of Henry of Saxony

and his family in the cause of the Roman Church, to

confirm the election of Otto, and to reprobate the usur

pation of the duke of Swabia and his fellow-rebels, by

binding them in the chain of anathema until they should

signify their submission to the legitimately elected and

crowned king of the Germans.11

Simultaneously with these active steps on the part

Philip Aw of Richard, his great rival Philip Augustus

gustusof addressed the Pope on behalf of the duke of

“133351;” Swabia with an ardour of profession outbid

ghilibll 0f ding that of his adversary. “ He and his king

wa 19" dom,” he said, “had ever been the faithful and

obedient clients of the Holy See; and upon that ground

alone he had a right to call upon the Pope to relieve

B “ Debitam et juratam fidelitatcm §§ 53 and 55, pp. 22, 23. Conf. Matth.

impendet,tanquam unico domino tue." Paris, ed. Watts, p. 163, and the

‘1 Regist. dc neg. Imp. epp. 4 and Epistles of Otto’s electors in Regist.

5, ap. Baluz, i. p. 688. Rayn. an. 1198, &0. ep. 10.
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him from the danger to which his dominions must be

exposed by the establishment of his enemy upon his

eastern frontiers: he therefore implored the pontiff to

discountenance a usurpation so full of danger to the

peace of his realm. Then, as to the accusations of dis

loyalty to the Holy See so profusely vented by the

adversaries of duke Philip, he assured the Pope that

no such sinister dispositions existed in the mind of that

prince; and that he was prepared, under his (the king’s)

solemn guarantee, to redress any injuries the Pope

might have to complain of against himself or his pre

decessors, as well as to give ample security for his

future obedience; abiding, at the same time, the judg

ment of the Holy See as to the nature and amount of

the restitutions and compensations required; further

more, that he was ready to pledge lands and estates,—

or, if preferred, to deposit a sum of money,——as proof of

his sincerity, so that he might thereby bind himself to

the holy Roman Church in a perpetual covenant of

obedience and friendship.”i

As far as professions could bind them, both pre

tenders and their powerful backers had treated Philip of

the Pope as the ultimate judge of their re- Swabiato

spective claims. Philip himself addressed In- the Pope‘

nocent on his own behalf in terms of boundless acknow

ledgment of his spiritual supremacy; a power to which,

he said, no human authority could assign end or limit.

He denied that he had ever been excommunicated by

pope Coelestine III., as alleged by his enemies; and he

implored the Pope to contradict the false and calumni

ous report; to rest assured of his unalterable obedience

and attachment to the Holy See; and finally to do him

justice against his enemies and slanderersJ

But Innocent III. regarded these professions and

promises in no other light than as acts of Dispositions

homage to his transcendental power and au- fifllnflggezllf

thority. What stood clearly and prominently Gigs“ of e

before his mind was the contrast of traditional 0m’

‘ Regist. de neg. Imp. ibid. ep. 30, i Ibid. ep. 136, p.746.

p. 690. Raga. an. 1198, p. 23.
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principle and action between the rival families. In the

age in which he lived the policy of princes was almost

of necessity determined rather by family tradition and

inherited opinion than by intercourse and observation

of each other’s dispositions. No member of the race of

princes who had dared to deny the capital principle of

pontifical supremacyk could find favour in the eyes of

its most devoted champion. On the other hand, re

membering that disturbances of social order and govern

ment; that the conspiracies, insurrections, rebellions,

dating from the accession of Henry IV., assumed the

character of merits when they fell in with the interests

or the designs of Rome, we are not surprised at the con

fidence with which king Otto appealed to the history of

his family in support of his pretensions to the favour

of the Holy See. Innocent could not be brought to

believe that the hereditary enemy of those zealous de

fenders of the papacy could ever be converted into a

useful, much less a devoted and obedient, servant and

subject. Besides the priority of his election, Otto might

boast of his ready abandonment of the claims of the

empire upon the provinces conquered by the Pope after

the death of Henry VI. Upon all these meritorious

grounds he confidently challenged the imperial crown

to himself, and invoked the maledictions of the Church

in all their severity upon his opponent.1

But the Pope had two objects in view, which delayed

Release of the definitive rupture between Philip and the

the Queen Holy See. The hapless widow and daugh

ters of king Tancred of Sicily, together with

' the archbishop of Salerno, were still detained

as captives in Germany; and as yet no part of the sum

extorted by the late Emperor for the ransom of king

Richand had been refunded. The cardinal-bishop of

Sutri was accordingly sent as legate to Germany, with

I‘ See Book xii. c. 3, p. 81 of this theme, and sentence of absolution from

work. And conf. Rcgist. de neg. Imp. their oaths of all persons who might

ib. ep. 18, p. 693; a letterto which all have sworn to, or might owe him any

the theological literature of the middle service or duty. Regist. &c. ibid. ep.

age has no equal for eccentric corn- 3, p. 687. ConfiRag/n. an. 1198, §§ 58,

mentary and extravagant symbolism. 59, p. 24.

I Namely, excommunication, ana
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power to release Philip from the excommunication he

had incurred for certain acts of aggression upon papal

territory perpetrated during the lifetime of his brother,

upon condition of the release of his prisoners and the

repayment of the extorted ransom. As to the captives,

they had ceased to be of any value as hostages, and, it

was thought, could be in no way dangerous as enemies.

Philip had therefore no farther interest in detaining

them; and they were unconditionally released; after

which the legate, hastily or corruptly, withdrew the

papal censures. But it was not to be supposed that

the duke would consent to strengthen the hands of his

enemy with funds which he believed would somehow

or other find their way into the coffers of his rival‘;

and the Pope expressed his disappointment, or vin

dicated the justice of the Holy See, by degrading and

banishing the offending legate.m

But not only the principals in the contest, but the

partisans of the candidates for the empire had Candidates

placed themselves and their cause, with almost and partisans

diplomatic precision, in the hands of the Pope. $263,‘;

The latter without delay assumed the position gangs of

thus ostensibly assigned to him. In reply to e ope’

the submissive addresses of the prelates and princes on

both sides, he assured them of the profound sympathy

he felt for the sufferings of their country from the civil

war; and promised that as soon as the troubles, the

guilt of which each party threw upon its opponents,

should come to an end, he had determined to summon

the legitimately elected and crowned king to Rome, to -

receive there the imperial diadem;n rather ambiguously

defining the qualification to consist in a priority of elec

tion, and a coronation in accordance with the ancient

and approved customs of the realm.°

Up to this point of time we observe some kind

I“ See Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 26, life.

p. 13. Gesta, &c. § xxii. p. 6. Rayn. '1 “ Cum autem imperialis corona sit

an. 1198, § 64, p. 27. The Pope chose a Romano pontifice concedenda,” &c.

to treat the absolution of Philip as ° See the letters of the parties to the

obtained by bribery; and confined the Pope, and his replies, in Regist. de,

ofiender to a remote monastery for neg. Imp. ubi sup. pp. 688, 689, 691.
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of hesitation in the mind of Innocent as to
,efltfi‘ijeffe his proper course. But a fresh offence on

‘32333111122 the part of Philip of Swabia appears to have

the arch- dissipated his doubts. In the precise terms of

ogifig’nri; the reprobated Concordat of Worms, the latter

ad, in his own presence, caused Leopold bishop

of Worms to be elected to the vacant primacy of the

kingdom, while a minority of the chapter, in the in

terest of Otto, had seceded from the body, and elected

Siegfried, the dean or provost of the cathedral of Maintz,

to that dignity. But no steps could be more offensive

to Rome than a recurrence to the forms of an instru

ment so often rejected and condemned by the Holy See

as the concordat of 1122;P and the Pope made up his

mind to disclose with the utmost frankness and per

spicuity the motives by which his judgment would be

guided, in deciding upon the merits of the rivals.

The exordium of the pontifical allocution issued for

Adjudica_ the instruction of all parties assumes as an

tion of the established principle known to all the world,

P2111313: file that the empire appertained to the Apostolic See

afiligpto substantially and finally.‘1 “Here,” he pro

ceeded, _“we have three candidates to be dealt

with, viz. the king of Sicily, the duke of Swabia, and

count Otto of Poitou.r As to the claims of the infant

Frederic of Sicily, they must be disallowed upon every

ground of legality, fitness, and expediency. He was

an unbaptised infant at the time of his election; he had

been chosen by the coercive influence of his father; it

was in the highest degree inexpedient and eminently

dangerous to the Church that the crowns of the empire and

of Sicily should be united on one head; it was therefore

manifest that the qualified candidate must be looked for

P Conf. Book xii. c. 1, pp. 12, 13 of pertinere.” We think the term “prin

this work. It should be remembered

that the articles of the treaty most

obnoxious to Rome were those which

permitted the election to proceed in

the presence of the Emperor or his re

presentative, and which sanctioned in

vestiture before consecration.

‘1 “ Imperium noscitur ad eam (apos

tolicam sedem) principaliter et finaliter

cipaliter” is better rendered by the

word “substantially” than “princi

pally," or in its initiation; because

the Pope admitted the right of initia

tory election to belong to the Ger

manic constituency.

1' Otto had been created earl or go

vernor of Poitou by, his uncle Richard.
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elsewhere; and, inasmuch as the Church could not be

for a moment bereft of an oflicial protector and servant,

' she could not tolerate a regency. With regard to the

competitors Philip and Otto, the election of He decides

the former was unlawful on several grounds: gelqipst

he was a traitor to his nephew Frederic by up’

usurping his inheritance,s and by plotting to deprive

him of his kingdom of Sicily ;t he had sworn allegiance

to his nephew, but had broken his vow without applying

to the Holy See for a dispensation; he had plundered a

part of the patrimony of the Church, and had been ex

communicated for it; he had beguiled a legate of the

Holy See, and obtained a surreptitious absolution; he

had communicated with, comforted, aided, and abetted

excommunicated persons. Besides this, he is an unfit

person for the office; for it is in the highest degree

unconstitutional that father should be succeeded by

son, or brother by brother, inasmuch as thereby the em

pire might become hereditary rather than elective, and

the rights of the princes and electors be wholly de

feated. His election was inexpeelient, he being in his

own person a persecutor of the Church, and descended

from a family of persecutors; his ancestor (Henry V.)

had imprisoned pope Pascal, and extorted unlawful

concessions from him ;“ his father (Frederic I.) had for

feited all his engagements with the Apostolic See, and

had publicly threatened and insulted the legates of

pope Hadrian ,Y he (Frederic) had broken the Treaty

of Venice, and seized upon lands bequeathed to the

Holy See;w he had resorted to deceit and violence

against pope Lucius at Verona :x but the crimes of

Henry

mity; he had ravaged the

VI. even exceeded those of his father in enor

patrimony of St. Peter; he

' Alluding to the family possessions

in Germany.

* Innocent always maintained that

Philip was in league with the imperial

lieutenants in Italy in holding out

against the Pope as guardian of the

minor king of Sicily, though upon

what ground it is diflicult to discover.

“ The precision of the Pope’s his

torieal recollections is not vouched

for. In this instance he probably al

luded tothe treaty of Ponte Mammolo.

Conf. Book xi. 0. 6 of this work.

' Conf. Book xii. c. 3, p. 81.

w In allusion to the seizure of the

county of Bertinoro. See Book xii.

c. 6, p. 176.

1‘ Conf. Book xii. c. 8, pp. 289-292.
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had slain or mutilated the servants of the Church; he

had protected the assassins of the bishop of Liége; he

had caused the bishop of Osimo to be buffeted and ill

treated; his servant Conrad (of Spoleto) had taken the

bishop of Ostia by the throat, and dragged him to

prison; but, worse than all this, after the conquest of

Sicily, he had forbidden his subjects to appeal to Rome:

Philip himself had usurped the territories of the Patri

mony, and profanely styled himself Duke of Tuscany

and Campania ,- and besides these crimes he had re

cently entered into a league with the intruders Mar

cuald, Diephold, and the rest, to usurp the kingdom of

Sicily from the Holy See: in conclusion of this topic,

if such were his misdeeds while he held but a subor

dinate station, what was to be expected from him if

he should be raised to greater power?”

“ Otto, on the other hand, might possibly have been

Decidesin elected by a minority in numbers; yet that

favour of minority must be taken to have been the

Otto‘ better judges of the fitness of the person for

the oflice—a far more important consideration than that

of a mere numerical majority.y The unfitness of Philip

was abundantly obvious to all; ‘for in him the divine

dispensation, which visits the sins of the fathers upon the

children unto the third and fourth generations of them

that hate Him,yz was to be made manifest; therefore it

was neither lawful, seemly, nor expedient that the Holy

See should even in appearance counterwork the divine

purpose by extending any kind of favour to him. If,

therefore, he be rejected, the claims of Otto have to

be considered; and in him wefind every element offitness

combined. He is himself the devoted servant of the

Church, and comes of a God-and-Pope-fearing family

both on father and mother’s side; and he had been

crowned by the proper ofiicer in the proper sanctuary.

Such are his qualifications: but finally, if the conflict

should still be prolonged, the best course for all parties

Y The “petitio principii" is here ra- Pope. Innocent rarely made any dis

ther too broad. tinction.

Z Or displease His representative the
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to pursue would be to leave the election wholly in the hands

of the Apostolic See.”a

Every item of evidence as to the papal policy at

this period plainly proves that this was what Innocent 111,

Innocent III. had been all along driving at. elz’zltifsnflilxfto

His bitter hatred of the house of Hohen- his own

staufl'en prevented him from pursuing any hands"

policy that might lead to the restoration of that family,

or any of its members. In the month of March 1201

he wrote to the princes, lay and spiritual, of Germany,

deploring the total disappointment of his efforts for the

restoration of peace to their troubled community. In

vain had he waited, in vain sent legates hither and

thither; the prospect of accommodation was more re

mote than ever. Meanwhile heresy was becoming ram

pant; the Saracen vaunted the final expulsion of the

Christians from the land of the Lord’s nativity: such

disorders must be put an end to; therefore, with a

view to bring about a general pacification, he announces

that he had sent the cardinal of Praeneste and his pri

vate notary as his legates to them (the estates of Ger

many); and that he had at the same time despatched

the cardinal-bishop of Ostia to the French court with

instructions to procure the assent of all parties to his

proposals, and commanding all archbishops, bishops,

&c. to attend upon the legates when summoned by

them.b What these proposals were, was not for the

present to be divulged; but if, after the publication of

the late allocution, any doubts could have been enter

tained of their real drift, the next step taken by‘ Inno

cent must have dissipated them. By a rescript dated

the 1st of March (1201) he proclaimed Otto of Saxony

the legitimate “King of the Germans and Emperor

elect.” Addressing the king of his choice, he thus spoke

out: “We, considering your manifold merits towards

the Holy See, do hereby receive and adopt you; and,

by the authority of Almighty God given unto us, do de

l “ Deliberatio Dom. Pap.” Regist. b Reyist. 8:0. Epp. 30, 31, 33, pp.

kc. ubi sup. ep. 29, p. 697: conf.Pfister, 700, 701, 703.

Gesch. v. Deutschl. vol. ii. p. 484.
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clare you King of the Romans and Emperor that is to

be; and we do hereby command all men to do you all

due reverence and obedience as such king and emperor

elect; and further declare that it is our firm intention,

after the performance of all lawful and necessary acts on

your part, to call your majesty to take upon yourself

the imperial crown and dignity, to be conferred upon

you by our own hand at Rome.’70

To the estates, temporal and spiritual, of Germany

Innocent HL the Pope threw off all reserve. He told them

0_11 the adop- plainly that in default of a previous legal elec

twn of Om tion by themselves, the “provisio imperii”-—

the providing an emperor—was the undoubted prerogative

of the Apostolic See; delays must now be brought to an

end; on their part he had received no reply to his

frequent and urgent admonitions to unanimity; the

Church would no longer tolerate the privation of an

oflicial advocate and protector; and inasmuch as it was

impossible to accept the perjured traitor Philip, or to

countenance the succession of'son to father, or the

brother to brother, he had by the authority of God and

St. Peter adopted Otto, the discreet and devout son of

the Church, to be King of the Romans and their future

Emperor.d With the same frank audacity the pontiff

informed king Philip Augustus of France that the act

ofaelnpting Otto of Saxony as King of the Romans was

a simple exercise of the undoubted prerogative of the

Holy See “ substantially and definitively” to make pro

vision for the filling of the imperial throne: he endea

voure'd at the same time to convince the king that the

union of the crowns of the empire and of Sicily would

be prejudicial to his interests; he pledged himself for

the pacific and friendly dispositions of Otto towards the

King of France; and finally recommended this secret

message to his most serious consideration.e

But the eloquence and diplomatic skill of the car

dinal of Ostia, in which the Pope appears to have

placed great confidence, made no impression upon

° “ Dlustri regi Ottoni." Regist. &0. ° Regist. 6w. ubi sup. ep. 47, p.

ubi sup. ep. 32, p. 702. 708; and conf. ep. 48, p. 709, addressed

6 Regist. &c. ubi sup. ep. 33, p. 703. to the bishop of Ostia.
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the obdurate temper of the king. Philip .A’u- Papal legates

gustus was not to be persuaded of the sm- is (glance

cerity or the pacific intentions either of the a“ many‘

Pope or his client, the nephew and ally of a prince upon

whom at that moment he was preparing to inflict the

7 severest injury.f There was now no further occasion for

the “secrecy and caution”g recommended to the legate

in the first instance; and after some delay the latter

proceeded to join his colleague, the cardinal of Przeneste,

at Cologne, to meet king Otto and the estates temporal

and spiritual, who had been previously summoned by

the two legates to a general diet of the kingdom. But

upon their arrival they found so alarming a deficiency

in the attendance, that they thought it necessary to

make a special report to the Pope: “For,” said they,

“some never received our citations; others flatly re

fused to obey; some sent empty excuses; others again

shut their gates against our summoners, as, for instance,

the cities of Maintz, Speyer, and Worms; in some cases

the king’s messengers were hanged outright.” Besides

these sinister symptoms, they informed the Pope of the

existence of a party who were plotting the election of a

third king to supersede both competitors; that in fact

the long continuance of the public calamities had poi

soned the minds of men against the Roman Church;

still, that under all these discouraging circumstances

they had laid the pontifical precept before the assembly,

such as it was; that they had, upon the authority of the

Holy See, proclaimed Otto King of the Germans and

Emperor-elect, and pronounced the anathema against

all his opponents. A short time afterwards the like

sentence was passed upon the defaulters at the diet.

These persons were, after a third summons, excommu

nicated by name; yet it was not to be disguised that

serious disaffection existed in the kingdom, and even

among the friends of the king a lukewarmness which

boded no good to his cause.11

fThe expulsion ofking John of Eng- 1' Letter of the cardinal-bishop of

land from his continental dominions. Praeneste to the Pope. .Regis't. &c.

8 See the letter to the bishop of ep. 51, p. 710.

Ostia, ubi sup.
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Good grounds for these misgivings were soon appa

Remon_ rent. Shocked beyond endurance at the in

stmnce of solent presumption of the court of Rome, a

(3135183; protest, signed by two archbishops, eleven

'bishops, three great abbots, the king of Bohe

mia, five dukes, four markgraves, and four counts, was

presented to the Pope against the acts of his legates:

“Was,” they said, “ever such insolence heard of in the

world? Where was the written law—the practice—the

tradition (true or false) for such proceedings? Where,

O ye priests of the Lord, do ye read that your prede

cessors or their officers had ever dared to interfere in

the election of a King of the Romans—that they had

put themselves in the place of the electors? Or that, as

triers,i they had presumed to weigh the merits of the electors

and the elected in their own scales?” . . . “From the olden

times it had been a settled maxim of law that there could

be no Pope without the consent of the Emperor ; and even if

that right had ever been renounced, what pretext could

such renunciation afford for the interference of the Pope

with the election of an Emperor of the Romans? If he

or his legates acted as electors, what could be said of

their impartiality? How did it happen that they took

no heed of the great majority, both of numbers and sta

tion, of those who voted for king Philip? If they acted

as triers of the right to elect, they ought to have known

that there is no tribunal competent to heal a division

among the electors but such as should proceed from

their own body: but had not Christ Himself ordained

that His servants shall not meddle with worldly concerns,

as explicitly as that they to whom the management of

mundane affairs is intrusted shall not meddle in spiri

tual matters? In those matters, therefore, they refused

to take the Pope for their judge; and on these grounds

they recommended him to withdraw his censures, and

to accept king Philip as legitimate King of the Romans

and Emperor elect.”j

A more direct contradiction to the pontifical preten

* “ Cognitores.”

J Regist. 8w. ubi sup. ep. 61, p. 715.
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sion that the election of an emperor belonged,‘ Insolen,

“from beginning to end”—“princi]oaliter et apology of

finalite1"’—to the Holy See, could not be given. hmmntm'

But the affairs of the Pope’s client Otto were not at the

moment in so flourishing a condition as to warrant the

infliction of any serious shock upon the prepossessions

of the German constituency. The Pope desired to pro

duce the impression that his late measures did not imply

any unusual interference on his part. But how this

object was to be effected in the teeth of his own positive

and dogmatic declarations, was a matter of some diffi

culty; from which, however, he extricated himself with

commendable dexterity. With undaunted reliance on the

ignorance of his correspondent, he wrote to the duke of

Zahringen—the foremost of the parties to the late remon

strance—protesting that he had never denied the initia

tory right of the German princes and nobles to elect the

King of the Romans; yet they ought to bear in mind

that this right was “a concession from the Holy See,”

dating from the time when pope Leo transferred the

imperial crown from the Greeks to the Latins in the

person of Charlemagne :k at all events, it must be ad

mitted that it belongs to the Pope to examine into and

decide upon the fitness of the person chosen for the

office: it is for the ordainer to determine the qualifica

tions of the person it may become his duty to ordain:

supposing, then, an extreme case—that, for instance,

the electors should choose an excommunicated person,1

or a tyrant, or an idiot, a heretic or a pagan ;—could

the Pope, he asked, be called upon to confer the im

perial crown upon such an one? The bishop of Prae

neste, he contended, had in no respect acted as elector;

but after the election he had stood forth in his law/'"ul

character ofjudye, on behalf of the Holy See, to deter

mine the merits of the candidates; he had accordingly

pronounced in favour of king Otto, and had enume

rated the offences of duke Philip disqualifying him for

k We are not aware when this absurd et sqq. of this work.

fable originated; but see the transac- 1 As, for instance, Philip of Swabia.

tion alluded to in Book vi. 0. 4, p. 105 _

VOL. V. KK
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the crown of the empire; and, in so doing, he had

maturely considered the number and quality of the

electors of the former; and had thereupon found that

Philip’s supporters had chosen him in the absence, and

in contempt, of many of those to whom that right be

longed.m Therefore, inasmuch as they who abuse their

trust deserve to lose their franchise, justice required

that they should not be deprived of it who exercise it

rightly: Otto had been elected by the proper authorities;

he had been crowned by the appointed minister, in the

customary place and form; therefore it was the duty

of the Apostolic See, after due reflection and forbear

ance, to acknowledge him as king; but there must be a

limit to such delay, for it must not be supposed that

the Roman Church could, for any indefinite time, dis

pense with her sworn advocate and protector, the Em

peror: his legates were therefore justified in admonish

ing those with whose rights they had not interfered( !)

to abstain from meddling with those of the Holy

See.n

The right here contended for amountedboth to a claim

of an absolute veto upon a unanimous or un

contested election, and to a power of selection

in the case of a double or contested election.

But it was too apparent that a veto of this description

must substantially throw the election into the hands of

Rome, or perpetuate the vacancy of the empire. Such

a vacancy, however, the Pope declared was inadmis

sible; consequently, after a decent delay, the nomina

tion must fall to himself, inasmuch as the requirements

of the Church must supersede all temporal rights or privi

leges. But to keep this awkward inference as much as

possible out of sight, the Pope amused his correspon

dent with a long and eloquent enumeration of Philip’s

transgressions: he endeavoured to persuade the Germans

that, by allowing hereditary succession to creep in, they

must lose their franchise; and that it was therefore

better for them to share the nomination with the Holy

Character of

the apology.

m Strange !—as if the like reproach tors of Otto.

were not equally applicable to the elec- " Rcgist. Sac. op. 62, p. 715.
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See than to permit the shadow of hereditary claim to

fall upon their imprescriptible privi1ege.°

It is not improbable that the suspicions thus cun

ningly set afloat, backed by the intrigues of R

the papal party, may have contributed to “£2211;

bring about the defections which, near the kill: P5211’

close of the third year of the civil war in I g“ i'

Germany, greatly reduced the numbers of king Philip's

adherents. But the adoption of Otto by the Pope had

stirred up the spirit of the king of France to remonstrate

against that act in a tone of bitter complaint. “ What,”

he said, “was he to think of the Pope’s professions of

affection for himself and the kingdom of France, after

raising his most determined enemy to imperial power

and dignity?” and he declared that he would embrace

every opportunity and use every means in his power to

prevent the consummation of such a calamity to his

people.p The pontiff, however, placed great confidence

in the power of his rhetoric. There was obviously a

floating idea in his mind that his eloquence partook of

the inspiration claimed for the Church over Reply of the

which he presided. In his reply to Philip P°Pe

Augustus, he again travelled over the old ground: he

described in glowing terms the unutterable crimes of

the duke of Swabia—his inordinate ambition—the worth

lessness of any pledges that could be offered on behalf of

one descended from so perfidious and insatiable a race:

as for king John of England, he had nothing to fear

from him; for to the Pope’s certain knowledge he had

done little in support of his nephew; he had not even

aid over to him the sums bequeathed by his uncle

'tichard, nor sent men or any kind of armament to his

assistance :‘1 besides this, the King ought to reflect upon

the danger to himself, if that bold bad man, Philip of Swa

bia, should succeed in uniting the crowns of the empire

and of Sicily upon his own head ;—and who, he asks, after

° See the letter to the duke of Zah- threats, to pay over to Otto the sum in

ringen, as above quoted. question. though all in vain. Reyist.

1' Ih'gixt. &c. ep. 63, p. 177. &c. ep. 48, p. 709; ep. 60, p. 714 ; and

q The Pope was at this very time ep. 69, p. 720.

urging John, by arguments and by
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a moment’s reflection upon his antecedents, and the ex

travagant ambition of the race from which he sprung,

could doubt that such was his intention? The late

emperor Henry had boasted that he would reduce

France to the state of a vassal kingdom: might not

Philip try the same game? Besides these probabilities

there were other facts of which the King ought to be

apprised: it was known that the pretender had laid a

snare for the King himself upon his return from the

crusade ;' it was therefore not improbable that such

practices might be repeated; consequently it would be

better to strike him down at once than to be struck

down by him, especially now that he could do it by the

sword of another (Otto) without trouble or expense to him

self, and at the same time obtain from his present oppo

nent advantages he could never expect to derive from

the success of the pretender Philip: lastly, if the King

should persist in his present policy, it might be worth

his while to consider the effect upon his own material

interests, if the Pope should thereafter be forced to

throw his whole weight into the scale of a hostile

emperor.s

If pope Innocent could have been brought to believe

Measures of that any task conducive to the accomplishment

the Pope for of his plans was beyond his strength, the fresh

652151315,“ crop of obstacles that started up in his path

Prelafiesto at every turn might at least have suggested

obedlence' the practice of some kind of economy in the

expenditure of his spiritual ammunition. As it was,

each fresh impediment only produced an aggravated

discharge of the pontifical thunders. The archbishop

of Treves had been found lukewarmt in the cause of

Otto, and was threatened with suspension and excom

munication; the bishop of Passau was obstinate, and

was summoned to Rome to answer for his misde

' We have no further account of this practice of sanctified falsehood frankly

supposed plot. Was it a mere rumour adopted in his dealings with the Albi

hastily caught up; or a. touch of that gensian and Waldensian heretics.

" serpentine prudence” which it seems ' RQf/lSt. &c. ep. 64, p. 717.

Innocent thought it no wrong to resort ‘ Ibid. ep. 68, p. 720.

to in a good cause? We shall find this
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meanours, or to be excommunicated and suspended.“

The archbishops of Besancon, Magdeburg, and of the

Tarantaise were in disgrace for their open support of

the cause of Philip, and disobedience to the citations

of the papal legates. All the three were ordered to

purge themselves before the Pope in person, and were

duly excommunicated and; suspended for contumacy.‘

But, after all, the German prelates were by this time too

familiar with the echoes of the Roman thunder to feel

any great compunction, when their personal or political

interests made it possible or expedient to disregard oc

casional twinges of the religious conscience. The fact

that the papal influence in Germany was almost wholly

supported upon the party animosities which had plunged

the country into unspeakable calamity became every

day more apparent. Yet Innocent III. was more than

ever bent upon extracting from the belligerents and

their partisans guarantees, and promises, and oaths,

which experience might have taught him were scarcely

remembered after the motive for them had ceased to

operate. Soon after the public recognition of Otto as

king of the Germans, he was required to perform the

conditions imposed by the Pope. By his oath of June

8th, 1201, he warranted to the Holy See all the oath of

lands, possessions, and territories she had con- 0"” IV

quered since the death of Henry VI., and engaged to

aid her in defence of the same; he swore to deliver to

her all such possessions as had not already been ac

quired, as they should fall into his hands; these regions

were defined to consist of “ all the country extending

from Radioofani t0 Ceprano, the exarchate ofRavenna, the

Pentapolis, the Marches, the duchy of Spoleto, the lands of

the Countess Matilda, the county ofBertinoro, with other dis

tricts adjacent to these territories, as expressed in the charters

of the Emperors to the Holy Seefrom the age ofLouis ; with

all the jurisdictions, revenues, honours, and proceeds

thereunto belonging, or arising thereout, exempt from

all charges or burdens, except the necessary requisitions

“ Regist. 8w. ep. 70, p. 720. ep. 74, p. 723; conf. also epp. 75 and

Y lbtd. ep. 71, p. 721; ep. 73, p. 722; 76, p. 723.
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and supplies (procw'atz'omas)W when the king should pass

through them to receive the imperial crown.” In like

form he swore to be helpful to the Pope in retainin

and defending the kingdom of Sicily; that he would

pay all due obedience to the Holy See, and perform all

those honorary services which his devout predecessors

had been, from all time, accustomed to perform towards

the Popes of the holy Roman Church; that he would

maintain the good customs of the Roman people as

enounced by the Pope; as also all the rights ofthe Tuscan

and Lombard leagues ; that he would take the Pope’s

_advice as to his accommodation with France; and that if,

in the pursuit of his own wars, the Church should become

involved or sustain any damage, he would supply the

necessary funds and indemnities.x

The territories expressed to be ceded by this in

Legal nature strument correspond pretty closely with those

of the known in our own days as the “State of the

Church.” With a singleness of view which

' shocks the modern ideas of the right of kings

to dispose at will of national territory,—a view hardly

less inconsistent with those of the elective monarchy

over which king Otto was destined to preside,—~Inno

cent III. chose to regard the monarch as competent to

covenant as much on behalf of his subjects as on his

own; consequently to transfer lands and territories

without further authority than his own arbitrary will

or convenience)‘ It scarcely admits of doubt, however,

that the Germanic constituency, if they could have been

consulted upon the cession in question, would have

stoutly denied the right of their king so to dispose of

any portion of the empire. There is ample evidence

that they regarded the kingdom of Italy, in its whole

extent, quite as much as a part of the empire as any

circle of Germany, consequently inalienable except by

some legislative act of the whole body. In this view,

the oath of Otto, conveying some of the finest provinces

" See Du Gauge, ad v00. Procuratio. divinum of kings subsidiary to the j1m

‘K Begin‘. 8w. ep. 77, p. 723. (livi-num of the Holy See.

Y Thus, as it were, making the jug
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of the empire to a stranger, would be a nullity, when

ever the states of Germany should think fit to ignore or

revoke it. There is no proof that any such assent as

would have imparted validity to the cession was given

at the time; and the subsequent acts of the Emperor

and his subjects indicate—as far as acts can denote

intention—an absolute repudiation of the illegal com

act.
P In the course of the year 1202 and 1203, the affairs

of Philip of Swabia had been upon the decline. Decline of

He had been deserted by his most powerful king Philip's

partisans, on the ground of certain unredressed atseffifi‘llffsiat

wrongs complained of against him. A cam- negotiation

paign undertaken to reduce the seceders had “1th Rome‘

failed; and the King was reduced to the narrow limits

of his patrimonial estates. The death of his brother

the earl-Palatine, Otto of Burgundy, and the sangui

nary brawls then raging among his remaining sup

porters, further tended to darken his prospects, and

probably to incline him to negotiation, with a view at

least to mitigate the hostility of the court of Rome.z

It is probable that some kind of communication was

opened; but pope Innocent had gone too far in support

of the cause of his rival to admit of open or public

negotiation with Philip; in fact, any thing that may

have passed on the occasion only led to further misun

derstandings. Philip was accused of addressing forged

I See pope Innocent’s account of the alienated possessions of the Church:

forlorn condition of Philip at this junc

ture, in his letter to the Lombards

of the 11th Dec. 1203. Rqyist. &c.

ep. 92, p. 730: conf. Iyixter, Gesch. v.

Deutschl. vol. ii. p. 489. About forty

two years afterwards pope Innocent IV.

produced at the Council of Lyons

(1245) a document, purporting to con

tain a deed of submission tendered by

Philip to the Pope by certain Camal

dulensian monks. This submission was,

it is said, accepted by Innocent III.,

and that a. humble letter of thanks

was addressed to him by that prince

on the occasion. The alleged deed

purported to contain covenants on his

part: 1st, to restore all unlawfully

2dly, to renounce all claim to the

exuviae or pcrsonalty of deceased pre

lates: 3dly, to abolish all abuses com

plained of by the Holy See: 4thly, to

assist Alexius Angelus, his (Philip’s)

brother-in-law, in reducing the Greek

empire under the dominion of the

Roman Church: and 5thly, to place

all persons excommunicated by the

Pope under the ban of the empire.

This document, though given at length

by Raynaldus (an. 1203, § 28, p. 153), is

not noticed in the Registrant de neg.

Imp. nor any where else in the writings

of Innocent III. The game of forgery

was at this period carried on by both

sides with great activity.
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The Pope letters to the bishops of Freisingen, Passau,

complains of and Eichstadt, insinuating that there were dis

ifiitrrigsofil sensions in the pontifical councils touching

p 'the affairs of Germany; and aflirming that the

friars who had acted as envoys to the court of Philip had

carried back with them a formal call from the Pope to

assume the imperial crown. These “diabolical false

hoods” Innocent declared to be the work of the repro

bate Philip; that his overtures had received no other

answer than, that as the Holy See never closed her

doors to contrite sinners, so, if his desire of recon

ciliation was sincere, he (the Pope) would be happy to

receive and embrace him in the character of a penitent;

but that, as to the rumour of a schism in the councils of

the Holy See, he assured his correspondents that he and

his whole curia had never been more cordially agreed

than as to the very points upon which they were slan

derously reported to be at variance.8 Again, in the

autumn of the year 1203 the report of the death of

Innocent had given occasion to fresh forgeries; a suc

cessor was rumoured to have been elected by the name

of Clement, and a hull of the new pope in favour of

Philip’s pretensions had been hawked about, to the

great scandal of the Roman Church. He therefore

indignantly warned the bishops and princes of Germany

against this, and many other counterfeits and false

reports, which had been industriously circulated with

a view to induce them to believe that he entertained

secret intentions to desert the cause of Otto.”

At no period of the civil war in Germany had pope

Exertions of Innocent put forth the powers of the Holy See

Innocent In with more vigour than now that the prospects

°Pbeha1f "15 of kin Phili were a arentl declinin to
kmg Otto IV' their réiiin. Hie) encourarglfed the >dhiefs of Ogtto’s

party, by reminding them “ how frequently it happened

that the sword of the spirit was despised when unsup

ported by the sword of the flesh.”0 He excommunicated

and deposed the archbishop of Treves for embracing

' Regist. &0. ep. 85 to 90, pp. 727 to b ep. 96, p. 732.

729. ° ep. 79, p. 724.
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the cause of Philip.‘1v He rebuked the archbishop of

Cologne for his indifference to that of Otto. He con-i

gratulated the latter upon the prosperous state of his

affairs, emphatically reminding him at the same time of

his utter dependence upon the countenance of the Holy

See for a continuance of his good fortune.e He reproved

the bishops of Metz and Cambray for their niggardly

treatment of his legates while residing in their dioceses

in the service of the Church; threatening them with the

severest censures unless they should behave more liber

ally in future.f He put himself forward as mediator of

a treat of alliance between Waldemar of Denmark and

king tto, and promised to ratify, by authority of the

Holy See, any treaty of that nature that might be ap

proved by his legates.g To the prelates, cities, and

nobles of northern Italy he addressed a verbose Innocent HL

explanation of his reasons for choosing them tOiZhe

a king without their concurrence. He dis- Balms‘

coursed at length ‘upon the demerits of Philip, and the

defects of his election; he insisted upon the right of the

Holy See to inquire into and decide upon the qualifi

cations of all candidates for the imperial crown: but

Philip was the enem of the Roman Church; he had

supported the traitor larcuald, and was at that moment

in league with the Sicilian rebels against their king and

the Pope: he (Philip) was the hereditary foe of the

Lombards; Otto on the other hand was the son of their

defender and protector, Henry of Bavaria ;h it was there

fore with a view to their interests that he hadplaced hing

Otto upon the throne; and he had a right to expect they

would give their assent to the election, and zealously

unite their efforts with those of the Pope on behalf of

*1 .Rcyist. 8w. ep. 78, p. 724.

° Ibid. ep. 91, pp. 729, 730.

f The popes always quartered their

legates upon the churches where they

might happen to be. Accordingly the

latter were in the habit of evading

the burden, and eluding the demands

of these legatine extortioners by every

device in their power. Conf. Regist.

&c. ep. 84, p. 727.

8 Ibid. ep. 84, ubi sup.; and ep. 97, .

p. 733.
b There is very slender ground for

this statement. Duke Henry had no

doubt tampered with the estates of

Lombardy in his rebellion against the ‘

emperor Frederic Redbeard, but only '

with a view to embarrass his sovereign

in furtherance of his personal quarrel,

without the remotest regard for the

interests of the Italians.
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their best friend: hitherto they had not stirred in his

cause; but now was the time to put the finishing hand

to the good work. Otto had reduced nearly the whole

of Germany to obedience: the usurper was lurking in

a corner of the empire, destitute alike of friends and

means: therefore if they, the prelates, cities, and barons

of Italy, should at such a moment fail to make known

their loyalty by active services, they would not prevent

his obtaining the imperial crown, but would in that

case forfeit all claim to favours from either Pope or

Emperor.i

In truth, pope Innocent witnessed with manifest un

supineness easiness the supineness both of Italians and

0f the Germans at a period of the war when no great

G‘gitgfjjfin exertion was required to bring the contest to

thggzulsgof a successful conclusion. The dukes of Sax

' ony, Zahringen, Brabant, Bavaria, Austria,

and the markgraves of the eastern Marches had sheathed

their swords; the prelates and clergy of Germany were

equally unfruitful of “ good works ;” the primate of

Treves was in disgrace; the archbishops of Cologne and

Salzburg hung back; accounts from day to day made it

plainer to the Pope that the estates of Germany had no

mind to indulge his anxious wish for the ruin of Philip

and the whole Hohenstauffen race. In vain he incul

cated that when the spiritual sword was once unsheathed,

the temporal sword ought to leap from its scabbard; so

that all who do not fear the former may at once feel the

sharpness of the latter.3 Yet with all these misgivings

he wrote a flourishing letter of congratulation to king

Otto on the prosperous state of his affairs, and received

from him a reply full of professions of attachment and

filial dependence; for all which he obtained his due meed

ofpraise in exchange, qualified, however, by reiterated ex

hortations to be faithful to his vows,—intimations seem

ing to imply a doubt whether the impression made was

' Rcgist. Sac. ep. 92, p. 730. of Salzburg he wrote to show his faith

1 See his epistles to the King of by his works, by active military inter

Denmark and the Markgrave of Thu- vention, “ ne fides sine operibus mor

ringia, Rcgist. 8w. ep. 97, p. 733; and tua videtur.”

in ep. 103, p. 735, to the Archbishop
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either lasting or sincere.k Doubtless the Pope observed

that these professions were unaccompanied by any cor

diality of communication, any recurrence to Extorted

the counsels of the Pope, any application for oathsand

advice in doubt or difliculty. Accordinglywe find that Innocent, even in reply to is '

most dutiful addresses, never relaxed from the rigour

of his exhortations to docility and dependence upon

the patronage of the Holy See. It was natural to sus

pect a secret resentment in the heart of the youthful

prince at the state of bondage to which it was the

avowed purpose of Innocent to reduce him; and we are

at liberty to believe that a suspicion of the truth was

lurking in the mind of the pontiif himself. And, in fact,

Innocent had found it a hard task to clear himself of

the imputation of intending to usurp the prerogative

of electing the King of the Romans. The double pre

tension of examining the qualifications of the candi

dates, and of conferring the imperial crown upon the

favoured candidate, carried with it too violent a pre

sumption of intent to be overlooked by a body disinclined

to admit any other than a mere ministerial oflice in the

Pope, after they should have determined the person to

be crowned. As long, indeed, as the contending factions

stood in need of his spiritual weapons to create con

fusion in the ranks of their opponents, they availed

themselves of the current coin of vows, professions,

flatteries, and oaths to purchase his favour. The dis

position to trust too implicitly to these paper-promises

was a principal error of pope Innocent’s policy; and it

led to some of the most sensible disappointments of his

pontificate.

But now came the turn of fortune’s wheel, and with

it convincing proof of the insufficiency of the T f

securities upon which Innocent had built his fofing,

hopes. Within the current year (1204) the Péliligégfile

archbishop of Cologne, the prelate who had so '

crowned Otto IV., fell off from him, and was deposed by

k Rqqixt. &c. ep..101, p. 736.
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the Pope.1 For a suspicion of similar disafi'ection the

patriarch of Aquileia incurred a menace of the like

fate: the brother of Otto, Henry earl-palatine of the

Rhine, quarrelled with the King and went over to his

rival :111 king Ottocar of Bohemia was defeated and

mulcted of half his dominions: the landgrave Hermann

of Thuringia, hitherto regarded as the staunchest of

Otto’s adherents, had fallen on his knees, and done liege

homage to Philip as king of the Germans: the imperial

city ofAachen had admitted him within its walls, where,

with a view to wipe out the defect in his title which had

so seriously affected his position, he solemnly laid down

his crown, and caused himself to be recrowned and

anointed by the renegade archbishop of Cologne as

ofiicial consecrator.n

Innocent bewailed his disappointment in letters of

Indignation reproof to his friends; and in others he in

of Innocent veighed in terms ofburning indignation against

the perjured deserters of the cause “of God

and the Holy See.”° All, however, that could now be

done for his client Otto was to sustain his spirits, and

procure for him the necessary funds to continue the

contest. He again admonished king John of England

“out of his abundant riches” to pay to his nephew the

sum bequeathed to Otto by his uncle Richard I.; and

commanded the archbishop of York and the bishops of

Ely, Durham, and Winchester to use their influence, and,

if needful, spiritual censures, to enforce compliance!’

Meanwhile king Otto took refuge in the wealthy and

powerful city of Cologne. But the asylum availed him

but av short time. A majority of the states of the Rhine

and of Saxony, with the aid of king Ottocar of Bohe

mia, who had once more embraced the party of Philip,

1 Letters of the 29th of Oct. 1204,

and the 30th of March 1205, in Regist.

kc. epp. 113 and 116,pp. 739, 740. See

also epp. 117,118, pp. 741, 742.

1"“ 1bi4l. ep. 119, p. 742 ; ep. 120,

pp. 742, 743 ; and ep. 122.

n The archbishop had, it seems, been

excommunicated by the papal legates

prior to the coronation of Philip. The

final sentence, however, was not pro

nounced till after that ceremony.

Philip was crowned on the 5th Jan.

1205, but the sentence was not con

firmed by the Pope till the 13th March.

° See Regist. tic. epp. 119-125, pp.

742, 743.

um. epp. 129, 131, 132, pp. 744,

745. Dated on or about the 17th Feb.

1205.
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enabled the latter to lay siege to the strongly fortified

city. Here again fortune stood his friend. An unlucky

sortie of the city militia was driven back with so severe

a loss, that the courage of the citizens failed them; and

after a short parley, they surrendered on advantageous

terms to king Philip.q

Otto had, however, made his escape from Cologne

with Bruno the papal archbishop, and was Approaches

permitted to remain unmolested in his patri- of Philip to

monial duchy of Brunswick. Philip was too the P°pe'

sensible of the importance of reconciliation with Rome

to neglect the opportunity which his brilliant successes

presented to make terms with the Pope. He accord

ingly addressed an eloquent apology to the court of

Rome for the whole of his conduct since his election,

and appended to it a highly orthodox profession of faith.

He apologised more especially for the favour he had

shown to the archbishop Leopold of Maintz in opposition

to Siegfried, the nominee of the Ottonian party: the

former, he said, had been chosen by the majority of the

chapter without any interference on his part, while his

rival could claim only a minority consisting of factions

seceders; nevertheless, as soon as he was apprised of

the Pope’s objections, he had referred both parties to

the court of Rome as their ultimate judge, whereby he

had discharged himself from all responsibility. At the

same time he intimated that, though to the detriment

of his own interests, he was ready to agree to a truce

for a year with his rival; and, in that interval, to abide

the united judgment of his princes and the pontifical

legates as to the best mode of restoring concord between

the empire and the Church: he promised redress of

all abuses grievances they might point out, and

submitted his proposals for reconciliation to the con;

science of the Pope: but he stoutly denied that he had

ever been lawfully excommunicated; and on that ground

insisted that he could not be considered as disqualified

for the kingdom or the empire.1r ‘

Innocent III. had put faith in the promises of Otto;

ll Raumor, Hohenst. v01. iii. p. 133. 1' Regixt. &c. ep. 136, p. 746.
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and, strangely enough, he now showed a similar
feggnggiy disposition to believe the professions ofPhilip;

to an acqom- at all events he thought his confession of faith

w’,“,?,d1§f,‘§§,_ sufficiently orthodox to justify negotiation.

Perhaps political reasons had their weight;

and, after some delay, the archbishop of Aquileia was

deputed, without any diplomatic mission, to sound the

dispositions of the German court, with power to con‘

clude or mediate a truce between Philip and his rival

that might lead to the final settlement of the affairs of

the empire.“ But he peremptorily declined the advice

of the archbishop of Salzburg, pending the negotiations

and the cessation of arms, to withdraw the spiritual cen

sures against Philip and his adherents. He maintained

that the spiritual war which he waged stood in no

manner of relation to, or was in any respect dependent

upon, temporal hostilities; and that no reason could be

assigned why his servants should sheathe the spiritual

sword as a consequence of the cessation of carnal war

fare; that, in fact, the mission of the patriarch of Aqui

leia was not a proper legation, but only intended as an

opening to afford an opportunity and leisure to him (the

Pope) for giving his whole attention to the pacification

of the empire, and to deter Philip from supporting the

intrusive bishop of Maintz.‘

In the mind of Innocent III., as in that of his

He absolves severer predecessors, there existed no recipro

philip, ne. city of obligation between the spiritual and

8033:" the temporal powers. Reserving to himself

' the utmost latitude of interference with the

affairs of men and nations, he repudiated every equit~

able consequence of that interference which might tie

his hands from the freest use of his spiritual weapons.

This maxim, though no novelty in papal history, had

acquired a breadth in his mind it had never reached in

that of any of his predecessors. But a more circum

stantial report of the state of affairs in Germany induced

him to interfere for a general pacification, and, if needful,

" ‘1mm. 8w. ep. 137, p. .748. ' lbirl. ep. 139, p. 748.
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to relax the severity of his censures against the Hohen

stauifen party. Two legatesu were sent to the rival

courts, instructed, if possible, to procure an interview

between the competitors, and to persuade them to agree

to some such terms of accommodation as should relieve

the country from the worst evils of the civil war. But

it was clear that this object could be attained only by

the abdication or temporary retirement of one or other

of the claimants. Though, therefore, according to the

desire of the Pope, the interview took place, neither

party could be prevailed upon in any shape to abandon

his pretensions. Philip, however, went all lengths in

his power to gratify the pontiff. He released uncon

ditionally archbishop Bruno of Cologne, who had fallen

into his hands ;v he deprived Leopold of Maintz of the

temporalities of his see, and surrendered them to the

Innocentian archbishop Siegfried; and pledged himself

upon oath to give satisfaction upon all the matters for

which he had incurred the pontifical censures;“' after

which he was solemnly absolved, and consented to a

truce for a year with his adversary.

The truce, however, led to no approximation of the

principals or their supporters; and before its Murder of

expiration, Philip of Hohenstaufi'en, one of the king Philip

ablest and mildest of his race, was basely assassinated

by a relative of the house of Wittelsbach for some not

very clearly ascertained offence.x This terrible cata

strophe paralysed the country: the army disbanded

itself, and the chiefs hurried homewards to provide for

their own safety, or to turn the existing confusion to

profit. The Pope received a circumstantial account of

the tragedy from his legate Ugolino, then on his home

ward journey from Germany)’ Innocent directed him

CHM’. VL] ABSOLUTION OF PHILIP.

‘1 The cardinals Branca-Leone and

Ugolino di Segni.

Y Bruno was the papal archbishop

of Cologne substituted for the excom

municated and deposed archbishop

Adolphus.

_“' Rcyist. &c. epp. 142-148, pp. 750

752. The absolution was granted on

the 24th of January 1207.

1‘ Philip was assassinated on the 21st

of June 1208. The murderer, Otto of

\Vittelsbach, was issue of a family

whom the emperor Frederic Redbeard.

had raised to wealth and distinction.

The present Bavarian family are de

scendcd from the house of Wittelsbach.

YRcgixt. &c. ep. 152, p. 752. The

legate wrote from Mantua, where the

news of the assassination first reached

him. .
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immediately to retrace his steps, with instructions, by

every means in his power, to prevent a fresh election,

and to unite all parties in support of king Otto. The

latter was at the same time reminded that the death of

his opponent would by no means improve his position,

unless the opportunity were used with circumspection

and forbearance towards the party of his late adversary:

he should, said the pontiff, bear in mind that Frederic of

Sicily was at hand to contest the throne with him ; who,

though but a youth in years, might perchance ‘turn out

a formidable opponent.z

The crisis in Germany struck the mind of Innocent

Innocent on as a providential call to put in action the pre

the crisis in rogative of the Petrine chair to the fullest ex

tent he had ever assigned to it. He was, he

tion Otto declared, bound, “by the divine authority placed

in his hands, to take good care lest the woful

calamities which had so recently afl‘licted the church

and the world should be renewed; lest a state of things

which hath—though it be by a deed of unheard-of

cruelty and wickedness—been removed by the judg

ment of God Himself should recur to vex the church

and empire.” The command of the Pope, in fact, fell

upon the ear of the bewildered constituency as a voice

- from heaven. It was not doubted that a new election

would lead to a revival of all those evils from which the

late truce had for the moment relieved them; it was

universally felt that no choice was left but to recal the

exile and the fugitive whom they had so lately rejected,

to deliver them from the calamities they had brought

upon themselves.“ At the summons of the archbishop

of Magdeburg and the duke Bernhard of Saxony, a con

vocation of the northern princes at Halberstadt, followed

by a general diet ofI the empire at Frankfort-on-the

Mayne, unanimously acknowledged the title of Otto IV.,

and he was solemnly proclaimed King of the Romans and

Emperor-elect: the insignia of empire were delivered to

him; and a general pacification, with promise of the

' Reglst. sa. ep. 153, p. 752. numbered from 154 to 158, p. 752 to

“ See the letters in the Registrant 754.
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abolition vof many unlawful exactions and abuses, was

proclaimed.b

Immediately after this transaction a proposal was

started—not improbably by Innocent himself The Pope,s

—of a union between Otto and his distant admonition

‘cousin Beatrice, the daughter of his rival mom

Philip, The King himself, it is said, hesitated on the

ground of consanguinity; but the Pope speedily cut

the Gordian knot: a dispensation set all matters right ;°

and a solemn betrothal of the Emperor-elect with the

daughter of the Hohenstauffen promised to heal the

long-standing feud between the houses of Swabia and

Saxony, and, with the presumed dispositions of the

Emperor, to bode innumerable advantages to the Holy

See. No thought appears to have been bestowed upon

the sole surviving male heir of the late dynasty. The

pontiff alone entertained a suspicion of what was lurking

in the mind of that extraordinary youth; and, as we

have seen, thought it requisite to hold the danger that

might arise from the little cloud in that distant quarter

of the horizon in terrorem over his client. Hence he

took occasion to impress upon him and his constituents

the great amount of their present obligations to the

Apostolic See, and the necessity of a persistent adhe

sion to her counsels to extricate them from that and all

other perils.

Otto himself was sensible that a good deal remained

to be done to insure the loyalty of his turbu- Otto k
lent subjects before he could venture upon his 1edggshlizv

expedition to Rome to receive the promised $113333“:
crown of empire. He therefore acquiesced, p'

with great appearance of sincerity, in the view taken by

the pontiff of his new position. With profound devo

tion he acknowledged that all that he was, and all that

he hoped to be thereafter, was to be attributed, under

God, to the Pope and the Roman Church; for all which

great and signal blessings he offered up his heartfelt

thanks, and signified his firm resolution to show his

1* Conf. Pfister, Geseh. v. Deutschl. ° See ep. 178, p. 759.

vol. ii. p. 496.

VOL. V. LL
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gratitude by promoting, to the extent of his power, the

wishes of the Pope and the interests of the Holy See, by

a strict adhesion to the advice he should receive for the

establishment and consolidation of his power—“ a power

which he must ever regard as the Pope’s own work.”‘1

If, therefore, declarations and professions meant any

thing, the Pope had at len th succeeded in making an

Emperor to his mind, an in securing a. faithful and

obedient servant of the Holy See. And, in fact, Inno

cent had a good deal to do in the way of recovering

certain districts presumed to appertain to the lands of

the countess Matilda, and in settling his government

within the extended boundaries of the estate of the

Church.° It was, moreover, important to come to an

understanding as to the relations of the vassal kingdom

of Sicily to the empire. The danger of a collision be

tween the heir of the Hohenstaufl'en and the man who

had deprived him of his magnificent inheritance was to

be provided against. And, in truth, it was not beyond

the range of probability that when the Emperor should

——as usual on occasion of a coronation—be in military

possession of the estate of the Church, he would be

tempted to fly at the throat of his enemy, and thus to

deprive him of the power to make good pretensions he

was by this time pretty well known to entertain.f

The kings of Germany on their progresses to Rome

Otto marches to assume the imperial crown were always

int° Ital-Y- attended by the princes, prelates, and nobles

of the empire, with a numerous army of military de

pendents. On those occasions the local governments of

the provinces in which the imperial army was quartered

were superseded by the Emperor and his oflicers. Otto

now unexpectedly announced to the pontiff that, having

arranged his domestic affairs to his satisfaction, he had

passed the Alps “with a mighty and a glorious host ;”

*1 Regist. &c. ep. 160,1). 754. an intention to disturb his possession

° Conf. ep. 186, p. 762. of the empire. “The boy,” he said,

'Regist. 8w. ep. 187, p. 762. It “was bent upon mischief ;” and he

seems that Otto entertained spies at protested that he held the Pope re

the court of Palermo, and that he had sponsible for the ditficulties that might

reason to suspect the young King of arise. Ibtd. ep. 188, p. 762.
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and that he had already crossed the river Po, on his

progress to the capital, to receive the imperial crown.°

There was now no alternative. The “mighty and glori

ous host” must be received and entertained by the pon

tifi' and his subjects “in going to, residing at, and re

turning from” the august ceremony. No security was

obtainable against the ordinary scenes of violence and

rapine which always accompanied the march of the Ger

man armies in Italy. How to render parchment promises

and covenants available against armed power in the

hands of a proud and jealous eople was the great difii

culty of pope Innocent III. e had so dazzled himself

with the contemplation of his own sublimity, that he

could make no allowance for a similar feeling on the part

of his haughty guests—a people as proud of their own

ancestral supremacy as the Pope himself of the tradi

tions of the Holy See. But against these evils—if he

really apprehended them—he knew of no remedy but a

repetition of oaths and promises—if so it might be—to

bind the consciences of the formidable strangers; who,

now that they had the power, might have a grudge to

wreak against one who had shown so steady a determi

nation to humble and degrade the pride of the empire.

The first care of Innocent, after receiving intima

tion of the Emperor’s approach, was to send a Proposed

copy of the oath which king Otto had sworn coronation

eight years before (AD. 1201) to the Viceroy ml"

of Italy for his master’s perusal. At the same time he

assured the cities and nobles of Lombardy of his reso

lution to support them against any attack upon the

league or its members,f and despatched to the imperial

head-quarters a copy of a new oath the Emperor-elect

would be required to take at his coronation. The for

mula, after setting out the unspeakable obligations of

the Emperor to the Holy See, and the paramount duty

to honour and exalt her, as he hoped for prosperity in

this world and salvation in the life to come, abandoned

all the privileges in the election ofprelates “said to have

» Regist. &c. ep. 190, p. 763. . r Ibtd. epp. 185, 186, pp. 761, 762.
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been” enjoyed by his predecessors ;g granted absolute

freedom of election to the chapters; with unlimited

right of appeal to the Apostolic See in all causes or

matters ecclesiastical; abolished the privilege of the

exuviae of defunct prelates, and renounced the enjoy

ment of the revenues of bishoprics, abbeys, &c. during

vacancy; engaged to abandon all spiritual matters to

the church and its supreme head, and to give the aid

of the civil power for the extirpation of heresy and

heretics; promised to deliver to the Holy See all the

lands and possessions which she had recovered out of

the hands of the Emperor’s predecessors, as well as those

which might be still withheldv by himself or others, and

to afford her his best aid in keeping and defending the

same: this covenant is followed by a specification of

the lands and territories in question, as in the election

oath heretofore alluded to ;11 all those lands, &c. to be

enjoyed in perpetual sovereignty, with the jurisdictions,

powers of government, honours, revenues, and emolu

ments thereunto belonging; excepting only the poderum,

or necessary supplies for the court and army, when the

Emperor shall be called upon to assume the imperial

crown, or shall be summoned to the aid of the Roman

church, for her protection, or the defence of her territo

ries, more especially that of the kingdom of Sicily.i

The reception which Otto IV. met with in the north

Reception of of Italy was, notwithstanding his unqualified

0tt° in Italy- adoption of the formula and the oath, little cal;

culated to reassure the Pope. By taking literally the

pontifical counsels of conciliation and forbearance—

! The concordat of Worms (1122)—

‘the béte noire of Rome. Though that

instrument had passed under the ap

proval and confirmation of pope Coe

lestine IL, his successors omitted no

opportunity to ignore and vilify it.

11 See p. 481 of this chapter.

1 Rcgist. 8w. ep. 189, pp. 762, 763.

In allusion to the relinquishment of

the right of the crown to take the per

sonalty of deceased prelates, com

monly known as the “jus exuviarum”

or “jus spolii,” and to take the re

venues of vacant sees and great bene-.

fices, it may be observed that this

right or abuse was a matter of ancient

and universal practice. The jus spolii

is supposed to have originated in the

feudal right of the lord to provide,

during vacancy, for the performance

of the duties, due from the lands or

endowments of the churches, until

there should be a bishop or an abbot to

discharge them; that is, until the new

prelate should receive investiture of

the temporalities. EichIun-n, Deutsch.

Staats u. Rechts Gesch. § 327, vol.P- 438- ,
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meant, however, to operate in a totally different quarterj

-—his popularity with all classes increased with every

day of his abode among them. But the gradual decay of

the once-powerful Lombard league; the incessant brawls

of the Guelfic and Ghibelline factions, and the changes in

the government in some of the leading cities,k afforded a

fair field for the imperial interference. The powerful

chiefs, Eccelino di Romano and Azzo of Este were re

conciled; and the city of Milan received him with

open arms as the representative of the Guelfic interest,

and the enemy of the Hohenstauffen, whom they hated.

At Monza the iron crown of Italy was bestowed on him

by acclamation; and the cities and vassals paid up with

alacrity the dues and duties which had fallen into arrear

since the death of Henry VI. Thus safe in the attach

ment of his Lombard subjects, the Emperor led his

army into Tuscany; and here he set to rights and se

verely punished a variety of lawless doings which he

found to prevail among the cities of the league—a first

trespass this upon the protectorate of the Holy See, to

which that league owed its origin, and still professed

to be subject.1

The Pope, however, showed no signs of dissatisfac

tion. He advanced as far as Viterbo to meet Alar'm ofthe

the Emperor ; and after a friendly interview Pope and the

departed for Rome to make the needful pre- Romans‘

parations for the reception and coronation. The army

moved slowly towards the capital, and occupied the

Janiculum and the church of St. Peter. But the fortified

bridge over the Tiber was the limit of the advance ;

not an ofiicer or soldier was admitted within the city’

walls. Innocent himself, attended by the usual cortege,

went forth to the church of St. Peter; and there, after

administering to Otto the sacred oaths already referred

to, solemnly anointed and crowned him Emperor of the

Romans. But b this time both the Pope and the citi

zens had taken t e alarm. The unusual strength and

1 See p. 492 of this chapter. and Ferraro. acknowledged a master in

k Verona had fallen under the milit- the markgravc Azzo of Este:

ary government of Eccelino di Romano, 1 See chap. iii. p. 377 of this book.
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numbers of the armyencamped under their walls,m the

stationary position it had taken up, and the frequent and

bloody brawls that occurred between the rude soldiery

and the inhabitants of Rome and the vicinity, were re

garded with great jealousy and anxiety by court and

people. The senators had all along objected to the

coronation of Otto; and it was understood that a party

in the Curia itself had expressed the same opinion.n

After a short delay, to ascertain the Emperor’s inten

tions, the Pope peremptorily required him, in conformity

with his engagements, to evacuate the States of the

Church. Otto indeed withdrew from the immediate

neighbourhood of the city; but with no other view than

to take up a line of cantonments where his troops might

be better supplied than they could be on their former

ground. Throughout the winter of the year 1209 his

forces were distributed over the surface of the Patrimony

proper and the bordering districts of Tuscany, to the

great damage of the people of the country, and the in

creasing alarm of the Pope and Curia.°

As, however, no specific time for the evacuation of the

The Emperor papal territories had been stipulated, the Pope

breaks his could not as yet complain of an infraction of

Wm‘ the coronation-oath. But the penalty of the

bond to fortune, whichwas to secure the indissoluble union

of church and empire, was now to be paid. After the

expulsion of Marcuald, the markgrave Azzo of Este had

received investiture from the Pope of the march of An

cona, and become thereby the sworn vassal of the Holy

See. We may therefore conceive the astonishment and

dismay of the pontifi' on receiving the intelligence that

the Emperor had conferred, and the Markgrave had accep

ted, investiture of that principality, and done homage for

the same, without reserve, or even a passing notice, of the

rights of the Holy See. As for the restoration of the

Matildan estates, nothing more was heard or said about

it. The cities within the limits of the duchy of Tuscany,

“1 The Chron. .Fhssae Nirva', an. 1209 " Raumcr, Hohenst. vol. iii. p. 159.

(ap. llfumt. Ss. Rr. Ital. tom. vii. p. ° Chron. Hlsswllbvw, ubi sup. p. 889;

889) calls it “magnum et iuusitatum and conf. Raumer, ubi sup. p. 160.

exercitum."
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though included by Innocent in the list of his late ac

quisitions,P and therefore subject to the stipulations of

the coronation-oath, returned to their allegiance to the

empire. Other baronies within the boundaries of the

pontifical claims were bestowed on favourites and useful

servants of the Emperor ; and, to fill up the measure of

his misdeeds, he publicly invested Count Diephold, one

of the Pope’s most formidable adversaries, with the

duchy of Spoletofl

In reflecting upon the controversy as it stood between

the Pope and the Emperor we find scarcely a Conflicting

pin to choose between the moral merits of “"115

either. The words of the oath conveyed to the Holy

See the absolute sovereignty of the lands and territories

expressed in the schedule of the document. But that

these districts were part and parcel of the empire, was

regarded by the Germans as a matter of public law. At

his election the King had sworn to do his best to recover

all the outlying, or illegally alienated estates and jurisdic

tions of the empire; and in conformity with his oath, we

are told, Otto IV. had appointed a commission to search

for and identify on their oaths all territories and juris

dictions which had at any time belonged to the crown.

The Emperor therefore had ostensible ground to contend

that no such construction should be put upon a second

oath as should involve him in a breach of the first, un

less previously discharged from it: but for such abso

lution he could not even apply without the sanction of

his constituents; which, however, had not been asked

for or obtained by him, or the Pope on his behalf: be

sides, it behoved the pontiff to take notice that the

princes and free barons of the empire regarded its

rights as equally sacred with those of the Holy See;

consequently it could not be understood, that in ad

mitting that see into possession of the territories in ques

tion the Emperor had parted with sovereign rights he

had no power to alienate: if, therefore, an oath had been

P Gesta, &c. §§ cxxiv. cxxv. p. 80. ibid. an. 1209, p. 622 ; Rich. de 8'.

‘1 Chron. Ihssw Nova’, ubi sup. an. Gm'nmno Chron. an. 1209, 1210, ibid

1209, pp. 889, 890; Sicardi Chron. p. 983.
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extorted from him, involving him in a charge of perjury,

it was the Pope’s doing, not his.

But if Otto had acted with ood faith in his dealings

Otto dis_ with pope Innocent TIL, he probably never

regards“... would have been emperor. It is not likely

$2183;60f that his German constituents would have per

' mitted him to apply for absolution from his

election-oath, or would themselves release him; much

less that Innocent would have adopted his cause without

security for his conquests in Central Italy. When ambi

tion and conscience are thus deliberately set at variance,

it is easy to surmise which scale will preponderate; and

the Pope must share the guilt of the perjury which he

had encouraged for the promotion of his own schemes of

territorial aggrandisement. At all events the view which

Otto IV. and his court took of their own position was

clearly expressed by acts which were stigmatised by

Rome as damnable usurpations. In vain the pontifi'

warned the Emperor that he was leaping blindfold into

the gulf of perjury: in vain his more prudent advisers

cautioned him against making an irreconcilable enemy

of the Pope: Otto might, with some show of reason,

urge that he had never known the value of the conces

sions extorted from him till he saw them; and might

plead a kind of natural equity not to be strictly bound

by a contract made in ignorance of the nature of the

consideration demanded by the Pope for his support, and

obtained under pressure of extreme danger and distress.

Upon grounds such as these the Emperor stoutly denied

the perjury imputed to him, and expressed his resolu

tion that the rights of the empire should not suffer in

his hands.

On the other hand, the Pope had flattered himself

Innocent with the certain prospect of turning the im~

glirtfiif perial forces to profit in securing and enlarging

of Nebuchad- his acquisitions. He did not deign to ask him

nezzar’fw' self the question, whether it was reasonable

that the Emperor should expend his funds and the blood

of his subjects for the gratification of the temporal ambi

tion of a foreign priest, without a prospect of remunera
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tion or indemnity? “Nay, but,” said the priest, “you

have sworn to the Church to do her bidding—the Church

that made you what you are: she has performed her

part; it is now for you to perform yours : take warning

by the fate of Nebuchadnezzar, who was cast out of

human society, and condemned to feed with the beasts

of the field, for putting his trust in the strength of

his power: remember the fate of your predecessor

Frederic I., who, for the like offence, was condemned to

perish before he set foot upon the holy ground; think

of his sons doomed to die off with awful suddenness:

verily, if you persist in the like iniquity, you too shall

be speedily overtaken by the vengeance of the Church:

God shall destroy you, and tear out your root from the

land of the living.”Jr

The Emperor, in reply to this fulminating address,

expressed his surprise that the Pope should Indifi

have thought fit to envelope his censures in of oft???

such an amplitude of words. “ To all these figgggl

prolixities,” he said, “he had no other answer '

to make than that he was not sensible of having done

any thing to deserve the displeasure of the Church: he

had not encroached upon the spiritual authority which

properly belonged to her; which authority he unfeign

edly desired should not only be unabridged, but be

strengthened and extended by the imperial influence:

on the other hand, the Pope ought to know that the

Emperor had plenary power in all temporal affairs, and

that in such matters he (the Pope) had no right to in

terfere; the hand which administered the holy sacra

ments hath no power to punish crimes; therefore to the

Emperor alone it belonged to govern in all worldly

affairs over the whole extent of the empire.”

But the revolution which had placed Otto upon the

throne had enabled him to form a correct no- Otto invades

tion of the views held by his estates on the Apultigh

matter of the coronation-oath. The unfailing $311,155,603

support they afforded him in the maintenance °f the POP“

fRaynaldus seemstohave overlooked can Coder, No. 4957, 1, 2; and with

this characteristic letter. Ra'zmzer, vol. it the reply of Otto IV.

iii. p. 162, quotes it from a Ms. Vati- -
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of rights wholly at variance with his engagements to

the Holy See prove that, in that view, the latter en

gagements, if worth any thing, were merely personal,

and must merge in the great duty cast upon him as

head of the empire.‘ That duty, as it stood in the

opinion of his subjects, and in the letter of his elec

tion-oath, was to reestablish the imperial supremacy in

every part of the empire; and the empire was held to

comprise the entire kingdom of Italy in the same sense

as any circle of Germany. Otto IV. accordingly turned

a deaf ear to the remonstrances of the Pope; and, in

the autumn of the year 1209, invaded Apulia with the

avowed intent to recover the southern portion of the

peninsula, and to grapple with his youthful rival on his

own ground. At the close of the campaign, the whole

country between the frontier of the Patrimony and the

city of Naples was reduced; and the army took up its

quarters at Capua, preparatory to the prosecution of the

war in the south and the invasion of Sicily, which was

to put an end to the long-standing feud between the

Ghibelline and Guelfic parties, by the ruin of the last of

the Hohenstauffen.

Upon the first intimation of the Emperor’s designs,

The Em. pope Innocent shut himself up within the

235203;‘: walls of Rome. He refused a personal con

Church ference proposed by Otto with a View to dissi

de‘wumed' pate the Pope’s fears, or perhaps to extort a

I The popes have on several occa

sions availed themselves of this doc

trine of the merging of personal obli

gations in duties of higher obligations.

Thus, extorted treaties, or such as were

reluctantly entered into by individual

pontifis, were supposed to merge in the

great duty of defending the possessions

and prerogatives of the Holy See from

secular encroachment. On this plea

the court of Rome repudiated the con

cordat of Worms and the treaty of

Ponte Mammolo; and rescinded the

compact with the king of Sicily in

respect of ecclesiastical appointments.

Otto may have acted the part of a

knave by taking an oath he had no

power, perhaps no intention, to keep ;

and his supporters may have involved

themselves in the like criminality by

their connivance. But it is pretty

clear that, in the national opinion,

the whole affair between him and the

Pope, prior to his elevation to the

throne by the act of the Germanic

constituency, was a puny transaction,

with which they as a body had no

thing to do: what might have passed

previously between the candidate and

the Pope was no concern of theirs : it

was not their fault if the latter chose

to impute powers to the former which

he did not possess: such a mistake

could not discharge the Emperor from

the duty of doing his best to prevent

the dismemberment of the empire.
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consent to the dethronement of Frederic of Sicily.t But

whatever may have been the object of the proposed

negotiation, no confidence could be placed in any com

pact with Otto till he should have evacuated the penin

sula. The unyielding character of Innocent III. dis

inclined him from any kind of compromise; and it was

tolerably clear that the views of the court of Rome

were by this time directed to the claims of the king of

Sicily as an available counterpoise to the pressure of the

imperial power.u All idea of negotiation was laid aside;

and instead of it a solemn deputation, consisting of the

archbishop of Pisa, and several bishops and abbots, con

veyed to the Emperor a threatening admonition to “de

sist from his. iniquities—-to abstain from further perse

cuting the Church—to return to God with his whole

heart, and live in future according to His law—to ob

serve reason and justice, to obey the Church ; and to

perform without delay all the covenants by which he

had bound himself to the Holy See.”" But in the in

terim the Emperor had thrown garrisons into the papal

fastnesses of Aquapendente, Radicofani, San Quirico,

Montefiascone, and other strong places within the limits

of the Patrimony proper, and given unequivocal proofs of

his intention to keep military possession, and dispose at

pleasure of the whole estate of the Church. And now he

had put the finish to his treasons by invading the Pope’s

vassal-kingdom of Apulia, with a view to the reduction

of every inch of Sicilian ground to dependence upon the

empire, from which the pontiff flattered himself he had

effectually severed it.w

In these operations the greater part of the year

1210 passed away. All hope of bringing the Innocent_

headstrong Emperor to a better mind ha efftggméltlg’l'

vanished; and in the month of November of and absolves

h'ss b' tthat year the Pope pronounced sentence of l 20.160 5'

* Regist. &c. epp. 193, 194, pp. 763, DeGest. Phil. Reg.Francorum. Hepro

64. bably means Gultelmns Armorieus, the

‘1 Conf. Raynald. an. 1209, § 20, continuatorof Rigordus. See D. Bouq.

p. 284. Histor. de Fr. tom. xvii. p. 84. He also

Y Raynalzl. ubi sup., from 9. Vatican quotes Jordanus as above; but is very

Ms. by one Jordanus. angry with Mat-tit. Paris (Hist. p. 193)

" Itaynalzhubi sup., quotes Rigm'dus for justifying the proceedings of Otto.
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excommunication against him; and shortly after ab

solved his subjects from their oaths of allegiance.

Otto revenged himself by prohibiting all intercourse

with Rome, and imprisoning and punishing all who

resorted to the Pope for any purpose. In the spring

of the ear 1211, he again took the field, and speedily

reduced the whole country as far as Otranto and

Tarento; while forty Pisan galleys were collected at

the island of Procida to conve him and his army across

the Straits of Messina.x The Hope was no less assiduous

in publishing the curse of the Church in the remotest

corners of Italy. Otto IV. was defunct as Emperor

in the contemplation of Rome.y The sentence upon

him was extended to all his officers, aiders, abettors,

and accomplices, and was ordered to be published by

the archbishops, bishops, and their subordinates; and

repeated in every church and on all occasions.z The

citizens of Bologna were threatened with interdict, and

“the removal oftheir university, for their adhesion to the

tyrant of the Church.”8 The Pisans, who had supplied

him with ships and soldiers, were the next victims of

the spiritual sword. The Pope had, for some time past,b

suspected the ambitious republicans of a design to make

themselves masters of the island of Sardinia.c The

islanders were now warned against the plot, and advised

to avoid all intercourse with the piratical allies of the

deposed Emperor.c1

It is probable that the effect of these appalling

Efiectof the denunciations was not altogether unfelt in

sentence: Germany, where a strong attachment to the

Peflll’iegg’eff family of the Hohenstauifen was entertained

in many quarters; and where, of course, the

rejection of Otto by the Holy See must operate advan

X Raynald. an. 1210, 1-3, pp. 291,

292; and an. 1211, §§ 1 and 2, p. 306.

The industrious annalist has here col

lected, verbatim, all the authorities

bearing on these transactions; 0.9.,

the Chron. Fosm Nome, Matth. Paris,

and the Fpp. Inn. III. lib. xiii. and

xiv.

Y In all subsequent documents he is

called “Otto dictus imperator ;" t.e.,

pretender to the empire.

I E1212. Inn. III. lib. xiv. ep. 78, p.

539.

I Ibid. ep. 79, p. 540.

‘1 Ibid. lib. xi. p. 171, May 1209.

° The island was regarded at Rome

as a dependency of the Holy See.

55‘; Ibut. lib. ,xiv. epp. 101, 102, p.
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tageously to the claims of the aspiring heir of that

noble race. But, in the mean time, the position of the

Pope was irksome and perplexing in the highest degree.

Germany and Italy were at this moment apparently re

conciled to the yoke of Otto: the loss of Apulia was an

accomplished fact: political prospects showed no ful

crum for upheaving the government of the Emperor:

the Saracens of Sicily had invited the arms of the Ger

mans to deliver them from their present masters: no

check remained to the progress of the invader but that

which might be found in the vigorous, and

not very trustworthy, stripling Frederic. The

youth, however, had neither means nor experience to

stem the tide of invasion; and was, moreover, suspected

of entertaining a dangerous sympathy with certain ob

noxious opinions of his ancestors respecting the limits

between the spiritual and temporal powers.° He had

begun to show symptoms of impatience under the state

of pupillage to which the policy of Rome had reduced

him. He had succeeded in removing the Pope’s chan

cellor from the government, and was not disposed to

show that deference to his consort, the princess Con

stantia of Aragon, which the Pope had expected when

he made the match. Innocent, in fact, was reluctant to

raise into power the descendant of a race whom he re

garded with truly pontifical abhorrence; a race whom

he had frequently and vociferously proclaimed the

sworn foes of the Church; the deadliest enemies of

sacerdotal supremacy. But, objectionable as was the

choice, no alternative remained; Frederic must be made

the instrument of his deliverance from present peril,

even at the risk of raising up a more dangerous enemy

to himself or his successors. The Pope couldL t tte t
not, however, make up his mind to take that Gist]; p3,‘;

last leap, without a final effort to reclaim his ti: Erfl‘t’llaillfgr

late friend and pupil, and to impress upon p '

him the peculiar danger of a position of which Innocent

doubtless had received some intimation from his agents

north of the Alps. He promised to forget and forgive

° Raumor’s comment upon 122p. Inn. III. lib. xiii. ep. 83, p. 453.

Frederic II.
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all the injuries and losses he and his subjects had sus

tained, if Otto would now, at the last moment, fulfil his

engagements to the Holy See, lay aside his vindictive

animosit against the French king, and desist from in

vading t e kingdom of Sicily. Otto, however, was en

thralled by the contemplation of the brilliant prospects

before him. Sicily was his—in imagination: his heart

was ulcerated b a sense of injury, and a desire of re

venge upon the Trench enemy who had so persistently

opposed him, and so lately expelled his uncle and ally,

king John of England, from all his continental domi

nions. And now a narrow strait, a mile or two in

width, was all that separated him from his hereditary

foe; and there lay the fleet that was to waft him and

his victorious host to certain conquest and inappreciable

wealth.f

Otto, as we have seen, was indebted for his throne

_ rather to the staggering effect of the assas

sination of Philip than to any just apprecia

tion of his merits. His demeanour in adver

sity was felt to have been mean and cringing; when in

power, it was harsh and arbitrary: his throne was built

upon an accident; and as a chance had elevated him, a

similar casualty might effect his downfal. Men looked

back with regret to the mild and liberal government of

Philip, and regarded the proud and unamiable carriage

of Otto with contempt and dislike. A strong sense of the

national disgrace incurred by the Emperor had poisoned

the public mind; he had sacrificed the national honour;

he had submitted to the dismemberment of the empire.

Besides, he had offended the superior clergy by his en

deavours to abridge their luxuries and by rebuking their

self-indulgence. They now cast in his teeth the breach of

his engagements with the Holy See; thereby throwing

into the shade the symptoms of vigour he had lately

shown in retrieving the errors of his elevation. These dis

contents—in many respects the reaction of that restless

spirit which had so largely contributed to his success—

'Raymdd. an. 1211,fr0m the Chron. Ibssw Nova’, in Murat. Ss. Rr. Ital.

of Conrad qf Ursperg. See 6150 Chron. tom.
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afforded the means of effecting his ruin. In the actual

disposition of all classes, the papal denunciations fell like

a thunderbolt into a heap of combustibles. The blaze

of insurrection flew from end to end of Germany. They

who had hitherto been the firmest supporters of his

throne, now became his most determined enemies. His

former friends, the landgrave Hermann of Thuringia,

king Ottocar of Bohemia, with the archbishops of Maintz

and Magdeburg, took the field in open insurrection;

and king Philip-Augustus of France held out prospects

of speedy assistance to the insurgents. The Ghibelline

party chose to regard the Pope’s sentence ofImitation of

deposition against the Emperor as a revival of the Gerngans

the rights of Frederic of Hohenstaufi'en. InwFredemIL

the opinion of many that prince was still the crowned

and anointed king of the Romans; and now that he was

of an age and capacity to govern, the objection—as far

as the national interests were concerned—to his re

sumption of the powers of the crown was removed.

Two faithful vassals of his family were accordingly

despatched with secrecy to the King at Palermo, with

an urgent invitation to proceed to Germany without

loss of time.

Otto was made aware by these events of the immi

nence of his danger. Abandoning at once his Success and

projects of conquest in the south, he retreated sudden re.

to the north of Italy ; with a view to the con

solidation of his interests in that important '

portion of the empire. After satisfying himself of the

continued attachment of the Guelfic cities and estates of

Lombardy and Romagna, he appeared upon the stage

of conflict in Germany, before any steps could be taken

to impede his advance. The rebel princes and barons

were unable to keep the field against the seasoned cam

paigners of Otto: Hermann was defeated, and Ottocar

of Bohemia placed under the ban of the empire and

outlawed: the friends of Frederic lost courage, and

contemplated submission to the monarch who had at

least defended the honour and integrity of the country,

and was the aflianced bridegroom of the presumptive
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heiress of the house of Hohenstauifen. Otto wisely

availed himself of this hesitation in the enemy’s camp,

and hastened his marriage with Beatrix. But the bride

died suddenly, four days after the wedding. As sud

den as this event was the change in the Emperor’s for

tunes. The dissolution of his union with the daughter

of Philip of Swabia snapped the last tie which bound

the Swabian party to his banners. The disaffected

clergy published his bereavement to the world as a

visible judgment of Heaven for his treason to the

Church. The Bavarians and Swabians slunk away in

the night-time from the imperial quarters, and all the

vassals of the vast estates of the Hohenstaufl'en once

more turned their eyes towards the king of Sicily.g

With his usual promptness of decision Innocent III.

Innocent In. transferred his patronage to Frederic of Sicily;

Eftlr‘gfggehg and despatched his agents to all parts of the

Frederic of empire to absolve the vassals from their oaths

filmy‘ of allegiance to Otto, and to engage them in

the interests of his new client. The risk be incurred

was indeed serious, and the ultimate advantage uncer

tain. Innocent would have willingly avoided raising the

descendant of the hereditary opponents of the Church

to imperial power, if any alternative had remained. The

last chance of recovering the conquests of the earlier

years of his pontificate seemed to depend upon the suc

cess of Frederic. But the docility of the royal youth

was as yet to be proved. The Pope, however, might

reckon upon making a more lasting impression upon the

mind of his inexperienced ward, than upon one who,

like the Emperor, had been brought up in the school of

violence and intrigue—the court of Richard of England.

Yet if this crafty judge of the strength and weaknesses

of human nature had studied more profoundly the cha

racter of the youth to whom he was about to trust his

fortunes, he might have seen reasons for hesitation which

would have shaken his resolution. Frederic, in truth,

had more practical experience than at the age of eighteen

lies within the grasp of ordinary men. But more than

8 See Rawmer’s Hohenst. vol. iii., and Mater, Gesch. v. Deutsch. v01. ii.
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this—he was endowed with a finer instinct in dealing

with the ministers and agents of government, and with

adherents and subjects of all classes, than falls to the

lot of many statesmen during a life of political activity.

He was at the same time remarkable for comeliness of

person, and a peculiar suavity of manner—a natural con

descension—that appeared to proceed from an innate

kindliness of disposition, and lent a charm to his inter

course with friends and adherents, which attached them

to his service by ties perhaps equally strong with those

of personal interest. Experience in the new sphere to

which he was about to be transplanted was all that was

wanting to convert the bold and enterprising youth into

an able, a liberal, and far-seeing ruler of men.

In dealing with talents and dispositions of so unusual

a nature Innocent might well deem measures Gene“,

of more than common precaution necessary. policy of the

He might not expect to reduce such a person P°pe'

as Frederic of Sicily to the condition of the passive in

strument of his designs; yet nothing short ofthe docility

of servitude could qualify the Emperor of his choice for

the task-work he had for him to do. At one time he be—

lieved that he had brought Otto IV. to a becoming state

of mind. Subsequent experience might have convinced

him that oaths and promises and professions were but a

feeble bulwark against the fierce impetus of personal am

bition and political interest. Nothing was further from

the thoughts of Innocent than the idea of accommodat

ing the interests of the church with those of the state;

for such a scheme implied a compromise—a principle of

give and take—utterly at variance with the essentially

despotic system of which he was the minister. Yet he

had no other instruments to work with than those he

had hitherto employed with such indifferent success. It

was therefore to be seen by what new precautions the -

disappointments he had met with might be avoided.

At the pressing solicitation of his friends in Ger

many, and with the earnest encouragement of Frederic IL

Innocent III., king Frederic determined upon sets out for

a bold venture to vindicate his rights in the Germany‘

VOL. v. MM
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land of his ancestors. Disregarding the remonstrances

of his consort and his ministers, he took leave of his

court and country.h At Rome he was received with

open arms; and in return for an ample acknowledgment

of the supremacy of the Pope over all the provinces con

stituting the kingdom of Sicily, he was assured of the

hearty support of the Holy See. His journey towards

the Alps was attended with dangers resembling those

encountered by his grandfather Frederic Redbeard after

the disasters of the year 1167.i But with the aid of the

few remaining Ghibelline partisans he was enabled to

slip round the hostile cities, and by striking into the

wildest passes of the mountains to reach the friendly

city of Ohur, in the country of the Grisons. At Con

stance the vassals of the Hohenstaufl'en family did hom

age to him in a body. From this moment his scanty

retinue swelled to an army. Skirting the western

His arm-val, frontiers of Germany, he reached the city of

Toul, and there concluded with the dauphin of

king of the France-a treaty of alliance with that kingdom

Rm‘ms- against Otto IV. and his kinsman king John

of England.j With the exception of the north-western

provinces, the princes of Germany hailed Frederic II.

as their legitimate king. But in the former districts

Otto IV. still retained numerous adherents, more es

pecially in the Netherlands, where he was supported

- by the earls of Brabant and Flanders, and stood in

eas communication with his uncle and ally, the king

of ngland. For the present Frederic was too much

engaged in settling the relations of the kingdom to the

great vassals and the Church to pursue his adversary to

his last as lum. At a great diet of the empire held at

Eger, in ohemia, in the month of July 1213, he adopted

He confirms all the engagements towards the Holy See as

the engage‘ subscribed by Otto IV.—-—he promised absolute

ments of

one IV. to freedom of election: he admitted an unlimited

the Holy See.

Great wuncflright of appeal to Rome: he abandoned the

at Eser- “ exuvias” or “jus spolii” of deceased prelates:

1‘ On the 18th March 1212. J Origins: Gwlfim', v01. iii. 1). 816.

‘ Conf. Book xii. c. v. p. 147.
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he vowed his most strenuous support to all measures for

the extermination of heretics and heretical pravity: he

surrendered to the Roman church all the lands and ter

ritories she had recovered from his predecessors, and

swore to protect her in the perpetual enjoyment of the

same, and to recover for her by force of arms every part

and portion of her claims not yet reduced into possession.

In this instrument was embodied a schedule of these

claims, including all the territories specified in the coro

nation-oaths of Otto IV.,k with the addition of the’ islands

of Corsica and Sardinia; an extent of territory compris

ing, besides these, Sicily, and nearly the whole of Italy

between the Faro of Messina and the river P0. All

these acquisitions, “and whatever others might then or

thereafter be found to belong to the Apostolic See,” he

swore without reserve, “ by and with the counsel and con

sent of the princes of the realm there in diet assembled,

efl'ectually to surrender, confirm, and give up to the Holy

See and pope Innocent :” and all these things he cove

nanted to do and perform like a good son of the Catholic

church, as witnessed by the bishops, princes, and barons

of the empire at Eger, on that 12th day of July 1213.1

It is to be observed that in this document the two

striking defects in the previous covenants of Character

Otto IV. were supplied. All doubt as to the £3; 1352,11,,

nature of the surrender was excluded in terms charter of

too clear and close to be denied or explained $3351,

away. The paramount sovereignty—as under— See.

1‘ The whole country from Radico- pire, the burggrave of Magdeburg, &c.,

fani to Ceprano, the marches of An

cona, the duchy of Spoleto, the lands

of the countess Matilda, the county of

Bertinoro, the exarchate of Ravenna,

the Pentapolis, Massa and the adjacent

country, with all their jurisdictions,

&c., excepting the “fodrum” or coro

nation-purveyance.

1The instrument purports to have

been written by the hand of Berthold

de Tuffe, prothonotary of the Aula

Regia ; and to have-been witnessed by

three archbishops, four bishops, by

king Ottocar of Bohemia, duke Lo'uis

of Bavaria, duke Leopold of Austria,

Hermann of Thuringia,Alhert of Eber

stein, and three other counts of the em

in all nearly twenty persons, represent

ing the Hohenstaufien party in the diet.

The authors of the “ Monumenta Germ.

Hist.” Leges, vol. ii. p. 224, insert it

among the genuine acts of Frederic II.,

with the remark, that it was edited for

the first time by Ilaynaldus and Gold

ast ; and that the editor of the arti

cle in the “ Monuments.” had personally

inspected and copied it at Rome from

the original in the Vatican library :

that he found the golden bulla or seal

wanting, but that the silk ribbon to

which it was attached remained ; and

that the parchment was in many places

corroded by time.
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stood in that age—over all the enumerated territories was

as plainly conveyed to the Holy See as if an express

verbal renunciation of the dominium supremum had been

inserted. Then again, unless the instrument be treated

as a forgery, it is equally clear that it contained a legis

lative cession formally sealed b the sovereign, and con

firmed b the great council of the kingdom. But a more
serious dyanger than those provided against in this treaty

remained behind. It was feared that if the crowns of

the empire and of the kingdom of Sicily should be united

on one head, the Holy See might be crushed between a

pressure from opposite quarters directed by the same

hand. The character of vassal-king might be held to

merge in the superior dignity of the emperor-king; and

thus, by a side-wind, the Holy See might bedefrauded

of its rights. Experience had proved that no precau

tions could be too severe against the cupidity of the

Germans; and that therefore a diplomatic separation

of the kingdoms of Germany and Sicily was indispens

ably necessary to complete the security obtained by

the treaty of ger. It was important that before the

Scheme of sense of dependence upon the Holy See should

be swallowed up in success and the insolence

of Germany of established power, every effort should be

“M Slcfly- made to secure the separation of the two

crowns. To this end the young king was importuned

b the papal legates at the great diets of Augsburg,

urzburg, Ulm, and Strasburg, upon which last occa

sion king Frederic II.1m confirmed the earlier covenants

with the Holy See, and further agreed that as soon as

he should obtain the imperial crown, he would abdicate

the kingdom of Sicily in favour of his infant son Henry;

that he would from that moment cease to use the title

of king of Sicily, abjure all right of interference in the

government of that count , and consent to the appointment of a regency by therlgope to conduct the affairs of

the kingdom during the non-age of the prince: and it

was further recited that the enactment was‘intended to

obliterate all presumption of a pragmatic union of the

m Four years after his arrival in Germany.
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two crowns that might arise from their incidental union

on the same head; a presumption which, it was declared,

might thereafter operate to the great damage of the

Holy See, as well as to the detriment of the successors

of the Emperor-elect.n

This charter in fact contained an express verbal

abdication of the dominium supremum over the Abdication

kingdom of Sicily in favour of the Holy See ;° of the king

and virtually an acknowledgment that that 1;“332132’

kingdom and its adjuncts had never formed II-iflfiaw‘"

- 188011.

any part of the empire; consequently that

the severance could imply no infraction of public law,

and was only intended to prevent any misconception

that might arise as to the lawful supremacy of the

Holy See within that kingdom and its components.

This transaction completed the wonderful series of poli

tical successes achieved by pope Innocent III.; and we

may now estimate the full extent of his acquisitions, and

the price the Roman empire had to pay for the patron

age of the holy Roman church. The dominions of that

church must now be held to extend over the whole of

central Italy south of the river P0, with the exception

only of the duchy of Tuscany, or such parts of it as

might not belong to the cities of the Tuscan league.

The kingdom of Sicily, with the duchies of the main

land as far as the southern or south-eastern frontiers

of the Patrimony proper, were diplomatically separated

from the empire. The king had engaged to abdicate his

hereditary crown, in favour—it is true—of his own in

fant son, but upon terms that must transfer, for a long

series of years, the entire government of the country

into the hands of a stranger, and deprived the parent

even of the means of defending his son or his rights

against the encroachments of the pontifical suzerain, or

the assaults of foreign or domestic enemies. The honest

and intelligent prince was sincerely bent upon keeping

faith with the Church; he was grateful for the assistance

" See the document ap. Pertz, Mon. solummodo ipsius regni dominium- nos

Germ. Legum, tom. ii. p. 228. citur pertinere."

° “Ad quam (ecclesiam Romanam)
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she had afforded him; but it might have been foreseen

that, sooner or later, a sense of national and personal

degradation, arising out of these humiliating engage

ments, would lead to a struggle to shake off the most

burdensome of the trammels which his close connexion

with the court of Rome had imposed upon him. Though

it is not intended to advert in detail to the particulars

of the conflicts which embittered the later years of the

reign of Frederic ll., enough will appear hereafter to

show the inconvenience, even to the stronger party, of

pushing its advantage to extremities, and thus planting

in the heart of the weaker the sting of disgrace and

humiliation, without previously reducing it to a state of

defenceless prostration.

After the success of the great coup de main executed

Final min of by Frederic II., the civil war in Germany was

0W’ W- allowed to languish. The southern, eastern,

and midland estates acknowledged him, as their legitimate

king without reelection. But Otto IV. still retained

a powerful body of clients in the northern and north

western circles. Frederic himself was too much en

gaged in reorganising his government to permit him to

bestow closer attention upon the movements of his rival.

Meanwhile the latter in a great degree relieved him from

that trouble, by directing his arms against king Philip

Augustus of France, against whom he had from his youth

conceived the bitterest animosity. It is true that the

king had lent his best aid to the Swabian party, both

by alliance and the advance of a considerable subsidy;

but he had not hitherto taken any military ste s which

could materially affect the emperor’s position. et, un

der the spur of vindictive passion, Otto regarded Philip

as the real author of all his misfortunes. He affected to

believe that a decisive blow struck in that quarter would

at once relieve him from his difficulties in Germany:

and, with the support of the princes of the north-western

circles, themselves equally jealous of their powerful and

encroaching neighbour, he assembled the largest army

which Germany had ever yet sent forth, and advanced

towards the frontiers of France. On the 27th July 1214
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he was encountered at the village of Bouvines, Battle of

not far from Lille, by his vigilant adversary; Bouvines

and here the battle which decided his fate was fought.

A sanguinary and irretrievable defeat drove him to take

refuge in the hitherto faithful city of Cologne. But his

hopeless poverty, and the excesses of his empress, soon

disgusted these his last adherents; and he was driven

to seek a precarious asylum in his hereditary duchy of

Brunswick. He was in fact reduced to such a state of

weakness that Frederic II. could afford to leave him in

obscurity for the four remaining years of his life. A

twelvemonth after the battle of Bouvines his competitor,

who had just attained the age of twenty-one years, was

crowned at the imperial city of Aachen as King of the

Romans and Emperor-elect, in the presence of, and by

the almost unanimous consent of, the constituency of

the empire.p In the same year the general council

assembled at Rome by pope Innocent III.—to which

we shall hereafter have occasion to advert— The cause

affected to deliberate upon the merits of the of 0“; dia

rival claimants. Advocates were heard on at

either side; arguments alleged for and against tgsulfgilff)?

the claims of the de facto condemned and de- the Lateran,

posed Emperor; but with no other result than “11215

a repetition of the sentence of excommunication and

deposition of the late favourite, and a formal recognition

of his enemy as Emperor-elect.q Thus Innocent III.

once more re-asserted the theoretical right of the Pope

to dispose of the crown of the empire. The Gains of

pontificaludgment remained unimpugned by a 11mm!“ In

single dissentient voice. Frederic II. had purchased his

throne by the ostensible sacrifice of every principle for

which his ancestors had for ages past contended. The

political power of Innocent III. rested now upon a more

solid basis than that of the most successful of his pre

decessors. He may be fairly said to have made two em

P The coronation took place on the "4 Rich. d0 S. Geron. Chron. up.

25th July 1215. Raynalll. an. 1215, llfumt. vii. p. 989 ; Raq/Mld. an. 1215,

§ 35, p. 385. Conf. the narratives of § 36, p. 386.

Raumr, vol. iii., and Pfister, vol. ii.
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perors by the word of his power; and at the same time

to have reduced into legal and permanent possession

the widest extent of territory ever possessed by any

pontiff either before or since.r

rWe obtain from a document in

serted by Raynaldus, eod. ann. § 39,

p. 386, some glimpse of the mysterious

question about the extent and situa

tion of the estate of the countess Ma

tilda. The Pope had enfeofied the

marquis Salinguerra of the “tetra:

comitissae Matildis." The greater num

ber of the places named in the deed

of feofiment are found to lie within

the districts of Bologna, Ravenna,

Ferrara, and Imola. It is therefore

no exaggeration to say that the domi

nion of Innocent III. extended from

the river P0 to the Faro of Messina.



CHAPTER VII.

INNOCENT III. IN THE WALDENSIAN PERSECUTION.

Persecution, 8zc., how far connected with our subject—The two principal points

of connexion—Dispositions of the persecutors and the persecuted—Innocent

III. a persecutor on principle—The churchman’s view of heresy—Hatred of

the heretics to the Church—Irregularities of the clergy—Projected reforms—

Virtues of the heretics ; how treated—Earliest edict of Innocent III. against

the heretics—First fruits of the decree—Heresy in Italy—Religious dis

turbances at Orvieto—Heresy in Viterbo—Edict against the heretics—Pub

lication of the edicts against heretics in France—“ The Church in danger"—

Political and religious state of the South of France—Ineifectual attempts to

put down heresy in Languedoc—Measures of Innocent III—The legates

disarm Raymond of Toulouse—Diego of Osma and friar Dominic—Peter de

Castelnau excommunicates count Raymond—Labour's of the inquisitors—

Exasperation of Innocent III.—Insolent letter of the Pope to count Ray

mond—Intimidation of Raymond—A crusade published—Murder of Peter de

Castelnau—Rage of the Pope—Denunciations—Indulgences—Organisation

of the crusade—Submission of Raymond; and conditions of pardon—The

Pope recommends p'w'us fraud—Intent to depose count Raymond—The

Count insnared into confession and penance—His penance at St. Gilles, and

absolution—Advance of the Crusaders—Massacre of Beziers—Sirnon de

Montfort the vassal of Rome for the viscounty of Beziers—Raymond again

excommunicated—The inquisitor Arnold recommends the ruin and death of

Raymond—Appeal of Raymond to the Pope—The legates set aside the papal

rescript ; and refuse to hear the Count in his defence—The crusade and its

results—Consolidation of the crusade—Deposition and destitution of count

Raymond—-Innocent III. ratifies the decree of dcstitution—The crusade a

war of conquest—Innocent III. rebukes the ambition of Simon de Montfort

and the legates—Evasive management of Innocent—The inquisitors and the

bishops recommend the destruction of Toulouse, &c.—Intercession of the

king of Aragon rejected—Position of the Pope towards the crusade—The

Pope reproves the king of Aragon for falsehood, &c.—Peter of Aragon takes

the field against De Montfort—Defeat and death of Peter—Rebuilt’ to Simon

de Montfort—Submission of the excommunicated nobles—Retirement of

Raymond—Perpetuation of persecution—Simon de Montfort count of Tou

louse—Character of the crusading movement as it concerns the promoters.

[Note]

THE labours of Innocent III. for the suppression of he

resy—in other terms, of any form of dissent from the
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P _ Roman church—are not perhaps so closely con
ersecution, . . .

mqhow con. nected with the polltlcal progress of the papacy

Llfi‘itsgbg‘gg as to call for the same detail in the treatment,

'as the more direct and immediate causes of

the marvellous expansion of the papal power during

the sixteen years of this pontificate. We are therefore

under no obligation to enter, otherwise than very gene

rally, into the revolting particulars of massacre, de

predation, and cruelty, which—whatever the subjective

merits or demerits of the actors in the great tragedy—

were the inevitable results of the consequential execu

tion of the pontifical plan for the extirpation of heresy.

These results are identical in character with those which

invariably attend religious persecution; though in the

case before us they are of such preternatural enormity

as to leave little doubt on the minds of men of ordinary

moral sensibility—without distinction of Romanist or

Protestant—of the guilt of the perpetrators, and of the

dangers of that inexorable dogmatism upon which in

most instances the system of sacerdotal government is

founded.

Without, therefore, dwelling on the revolting details

The two alluded to, we find that, in the course of the

priPcipal transactions which led to them, a light is

thrown upon one or two topics connected

with the subject of our narrative of sufiicient

importance to call for a separate, and, perhaps, rather

more particular notice than was originally contemplated.a

The first point to be regarded in the Albigensian “per

secution”b is the organisation and establishment of the

tribunal of Inquisition. The next in importance to this

is the diversion of the arms and armies of the cross to

the overthrow of a religious movement which unequivocally

threatened the extinction of Latinism, and, with it, of the

power, both ecclesiastical and political, of the church of

Rome. Upon this point neither the persecutors nor the

sufferers permitted any doubt to rest. If there ever

' Conf. Book xii. 0. vi. p. 192. which the pontifical advocates them

“ We use the identical word by selves describe the transaction.
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- was an instance of religious schism being Dispositions

set at rest by compromise—we do not re- 0512:5315;

collect any such~—Rome had carefully pro- the perse

vided against the possibility of that mode of cuted'

pacification. On the other part, the seceders staked

their existence, temporal and spiritual, upon the down

fal of Latinism, and the assertion of unbounded liberty

of religious opinion and speculation. With such dis

positions no parley could lead to any pacific issue.

The disparaging opinion of human nature entertained

by Innocent III. prepared him for the adoption of the

extremest measures to rescue a race, whom he deemed

so utterly corrupt and degraded, from the doom which

awaited them.° In his character as Pope he was the

depositary of the powers by which God Himself Innocent UL

conducts the government of the world. Every aperseclgwr

corrective dispensation of Providence to be ‘m pmclple'

collected from the sacred writings became a precedent

and an authority for resorting to the like expedients in

his imaginary warfare with the powers of darkness. In

that warfare he took no heed of the law written in his

heart; he had emancipated himself from those human

weaknesses which might stand in the way of the stern

commands of supposed duty. In the exercise of his

vicarial powers he was no more to be controlled by hu

man feelings and sympathies than He from whom those

powers were derived. The divine government, as ex

pounded by himself, was his onl law; and in the inter

pretation of the law he presumed’upon that superhuman

intelligence—not to say that state of chronic inspiration

—which he believed to appertain to his great oflice. But

when, as in his case, these convictions fell under the guid

ance ofa stern and passionate nature, they ofnecessity led

to a systematic encouragement of some of the worst of

those vices which he had so earnestly deplored and repro

bated in the earlier years of his career.‘1 The great prin

ciple upon which his theory of ecclesiastical government

° Conf. ch. ii. p. 349 of this Book. and in the “Dialogue,” &c.: conf. c. ii.

'1 In the treatise “ De Miseria,” &c., p. 349 et sqq. of this Book.
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was founded lay in the proposition, that the whole benefit

of Christian communion flows to the sinner through the

church exclusively: by her intervention alone the souls

of men are saved from the doom to which they are con

demned from the mother’s womb.° Every gift of atone

ment and pardon must proceed directly or ultimately

from St. Peter’s chair: out of the pale of the Church no

virtue could live: the condition of the outer man was

that of utter reprobation: Sodom and Gomorrah were

his moral home; and the use of the like instruments of

destruction not only lawful, but imperative upon him

who stood in the place of God, “to root out, and to pull

down, and to destroy and throw down, to build and to

plant.”f

Again, looking at the state of the dissenting bodies

The church through his own spectacles, nothing could be

man‘s view more revolting to the churchman than the

°f heresy’ aspect presented by these associations. The

so-called heretics of the thirteenth century could exhibit

no common, no positive scheme of doctrine, discipline,

ritual, or church-government: they could point to no

centre of union: they were amenable to no spiritual

authority—to no control that could impart a definite

direction to the movement, so as to give confidence to

those—if any such could be found—who might desire a

reform of religious grievances. Now when the church

man saw that, in spite of this contemptible state of

disorganisation, the heretical communities went on in

creasing in numbers—when he found his authority

met by an insolent protest against the very being of the

visible Church, and an audacious renunciation of her

communion, we cease to wonder at the intensit of the

passions called into activity; and—looking attiie state

of the case from a merely moral and secular point of view

-—-our indignation at the enormities perpetrated in the

name of religion, is converted into pity for an obliquity

of conscientious conviction which could reconcile duty

to God with a sanguinary hatred of His creatures.

° Conf. ibid. p. 353 of this Book, '' Jer. i. 10.
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On the other part, the horror with which the seces

sion inspired the Latin priesthood and their Hatred ofthe

chief, was not more intense than that which hereticsto

Albigenses, Waldenses, Paterines, Bonhomii, the Church’

and the numerous other sects into which the protesting

body was split up, entertained against their religious

tyrants. The principal centres of the great protest were

the Provence, Languedoc, the whole of Narbonnensian

France, and the bordering provinces of Spain; a region

extending from the Loire in the north to the Ebro in

the south. In all these provinces, more especially in

southern Languedoc, these “ emissaries of Satan,” as they

are branded by the pontifical writers, “were listened to

with itching ears, while the ministers of the Church

were treated with hootings and ignominy. . . . . A

variety of sects of all shades and colours had so per

verte the minds of the people that the bishops could

no longer struggle against the prevailing evils.”g This

scornful treatment inspired the higher clergy Irregularities

with the more bitter resentment, as it was °f the clergy.

on all hands admitted to have resulted, at least in a

great part, from their own irregular lives. Corruptions

of the most scandalous description are confessed to have

prevailed among the clergy from the highest to the

lowest. Disgraceful pluralism, luxurious living, rapacity,

pride, arrogance, had wholly alienated the regards of

the laity, and unfitted the pastors for their sacred

duties. Pope Innocent was well informed of this state

of affairs in the infected provinces. He knew that he

could not rely upon ministers of so tainted a character;

and he earnestly resolved to prepare his mea- Projected

sures for the extirpation of heresy by a tho- "Jimm

rough reform of those debilitating corruptions which

disqualified his agents from taking up their proper

positions in the pontifical line of battle. Orders of the

severest kind were issued to his legates in France to

put an end to these abuses, and to work out such an

amendment of life and conduct among the clergy of all

8 So the Bishop of Carcasonne to p. 16; and see Epp. Inn. III. lib.

the Pope. Rag/mild. an. 1199, § 36, ep. 494, p. 285.
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ranks as should give the lie to those slanders which

had thrown so fatal an advantage into the hand of their

adversaries.h It was at the same time of importance to

virtues of deprive the heretics of the ground they had

the heretics; won in the public estimation by the reputed

h°w mated’ purity of their lives as contrasted with those

of the clergy. The fundamental error to be rooted

out was the unhallowed resolution of the secedersi “ to

think for themselves.” . . . “ Such self-sufficiency, such

sacrilegious obstinacy was not to be endured: and what,

it was asked, did their vaunted charity, their gentleness,

their diligence, their many good works amount to?

They were worse than nothing; they were mere make

believe, to throw dust into the eyes of the ignorant and

unwary; they were the simple lures of the Evil One;

the outward form of godliness without the substance;

these were the chapmen spoken of by the prophet,

who mixed their wines with water; or as the Gnostic

dreamers who, in the days of the Apostles, adulterated

the Word of God with their own foolish conceits.”j

“ It was abundantly clear,” says the pontifical annalist,

“that against a generation so profoundly possessed by

the Spirit of Evil, the Word was powerless, and that by

the sword alone it could be exorcised.”k

Since the decree against the heretics, published by

Eafliestedict Alexander III. in the great council of the year

of Innocent 1179, no very active steps had been taken for

$311333’? their suppression. In the first year of his

'pontificate, however, pope Innocent issued a

decree, offering them the single alternative of recan

tation or death. Two Cistercian monks, Rayner and

Guido, were appointed inquisitors-general of heretical

pravity in France and Spain. The clergy and all the

faithful were ordered to furnish them with the most

precise information of the numbers, the dwellings, the

teachings, and the practices of the heretics. Governors,

1‘ F412. Inn. III. lib. i. epp. 79, 80, —such as wretches, caitifiamiscreants,

pp. 43, 44-. children of Satan, &c. &c.

‘We do not repeat the terms of I Epp. Inn. III. lib. i. ep. 94, p. 50;

abuse with which the sectarians are and ep. 165, p. 88.

stigmatized whenever they are named * Rag/mid. an. 1198, § 36, p. 16.
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nobility, people of every rank, were commanded to

give their best assistance towards the detection and

“persecution” of the seceders, and to execute the sent

ences of legates and inquisitors with promptitude and

rigour: and when condemned, to drive them out of

their dwellings, to expel them from the land; to seize

their property to the use of the captors; and if any such

should hesitate to depart, or ever presume to return

then to resort to “ extreme punishment.”l

By these measures some ground was gained against

the heretics in France. Time and opportu- First fruits

nity was afforded to unveil and expose to the “the decree

eyes of a credulous generation the hidden vices, con

cealed under that outward show of godliness upon

which the heretics had built up their fictitious reputa

tion: it was of course discovered that all these virtues

were hollow pretences.m At the same time, innumer

able miracles were performed in confirmation of the

doctrines most commonly denied by the heretics; more

especially that of the eucharistic change, and the final

reprobation of all seceders from the Church. A prin

cipal leader of heretical opinion had been hunted down,

and consigned to the flames. Two dignitaries of the

church of Nevers had been suspended on suspicion of

heretical sympathies; and some of the principal inha

bitants of the borough of La Charité in that district

were delivered over to the secular arm.n

But at this period the Church was threatened with

dangers, arising probably out of . the same Heresyin

causes, nearer home. It is admitted that the Italy

north of Italy swarmed with heresy. Treviso, Verona,

and Vicenza, declared themselves the enemies of Rome,

7

‘ Videlicet, the gibbet and the stake.

See the decretal as quoted above, in ep.

94, p. 50, “ Cum unus Dominus.” No

doubt is suffered to restupon the mean

ing of the Pope’s “ extreme measures.”

“ And thus,” he says, “ it shall be that

the priests going before the ark of

the covenant (the. Church), and our

Joshuas following with all the people

crying aloud, the walls of this Jericho

shall crumble before them . . . and

if any one shall dare to carry away

even the smallest fragment of the

ruins, 7w shall be slain with stones; so

that thus the murderers of men’s souls

may be brought to justice.”

m See the account of the Bonhomii

(Bonshommes), Manet ad Rag/n. an.
1198. i

“ Raynald. an. 1198, § 40, c. 42, pp.

17, 18, with Mansi’s notes.
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and ruthlessly plundered the clergy and churches of the

vicinity.° But the defection was not confined to the

north of the Peninsula. Orvieto and Viterbo—two im

portant cities of the Patrimony proper, the one barely

sixty, the other scarcely forty-two English miles from

Rome—were reported to harbour great numbers of so

called “Manichaeans.” One Peter Parentius was dele

Refigiousdik gated from Rome to carry into execution the

turbances at general edict lately published by the Pope for

0mm’ the suppression of heresy.p At the suggestion

of the Pope, that person had been appointed Podesta, or

chief magistrate of the city of Orvieto; and, in conjunc

tion with the bishop Richard, had seized the persons of

many reputed heretics; he had scourged, imprisoned, and

banished at pleasure; he had confiscated the property of

the exiles, pulled down their houses, and reduced a mul

titude of peaceable citizens to ruin and destitution.q Af

ter the completion of his task Peter returned to Rome to

give an account of his success to the Pope. But on his

return to his government he was waylaid and put to

death by the expatriated victims of the persecution:

the posthumous honours of martyrdom were awarded

to him, as in the case of Becket, and, some few years

later, of Peter de Castelnau.1r But subsequent events

show that no great progress had been made by these

severities in arresting the onward march of heresy, till

it had advanced almost to the gates of Rome.

A period of nearly eight years had elapsed after this

Heresyin first essay for the suppression of dissent, dur

Vitem- ing which we hear nothing more about these

Italian “ Manichaeans;” but in the year 1207 the city of

° See the description of these enor

mities, and the murder of the bishop

of Belluno, in Epp. Inn. III. lib. ii.

ep. 27, p. 346.

P This edict appears to have been

published in the year 1199. It con

tained the substance of the more spe

cific edict published eight years after

wards.

‘1 “ Thus,” says the pontifical annal

ist, “did these valiant servants of the

Church walk steadfastly in the royal

road of duty, turning neither to the

right hand nor to the left.” Rag/MM

an. 1199, § 23, p. 45.

1' Miracles in abundance attested the

sanctity of Peter Parentius. When,

after death, the corpse—for what pur

pose we are not informed—was asked

whether it would return to life, it

shook its head, and answered audibly,

“122W Raynald. an. 1199, §§ 25, 26,

p. .
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Viterbo was reported to the Pope to be a common

resort of those “miscreants.” The scandal was so

glaring that Innocent himself took the field. The here

tics, however, obtained timely notice of his approach, and

took to flight in a body. All, therefore, left for him to do

was to institute a searching inquiry after suspected per

sons; to exact heavy bail against future breaches of re

ligious allegiance, and to pull down and to convert into

dungheaps the dwellings of the fugitive sinners, so that

the sites should remain, in memoriam, the receptacles

for the filth and litter of the city for all time to come.

The edict he published after the conclusion of Edict against

his labours was in substance the same with ‘116 heretics

that issued upon occasion of the religious disturbances

at Orvieto in the year 1199; the principle of both was

identical: dissenters from the Roman church were to be

treated as outcasts from the human family ; to be deprived

of all claim to human sympathy, and delivered defenceless

into the hands of those to whom the shedding of blood

in the service of the Church was accounted a merit in

the world to come; with the incidental advantage of

a substantial profit in this world. It was accordingly

decreed that the property of all heretics should be con

fiscated and put up to public auction; the proceeds to

be divided into equal thirds between the delators, the

municipalit , and the court by which the adjudication of

heresy shou d have been issued: every house in which a

heretic might be found was to be razed to the ground,

never to be rebuilt; the site to become a receptacle for

ordure and filth, “as before then it had been a den of

perfidy and treason :” all persons sympathising with,

apologising for, defending, harbouring, or favouring a

heretic were to forfeit one-fourth of their goods and

chattels to the use of the commonwealth: all heretics

were declared infamous and incapable of performing any

civil offices, of transmitting property by will, or taking

it by inheritance: advocates and notaries were forbidden

‘to plead or act for them: they were to be scrupulously

shunned by all men; and those who, after denunciation,

should hold any intercourse with them were to incur the

VOL. V. N
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like condemnation. Lastly, all secular princes, magis

trates, and laity, who should either hesitate or neglect

to carry that decree into execution should be constrained

thereunto by every severity the Church or her lay coad

jutors could inflict.’5

The edicts against the seceders in the South of

publication France were framed in the same spirit and

of Zhgifgicmin like terms with those directed against the

hefeticsin Italian heretics. Those instructions were sent

Fmme- by the inquisitors Rayner and Guido to all the

pfelates of ‘France in encyclical letters direct from the

oly See: all secular princes, lords, barons, and people

were commanded, for the remission of their sins, and

by all their hopes of salvation, punctually to obey the

orders of the inquisitors for the “destruction and exter

mination” of the heretics; to drive them out of their

domains, to confiscate their property; and if any such

should linger in the land, to seize and detain them for

further and severer punishment: but if any prince,

baron, lord, or la person should hesitate to expel and

strip stark naked, any persons pointed out to him as

heretics, he shall be excommunicated, and his domains

interdicted: to the faithful execution of such orders

the same indulgences as those enjoyed by the devout

visitors to the shrines of the apostles Peter and James

were to be annexed: on the contrary, all who should

afl'ord shelter, or hold communication with branded

heretics, or encourage them in their perversity, should

be adjudged accomplices, and suffer the same punish

ment.t -

And in truth the French clergy had sufficing reason

I E211). 11m. III. lib. ii. ep. i. p. 335.

The pontiff thought proper to explain

the article inflicting corruption ofblood

as follows: “ Inasmuch as secular laws,

after capital sentence against traitors,

always confiscate their property, and

only spare their children. out of com

passion; how much more ought they

who are convicted of treason against

God tobe cut ofli; such treason being a

far more heinous crime than treason

against the state. Nor slamlld the exe

cution be staid or impeded bg/any sen

timent qfcommism-at'ionforthe children

of such traitors, seeing that not only

by human law, but in many cases re

corded in the divine law, the children

are punished for the sins of their fa

there; and seeing also that, by the

canon law, whenever condign punish

ment is inflicted, it shallfall not only

an the criminal himself, but upon his

descendants.” '

‘ Jbz'd. lib. i. ep. 94, pp. 50 to 53.
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to utter the cry of “the Church in danger.” “The Church

The nobility and laity generally not only took in danger?

no pains to suppress dissent, but permitted and encou

raged heretical preachings ; the pastors were allowed to

hold their conventicles when and where they liked; to

possess property, and to have public cemeteries within

their lordships. Such was the contempt into which

the established clergy had fallen that no tonsured clerk

could show himself in public; and—worse than all—the

mortuary gifts and bequests which had hitherto formed

so essential an article of clerical gain, now flowed into

the funds of the heretical preachers instead of those of

the clergy. In some dioceses the refusal of the laity

to pay tithes had reduced the bishops and clergy to

indigence. The domains of the count of Toulouse, the

viscount of Beziers and Carcassonne, the counts of Foix

and Comminges, and the lord Gaston de Bearn, were

the principal seats of religious rebellion. The midland

districts of France, especially the Nivernois, were simi

larly infected: in the kingdom of Aragon, at the same

time, the sectarians were making formidable progress.u

While the Nivernois was suffering under the visitations

of Guido,V his colleague Rayner laboured with the like

success in Aragon.“' In the year 1199 Peter de Castle

nau, archdeacon of Maguelonne, was joined with Rayner

and Guido in the inquisitorial commission; and with him

an improved code of persecution was imported fromx

Rome)’

The city and county of Toulouse were re- P01150411

garded as the proper focus of heretical pravity. midtfligiffif

Towards the close of the year 1194 Raymond 8:011:11 of

VI. had succeeded his father in the govern- Frame

" Hist. dc Languedoc, tom. iii. liv.

21, pp. 229, 230.

‘' Between the years 1198 and 1200,

fourteen persons were burnt to death

for heresy at Nevers. Hist. de Lang.

ubi sup.

" Where the prevailing sects seemto

have been the Waldenses, sometimes

called ‘ Sabbatati’ and‘ Poor of Lyons.’

Fleury, Hist. Eccles. tom. xvi. p. 12.

Rayner procured an edict from king

Pedro II. expelling all heretics from

his dominions, and directing his officers

to confiscate their goods, and, if found

lingering, to burn them alive.

* Hist. dc Lang. ubi sup. pp. 131,132.

I A short digression in the shape of

a note upon the religious tenets of the

persecuted sects, though not necessarily

connected with our subject, may be ac

ceptable to certain classes of readers.

We add it at the end of this Book.
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ment of the city and count of Toulouse as vassal-princes

of the crown of France. Ilis domain comprised one of

the richest portions ofthe kingdom. It was inhabited by a

peaceful and a wealthy community advanced beyond the

rest of Europe in the arts of life and in general civili

sation. As in all the provinces in which the Provencal

and its cognate dialects were spoken, the seceders from

Rome in that region constituted the mass and the flower

of the population. The industrious habits of the people

contributed to swell the revenue of the prince; and, by

strengthening the hands of the sub-vassals and gentry,

increased the power and influence of the superior lord.

The progress of mental culture had for a long time past

made them impatient under the pressure of sacerdotal

formalism. The religious rebellion in these regions was

nowofalmost a century’s standing; and although the pon

tifical edicts against heresy, from the ages of Innocent II.

and Alexander III. down to the later ordinances of Inno

cent III., had been over and over again proclaimed to

the princes and people of Languedoc, they had met with

little attention and no success. The merciless sacrifice

of the most thriving and industrious classes of the popu

lation demandedby the Church, involved that oftheir own

interests, their revenues, and their affections. It was

obvious that such a body of resistance could only be

overcome by the process of extermination; and to this

process the supreme pastor of Christ’s flock did not for

an instant hesitate to resort. The administration of

this pungent remedy was intrusted, with a proper dis

crimination, to men unacquainted with pity or remorse

Ineifectual in the execution of the commands of their su

atfinggjvgo perior. At Toulouse, however, the merciless

Iheresy in Peter de Castelnau and his associate friar

Lang‘wdw- Ralph met with an inert resistance from the

reluctance of all ranks of the laity, and the jealousy of

the provincial clergy, which neutralised all their efforts

in iavour of the pontifical reforms.z It was obvious

I The inquisitors took upon them officers of the court of inquisition; the

the sole Jurlsdlction in the matter of bishops, on the contrary, contending

heresy, and regarded bishops and clergy that the jurisdiction in questions of he

as the sunple instruments or executive resy belonged canonically totheir order.
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that no progress could be made without increased powers

from Rome, and the removal of a half-hearted and sus

picious prelacy. As a first step towards the more per

fect adaptation of the episcopal bod to the purposes of

the inquisition, the archbishop of arbonne, primate of

the province, was accused of sympathy with the heretics,

and of setting the example of a dissolute life to his

clergy; upon which charges he was excommu- Measures of

nicated and deposed.“ The Pope enlarged the 1mm“ 111

powers of his commissioners, and associated to them the

prior of the Cistercian monks, Arnold, whom he sent on

a special mission to the king of France, to stimulate

him to active personal participation in the execution of

the decrees against the heretics of his dominions,b and

to urge his interference to compel his reluctant vassals

to lend themselves and the services of their fiefs unre

servedly to the execution of the orders of the Holy See,

and the extirpation of heresy from the land.

The next step in advance was, if possible, to disarm

Raymond of Toulouse. The legates, antici- Th
. e legates

patmg the desperate struggle of the Count to disarm Ray.

escape the appalling task assigned to him, feltthe necessity of reducing his powers of resist- '

ance. With that intent, they importuned him to dismiss

from his service the bands of mercenary soldiers which,

like many of the greater feudatories of France and Italy,

he had for some time past been in the habit of retaining

in his service. By the churchmen these mercenaries are

described as mere cutthroats and banditti; a character

which they probably too well deserved when not en

gaged in some special service. Raymond was equally

anxious to preserve his character for orthodoxy and to

spare the blood of his subjects. With a view to put

off the evil day, he indiscreetly listened to the demands

of the legates: he disbanded the mercenaries, who were

probably largely recruited from the ranks of his heretical

subjects; and promised to banish them, and all convicted

'' Hist. de Lang. ubi sup. p. 136. to king Philip Augustus for this pur

‘1 Am. 1204. The Pope, in this and pose. Lyn). Inn. III. lilr. vii. opp. 201,

the following year, wrote several letters 212, 243; Hist. do Lang. ubi sup. p. 138.
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heretics, from his domains. It was, however, still in

his power to interpose delays; and to this miserable

policy he resolved to trust. The inert resistance of the

jealous prelates remained to be overcome. The arch

bishop of Narbonne had been already got rid of; and

now the bishops of Toulouse, Beziers, and Viviers, were

deposed, on the ever-ready charge of sympathy with

those heretics, in respect of whom, probably, they enter

tained-no more charitable feelings than the inquisitors

themselves.c

Yet these successes had but a gradual, almost im

D, perceptible, effect in overcoming the reluct
lego of .

Osma and ance even of the most orthodox of the laity

D533“ to embrue their hands in the blood of their

' fellow-subjects. The prospect before the le

gates was still discouraging: the count of Toulouse was

the great obstacle to the scheme of extermination; and,

but for the casual arrival of two new coadjutors in the

persons of the zealous Diego de Azebez bishop of Osma

in Spain, and the subprior of his church the notorious

Domingo or Dominic, afterwards the founder of the

order of Preachers, they would probably have thrown

up their commissions in despair. Urged forward, how

ever, by the fresh enthusiasm of their new associates,

they took staff in hand, and, after the primitive fashion

of the Apostles, wandered forth barefoot, without scrip,

or wallet, or money in their purses, preaching and dis

puting with the heretics in those places where they were

known most to abound within the county of Toulouse.

All this, however, with but indifferent success. At Be

ziers, Peter de Castelnau parted company, and devoted

Pete, de CW himself to the task of putting an end to those

“111ml @15- feuds in the country which had hitherto con

6112123311,} tributed no little to divert the attention of the

Raymnd- nobility from the great work of purification.

But neither threats nor promises could prevail upon

Raymond to suspend his hostile operations against his

Provencal enemies, nor to take a step towards the re

demption of his former pledges. Accordingly, in a ‘fit

" Hist. (Ze Lang, ubi sup. pp. 188, 140.
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of uncontrollable anger and disappointment, Peter ex

communicated the Count, and laid his territories under

interdict.d

Assuredly pope Innocent III. had chosen his instru

ments with all his usual discernment. While Labours

Peter de Castelnau was working the ruin of _ ofthe

count Raymond, Diego and Dominic were mqmsltors'

busily engaged in a religious reconnaissance of the

whole area of heresy, more especially of the districts

of Narbonne, Carcassonne, and Beziers. In June 1207

they were reinforced by the Cistercian prior Arnold, with

twenty monks of his convent. Dividing themselves into

small parties, the company completed the perambula

tion of the provinces of Languedoc, Roussillon, and

Foix, but without making any great impression upon

the heretics with whom they came in contact. Prior

Arnold and his Cistercians retired from the work in

disgust; bishop Diego and the prior Ralph died at their

posts, leaving the whole burden of conversion upon the

shoulders of the inquisitors Guy de-VauX-Cernay and

Peter Castelnau; with the aid, however, of the hard

headed, flinty-hearted, and methodical friar Dominic.°

But with all these appliances, pope Innocent Exaspem

was sensible that little success had been ob- tion of In

tained. Such small persecutions were not at nocent HI‘

all consistent with his absolute theory of government.

The humane resistance of count Raymond to the cold

blooded cruelty contemplated against his unoffending

subjects gave the greater offence to the Pope, as it

stood upon grounds morally unassailable—because, in

fact, it put the infallible Church upon her trial. In

this temper he addressed Raymond in an epistle of

vituperative insolence and arrogance, to which it would

be diflicult to find a parallel in the rich literature of

CHAP. VIL] LABOURS OF THE INQUISITORS.

‘1 Hist. de Lang. ubi sup. p. 146.

° This celebrated person had hit on

a mode of conversion (more likely to

lead to success than the brutal violence

of the Cistercian inquisitors) by esta

blishing throughout the infected dis

tricts a chain of posts, always useful

both for supervision and for such oeca.

sional conversions as might be brought

to swell the numbers of the spiritual

stafi he proposed to raise and organise

on behalf of Rome. Hist. de Lang. ubi

sup. pp. 148, 149.
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medizeval invective. The feuds in which Raymond was

involved with his neighbours on the left bank of the

Rhone had no doubt borne hard upon the prelates of the

Provence: but inasmuch as these dignitaries generally

took their share in the petty warfare of the age, they

could not reasonably complain that they were often

treated as active belligerents. So secular a view of their

position, however, struck at the root of the absolute

immunity of the estate of the Church and the persons

of churchmen from the incidents of secular warfare,

contended for from all times by popes, councils, and

clergy. Innocent III. was the last person to admit the

Insole“, let apology. If suggested by Raymond, it was

is}; of 21:’ met by a burst of rage to which no words he

Ra‘fiond could command could do justice. “ Oh thou

0f Toulmlse- stifl’necked and pestilent sinner!” . . . . “thou

baneful man!” . . . . “thou madman!” . . . . “thou

impious and cruel tyrant!” Such are a few of the epi

thets lavished upon the reprobate Count. “Who are

you, that, like the raven that feeds upon carrion, you

should fatten upon bloodshed and thrive upon confu

sion? . . . Where now are your solemn oaths to drive out

the heretics from your dominions? . . , Have you not de

vastated the province of Arles with your banditti?f . . .

have you not desecrated the holy seasons, profaned the

Lord’s day, and violated holy places? . . . Not only have

you protected heretics, but blasphemously boasted that

1ylou could find among them a bishop who could uphold

is creed as well or better than the best Catholic. . . . Then

again, have you not ruthlessly ravaged the lands of the

monasteries, while you carefully spared those of the

heretics? After all this, do you wonder that you are

yourself suspected of heresy? or that you should have

been cast out of the Church by our legates? For verily

the Church can have no peace with the captain of free

booters and robbers—the patron of heretics—the con- _

temner of the holy seasons—the friend of Jews and

usurers—the enemy of the prelates and the Church!”

The Pope, therefore, approves and confirms the sentence

f The Aragonese mercenaries heretofore alluded to.
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of the legates; and apprises him that, unless he shall

repent, and that speedily, he will not only deprive him of

certain lands he is said to hold of the Holy See, but call

upon all his neighbours to rise up in arms against him

as “an enemy and persecutor of Jesus Christ and His

Church ;” and grant permission to all who should attack

him to retain for their own use all they might conquer from

him : “Nay,” he exclaims, in the peroration of this thun

dering denunciation ; “nay, but the fury of the Lordg

shall not stop there: His arm shall still be outstretched

against thee, until thou art crushed to dust and atoms:

verily, He shall make thee to feel how diflicult it is to

withdraw thyself from the wrath thou hast called down

upon thine own head.”11

It seems to us, in reflecting upon the complicated

series of events which preceded the great cru- Intimidation

sade against the Albigensian and Waldensian 0f Raymond

sects, that the pontifical curse had stricken count Ray

mond to the heart; and that thenceforward he had

resolved to prove himself the obedient servant of the

Church in all things but the slaughter of his peaceful

subjects. He could not as yet bring himself to believe

that his ruin was resolved upon in the counsels of his

enemies; nor had he the discernment to perceive that

his ejection, as well as that of the proprietors of all ter

ritories in which the heresies abounded, was a necessary

condition of the scheme now in agitation for the over

throw of the religious rebellion. The pontifical decree

for a general crusade against “the enemies of A crusade

God and man” had gone forth from Rome. Published

Philip Augustus was called upon to draw the sword.

Encyclical letters were written to the princes and peo

ple of France, summoning them to the holy warfare,

and granting to all combatants the same spiritual and

temporal indulgences as those enjoyed by the soldiers

of the Cross in Palestine.i These preparations, and the

I We are strongly tempted in these ‘I E111). Inn. III._lib. x. ep. 68, pp.

compositions to substitute the word 38, 39.

‘ Pope’ for ‘ God’ and ‘Lord.’ But the ‘ lbid. lib. x. ep. 149, p. 86 ; Hist. rle

reader may be left to his own discre- Lang. ubi sup. p. 153.

tion on the point. \
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dextrous management of Peter de Castelnau, had tho

roughly intimidated count Raymond. Still he could

not be brought to take the active measures required of

him. Peter and Dominic were called to his court at

St. Gilles; complete satisfaction of their demands was

again promised; but again, time was asked for, and

difficulties interposed. The two legates took their de

parture with threatening gestures. Raymond, irri

tated by the harsh and insolent demeanour of the two

priests, passed from a state of sullen irresolution to

the opposite extreme of angry violence. He is re

ported to have threatened the lives of the legates, and

to have declared that he would set a watch upon their

steps wherever they went. On their road from St. Gilles

Murder of to the Provence they had to take up their

Peter de lodging for the night at a small hostelry on

casmnau' the banks of the Rhone, intending to pass the

river the next morning. Accordingly, early on the

15th of January 1208, as they were preparing to em

bark, two persons, who had, unknown to them, lodged

under the same roof during the night, approached Peter

de Castelnau, and one of them transfixed him with his

spear, inflicting a wound of which he died a few hours

afterwards.j

The murder of his legate threw Innocent into a

Range of the frenzy of rage. The honours of martyrdom

P°P°- were decreed to the victim, and Raymond was

denounced as the author of the crime. But the Pope

had the sagacity to perceive, amidst the fury of his

passion, that “greater advantage against the heretics

would be derived from the death than from the ser

mons of the martyr.” The curse upon count Raymond

was reiterated, as the convicted author of the mur

Denuneia- der; and he added that, “inasmuch as the

tim- sacred canons decree that no faith is to be kept

with those who keep no faith with God, all persons en

! Epp. Inn. III. lib. xi. ep. 26, p. 147. lar to those which caused the death of

There are various accounts of the Becket. Conf. Hist. de Lang. ubi sup.

murder. According to all of them, it p. 154-.

arose out of circumstances very simi
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gaged to him by oath of fidelity, association, or alli

ance, were thereby discharged from every such obli

gation; and exhorted not only to persecute him person

ally, but to take possession of his domains, and retain them

to their own use, until they should have purged the land

from every taint of heresy ; unless, indeed, he shall,

without a moment’s delay, make peace with his neigh

bours, and drive out all heretics from the land.k Not

an instant was lost in denouncing the crime and its per

petrators to the Catholic world. Every heart and hand

was engaged to take vengeance for the insult upon God

in the person of His servant; to defend the Church

against Raymond, the traitor and the tyrant; to despoil

him, his aiders and abettors, of their lands and goods;

to chase the heretics out of the realm, and supply their

places with Catholic inhabitants: for all which

meritorious services he granted every indul

gence, privilege, and immunity imparted to the soldiers

of the Cross warring against the infidels in Palestine.1

The preaching of the crusade was intrusted to the

Cistercian order, under their fanatical prior Ar

nold of Fontfroid. The duke of Burgundy, the

counts of Nevers, St. Paul, Auxerre, Geneva,

Forez, and many ofthe superior nobles ofFrance, inspired

by the hope of earning the pardon of all their sins at the

cheapest possible rate, and at the same time‘ of enriching

themselves with the plunder of the most productive

regions of France upon the easy condition of shedding

any amount of human blood that might be required of

them by their spiritual directors, flocked to the standard

of Arnold and his missionaries; and steps were speedily

taken to concentrate the crusading forces on the fron

tiers ofLanguedoc. Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester

in England and count of Thoron, a soldier of fortune,

Indulgences.

Organisation

of the

crusade.

1‘ 1741p. Inn. II]. ubi sup. ; Hist. de

Lang. p; 155. Strange hypocrisy!

‘Drive out,’ ‘expel,’ ‘confiscate,’ are

words used by the Pope to denote what

was really meant-‘ destroy,’ ‘hang,’

‘burn.’ Some time afterwards, when

his anger had abated, he exonerated

Raymond from direct participation in

the murder; and, indeed, the object of

the legates was notorious enough at

St. Gilles to suggest the crime to any

hotheaded fanatic among the Protes

tants of the court or the town.

1 llllll. lib. xi. epp. 28 to 33, pp. 150,

161 ; Hist. (Ie Lang. pp. 155, 156.
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whose reputation for martial prowess had acquired for

him the name of “ The Maccabee,” was intrusted with

the general command of the army. At the same time

the internal organisation of the scheme of conversion—

or massacre, whichever might turn up first—was placed

in the hands of Dominic of Osma, who now, or shortly

afterwards, established the celebrated order of the Friar

preachers or Dominicam, to form a perpetual mission

for the extirpation of heresy. Dominic himself was ap

pointed the first general of this useful brigade of the

church-militant.m

Raymond of Toulouse was wholly unprepared to

Submission meet the storm about to burst upon him and

of Raymomhhis dominions; and took refuge in submission.

“malt?” °f He sent a humble petition to the Pope, iln

pa on. . .

plormg pardon for all offences he might be

deemed to have committed against the Holy See: Inno

cent condescended to entertain the petition; but on con—

ditions that should have the effect of placing him in the

position of a passive instrument; and certainly with the

intent of using them for the purpose of expelling him

from his dominions if it should suit the pontifical policy

to get rid of him altogether. The first condition re

quired was the surrender of seven of his strongest castles

to the Pope as pledges for the due performance of all

and every the orders he might receive from the Holy

See or her legates touching reparation for his past

transgressions, and the needful security for his future

obedience; with reserve ofmany unnamed contingencies,

upon the occurrence of any one of which the absolute

forfeiture not only of the castles surrendered to the

Holy See, but of all his territories and possessions

whatsoever, should take effect. At the same time he

hinted to his legates, significantly enough, at the means

by which such a result might be facilitated. In all

their dealings with the Count, as well as with heretics in

general, they were instructed to keep the hands of the
bChurch free to take any steps she might consider most

“‘ Hist. (10 Lang. p. 156.
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conducive to her interests: in cases of this nature, he

observed, the use ofa little craft was both expedient andjusti

fiable; and that infact the craft resorted to in such The Pope

cases ought rather to go by the name ofprudence repommends

than yuile.n It would be prudent, therefore, Imn‘sf'wd'

not to direct the arms of the crusading army in the

first instance against the dominions of the Count, but

rather to divert his attention from the real object of

attack, and prevent him entertaining any idea of resist

ance until the plan of the campaign should be further

developed; “ so that, having thus deluded him by the wiles

of a wise dissimulation,” they might be enabled to assail

and destroy the enemies of the Church in,detail.°

The letters and documents relating to this portion

of our narrative raise a presumption, almost Intent“, de_

amounting to certainty, that a deliberate in- P068 count

tent existed in the mind of the Pope—as we Raymnd'

know it did in that of his legates—to deprive the hap—

less count of Toulouse of his principality. Some such

step must indeed eventually have become necessary to

enable him to carry out the scheme of satisfaction, and

to redeem the extravagant promises held out to the

crusaders. The terms of submission to be tendered to

Raymond might in fact be so framed as to leave open

every chance for the success of this fraudulent scheme.

Innocent himselftook a step towards its accomplishment

strongly tinged—not to say tainted—with the guilt he

had recommended to his legates. The Count, in utter

disgust at the calculated insolence of the legates, re

quested the Pope to appoint in that capacity some one

with whom he could deal with some degree of con

fidence and cordiality. The appointment was made;

and the Count was given to understand that, provided

only he abstained from all help or favour to his here

tical subjects, he might count upon gentler treatment.

But with all this, Milo the new legate was secretly in

I‘ They were to bear in mind the ex- (2 Cor. xii. 16): b-mipxwv 1ravoz'1pyog

ample of the apostle Paul, who tells 86M,’ bpig é’Xafiov.

the Corinthians that “ he (Paul) being ° Epp. Inn. III. lib. xi. ep. 282,

crafty, had caught them with guile" p. 259; Hist. do Lang. p. 159.
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formed that the “ sole motive for his appointment was to

allay the suspicious of the Count as to the designs of the

legate Arnold, which he would not be likely to entertain

in his case.” Milo accordingly placed himself under

the orders of Arnold, and was despatched by him upon

a mission to the court of France, to urge the King to

an active participation in the impending crusade. He

returned unsuccessful; and was sent by the legate into

the Rhone provinces, with instructions to convoke a

council at Montelimart to arrange the terms of an os

tensible reconciliation of the Count to the Church.p

When assembled, the council adjourned to Valence;

The Count and Raymond, relying upon the treacherous

deluded into promise of more merciful treatment, appeared

a confessiml without apprehension at the latter city, about

nd penance. .

the middle of the month of June 1209. He

agreed to_ the surrender of the seven castles without

hesitation; after which the council further adjourned

to the city of St. Gilles; and the Count, reduced by this

time to infantine docility, was conducted by the legates

to the vestibule of the abbey-church, where various

holy relics were deposited upon a temporary altar.

He was then stripped to the waist, while the several

charges upon which he had incurred the excommuni

cation were recited, and repeated by him after the

legate. He was made to impeach himself of favouring

heretics, and thereby incurring the suspicion of par

taking their opinions: of retaining banditti, highwa ’

men, and felons in his service ;‘11 imprisoning and ill

treating bishops and clerks ; violating feasts and fasts ;

breaking the truce of God; intrusting public otfices to

Jews; turning houses and churches belonging to mon

asteries into fortified posts; and levying undue tolls

on the highways and bridges. To these articles were

added, that he had exposed himself to a strong sus

picion of having been accessory to the murder of Peter

(1e Castelnau, by protecting and harbouring the assas

sins; that, in particular, he had imprisoned the bishop of

P Hist. d0 Lang. p. 161. as, 0.9. Aragonians, Coterelli, kc.

‘1 They were knownby various names, 7 _
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Carpentras, and destroyed the houses of the canons of

the cathedral; that he had harassed religious persons;

and exposed them to ill-treatment, and their property

to plunder.

The Count spared himself the trouble of pleading to

this notable indictment. He swore to submit His penance

implicitly to all orders to be made by the"at 5“ Gilles

legates in the premises, and to make all such compen

sations as they should direct upon the unauthenticated

presumption of his guilt. This outrage upon justice

and common sense was consummated by an equally vile

outrage upon his person. The inquisitor Arnold flung

a rope round his neck, and grasping the two ends, led

him from the vestibule into the body of the church,

scourging him by the way on his naked shoulders with

a bundle of rods. After the ceremony he received a

qualified and conditional absolution, defeasible upon

the minutest infraction of any order or command he

might receive from Pope or legate; such infraction to

draw after it the absolute forfeiture to the use of the Holy

See of the seven cautionary places, and the territories he

held as vassal of the Roman Church.r

These terms of reconciliation placed Raymond at

the mercy of the legates: his only trust was Advance of

in their forbearance; but the first order he thecrusaders

received banished all hope that they would save him

from the‘ lowest depths of humiliation and distress.

He was commanded to seize and keep in close custody

the persons, lands, and property of all who should be

denounced to him as heretics, or favourers of heretics,

by the legates, the bishops, or their officials, and to

deliver them up to the army of the crusaders, as a first

instalment of pay and perquisites to these soldiers of

the cross. Perhaps, with a view to elude this brutal

order, Raymond with simulated alacrity took the cross,

and joined the advancing army of bloodhounds at Va

lence. His nephew, the Viscount Raymond-Berenger of

Beziers, took a nobler, if not a more prudent, course.

1' The county of Melgueil, which the See. Hist. do Lang. 1). 164.

Pope claimed as a fief of the Holy
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His chief cities of Beziers and Carcassonne lay in the

direct route of the army, who, in conformity with the

pontifical plan of the campaign, were in the first instance

to establish themselves in the rich districts of Montpellier

and Narbonne. The population of Beziers was almost

entirely Protestant, and was of course destined to be the

first sacrifice on the altar of orthodoxy. The Viscount

threw himselfinto Carcassonne, and left Beziers, well pro

vided and garrisoned, to the courage and resources of its

citizens. But, on the third day of the siege, an impru

Massacre of dent sortie drew upon them the whole host of

Beziers- the fanatics ; the city was taken by a coup-de

main; and a deliberate and methodical massacre of the

inhabitants, under the presidency of the legates, was

forthwith set on foot. Some thought that a distinction

should be made between heretics and catholics; but

that would involve a loss of time, and perhaps abate

the zeal of the soldiery for the destruction of “ God’s

enemies.” The question was put to the legate Arnold,

how the matter was to be managed; but he gave the

laconic reply, “ Kill them all ; God will know his

own.“

' We cannot witness without disgust in these transac

simon de tions all the evil passions we are in the habit of

Mumford ascribing to Satanic inspiration enlisted in the

Rg'fijjtlmf’fhe cause of God and His church. Fortunately

Viscount)’ of it is no task of ours to dwell upon the many

Balers‘ instances of human wickedness with which

the history of the papacy—like that of every other

scheme of conquest—abounds. After a few days’ siege

the city of Carcassonne, and with it the whole of the

viscounty, fell into the hands of the crusaders.t .Viscount

Raymond-Berenger became the prisoner of Simon de

l The authenticity of this anecdote

has been disputed. But the ferocious

joy of abbot Arnold in his account of

the capture of Beziers and Carcassonne

to the Pope afiords a strong confirma

tion of the story. He raises the number

of the slaughtered heretics to 20,000.

“ Nostri, mm parvcntcs ordini, smut,

rel a'tati . . . . factaque stragcx per

mazima, spoliata est tota civitas et

succensa, ultione divina in earn mira

biliter saeviente." Elpp. Inn. III. lih.

xi. ep. 108, p. 373. The city was taken

on the 22d of July 1209.

‘ The greater part of the inhabitants,

also Protestants, saved themselves by

flight.
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Montfort, and a few days or months afterwards was put

to death in his prison. At Montpellier Simon was for

mally raised to the chief command of the crusading

forces, and installed in the viscounty as a feudatory of

the Holy See, by the payment of tithes and first-fruits to

the churches, and of three denarii for every hearth to

the Pope as supreme lord, together with all fines which

should accrue from those who within a given time should

not give in their adhesion to the supremacy of Rome;

and with a further amount, to be thereafter determined,

by way of tribute.u

But the legates were, after all, deficient in the neces

sary funds for redeeming their engagements to Raymond

the chiefs of the swarms which successively agaiirexcom

flocked to their standard. The greedy ambi- mumcated'

tion of De Montfort pointed to a larger sphere of con

fiscation; while the legates and their followers were

thirsting for the blood of the myriads of Protestants

who lay as yet out of their reach. , The matter, how

ever, was easily managed. Raymond was ordered to seize

and deliver up to the officers of the inquisitors every

inhabitant of the city of Toulouse who should be pointed

out to him as a heretic, or suspected of heresy, together

with a correct schedule of their estate, goods, and chat

tels. The Count demurred, remonstrated, and at length

threatened to appeal to Rome against the useless and

insulting demand.v This show of reluctance drew upon

him a second excommunication, reinforced by the usual

interdict.

Meanwhile the legate prepared the Pope to meet

the appeal of Raymond by a fresh detail of all The inquisi_

his transgressions: “ he had,” he wrote, “in tor_Arnold

truth, violated every one of the fifteen articles {figfiilflegfig

to which he had sworn at his absolution;” and death of Ray

he suggested that “the forfeiture of the cau- mound‘

tionary places and castles, and of the county of Mel

‘1 Conf. 1222p. Inn. 111., ubi sup. p. of Rome was an act of barefaced usur

374. In all this there is little to dis- pation.

guise the naked ambition of Innocent " He pleaded his absolution, and the

III. The appropriation of the viscounty total absence of heresy in hi capital.

of Beziers as a dependency of the sec

VOL. V. 00
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gueil,” should be declared without loss of time, and ap

propriated b the Holy See: he insisted that now was the

time, instea of pardoning or inquiring, “to cause the

yoke of the Church to weigh still more heavily on his

neck ;” for that his subjects were disgusted with his

wicked life and conversation: that all his motives were

of the basest and most sordid nature; and all his pre

tended subserviency mere subterfuge to escape that death

which his many transgressions merited, and to fight off

the conquest of his remaining possessions: nay, he was

at that very moment in correspondence with other re

bellious barons, and had actually entertained at his table

the brother of the assassin of Peter de Castelnau.w

But Innocent was too good a master in politics to

Appeal of go to work in the ofi'-hand manner recom

Raymond to mended by the legate. Besides, an appeal

the P°Pe' had always a secret charm in his eyes; it flat

tered his pride of place, and enabled him—ifno better—

to parade the superabundant clemency of the Holy See,

and its ardent esire to send away no suppliant unsa

tisfied. Raymond presented himself in person to the

Pope, and was received with unexpected courtesy. An

ad-interim absolution was granted; but subject to a re

ference back of his case to the judges who had already con

demned him, with directions to re-investigate the two

principal charges of heresy, and complicity in the mur

der of Peter de Castelnau.

It should be noticed that Raymond had never been

The legates permitted to purge himself judicially of these,

set aside the or any of the crimes laid to his charge; so

Papalresmpt’ that his accusers had not to look for any new

)roofs of perversity to justify their proceedings. They

had taken good care to put it out of his power to fulfil

the conditions of his absolution; so that the inquiry into

the two points named by the Pope in no way narrowed

their jurisdiction as to the remaining articles of the in

dictment. Raymond had in fact—to use a modern law

W Hist. de Lang. p. 178. This letter the proofs of the “ wicked life and con

is not to be found in Baluze’a collec- versation” of Raymond. All sin was

tion of the Epp. Inn. III. The legate included in the imputation of heresy.

did not think it worth his while to give
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phrase—been liberated upon his recognisances to appear

and answer to any fresh offences that might be alleged

against him, or in default to abide the judgment of the

court upon the original charges. The master Theodisius,

an expert canonist, whom Innocent had assigned to

prior Arnold as his legal assessor, readily seized the ad

vantage that might be taken of this view of the case to

set aside the reference altogether. “He (Theodisius)

was,” says the zealous Peter de Vaux-Cernay, the an

nalist of the crusade, “extremely solicitous to final some

authority in law for refusing the Count the opportunity of

ea'culpating himself which the papal reference seemed to

aforal.” The Count appeared before the council sum

moned to take his case into consideration in the full

assurance that he had only to defend himself upon the

two points named in the rescript. But when about to

enter upon his justification, he was stopped by canon

Theodisius, and informed that he could not be heard at

all until he should have satisfied the council that he had

fulfilled all the conditions of his prior abso- ndr M to

lution: had he, he was asked, destroyed all8 he; th:

the heretics in his domain ?—had he abolished C‘Zi‘gflgligehis

all exorbitant dues and duties, more especially '

those which weighed upon the clergy and the monas

teries? If it should be found that he had disobeyed the

commands of the Church upon these minor points, it

must be presumed that he had been equally disobedient

in relation to the two greater crimes of which he was

accused. He could not therefore be allowed to purge

himself from those imputations until he should have

satisfactorily removed the antecedent charges. When

count Raymond heard this rigorous decision, he burst

into a flood of tears. But the reverend Theodisius,

charmed with the crushing effect of ecclesiastical tor

ture upon this distinguished sinner, observed sarcasti

cally that “though the floods might rise high, they

could not mount up to the throne of God.”x After thus

1‘ Hist. zZe Lang; and after Vaissette, 5, “The floods lift up their waves. . . .

Sismonrlz', Hist. de Fr. tom. vi. p. 378. Yet the Lord who dwelleth on high is

Both works quote Ps. xxxi. 8,-an error. mightier," &c.

Perhaps the allusion is to P8. xciii. 4,
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driving the arrow into the heart of their victim, the

council concluded their labours by renewing the ex

communication, and reversing the ad-interim absolution

of the Pope.

\Ve spare the reader the description of the grotesque

The crude mixture of deceit, hypocrisy, and preternatu

audits re- ral cruelty displayed in the conduct of the

am" war by these “priests of the Lord” and these

“ soldiers of the cross.” It is sufficient to observe that

by this time the trumpet of Rome had found an echo in

the remotest corners of Christendom. Swarms ofmonks

issued from the numberless cells and monasteries of the

Cistercian order, preaching perdition to heretics, and

boundless pardons to all who should shed the blood—

were it only of one—of the aecursed brood. There was

no crime so black, no vice so rooted in the heart, but

that a forty-days’ campaign against these outcasts would

wipe it away, even to the last trace of guilt, nor leave

the faintest sense of remorse behind. Myriads of all

ranks and conditions of life obeyed the call. Simon de

Montfort was periodically reinforced by successive bodies

of trained soldiers and unnumbered troops of fanatics,

against whom no effectual resistance could be opposed

by the forsaken and dispersed seceders)’ Supported,

however, by an enthusiasm not less intense than that of

their persecutors, they opposed the best resistance in

their ower; and when subdued by numbers, took re

fuge in enthusiastic defiance, and rushed into the flames

of their burning dwellings, or the blazing fagots heaped

up to consume them in the mass—were it only to de

prive their enemies of the spiritual triumph which would

have gratified their malevolence even more sensibly than

victory over their bodies.2

1 The most monstrous scene of trea

chery performed in illustration of the

papal maxim that “no faith was to be

kept with the enemies of God,” was

practised at the capitulation of the

castle of Minerve, in which again “the

expert cmumist" Theodisius played a

conspicuous part.

I To those for whom the details of

this long and dismal tragedy have any

interest, we recommend the perusal of

the 21st, 22d, and 23d books in vol. iii.

of Father l'aissettc’s Histoire de Lan

guedoc; where they will find every

document that could throw any light

upon this frightful aberration of the

human heart collected with great in

dustry, and treated with severe impar

tiality. That writer has been strictly

followed by M. Siamomli in his ‘His~
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Turning away from the woful scenes of the year

1209, we observe that, in that and the follow- Consolida_

ing year, the crusade had assumed a more tion of the

solid and methodical character. Among the crusade‘

numerous adventurers who flocked to the standard of

Simon de Montfort, there was a class of persons of rank

whose occupation was war, and who were anxious to

take advantage of the forfeitures of the heretics to settle

in the charming regions of the south. To keep together

an army composed of such various materials the leader

must provide himself not only with the means of main

taining and paying the soldiery, but also with prizes of

sufficient value to attach to his standard the military

chiefs and professional soldiers who constituted the

strength of the mediaeval armies. Conquest was an

essential condition of his power; and it became necessary

to involve as large a number as possible of the territorial

nobility of the south of France in the meshes of his

friends the inquisitors, with a view to further and more

extensive confiscations than had hitherto fallen to their

lot. On the other hand, the preaching of the crusade

had grown into a trade. The monks looked forward

with trepidation to the time when there should be no

more heretics to burn, no more pardons to be dispensed

——a time when they must abandon the vagrant life in

which they had hitherto revelled, and return once more

to the monotony of conventual routine. The pontifical

legates and their numerous oflicials had tasted the de

lights of power in the most flattering shape in which

they could be administered to an energetic and enter

prising class of men. The troops of spies and informers

attached to the “Inquisition of the faith” dreaded the

cessation of their lucrative occupation. A combination

of passions so absorbing, of cravings so insatiable, proved

not only irresistible to any force at hand to oppose it, but

even threatened to slip out of the hand of him who had

given the first impulse to the movement.

toire de France;’ and we believe by which tend to explain the scheme of

every one who has treated this portion papal government, and to show their

of religious history. In this work we effect upon the interests of the papacy

confine ourselves to those incidents generally.
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The ruin of Raymond was a matter of necessity

Deposition to Simon and his allies the legates. But the

and dean“. spoils of Toulouse were still insufficient to

ti‘fi‘azfniflfiint satisfy their wants; and it was resolved to

l ' involve the counts of Foix and Comminges,

and the Viscount Gaston of Bearn, within whose do

mains —lucki1y for the inquisitors—many heretics

were believed to have found refuge, in the like fate.

Raymond was accordingly summoned before a council

assembled at Arles. Adhering to his principle of sub

mission, he appeared in company with his friend and

relative, Peter king of Aragon, as his advocate and war

rantor. Here a requisition was laid before him, calling

upon'him to disband his army, to raze all his castles, to

recall all the commandants of his walled towns and

strong places; to renounce all the tolls and dues from

which the principal part of his revenue was derived; to

compel all the gentry and commonalty of his domains

to put on a penitential garb; to deliver up all his sub

jects suspected of heresy to be converted or burnt, as

the case might be; to hold himself personally in readi

ness to pass over to Palestine to serve under the brother

hood of St. John of Jerusalem till recalled by the Pope;

and lastly, not to depart the council without the per

mission of the fathers. The latter part of the scheme

failed; the intent of this fresh outrage was not to be

mistaken; Raymond and his intercessor the King of

Aragon rode away without further parley. The Count

was condemned as a declared enemy of the Church and an

apostate from the faith; and his domains and property,

public or personal, were adjudged to the first occupants

who should seize and appropriate them.

After this adjudication the county of Toulouse be

Innocent In came the scene of outrages and cruelties to

ratifies the. which we have no heart to advert. As far

dectri‘i‘ii’foffs' as his own interests were concerned, Innocent

' III. appears fully to have understood and ap

proved the game of his agents. He confirmed the acts

of the council of Arles; he seized the county of Mel

gueil, pretending it to be a fief of the Holy See, as an
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escheat; and ratified the decree transferring the estates

of the Count to the first occupants.“ It was found, how

ever, that the bishops of the invaded provinces were not

yet sufiiciently handy at their work; that they still

entertained certain carnal prejudices in favour of the

ancient lords of the soil; and that others again were

reprehensibly jealous of the transfer of the episcopal

powers to the great inquisitor and his monks. Some

of these recusants were prevailed upon to resign their

sees; others were deposed on various pretexts; the

legate Arnold proclaimed himself Archbishop of Nar

bonne, and conferred the vacant prelacies upon the

most active among the monastic preachers of the cru

sade. Simon de Montfort overrun the counties of Foix

and Comminges; but the heretics had taken flight, and

very few remained to gratify his remorseless thirst for

blood, or—worse than this—to give a colour for the ap

propriation of the conquered districts. By this The crusade

time in fact the religious purpose of the Cl'll-awarof con

sade had been so far accomplished as to leave quest‘

little pretext for the encouragement still held out to the

hosts of dupes who continued to press forward to the

scene of carnage and plunder. Yet nothing was further

from the intentions of the managers than to permit the

war to languish for want of the customary nourishment.

In reality the war had assumed a decidedly political

character. It had now to all appearance degenerated

into a plan for converting the conquered provinces into

dependencies of the see of Rome, under her general

Simon de Montfort, and a synod of bishops now almost

exclusively recruited from among the extreme zealots

of the Cistercian order.

But Innocent III. could not contemplate these impu

dent usurpations Without certain misgivings. Innocent In

Startled by the details of naked spoliation and rebukes the.

robbery reported to him by king Peter of

Aragon, he intimated his displeasure to the Montfort and

legates: they had, he said, laid hands upon thelegates‘

territories that had never been polluted with heresy;

I Hist. de Lang. p. 205.
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the had unwarrantably compelled the lords of the soil

to o homage and fealty to themselves; they had taken

no pains to distinguish between the infected districts

and those in which no such pollution existed; they had

robbed count Raymond of all his possessions excepting

the cities of Toulouse and Montauban; they had usurped

the dower-lands of his wife, sister of the late illustrious

king Richard of England ; they had compelled the

counts of Foix and Comminges, and the Viscount Gaston

de Bearn, vassals of the king of Aragon,b to do homage

and swear fealt to a stranger (Simon de Montfort) ;—

all this they had done to the Count, although he

had submitted to them in all things, and delivered him

self and his lands, together with his wife, his son, and

his son’s wife, into their hands to be protected, not to

be robbed: the king of Aragon, he said, had humbly

besought him at least to save to the innocent son of the

Count the inheritance of his fathers, and that he (the

king) was ready to give every security that could be

desired for the purification of the territory in question

from all taint of heresy: upon these conditions he inti

mated the readiness of Raymond either to march against

the infidels of Spain, or to proceed to the Holy Land at

the discretion of the Pope: he (Innocent) therefore re

commended the legates to proceed with greater circum

spection for the future, lest the cause of the Church

should suffer detriment in their hands.0

This epistle, however, amounted to little more than

Evasive a demand for explanations upon the several

management articles of complaint; and when considered in

°fhm°°°nt connexion with the next step of the Pope in

the matter, it is pretty clear that he had resolved to

leave the management of the whole affair in the hands

of the legates. He sent back the statement of king

Pedro’s complaints to them for reexamination, with a

command to report their decision to himself. But with

b The kings of Aragon claimed the Foix, Comminges, and Beam.

superiority of several Pyrenean pro- ° E121). Inn. III. lib. xv. ep. 212, p.

vinces; among these, of the county of 708; dated 18th Jan. 1213.

Beziers and Carcassonne, Narbonne,
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intent to gratify the king‘1 he sent at the same time a

peremptory or er to Simon de Montfort to do liege

homage to the crown of Aragon for the territories held

of that kingdom, in form as his predecessor had been

accustomed to do,9 “lest he should appear to be working

for his own aggrandisement rather than for that of the

catholic church.”

But in the mean time Raymond, with the assistance

of the lords of the invaded provinces, had pre- The inquisi_

sumed to oppose military resistance to the tqrsandthe

advances of Montfort. After this fresh offence 0133235353,,

pardon or indulgence were out of the ques- destructionof

tion; his petition to be heard in explanation Toulouse’m'

was contemptuously rejected; the lords of Foix and

Comminges, with the Viscount of Bearn, were declared

outlaws, and favourers of heretics, with whom there

could be neither peace nor truce. In their report to

the Pope, the legates assured him that the purification

of Languedoc was not to be thought of until the city of

Toulouse was razed t0 the ground and the citizens put to the

sword. The fathers of the council of Lavaurf indited

joint and several letters to the Pope, vehemently urging

him to give the pontifical sanction to the destruction

of the offending city, with confiscation of goods and

doom of death to the inhabitants: “for,” said they, “ ’tis

with them as with Sodom and Gomorrah; all must die,

that the miscreants who have found refuge within their

walls may perish with them.”g As for Raymond him

self, they protested that if he or his progeny were per

mitted to reérect their heads, they would without fail

“take unto themselves seven other devils worse than the

first,” and again throw all things into confusion; “ there

4 Pedro was a favourite of the Pope,

who regarded him as a creature of the

Holy See. The kingdom of Aragon was

in papal contemplation a tributary 01'

fief of the Roman church.

' E121). Inn. III. lib. xv. epp. 214,

215, p. 710. The territories alluded to

are those of the Viscount Raymond

Berenger of Beziers, whom he (Mont

fort) had murdered in prison.

' Assembled in the early part of the

year 1213.

8 See the letters in extenso in Epp.

Inn. III. lib. xvi. epp. 39 to 48, pp.

762 to 771. It is difiicult to say whe

ther, in these nauseous productions, the

blasphemous effrontery or the stupid

cruelty of the writers should first en

gage the attention of the moral noso

logist.
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fore,” they say in conclusion, “let your apostolic wis

dom provide against this evil; . . . let not your hand

be withheld from this holy and pious work until the ser

pent of our Moses shall have swallowed up the serpents

of this Pharaoh; until the Jebusite with all the uncir

cumcised and impure be dispersed, and your people

rejoice in the quiet possession of the land ofpromise.”h

The intercession of the king of Aragon on behalf of

Intercession his friends the counts of Toulouse, Comminges,

(ifftxialglf and FoiX was rejected with equal insolence

rejected- and contempt. Raymond, they said, had had

his answer; nothing more could be done for him: as to

the count of Comminges, he was implicated in the crimes

of his all ; the count of Foix had been in like manner

convicted, of misprision of heresy—a crime in which

there was no distinction between principals and acces

sories: as to Gaston de Beam, he had on various occa

sions participated with those reprobates in shedding

the blood of “those poor souls who in the poverty and

simplicity of their hearts had gone forth against the

enemies of God and the Church; he had afforded an

asylum to the murderers of Peter de Castelnau; he had

retained routiers and banditti in his service; he had

made a mockery of the mass; and for all these crimes

he had been delivered over unto Satan . . . for such

malefactors as these it was unworthy of the King to

intercede . . . he should remember that such a course

was a sad return for all the unmerited benefits and

privileges bestowed upon him by the holy Roman

church.”i

Whatever may have been the first efi'ect of the

Position of remonstrances of the king of Aragon upon

“xafgg‘glfg- the mind of the Pope, the shower of partial

crusade truths and ruthless falsehoods poured in upon

him by his legates and the disciplined army of inquisi

tors and ruffians in their service soon obliterated every

l The epistle is dated 1st March month. E1111. Inn. III. lib. xvi. p. 765,

1213. and conf. Ibid. epp. 44 and 45, p. 767.

- i The petition of the King is dated The coronation of Peter by the Pope

the 16th Jan. 1213 ; and the reply of was cheap at any price.

the council on the 18th of the-same
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sentiment ofjustice or pity from his mind. And now,

no doubt, the exigencies of his own position flashed

upon him. He alone had called forth the movement;

he had codified the laws for its direction and govern

ment; with his own explicit instructions in their hands

the bloodhounds whom he had turned loose could no

longer be baulked of their prey; the power to control

the raging elements he had evoked had slipt from his

hold; he had thrown away the right to complain of the

excesses of his agents in the execution of a code of laws

which held out the broadest encouragement for the gra

tification of all the vilest and most absorbing passions

which pollute and harden the heart; under his patron

age, ambition, cupidity, treachery, deceit, calumny, and

cruelty had done their perfect work. And now the

author and contriver of this scheme of iniquity was

himself sweptalong with the torrent ;--the common fate

of those fanatics who dare to break down the barriers

of morality in the cause of religion.

But Innocent III., in the strength of St. Peter’s

chair, plunged frankly and boldly into the The Pope

stream. He sharply rebuked the king of Ara- reg‘illlfesolfihe

gon for concealing from him the most material Amgfin of

facts in the case of Raymond and his allies;falseh°°d’&°

he had not informed him of the excommunication of the

citizens of Toulouse, or that the city was the common

receptacle of all the heretical refugees Whom the “ army

of Christ” had driven from their abodes; that it was a

sink of heretical filth, “whence, like a swarm of locusts

issuing from the bottomless pit, they might go forth to

consume the seed of the true faith so lately planted

afi'esh in those regions.” With full knowledge of all

these enormities he was amazed that the King should

have attempted to procure the restoration of the cri—

minals to their justly forfeited estate by such misrepre

sentation and fraud. He therefore altogether withdrew

the indulgence so obtained; he commanded the King in

no manner to molest Simon de Montfort in his operations

against the heretics and their protectors; and closed his

monition with the threat of calling down fresh swarms
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of enemies upon the refractory chiefs, unless they should

speedily repentj and turn from the evil of their ways.

But the unbounded insolence of De Montfort and his

Peter of Am. instruments the bishops had exhausted the

5;; ‘Eggs patience of the long-suffering king of Aragon.

against De He flew to arms for the protection of his clients

M‘mtfm' and vassals; and, crossing the Pyrenees with

a numerous army, encountered the crusaders at the little

town of Muret, about three leagues to the south-west

of Toulouse. The army of Simon de Montfort, though

fewer in numbers, consisted of the heavy-armed chivalry

of France, eager, by victory over the heretical host, to

earn immortal honour, or by martyrdom to be wafted

into the presence of the saints in Paradise. The first

onset of this compact corps upon the light cavalry of

the Aragonese, unsupported by the raw and ill-armed

militia of the towns, was decisive; the king of Aragon

himself was slain in the mélée, the cavDiiiili :Ifld dispersed, and the infantry slaughteredalloi

Peter‘ drowned in the Garonne to the last man. The

victory of Simon was as complete as the most sanguine

of his well-wishers could desire. The whole county of

Toulouse, with the exception of the two cities of Tou

louse and Montauban, as well as the counties of Foix

and Comminges, and probably the territories of Gaston

de Bearn, la at his mercy. The heir of Don Pedro,

the prince ayme, was in his hands, and he had now

only to take possession of the broad lands and lordships

won by the strength of his arm, and adjudged to him in

full sovereignty by the pontifical decree.

But though by this time there probably remained

Rebufito few heretics who'had not perished by one or

Simon de other of the various modes of destruction pre

Mmtfm‘ pared for them by their ingenious persecutors,

De Montfort could not as yet dispense with the aid of

the numerous pilgrims periodically sent to him by the

Cistercian preachers. The city of Toulouse still stood

J Epp. Inn. III. lib. xvi. ep. 48, p. theirestates and families into the mer

770, dated 21st of May 1213. The ciless hands of Simon de Montfort and

‘ repentance’ denoted meaning the un- the inquisitors.

conditional surrender of themselves,
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out; and now a new difficulty arose, which threatened

to put in requisition all his resources, and to tax his

policy to the utmost to retain what he had gained.

King Philip Augustus of France looked with suspicion

upon his grasping ambition, and felt himself disparaged

and weakened by the diversion of the services of his

vassals to the wars of the Pope and his satellites. The

Aragonese declared war upon Simon, and clamoured for

the release of their young king Jayme. They prepared

to assail him along the whole line of the Pyrenees, while

their envoys at Rome besieged the Pope with complaints

against the unbounded arrogance and rapacity of the

tyrant. Their remonstrances were listened to by Inno

cent with unexpected complacency; and an immediate

order was sent to De Montfort to release the young

King and give him up to his subjects.k A special

legate was sent to receive the prince from his hands;

charged with the further duties of inquiring into the

claims of Simon upon the county of Nismes, and a dis

cretionary power to absolve the counts of Foix and

Comminges, and the Viscount Gaston d'e Beam; and

finally to take all necessary steps for the reconciliation

of the city and burgesses of Toulouse, so as to enable

the Pope to take them under the special protection of the

Holy See, and exempt them from all future molestation.1

The transfer of authority was pro tanto an alleviation

of the hardships to which the princes and Submissionof the excom- I

cities of the south were exposed under the municmd

insolent tyranny of the inquisitors. It was nobles

better to fall into the hands of the Pope than into those

of his inexorable ministers. The excommunicated

citizens of Narbonne, Toulouse, Montauban, and others,

acknowledged the supremacy of the Holy See. The

counts of Comming'es and Foix threw themselves with

out reserve at the feet of the new legate, and submitted

by anticipation to any conditions he might impose in

relation to person, privilege, honours, and estates; they

professed to hold their castles and lordships at his dis

Igsgpp. Inn. III. lib. xvi. ep. 171, i not. lib. xvi. ep. 172, p. 330.

p. .
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osal, and vowed implicit obedience to his commands.

llaymond was somewhat more harshly dealt with. He

submitted to the same unreserved surrender of worldly

Retirement estate and honour. But inasmuch as he had

°f Raymmd- now nothing more to give up, and could no

longer be dangerous, he fell in a great degree out of

notice; and he was permitted to retire with his son to

a private house in his city of Toulouse as simple citi

zens, awaiting the orders of the Pope as to their future

destination. For all these boundless sacrifices no other

consideration was vouchsafed but a simply personal ab

solution from the censures of the Church.

But the perpetuation of the crusading movement

was as essential to the plans of Innocent III.

as to those of his general-in-chief. Simon and

the inquisitors must not be deprived of ‘their

reward. The former clamoured for more lands and

honours; the latter for establishment and a locus standi

in the Christian world as the perpetual guardians of the

faith. Some heretics were still to be found whom it

might be advisable to hunt down and burn.m The

monks were reluctant to pronounce their work com

plete as long as, upon any pretext, they could contrive

to follow the occupations which, after six years of un

limited indulgence, had grown into a habit not easily

eradicated.11 The abandonment of the crusade might

involve the ruin of that elaborate machinery the pontiff

had constructed and set in motion to subdue the stub

born nations of the earth to his yoke. The duties of

the new legate accordingly appear to have ended with

the personal reconciliation of the offending princes; and

Perpetuation

of

persecution.

"1 Thus when Simon invaded the

county of Agens (de artment Lot et

Garonne), the crusa ers, after com

mitting all kinds of murders and atro

cities, wiped out all offences by the

fortunate discovery of seven Walden

sian heretics, whom, we are told, “ they

burned with indescribable delight.”

The lucky discovery was made at

Maurillac, a village in the vicinity

of Agens.

'‘ The heresy of the Waldenses was

never, strictly speaking, extinct. All

that can be predicated is that the open

profession of dissent was suppressed ;

consequently there might be still work

enough on hand for. the inquisitors,

and a continuing demand for new

hands to do the rough work for them.

There is no doubt but that the Vaudois

of the Alpine valleys are the legitimate

descendants of Waldensian refugees of

the 13th century.
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the control of the further movement was suffered to

fall back into the hands of the former managers. The

Cistercians bestirred themselves as busily as ever in

supplying De Montfort with fresh troops as the term

of service of others expired; and the remnant of the

population of the invaded provinces was not allowed to

catch even a distant glimpse of the termination of their

sufferings.

A council assembled at Montpellier on the 8th

of January 1215 unanimously adjudged the Simon d8

county of Toulouse and its dependencies to Montfort

Simon de Montfort, to hold the same as sole °°§§fl§ef T°“'

prince and sovereign lord. Under his auspices i ' ‘

the work of persecution was carried on with unwonted

activity. Fresh troops of marauders inundated the land,

ensnaring or seizing all whom they chose to suspect of

heresy, and putting them to death with the usual de

monstrations of triumph. The walls of Toulouse and

Narbonne were ordered to be destroyed; and count

Raymond, thus driven from his last asylum, was allowed

to retire with his son to the court of England.

By this time the victory of Innocent III. over the

dissenters of the south of France was to ap- Characberof

pearance complete. All that remained for him the crusading

to do was, by care and vigilance to preventthe fibres of heresy which might still ad- the pro

here to the soil from shooting afresh. For ‘mm’

that purpose he had only to apply the apparatus already

in working order with due diligence; but chiefly to

banish every sentiment of unhallowed compassion or

human sympathy from the hearts of his agents. But it

must be a work of time to persuade men in the long

run that they cannot serve God better than by setting

His laws at defiance; or that a safer way to secure their

salvation could not be found than by gratifying all their

lusts, and wreaking all the evil propensities of their

nature upon those whom it should please their instruc

tors to point out as the enemies of God. The war

against the Albigenses is described to us by the pontifi

cal writers as a simply religious movement. But this
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view involves a very coarse and transparent misrepre

sentation. Without denying the religious element as

an instrument, we regard these proceedings in con

nexion with the general scheme of Innocent III., and

with the genuine views of the leaders and promoters.

In all these we plainly discern the naked form of worldly

ambition; and unless we are prepared to acknowledge

this bishop of Rome to be, as he describes himself, the

visible God on earth, no alternative remains to the

Christian church and world but to pronounce upon

them an anathema in the end a thousand times more

crushing than any

chambers of the Vatican.0

° It has not been thought necessary

to encumber these pages with the au

thorities for the ordinary and unques

tioned events of the crusade against

the Albigensian and other heretics.

Dom. I’aiascttc’s elaborate history of

Languedoc, books xxi. xxii. and xxiii.,

contains a full collection of all the

documents; and III. Sismondi‘s sum

mary (Hist. de Fr. tom. vi.), together

with the excellent abridgment in the

Art dc 'L'él‘. lea Dates (tom. ii. pp. 298

300), supply the best means of verify

ing the facts necessary to connect the

events of the war with the action and

policy of the Holy See. On the latter

topic the acts and epistles of Innocent

III. have been consulted throughout.

I'Yeury’s Hist. Eceles. (tom. xvi. books

lxxvi. and lxxvii.) has been likewise

consulted. ill. 1*. Rwumcr’s Geschichte

der Hohenstauifen (vol. iii. book vi. c.

9) has some sound, but cold and specu

lative views, more especially in con

nexion with the tenets of the heretical

sects. The work of Dr. Schmidt (Gesch.

von Frankreich, vol. i. p. 450, in Heeren

and Uckert’s collection) may be read;

but the opinions of this writer respect

ing the doctrines of the Albigenses, &0.

do not seem well founded.

We have, in fact, no faith in the

fanciful theories, current in the 12th

and 13th centuries, deriving the various

tenets of the so-called heretics from the

Manichaean and Paulieian sects of the

fourth and fifth centuries. When the

minds of men of lively imagination

are emancipated from the trammcls

of a formal creed, speculations upon

creation, and the origin of good and

that ever issued from the council

evil in the world, are the first topics

which engage their attention. The

errors into which such speculators in

variably fall naturally resemble one

another: we have a good and an evil

principle—two or more Deities; a crea

tor of the material or outer world, and

another of the spiritual or inner world;

the former the author and manager of

the imperfect scheme of things visible

and material; the other a counteract

ing or compensating power; the source

of spiritual life, and the ever-vigilant

adversary of the disturbing and de

stroying tendencies of nature and the

evil passions of mankind. The ex

ternal appearance and practice of

such theorists bear a natural and un

designed resemblance to one another.

We are not bound, therefore, in the

absence of all evidence, to account for

the resemblance by any traditional or

real historical connexion. The teach

ers of this kind of theosophy would

regard themselves as involved in a

spiritual warfare with the material,

and strive to identify themselves and

their sect with the spiritual deity.

Such seems to have been the aspira

tion of the Catherine, the Paterine, the

Bonomian, perhaps also, to a great

extent, of the Albigensian heretics.

The Waldensians appear to have en

ter-tained more scriptural views; and

simply to have rejected Latinism, and

many of the tenets and practices which

the Church had engrafted upon the

simpler Christianity of the apostolic

age. We find a remarkable corrobora

tion of this conjecture in the instruc

tions sent by Innocent III. to his le
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gates for the reconciliation of repent

ant heretics (Fpp. Inn. III. lib. xiii.

ep. 94, p. 458). These instructions are

dated in the thirteenth year of his pen

tificate, the 14th of June 1210; which

date falls in with the fiercest period of

the persecution. In this document the

Pope carefully enumerates and speci

fies the errors to be abjured by the

converts. “They believe,” he says,

“that God alone ought to be obeyed;

but if the object of religious obedience

be a. man, then only a perfectly righte

ous man in whom. God should dwell,

was to be followed: that a literate or

educated person, though a layman, was

qualified to instruct or preach without

other recommendation: that a right

eous layman had the power if the Eu

charist equally with the priest; but

that the wicked priest had no such

power; and that the masses of such a

person, whether for the benefit of the

quick or the dead, were of no account:

that the Ronmn church was not the

church of God: that to take an oath

in any form, and on any subject, was

a deadly that it was allowable to

women to preach the Gospel in the

churches: that the indulgences given

or published by the supreme pontiff

and the bishops were of no force or

efi'ect: that a godly ma/n might absolve

those who confessed their sins to him.”

As to the rejection of the ministrations
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of wicked priests, Innocent acknow

ledged that there were priests who led

scandalous lives, deserving of the se

verest reprobation; yet the penitents

are directed to pay them all due ho

nour, reverence, and obedience, and

altogether to abstain from speaking

evil of them or bringing them into

contempt. (Conf. the false Decretals,

Book VI. 0. vii. p. 197 of this work.)

The oath of abjuration was framed

to meet these alleged errors. There

arises, therefore, a. presumption that

these were the prevailing errors; and

that those who held them formed at

least a majority of the condemned

sects. For if the quasi Manichseans or

Paulicians had been really as formid

able in point of numbers as they are

represented to have been by the fanati

cal annalists of the age, it is not pro

bable that the vigilant and well-in

formed pontiff would have omitted all

mention of them or their tenets in a

formula framed and intended for ge

neral application. In all the charges

enumerated there is nothing that a

scriptural divine would designate as

heresy; and surely, in the position of

the Protestants of the 12th and 13th

centuries. little apology is required for

certain singular practices which, in a.

more settled state of church-govern

ment and discipline, would be regarded

as irregular and inexpedient.

PP



CHAPTER VIII.

POPE INNOCENT III. IN THE AFFAIRS OF ENGLAND.

England in its relation to the papacy—Accession of king John: treaty of

Andili—Ofiences of king John--Condemnation of king John by the court

of his peers in France—Capture of prince Arthur—Pope Innocent vindicates

his right to interfere between princes and their vassals—Efforts of Innocent

III. to reconcile the kings of France and England—Policy of the Pope under

his disappointments—Papal designs against the Church of England—Death

of archbishop Hubert, and state of parties—Stratagem of the monks of Can

terbury—The King and the canons of Canterbury elect the bishop of Nor

wich—Proceeding of the parties at Rome—The Pope declares the see of

Canterbury vacant—Innocent takes the election of the archbishop of Canter

bury into his own hands—Election of Cardinal Langton—Character of the

papal proceeding in the election of Langton—King John expels the monks

of Canterbury, tea—King John angers the Pope—Innocent claims “ the plani

iude ofpower" over the church of Canterbury—England laid under interdict

_—Sources of pontifical influence in England—Excommunication of king

J0hn—.Persecutions and extortions of the King—Difficulties of accommoda

tion with the Pope—The King refuses the Pope’s terms—Deposition of king

John, and transfer of the crown to king Philip Augustus—Astute policy of

Innocent III.—-Helpless alarm of king John—Pandulph again in England

Terms of reconciliation stated and accepted by king John—The King sur

renders crown and kingdoms to the Pope—Charter of surrender—Innocent

deceives the king of France, and countermands the invasion of England—

Character of the transaction as it afiected all parties—Conduct of the insur

gent barons and people of England—Gains and losses of the parties—Return

of the exiled prelates, and absolution of the King—John complains of the

barons and clergy to the Pope—Mission of Nicolas of Tusculum—Design of

the Pope as to the government of England—Confirmation of the charter of

surrender—whether a properly legislative act Y—A convocation: archbishop

Langton on the laws and liberties of England—Assemblies at Reading and

Wallingford—Papal dealings with the churches and henefices of England—

Protest of the archbishop and bishops—Dismissal of the protest, and ponti

fical decree of indemnity—Unjust distribution and dissatisfaction—Events

preparatory of Magna Charts—Popular and ecclesiastical complaints, how

answered by the Pcpe—Efiect of the reply, and the false promises of the

King—his shifts to withdraw the clergy from the common cause—Secessions

from the King's party—Magma Charta; its character—how treated by the

Pope-Cause of the anger of Innocent III.—his hatred of independent ac

tion—Contumacy of the barons—Justification of the King—Condemnation
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of Magna Oharta—Efiect of the papal manifesto upon the barons &c. of

England—Renewal of the civil war, and excommunication of the barons—

Fierce denunciation of the archbishop and the bishops of England—Arch

bishop Langton suspended—The Pope nominates the archbishop of York—

Advantage of king John at Rome—The citizens of London reject the inter

dict—The barons at disadvantage—Prince Louis of France prepares to invade

England; he is forbidden by the Pope—Reply of Rome to the rernonstrances

of the King and prince of France—Altercation—Prince Louie's explanation

to the Pope—Reply of Innocent IIL—Papal allegations—Counter-plans of

Louis—Respective character and merits of the arguments on both sides—

Excommunication of Louis, the barons, &c.—The King of France evades the

interdict—Langton at Rome—Robberies of the legate in England—Efiect of

the death of Innocent III.—Misfortunes and death of king John—Policy of

Innocent III. in England; its success—Accession of Henry III., and retire

ment of Louis of France.

No one among the predecessors of pope Innocent III.

had so thoroughly mastered the peculiar lo- Englandin

gic by which the religious ascendancy of the its relationto

Holy See might be metamorphosed into a poli- the pap'wy'

tical dominion equally comprehensive with the spiritual

powers claimed by the pontiffs, and practically admitted

by the princes, governments, and people of the Latin

world. The affairs of England in the reign of king

John afford a striking illustration of the peculiar mode

of dealing by which the religious authority might be

made to absorb the powers of princes and subjects, and

enable the pontifl' to divert all political action into the

channel most conducive to that territorial expansion

upon which Innocent III., more than any of his prede

cessors since the days of Gregory VII., was disposed to

build up the fabric of universal monarchy.

A few particulars regarding the earlier years of the

reign of John are necessary to introduce the remarkable

transactions between that prince and the Holy See, to

which the present chapter will be devoted.a

After the death of Richard the Lion-hearted his

brother John was raised to the vacant throne, Accession of .

in prejudice of the presumptive title of his Egg???

nephew, Arthur duke of Brittany, the only Andili.

'\ These incidents are so familiar to mary consistent with the perspicuity

the English reader, that we may con- of the narrative.

tent ourselves with the briefest sum
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son and heir of his elder brother Geoffrey Plantagenet.b

John was crowned at Westminster on the 27th of May

1199, in the presence of the prelates and barons of the

kingdom. Shortl before the death of Richard, a truce

for four years ha been concluded between him and his

wily antagonist king Philip (1].) Augustus of France.

This truce was sorely complained of by the staunch

allies of England and of the emperor Otto IV., the earls

of Flanders and Boulogne; and John was importuned

to set it aside, and interfere actively in the contest for

the imperial crown then pending in Germany. But it

seems that John was indebted to Otto in a sum of

mone bequeathed to him by‘ the will of Richard, and

the c aracter of the King makes it probable that the

unwelcome demand upon his purse inclined him rather

to seek his advantage with the court of France, than to

ay his debts, or to plunge into an expensive war for

the benefit of his creditor. Accordingly he had entered

into a treaty with Philip Augustus, upon occasion of

the projected marriage of his niece the princess Blanche

of Oastile with the prince Louis of France, by which he

obtained a favourable settlement of certain claims in

Normandy and in the Aquitanian dependencies of the

crown.c By this treaty, concluded at Andili on the

22d of May, John engaged to afford no aid either in

money or troops to his nephew Otto; a compact by

which the plans of the Pope in support of his client

were in a great degree deranged. Philip Augustus was

left at liberty to give his assistance to the counter

claimant Philip of Swabia; while Otto was deprived of

both a powerful ally, and of the sinews of war ex

pected from England.

1’ The succession of the kings of

England of the Norman and Planta

genet line was too irregular to draw

from it any rule or law of succession,

so as to enable us to pronounce the

accession of John a usurpation. Ac

cording to modern ideas the title of

Arthur of Brittany admits of no doubt;

but in his age greater stress was laid

upon personal caiacitg/ to govern than

at present. At t e death of his uncle

prince Arthur was a. boy of 14 years

of age; he was absent from the seat

of government; and John's claim as

next of kin to the deceased monarch,

his maturer age, and his presence in

the country, carried the day against

the title of a child and an alien.

° Regist. Imp. ep. 19, ap. Baluz. i.

p. 694; R09. Hoved. ap. Savil. p. 802;

Martene et Durand, Collect. Ampliss.

tom. i. p. 1017.
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But at that moment Innocent had too much on his

hands to resent his disappointment. Philip 05mm of

Augustus lay under the ban of the Church for kins John

his irregular divorce and remarriage; Philip of Swabia

was making head against the Pope’s client Otto IV.;

and the attention of Innocent was absorbed by the great

crusade then in preparation under the auspices of the

republic of Venice. The personal irregularities of king

John might indeed have called down upon him a similar

. visitation to that under which his brother of France was

suffering ;(1 but at the suggestion of Hubert archbishop

of Canterbury, the King had, by way of penance for this

and other delinquencies, consented to take the cross, and

to send a hundred knights to join the army at Venice,

engaging to maintain them for one whole year; and be

sides this to build a monastery for the Cistercian friars.

The Pope thought fit to be contented with these tokens of

contrition; but in commending his repentance betrayed

his suspicions of the King’s sincerit ,° and his apprehen

sions of some future backsliding, t at might call for a

severer rebuke. These sinister forebodings were speedily

verified. John, whose necessities or rapacity made no

difference between clergy and lait , had expelled the

bishop of Limoges, and sequestrate the temporalities of

his see. The Pope wrote to the King a letter of bitter

complaint and—as usual in his correspondence with

offending princes—of harsh admonition, commanding

him peremptorily to reinstate the bishop, and compen

sate him for his losses, or await the extreme penalties

due to his crime.f

King John, however, was hastening to bring his

punishment upon himself, and to save the Condemns“

Pope a world of trouble. He had already tion of king

alienated the barons of England by all those ‘133E232modes of extortion to which the feudal rela- peel-sin

tion and the inorganic state of the law afforded France‘

‘1 He had repudiated his first wife, betrothed to the Count de la Marche.

the daughter of the earl of Gloucester, ' See Epp. Ian. III. lib. v. ep. 19,

to marry Isabella, the daughter of the p. 620.

count of Angouléme, a lady already I Ibid. lib. v. ep. 66. p. 650.
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so many pretexts. They had refused to follow him

upon an expedition against the rebellious count de la

Marche,—the nobleman whom he had robbed of his

bride,——-until he should have confirmed their chartered

liberties! Deprived of the means of ruining the man

whom he had injured, he was compelled to abandon his

purpose; and the aggrieved baron carried his complaint

before the King and the court of his peers. The appeal

was heard in due form of law; and the king of Eng

land, as a vassal of the crown of France, was summoned

to appear before the court at Paris on a given day

to answer the complaint of his vassal the count de la

Marche. John, however, haughtily declined the juris

diction of the court, and was accordingly condenmed

for contumacy, and pronounced to ‘have forfeited both

the duchy of Normandy and all other territories held of

the crown of France. Philip Augustus had by this

time taken a just measure of king John’s incapacity for

government, and determined at all hazards to take ad

vantage of it. The treaty of Andili, as well as a still

more recent compact concluded by the two kings person

ally during a late visit of John to Paris, was set aside,

and Philip pronounced John a usurper of the kingdom

against the rightful claim of his nephew Arthur of Brit

tany.h But, indolent and voluptuous as he was, John

could be spurred into action when prompted by strong

passion. Arthur had been despatched into Poitou with

Captm of a strong escort of French chivalry, and had laid

prince siege to the castle of Mirabeau, where his aged

‘gxrgfl‘fgibanngf grandmother queen Eleonora had taken refuge,

king John and defended herself with virile courage and

from Ftame‘ endurance. King John hastened to raise the

siege, and was luck enough to attack the assailants by

surprise. Prince rthur himself, and with him the

greater part of the knights and barons of the army, fell

into the hands of the conqueror. The person of his

nephew and rival was now in his power; but in the

mean time the hosts of France and of the exasperated

Q

g In accordance with the charter of '' Roy. Horell. ap. Sarilc, p. 823.

Henry II.
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Bretons were closing upon him on every side. Deserted

by his English and Norman barons, he withdrew to

Rouen, and thence, without an attempt to make head

against the invaders, hastily embarked for England.

Upon his arrival all his wrath was poured out upon his

refractory barons and military tenants. All were in

difi'erently mulcted of one seventh of their moveables

for desertion of their military duty; and in collecting

the fines the King’s oflicers made little distinction be

tween lay and ecclesiastical property. Churches and

convents were plundered with impartial severity; a pro

ceeding by which the general disaffection was incalcu

lably increased, and every prospect of the national sup

port for ever forfeited.i

The policy of Innocent III. was deranged by the

rupture between the English and French kings. P0 1mm
His plan for uniting them in the prosecution ceiiizevindii

of the crusade fell to the ground; and he was fig???)fie“

doomed to suffer a rebuff at the hands of fere between

Philip of France, mortifying to his pride, and flll‘eimgsazggs

not without detriment to his authority. In. '

the course of the war, which terminated so disastrously

for the English king, the Pope had pertinaciously pressed

Philip to make peace or truce with his opponent. Dis

pleased with the peremptory tone of the papal legate,

Philip at length intimated that “he could not understand

by what right the spiritual power presumed to interfere in

the quarrels of kings and their vassals.” Innocent, how

ever, thought it necessary to set him right upon this

important point. “ N0 man of sound mind,” he said,

“can doubt that it is our office to judge of all matters

which may involve the salvation or damnation of souls:

and are not they worthy of damnation who foster dis

cord—who molest the ministers of religion—expose the

pittance of religious men to be plundered by robbers—

who persecute devout virgins, compelling them to apos

tatise from their vows, and driving them back into the

world they had renounced ?—men who shed human blood

without stint—who ruin the poor, and pauperise the

‘ xllatt. Paris, p. 176; Raynald, an. 1203, § 54, p. 163.
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wealthy? . . . What indeed if it be true that you and

king John of England have mutual injuries to complain

of? Does that make it less the duty of the Church to

inquire into the matter, and proceed according to the

Lord’s precept? For, hath He not said that ‘he who

refuseth to fear the church shall be unto men as an

heathen man and a publican’?j And again, it is said,

‘ Into whatever house you shall enter, you shall first say,

Peace be unto this house; and if the son of peace be

there, your peace shall rest upon him; but every one

who shall not receive you, nor hear your words, go ye

thence, and shake the dust from your feet for a testi

mony against them.’k Christ commands them to ‘go

out from that house ;’ that is, to thrust the inmates

out of ecclesiastical communion; signified by shaking the

dust from their feet; thereby also denouncing vengeance

against those who should not receive the word of peace;

so that they be done by as did Moses by the Egyptians,

when he scattered the ashes in the air, and brought boils

on all the land of Egypt.”1

This learned and ingenious exposition of Scripture

Mom of precept passed the comprehension of unlettered

Innocent I_II. princes; or if a glimpse of the Pope’s meaning

325332;‘); ever crossed their minds, it must have sug

Fmnce and gested some misgivings as to their own rela

England' tion to the Church and its chief not very flat

tering to their dignity, or very consistent with their

independence. It was strange doctrine to them, that

every disagreement between Christian sovereigns or

princes that might lead to a breach of the peace, at once

invested the pope of Home with the absolute right to

determine their movements and to settle their quarrels.

At all events Philip Augustus did not see his relations

to the Holy See in this light; and for this the Pope was

prepared to deal with him ‘as an heathen man and a

publican.’ He instructed his legate, the abbot of Casa

mario, to ‘shake the dust from his feet’—in other words,

to threaten the King with excommunication and inter

J Matt. xviii. 17. l Epp. Inn. III. lib. vi. ap. Raynald.

‘‘ Luke x. 5. an. 1203, p. 163.
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dict if he should refuse to hear the complaints of king

John, and agree to a truce for that purpose. The legate,

however, was instructed not to ground his interposition

upon any purely political causes of difference, but to

insist solely upon the sin committed by Philip in refusing

terms of pacification with his adversary; a sin by which

he brought himself ‘beyond all doubt’ within the juris

diction of the Holy See. But the mind of Philip was

strangely insensible to the religious basis uppn which

the Pope was disposed to rest the question. e under

stood clearly enough that the reasoning of the Pope

went a long way to deprive him of the power to enforce

the prerogative of his crown against his refractory vas

sals. He therefore satisfied himself in his reply with a

long enumeration of the outrages committed by John

against church and state; his breach of allegiance to his

superior lord, by declining the jurisdiction of his peers

&c. ; by which offences he had incurred a legal for

feiture of all his fiefs. Innocent, for once, felt the difli

culty of convicting the King of the sin upon which he

relied to give him jurisdiction in the cause; and under

the notion that he could make a deeper impression upon

John, he exhorted the latter not to esteem it a disgrace

to submit to the reparation of the wrongs he had com

mitted, nor refuse to do due homage to his superior lord

for his lands; for although he was at all times ready to

do him justice, yet it could only be after he had himself

done justice to those whom he had wronged.In

The perpetuation of the war between England and

France was, in every view of it, disappointing Polio of the
to the hopes and projects of the Pope. s Popeyunder

long as it lasted no aid to his client and de- 11?;3:15:15;
pendent Otto IV. of Germany could be ex- p0 '

pected. The Pope had taken serious alarm'at the rapid

advances of heresy in the Latin world, and foresaw that

he would have need of every help which the united en

thusiasm of princes and people could supply for its sup

pression. In the actual relations between the two king

doms the prospect of a joint crusade must be abandoned.

"' Epp. Inn. III. lib. vi. ep. 165, 166, up. Raynald. an. 1203, § 57, p. 164.
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These unholy divisions stood at the threshold of all his

projects, whether directed to the welfare of Christendom

or the aggrandisement ofthe Holy See—ideas inseparably

connected in his own mind. The prospect of persuading

Philip Augustus to forego the advantages which the in

solence, indolence, and pusillanimity of John had thrown

into his hands was faint indeed; and the ruthless mur

der of prince Arthur, perpetrated in the beginning of

the year 1203, must have led the Pope to the conclusion

that considerations of humanity or conscience could not

be counted upon in dealing with the king of England;

and that motives of personal interest or abject fear were

the only ones by which he might be won or subdued to

his purposes. But upon these sentiments—base as they

were—pope Innocent relied with no little confidence. He

might perhaps calculate that a sense of weakness would

render king John pliant to a friendly interposition in his

favour; yet if he should disappoint that expectation, the

ambition of the French king might be brought into play

to break his spirit. In either case, a successful result

could not, under the skilful management of the Pope,

fail to attend the resolute and consequential exercise of

the pontifical powers.

But these difficulties had operated not so much to

Pa “1 deg, Bthwart as to change the direction of the papal
.gmt tghl; plans. The combinations required for his ulti

ghurfh (‘if mate designs were now to be brought about by

ng an . . . .

different means, the most important of which

was the reduction of the kingdom and church of Eng

- land to that state of subordination, for which the court

of Rome had hitherto striven in vain. It was too well

known there that the so-called “ pravae consuetudines”—

a phrase by which the Constitutions of Clarendon were

always designated—had, notwithstanding the solemn re

nunciation of king Henry II.,“ never lost their hold upon

the public mind. The principal provisions of that statute

purported that archbishops and bishops, holding their

sees by tenure of barony, and being tenants in capite of

the King, and responsible to his great council, of which

" Conf. Book XII. 0. vii. p. 265. '
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they were members like all other barons, could not be

seated without the license of the crown. By a second

and no less importantproviso, it had been enacted that

clerical criminals, and all suits between clerks and lay

men, should be determined, in the former case by the

criminal courts of the kingdom, and in the latter by a

preliminary lay inquisition as to the proper tribunal,

and ultimately—~according as the finding of the inquest

might be one way or the other—either by the ecclesi

astical court, or by a mixed commission of both judi

catures. And thus the biographer of Innocent III.

bewails the continuance of this state of things in Eng

land: “Although,” he says, “the blessed archbishop

Thomas had laid down his life for the liberties of the

Church, his precious blood-shedding had hitherto pro

duced no benefit for that object; for through the inso

lence of the kings, the church of England had been re

duced to abject servitude, so that the apostolical man

dates were there regarded as of no moment, and the

election of the bishops could never be performed with

freedom; not to speak of many other abuses.”°

It does not, in fact, appear that either Richard I. or

John were conscious that they were bound by Home and

other laws or customs than those which had the Constitu

regulated the conduct of their predecessors. fin

The Constitutions of Clarendon did no more '

than dmlare those customs by legislative authority.

Henry II. might indeed renounce for himself the ex

ercise of the prerogative thus defined; but he could not

strike it out either of the memory of the people or the

records of the kingdom. But Innocent took no account

of any intermediate authority between himself and the

princes or governments with whom it pleased him to

treat. He regarded the renunciation of Henry II. as

equally conclusive upon him, his successors, and his peo

ple. To the Pope the Constitutions of Clarendon had no

existence except as execrable abuses, which it behoved

him on all occasions to denounce and condemn. In this

spirit he had more than once desired Hubert archbishop

° Gesta, &c. § cxxxi. p. 82.
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of Canterbury to remonstrate against the intermeddling

of the King with the episcopal elections ;P but more es

pecially against the iniquitous practice of citing spiritual

persons before the temporal courts; a proceeding he never

failed to describe as a reduction of the church under ser

vitude to the world.q It is probably thus that John was

regarded as a more flagrant offender in both respects

than any of his predecessors. He had only lately ele

vated his favourite Geoffrey Des Roches, by his own

mere authority, to the bishopric ofWinchester. Geoffrey

was more of a soldier than a priest; and was generally

regarded as a person unfitted for any sacred duty.‘ But

he took the right course to secure his seat. Travelling

as fast as horses could carry him and his money-bags,

he hastened to throw himself at the feet of the Pope;

and by this timely submission, and a liberal distribution

of the funds with which he had supplied himself, suc—

ceeded not only in overcoming the scruples of the curia,

but in procuring confirmation and consecration by the

hand of the pontiff himself.r

The case of Geofirey of Winchester afforded no very

Death of favourable opportunity to dispute the preroga

$322513’, tive of the crown. The new bishop had taken

statepf par- care that his elevation should appear as the act

“5' of the Pope rather than that of the King; and

thus the delicate question of prerogative was evaded.

But soon afterwards an occasion presented itself which

raised the question in the fullest force. On the 13th of

July 1205, archbishop Hubert of Canterbury died; and

the election of a successor gave occasion to a conflict of

claims, of which there had been hitherto no instance in

the Anglican church. ‘ The King, who of late had sus

pected Hubert ofa treasonable connexion with his enemy

Philip Augustus, was glad of the opportunity to appoint

an archbishop more to his mind; and had already fixed

upon John de Grey bishop of Norwich for the primacy.

The canons regular of the monastery of Christchurch at

Canterbury had up to a recent period exercised the right,

P E1217. Imt. III. lib. viii. ep. 5, ap. I ‘1 Ibid. ep. 162; Raynald. ubi sup.

Raynald. an. 1205, § 61, p. 228. f M. Paris, an. 1204, p. 178.
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subject to the royal approval, of electing the primate of

all England. But upon occasion of the three last va

cancies the sufl-‘ragan bishops of the province had claimed

a consultative vote in the election, in conjunction with

the canons, though, in like manner, subject to the royal

assent. To this participation the canons had reluctantly

submitted, and determined to seize the present oppor

tunity to rid themselves of this obnoxious intrusion upon

their ancient right. The subsisting understanding be

tween the King and the comprovincial bishops took

away every chance of excluding the latter from their

share in the election, and the monks resorted to strata

gem to interrupt the continuity of the precedent.

The consent of the crown could not be asked without

betraying their purpose; accordingly at mid- Stmmgem of

night of the 13th to the 14th of July 1205, the monks of

a majority of the canons, consisting mostly of Canterbury‘

the junior members, assembled in chapter, and hastily

elected their sub-prior Reginald—a person of no note—

rather with a view to raise the question of right than

from any special predilection for the person chosen.

Despatch and secrecy were of the utmost importance;

and Reginald, furnished with every necessary document

to verify his new position, was sent off to Rome under

the strictest injunctions to hasten his journey, and to

maintain the closest secrecy as to the object of his mis

sion, until he should have obtained the pontifical confir

mation. But unfortunately for the success of the scheme -

Reginald, when he landed on the Continent, could not

resist the temptation to parade his new dignity in the

eyes of the world. He publicly announced his elec

tion, and even exhibited his testimonials. The re rt,

of course, soon reached the ears of the King an his

bishops, and enabled them to take all necessary steps

to defeat the intrigue, and put the Pope upon his

guard.‘

Each of the parties—King, bisho s, and canons—had

now its own special object to carry t ough. The King

' M. Paris, pp. 183-185; Raynald. an. 1205.
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counted upon seating his favourite, the bishop of Nor

wich; the bishops were bent upon establishing their

The King right to participate in the election; and the

and the can- canons were as little disposed as ever to admit

the claim. But, disgusted with the miserable

the bishpp of incapacity of the puppet they had set up, and

Norwwh' in the hope of drawing the election exclusively

to themselves, they humbly solicited the permission ofthe

King to elect a primate. John, who thus found himself

master of the election, granted the petition, and pre

sented to them the bishop of Norwich as the object of

his choice. Without further consulting the sufi'ragans,

the bishop was, according to ancient form, elected in the

presence of the King, and was by him invested with the

temporalities of the see of Canterbury. Letters were in

all haste despatched to Rome to announce the election

to the Pope, and to protest against the clandestine pro

ceeding by which it had been attempted to defeat the

King’s prerogative and to set aside the votes of the

older and sounder members of the chapter.

Meanwhile the presumptive primate Reginald and

Proceedings the deputation of the monks had arrived in

of the parties Rome, and preferred their petition for the

'“ Rmne' apal confirmation. But Innocent, who was

not in the habit of despatching business of importance

without due deliberation and inquiry, civilly informed

the deputation that “no final steps could be taken in

their business until the Holy See should be furnished

with further and fuller information.” It appears, how

ever, that they had succeeded in making an impression

on the mind of the Pope upon one important object of

their mission; and a strong intimation was conveyed to

the suifragans of the province that it would be no easy

matter to them to make good their pretensions against

the prescriptive rights of the chapter. When, however,

the envoys of the King and the canons arrived, intro

ducing the bishop of Norwich to the Pope as the legiti

mate archbishop, the representation of all the parties to

the suit appears to have been complete; and the case as

between the .King and the bishop of Norwich on the one
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part, and the pretender Reginald on the other, was in a

state for hearing and final decision.

The suffragans of the province of Canterbury had in

substance received their answer; and Innocent The P0 9 d8

professed to give an impartial hearing to the clarestliesee

parties actually before him. The first to be bflf 032:3)‘,

heard were the sub-prior Reginald and his ry '

friends. Their claim was resisted by the King’s advo

cates upon the ground of the clandestine character of the

election; and specially because it was made without the

consent of the King, and against the sense of the better

and sounder part of the chapter; and the prayed that

it be set aside in favour of an election ma e in open da

and with the requisite approbation. They concluded:

therefore, by moving the pontiff to confirm the bishop

of Norwich in the primacy of England. The party of

Reginald might despair of carrying the papal decision

in favour of their candidate; but they might still defeat

the pretensions of the bishop of Norwich. To that end

they objected that, whatever may have been the defects

of the prior election, it was, at all events, a prima facie

election, which must be canonically disposed of before

any subsequent election could take place: before then

there was, in fact, no vacancy; and consequently any

subsequent proceeding of that kind must be absolutely

void: this defect in his title, they contended, put the

bishop of Norwich out of court: and having thus dis

posed of his case, the sub-prior Reginald became entitled

to the judgment of the Pope. The objection was, in

truth, fatal to the claim of the bishop; but the inference

in favour of his opponent was by no means so obvious

to the mind of Innocent. At the same time he was not

slow to perceive that the plea might be made to throw

the election into his own hands. The defects of Regi

nald’s case were too apparent to afford him a chance of

success as long as an alternative could be found. The

subsequent act of the canons might be construed to have

annulled the earlier proceeding; and thus the ground

would be struck from under the feet of their sub-prior.t

‘ At least so it might be in an age little accustomed to the refinements of
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It was, however, not quite apparent whether the rejec

tion of Reginald must not draw after it the recognition

of the bishop of Norwich’s title; but the Pope laid hold

of the objection raised by the partizans of his adversary,

to pronounce both elections void, and to declare the see

of Canterbury vacant.

But a simple declaration of vacancy would not have

answered the Pope’s purpose. It would, in

fact, have left every material question in the

cause undecided. The Holy See had a long

5:21:23)? account to settle with the government and

into his 0:15;. church of England. He therefore determined

hands" to seize this opportunity to bring the hitherto

ambiguous relations between Rome and England to a

definite conclusion; and, by the most unsparing use of

the pontifical powers, to place himself, if possible, at the

head of that refractory and unmanageable church. He

knew that the Norman kings of England had always

chosen their own bishops, and that since then no valid

election was even possible without the previous consent

of the sovereign. The intent of pope Innocent was to

divest the crown of this obnoxious prerogative; and for

that purpose he resorted to the ordinary shifts of pon

tifical tactics. He protracted negotiations: he spoke

and wrote in a sense which conveyed no definite idea

of the way he intended to act: the parties were led to

believe that he was intent solely upon settling their

respective rights; while he was making himself a party

to the dispute, and taking advantage of his position as

judge to turn them to his own profit. In the case

Innocent

takes the

election of

the arch

elected their sub-prior Reginald: the

time for the proceeding was chosen

with a view to prevent illegal and

uncanonical interruption, and was in

itself a matter of indifierence: it was,

legal reasoning, familiar to a more ad

vanced stage of civilisation. It might,

we should say, have occurred to the

advocates of Reginald to contend that

the mode of his election made no dif

ference in the case. The Pope had re

pelled the claim of the sufiragans to

form part of the electoral body; and

certainly he would not incline to ad

mit the demand of the King; there

would, therefore, remain no one but

the chapter to act in the matter: now

the chapter, or a majority of that body,

had met, and, in the exercise of their

ancient and acknowledged right, had

therefore, too late now for the chapter

to repudiate their own deliberate act;

so as, consistently with canonical rule,

to proceed to a second election: that

election being a mere nullity, there was

now, on their part, nothing to appeal

against; and Reginald was entitled to

confirmation, as if there had been no

appeal at all.
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before him he accordingly decreed that the claim'of the

comprovincial bishops was unwarranted: that the right

to elect the primate was vested exclusively in the

canons-regular of Canterbury: that the election of the

bishop of Norwich pending a prior election, however

irregular, was void: that the election of Reginald was

no less objectionable on the score of secrecy and undue

precipitancy: and that by all these deficiencies a proper

legal vacancy had occurred, which it was the duty of

the Holy See canonically to fill up.

This last clause of the award fully disclosed the

Pope’s purpose. It might have been supposed Election of

that the canons would be sent back to their cardinal

monastery, to make an independent choice, Langt‘m'

free from the interference of the King or the sufl’ragans.

This, however, was by no means the intent of Innocent.

The monks of Canterbur were ordered to send fif

teen of their number to lgome, to receive their direc

tions from the Pope. In due time the canons appeared;

but do not seem to have brought with them any in

structions from the chapter as to the object of their

journey, or how they were to act with reference to the

King or their own body. Twelve out of the fifteen lay

under an oath to king John not to elect any one but

the bishop of Norwich. But the Pope ordered them to

constitute themselves in chapter, and presented to them

his friend Stephen Langton, cardinal priest of St. Ch -

sogonus, as a fit person to fill the vacant chair. T e

monks, however, timidly objected that they had no

power to form a chapter; that they had come simply

to defend the rights of their monastery; and that they

were not competent to elect an archbishop without

the previous consent of the King. Innocent, however,

silenced their objections by constituting them a chapter

by “the authority of God and the Apostolic See.” As

to the royal assent, he assured them that in all elections

made in thepresence of the Pope, the concurrence of secular

princes was never waited for. He therefore commanded

them, by their duty of obedience and on pain of excom

munication and anathema, to proceed to elect Langton

voL. v. QQ
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as their archbishop. Overcome by this awful menace,

the monks, “with many misgivings and murmurings,

and sorel against their inclinations,” proceeded to elect

cardinal Eangton rather than brave the terrible penalty

which they well knew would attend further resistance.

To the vehement remonstrance put in on behalf of the

King and the bishop of Norwich, the Pope did not think

fit to reply; and on the 17th of June 1207 he, with

his own hand, consecrated Stephen Langton, at Viterbo,

archbishop of Canterbury.

The elevation of Langton to the primacy of England

Character of can be justified only upon the principle that

the papal the power of Christ’s vicar upon earth is

$31,193:: limited by no laws, nor governed by any con

tion of sideration but the indefinite largeness of his

Langton‘ own spiritual and temporal dominion. In the

perusal of the works of Innocent III. we meet with fre-

uent mention of “sacred laws,” “rules,” “ decrees,”

and “Constitutions of the Fathers;” yet we do not

remember an instance in which he quotes, either ver

batim or by distinct reference, a scrap of ecclesiastical

or even of decretal law. We believe that if the reper

tories of canon-law were thoroughly searched, it would

be impossible to hit upon a justification for the proceed

ing of the Pope in the case before us. The alleged

custom or rule, that “when an election takes place in

Rome the assent of princes or patrons is not to be

waited for,” is a pure fiction. By the general law of

the church, the election of a bishop, but more especially

of a metropolitan bishop, out of his own diocese or

province, and without the consent of the comprovincial

bishops, is contrary to the earliest enactments of church

legislation; and even upon the supposition that, by the

appeal of the parties, the Pope was at liberty to declare

a vacancy, there could, after determining the rights of

the parties, be no plea for depriving them of the exercise

of those rights, and taking it wholly into his own hands.

It is probable that upon these grounds the scruples of

the monks of Canterbury were found too strong to be

overcome by any motives but those of intimidation.
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Granting that in many respects the choice of Langton

was judicious, yet he was not their choice: the chapter

was never legally constituted; the candidate proposed

could be known to them only by reputation; every step

in the Pope’s proceeding was a shock to the usages of

their church; they felt that they had no authority from

their own body to elect a primate; and that no such

authority, according to the uniform usage of England,

was available without the King’s consent to its exercise.

Perhaps it did not escape their observation that the rule

alleged by Innocent might be extended to an absolute

nomination to all ecclesiastical office, since the Holy

See was constructively present wherever there happened

to be a legate a latere,—that is, in every part of the

Latin world.

But Innocent III. was much less solicitous to set

himself right in the eyes of that world than The King

to put his adversaries in the wrong. And inthis process he generall found his game ready- Canterbury,

made to his hand. is adversaries for the 5“

most part hastened to afford him the advantage he most

desired. In the case before us, the frantic folly of king

John was his best ally. On their return the monks of

Canterbury were impeached of high-treason: they had

received the King’s money to plead the cause of the

bishop of Norwich, and had not only thrown him over,

but had elected the King’s enemy, one of whom he

knew nothing but that he had been high in favour at

the court of his bitter foe, the king of France.u Two

of the King’s ruffians" were instantly despatched with a

troop of horse to drive the monks out of the country,

and, in case of resistance, to put them to death. The

King’s officers executed their orders in the temper in

which the were dictated. They broke into the mon

astery with drawn swords; the prior and monks were

ordered to get out of the kingdom as fast as their legs

could carry them; and threatened, if they resisted or

‘1 Langton had been lord-rector of and raised to the dignity of cardinal.

the university of Paris, but had been ' Fulk de Cantelou and Henry of

removed from that high ofiice to Rome, Comhill.
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delayed, to see their monastery set on fire, and them~

selves thrust back into the flames. The monks saved

them and their master from the guilt of sacrilege and

murder: they fled the country as fast as their means

ermitted, and took refuge among their brethren in

landers, where they were hospitably entertained. By

the King’s orders, the monks of the order of St. Augus

tin of Canterbury were installed in the vacant monastery,

and the estate of the see and the chapter were seques

trated to the use of the crown.

Towards the Pope himself king John indulged in

King John the language best adapted to sting the proud

angers the and passionate pontiff to the quick. He ac

P°Pe' cused him of openly playing into the hands

of his enemies—of promoting a notoriously disaffected

stranger to the primacy of the realm—of exhausting

the kingdom of its wealth, and requiting his generosity

with the basest ingratitude:w he vowed that he would

not abate one jot or tittle from the prerogative of his

crown: that he would never accept Stephen Langton

as primate, nor desist from maintaining the right of

the bishop of Norwich; neither would he permit a

foreigner and an enemy to set foot within the realm.

To this vehement and insulting protest the Pope

Innocent replied that the King’s objections to the elec

claims “the tion of Langton were both false and frivolous.

Plm'tmwf It was, he said, untrue that John knew no

iifewginfrvcii thing ofLangton; that prelate, in fact, enjoyed

fig???" a world-wide reputation for learning and piety:

' it was equally untrue that the Archbishop.

was the King’s enemy; for that John himself had stood

in friendly correspondence with him since his elevation

to the dignity of cardinal, and had even invited him to

visit his court: it was equally untrue that the King’s

‘' “ He (the Pope)," said John, “had nary mistake of princes, that any reci

drawn greater treasures from the king‘ procity of obligation could subsist be

dom of England than from any coun

try in Europe north of the Alps.”

There was good ground for this re

proach, if regarded in a secular point

of view. But this was only the ordi

tween the pontiff of the Holy See and

themselves. See an instance of the

mode of proceeding of the apostolic

legates in that of John of Ferentino in

England, apud 11!. Paris, p. 179.
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consent had not been asked; for, although it was con

trary to ecclesiastical usage to await the consent of

princes when an election took place in the presence of

the Holy See, yet that two monks had been sent to

convey the pontifical request for his sanction to the

election; but that they had been wilfully detained at

Dover, and had thus been prevented from performing

their duty. “ Now we,” the Pope continued, “who have

the plenitude ofpower over the church of Canterbury, hav

ing for this once condescended to request the royal

sanction to our choice, did not deem it expedient to ask

the same favour a second time; . . . we therefore deter

mined to act as directed by the canonical rules of the holy

fathers, framed for the express purpose ofpreventing any

delays or difficulties in the ecclesiastical’ administration,

lest the Lord’s flock should remain without a pastor.”x

——“ There had therefore,” he continues, “ been a proper

canonical election, from which he could not, without

loss of reputation and a great shock to his own con

science,y withhold his sanction: let the King, therefore,

abstain from taking arms against God and His Church

that Church for which the glorious pontiff and martyr

Thomas had so recently shed his blood: let him no

longer stand up for those vicious customsz which both

his father and his brother had solemnly renounced in

the hands of the legate of the Holy See.”a

Not many months after the sequestration of the

church and chapter-lands of the see of Can- England

 

terbury. pope Innocent Sent by the hands of laidundei

the bishops of London, Winchester, and Ely a mmdwt'

1‘ The most charitable construction

we can put upon this declaration of

right is, that whenever, by reason of a

division among the electors, or of op

position from the secular powers, any

difficulty or impediment is thrown in

the way of filling a vacant see, the

Pope may of his own authority take

the election into his own hands. As

usual, he affords us no clue to the par

ticular “canonical rule” upon which

he grounds his pretensions. But this

is much too partial an exposition to

meet the terms used in relation to

the see of Canterbury. The pontift's

of Rome affected to regard that see

as a pa ml foundation, and therefore

claime an absolute right of patron

age. We believe this to be the mean

ing of the Pope in afiirming that he

had “the plenitude ofpower over the

church of Lunterbm-y."

Y suppressing, however, the fact that

there had been no real election ; Lang

ton having been simply the nominee

of the Pope.

* The Constitutions of Clarendon.

“ This letter is dated in the twelfth

year of the pontificate, A.D. 1209.
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message to the King, threatening the kingdom with an

interdict unless the church-estates were instantly re

leased, the new Archbishop admitted, and the monks

restored to their monastery and property; intimating at

the same time that he had worse things in store for him

ifhe should prove refractory. When the bishops delivered

their message, the King’s anger broke out in “wild

oaths and blasphemies against the Pope and his car

dinals. He swore by ‘God’s teeth’ that if either Pope

or prelate presumed to lay the kingdom under interdict,

he would pack off every rascal priest out of the king

dom, and send him to the keeping ofthe Pope at Rome:

moreover, if after that any Roman emissary should be

found in his realms, he would pack them off without

eyes, ears, or Iioses, to be scarecrows to all nations.”

Driven with disgrace from the King’s presence, the

bishops without loss of time published the interdict

throughout the kingdom,b and made all haste to place

themselves out of the reach of the vindictive tyrant.

In a moment all divine oflices, excepting confession,

the service for the dying, and the rite ofbaptism, ceased

simultaneously throughout the kingdom; the bodies of

the deceased lay unburied, or were “carried away out

of the towns and villages and interred in crossroads and

.ditches like dogs.” John retaliated this bitter injury

by confiscating the property of the superior clergy and

monasteries throughout England. Their stores, gra

naries, and household furniture were seized to the use

of the King; and the inhabitants were turned out of

doors with little more than the clothes on their backs.

The tenants of the churches were compelled to redeem

their private property at a heavy price; travelling

churchmen were robbed of their beasts; and the per

sons of the clergy generally put out of the protection of

the law. The vengeance of the King extended to the

relatives and connexions of the exiled bishops; these

persons were sought out, cast into prison, and their

estates and property confiscated.c

‘’ 0n the Monday of the Easter week = "While their brethren in England,"

of the year 1208 (23d of March). says M. Paris (p. 191), “ were suffering
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This state of things had lasted for nearly two years

before the next blow was delivered from Rome. sources of

In no respect is the contrast between the cha- pontifical

racter and policy of Innocent III. and those inélr‘llgegfdin

of his opponent more conspicuous than in the '

patience with which he watched the effect of the first

stroke before he raised his arm to deliver the next.

Between suspicions and fears, the loss of friends and

the popular discontents, the government of king John

had declined into an unmitigated tyranny. The re~

ligious privations of his subjects had made no impres

sion upon the obdurate heart of the selfish sensualist.

But every day that passed over his head added to the

growing disaffection of the barons, and drove them

—reluctantly indeed—into the arms of the papacy.

Nothing short of the intolerable vexations of the King

could have imparted the like power to the papal cen

sures in this country, they had been found to possess in

other parts of the world. The barons of England were

more closely united with the crown; the clergy of Eng

land were more intimately attached to their ecclesiastical

liberties and customs; and both barons and prelates

sympathised more cordially with the people than the

same classes in any continental state. There is every

reason to believe that Innocent III., with these indica

tions before him, would not have hazarded the last

perilous aggression if he had been opposed by a mode

rately firm and consistent government. But the errors,

the vices, or the misfortunes of rulers were in almost

all cases the best allies of the papacy. In the inscrut

able dispensations of Providence these evils were made

to compensate each other; and thus a clear path was

swept for the gradual advances of law and liberty,

which might have been altogether arrested by the deci

sive preponderance of either.

The circumstances above alluded to may account

for the delay of the last thunders of the Lateran. But

all these afflictions, the expat-tinted wolf coming, wereenjoying themselves

prelates, like faithless shepherds who in luxurious living abroad.”

desert their flocks when they see the
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now the honour and credit of the Holy See had become

Excommm involved in the issue of the struggle; and the

nication of three bishops of London, Winchester, and Ely

km‘; Mm‘ were directed to pronounce sentence of ex

communication and anathema against king John ofEng

land; and to cause the same to be published in all the

churches of the kingdom, on every Sunday, saint’s-day,

and holiday throughout the year; enjoining at the same

time upon the faithful to shun every kind of communi

cation with the King on pain of the like penalty. The

three bishops executed their commission from a safe

distance; but the prelates and clergy who had braved

the persecution, and remained at their posts, could not

be prevailed upon to undertake the perilous duty of

publishing the edict.‘1 The substance of it, however,

was speedily whispered abroad. The people did not

fail to sympathise with those conscientious churchmen

who declined to serve an excommunicated king. John

knew not whom to trust; and persecuted with unrelent

ing cruelty all whom he suspected of political or reli

gious disaflf‘ection.e The estates of Hugh, bishop-elect

of Lincoln, were sequestrated for accepting consecration

P t, from archbishop Lan ton in Normandy: the

$1?$2,111‘? extravagances of the 'ing, and the wants of

timigigf the his exchequer, impelled him to the most ir

g' regular and extortionate modes of filling his

empty coffers: the Jews were made to disgorge their

hoarded wealth by torture; large sums were squeezed

out of bishops, abbots, abbesses, priors, and the knights

of the military orders, either in the shape of redemption

money for their forfeited estates, or ransom from the

systematic pillagings of the King’s oflicers, sheriffs, and

bailifiF's.f The Jews fled the country to escape ruin

and penury. Barons, gentry, citizens fared little better.

*1 But whether from fear or reluct

ance to compromise the liberties of

the Anglican Church may be doubted.

° See the case of the archdeacon of

Norwich, one of the barons of the

king‘s exehequer, whom John tortured

to death for refusing to serve him after

the excommunication. Also, that of

the wife and son of William de Brausc,

ap. M. Paris, pp. 192, 193.

' By these means he is said to have

accumulated 100,0001. : to which sum

the White friars (Cistercians) of Eng

land contributed no less than 40,0001.

.1]. Paris, p. 193.
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Extravagant scutages and other illegal duties were levied

on the King’s vassals in chief and their subtenants on a

variety of pretexts. The King, goaded onwards by his

own furious‘ passions and the fiatteries of those who

hoped to profit by them, rushed madly on the road to

ruin; till the exhausted subject was prepared to embrace

the worst enemy of his country’s liberties as his only

friend.

Pope Innocent looked on patiently while the leaven

of disaifection was working in England. ' He Difficulties

could not be ignorant ofthe general discontentwhich deranged the habitual dispositions of the with the

people, and must shortly afford a favourable P°Pe'

opportunity for the last and fatal thrust of the spiritual

sword. In the year 1211 his legates, cardinal Pandulph

and brother Durand of the Temple, appeared in Eng

land, as usual in the ostensible character of peace

makers. Their first demand was the restoration of the

exiled bishops and clergy; a proposition which by this

time John was not disinclined to entertain. The next

demand, however, was, that not only the clergy but the

laity, who had been driven from the country to escape

his persecution, should be indemnified to the last penny

for all the losses they had sustained by the King’s de

predations. But the vast sums collected from church and

private estate were spent and gone; and there remained

behind a startling amount to be claimed for arrears, di

lapidations, and naked robberies. The Pope could not but

know that repayment in full of all the King’s extortions

must reduce the crown to indigence, and that assuredly

his subjects would lend no willing hand to enable him to

discharge the debt. It was equally clear that after six

years of indiscriminate pillage the mere operation of

estimating the indemnities to be paid must-be an em

barrassing task. The greed of the claimants, and the

reluctance of the grantees of the crown to part with

their ill-gotten gains, would render the settlement of

the account at best an arduous and perplexing un

dertakino" while at every stage of the process the vexa
o ,

tious interferences of Rome would tend to- keep the
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government in hot water, and encourage the restored

churchmen to raise their indemnities as much above

their actual losses as occasion, or their own ingenuity,

might suggest.

But besides all this, the mere contemplation of the

The King immense sums he was required to disgorge, at

reflrsesthe once stung the rapacious despot to the quick,

Pope 5 terms‘ and threw,him back into that state of impotent

rage to which he owed all his misfortunes. To the

demand of the indemnity he returned a harsh and

peremptory refusal; the legates departed in wrath, and

the Pope prepared to discharge the last arrow from the

spiritual quiver. Meanwhile archbishop Langton and

the proscribed clergy bestirred themselves to direct its

flight so that it should strike the heart oftheir oppressor.

In company with the bishops of Winchester and Ely, he

proceeded to Rome armed with a long catalogue of the

misdeeds of the King, and a petition to the Pope to

interpose on behalf of the perishing church of England.

A solemn congregation was held: the Pope prefaced the

proceedings by a long enumeration of the crimes of

the King against the Church and his own subjects: “ he

had ruthlessly plundered the sacred treasury: he had

reduced his nobility to indigence by his oppressions: he

had seized their children as hostages: he had abused

their wives and daughters: he had made every man of

condition and good repute in the kingdom his enemy.”

The truth of most, if not all, these articles of impeach

ment could not be questioned. The Pope had succeeded

in placing his adversary in the position to which he had

all along intended to reduce him. The treason of the

bishops was now their special merit; and upon the mo

De osifion tion of the pontiff it ‘was unanimously agreed

of kiiig John, that John king of England be deposedfrom the

royal crown and dignity; that his subjects be

toking absolved from their oaths of allegiance, and be

Plguhslzuiw at liberty to transfer them to a person worthier

' to fill the vacant throne. The execution of the

sentence was, in the same breath, delegated to Icing Philip

Augustus of France, the bitterest of John’s enemies, “ to
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the intent that he should, for the remission of his sins,

expel and drive out the said John from the kingdom,

and take possession thereof, to hold the same to himself

and his heirs as lawful king of England.” The subjects

of the late king were commanded to give all aid to the

French king in vindication of the injuries of the Catholic

Church; a crusade was proclaimed against the outcast,

and every indulgence and protection granted to those

who took up arms for the rescue of the Holy Sepulchre

was promised to all who should lend their services

against the enemy of God and His Church.

It is, however, improbable that the Pope should

have intendedto add another kingdom to the Astute W

crown of France. It was necessary indeed that licy of In

the parties should believe him in earnest; but nocent m‘

it was not certain that even the conquest of England by

Philip Augustus would have the effect of reducing the

prelacy of England to the submission required; or that

the king of France would be one whit more subservient

to the projects of the papacy against the church and

kingdom of England than John himself. The chances of

success which the insolent yet cowardly spirit of John

afforded were far more promising. Symptoms of vacil

lation and doubt in the mind of the latter. had not

escaped the diplomatic discernment of Pandulph and

his colleague. The commissioner was sent for, and the

design of Innocent was disclosed to him at a secret

interview previous to his departure for France. His

public instructions were to hasten the preparations of

Philip Augustus for the invasion of England; to raise

his hopes, and stimulate his ambition; but in effect to

carry matters no further than would be requisite to

reduce the mind of John to such a state of prostration

as might incline him to accept the Pope’s terms of ac

commodation; for which purpose the legate was sup

plied with a detailed programme of the conditions them

' selves, and the mode of laying them before the King.g

The interests of the Archbishop and his friends ran

at first on all fours with those of the Pope. They hoped

8 III. Pam's, p. 195.
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by putting the screw upon the King to regain their posi

tion at home, and to indemnif themselves for the losses

and sufferings sustained. ut here the correspond—

ence of plan ended. It was not probable that, after

the accomplishment of their purpose, the Pope would

find them more pliant instruments for his ulterior views

than their predecessors had been. Langton himself—

as was proved in the sequel—was not a person to sacri

fice the liberties of church or country to a slavish sense

of obligation to Home. And it was clear to the far

seeing glance of Innocent that, if he could master the

King and government of England, he would acquire

more effectual means of coercion—the only mode of go

vernment he thoroughly understood—than either the

king of France or the national prelacy would be inclined

to place in his hands.

But for the present both Pope and bishops thought

Helpless it necessary to manifest infinite zeal and ear

alarm of nestness in the prosecution ofthe common pur

kmg Mm‘ pose. The legates and the prelates solemnly

notified his call to the king of France, his clergy and

subjects. They placed in his hands a .formal commis

sion, directing him, by apostolical authority, and for the

remission of his sins, to invade England; to depose the

King, and place a more worthy person—himself, if it

should so please him—upon the throne. Blinded by

his passionate hatred of king John, Philip Augustus

had no suspicion of the contemplated treachery; or he

counted, if he had, by prompt action, upon reaping the

harvest sown by the Pope before the latter could be

prepared to gather it into his own garner. Not a mo

ment was therefore lost in collecting a numerous fleet

and army for the invasion of England. John meanwhile

had assembled a force in numbers at least equal, both in

men and ships, to that of his adversary. But soon the '

appalling conviction forced itself upon him that not a

man of them could be relied upon to prevent the land-'

ing of his enemy on the shores of England. The spirit

of the King underwent a sudden revolution; and he be

came as mean and maudlin as he had been proud and
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arrogant. This was the moment for the intervention

of the papal commissioner. He immediately sent two

military monks to the King at Dover, to bring home to

him the desperate state of his affairs. In a fit of un

reasoning alarm, the King sent them back to fetch over

Pandulph himself. The legate of course came Pandulph

prepared with all the facts and arguments most again in

likely to deepen the impression already made. England‘

He informed the King “that his sworn foe, the king of

France, was upon the point of invading England with a

great host and a powerful fleet; that it was his firm

purpose to thrust him (John) from his throne for rebel

lion against the Church, and, by the authority of the

- Holy See, to place the crown upon his own head as his

rightful heritage: that the king of France would be ac

companied by the archbishop, bishops, and clergy, whom

he (John) had evicted, with intent to take back by force

of arms their sequestrated lands and chattels, and to

transfer their allegiance to the king of France: that the

latter was in possession of written assurances of sup

port from all the principal nobility of England, after

which he could entertain no reasonable doubt of suc

cess: now, in this desperate state of his affairs, what

alternative,” he asked, “had the King but by suitable

penance to propitiate the Lord he had offended, through

His ministers and servants? If, then, such was his

intent, his first step must be to give satisfactory secu

rity to obey the judgment of the Church, and by the

merciful interposition of the Holy See to recover the

kin dom he had forfeited by his crimes.”

ing John was a moral—if not a physical—coward.

It was obviously too late to attempt to awaken Termsof re.

the spirit of the nation against the foreign Zig‘t’eigailil‘an

yoke in preparation for them. It was equally accepted by

clear that he had no means of counteracting king ‘Mm'

the intrigues of his own rebellious vassals. His long

seclusion from those rites upon which his church taught

him to repose his hopes of salvation, and the appre

hension skilfully insinuated that his present dangers

and difficulties were a visible judgment in punishment
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for his disobedience to the commands of the God

man at Rome, kindled a passion of terror in his mind

which bereft him of all self-possession. In this miser

able state of trepidation he threw himself and his king

dom into the hands of the papal commissioner without

reserve. As a test of his conversion a preliminary oath

was tendered and taken, pledging him uncondition

ally to obey the commands of the Pope as to all the

matters for which he had incurred the sentence of

excommunication. Sixteen of the barons of his court

took the like oath as his warrantorsl1 At a secret in

terview Pandulph now produced the programme of the

conditions, upon the full performance of which the King

might hope for the grace of absolution. These condi—

tions comprised: 1st, the absolute reinstatement of all

the exiled prelates and clergy in all their dignities and

possessions, with oblivion of the past and full security

for the future; 2d, the unreserved surrender into the

hands of the pontifi' of all right ofpatronage in respect of

prelacies and other benefices in the church of England; 3d,

full restitution, indemnity, and compensation to the exiled

clergy and laity for all losses sustained in the service of

the Church during the late persecution; with the imme

diate payment of a sum of 8000l., as a first instalment of

the indemnity, to be paid down on the nail to the arch

bishop, the bishops of London, Winchester, Ely, Bath, and

Lincoln, and the monks of Canterbury; 4th, the reversal

of all outlawries against persons engaged in the service

of the Church during the same period; 5th, the absolute

reservation to the sole arbitrament of the Pope or his

legates of all disputes that might arise in the amount

and apportionment of the compensations to be made.

But though the fulfilment of these preliminary con

The King ditions might entitle him to absolution, it

would give the King no claim to the protection

kingdoms to of the Holy See against the dangers which

‘he P°Pe- beset him; his enemies would still be bound,

'‘ These “conjuratores” swore to their best of their ability to hold him to his

belief in the sincerity of their prin- promises.

cipal, and obliged themselves to the
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under the pontifical ordinance, to invade the kingdom

and drive him from the throne; there was but one mode

of saving himself and his crown. Pandulph was by this

time assured that there was no depth of ignominy to

which king John was not prepared to descend to elude

the natural consequences of his own follies and vices.

And in this spirit John yielded to the perpetration of

an act of treason against his crown and people which

has rendered his name a byword of contempt to all pos

terity. On the 15th of May, in the fourteenth year of

his reign, at the house of the Templars, not far from

Dover, he solemnly surrendered the crowns of England

and Ireland into the hands of the Pope’s minister, in

token of the delivery of the fee of those kingdoms to

the Holy See, he (the King) receiving them back as the

sworn vassal of Rome; in confirmation of which resig

nation and surrender the King executed and published

the following charter:

“ We John, king of England, do hereby acknowledge

and publish to all men, and do by this our Cham, of

charter make known that, inasmuch as we have surrender

in many things grievously offended against God and our

holy mother the Church, and have therefore pressing need

of the divine mercy; and whereas we have no means of

making due satisfaction to God and His Church other

wise than by devoutly humbling ourselves and our realms

before Him; we, with intent so to humble ourselves,

and in imitation of Him who humbled Himself even unto

the death of the cross for our sakes; being moreover

moved thereunto by the Holy Spirit, and wholly uninfiu

enced by the fear of the interdict or any human motive,

but entirely of our own free will and pleasure, do hereby,

and by an with the common counsel and advice of our

barons here present, for the remission of our sins and

those of our ancestors and relatives dead or alive, re

sign and freely make over to God and the holy apostles

Peter and Paul the whole and ever part of the king

doms of England and Ireland, wit all their several

rights and appurtenances; we receiving back, and hence

forth holding the same kingdoms of and from the said
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Holy See, and the Pope of Rome as his sworn vassal: in

testimony of which premises we have, in the presence of

the'learned Pandulph, subdeacon and envoyi of our lord

the Pope, sworn and done liege homage unto our lord

pope Innocent and his Catholic successors, in like man

ner and to the same intent as we should do if we were

now in the bodily presence of our said lord: and in fur

ther testimony of this our perpetual obligation, we will

and determine that—exclusively of Peter’s pence—there

be set apart from the revenues of the kingdom the sum

of 1000 marks sterling, in lieu of all custom and service

which we have bound ourselves to render unto the said

Holy See, to wit, 700 marks for the kingdom of England,

and 300 marks for the kingdom of Ireland, to be paid in

two half-yearly payments, &c.; saving, however, to our

selves all our jurisdictions, liberties, and regalia: which

things we do for ourselves and our successors hereby

establish and confirm; in such wise that if either we or

they shall gainsay or infringe this charter, any such oppo

nent or gainsayer shall forfeit all right and title to the

kingdom, except, after due admonition, he shall repent.”-i

After this unqualified success, Pandulph hastily ga

Innocent thered up his charter and his money-bags, and

deceivesthe hurried to rejoin the exiled prelates in Nor

Frgéi‘fnd mandy, to communicate the tidings of their

cougtetrlge restoration, and to divide the money among

$3355“ of them.k Hastening then to the camp of king

England- Philip Augustus, and finding the army on

the point of embarkation for England, he coolly in

formed the King that there was now no further occasion

for his services; and that in fact any attempt to in

vade the kingdom, or to anno the king of England,

must be highly offensive to t e Holy See, inasmuch

‘ Pandulph was not strictly a legate

of the Holy See. He was originally

accredited only to the king of France;

his mission to England was rather inci

dental and discretionary, and not in the

ordinary legatine character.

J After the king’s signature the docu

ment was witnessed by the archbishop

of Dublin, the bishop of Norwich, eight

earls, and three barons. Epp. Inn. III.

lib. xvi. nos. 76, 77, p. 785, dated 13th

and 15th of May 1213.

k The archbishop of Canterbury re

ceived 2,5001. out of the 80001.; the

bishop of Ely got 1,0501, four bishops

7501. each, and the monks of Canter

bury 10001. What became of the re

sidue of 4501. is not said.
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as that kingdom was now part and parcel of the patri

mony ofthe Church: it was therefore his duty to dismiss

his army, and himself to return home in peace. The

discovery that he had been egregiously duped by the

Pope naturally raised _a storm ofindignation in the breast

of king Philip: he had, he said, been drawn into enor

mous expense; he had called forth the whole strength

of his dominions, under the delusive promise of a king

dom and the remission of his sins: all this he had done

at the command of the Pope, and under his express

sanction. But this remonstrance met with no other re

sponse than a repetition of the order to desist from hos

tilities against the vassal of the Holy See. Philip swore

that, rather than incur this heavy loss for nothing, he

would do without the Pope. The Pope, however, found

that he could now do without the King. Philip thought

better of it, and determined to turn his arms—in the

first instance at least—against his revolted vassal, earl

Ferrand of Flanders. John was delivered from the

present danger of invasion, and found himself at liberty

to indulge his resentments against his disaffected subjects

under the wing of the Church.

Looking at this transaction in all its aspects, the

shame and the reproach, we think, may be Chamom

fairly distributed among all who took inte- ‘:0

rest or part in it. Assuredly the Pope and affected all

the kings of England and France claim the Parties'

greater share. But the constituency of the kingdom—

barons, vassals, and, probably also, people—must bear

their part. As to king John, it is needless here to re

hearse the concurring judgment of his own and all sub

sequent ages. He was precisely the kind of tool the

see of Rome had hitherto found most serviceable in the

building up the stupendous structure of her power.1

The vices, the follies, and the errors of princes had al

1 There is a striking analogy between contribution; so likewise those of

the dealing of Hildebrand with the many other kings, princes, and peoples

vicious youth of Henry IV. and that before and after; in no case without

of Innocent III. with king John. In some increment of temporal advantage

like manner the vices of Philip Au- to the Holy See.

gustus had recently been laid under

VOL. V. RR
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ways been the best friends of Rome. But it would be

unfair to Innocent III. to cast upon him the whole odium

of a policy from which he was unable, even if he had

been Willing, to depart. Lothario di Segni had grown up

with the examples of his most illustrious and successful

predecessors before his eyes. In the earliest years of his

life he had drunk in the principles of government pro

mulgated and acted upon by such men as Gregory VII.,

Innocent II., Hadrian IV., and Alexander 111.; he had

digested them with a vigour of mental constitution of

which there are few instances in the history of church

or state. In thought and word he acknowledged the

great duty of reforming the world and correcting the

vices of a froward generation; but he could not desert

the policy ofhis most distinguished predecessors to turn

them to the profit of the Holy See. In the mind of the

papacy the interests of personal and corporate ambition,

and of religious duty, had so completely run into one

another, that the pontifl's of Rome were by this time

unable to draw a distinction. The reproach upon the

memory of Innocent III. is accordingly not so much

that he availed himself adroitly of the vices and errors

of king John, as that, after he had succeeded beyond

expectation, he upheld him throughout his subsequent

career of wickedness and folly, for no better reason than

that he was the most convenient instrument at hand for

the completion and perpetuation of his conquest. In

the character of the king of France perfidy and cunning

were combined with great ability in government. As

long as he saw a prospect of gratifying his ambition and

revenge he did not object to appear before the world as

the tool of the Pope, and to cooperate ostensibly with

him in the common purpose of dethroning the king of

England. Yet no one knew better than Innocent III.

that the conquest would simply operate to transfer the

kingdom to one who owed him a deep grudge for the

past, and would hold his acquisition with a firmer grasp,

and govern it in a more independent spirit, than suited

the policy of Rome, even in the—not very probable—

event of his consenting to hold it as a vassal of the
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Holy See. Innocent accordingly entertained no scruple

in taking the grasping and vindictive spirit of the

French king into the account, in calculating his chances

of success, and dropping him out of it as soon as he had '

ascertained the possibility of appropriating the whole

advantage to himself.

We might incline to a severe censure upon the no

bility and people of England for their share Conduct of

in the intrigues with France, which ended intlllgrigfi‘slifnegt

the sacrifice of‘the independence of their coun- people of

try. The reproach would attach to them in England

an unmitigated shape but for one consideration. There

was not, in that age, a disposition to regard the French

people as standing in the same degree of national sepa

ration as in the subsequent period. The two nations

were not, as in aftertimes, disposed to regard each other

as natural enemies. The more powerful nobles were of

French or Norman extraction; in camp and court the

language of daily intercourse was still French; and the

connexion of the English princes with Norman and

Aquitanian France had been too intimate to allow the

sentiment of national alienation, such as unfortunately

prevailed in a later age, to become rooted in the minds

and habits of both parties. It may, therefore, be fairly

admitted that the intrigues of the English barons with

France, entered into with a view to rid themselves of

the ignominious yoke of their domestic tyrant, did not

bear the odious character which the like treason must

have borne when all the sympathies ofnationality had be

come extinct, and the two nations stood opposed to each

other in the character of hereditary rivals and habitual

enemies. Considerations of the remoter consequences

of a particular line of conduct rarely enter into the cal

culation of nations suffering under immediate perils or

calamities; and the patriotic barons of England—who

were at that moment maturing in their minds the pro

visions of the great charter which was to secure the

liberties of their country for all ages—may be pardoned

for looking out for those incidental aids which the

conflict between the King and the Church, and, more
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especially, the interposition of king Philip Augustus,

seemed to afford.

If we would strike the balance of loss and gain be

Gains and tween the parties to this memorable transac

losses 9f tion, we should say that—for the present at

the pames' least—the whole gain must be written to the

account of the papacy. The gain of John was negative;

he had saved his throne, and distanced his hereditary

enemy. The king of France had been induced, by an

almost unexampled course of double-dealing, to incur

great pecuniary loss without a prospect of compensation.

The barons of England were deserted with equal ease as

soon as they had served the purpose of Rome: they were

told to submit with becoming humility to the King

whom the Holy See now delighted to honour, and to

look to him, under the counsels of the Pope, for the

remedy of any grievances they might have to complain

of. On the other side of the account we find that Inno

cent III. had gained a kingdom. John now occupied

the same position to the Holy See in respect of England,

as that in which he had stood to the king of France as

duke of Normandy and count of Anjou. He was the

Pope’s vassal; and, in that character, subject to duties

and obligations which, under favourable circumstances,

might be made to overbalance the royal authority, to

overawe the Church, and to establish precedents and

pretensions which could not but be productive of those

peculiar gains for which the court of Rome had from all

time entertained an inordinate craving. The conside

ration that the king of England might have no legal

power to transfer the kingdom to a stranger without

the consent of the people, gave the Pope no uneasiness.

It was enough for him that king John had surrendered

the crown, and become the vassal of Rome. In dealing

with foreign states it had never been the practice of the

Holy See to take any notice of merely domestic customs

or national institutions. The Popes never complicated

their policy by departing from the simplicity ofdespotism

upon which the papal scheme was avowedly grounded.

They uniformly held that kings and princes acted in the
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name and behalf of their peoples, and that their cove

nants with the Holy See were, under all circumstances,

equally binding upon both. The future was pregnant

with innumerable evils and disturbances resulting from

this mode of dealing. Between kings and popes a dis

proportionate amount of the wealth of the kingdom found

its way into the coffers of Rome, and the Church itself

became the subject of the corrupt bargainings of the

crown and the curia. But between both stood the laws

and customs of England, unfolding principles and prac

tices which imposed a check upon the arbitrary acts of

popes and kings, and which—though as yet obscure and

undeveloped—had taken root in the heart of the nation,

and presented formidable obstacles to any scheme of

government which should throw the laws and interests

of the people wholly out of consideration.

But as yet no part of the papal sentence had been

relaxed but the actual forfeiture of the crown. Return of

Though commanded to return to their alle- :Eflsing‘lild

giance, the barons of England affected scruples isbsolutiion of

to serve an excommunicated sovereign. Upon the King'

this plea, the army assembled at Portsmouth for the

re-conquest of his Continental dominions refused to

follow the King across the seas. In this difficulty he

hastened the return of archbishop Langton and the

exiled prelates. The latter had been in no great haste

to quit their comfortable quarters in Flanders; and pro

bably desired, by the delay, to secure advantages which

certainly did not enter into the pontifical programme.

But now, at the pressing solicitations of the King, they

landed at Dover on the 13th of July (1213). John met

them at Winchester; he threw himself at the feet of the

primate and his colleagues, beseeching them “with many

tears” to have mercy upon the kingdom and people of

England. The prelates benignantly raised the prostrate

sovereign from the ground; they led him by the hand

into the church; they tendered to him an oath to cherish

and defend the ecclesiastical privileges; to obey the

Pope; to restore, and thereafter ever hold fast by, the good
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laws of his predecessors, especially the good laws ofEdward

the Confessor; to abolish all illegal ordinances and levies;

to administer justice to all his subjects indifferently,

according to the custom of his courts; and to restore to

every man his just rights. The ceremony concluded by

a repetition of his oath of fealty and allegiance to the

Pope, and a peremptory undertaking to discharge the

whole of the stipulated indemnity before the Easter of

the following year (1214). Upon these undertakings,

he was formall relieved from the excommunication and

received back mto the bosom of the Church.

The army, however, which had now lain idle at

John com. Portsmouth for several months, refused to fol

Pggifllae low the King across the seas, alleging that the

clergy to the term of service had expired, and that their

P°Pe' means were totally exhausted by the delay.

In great anger John embarked with a scanty retinue,

hoping that, after all, the barons would change their

minds and follow him. But finding that they still hung

back, he proceeded no further than the island of Jersey;

and on his return to Portsmouth found that the army

had disbanded itself. In a transport of rage he collected

all the force at his command, and hastened by forced

marches to chastise the barons of the north, to whom he

imputed the late mutinous secession. Archbishop Lang

ton, however, interposed; and even threatened him with

a renewal of the excommunication if he ventured to

persist in his vindictive purpose. It appeared by this

plainly enough that the primate had determined to hold

the King to the full performance of the oath sworn at

Winchester, of which oath the maintenance of the good

laws of Edward the Confessor and the abolition of abuses

were principal articles. From this and perhaps other

indications, the King had some reason to suspect the

archbishop of an understanding with the disaffected

barons. Envoys, furnished with abundant funds, were

forthwith despatched to Rome to lay his complaints be

fore his liege lord the Pope, with an anxious request

that he would put the archbishop to silence, and at

once excommunicate the rebellious barons. It does
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not appear what notice was taken of this application;

but in the autumn of the year Nicolas bishop of Tus—

culum was sent to England with the largest powers to

settle all disputes, and to take measures for the payment

of the indemnity, so as to enable the Pope to relieve

the kingdom from the interdict, under which it laboured

until the discharge of the sums demanded.

The letter announcing the appointment of bishop

Nicolas is worth notice. Innocent introduced Mission of

his messenger by professing his conviction that Nicolas of

- Tusculum.

could be imputed solely to the immediate suggestion of

the Holy Ghost. “By virtue of this sacred impulsion

you have,” he said, “not only accepted the programme

which we had drawn up with so much care and solici

tude, but have also subjected yourself and your king

doms to the sovereign dominion of the Holy See by the

payment of tribute. Who but the Holy Spirit Himself

could have inspired you with so holy and salutary a.

purpose? For observe, your kingdom is now no longer

secular: it hath by this act of yours become both sacer

dotal and royal; and in this new character you will hold

and enjoy it more absolutely and securely than heretofore.”

The bishop of Tusculum, he informed the King, was

fully possessed of his (the Pope’s) sentiments and in

tentions, and was furnished with the fullest powers of

the Holy See “to root out and to pull down, to build

and to plant.” He therefore ordered and directed that

the decisions which he should pronounce against all

rebels be considered as law, and be inviolably observed.

Pontifical briefs were, at the same time, addressed to

the archbishop and bishops, the earls, barons, and the

vassals of England, commanding them implicitly to

obey and give effect to the mandates of the legate,

and .thus, in his person, to make manifest their devout

fidelity to the Holy See, as well as to lay a solid founda

tion for the future exaltation and security of the king

dom.m

1» Epp. Inn. III. lib. xvi. ep. 79, 1m. ep. 80, p. 788, dated 5th July;

p. 787, dated Lateran, 8th July 1213; ep. 81, p. 788, dated 6th July.
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No terms, ‘short of a positive averment, could have

D _ more explicitly conveyed the opinion that, by
eslgn of the

pope asto the the surrender of the crown, the government of

(132E233: the kingdom had passed into the hands of the

' Holy See, subject only to the permissive ad

ministration of the temporal sovereign, as long as he

should demean himself as a submissive agent of the

Pope. The first act of the legate was to obtain what

might pass for a legislative recognition and sanction of

the new state of things. A convocation of the bishops

and clergy of the realm, with as many of the barons of

the kingdom as could be brought together, was assem

bled in the church of St. Paul in London. “Here,”

Confirmation says the historian,11 “the king was required to

ofthe charter reexecute that disgraceful deed by which he

°f summer‘ surrendered the kingdoms of England and Ire

land into the hands of the Pope.” The charter exe

cuted at Dover was produced, and resealed with a.

golden instead of the Waxen seal previously appended,

in the presence and with the assent of the prelates and

barons assembled. The document thus solemnly rati

fied was delivered to the legate as the muniment of the

Holy See, for the absolute use and behoof of the Pope

and his successors.

If this act could be regarded as the act of the legis

Whethera lature of the kingdom, there would be no

propsrlyle- question as to the future relation of the king

g1‘immmcfland government to the see of Rome. But

before we pronounce definitively upon the character and

effect of the whole transaction, we may inquire whether

the assembly at St. Paul’s in any respect represented

the constituency of the kingdom as it then existed?

We know that a majority of those who were entitled to

be, or had been customarily, summoned to attend the

great council ofthe realm, was absent from the meeting.

Many of the principal barons could not venture into the

presence of the incensed sovereign; others were in a

“ JII. Paris, p. 207. Exacta est et diademate cum regno resignato, tam

renovata illa non formosa. sad famosa dominium Hibernias quam regnum

subjectio qua in manum domini Papze, subdedit Anglicanum.
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state of contumacy amounting to rebellion; and there

is good reason to believe that the abdication of the

crown, and the subjugation of the kingdom to the

papacy, was felt as a sore humiliation by all. Innocent

himself could not have been ignorant of the sinister im

pression abroad, and with his usual tact kept the ultima

ratio of‘ the transaction out of sight. The legate, he

declared, came as an “angel of peace,” with no other

powers than were necessary to restrain gainsayers and

rebels. The apparently ready compliance of archbishop

Langton was not of a nature to assure the Pope that he

put a construction upon the deed of submission consis

tent with the subserviency expected at his hands—per

haps he might suspect the primate of already regretting

the part he had hitherto played. There is no doubt

that the menacing expressions in his letters against the

“rebels” or gainsayers anticipated resistance, and were

intended to intimidate opponents of every class. With

such dispositions on the part of the constituency, we

have great difficulty in pronouncing the meeting at St.

Paul’s to have constituted a proper representation of

the estates of the kingdom, or presuming the surrender

thus consummated to have been a proper act of the

national legislature. -

A second meeting, or convocation, assembled by

the archbishop on the 25th of August in the A Convoca_

same year tended to confirm the misgivings of tion- Archb

the Pope. ‘The meeting was attended by thebishops, abbots, priors, deans, and barons of ligertiesgf

the kingdom. The first act of the archbishop “g an '

was to relax the interdict in favour of the citizens of

London :° the next, to remind the meeting of the King’s

oath to abolish all unjust laws, and to reestablish the

good laws of Edward the Confessor. To that end he

produced to them the charter of Henry I., which, though

lost sight of, was still the law of the land, and might,

he said, if they were so disposed, enable them to recover

° He gave permissiontothe parochial the presence of the citizens, in all the

and conventual clergy of London to re- churches of the metropolis.

cite the “canonical hours aloud,” in
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their long-lost liberties, and substitute the rule of the

law for the arbitrary and extortionate practices of the

crown.p From the date of John’s surrender to the

Pope, archbishop Langton had apprehended danger to

the liberties of the nation in church and state.q That

act had in fact proved a severe shock to the feelings of

all classes but the ministers and minions of the King;

and inasmuch as the charter of Henry I. provided a

security for the rights of the church in strict conjunc

tion with those of the nation, it might be made to form

a bond of union between clergy and laity for their

mutual protection against the encroachments of Rome

on the one hand, and ofthe King on the other.1r In that

liberal spirit, of which the history of England at this

period presents a striking example, Langton appealed

to the law of the land in the reciprocal interests of

church and people. In this spirit he had already im

posed a check upon the mad desire of the King for re

venge upon the northern barons; he had indulged the

citizens of London with a partial restoration of the

divine services; and now took the bold step of remind

ing the estates of the realm of their ancient laws and

liberties, in contravention of the manifest intent of the

Pope to indulge the King in the freest exercise of those

anomalous powers which had drawn upon him the hatred

and contempt of his subjects.

P The charter of Henry I. was little

more than the reenactment of those

of William the Conqueror and William

Rufus, with a more precise definition

of the feudal dues and duties. The

king engaged to renounce the illegal

exactions of his brother (Rufus), and

to be satisfied with the customary ser

vices and renders in respect of lands

and tenements held of the crown; and

he reénacted, with a. few exceptions,

the “good laws” of Edward the Con

fessor. Statutes at Large, vol. i. Conf.

the learned work of Oanciani, “ Bar

barorum Leges Antiquw,” vol. iv.

p. 362.
‘I We are told that he loudly pro

tested against the haughty demeanour

of Pandulph during the scenes enacted

at Dover.

I The first article of the charter of

Hen. I. runs thus: “Ego (Hen.) re

spectu Dei et amore quem ergo vos

omnes habeo, sanctum Dei ecclesiam,

imprimis, Ziberam facio, ita quod nec

vendam, nec ad firmam ponam, nec

mortuo archiepiscopo sive episcopo

vel abbate aliquid accipiam de domi

nio ecclesiae, vel hominibus ejus donec

successor in eam ingrediatur; et

omnes malas consuetudines quibus

regnum Angliae opprimebatur inde

aufero, quas malas consuetudines ex

parte appono.” Then follows an enu

meration of these “malae consuetu

dines.” Canm'ani, ubi sup. See also

Phillips, Englische Reichs und Rechts

Gesch. vol. i. p. 120.
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Bishop Nicolas had arrived in England about Mi

chaelmas of the year 1213, and at once took Assemblies at

in hand the settlement of the indemnity. He Reading and

convoked a general council at London, and—waumgfwd'

probably at his suggestion—the King tendered an aggre

gate sum of 100,000 marks of silver to the sufferers by

the late persecution in satisfaction of all demands. But

this sum was so inadequate to compensate the damages

sustained that no agreement could be come to upon

the proposed basis. The meeting, in fact, simply tended

to confirm the impression that the interests of the vassal

of Rome were now to take precedence of all antecedent

promises and engagements. Another meeting was sub

sequently held at Wallingford in the presence of the

legate. A crowd ofclaimants for compensation appeared

with a schedule of their losses in their hands. The-in

vestigation of all these claims must have exhausted the

time and patience of all parties; and the meeting sepa

rated without result. A third convocation at Reading

dealt simply with the demands for compensation of the

archbishop and prelates; and a sum of 15,000 marks, in

addition to the 8000i. already paid by Pandulph, was

granted to the primate and bishops of his party, in full

satisfaction of their claims. The minor suitors fared

no better at Reading than at llvallingford.s

By this time it was very perceptible to all by

standers that the executive government in Papal deal

church and state had fallen into the hands of icglfrgligslifrll‘g

the Pope. But it was unfortunate for the beneficesof

scheme of Innocent that he acted in ignorance England'

of the real dispositions of clergy and people. The fa

cility with which he had triumphed over a weak and

vicious king had blinded him to the danger that might

result from a combination of popular and ecclesiastical

dissatisfaction. Yet his next advance upon the liberties

of the national church was of the kind best adapted to

increase the existing irritation. Not long after his ar

rival in England bishop ,Nicolas received instructions

- .11. Paris, pp. 206, 207.
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from Rome to fill the bishoprics and abbeys vacated dur

ing_the earlier years of the reign. He was directed to

proceed either by election or ‘postulation,7t to put into

the vacant prelacies and abbeys fit and proper persons,

upon whose fidelity to the King, and capacity to give

him sound advice and assistance, he could confidently

rely: meanwhile the chapters and electoral bodies of

the vacant churches were strictly commanded to ac

quiesce in any appointments he might make in the exe

cution of his instructions. The legate lost no time in

making the appointments; and in the operation thought

it superfluous to consult either primate or prelate, or

any one but the King. In the result it appeared that

the vacant places were exclusively conferred upon the

King’s friends and servants, without regard for qualifi—

cation of any kind, except that of blind devotion to the

papal party. At the same time room was made for a

good many more persons of the same sort by displacing

or suspending, on'various pretexts, many of the richer

beneficed clergy. The holders were advised to appeal

to Rome if they had any thing to complain of. See

ing, however, that nothing was to be done at Rome

without money, and that they were now penniless,

the legate felt that the game was in his hand, and

proceeded to provide for the numerous hangers-on of

his suite by distributing among them the vacant pa

rochial churches in utter disregard of the rights of the

patrons.

For these purposes the proceeding by ‘ postulation ’

Protest ofthe had turned out a convenient instrument. The

archbishop greater number of the persons appointed were

and blshops' indeed disqualified both by canon-law and by

their total unfitness for the priesthood; but these consi

derations were trifles compared with the advantage of

securing a large body of dependants whose cooperation

could be safely counted upon in the process of reducing

‘ The ‘postulatio,’ as opposed to the canonical course, was disqualified for

‘electio,’ is generally defined to pro- the particularpromotion, yet by special

ceed upon the supposition of a unani- dispensation and for just cause might

mous petition of church and clergy be admitted by the patron or superior.

on behalf of some one who, in the Du Cange, voc. ‘Postulatio.’
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the church to the same state of lifeless subjection as

that to which the government ofthe country was already

brought down. Langton and his friends, however, wit

nessed these impudent encroachments upon the privi

leges of the church of England with profound indigna

tion. They stigmatised postulation as an intrusion upon

the rights of canonical election; as an infraction of the

immemorial customs of their order, and tending to the

overthrow of the established system of church-govern

ment. The archbishop accordingly took the bold step

of inhibiting the legate from consecrating the new

bishops within his province of Canterbury, on the

ground that the privilege was legally and canonically

vested in the primate of all England. At the same

time the prelates complained to the King in council of

the profligate abuses of power perpetrated by the legate,

and in support of their protest they put in a solemn ap

peal to the Pope against the lawless acts of his minister.

Simon Langton, the brother of the archbishop, was de

puted to be the bearer of the remonstrance; but on

his arrival at Rome he found himself forestalled by the

emissaries of the legate, supported by his friend Pan

dulph. The Pope was told that all these mighty griev

ances sprung from the greediness of the bishops in the

matter of the indemnity; that it was obviously their in

tent to reduce the King to indigence, and avail themselves

of his‘ distresses to encroach upon the liberties of the

crown and church of England; that the mind of John

was brought to so exemplary a state of humble de

pendence, that it was the duty, as it was the interest, of

the Pope to uphold him against his disaffected subjects

both in church and state; and that if such murmurings

as these were listened to, all the advantages to be de

rived from the devout dispositions of the King would be

wholly lost to the Holy See.

It would be unfair to charge pope Innocent with a

direct participation in the abuses and pecula- Dismissal of

tions of his agents. In his position it was a 22%?

political necessity to support his ministers; ea] award of

and it was not in his character to object to a mdemmty'
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good deal of evil, if thereby a greater good might be

brought out. The exaltation of the Holy See was his

‘summum bonum ; and with such an instrument as king

John to work with, he found himself already in posses

sion of an amount of power, of which he was not the

man to relax his grasp, or even to scrutinize minutely

the means by which it was achieved. Simon Langton

and his memorial were dismissed; and the Pope hastened,

by the removal of the interdict, to deprive the malcon

tent clergy of the last security for the satisfaction of

their demands, and to make the liquidation of the in

demnity as easy as possible to the King. Accordingly

he made his final award in the matter; and decreed

that the King should pay over to the archbishop of Can

terbury and the bishops of Ely and London the sum of

40,000 marks in trust for the satisfaction of all demands,

inclusive of the sums already awarded to the bishops as

their share of the indemnity,u leaving 17,000 marks to

be distributed among the exiles or others who had been

damnified by the confiscations of the year 1207 ;v the

whole to be liquidated by equal half-yearly payments of

12,000 marks.W We are informed that the award was

adopted by the archbishops and bishops, and confirmed

by the lords justices of the kingdom, in the absence of

John in France; and that as soon as it had received the

sanction of all parties, the interdict was reversed, after

it had weighed upon the kingdom for a period of six

years, three months, and fourteen days.x

The balance left for the compensation of the minor

Un_ust distri_suiferers was lamentably insuflicient to sa

bultion, and tisfy their most moderate demands. They who

diséggilffac' had remained at home during the persecution

' had been subject to hardships at least as se

vere as those endured by the exiles themselves. When,

“ Namely, 8000 marks by the hand

of Pandulph after the abdication at

Dover, and 15,000 awarded to them by

21!. Paris, p. 209.

w The 8000 marks were probably

the only cash payment made. There

the convocation of Reading.

' The computation of M. Paris is

unintelligible. He makes the amount

of the residue to be only 13,000 marks.

would therefore remain 32,000 to be

paid; of which 15,000 would be due

to the archbishop and bishops.

X 111. Paris, p. 210.
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therefore, this class of sufferers applied to the legate for

their share in the indemnity fund, whatever it might

amount to, they were told that no provision had been

made for their case; that nothing could be done for

them; but that they might, if they pleased, apply to the

‘ Pope for redress. This advice sounded in their ears as

a bitter mockery, and they turned their backs upon the

legate in a temper well suited to swell the mass of dis

content that was at this moment fermenting among all

classes of the King’s subjects.

A few of the incidents mainly contributing to the

outbreak of popular irritation which ended in the enact

ment of the Great Charter of liberties must be shortly

adverted to.

Onthe 15th of October 1213, John had set sail for

Rochelle—the only port now open to him in E t

his late dominions—with a view to the re- 1,3215%;

covery of the province of Anjou and Maine, 13:53:

and probably with the ultimate intent to pene- '

trate through the centre of France, and form a junction

with the forces of his nephew Otto IV. of Germany, and

by one great effort to crush their common enemy king

Philip II. But the military incapacity of the king of

England, and probably the indifferent zeal of the barons

whom he had prevailed upon to accompany the expedi

tion, rendered the first part of the plan eminently un

successful; and while Otto was collecting a vast army

on the northern frontier of France, Philip Augustus had

ample time not only to expel the English from the terri

tories they had overrun in the first flush of the expedi

tion, but to drive the King to take refuge within the

walls of Rochelle. A considerable force of English and

Flemish mercenaries, under the earl of Salisbury, was

at this time stationed in Flanders, ready to form a junc

tion with the levies of Otto and his allies in the Nether

lands. This open connection of his vassal with the ex

communicated emperor could not have been agreeable

to the Pope; and the affectionate reception which the

condemned heretic Raymond of Toulouse met with at

the court of England could hardly fail to suggest a
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doubt of the loyalty of the King. But these difliculties

were speedily dissipated by an event which at once dis

solved the obnoxious alliance, and threw the King back

without friend or helper upon the protection ofthe Holy

See against his foreign enemies and his own discontented

subjects. On the 27th of July 1214, Philip Augustus

encountered the allied hosts of Germany, England, and

Flanders, at the bridge of Bouvines, not far from Lisle,

and inflicted upon them a ruinous defeat ;y the alliance

was dissolved, and with it vanished the last prospect of

recovering the lost inheritance of the house of Plan

tagenet in France. By this blow the resources and the

character of king John were exhausted; and after con

cluding an ignominious peace with France, he returned

to England to meet the storm of national indignation

which had been darkening above him almost from the

death of Richard of the Lion-heart.

On his arrival in England, the recoil of the great

popular and defeat of Bouvines proved even more detri

ecclesiastical mental to his interests in that country than

complalnts— . .

howanswered elsewhere. The public clamour against the

by the P°P°- maladministration of the legate Nicolas was

overwhelming. The disaffected clergy and laity be

sieged the ears of the Pope with their complaints, and

called upon him, as their feudal lord, to put an end to

the extortions and robberies of the King and his minis

ters, and to restore to them their ancient privileges in

church and state. Innocent indeed thought fit to re

cal his legate; but he harshly repelled the demand for

the restoration of rights. The petitioners were laconi

cally informed that the late rebellion of the King against

the Church could have been the only justification oftheir

action against the crown; that after his absolution all

lawful cause of resistance on their part had ceased; that

consequently they were now bound to abstain from every

kind of combination or conspiracy which might be in

jurious or offensive to the King,2 and to throw no further

obstacles in the way of his administration.

5" Comp. ch. vi. p. 515 of this Book. stace de Vesci, the prolocutor of the

‘ See the epistle of Inn. 111. to Eu- barons, ap. Rymer, vol. i. p. 126, as
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This reply to their humble address convinced all

parties—laity and clergy alike—that the re- Efiectofthe

dress of their grievances was not to be ex
“33pected from Rome. It was obvious that the misesoli the

government of the country was thenceforward Kmg'

to be carried on by and through the convicted enemy of

their liberties; and that he was to be the single channel

through which the orders of the Holy See were to flow.

The barons, therefore, took no notice of the papal pro

hibition; and a general meeting was called at Bury St.

Edmund’s. Here they insisted upon the oath sworn

by the King at his absolution; and after rehearsing

minutely the illegal acts he had committed against their

liberties and his own oath, they swore to one another

on the high altar of the abbey church, that if the King

should refuse to confirm the ancient laws, customs, and

privileges of the kingdom, they would renounce their

allegiance, and make war upon him until he should,

under his own hand and seal, accede to their just de

mands. With a View to avert the dangers of this for

.midable insurrection, king John endeavoured to dissolve

the combination by abandoning to the clergy the whole

prerogative of the crown in the election and institution of

bishops, abbots, and other superior ecclesiastical officers.

The bishops and chapters, he knew, were even more

anxious to emancipate themselves from the dictation of

the king than from that of the distant Pope. Indeed,

from the moment of his arrival in England Langton had

objected to the elections taking place in the presence of

the King, and contended for the absolute freedom of the

electoral bodies from every external pressure, influence,

or control. With intent to conciliate the confederate

clergy, John executed a charter by which he engaged

to grant absolute freedom of election; only reserving the

right to the revenues of vacant sees and abbeys till the

quoted by Pauli, Gesch. v. Engl. iii. justiciarios et alios ofliciales regis ejus

p. 411: “Mandamus quatenus prae- dem, use per te ipsum impediens, nec

vtextu confederatimtwm aut conjm-atio- patiens quantum in te fuerit per alios

nu-m illarum in solicitudine regia, nul- impediri."

lius difficultatis opponas obstaculum;

VOL. V. SS
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appointment of a lawful successor.“ Innocent thought

fit to confirm the covenant of the King, and to annex

to it the usual minatory clauses.b But Langton and his

friends did not allow their zeal for the liberties of the

national church to blind them to the worthlessness of

any engagements of the King as soon as they should

have answered the temporary purpose for which they

were contracted. As long as they saw him busy hiring

foreign mercenaries, strengthening and throwing garri

sons into his castles and fortresses, and driving his sub

jects back to their allegiance by a compulsory renewal

of their oaths of fidelity, they no longer gave credit to

any thing he said or promised. Every act of his bore

the stamp of trickery; perhaps none more than that of

taking the cross at the hands of the bishop of London; a

step by which he hoped to draw still closer his connexion

with the Pope, and to invest himself with the sacred and

inviolable character of a soldier of the cross.

The barons had by this time abandoned all hope of

Secessmns obtaining by legal means the ree'stablishment

_fro,m the of those ancient laws which they professed to

Kmg spam" regard as their birthright. Abandoning all fur

ther attempts to negotiate either with King or Pope, they

presented to the former, by the hands of the archbishop

of Canterbury, a formal schedule of grievances, with a

peremptory demand for redress; failing which they de

clared their resolution to resort to arms, and to prosecute

the war till their requisitions should be complied with:

the Pope, they said, had met their applications by prohibi

tions and menaces, instead of counsel ;° he had evaded

their demands by referring them back to the King: after

this, there remained no alternative but to present their

petition at the point of the sword. Robert Fitzwalter was

‘ Ill. Paris, pp. 220, 221. The docu

ment bore the date of the 15th of Jan.

1215.

b It is singular that this stipulation

should not have entered into the origi

nal compact between king John and

the Pope. The omission left standing

in the church of England a practice

against which the court of Rome, in

its transactions with Germany, had,

from the date of the Concordat of

Worms (1122), most emphatically pro

tested. Perhaps it was thought the

King would be more manageable than

the prelacy.

° Rymer, t. i. p. 127; through their

representative Eustace de Vesci.
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appointed marshal-general of the insurgent forces, and,

after some indecisive encounters with the King’s mer

cenaries, the city of London opened its gates to the

“army of God and holy Church.” ~ By this stroke of

fortune the King’s party became paralysed. Though

still numbering many of the boldest and most powerful

barons of England, they came reluctantly to the con

clusion that further resistance to the demands of so great

and resolute a majority could end only in the ruin of the

crown—probably in the deposition of the King himself.

It cannot be denied that the memorable charter,

upon which the liberties of the church and Magna

people of England are to this day in a great Charta—its

measure founded, was obtained by force and character;

intimidation; and that it must rest upon its own merits,

rather than upon legal enactment, for that validity with

which, from all time, it has been invested. Without

entering into the casuistical inquiry whether Magna

Charta was binding upon the conscience of king John,

it is certain that he put his hand to the document under

duress. He had, no doubt, persuaded himself that,

with the Pope at his elbow, he might at his convenience

cast aside oath and signature with equal facility. With

this intent he protracted the negotiations with the in

surgents for some days, in order to gain time to com

municate with Rome, and at the earliest moment to

assure himself of the papal support. Already, more

than a fortnight before the meeting. at Runimede, he

had informed Innocent of the insolent demands of his

barons ;d and barelythree days after the exe- howtreated

cution of the great charter, the Pope had by the P°Pe

written to the clergy and barons of England bitterly re

buking them for their unspeakable audacity in demand

ing from their sovereign things “unholy and nefarious”

—things they had not dared to exact while he was in

rebellion against the Holy See; but now that he was re

conciled to the Church, insolently demanded at the point

of the sword. With this document in his hand, king

‘1 This communication is only known in his History of king John. The bull

to us from a bull inserted by Prynne is dated Ferentini, 18th June 1215:
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John hastened to apprise the Pope of all that had taken

place since his last communication; and to present a

formal protest against the compulsory engagements he

had contracted. He informed the Pope that as soon as

the barons had fallen out with him, he had warned them

that, as the sworn vassal of the Holy See, it was out of

his power to take any step in furtherance of their de

mands without the knowledge and consent of his liege

lord; and now that he had, under compulsion, signed

the required document, he solemnly and unreservedly

threw himself, his kingdom, and the prerogatives of

his crown under the protection of the Holy See, to de

cide between him and his subjects as she should think

best.

The highly-coloured statements upon which the King

Cause of founded his appeal, backed by the artful sug

the anger of gestions of his own emissaries, threw the Pope

Innocentm' completely off his balance: “ Is it thus,” he

exclaimed, “that the barons of England imagine they

can dethrone a king who has taken the cross, and has

placed himself under the special protection of the Apos

tolic See P By the holy Peter, we will not permit such

an enormity to go unpunished I” A solemn congregation

was summoned; the great chartenwas unanimously con

demned and annulled, and a pontifical brief despatched

reprobating every step by which it had been eXtorted,

and setting the King free from every such engagement

towards his rebellious subjects. The tone of the brief

affords ample proof that the anger of Imiocent was ex

cited rather by the refusal of the barons to throw them

selves upon his arbitrament for the redress of their

grievances, than by any specific objections to the ar

ticles themselves. He was, on the contrary, inclined

to approve the first of these, which secured the freedom

of election, and, in a great measure, emancipated the

Church from secular pressure.8 But he regarded the

renunciation of allegiance to his royal vassal as an insult

° The article runs thus: “ Quod ec- apparet ex e0 quod Zibertatem elec

clesia Anglicana libera sit, et habeat tionum, quae maxime et magis ne

jura sua integra, suas et libertates cessaria reputatur ecclesiae Anglicanae,

illaesas; et ita volumus observari, quod mera et spontanea voluntate, ante dis
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to himself—an insult too, in the guilt of which His hatred

barons and prelates had an equal share. And, of indepen

‘in point of fact, Innocent III. treated the sub- dent mm‘

ject-kingdorn of England precisely as he had treated

every other dependency of the Petrine patrimony. He

regarded kings, princes, barons, as his officers, and sup

ported them with a vigorous hand, as long as they proved

themselves his obedient servants. But now, to his in

finite disgust, he found that the barons and prelates of

England were labouring, not for him, but for themselves:

he perceived that if the former were successful, the King

would become a powerless instrument for keeping the

kingdom in obedience to the Holy See: if the prelates,

under the counsels of Langton, should prevail, he fore

saw a combination of secular and ecclesiastical interests

no less threatening to his own government than to that

of the King. It was plain to him that the glory of his

pontificate was at stake ; and that success or failure

turned upon maintaining the worst of kings in a posi

tion in which he could do most mischief to all but the

Pope himself.

The instrument to which he trusted to crush the in

surrection breathes the same frank insolence Papa1man,_

which runs through all the public acts of this festo against

pontiff. He recited ostentatiously all the merits the bmnssw'

of the King—his surrender of himself and his kingdom

to the Holy See—~his hearty repentance—his munificent

compensation for the sins committed while in a state of

reprobation—his assumption of the cross, and the mag

nificent preparations in which he was at that moment

supposed to be engaged for his expedition to the Holy

Land.f “ Now, however,” said Innocent, “the devil

hath turned away the hearts of his barons from him;

holy sepulchre. It is, therefore, pro

bable that John’s agents at Rome had

amused the Pope with false or exagge

rated descriptions of the King’s prepa

cordiam inter nos et barones nostros

manifeste motam, concessimus, et

charta nostra confirmavimus, et eam

obtinuimus a dom. papa Innocentio

confirmari: quam et nos observabi

mus, et ah heredibus nostris in per

petuum bona fide volumus observari.”

ill. Paris, p. 215; Rymer, t. i. p. 131.

T No enterprise lay nearer to the heart

of Innocent than the delivery of the

rations for the holy war, though they

knew that he could not spare a man

or a penny for that purpose; and that

the taking the cross was a simple trick

to engage the'sympathy ofthe Pope.
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and they who had manfully stood by the Church while

he was in contumacy, now that he is converted to the

Church, have risen in rebellion against him.” “ In the

course of these disputes the parties,” he said, “had ap

pealed to him: he had patiently heard both sides; and

in the result had directed the archbishop and bishops of

England to use their spiritual powers to maintain the

public peace, more especially by the suppression of those

dangerous combinations and conspirings which had come

into fashion since the commencement of the differences

between church and king: he had recommended humble

petition rather than insolent demand for the redress of

grievances: he had admonished the King to treat his

subjects with kindness and gentleness, and to afford

Contumacy them lawful redress: yet the barons, without

of the awaiting the result of these orders and moni

bmns' tions, had presumptuously cast aside their

oaths of allegiance and levied war upon their sovereign:

they had seized upon and plundered his lands, and even

taken possession of London his capital: yet after all

this, the King, under the instructions of the Holy See,

had promised them an ample measure of justice; but

they, in contempt of his crown, and of the commands of

their lord the Pope, had proceeded to the extremities of

violence and rebellion: the King had consequently sum

moned them before the court of their liege lord, to whose

decisiong the cause properly belonged; but they had

spurned the citation; they had refused every proposal

of an equitable arbitration for the redress of proved

grievances, and the abolition of all abuses which had

crept in since the commencement of the reign :11 the

Justification King was therefore compelled to declare that

“the King- the kingdom belonged to the Holy See, and

that it was out of his power to make any changes which

might be prejudicial to the interests of his superior the

Pope: and upon this issue he had again appealed to

Rome, and put himself and his kingdom under the

immediate guardianship of the Apostolic See: the arch

s “ Ratione dominii.” of the intent of the insurgents.

*1 A limitation which fell far short
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bishops and bishops had, in consequence, been in

structed to give him the full benefit of the ordinances

touching those who had taken upon them the sacred

badge of the cross, and to extend to him all the privi

leges and immunities granted to princes and persons

pledged to the holy war: but neither archbishop nor

bishops could be prevailed upon to obey the pontifical

mandate in any of these things; and in this emergency

the King, finding himself destitute of aid or counsel,

did not dare to refuse what they had nefariously dared

to demand: thus under the compulsion of force and fear

he had entered into a compact with the rebels not only

vile and base in itself, but against all law and equity, and

in derogation of his royal prerogative and his personal

honour.” This veracious document concludes Condemna_

thus: “Now we, remembering that God hath, tion of Mes

by the mouth of His prophet, ‘set us up over “a Charm‘

the nations and kingdoms, to root out and to pull down,

and to build and to plant,’ and being minded to visit

these audacious and malignant contempts of the Holy

See and the royal rights—contempts redounding to the

opprobrium of the people of England, and involving

imminent peril to the prosecution of the holy war—do

hereby, in the name of the Holy Trinity, and by the

authority of the Apostles Peter and Paul and our own,

altogether condemn and reprobate the said compact or

charter; and do prohibit the King, under pain of ana

thema, to observe and keep the same; and the barons

of England and their accomplices to insist upon, or stand

by it; and we do hereby render null and void the said

charter, together with all obligations and securities en

tered into in pursuance or execution thereof, so that it

be void and of none effect for all time to come.”i

If it had not been manifest from the first outbreak

of the contest, that no reliance could be placed Effect of the

upon the good faith of the King, there might manifzfiw

have been some ground for the imputations 1,2828 83;.

cast by the Pope upon the barons and prelates °f England

xThe bull is dated from Agnani, ix. Pam's, pp. 223, 224; Rymer, Feed. tom.

kal. Sept. (24th of August) 1215. M i. p. 135.
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of England. But Innocent III. was not in the habit

of looking very severely into the moral 'conduct of his

agents, so long as they could be usefully employed in his

service. He accordingly took no heed of the treachery in

herent in the mind and practice of king John, and treated

him as the unsinning minister of a righteous dispensa

tion. The barons, on the other hand, were all along per

suaded that the King’s fears and their own good swords

were the only securities for the performance of pro

mises or engagements of any kind. After the execu

tion of the great charter, it was preéminently necessary

to keep their eyes open, and their weapons ready for

service. The papal brief annulling that instrument, and

discharging the King from all obligation under it, in

stead of intimidating, served but to sharpen their vigil

ance, to whet their indignation, and to render the breach

between them and the King irreconcilable. They were

well informed of all his movements. They knew that

he was busy collecting mercenaries from all quarters,

and preparing to avail himself of the first convenient

opportunity to recommence hostilities. Every thought

of treaty or compromise was abandoned; and the barons

resolved upon the dethronement of John, and the sub

stitution of the Dauphin Louis of France upon the

throne of England. Innocent III., however, stood by

his vassal with all the artillery of the Church. As soon

Renewalof as intelligence reached him of the revival of

the givilcgvlzry the rebellion and the seizure of the castle of

Euneiiatiml Rochester by the barons, he instructed the

ofthebarons- bishop of Winchester, the abbot of Reading,

and Master Pandulph, now bishop of Norwich, to pro

nounce a general sentence of excommunication against

the rebellious vassals of “ a prince pledged and sanc

tified for the deliverance of the holy sepulchre :” this

duty they were ordered to perform with all the cere

monies of the greater excommunication,j and to publish

the anathema in all the churches of the land on Sundays

and feastdays throughout the year; “and,” he added,

i That is, by the ringing of bells, ‘ .of torches.

by deed in writing, and the extinction
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“ W0 be to bishop, abbot, or priest, who should refuse

or neglect to execute that precept!”

The resentment of the Pope against archbishop

Langton and the prelates of England had by Fierce de_

this time kindled into fury: “In defiance,” nunciation

he said, “of the express command of the Holy ‘ifistfijpagfig

See, and their oaths of fealty to the King, lgshgpsgf

they had on all occasions held aloof from Hg an‘

him: they had afforded him neither aid nor counsel:

this they had done with full knowledge of the plots and

conspiracies on foot against him; thereby manifestly

proving themselves accomplices of the rebels, and ene

mies ofthe King. Is it thus,” he asks, “that the bishops

of England defend the patrimony of the Holy Roman

Church? Is it thus they advocate the cause of the holy

sepulchre? Nay, are they not in all these things striv

ing to defeat the Saviour’s cause? Verily, they are

worse than- Saracens—worse than those open enemies

of the cross! Therefore, lest such contempt should

work further injury to the realm and church of Eng

land, and all other churches and kingdoms; and lest the

sacred cause of the crusade should thereby suffer irre

trievable damage; he, by authority of the Apostles and

of the Holy See, denounced sentence of excommunica

tion against all disturbers of king and kingdom, their

aiders and abettors ; and placed their lands under inter

dict; commanding the bishops to publish and the barons

to obey the mandate, and to give aid and counsel to

the King against the rebels, for the forgiveness of their

past sins ;—or, to abide the pains of the anathema,

interdict, and deposition, in person, property, lands, and

honours.”k '

Upon the return of Simon Langton from his abor

tive mission to Rome in the cause of the Archbishop

barons of England, the chapter of the metro- Langton

‘politan see of York had elected him to the suspended‘

vacant archbishopric. John sent a vehement protest

against the election to the court of Rome. A rescript

was immediately despatched to the chapter, cancelling the

k The document is set out at length by M. Paris, p. 227.
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election, and ordering that body to depute a competent

number of their members to form a chapter to the great

council then assembled at the Lateran; there, in the

presence of the Pope and by his advice, to choose a fit

and proper person to represent their church; any hesi

tation or delay to be visited by the forfeiture of their

right to elect: inasmuch as in that case it would be the

duty of the Pope to take the provision into his own

hands. A more serious offence was taken at the refusal

of archbishop Langton to publish the sentence of ex

communication against the baronage of England, on the

plea that such an order must proceed directly from the

Pope, through the ordinary ecclesiastical authorities;

and that it was not within the vicarious powers of the

legates, either to publish or to execute it. For this act

of contumacy the legates suspended him from all eccle

siastical function; and in this predicament Langton, in

contempt of their express prohibition, embarked for the

Continent, to attend the great council then assembled

at Rome.

The irritation of the Pope against his former friend

The pope and client was enhanced by his contumacious

defence of the privileges of his see, and was

bishop of now fanned into a blaze by the emissaries of

Ymk' the King. In this temper of the Pope, Lang

ton thought it unwise to enter upon his justification.

He therefore confined himself to a simple demand to

be restored to his functions, and for admission to his

proper seat among the assembled fathers. Innocent

harshly repelled both demands, and confirmed the sen

tence of suspension. The election of Simon Langton

to the see of York was finally quashed, and the attend

ant canons commanded to elect Walter de Grey, bishop

of Norwich, as their metropolitan, on the nomination of

the Pope.l Notwithstanding the resistance of the pri~

mate, the nominations to both the metropolitan sees

1 MParis (p. 230) adds, that secu- Pope extorted from all the attendant

rities for the enormous sum of 10,0001. prelates exorbitant fines for leave to

were exacted from the new archbishop depart; which sums they were obliged

for his promotion; and moreover that, to raise at the extortionate interest

at the dissolution of the council, the charged by the Pope's usurers.
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of England thus secured were valuable as precedents.

On both occasions the rights of the chapters had been

set aside upon the emptiest of pretexts. The pre

sence of delegates from the electoral bodies was simply

colorable; and- the direct nomination of the Pope was

accepted without resistance to the principle, and with

no other than the natural reluctance to see their consti

tutional franchise sequestered to the profit of a stranger.

In this instance the advantage gained by king Advantage

John was present and substantial. He had of king John

reduced his most formidable opponent to in- at R°m°"

action: he had introduced his creature the bishop of

Norwich into the heart of the enemy’s country,In in a

position of influence and command : he had called down

the ban of the Church upon the insurgent barons ; and

obtained an order to the bishop of Winchester, the abbot

of Reading, and Master Pandulph, the legates resident

at his court, to publish the papal censures against all

the delinquents by name ; with a special curse upon the

reprobate citzens of London, and their chief magistrate

Gervais de Hobrigge.

The military gains of the King at this point of time

were not unimportant. The castle of Roches- Th _t_

ter, seized by the citizens of London at the 05.355325

outset of the civil war, had been retaken ; thelands and castles of the insurgents in many '

parts of the kingdom had fallen into his hands, and had

been subjected to all the barbarities habitual to the man

and the age. The Londoners meanwhile treated the

interdict as a nullity. They published to the world

that the decree was obtained by the fraud and falsehood

of the King; and superciliously remarked, that they

could not see what business the Pope had to meddle

with mundane affairs: that to the best of their informa

tion the apostle Peter had confined himself to spirituals;

but that the Pope had demeaned himself rather as the

disciple of Constantine than the follower of Peter; a

character in which he could lay no claim to the power

Y" Throughout the civil war the nor- the nurseries of the insurrection.

thern counties of England had been
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and authority of the apostle. “ It was,” they said, “ a

scandal and a shame that those plunderers from Rome

——men who knew nothing of the noble and generous

deeds of armswthose beggarly usurers and Simonians—

should be permitted to set the whole world by the ears,

for the gratification of their own avarice and ambition.”n

The labours of the legates to carry the interdict into

execution were thrown away upon the citizens, and all

others beyond the reach of the King’s arm; and the

divine servlces were performed throughout the city with

the same order and regularity as if neither Pope nor

The barons legate had ever been heard of. Yet, upon the

atdisad- whole, the result of the King’s operations at

vantage‘ home and abroad had been successful. The

confederates had lost ground. From their asylum within

the walls of London they had been compelled to wit

ness the devastation of their estates; the reckless sacri

fice of their property; the ruin and dispersion of their

tenancy. Men smarting under chronic calamity are

seldom inclined to look back to see how far they may

not have themselves to thank for the misfortunes they

deplore. The barons of England felt bitterly, and cla

moured loudly against the degradation of the crown and

of their own honour under a foreign yoke. From the

condition of the free subjects of a native prince, they

were now no better than the vassals of a vassal. Rome

was now the real seat of government; and they soon

found themselves exposed, without defence, to the or

dinary practice of Roman rule. The marrow of the

land was to be sucked out to feed the rapacity of the

extortioners and plunderers to whom sacerdotal govern

ment holds out such unusual facilities.° These com

plaints would have come with a better grace, had they

been accompanied by a confession of the original error

of invoking the aid of foreign powers in support of their

liberties, rather than trust to the vigour of their arms

and the unanimity of their counsels. The hope of aid

from France alone kept the insurrection alive; and

1' 2P1. Paris, p. 233. ° The “ Barathrum Romanum." Ibid. p. 234.
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prince Louis sustained their flagging courage by re

peated assurances of speedy succour.

But at the moment the preparations of the prince

were completed, a legate, Walo or Gualo by Prince Louis

name, appeared at the court of France with aperemptory order from Rome to desist from invade Eng

any design against the patrimony of the Holy gigging; 11;,

See, and her cherished vassal king John of the Pope

England. The order was addressed both to father and

son; and both were threatened with the extreme penal

ties of the Church, if the latter should persist in the

adventure, and the former neglect to impede it by every

means in his power. The French monarch coolly re

plied, that John was no longer king of England: the

murder of his nephew Arthur of itself sufficed to de

prive him of all claim to the crown; and of this atrocity

he had been convicted by the court of his peers: but

whether he had thus forfeited the throne or not, no

king could transfer his crown to a stranger without the

consent of his estates lawfully assembled : the cession of

John was therefore void, both from the infirmity of his

own title, and for want of legislative consent: as to the

allegation, that to attack England was to attack the

sacred patrimony of the Church, Philip protested that,

for the reasons stated, the kingdom never had belonged

nor ever could belong to the patrimony of St. Peter:

besides this John had been deposed by his own subjects

for divers murders, robberies, and other crimes ; among

all which, the act of surrendering his crown to a

foreigner, and subjecting the kingdom to tribute, was

of itself a forfeiture, after which John was de'jure no

longer king; and the election of another king fell of

right into the hands of the estates of the kingdom: they

had accordingly chosen the prince Louis to be their

king, in right of his wife the princess Constance, daugh

ter of the queen of Castille, then the only surviving

branch of the royal family of England.

“But,” the legate replied, “John is at all events

entitled to the four-years’ truce proclaimed by the

late council of the Lateran in favour of all who had de
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Reply of voted themselves to the service of the cross;

123,221,311‘: consequently till the expiration of that period

ces of the Louis could not lawfully make war upon him;

glr'ffcgfi and that if the prince raised an arm against

France- him, he would ipso facto incur the penalty of

excommunication and interdict; and the King himself

the like, for consenting to the unholy enterprise.” On

the part of the prince it was answered, that the

ordinance did not apply to his case; for that

John, long before he took the cross, had waged war

upon his barons, ravaged their lands, slain their tenants,

and committed other acts of violence; and had con

tinued the same course afterwards; no earpost facto law

or ordinance could therefore lawfully deprive them of

their only remedy against their tyrant. Prince Louis,

therefore, declared his resolution to stand upon his

title to the crown of England, and defied his father or

the Pope to prevent him. Philip himself apprised the

legate that he had neither the right nor the power to

obstruct the enterprise: the legate demanded a safe

conduct for England: Philip replied that he might go

where he liked within the realm of France; but cautioned

him against venturing across the Channel; the formidable

monk Eustace, he said, and the maritime friends of his

son, were scouring the seas; and that if they should fall

in with him, he might chance on some serious mishap.

The flat denial by France of the Pope’s supremacy

Pr, 8 over England must, one would have thought,
Louisgcex. have excluded every hope of a successful jus

Piflnalfigm t° tification. Still prince Louis thought proper

e pe. . .

to offer an explanation to the Pope of his ex

pedition; but in the mean time he embarked his army,

and landed in the Isle of Thanet on the 21st of May

1216. At Home his apology was repelled with indig

nation. The articles of charge against John, on this

occasion, were almost identical with those preferred at

the previous conference: the late king of England was

a murderer and a traitor: he had been duly summoned,

tried, and convicted by his peers of those and other

crimes: he had thereby become an outlaw, and forfeited

Altercation.
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kingdom, estate, and life: if it were. otherwise, no

powerful malefactor could be brought to justice; and

the lives, the property and honours of princes and sub

CHAP. VIII] THE POPE AGAINST LOUIS OF FRANCE.

. ject would be at his mercy.

Except when they served some special purpose, ge

neral principles of law or equity were rarely Reply of In_

taken into account by the Court of Rome. nocent III.

Pope Innocent replied upon different grounds. Papal

“Neither in the civil nor the canon law,” he said, anegati‘ms

“was any power given to try and condemn an anointed

hing, inasmuch as, by reason of the transcendent dignity

imparted by the royal unction, he was raised above the

law: neither could an anointed king be treated as a

vassal by any foreign power; the minor dignity merging

in the greater: but even upon the erroneous supposition

that he might be lawfully tried and condemned in his

absence, the utmost penalty that the court of his peers

could inflict, was the forfeiture of the fiefs in respect

of which the jurisdiction arose; and in that case, after

sentence and execution, he would cease to be respon

sible to the superior or his peers: but as against king

John there were incurable defects in the proceedings;

he was never legally summoned; for that the dukes of

Normandy were not bound to appear and answer to.

their suzerain or any other court, but only on the

marches of their respective territories: there were only

two crimes for which sovereign princes might be brought

to justice; these were treason and heresy; of the first

John could not be guilty; and of the other he was not

accused: again, upon the extreme supposition that the

sentence was operative against the King in person, it

could not affect the inheritance, or defeat the title of

his son against pretensions of so flimsy a nature as those

of Louis :p yet, in fact, none of these questions were

P Louis claimed through his wife,

the daughter of Blanche queen of Cas

tille and younger daughter of Henry II.

Between her and the crown stood the

descendants of an elder sister, repre

sented by the emperor Otto IV., and a

sister of prince Arthur. Blanche of

Castille, however, had survived her

sister, and was the oldest daughter of

Henry II. living at the date of the

alleged forfeiture of John. Louis ap

pears to have contended that she was

the true representative of the family,

and that by her renunciation the title

of his wife took effect.
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relevant to the case; for, said the Pope, the kingdom of

England is mine—mine by homage and fealty, and tribute

paid: no man can be justified in waging war against a

kingdom belonging to the Holy See.”

In vain the envoys rejoined that the war against

Counter John was of older date than the act of sur

pleaspf render; that the right of the king of France

mm" to avenge the injuries sustained could not

abate by the 'cession; and that even as suzerain the

Pope could stand in no better position than his vassal

as to the right of the king of France to take his remedy

into his own hands. The pontiff dismissed this plea

with the‘observation that, at all events, Louis had not

been the party injured; and having no just cause of

quarrel, could have no right to resort to arms for

redress; more especially as no such right could be ad

mitted unless the prince should have previously asked

the permission of the Pope, as lord-paramount of Eng

land, to exercise it. And, in fact, the claim of Louis

to his remedy by force of arms was indefensible even

on feudal grounds; but his party could not be made to

comprehend that a papal fief enjoyed any privilege above

that of a prince or a baron; or that the permission of the

superior was requisite to justify a private or public feud

against a tenant of the Church any more than against

the vassal of a king.‘1 The privilege of the four-years’

truce claimed for the kingof England was, they urged,

untenable, on the groundthat John had not taken the

cross till long after the’ commencement of hostilities

between him and the prince. The pontiff, however,

slipped aside from this point, and simply replied that

the barons of England were at this moment labouring

under excommunication, and that all who aid or abet

them in their contumacy must suffer the like penalty:

besides all this, it was now too late to deny the title of

‘I If the envoys had looked a little

deeper into the past history of the pa

pacy, they would have understood the

drift of pope Innocent. The clause in

the text was only another form of the

ancient claim of immunity, on behalf

of the estate of the Church, from the

incidents of secular warfare; an im

munity which could only be taken

away by the express permission or dis

pensed with in the service of the Holy

See; as, for instance, for the reduction

of a rebellious vassal of the Church to

obedience, or the suppression of heresy.
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king John, inasmuch as after, as well as before, his pre

tended condemnation by the French court, the King

and the prince had repeatedly addressed and dealt with

him as king of England.

Though the act of treating with a de facto king or

government does not necessarily imply a re- Respective

cognition of his title, yet it might not have character

been an easy matter to encounter the general oafnflznggi

impression such a course of dealing .is always mente'on

likely to produce. Until that impression was b°th s‘des'

got rid of, the alleged abdication of John by the sur

render of his crown to a stranger, though available in

the mouths of his subjects, could not strengthen the

pretensions of prince Louis to the vacant throne. His

deduction of title through his wife couldpnot, even in

that age of unsettled law and fluctuating custom, have

very materially assisted his cause. His best ground of

claim was the invitation of the English barons, and his

own costly efforts to rescue them and the country from .

an intolerable tyranny,—a tyranny supported by Rome

in all its most odious features, for her own glory-and

profit. It is remarkable that every argument put for

ward by Innocent or his agents, necessarily tended to

raise the sovereign—as the servant of the Holy See-—

above all secular law: the royal unction associated him

to the Church, with the sole view of removing eve

obstruction to his freedom of action in the character of

the executive minister of the Pope: the law of the land

was set aside with intent to substitute Rome-made law

in its place: the despotic principles of the civil and

canon law were for the future to determine the relations

between the vassal sovereign and his subjects ;—and this

with the manifest purpose of converting both into the

obedient instruments of pontifical despotism. In the

last resort, the incidents of excommunication were made

to sweep away all rights, whether of governors or go

verned, that might impede the working of the pontifical

machinery. It dissolved all law, annulled all privilege,

abrogated all rights, rescinded all obligations; and re

duced society to a chaos, until it should please the

you v. TT
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high-priest of Rome to reinstate order upon the terms

most conducive to his own glory and the pecuniary

profit of the chief and his agents.

Prince Louis of France may claim the merit of a

Excommuni- frank denial . of the papal pretension to set

up in the world a different law from that

the barons. which had hitherto governed the transactions

of sovereigns and peoples. He stood upon his own

right, such as it was: he repudiated the dependence of

England upon the Holy See: he repelled the immunity

claimed for that country, and denied that it ever had

been, or ever could be, reduced to the state of part and

parcel of the patrimony of St. Peter. These flagrant

issues of law, together with the treasonable acts of land

ing an army in England, and associating his cause with

that ofthe excommunicated enemies of the King, roused

the indignation of the pontiff. The ban of the Church

was pronounced against Louis and his adherents, with

all imaginable solemnity. Innocent himself preached

the condemned sermon, and took for his text, “Sword,

sword, come forth, and be thou furbished for the

slaughter.”r On the 21st of July 1216, the sentence

arrived in England. It comprehended prince Louis,

the barons, the citizens of London, the chief magistrate

Gervais de Hobrigge, the chancellor Simon Langton,

and all their adherents. Pope Innocent knew no dis

tinction of persons; Philip Augustus of France was a

The king of principal offender; but for once the cunning

85,322?“ of the French king was more than a match for

interdict the onslaught of the pontifi'. Philip eluded

the blow intended for him by a colorable sequestration

of his son’s property and possessions in France; osten

sibly in punishment for the transgressions of the prince;

in fact, to withdraw both himself and the apanage of

his son from the effects of the threatened interdict.

The archbishop of Sens, to Whom the publication of

the edict of excommunication was delegated by the

r A parody of the words of Ezekiel, furbished: it is sharpened to make a.

ch. xxi. ver. 9, 10 : in our version, “A sore slaughter; it is furbished that it

sword, a sword is sharpened, and. also may glitter.”
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Pope, refused to circulate the document; and, after his

example, the prelates of France declined to be made

the instruments of the hasty proceedings of Innocent.

The Pope had obviously overshot his mark. The Eng

lish prelacy were not more tractable than those of

France. The majority held openly with the barons, or

kept aloof from both parties. Langton mean- Langton

while was not wholly inactive at Rome. Not- 1“ Rm"

withstanding his contumacy, he still enjo ed a certain

credit in the curia, and, it may be presume , an influence

over the mind of the friend of his youth, which could

hardly be without its effect upon the affairs ofhis church

and country. At all events he played his part so well,

that he obtained relief from his suspension upon the

single condition not to return to England till the resto

ration of peace between the King and his barons.

With the exception of the city of London, and

parts of the adjoining counties, and the distant Robberies of

barons of the North, the kingdom lay at the the legate in

feet of John. The legate Walo directed or England‘

controlled every measure of the government. The

laity were spared, cajoled, flattered; the churches were

the sufferers. Walo treated the kingdom as the money

box of Rome, and commenced that system of plunder

which became the subject of unavailing complaint to

future ages. He disposed of the churches and their

revenues at pleasure. Oppressive provisions and money

contributions weakened and impoverished cathedrals,

abbeys, and religious houses. The lands and endow

ments ofall the clergy—whether parochial or conventual

—-who had assisted or sympathised with the insurgents,

were sequestrated, and either retained for himself or

conferred upon his Italian clerks and dependents.s But

the death of pope Innocent III., on the 17th Efiecpof the

of July 1216, inspired a hope of peace to death of In

the harassed land. The barons were sanguine “cent In‘

in the expectation that the change of Pope would be

attended with change of measures. But they were

doomed to disappointment. Cardinal Cenci Savelli was

' M. Pm, p. 242.
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elected Pope by the name of Honorius III., and orders

were despatched to England granting confirmation of

the full powers conferred by pope Innocent upon the

legate W210, with injunctions to leave no stone un

turned to suppress the rebellion against this cherished

vassal of the Holy See. By this time, however, the

fortunes of king John were once more on the decline.

In the spirit of his predecessors, the new Pope, appre

hending the effects of the depression which adversity

was wont to produce on the wayward mind of the King,

hastened to despatch letters of assurance and comfort,

“lest his spirit should be confounded, and his courage

should fail him.”t But the elation which the death

of Innocent III. produced in the hostile camp was irre

trievably damaging to the King’s prospects; and it may

be surmised that if death had not removed him from the

scene of his mischievous action, the crown of England

Misfortunes would have passed away from him and his de

and death of scendants. Within a few months blow had

kmg ‘mm’ followed upon blow, misfortune upon misfor

tune, till, overwhelmed by mortifications and the deser

tion ofhis most powerful supporters, he contracted fever

in a rash attempt to cross the waters of the Wash from

Norfolk into Lincolnshire. The loss of all his treasures

and equipage in the passage aggravated the disorder of

mind and body; and he expired at Newark on the

19th of October 1216, consequently only two days over

three months from the decease of his great patron In

nocent III.

By the death of king John the court of Rome lost a

Policy of subject familiarised and broken-in to the ponti

fical discipline. His vices and weaknesses were

its success- the capital upon which Innocent III. had all

along traded. The vile passions ofthe King; his infirmity

ofpurpose; his sudden transitions from a state of frantic ~

violence to slavish fear, prepared him admirably to be

come the non-resisting instrument of the schemes of

' See transcript of the autograph vol. iii. p, 468; Ray”. au',1216, § 20,

of Honorius III. in the Brit. Museum, p. 394.

as quoted by Pauli, Gesch. von Engl. '
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his great patron. When the Pope had once convinced

himself that little more was wanting than a thorough

fright to drive him into every baseness of compliance to

escape the consequences of his own follies and vices, the

prospect of reducing the kingdom to the state of a poli

tical and ecclesiastical dependency ofRome lay clearly be

fore him. The humiliation ofthe English episcopacy was

the first object ofpope Innocent; the next, the acquisition

of the funds necessary to gratify the cravings of the in

struments of his ambitious policy. The plunderings of

his legates Nicolas and Walo were the first-fruits of

his success. England bled freely to the keen edge of

the pontifical lancet: the tribute was punctually paid:

Peter’s pence flowed abundantly into the pontifical

coffers: vacant sees, abbeys, and parochial cures re

warded the devotion and industry of hosts of partizans

and dependents, foreign and domestic. New names for

new encroachments crept into use: a beginning was

made of that long list of extortions from church and

state which trammelled the prosperity of both down to

the period of the Reformation.“ The court of Rome

never abated a jot of its claim to the kingdom of Eng

land as a vassal province, in the same sense as the

Italian dependencies of the Petrine patrimony; and the

church and commonalty of the land were gradually ac

customed to see its revenues absorbed, and its patronage

transferred to a swarm of greedy foreigners, to the

serious exhaustion of its resources, and the humiliation

of church and people."

At the death of his father prince Henry was barely

ten years of age. He was, ‘however, pro- Accession of

claimed King by the court party, and was Henry III,

crowned and anointed in the presence and 3139311?‘

with the consent of the papal legate. The Louis of

boy-king was of course made to swear fealty France’

‘1 Such were, Aids for carrying on &c. pp. 55 et sqq.

the wars of the papacy, Tentlw, An- ‘' The parliamentary remedies ap

nates, first-fruits, Provisors, Reser- plied atasubsequentperiod (statutes of

cations, Swrmlvorshqzs, 8w. See the ‘ Provisors’ and ‘Preemunire’) became

writer’s treatise on the Position and in fact little more than the means of a

Prospect: of the Protestant Churches, corrupt compromise between the crown
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and to do homage to the Pope for the kingdom of Eng

land, and to pay up the arrears of the tribute of 1000

marks. The party of prince Louis of France was in

juriously affected by the late Pope’s replies to his apo

logies; but much more so by his own haughty bearing

and manifest favouritism. The barons of his party soon

became weary of his support; they suspected him of

an intention to convert England into a dependency of

France; and his adherents fell away from him in such

numbers that he was in the end glad to conclude a

truce with the young King, which enabled him to with

draw his forces from the country without molestation.

and the papacy to share the profits of cast off this degrading bondage. For

the Roman extortioners. In a. future the present it is suflicient to indicate

volume the author hopes, D.V., to lay the source of an evil for which it re

bcfore the reader a short summary of quired centuries to find the remedy.

the efforts of church and people to
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WITHIN the last few years of the reign of the great

pontiff to whose history this Book has been G I

devoted, the fabric of the papacy exhibited an poi'itfif

appearance of extent and stability approaching P‘c’gztlillnf'

universal monarchy. In the course of many '

bygone generations the principle that the earthly powers

are subordinate to the spiritual in all that concerns re

ligion, its chief, and its ministers, had been so generally

and incessantly presented to the minds of men, as to
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have, in a degree, paralysed the natural sense of inde

pendence in nations and rulers. To thwart or offend

the priest in trivial matters savoured of sin; to disobey

him in essentials—or what he might deem such—was

‘heresy, with no alternative but submission or death.

This state of the public mind had encouraged enormous

encroachments upon secular government. Frequent in

roads upon the civil state, the customs of the people,

the course of justice, even the police of the community

—such as it was—had thus been tacitly submitted to;

and enrolled by Rome as pregnant precedents, and ac

knowledgments of a true monarchical superintendence,

extending to all political measures which might directly

or indirectly affect the interests of the great sacerdotal

body or its imperial chief. Pope Innocent, and probably

a majority of the Latin clergy, had adopted this view of

the pontifical power; and the absence ofany general, oifi

cial, or legislative contradiction from the temporal state,

was believed to entitle them to regard it as an estab

lished principle of government. After settling the prin

ciple, there remained therefore the task of extinguishing

the desultory resistance arising from the irregular oppo

sition of princes and peoples. This task pope Innocent

hoped to accomplish by making them parties—passive

or active—to such a code of laws and regulations as

should imprison them within the strict limits of the

principle, and bind them in the bonds of legalised sub

jection to the spiritual state. With this intent, among

other collateral objects, he issued letters of convocation

to a general council to meet at Rome within the space

of two years and a half from the date of the precept.‘

Before we advert more particularly to this impor

State of tant council, it will be useful to cast a rapid

£21333?’ glance at the state of the European common

vocation of wealths in respect of their connexion with

theD§"t‘,1,‘;°‘1 Rome at the point of time immediately pre

Laterfln- ceding the convocation of the council.

“ The letters bear date the 19th of 34, pp. 756 to 760.

April 1213. E1211. Inn. 1111 epp. 30 to
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At the period when the emperor Otto IV. incurred

the papal excommunication, that prince was re

garded as the patron and representative of the

Guelfic interests in Italy. Hitherto the cities and states

ofLombardy had in a great measure identified themselves

with the papacy. But the dread of the restoration of a

descendant oftheir hereditary adversary to power for the

moment neutralised the papal influence, and they zeal

ously, though unsuccessfully, opposed the adventurous

passage of Frederic II. through the north of Italy into

Germany. This state of things subsisted for a period

of between three and four years. But the result of the

battle of Bouvines, in the year 1214, had deprived the

fallen Emperor of the last hope of revisiting Italy, or of

affording a scintilla of support to the Guelfic interests

in the kingdom. At the same time the final adoption of

the young king of Sicily as king of the Germans and

emperor-elect tended to weaken the constitutional op

position to the German connection, and to bring the com

monwealths of the North once more into harmony with

the present policy of the court of Rome. It must have

been obvious to all parties that the Pope did not intend

the restoration of the Hohenstauffen family to operate

to the detriment of the Guelfic party. Indeed, it was

of no small moment, upon occasion of the inevitable but

dangerous presence of the armies of the empire in Italy,

to possess an ally in their rear when they approached

nearer to the capital than was either safe or agreeable

to the court of Rome. The powerful, industrious, and

wealthy municipalities of Lombardy afforded a useful

check upon the ambitious advances of the Germans.

Italy.

In central Italy the cities of the Tuscan league re- .

garded the Pope as their moderator and protector; and

in that character formed, as it were, a second line of

defence upon the direct road to Rome, flanking the

western frontier of the newly-acquired states of the

church in Romagna and the march of Ancona, and

threatening the line of hostile advance through those

territories. With these alliances, and the present pos

session of the greater part of central Italy, from the
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Apulian frontier to the river Po, the best security which

circumstances afforded was obtained against the dangers

of the German connection. The safety of the states of

the church was further provided for by the prospective

separation of the crown of the empire from that of Sicily

and its appurtenances. By depriving the emperors of

all pretence to meddle in the south, the Pope would not

only gain a safe frontier in that vulnerable quarter, but

would secure a governing power always theoretically,

and, in the hands of this aspiring pontiff, likely soon to

become practically, paramount to that of a vassal king

reigning in his name.

Pope Innocent III. had thus in a great degree suc

- ceeded in concentratin the ra s of power and
influence in Italy in tlie HolyySee; and if he

the“ value‘ could have relied upon the strength of treaties

and promises, the principal obstacles to the fusion of all

the political elements into one great hierarchical mon

archy might seem to have been removed. But these trea

ties and promises were either wrung from the necessities

of opponents, or won from the transient gratitude of fa.

voured clients. Otto IV. might have intended—Frederic

II. might, at the moment ofhis joyful success, intend—to

fulfil his engagements with Rome; still, every step in the

advances of Innocent towards the goal of his policy was

a stab to the interests, the self-respect, or the vanity alike

offriends and foes. Treaties founded upon such a basis are

practically binding on princes and nations no longer than

the stringent motives which dictated them remain in

operation, or are supported by physical force. Indivi

dual ambition or popular passion either eludes them or

sets them at defiance on the first favourable opportunity.

Innocent III. made no allowance for this speciality in

the character of nations and their rulers. The repre

sentative of the divine government was not to be checked

by human weaknesses and passions, or be bound to take

them into account, except so far as they might be ser

viceable to clear the path for the success of the theo

cratic principle upon which he had taken his stand.

To this cause we- attribute some of the most serious
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disappointments he had experienced in his otherwise

triumphant career. His treaties with foreign powers

were unsupported by any solid external force; and

without such a force religious impressions are no match

for the ever-varying interests or the headlong passions

of nations and governments.

In Germany pope Innocent had obtained an osten

sible renunciation of all aggressive measures.

By the several treaties to which allusion has

been made,b the Emperor-elect had virtually shut him

self out from Italy, the single case of his coronation

expedition excepted.c Still, he bore the title of king

of Italy, and might lay indisputable claim to the iron

crown of Lombardy whenever a favourable opportunity

to assume it should occur. The title had become by

long usage annexed to the imperial dignity; nor had

any pontiff ever affected to den the right of the Roman

emperor to be king of Italy. t is true that the right

had practically dwindled to a mere name; but as long

as it remained an article of public law, the constitu

tional claim of the German sovereign to the govern

ment, in any form sanctioned by usage, or admitted by

the Italians themselves, could not be denied. Although,

after the cession of central Italy and Sicily to the see of

Rome, this shadowy sovereignty was all that remained

to the empire in the land of its birth, yet it constituted

the weak point in the political position of the papacy.

The theoretical prerogative of the imperial crown was

still reserved; the peninsula was still de jure open to

the armies of Germany; and it might remain a matter

of doubt whether the imprescriptible rights of the em

pire were extinguished by the late arrangements with

the Holy See,‘1 even over the ceded territories.

.CHAP. IX.] GERMANY BEFORE THE COUNCIL.

Germany.

b Ch. vi. p. 510 et sqq. of this Book.

° It is singular that we find no sti

pulation as to the number and quality

of his attendants upon this occasion,

in any of these treaties.

‘1 The dominium supremum over

these provinces was never verbally re

nounced. The fodrum, or reserve of

the duty of maintaining the imperial

army on occasion of a coronation, was

an incident of the sovereignty, and

might serve to weaken the inference

of that absolute renunciation assumed

by the papacy as an accomplished

fact. The right reserved to a foreign

power under any circumstances to enter

a neighbouring state with an armed

force, there to be maintained at the ex

pense of the people, is inconsistent with

the idea of perfect independence-1
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Throughout his reign, king Philip Augustus of

France had been reduced, by the manage

ment of Rome, to an inert and obstructive

policy, to counterwork the growing influence of the

Holy See among the loose constituency of his kingdom.

The success of Innocent III. in the divorce cause had

greatly impaired the authority of the crown and the

national church. The crusade against the Albigenses

had withdrawn many of the great vassals from the ser

vice of the state; it had diverted the attention of the

nation from the sovereign, and concentrated its hopes

and its fears in the Holy See. While Simon de Mont

fort was carrying on the war of extermination in the

South, the hegemony of the military powers of France

had fallen substantially into the hands of the Pope.

The vassals of the crown preferred the service of Rome,

with the unspeakable advantages, spiritual and tem

poral, she offered, to that of the monarch. Philip

Augustus was compelled to permit every opportunity

of taking vengeance on his enemies of England and

Germany to slip past him, as long as the fanatical im

pulse fostered by Rome convulsed the nation and para

lysed the power of the crown. And when at length

the conflagration in the South subsided for want of

fuel, the Pope contrived to appropriate to himself the

entire fruits of the labours of the King and the ex

penditure of the national resources. The kingdom of

England, instead of a province of France, became an

appendage to the patrimony of Peter; and even the

battle of Bouvines had done little more for France

than to restore in some measure the balance which

had been disturbed by the inaction to which the King

had been reduced by the policy of Rome.

' The state of England has been so recently adverted

to, that it is needless to say more upon it than

that, after the expulsion of the French prince,

all open resistance to the demands of the court ofRome

upon the government and the resources of the nation

had ceased. The boy-king Henry III. was advised to

acknowledge the vassalage of his kingdom to the Holy

France.

England.
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See, and to pay the tribute. Peter’s pence, annates, first

fruits, were punctually remitted; and an ominous begin

ning was made with the system of procurations, reser

vations, postulations, provisors, and legatine extortions,

which for many ages following exhausted the kingdom

ofits moneyed wealth,e and brought in a locust-swarm of

papal agents and procurators, with every kind of cor

rupt practice that might swell the gains of the foreign

recipients, and put money into the pockets of the col

lectors themselves.

Of the state of the kingdoms of Spain in their con

nection with the papacy, it is unnecessary to

say more than that they had surrendered

themselves as the spiritual vassals of Rome. The Pope

Spain.

~ had been in many instances permitted to interfere with

a high hand in their family and political interests. Tri

butes had been paid, marriages dissolved, alliances dic

tated or denounced, civil engagements and contracts

annulled, at the command of Rome.f Like the nations

of the Latin communion in general, they had accepted

the axiom, that the enemies of the Pope were the ene

mies of God, and that their own eternal interests de

pended upon a total disregard of divine and human laws

when they stood in the way of the extermination of the

enemies of Rome. Under the auspices of Innocent III.

immitigable war against all such powers or persons had

taken the character of a religious duty; and this persua

sion was answered by an outburst of popular fanaticism

which engaged the worst passions of the human heart

in the service of the man who took upon himself the

character of representative of the divine attributes and

majesty, for purposes in direct contradiction to His

written and unwritten Will.

On the 19th of April of the year 1213, letters of con

vocation to a general council of the Church Convocation

had been issued. In these letters two subjects ofthe

. . general

of consideration only were proposed; namely, councilof

the reformation of the Church, and the promo- the Lateran

“ See ch. viii. p. 599 et sqq. and 623 f See ch. iv. . 419 et s . of this
of this'Book. ~ ' Book. ‘ p qq
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tion of the crusade for the liberation of the Holy Land.

But an attentive consideration of the series of canons

and ordinances promulgated at this council discloses a

more important object than either. The suppression

of heresy might be included in the general term “ refor

mation;” but these purposes were to be made subser

vient to a larger scheme of ecclesiastical government

than had entered into the contemplation of the prede

cessors of Innocent III. It was the obvious intent of

the legislator to impart a perfect unity of action to the

whole ecclesiastical machine, and to concentrate all its

movements in his own hands. Instead, therefore, of the

Objects of two named, we discern four general objects,

the cmmcil- viz. the reformation of those abuses which had

drawn down so much heretical obloquy on the Church;

the suppression of heresy; the liberation of the Holy

Land; and the registration of a general code of regula

tions embracing these objects, which should condense

and reduce into legislative form all preceding ordinances

on the same subjects, with such improvements as the

existing state of the Church should call for. The exe

cutive principle ofthese ordinances was, that in all cases

the ultimate—and in many points the proximate—juris

diction and control was reserved to the Holy See ;

and in such wise that no action should be taken for the

execution of any of its provisions except under the

powers granted and by the direct precept of the court

of Rome. .

Innocent III. worshipped the Church as a divine

Leading individuality. The Church was‘ his god, and

he was god in the Church: in him was cen

cation, &c. tred the unity of the faith; and in that capa

city it behoved him to demand the unanimous recogni

tion of Catholic Christendom. This was the leading

motive for the convocation of the great council of the

Lateran. As a corollary to the general principle, it may

be observed that he regarded himself as the divinely

appointed judge of religious orthodoxy; and that every

departure from the faith approved by the Holy See was

heresy, to be rooted out and destroyed by _all those
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means for which precedent, example, or precept might

be drawn from Holy Writ. The principle of the crusade

was found equally applicable to all whom it might

please him to point out as the “enemies of God,” as

it was to the infidels against whom the action was ori

ginally directed. Besides, therefore, the great amount

of political influence derived from the government and

direction of so universal a movement, we have already

seeng with what facility it could be diverted to the

profit of that formal unity required to strengthen the

substructure of the pontifical power. But it was clear

to the mind of Innocent that the perils of dissent must

be dissipated before the armies of the faith could be

directed with effect against the foreign enemy. The

exterminating ordinances, accordingly, applied to both

enemies alike, with no difference but a priority of exe

cution against the former. '

A delay of two years and six months was thought

necessary to teach the clergy and laity of the

Latin world their lesson. erhaps little lesstime was required to collect evidence, and to

digest and reduce into systematic form the multitude

of ordinances, bulls, and briefs of the reigning pontiff;

and to bring them into harmony with the regulations

of his predecessors, more especially with those of the

great ‘council of the Lateran held in the pontificate of

Alexander 111.11 The letters of convocation recited

that the council was indispensably required for the

“extirpation of vices, the planting of virtues, the cor

rection of abuses, the reformation of morals, the elimi

nation of heresz'es, the confirmation of the faith, the

establishment of peace, and for the stirring up of all

Christian princes and people—clerg as well as lait ——

to the succour and defence of the liloly Land.” The

Pope professes to entertain no doubt that the suggestion

was a direct inspiration of the Holy Spirit; and he ‘fixes

the meeting for the 1st day of November in the year

1215, in the great church of the Lateran at Rome. In the

B 8 lfee ch. viii. p. 533, et sqq. of this 1’ Conf. book xii. 0. vi. p. 186.

00 . . .
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interim the clergy are exhorted to prepare themselves

for the great work by a stricter habit of life; and to

come to the council as men intent upon the service of

God, rather than in the spirit of vain ostentation and

display: the metropolitans are directed to summon all

capitular and monastic bodies to send their deans, or

other fit persons, to represent them; and to use the

intervening period for the purpose of collecting all ne

cessary information as to such matters as might require

amendment; so as to enable them to report the same

to the council; more especially such as might relate

to the succour of the Holy Land: lastly, the severest

punishments are denounced against all persons who

should neglect the summons, or offer frivolous or evasive

excuses, such, for instance, as domestic difi'iculties, civil

disturbances, the dangers of the road, and the like.i

This summons was obeyed by the prelates and

_ princes of the Latin world with greater

(:gzné‘r‘egagf punctuality, and in greater numbers, than

councilof the that of any of his predecessors on like oc

ggfeig‘l‘g casions. The first session was held on the

11th November 1215 in the great basilica of

Constantine—then known as the church of St. Saviour

of the Lateran—in the presence of 483 patriarchs, pri

mates, and bishops; besides upwards of 800 abbots and

priors. To these must be added the delegates of pre

lates incapacitated by age or infirmity; the ambassadors

of the kings of Sicily (the emperor-elect, Frederic IL),

France, England, Hungary, Aragon, Cyprus, Jerusalem,

and the Latin emperor of Constantinople; in numbers

falling not far short of 1400 persons. The Latin patri

archs of Constantinople and Antioch were present; the

patriarch of Alexandria appeared by proxy, in conse

quence of the infidel occupation of his city.’

The pontiff opened the session with a ‘concio ad

1 Epp. Inn. III. lib. xvi. epp. 30- Marat. Ss. R1‘. Ital. tom. vii. p. 893;

34, pp. 756-760. The history of the 3. Rick. dc S. Germ. id. ibid. p. 989;

council is collected from the follow- 4. Vrtissctte Hist. de Lang; 5. (‘until

ing writers: 1. Matt. Paris, an. 1215, Hard. tom. viii. p. 1 et sqq.; 6. Ray

p. 228 ; 2. Chron. Fossw Not-w, apud Mld. an. 1215.
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clerum’ from the Evangelist Luke, in which he

personated the Saviour.j He insisted strongly

upon a thorough reformation of life and con

versation in the church ; so that the priesthood, having

rooted out all manner of uncleanness from their own

practice, might thereby give the lie to those slanders

which had proved so destructive to their influence over

their flocks, and so detrimental to the interests of the

church-catholic. “For,” he said, “the sin of the priest

causeth the people to sin : the son doeth as he sees his

father do; the disciple, as his master: thus is fulfilled

the word of the prophet, ‘And there shall be like people

and like priest ; and I will punish them for their ways,

and reward them for their doings ;’k the heretic and

the adversary shall exult in their downfall; faith shall

perish from the earth; religion shall be thrown out of

shape; liberty shall be confounded; justice trodden

under foot; heresy shall raise its head; schism shall

abound; and the children of Hagar shall prevail over

the children of the promise.”1

It has been the subject of some controversy whether

the code of laws promulgated by this council P ffi I

emanated from the body as a legislative as- ids: 01f lilo

sembly, or whether it was simply presented to fugggfcniff

them by the Pope for registration and publi

cation.m We think that neither of these views is strictly

true. The careful codification of the various ordinances

of the Church—past, present, and prospective—for the

reform of morals, the suppression of heresy, and the pro

secution of the holy war, bears the stamp of a single

mind, if not of a single hand. It should, at the same

time, be remembered that the Roman pontiffs never

affected to regard councils—general, provincial, or

national—as legislative bodies; nor even assigned to

The ‘concio

ad clerum.‘

J “ I have desired to eat this pass- not drawn up by the synod, but after

over with you before I suffer.” Luke wards, by the Pope himself, written

xxii. l5. and published ; but this,” he says, “ is

'‘ Hosea iv. 9. a mistake of the editor, as has been

‘ Rag/n. an. 1215, § iv. p. 374. proved by Bcllarmine,” who shows

m “ The editor of the works of Inno- that the decrees of the council were

cent 111.,” says Raynaldus (ubi sup. not only framed but published by that

§vii.), “affirms that the decrees were body.

VOL. V. UU
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them any more exalted function than that of advisers

or informants of the Holy See ; and ultimately of regis

trars and publishers of its decrees. The duties of the

members of the council of 1215, assigned to them by

Innocent III., were confined to the collection of infor

mation for the guidance of the Pope. No symptom of

self-action is allowed to appear in any of these prelimi

nary instructions. The work itself, when completed,

exhibited a simple collection of the preceding ordinances

of Innocent himself and those ofhis predecessors, digested

into the form of a regular code. It may indeed be ima

gined that the short period of eighteen days, allowed for

the discussion of so many and so important topics, could

afford scanty opportunity to the members for entering

upon the merits of each of the seventy decrees or canons

handed down to us as the result of their labours.n On

the other hand, it would be unreasonable to maintain

‘that the information and advice of the Pope’s faithful

friends and agents should have had no influence in the

framing or modification of the decrees. Such a par

ticipation, though not amounting to a legislative action,

might redeem the character of the meeting from the

imputation ofa servile, ministration resembling that from

which the parliaments of France during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries vainly struggled to emancipate

themselves.° It is, however, clear to us that, whatever

liberty of discussion may have been allowed as to details,

the principles involved in the ordinances were not sub

mitted to examination; and that the draft, as framed

and settled by the Pope, was accepted with such altera

tions only as might be suggested by facts and informa

tion more recently supplied.

The first resolution or canon records the final adop

“ We are not told how many ses- nal shape, or possibly with such alter

sions were held ; but if we suppose the ations and amendments only as might

council to have sat every day of the meet the views of the pontiff, or im

eighteen, we can hardly arrive at any prove the operative effect of the de

other conclusion than that the whole crees.

code was presented by the Pope in the ° During the reigns of Louis XIIL,

shape of a bill or project of law; and XI". and XV.

that it was adopted much in its origi~
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tion by the body of the Latin church of the

capital dogma of transubsz‘antiation. The ca- Coafnt‘illgzé‘gé?“

non declares there is One only and Universal trine of

Church, out of which there is no salvation:of this Church Jesus Christ is the supreme

Head, and at once the chief priest and the sacrifice; His

body and blood are Veritably and in substance contained

in the sacrament of the altar; the bread being, by the

divine power, transubstantiated into the body, and the

wine into the blood of Christ; which sacrifice can be

performed solely by the ordained priest, in virtue of

the authority thereunto granted to him by Jesus Christ

through His apostles and their successors.P It may be

here observed, that since the subsidence of the Beren

garian controversyq at the close of the eleventh century,

the doctrine of .transubstantiation had remained in abey

ance. Pope Gregory VII. had declined to register the

Paschasian theory among the articles of faith of the

Roman church. But it is not the less true that the

Berengarians had been put to silence; that the Latin

priesthood had generally adopted the doctrine, and that

they embraced it as a talisman of sovereign power to

sustain them upon that pinnacle of unapproachable

dignity to which the Isidorian forgeries had raised them.

The doctrine, thus generally received, in fact affirmed

that by virtue of the divine authority vested in the

priesthood, they could, by the imposition of hands, at

pleasure, and in a thousand places at the same time, re

produce the body and blood of the Lord, as He lived

and died upon earth, together with His whole soul and

divinity; thereby repeating upon a thousand altars at

once the great sacrifice of the cross; and communicating

simultaneously its inappreciable virtues to a thousand

recipients as the pledge of everlasting life to the ortho

dox, or the doom of eternal death to the unbelieving or

sceptical communicant.r

P Some other clauses are added, works.

principally relating to the efficacy of ‘1 Cont. book ix. 0. v. pp. 120-137.

baptism, and the merits of virginity Y The canon, however, does not seem

and continence,‘ the saving virtues of to go the length of affirming the elimi

ecclesiastieal communion and of good nation of the substance of bread and
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It may be observed, that the generation of men to

Anteceden, whom this extraordinary doctrine was now

udoptionpf for the first time presented in an ofiicial form,

the dwtrme' had been nursed up in an implicit belief in

marvels of all kinds. That belief had grown up with

the growth of the sacerdotal influence; and. the minds

both of its patrons and their hearers had been gradually

prepared to follow out the rudimental conception to its

most extravagant consequences; till that very extrava

gance irrevocably pledged the clergy to its maintenance,

and supplied an additional ground for belief in a people

overdosed by their pastors with the spiritual stimulants

most congenial to the vulgar taste. This marvellous

incarnation of sacerdotal self-sufliciency and spiritual

pride had come into the world as part and parcel of

one of the grossest deceptions ever practised upon the

ignorant credulity of mankind.8 The very magnitude

of the imposition was in part a cause of its success. It

subdued the spirit of a generation destitute of mental

self-action, and ignorant of any ground of belief but the

authority of its teachers.

As long as this state of religious opinion could be

Motive f0, counted upon, it was perhaps of minor im

the canpni- portance to register the doctrine itself as an

23,313,, 2,‘? article of catholic faith. But it happened

“113313)?”- that since the beginning of the twelfth cen

' tury whispers of contradiction had been heard

in a corner of Christendom too close to the foun

tain-head of sacerdotal authority not to be listened to

with dismay and indignation. In process of time the

voice of opposition became louder and louder, till it

ended in a very general protest against a religious

scheme resting upon a servile submission to doctrines

equally repulsive to common sense and subversive of

 

liberty of conscience. It

wine in the elements after consecra

tion. The defect was supplied by the

council of Trent. See Le Plat, Decret.

et Oann. Cone. Trident. 0. viii., cann.

i. et ii. p. 119.——“ Si quis dixerit in

as. eucharistiac sacramento remanere

was from the outset the

substantiam panis et vini una cum

corpore et sanguine D.N.J,C. 8m. 8118

thema sit.”

' Conf. book vi. c. v. p. 141, and

0. vii. pp. 192-194.
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professed intent of the heretical sects to call the

authors and patrons of that scheme to account before

the world, and to cast down the Roman priesthood

from the proud eminence on which they had surrep

titiously and fraudulently placed themselves. With

this View they maintained that the eucharist, when

administered by the hand of a pious layman, was, as a

means of grace, as effectual as when administered by

an ordained priest: that, on the contrary, if received

from the hand of a profligate minister—priest or no

priest—the ordinance would be unavailing. Most of

these sects further denied the corporeal presence of

Christ in the eucharist; and it may be doubted whether

in this opinion they were not supported by a minority

within the church itself. It was therefore essential to

deprive them of this support; to place the sacerdotal

authority upon a single basis; and to extinguish that

liberty of religious inquiry, or speculation, which, if

suffered to gain ground, must in the end prove fatal

to the despotic dogmatism of Rome.

This, therefore, was the moment chosen by Inno

cent III. to put an end to all doubt as to what Edict of

was the established doctrine of the Church inquisition

as to the capital dogma of the eucharistic heresy‘

sacrifice, and the exclusiveness of sacerdotal ministra

tion. The first canon accordingly declares the doctrine

with neatness and precision; the third canon annexes

the anathema to every shade of opinion adverse to the

antecedent confession of faith.t That confession was

framed so as to meet the heretical doctrines imputed to

the various sects, and to furnish the inquisitors with a

text-book of examination into heretical pravity, and a

test to try the merits of suspected or reconciled sece

ders. It directs that, after trial and conviction, the cul

prits are to be forthwith delivered over to the secular

power for punishment; if clerks, to be first degraded

from their orders; if laymen, to forfeit all their worldly

‘ All these hcresies are described as which was meant that the different

“having, indeed, different faces, but forms or shades of opinion in no re

all linked together by their tails." By spect concealed the common intent.
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substance : suspected persons, unless they shall dulypurge

themselves, shall be smitten with the anathema; they

shall be cast out of human society; and if for the term

of one year they shall continue under excommunication,

they shall Without more ado be condemned as heretics :

the secular powers are commanded, under pain of the

severest ecclesiastical censures, to make oath that they

will bond ‘fide strive by every means at their command

to exterminate from their territories all who shall be

denounced to them by the Church as heretics: if within

a twelvemonth any prince, potentate, or baron shall have

wilfully harboured any heretic, or suspected heretic,

within his domain, he shall, without respect of rank or

condition, be bound in the chain of excommunication;

and if within that period he refuse or neglect to give

satisfaction, his contumacy is to be signified to the

supreme pontiff, that he may discharge his vassals and

dependents from their oaths of allegiance, and from all

other obligations; and deliver over his lands and goods

to catholic occupiers, to be by them possessed by an

indefeasible title; saving only—in case of a vassal—the

rights of the superior lord, provided he (the superior)

shall not oppose or impede the execution of the eccle

siastical sentence. ,

We observe that this ordinance is confessedly and

Character solely framed for the destruction of heresy and

0f the edict heretics: it contains a very complete code of

persecution: justice has no place in its principle; there

is no thought of mercy in the execution: the guilt of

the accused is taken for granted: the proof of inno

cence is placed almost beyond the reach of the culprit;

and if adduced and allowed, can have no other effect

than to surrender him a helpless slave into the hands of

his tormentors: the vilest passions of man’s nature are

enlisted in the cause of God and His Church: delation

is encouraged by the promised spoil of all whom the

informer shall succeed in involving in his snares. This

mode of dealing may be described as the secret process

of inquisition: the open and public process was simple

murder. All believers were bound over in the penalty
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of eternal perdition to go forth to slay those whom the

emissaries of Rome should denounce: the more deeply

these “soldiers of the cross” should dip their hands in

the blood of her enemies, the greater the reward in this

world—the more exalted the bliss to be enjoyed in the

next: the accused heretic, ipso facto, forfeits all rights

of citizenship—all the sympathies of humanity: a twelve

month of wretched existence under the curse, with a

still more calamitous lot in prospect, is the only boon

vouchsafed to him: an undefined and arbitrary “ satis

faction” leaves him as much at the mercy of his perse

cutors after as before his conversion :“ all who, in the

interim, shall receive, harbour, defend, or shelter him

under their roof, shall suffer the like penalty with him

self: they shall be outlaws from human society—shall

be infamous—incapable of holding any civil ofiice or of

exercising any elective right—debarred from giving

evidence in courts of law, conducting any suit, making

any will of property, or succeeding to any kind of

estate, real or personal: if the heretic or his construc

tive accomplice be a judge, his decisions shall be void;

if an advocate, he is to be denied audience on his own

behalf or that ofany suitor; if a notary, the instruments

prepared by him to be absolutely null. The same

penalties attach to all who shall hold any intercourse,

or manifest any sympathy with the proscribed: while

alive they are to be deprived of every religious privi

lege; when dead, to be buried in a ditch like carrion.

No real distinction is made between the denounced

heretic and him who should simply withhold his hand

from shedding his blood. No measure of punishment

is given but the will of the slayer—no scale of satisfac

tion but the jealous suspicions of the inquisitor himself.

The provisions for the execution of this unrighteous

ordinance are drawn up with the same soli- Provisions

citude as that displayed in the defining and £31331??

punishing clauses. All unlicensed preaching the edict

or instruction, public or private, is strictly prohibited

“ Witness the treatment of Raymond minges, and Bearne. Conf. é. viii. pp.

of Toulouse, the counts of Foix, 00m- 553, 555, of this Book.
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under the same penalties as those assigned to the pre

viously enumerated delinquencies. The prelates are

commanded to make circuits twice, and, if needful,

thrice a year, throughout their provinces and dioceses,

wherever any heresy is suspected to exist; there to

engage three or four persons of good report, or, if re

quisite, the whole body of residents, upon oath, to dis

cover and make known to them all reputed heretics, or

any person frequenting clandestine conventicles; avoid

ing intercourse, religious or social, with the faithful; or

exhibiting suspicious differences of life and conversation

from those of the community among Whom they dwell:

persons refusing the oath, or neglecting to perform it,

fall under the same condemnation as their destined

victims. And if any bishop upon whom this office is

devolved shall neglect to fulfil it, or permit any human

feelings to interfere with its efficient performance, he is

to be visited with canonical “vengeance,” and to be

replaced by one who shall give heart and hand to the

rooting out of all heretical pravity.

As it regards seceders from the church of Rome, it

Establish is obvious that this ordinance was designed to

ment Qf_the transfer the police of Christendom to the R0

Inqmsltwn‘ man pontiff and his agents. It has been ob

served,v that it seems to encroach materially upon the

rights of the secular powers. But it is answered that

the assent of those powers must be presumed from the

silent acquiescence of their ambassadors in the council.

Strictly speaking no such inference could be drawn,

except from the special instructions of the sovereigns

to their envoys; ofwhich instructions, however, we have

no intimation. It would be difiicult to determine how

those powers could be made parties to ordinances in

the framing and passing of which they had no voice.

But it was the habit of the court of Rome, when it

suited its object, to presume the same despotic autho

rity in secular potentates, to alter laws, to surrender

rights and privileges, and even to alienate national ter

ritory, as that which the pontifi's themselves claimed to

' Fleury, Hist. Ecol. tom. xvi. p. 388.
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exercise by divine right. The ambassadors attended,

not to vote, but simply to receive the instructions of

Pope and council, and to communicate them to their

courts, with a view to their more effectual publication

and execution. The ordinance itself certainly possessed

nothing of a legislative character, nor was it binding

upon princes and peoples, excepting as far as their co

operation could be secured by stimulating their cupid

it , or practising upon their religious prepossessions.

T e result, however, was, at the time, pretty much the

same as if the represented powers had effectively con

curred in a legislative act of the council. At all events

the court of Rome was supplied with that kind of pre

cedent to which she well knew how to impart the colour

of law; and thus a quasi-legal character was, from this

epoch, imparted to the tribunal of the Inquisition, which,

though obscured, is not abandoned or renounced even

in our own day.

It was a great object with the Pope to rectify the

imperfections of the ecclesiastical organization, Re_amnge.

in order to adapt it more completely to his Ifle‘ilzs‘t’ifcal

scheme of government. He was sensible that ecfiigsnities,

the corruptions and abuses which had hitherto “"

prevailed in so many quarters had affected the charac

ter, and with it the power, of the establishment for the

comprehensive objects to which he purposed to apply it.

The only folmdation for uniformity of operation could,

he thought, be found in uniformity of faith. The first

step, therefore, was to tie down all consciences to a single

exclusive creed. Through that creed he proposed to

govern the Church and the world. The first decree or

canon of the great council of the Lateran would, he be

lieved, prove wide enough to enclose within its meshes

every form of dissent. The next step was to qualify the

agents and ministers of the creed to become its vigilant

and inexorable guardians and champions; so that the

whole body of the Church might be fulfilled with one

spirit, and be moved by one will.W There must be one

‘' The 3d canon anathematizes every or not strictly reconcilable with, the

shade of religious opinion adverse to, creed of canon i.
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body with one head; and to each limb its appropriate

station and action must be assigned. To that end a

rearrangement of ecclesiastical dignity and precedence

appeared requisite. For ages past the East had fallen

out of relation to the Latin patriarchate. The Greeks

had rejected every connection with the Church which

maintained the heretical “Filioque;” and upon this

ground they had taken their stand, inflamed by all the

venom of religious hatred. But now the pivot of the

movement had fallen into the hands ofthe Latins. Con

Patyimhal stantinople was theirs; the three great patri

archates—Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem—

Constanti- fell into the background; and that church,

“OPle- which in papal contemplation had hitherto

held the last place—or, more properly speaking, no

place at all—among the great apostolic foundations, was

suddenly lifted into precedence above them all.x The

patriarchates ‘in partibus infidelium’ had in fact little

claim to the consideration of Rome beyond the prestige

of antiquity; Constantinople was now the seat of pon

tifical government in the East, and in her new position

was entitled to such confirmation and extension as might

best enable her to exercise her vicarious powers for the

benefit of Rome.

And it cannot be too carefully borne in mind that, in

Roman contemplation, all ecclesiastical power was simply

derivative. The canon therefore provided that the four

subordinate patriarchs should first sue out the pallium

“which is both the symbol and the title of the patri

archal character”—from the Holy See; and that as soon

as they should have complied with that condition, and

recorded their oaths offidelz'ty and obedience to the Pope,

they should then—and not till then—enter on the full

exercise of the patriarchal functions, and have power to

1 Fleury (Hist. Eccl. t. xvi. p. 391)

says “that the 5th canon of this coun

cil was heedlessly copied from the

council of the Trullus; without re

flccting that that council had been

from the first rejected by the Holy See."

This statement, however, is not strictly

true. Pope Sergius, to whom the 102

canons of the Quinisext or Trullan

council were presented, declined in

deed to sign them; but several of the

canons were afterwards adopted by

the Latin church. Conf. book v. c.p. 457 of this work. Sec also Art de

z-ér. &c. p. 157.
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grant the like symbol to the metropolitans oftheir juris

dictions: such grants, however, to take effect only after

report, and a personal oath of supremacy to the Roman

pontiff on the part of the granters themselves. To this

provision a direct appeal to the Holy See from the

judgments of all orders of prelates—patriarch included

—was annexed.

The uniformity of organization and modus operandi

of all episcopal and collegiate churches was Modes of

equally requisite to facilitate the universal su

perintendence of Rome. The various modes and abbeys

of election to vacant sees and abbeys, custom- P'esmbed'

ary in different countries, were to be reduced to the

simplest forms in any way reconcilable with ancient

usage. These forms were found to consist principally

of three: first, to choose a committee of three trusty

persons, by and out of the body of electors, to take the

votes of the members of the chapters severally and indi

vidually; and after reducing the lists to writing, forth

with to publish them, and proclaim the election of the

candidate who should have obtained the suffrages of

the “greater and sounder” number of the electors:

secondly, by the vote of the whole body, to elect a com

mittee of fit and proper persons, to Whom the duty to

appoint to the vacant church, on behalf of all, should be

intrusted: a third mode of election seems rather to have

been suggested than prescribed; if, it is said, any par

ticular person should by an instantaneous and unani

mous resolution of the electors—as it were by divine

inspiration—be raised to the vacant chair, the call shall

be effectual)’ This last mode of election was, in sub

stance, little more than a provision for election by accla

mation, arising either from momentary impulse, or from

‘an antecedent conviction of the fitness of the person for

the office. But a more important considera- E .
. . . xclusion

t10n was the exclusion of lay mterference or oflayinflu

influence in appointments to vacant churches. 53%;;

For this purpose pope Innocent hit upon a '

remarkable expedient. Instead of censuring or punish

Y Perhaps from analogy to the election of Ambrose to the see of Milan.
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ing the laity for such interferences, he made the electors

themselves responsible, in the severest penalties, for

entertaining or listening to any external suggestions in

the performance of their duty. The canon framed for

this purpose accordingly enacts,z that if any elector shall

by word or deed give his consent to, or tolerate any

influence or interference on the part of any lay person,

the election itself shall be void; the person so elected

shall from that time forward be ineligible for that or

any other preferment in the Church; and, the electors

consenting, shall be suspended from all functions, and

deprived of all stipend or emolument from church or

benefice for a term of three years; and, in the mean

time, be incapable ofvoting in any election. Clandestine

elections are strictly prohibited; and it is enacted that

all elections shall be published as soon as made.a But

Reservation in every such proceeding the ultimate revision

giltilslfofiflfrfé of Rome is carefully reserved. It is therefore

confirma- enacted,b that after strict inquiry into the

“m moral and religious qualifications ofthe bishop

or abbot elect, a formal report shall be drawn up for

the information of the Holy See; and be presented to

the Pope personally, or through fit and proper dele

gates, for his approval.

The abuse of pluralitz'es had proved as seriously

Prohibition detrimental to the character of the clergy, as

of Plurali- to their efficiency as executive officers of the

hes‘ Holy See. The attention of pope Alexander

III. had been drawn to this subject, and some steps—

though of a not very effective kind—had been taken

by the Lateran council of 1179 for the remedy of the

abuse.c The regulations then published had, however,

proved almost wholly inoperative ; and Innocent resorted

to a better defined and more positive scheme of preven

tion. He declared that if a clerk holding living with

cure of souls accept a second benefice of the same kind,

I Canon xxv. culty. Conf. 0. viii. p. 569 of this Book.

'1 Can. xxiv. Probably meantto meet b Can. xxvi.

the case of Reginald of Canterbury, “Hard. Coucil. tom. vi. pars ii.

whose clandestine election was the p. 1814.

cause of much confusion and
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he shall be deprived of the first; and if he contrive or

endeavour to retain both, he shall forfeit both, and the

patron shall enter upon his full right of reappoint

ment.d

In the next following canonse several minor abuses

are struck at. Nepotism, or the practice of Prohibition

corruptly promoting relatives toecclesiasticaloffices, is severely reprobated. The pernicious ecclesiastical

usage of diverting the revenues of parochial “Ma's”

livings to the use ofthe greater churches or monasteries,

so as to leave insufficient stipends to the working clergy,

is condemned and abolished; and an effort is made to

put an end to the extortionate demands of the legates

and nuncii of the Holy See upon their visitations, known

by the name of “procurations;” but in terms so loose

as to leave the matter pretty much at the discretion of

the pontifical visitors. Some wholesome regulations

were made touching appeals from the inferior to the

superior ecclesiastical courts; and against the vexatious

removal of causes from the natural judge to a distant

tribunal, by means of papal indults surreptitiously ob

tained.f But, with every desire to improve the work

ing capacities of the ecclesiastical machine, Jealousy of

we observe in all these ordinances a profound the lait-V

jealousy of lay interference, or encroachment upon the

extreme claims of church and churchmen. Thus the

Xlivth canon, after reciting that in many instances the

laity have shown a disposition to invade the rights and

revenues of the churches, declares all secular laws in

juriously affecting church, churchmen, or church-estate,

inclusive of every right enjoyed by them in the disposal

and administration of their property, to be void, with

out the consent of the spiritual proprietors; all taxes

or imposts levied on church-estate, without such con

sent, to be of none effect, and the persons levying them

to be subject to excommunication.

The due regulation of the charge of tithes upon land

was an object of supreme solicitude to pope Innocent III.

‘1 Can. xxix. ' Canons xxxv. xxxvi. and xli.

° Canons xxx. to xxxiv.
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It was accordingly resolved that the payment of tithes

Ordinance should take the precedence of all other charges

respecting upon the land ;g that, consequently, tithes

tithes‘ should be taken of the entire produce of the

soil, before any secular burdens, tributes (rents), or

taxes are levied upon it; or that the receivers of such

tribute or tax should be charged with the whole tithe.

At the same time it was enacted, that no spiritual

persons should purchase lands, so as, by annexation to

the spirituality, to discharge them from the payment

of tithes, to the injury of the churches to which they

‘belonged .prior to such annexation; .or that, when so

annexed, they be given in farm to lay cultivators, in

whose hands they should continue chargeable with tithe

to be paid to the churches to which they were originally

attached, subject, however, to special agreement with

those churches. But in general all agreements or de

vices tending to deprive the parochial clergy of the

tithes of land Within their parishes are declared void.

As an instrument of pontifical government, the mon

Reformation asteries held a high place in the estimation of

of the pope Innocent. It was admitted that abuses

mmsmms' had crept in, which enfeebled their action and

injured their reputation. The application of the remedy

adopted by the council was placed in the hands of the

Cistercian friars. A committee chosen from that fa

voured body was intrusted with the duty of inquiring,

in the name and on behalf of the Holy See, into all

irregularities they might discover; and to inflict the

proper punishments, without appeal. Abbots and priors

are directed to carry out the orders of the commis

sioners and the bishops of the diocese; and to be dili

gent in the visitation of the conventual establishments

within their jurisdiction. These inquests and visitations

gencralis, exactionem tributorum et8 The preamble to this ordinance

censuum prsecedat solutio dccimarum,(canon liv.) is remarkable. It runs

thus: “ Cum autem in signum univer

salis domim'i, quasi quodam titulo spe

eiali, sibi Dominus decimas reserva

verit; nos et ecclesiarum dispendiis et

animal-um periculis obviare volentes,

statuimus ut in. pm-rogativa domim'i

vel saltem hi ad quos census ct tribute,

indecimata. pervenerint, quoniam res

cum onere suo transit, en. per eensuram

ecclesiasticam decimare coguntur ec

clcsiis quibus jure dcbent-ur.”
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are ordered to take place once in every three years;

and the visitor’s attention is to be vigilantly directed to

the protection of the persons and property of monks

and religious persons against all injuries and encroach

ments on the part of the civil powers.h

The principle adopted by Innocent for the trial of

clerical offenders was of a more liberal cha- Trial of

racter than that of his predecessors. The in- clerical

quiry is ordered to take place in the presence of Offenders’

the accused, unless he absent himself contumaciously; the

charges are to be clearly and intelligibly stated; a list

of the witnesses against him is to be supplied; and no

appeal to the higher court, or to the Holy See, is to be

allowed before judgment by the inferior court.i It seems

that execution of the sentence was not to follow till the

cause was finally disposed of; with an exception, how

ever, in favour of the conventual bodies, in whom it

was thought expedient to lodge more summary powers

of inquiry and punishment than were deemed neces

sary in the case of bishops, dignified clergy, or secular

priestsj

In regard to lay discipline, the measures adopted by

the great council of the year 1215 are, in some La d. .
. . y isci

respects, of a more rigorous, in others of a pline:treat

more liberal, nature than those of the pre- msggrgjniick

ceding period. Confession and penitentialsatisfaction, at least once in every year, are prescribed

to the laity, on pain of excommunication, and the ‘con

sequent privation of civil rights and christian burial.

“And,” it is recited, “inasmuch as corporeal infirmity

is often the consequence of sin,” all medical men are

CHAP. IX.]

1' Can. xii.

iThis ordinance therefore modifies,

in the interests of stricter justice, the

more ancient practice of intsrposing an

appeal to Rome, at any stage of the

cause, to stop the proceedings in the

inferior court. Conf. book vi. 0. vii.

pus 210-212; and book vii. pp. 254

D -

J'Can. viii. The inclination of the

court of Rome to exempt the regulars

from the ordinary jurisdiction is mani

fest throughout all her dealings with

the conventual bodies. We have here

tofore adverted to numerous instances

of special exemptions of this nature.

The viiifll canon of this council, how

ever, seems to presume an absolute

judicial independence of those bodies,

and to give them an exclusive juris

diction over offences committed by

their own members, excepting perhaps

over abbots and priors charged with

ecclesiastical delinquencies.
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strictly required to meddle with no cases, nor to exhibit

any remedies, until'they shall have persuaded the suf~

ferer first to have recourse to the “physician ofhis soul,”

in order that when the health of the spirit shall have

been duly cared for, the physician of the body may pro

ceed with better effect to cure the disease :k all medical

men convicted of disobeying or evading this ordinance,

to be put out of communion until satisfaction. The

value of this regulation to the interests of the church

and clergy can hardly be overrated. It provides, in

effect, that while the body is enfeebled by disease, the

first opportunity to work upon the mind of the patient

shall be secured to the priest; and inasmuch as the

‘satisfaction’ required for unexpiated sins was for the

most part estimated in money or money’s worth, the

ordinance could not but turn out a fertile source of

immediate or of testamentary gifts to priests and

churches.

On the other hand, some relief was granted to the

Relaxation laity in the matter of matrimonial restrictions.

°rfe The regulations hitherto subsisting as to con

upon sanguinity and aflinity had led to many in

marrmge- conveniences. To the more vigilant or zealous

churchmen they had furnished frequent opportunities of

annulling marriages in other respects regular, and bas

tardizing the offspring; while to the dissolute laity they

had afforded pretexts for dissolving distasteful connec

tions, or indulging licentious passion.l A third incon

venience arising from the great extension of the pro

hibited degrees was the legal uncertainty it introduced

as to the legitimacy of the ofispring in cases where a

canonical defect could be detected in the matrimonial

pedigree of the parties. Pope Innocent III. may claim

the merit at least of mitigating this evil. But the canon

law on the subject of matrimony, as it stood, had always

been a favourite with the Church; and the pontiffthought

k Can. xii. “ For,” it is said, “when 1 For the history of the canon law of

the cause (Le. the sin of which the marriage the reader is referred to Ap

disease is supposed to be the conse- pendix II. to book x. p. 427 of this

quence) is removed, the (float may be work.

devoutly expected to cease likewise.”
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an apology requisite for the proposed changes. “Inas

much,” he urges, “as God himself had, in the New

Testament, changed many ordinances established in the

Old, it is manifest that the like changes in human ordi

nances are permissible, more especially when called for by

urgent necessity or manifest expediency.” Accordingly

he abolishes the prohibition of matrimony between the

relatives of a second wife and those of the first wife, and

reduces the degrees, both of consanguinity and affinity,

within which marriage may not be contracted, from the

seventh to the fourth canonical degree.In Strict provi

sion is at the same time made for the prevention of

clandestine marriages, the publication of the bans, and

the free allegation of impediments or objections. But

all marriages within the four degrees are pronounced

void, and the children are bastardised: ignorance of the

law is declared inadmissible as a plea or excuse; and

every such allegation, whether true or false, is to be

construed a false pretence.n

Several rules were adopted for defining and regu

lating the powers of the different orders ofthe General

clergy, and for the prevention of certain gross “582263;”

abuses and superstitious practices, especially ordinances

the invention of new relics without the autho- 0f1215'

rity of the Holy See; as also against the extortionate

and simoniacal demands of the bishops for the grant of

orders, consecration of churches, presentations to liv

ings, mortuaries, burials, and the like.0 These reforms

were well adapted to improve the organisation of the

Church as a ministerial body. But as Innocent III. was

accustomed to look upon the whole establishment in the

same light, he was too apt to consider what he ordained

as done, and to reckon upon‘the execution of his ordi

nances with a confidence inspired by the proud con

sciousness of the lofty station he occupied as monarch

“‘ A curious reason is given for this tem sui corporis, sed vir ; quia quatuor

restriction : “ Quaternarius enim nu- sunt hu-nwrcs in corpora, quad constat

merus bene congruit prohibitioni con- ea: quatuor elementis.” Can. 1.

jugii corporalis, de quo dicit Apostolus “ Can. li.

quod vir non habet potestatem sui cor- ° Can. 1x. to lxx.

poris, sed neque mulier habet potesta

VOL. V. , XX
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of the Church. Yet, if doomed to disappointment in

this respect, the close parallel he uniformly drew between

the divine government of the world and his own vica

rious functions, furnished him with an explanation of

such failures, which fully satisfied the self-sufliciency of

his nature. He saw that the government of God him

self was not exempt from the like apparent contrarieties;

he therefore could feel neither surprise nor mortification

when he beheld the vicarious government subject to

similar reverses. In. this respect the great council of

1215 fared no better than that of 1179. If we may

believe in the momentary removal of some abuses and

malpractices, the ordinances of the former of these coun

cils produced no more permanent benefit than those of

the latter. But irrespective of all reform in the body

of the Church, Innocent Ill. had done for her that

which preceding pontifi's had attempted in vain. By

the canonisation of the doctrine of transubstantiation

s _ he had lifted the sacerdotal body to the pin
ervlces of

hmocem 111_nacle of glory and honour: he had aflixed to

$311133‘, the breast of every priest a badge of super

‘ human dignity and reverence,—a badge he

was never likely to relinquish, or permit to be torn from

him: he had created an impregnable wall of separation

between the Latin Christian and his incidental assail

ant: he had established a test from which no one could

escape who was not prepared to renounce in its favour

every privilege of thought or reflection. But he had

done ‘more than all this: he had devised an engine for

the suppression of the faintest desire to exercise the

natural faculties upon this or any other article of his

creed. The “Inquisition of the faith” had assumed in

his mind a shape as much opposed to every principle of

justice as the doctrine of transubstantiation was incon

sistent with the natural instincts and faculties of man.

The creed, and the mode of forcing it into general ac

ceptance, were twins of the same birth.P The perverted

mind that could embrace transubstantiation as a Christian

I’ The rudiments of the inquisitorial system quite as far back as those of

persecution are traceable in the Latin the eucharistic doctrine.
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verity was not likely to stop at any means, however

inconsistent with justice and humanity, to subdue the

natural reluctance of a rational being to throw away

the gift of his Creator at the command of his priest.

The twelfth general council of the Latin church

concluded its prescribed labours by the publi

cation of a scheme of indulgences to all Chris- P2???‘

tians‘ who should devote themselves to the privilege to

rescue of the Holy Land from the oppression 2:13;‘

of the infidel Saracens. “By the power of

the Apostles Peter and Paul,” the Pope proclaimed, in

his own name, a general pardon for all sins committed

to every Christian, from the princes of the people down

to the meanest subject—from the patriarch down to the

humblest monk—to every one who should sign himself

with the sign of the cross, and, either in person or at

the cost of his substance, should contribute to the sav

ing work. Three places of rendezvous were assigned to

the armies of the faithful,—two in Sicily, and the third

on the coast of Apulia, in the vicinity of Brundusium, on

the Calabrian coast. At these several points the Pope

promised to meet them by the 1st day of June in the

following year (1216), to give the expedition his solemn

blessing, and to appoint a capable legate a latere to ac

company the pilgrims, and to direct their movements.

The absence of such an officer in the expedition of 1203

had led to the failure of the proper objects of

the enterprise. In that instance the direction afialtegzt‘zo

had slipped from the hands of the pontiff; and direct the

though productive of incidental advantages tothe Holy See, the cause of the profitable fail

ures had been not the less regretted and condemned by

the Pope.q Having thus taken the conduct of the pro

posed expedition under his own charge, he published a

variety of financial regulations, enabling the crusaders

to raise the sums necessary for their maintenance and

expenses at the easiest possible rate of interest. He

enabled the clergy to alienate or to take up money

upon the estate and endowments of their churches for

‘1 Conf. c. v. p. 431 et sqq. of this Book.
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the term of three years. All bishops and other eccle

siastical persons were commanded to exhort the kings,

princes, nobles, and people—the communities of cities,

towns, and villages—throughout Christendom to earn

the pardon of their sins by personal participation in the

sacred enterprise; or, if disabled from infirmity or other

reasonable cause, to merit the same inestimable privilege

by the supply of ships, men-at-arms, soldiers, munitions,

or other necessaries sufficient for a three years’ warfare.

For this purpose the active or passive contributors are

authorised to mortgage their stipends; and to the sums

thus raised was to be added a subsidy of a twentieth out

of all ecclesiastical revenue for that period, excepting

such as belonged to those who served personally. The

Pope consented to contribute 30,000 pounds of silver, be

sides a ship, and 3,000 marks out of the alms of the faith

ful, and he and the cardinals taxed themselves at a full

tenth of all their revenues for the term of the crusade.

The severe regulations for the protection of the property

and families of the crusaders during their absence, as en

acted by preceding ordinances,r were re-published; and a

truce for four years was enjoined on all Christian princes

and peoples on pain of excommunication and interdict.

The great council of the year 1215 may in some

Political respects be regarded as a consultative con

decrees of gress of the estates, temporal and spiritual,

the mum‘ of the European world, under the presidency

of the Pope. Four subjects of an almost purely po

litical character were brought under the notice of the

fathers. Of these the most important was the crusade.

The supreme direction of that vast movement involved,

in fact, the general disposal of the armed forces of

Christendom. A governing influence of such mighty

power possessed infinite attraction for the court of

Rome. No sooner, therefore, had the Popes arrived at

a full apprehension of the advantages to be drawn from

the prevailing excitement, than they plunged with heart

and soul into, the scheme. No pontiff had laboured

with greater ardour and success to direct and profit

' Conf. book xi. 0. iv. p. 566 et sqq.; book xii. 0. ii. p. 45 ; hook xiii.p.533.
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by the movement than Innocent III.; and none had

been equally solicitous for its perpetuation and H

regulation. As far as tacit consent could es- 851:3,“

tablish the point, the council had placed the glgmiewf '

- e CI‘OSS

supreme command in the hands of the Pope.

The four years’ truce had been adopted; and, if length of

life had been granted to the mover, the accomplishment

of the vast project might have been looked forward to as

within the compass of probable results. At all events

the general recognition of the hegemony of the Pope of

Rome in the holy wars—whether directed against pa

gans or heretics—was an important gain to the pontifi

cate, and a strong support to the structure of sacerdotal

government.

A second topic of a similar character, to which the

assent of the council appears to have been ob- Adjudication

tained, was the final deposition of count Ray- of the

mond of Toulouse, and the adjudication of his ‘:50.

estates to his conqueror, Simon de Montfort. to Simon dB

The unfortunate prince, and his friend the M‘mtfort‘

count of Foix, appeared before the council and petitioned

for the restitution of their principalities. The assumed

jurisdiction of the council,—>—quite irrespectively of the

constructive presence of the suzerains,—was a naked

encroachment upon the temporal power. The adjudi

cation of the lands of a vassal of the crown of France

or Aragon to a foreign conqueror was by every law and

custom of the period vested—if any where—in the so

vereign of the state, acting under the advice and con

sent of his court of peers; and it would be futile to

contend that the incidental presence of the envoys of

the two suzerains at the council could impart to a body

of strangers assembled in a distant country, under the

presidency of a foreign prince, a right to dispose of their

territories, or any part of them, at their pleasure. Pope

Innocent, however, confirmed the sentence of deposition

against the two counts, and granted their territories in

perpetuity to his “faithful servant Simon de Montfort.”

The petition of Raymond was peremptorily dismissed,

with the simple reservation of a scanty annuity to his
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son out of the estates which had not been overrun by

the crusading armies.s

The third transaction in which the council was in

_ some Way made to participate, aimed at the

gffggigt confirmation of the interests of the papacy in

howtreate’d England. King John was now the devoted

servant and vassal of the Holy See; the Pope

had excommunicated the insurgent barons ;

and suspended archbishop Langton for contumaciously

refusing to publish the papal ban. That prelate more

over, in defiance of the prohibition of the King and

the papal legates, had presumed to present himself at

Rome in the character of primate of England. The

chapter of York had, in defiance of the royal recom

mendation, elected Simon Langton, the brother of the

archbishop, to the metropolitan see of that city. The

King complained to the Pope ; the latter forthwith an

nulled the election, and commanded the canons

of the cathedral to appear before the council

to make a new election. Here the Pope, of

The Pope

nominates

the arch

“?gff his ,own authority‘? presented to them the

King’s nominee, alter de Grey, bishop of

Norwich. This prelate appears to have been chosen

much as a matter of course; and he is said—equally

as a matter of course—to have purchased the honour

at the price of 10,0001. sterling.t The cause of the

archbishop was, naturally enough, involved with that of

his brother. Both had manifested a sinister sympathy for

the liberties of their church and country. Innocent III.,

mutuo duris conditionibus, sumere."

It would not, however, be just to the

character of Innocent III. to charge

" Certain districts in the Provence

had, it seems, escaped the scourge of

Simon and his hordes. These districts

the Pope took into his own hands,

ostensibly as a provision for the minor

son of Raymond. Cunci-l. Hard. tom.

vii. p. 79.

‘ 31. Paris, an. 1215, p. 229, 230. The

writer observes that all the prelates in

attendance upon the council had to

contribute heavily to the'gratification

of the Curia. “ In fine autem, soluto

concilio, extorsit papa dc unoquoque

prelato infinitam pecuniam: quam cum

viaticio cogebantur ab usurariis suis,

him with personal participation in

these extortions. Another explana

tion is not improbable. It had been

resolved that the clergy of all ranks

should contribute largely to the ex

penses of the holy war; might not

these levies have been no other than

an anticipation of such general con

tribution, while the prelates were still

under the eye of the Pope, and before

they could well evade the payment?
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whose impatience of opposition admitted of no com

promise, harshly flung his former friend from The Pope

him. Langton modestl requested his rein- against

statement in his see, an absolution from the Langm'l‘

censures of the legates. “Nay, by St. Peter,” said the

Pope in reply, “brother of Canterbury, you will not find

it an easy matter to obtain absolution for all the many

and grave injuries you have inflicted not only on the

king of England, but upon the Roman church. We

therefore intend to take counsel with our brethren with

what kind of punishment we ought to meet so insolent

a departure from your duty.” No‘ further step, how'

ever, appears to have been taken than to confirm the

sentence of the legates, and to absolve the suffragans of

the church of Canterbury from their obedience to the

primate.11

The confirmation of the election of Frederic II., and

the rejection of Otto IV., were the last acts F _
_ _ rederlc II.

of a purely political character transacted by wumesthe

pope Innocent III. in the great council of the c5353

Lateran. This incident has been shortly ad- 1 '

verted to in a preceding chapter of this book.v A single

additional circumstance remains to be noticed. After

the ceremony of coronation and unction at Aix-la-Cha

pelle, the King, we are informed, was so profoundly

touched by the sermon of a certain friar, John of Xan

ten, that, in a moment of enthusiastic devotion, he, with

many attendant princes and barons, took the cross from

the hands of the preacher.W The generous impulse of

the youthful sovereign unwittingly supplied the want

ing link in the chain of the pontifical policy. By this

act he pledged himself to the prosecution of an arduous

and expensive foreign war, without compensating ad

vantage to himself or his subjects. He engaged him

to Rome in spite of the prohibition of

the legates.

" Ch. vi. p. 515.

“ .11. Paris, ubi sup. The charges

exhibited by the King's emissaries

against archbishop Langton were, that

he had instigated the nobility of the

kingdom to take up arms against him;

that he had refused to excommuni

cate the nobles; that he had disobeyed

the decree of suspension, and had gone

“' Ray/Laid. an. 1215, p. 385, from

Godofe Mon. Conf. Rich. de S. Ger

mans, Chron. an. 1215, ap. Murat. vii.

pp. 388, 389.
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self and his states to an incalculable expenditure of

blood and treasure; every material profit of which—if

any should accrue—must be reaped by Home. Success

or failure must equally exhaust the resources of the

state, withdraw the attention of the sovereign from the

interests of his domestic government, and weaken his

powers of resistance to temporal or spiritual encroach

ment. Pope Innocent III. had done all that diplomatic

skill could effect to chain the new emperor to the cha

riot-wheels of the Holy See. By the assumption of the

cross that prince had presumptively placed himself and

the military powers of the empire under the command

of Rome; the unqualified cession of Central Italy to

the Pope had virtually cut him off from his southern

dominions; and the prospective renunciation of the

crown of Sicilyx had involved him in a net of conse

quences, from which he could extricate himself only

by rending its meshes and implicating himself in the

guilt of perfidy, Whenever a fuller light should be

thrown upon his new position, and the intolerable hard

ship and disgrace it entailed should break upon him

and his subjects. '

Yet the imputations of perfidy and perjury heaped

P _ upon the memory of Frederic II. by the pon
ontlfical . . . . .

charges tlfical annallsts are, even if technically mam

Fre’lggrlgstu tainable, at best overcharged.y The succes

sors of Innocent III. had indeed to learn that

that discerning pontiff had accomplished but half his

task, and that the other half remained hopelessly out

of his reach. He had not yet apprehended the com

monplace truth, that durable political adjustments must

be built upon something more solid than oaths or pro

mises from which reciprocity of advantage is wholly

excluded. Stipulations and covenants which leave be

hind them an enduring sense of injustice and humilia

X See eh. vi. p. 512 of this Book. Pope) believed that he had rendered

Y Raynaldus, who outbids his pre- 0. service to the Holy See; but that

decessor Baronius in zeal for the in- Frederic subsequently outrun Otto IV.

terests of the Holy See, observes (an. in the race of perjury, though at the

1215, § 35, p. 385), upon occasion of first he had cunningly put on the mask

the decision of Innocent III. in favour of zeal for the cause of God.”

of Frederic, that “by this step he (the
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tion can be sustained only by a physical force ever

ready to suppress resistance. Imperative duties and

influences drive governments and peoples from the

course marked out for them on parchment. Thus,

when, by the force of events, the emperor Frederic be

came sensible that he had been overreached, and that

the leading-strings to which his childhood had willingly

submitted were, at the command of a foreign priest, to

be converted into chains to drag him away from the

legitimate objects and duties of his position, we feel no

surprise that the conscientious conflict should end in

the sacrifice of the remoter to the more immediate ob

ligations of his government and station.z .

Throughout this pontificate the Cistercian friars had

enjoyed the greatest share of the papal favour. _

The monasteries and convents of the order Ejffzlglsi‘fie

were scattered over the surface of the Latin orderoffriar

world; swarms of itinerant fanatics issued

from within their cells, ready for any work

the pontiff might have for them to do. Their frantic

homilies suited the coarse tastes of their hearers;

scarcely a town or village in France, Germany, Italy,

Spain, but resounded with fiery exhortations to “take

the cross,” to “unsheathe the sword,” to “bind and to

slay the enemies of God and the Pope.” For these

purposes more zealous or effective instruments could

not be desired. But when their task was performed,—'

when order and system became necessary to impart

body and soul to the naked theory of persecution,—a

mind of a larger comprehension, a cooler and more im

passible intelligence was to be sought for. Such a per

son was found in the Spaniard Domingo or Dominic of

Dominic, of Calaruega.a Collecting a small Calamega

number,—at first only sixteen followers,—he estab

lished them in a monastery at Toulouse, surrendered

CHAP. IX.] DOMINIC AND THE FRIAR-PREACHERSL.

‘ Conf. the parallel remarks upon

the sins imputed to Otto IV. by the

Pope, ch. vi. pp. 500, 501 of this Book.

“ A town of Old Castile, in the dio

cese of Osma. Dominic was born in the

year 1170. He devoted himself from

his earliest years to an ascetic life;

and soon obtained distinction by his

burning zeal for the conversion of sin

ners, of whom the heretical sects of

the day were the most conspicuous

and the most dangerous. His mis
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to him by his converts. The work went on and pro

spered; new disciples were added to the original es

tablishment, and judiciously located over the districts

wherever heresy or dissent was at all likely to rear

its crushed and bruised front. The labours of nearly

six years were consumed in the process of bringing

his system of conversion into working order. The

great council of the Lateran afforded a favourable op

portunity for laying his plan before the Pope and the

assembled Church. At Rome, however, he encoun

tered unexpected obstacles. The attention of the Pope

was, we are told, rather directed to the reformation of

the existing system of monastic discipline than the in

stitution of new orders of monks. Though patronised

by some of the most influential members of the council,

Dominic’s proposals were coldly looked upon by the

Pope, till his hesitation was put an end to by that

species of revelation he was not unaccustomed to look

for in critical or ambiguous cases.b At all events the

vision awakened the dormant sagacity of Innocent, and

Dominic returned to France with the papal license for

the organisation of the order of preaching-friars. Be

fore the death of the founder many monasteries and

convents of the order were planted in France, Italy,

Spain, Germany, England, Ireland, and Scotland; and

within the following century they overspread the whole

The special object of theirarea of Latin Christendom.

sion to Languedoc, in the company

of his bishop, Diego of Osma, has al

ready been mentioned (ch. vii. p. 531

of this Book). He seems to have been

well aware that, notwithstanding the

wholesale massacres committed by the

crusaders, the conversions were, in a

multitude of cases, merely colorable,

and that an organised body of in

quisitors was indispensable to tear out

the root of dissent, and to subdue the

mind rather than slay the body of

his adversaries. The idea of estab

lishing an order of friar-preachers,

whose duty it should be to preach the

gospel of Rome, to defend the estab

lished faith, and to propagate Latin

Christianity in all its strictness of

dogma, had. suggested itself to him

during his missionary labours in Lan

guedoc ; when, after the death of Diego,

the murder of Peter of Castelnau, and

the retirement of Arnold. he found the

whole burden of the mission cast upon

his single shoulders.

b He dreamt, we are informed, that

he beheld the whole fabric of the La

teran falling to min; and that he saw

the holy Dominic hasten to the rescue

of the tottering fabric, and supporting

it upon his single shoulders. Baynald.

an. 1215, § 18, p. 380, from Heoderic.

Vit. S. Domin. and Suriux. A similar

vision, vonchsafed to him nine year8

before, had induced him to grant the

papal confirmation to the order of St.

Francis of Assisi. Helyof. Hist. des

0rd. Monast. tom. iii. p. 203.

_——-_\W

Whh
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foundation—the defence of the established faith—'

pointed out the Dominican order as the proper instru

ment for working out the scheme of pope Innocent III.

for the suppression of heresy. Though it may be

doubtful whether Dominic himself acted as the chief

of the new tribunal, we are assured that the spirit of

the inguisz'tion dwelt in him, and that the functions

assigned by him to his preachers involved the germ of

that maturer inhumanity and cruelty which attained

its full development in the dealings of the so-called

Holy Ofiice.

V In the council of 1215 pope Innocent assented ver

bally to the institution of the order of mi- Institution

norite friars, founded by the ecstatic Francis qfthe Fran

of Assisi. The objects of the order savoured use“ mde"

rather of religious quietude, than of the morose and

hard-hearted proselytism of Dominic.c But the elo

quent pleading of the preacher, his unmistakable sin

cerity of purpose, his pure and holy life, appealed too

strongly to the better part of Innocentfs nature to be

overlooked. Though in its beginnings simply permis

sive, the order grew and flourished parz' passu with the

disciples of Dominic. The Franciscan rule represented

rather the spiritual life of the Church, such as it was;

the Dominican, its active and material principle. The

incompatibility was not long in producing the bitter

fruit of mutual persecution, and involving the religious

world for a lengthened period in confusion and strife.

The feverish solicitude of Innocent III. for the suc

cess of the great crusade inaugurated at the Lastlabom

council of the Lateran appears to have 0 e- anddeath of

rated prejudicially to his bodily health. In- Innocentnll'

cessant labour in the performance of his many and ar

duous duties may have contributed to undermine a

naturally strong constitution. Though now only in

° See his excellent instructions to against the prejudices of the Pope,

his preachers, ap. Fleury, H. E. tom. possibly arising from a sense of the

xvi. p. 414. The order of “ Friars services rendered by the Cistercian or

minor," “Minorites,” “ Franciscans,“ der for the suppression of heresy, and

was properly founded in the year 1207, the great influence of that powerful

and had for some time to contend body at Rome.
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the fifty-seventh year of his age, and the nineteenth

of his pontificate, the powers of life were already on

the wane. After the dissolution of the great synod of

1215, all his thoughts were absorbed in the task of

promoting the projected crusade. For that purpose it

was of the first importance to appease the disturbances

in Italy occasioned by the chronic warfare between the

powerful maritime republics of Genoa and Pisa. As

long as these states continued at variance, the neces

sary supply of transports for the conveyance of the

troops could not be hoped for ;d and as soon as Innocent

found himself disengaged from the most pressing avoca

tions of his oflice, he removed from Rome to Perugia,

to be nearer to the scene of disturbance.8 Here his

irascible temper was severely tried by the news of the

invasion of England by prince Louis of France, in de

fiance of his commands and menaces. Ascending the

pulpit of the cathedral, he preached a frantic sermon

from the prophet Ezekiel ;f and concluded by solemnly

excommunicating prince Louis and his father, Philip

Augustus: he forthwith set his secretaries to work in

multiplying transcripts of the denunciation and sent

ence against the king and kingdom of France. While

agitated by these exhausting passions, he was seized

with fever; which, however, was not allowed to inter

fere with his daily labours. But, after a temporary rally,

he was attacked by an incapacitating paralytic seizure,

which terminated his existence on the 26th July 1216,

after a pontificate of eighteen years, six months, and

nine days. The body was interred in the cathedral of

Perugia.g

No pontiff rendered such important services to the

Inno general and traditional objects of the pontifi
cent .

111, judged cal policy as pope Innocent III. In Italy he

$5111“ “9*” had reduced into actual possession nearly all
POI'BJ‘IES. - s -

the territorial claims put forth by the papacy

‘1 The Venetians were at this time necessary supply of ships and sailors.

too much engaged with their Greek ° He quitted Rome in the month of

conquests to spare a naval armament June 1216.

for the new crusade. Pisa and Genoa ‘ “ Sword, sword, go forth from the

were therefore almost the only sources scabbard," &c. &o.

to which the Pope could look for the 8 Rag/nalll. an. 1216, § 9;p. 390.
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since the reign of Charlemagne. By patient and inces

sant claims under colour of grants, charters, bequests,

genuine or spurious, the road to this unqualified suc

cess had been carefully and laboriously prepared. A

concurrence of political circumstances had thrown into

the hands of Innocent III. the desired opportunity. No

contemporary prince—Philip Augustus of France per

haps excepted—possessed the talent of seizing his ad

vantages with equal promptitude and vigour. A writer

of his age describes him as “ a man of wonderful forti

tude and wisdom—one who had no equal in his own

day; whereby he had been enabled to do acts of miracu

lous power and greatness.” Thus far his merits as a

ruler of men are beyond dispute. The moral character

of his reign was, however, variously judged of by his

contemporaries. It is to the credit of the Latin priest

hood that all these services have not earned for him a

niche in the Roman pantheon. The excessive rigour

with which he insisted upon every favourite object of

his policy had so seriously injured his popularity, that,

according to the deposition of another of his contem

poraries, his death was the cause of more joy than

regret to his spiritual subjects. The English clergy

generally regarded him with profound dislike. St.

Luitgarde, the prioress of a Cistercian convent in Bra

bant, publicly announced, that immediately after his

death, she had seen him in a vision wrapped in flames,

and suffering purgatorial torments till the day ofjudg

ment, in expiation of sins committed in the flesh.11

However well inclined men may be to profit by the

sins of their chiefs, there is a class of crimes against

which—in defiance of interest and prepossession—the

moral sympathies rise up in judgment. The crimes

CHAP. IX.] DEATH AND SERVICES OF INNOCENT III.

1'‘ Raynaltlus (an. 1216, § 11, p. 391)

declares the story of St. Luitgarde to

be an invention of the arch-enemy;

“for," he says, “ it is incredible that

a man distinguished for every virtue

under the sun should have been guilty

of crimes deserving of such a punish

ment.” St. Luitgarde afiirmed that the

vision informed her that but for the

intercession of the Mother of God, to

whom he had built a monastery, he

must have been doomed to hell-fire

for the many sins he had committed ;

but that, notwithstanding her advo

cacy, he was condemned to purga

torial torment till the day of judg

ment. Conf. Fleury, H. E. tom. xvi.

p. 426 et sqq.
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of ambition, cruelty, and treachery, carry with them a

certain, though it may be a posthumous, punishment.

The duty of vindicating the character, of eulogising

the career of Innocent III. must be abandoned to those

who look upon the material interests of their church as

paramount to the great obligations upon which the wel

fare of civil and religious society mainly rests.

The pontificate of Innocent III. is properly regarded

Generalob. as the epoch of the utmost extension of the

Semtions, papal power and influence in Europe. The

on the pontl- . .

ficm of In. principles of sacerdotal government were fully

“went HI- elaborated, and placed upon an intelligible

basis. The code of ecclesiastical law was completed, and

brought to the knowledge of the Christian world. The

discipline of the churches was in a great degree Wrought

into harmony with the practice of Rome, and every

thread of ecclesiastical government was centered in the

hands of her pontiff. The management of this vast

machine was, it is true, no ordinary task. The most

perfect laws, the most accomplished organisation, is

liable to irregularities in action, which call for a prac

tised hand to check or to control it. But if, in respect

of the mere practice of government, administrative ca

pacity was any where to be sought among the men of

that age, it was surely found in the members of the

Roman curia. Order, method, unswerving resolution,

inexorable determination, undaunted self-assertion, pa

tience, vigilance, and cunning, all cooperating to the

accomplishment of a single well-defined object—and that

object the unlimited extension of the political power

of the pontiff of Rome—had achieved a signal triumph

over the irregular, the selfish, and the impulsive opposi

tion of the secular powers. But with all these advant

ages, there were defects and flaws in the scheme, which,

if they did not immediately affect its vitality, threatened

a decay of its active powers. Independently of those

events which no human Sagacity can foresee or provide

against, exorbitant power tends in the long-run both to

corrupt the possessors and to derange the system upon
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which it. is built. In the case of the papacy, that de

rangement was not immediate. For ages subsequent to

the death of Innocent III. the sceptre of Rome was

wielded by men of his school and stamp; nor do we '

trace any material decline in her governing powers until

the great schism of Avignon rent the Church into frag

ments, and divided the allegiance of the Christian peo

ples. The conflict was tedious and wearing to the sys

tem; and at the close the vital powers were found to

be irretrievably impaired by the advances of civilisa

tion, the invention of printing, and the sudden relaxa

tion of the bonds which had hitherto chained the mind

of men down to an inexorable routine. The perpetua

tion of that state of things, indeed, presupposed the utter

stagnation of social improvement. The danger of a

disturbance of the calm surface of pontifical despotism,

even in the age of Innocent III., had alarmed the saga

cious pontiff ; but his was the trepidation of action, not

of fear. The movement was quenched in blood. For

a period of three centuries the embers of reformation

smouldered in the secret places of the earth—in the

mountain-valleys and caverns, till the light of reve

lation broke through the clouds which had hitherto

obscured its brightness, and the political interests of

princes began to flow into the same channel with the

, religious aspirations of their people.

Though our work has been brought down to an

epoch at which the character of the papal sys- Object ofthe

tem was ‘developed in its utmost fulness, the pl'ecéding

gradual decline from this lofty eminence ap- volumes‘

pears to form a necessary supplement to its history, as

a still subsisting and highly influential institution. The

longevity of the system has been strongly urged by

its advocates in attestation of its divine origin and au

thority. That, say they, which has been the same from

the beginning that it now is, must be traced beyond the

cognisance of human memory up to the eternal source

of truth itself. If the principles, as thus announced,

be admitted, Roman Christianity would still enjoy little

advantage over several of the more ancient and still
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subsisting religious creeds in the world.i The con

troversy upon this point, however, soars above the re

gion of secular history. The only issue we have dealt

with arises on the question, whether the scheme is really

the same NOW that it has been from the beginning. The

reader will probably find in the Work before him evi

dence applicable to the material quesah 1. “ Whether the

political element, which avowedly forms an essential part

and portion of the Latin scheme, has or has not been

from all time what it now is ?” The ultramontane

party, whom we must regard as the real champions of

the afiirmative,—though nowadays they would hardly

venture to pledge themselves directly upon the point,—

would probably stand upon the more ancient theory

of a visible church. They would contend, with the

disputants of the age of Gregory VIL, that such a

church could be based upon no other foundation but

that of corporeal and visible property and possessions;

that the idea of a simply spiritual authority, unsup

ported by that which alone could give it effect in ac

tion, would be a soul without a body—a thing impalp

able and invisible, and therefore no church at all, in the

sense of an externally operative institution. If—they

would allege such a church was intended from the

beginning, her title to territorial possession and power

is indisputable. This mode of treating the subject

takes it out of the domain of fact, and throws it back

into that of speculation or inferential theology. Whe

ther 'our' Divine Master intended to found such a church,

is a properly theological question. It has been no part

of our duty to inquire whether the religion of Rome be

founded on truth or error; but simply to supply and

arrange the facts which will enable the reader to de

termine for himself its probable operation upon the

material interests of society. The great epoch, which

closes with the reign of Innocent III., has been dealt

 

‘ E. g. Brahminism, Budhism, the tin Christianity itself, and' still num

Zend or Zoroastrian scheme, not to her among their votaries a much larger

mention Mohammedanism. All these portion of the earth’s inhabitants than

creeds have undergone fewer changes the religion of Rome.

in the course of their history than La
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with in great, and, as some may think, tediousand un

profitable, detail. The growth of the political power

of Home has been traced from its humble infancy up

to an eminence approaching universal empire: and here

the labours of the writer must close, unless life and

health should be granted him to bring down the narra

tive to the epr'ijr of the Reformation in the sixteenth

century. In In eiu‘j'ft, however, could the work extend

beyond a supplemental volume, comprehending a simple

epitome, which would enable the reader to connect the

facts disclosed in the preceding volumes with the ela

borate details of Ranke, D’Aubigny, Waddington, and

other writers who have devoted time and talent to the

illustration of that great event.

voL. v. YY
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B O O K XII.

CHAPTER I.

INNOCENT II. AND ANACLETUS II.

DATE

1124. Election of Honorius II.

Adverse election of Coelestine II. . . .

Abdication of Coelestine—Honorius confirmed . . .

Honorius II. claims the patronage of the abbey of Monte

Casino as a papal foundation—his success . . . .

Roger 11., king of Sicily, claims the duchics of Calabria and

Apulia against the Pope ,

Roger occupies the duchics; the

The Pope deserted by his vassals . . . . .

Pacification—Roger II. does homage to the Holy See for

the conquered provinces . . . . . .

Death of Honorius II. . . . . .

Double election of Innocent II. and Anacletus II. . . .

Justification of the election of Innocent II. by Bernard of

Clairvaux . . . . . . . .

His objections to that of Anacletus II. . .

Innocent II. abandons Rome and takes refuge at Pisa

Character and reputation of Innocent .

Anacletus the descendant of a Jew

Innocent II. in France

Defence of Anacletus II. . . . . . .

Protest of canon Reimbald of Liége against the slan

derous tales and reflections upon the character of

Anacletus . . . . .

The English prelacy acknowledge Anacletus .

Bernard gains over Louis VII. of France and Henry

England for Innocent II. . . . . .

The emperor Lothar of Germany converted by Bernard .

Corrupt election of the emperor Lothar.

He renounces the Treaty of Worms (1122)——repents, but

does homage to the Pope—Diet of Liege under the

management of Bernard of Clairvaux . . . .

He requests to be relieved from the renunciation—his re

quest rejected by Innocent II.—is crowned Emperor .

Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux, his character, training, elevation,

habits, labours, and reputed miracles .

Causes and effects of his popularity .

1127.

Pope prepares ‘for war

1130.

I. of

1131.
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DATE

1133.

1136.

1137,

1139.

Apr

20ml

1141.

1143.

Sept.

24th.

Pact

Bernard on the supremacy of the Roman Pontifii' 16

His (the Pope's) spiritual absolutism . . . . 16

The emperor Lothar in Italy—arrives in Rome—his corona

tion—subserviency to the Pope . . 17-18

He retires from Rome—Insolent inscriptio 18-1 9

Abbot Bernard in Pisa—worshipped as a. saint . . 19

He undertakes the restoration of pope Innocent 11. . . 20

Second expedition of the emperor Lothar into Italy . . 21

Capture of Amalfi and Salerno, reduction of Campania

and Apulia, restorations . . . . . . 21

Dissensions between Pope and Emperor— Rainulph of

Avellino the new duke of Apulia . . . . . 22

The Emperor nominates the abbot of Monte Casino—Dis

satisfaction of the Pope . . . . 22

Retreat and death of the emperor Lothar . - . . 23

Roger II. recovers the conquests of Lothar, but sufiers a de

feat . . . . _ . . . . . . 23

Bernard the mediator between Roger II. and pope Inno

cent II.—-Discussion, adjournment, death of Anacletus,

and exultation of Bernard . . . . . . 24

The Anacletian party elect Victor IV.—He abdicates, and is

reconciled to Innocent II. . . . . 25

Retirement of Bernard—General council at the LaIeran—de

claration of the unbounded prerogative of the Holy

See—temporal and spiritual estate of the Church a.

fief of the Holy See—Denunciation of clerical mar

riage—Condemnation of lay investiture—Anathema

against Arnold of Brescia and the “ political heretics" 26

Death of duke Rainulph, and reconquest of Apulia. by king

Roger II.—Pope Innocent II. the prisoner of Roger—

Accommodation—Roger acknowledged King of Sicily

—Apulia enfeoifed to William, son of Roger . . 27

Disturbed state of Rome—War against Tivoli—Overthrow of

the papal government, and exile of Innocent II. . 28

Pontifical theory of the severance of Church and State 28

Illustrative transactions in France—the Pope assumes the

appointment of bishops in France—the papal arch

bishop of Bourges expelled by king Louis VII. . . 29

Afiair of Theobald of Champagne—Ralph of Vermandois

divorces the sister of Theobald and marries again—

Innocent II. interdicts the kingdom for the King’s

complicity with the offence of Ralph . . . . 30

Bernard and Peter of Clugny in the affair of Theobald

of Champagne and Ralph of Vermandois . . . 3O

Fraudulent compromise proposed by Bernard to Pope In

nocent II. . . . . . . . . . 31

The plot detected and the compromise rejected—Vacant

bishoprics in the hands of the King . . . . 32

Death of Innocent IL—Election of Coelestine II.—Revolu

tionary state of Rome—Accommodation with France,

and settlement of the quarrel with Earl Theobald of

Champagne . . . . . . . . 32-33
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' CHAPTER II.

BERNARD AGAINST THE SCHISMATICS.

DATE

Church and clergy of the twelfth century . . .

Fermentation in the religious mind of the twelfth century

11 16.

against Henri, &c.Dissent in France—“Followershof tlie Apostles”—Errors

of Gilbert of Poitiers—of Peter Abaelard

Bernard against Abaelard and Arnold of Brescia

Citation of Abaelard . . . . .

Condemnation of the writings of Abaalard, &c. .

Arnold of Brescia . . . . .

Bernard against Arnold

Arnold at Ziirich

Arnold in Rome . . .

1144. Coelestine II. and Lucius II., popes .

Death of Lucius II. . . .

1145. Eugenius III. pope . . . . .

Feb} Revolutions and outrages in Rome . . .

27th. Restoration and second expulsion of Eugenius II.

Revival of the crusading mania . . .

Bernard the prophet of the crusade

Disastrous issue of the crusade . .

Bernard assailed as an impostor—his retort

Apology for Bernard . . . .

His conduct, how far censurable

His justification . .

1146. Bernard against the Romans . . .

His summons to the emperor Conrad . .

1146. Pope Eugenius III. in France—Great council at Rheims

1147. Bernard in disgrace with the Curie. . . .

1147. Commission to Bernard to make inquisition into the

heresy of the Henricians . . .

Bernard inquisitor and persecutor

Bernard attempts to reform the Curie.

Inveterate corruption of the Curie. .

Legatine commission—Extortions of legates

Bernard on the irregularities of the legates

1153, His work “ De Consideratione”

8th July Eugenius III. in exile—his death

1153, Death of Bernard of Clairvaux .

20th Death of abbot Suger of St. Denys

Aug. Shifting of the scene .

 

CHAPTER III.

FREDERIC I. AND HADRIAN Iv.

153235 } Death of Conrad III.

1152, Election of Frederic Redbeard . .

5th Mar. Accommodation with Eugenius III. .

State of Italy at the accession of Frederic I.

Rivalry and ambition of the cities of Italy

Cir. Peter de Bruys and Henri ——their imputed heresies—

Martyrdom of Peter—Bernard and Peter of Clugny
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DATE

Dec.

Frederic I. in Italy; diet of Roncag

Anastasius IV. pope—his death, and election of

l 1 54.

2d

Hadrian IV.—his extraction and career

Warfare of the Lombard cities among one another .

Conrad II. in Italy . .

The emperor Lothar in Ital

Conrad III. in Italy .

Frederic I. in Italy . . . . . . . .

Political relation of the kingdom of Italy to the empire .

lia . . . . .

Arnold of Brescia and the “political heretics” . . .

Character of the Roman people—how treated by Hadrian.

Frederic I. sacrifices Arnold to the Pope——his martyrdom

Reception of Frederic I. by Hadrian I_V.—Neglected ritual.

Accommodation . . . . . . . .

Bombastic address of the Romans to the Emperor

Their preposterous demands . . .

Reply of the Emperor . . . . . . .

Advance of the Emperor to Rome—his coronation, and

insurrection of the Romans, &c. . . . . .

The Emperor and the Pope abandon Rome—Retreat of

the Emperor .

1154. War between Hadrian IVIand William, king of Sicily—Defeat

1156.

1157.

1158.

of William . . . . . . . . .

William recovers his lost ground—he besieges the Pope

in Beneventum . . . . . . . .

Negotiation and treaty of St. Marcion . . .

General relations between the empire and the papacy .

Claims of the empire upon the Norman fiefs of Southern

Italy . . . . . . . . . .

Growing alienation of the Emperor and the Pope—

Rupture . . . . . . . . .

Afiair of the archbishop of Lund . . .

Insolent message of pope Hadrian to the Emperor

Stormy interview, and dismissal of the Pope’s legates

Frederic I. vindicates his treatment of the legates

He prohibits unlicensed resort to Rome . .

Reply of the German clergy to the papal com

plaint . . . . . . . .

The explanations of the Pope . . .

The Emperor accepts the apology of the Pope

CHAPTER IV.

FREDERIG I. AND ALEXANDER III.

State of Lombardy

Milan regains the ascendancy . . .

Submission of the Milanese to the Emperor

Diet of Roncaglia—Difliculties of government .

Insurrection of the Milanese . . . .

Impediments to sound legislation in Italy . . .

Siege and capture of Orema—preparations of the Milanese

Frederic I. and pope Hadrian IV.'——The Emperor fills vacant

sees, &c.
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Death of Hadrian IV. . . . . . . 101
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Policy of the emperor Frederic I. . . . . 103
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The Emperor calls a. general council at Pavia . . . 106
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Difficulties of the Emperor . 107
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Specious imputations . . . . . . . 113

Efforts of the Rolandist legates in England and France . 113

Their success in England . . . . . . 114

Difficulties in France—council of Toulouse . 114

Ultimate success of the legates . 115
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Conduct of Louis indefensible . . . . 122
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